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Samanvayadhikaranam

The Topical Section:
Harmony

nw^u|chHji
Prathamavarnakam

#
First Explanation:
Harmony

Section 1

wM

mm: iwp^q;

^n, "^hhn^i

37RSJW1

few AII*W S^racfflU

S^Tf ^WWIHL

SfT^sfen^3

3T

^InM^MH, dMWHII^dMifdMHI^ 3T41
Section 1 A
[purvapaksabhAsyam]
katham punah brahmanah sdstrapramanakatvam ucyate yavata, “dmnayasya
kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam" (Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.1) iti kriyaparatvatii
sastrasya

pradarsitam.

ato

vedantanam

anarthakyam,

kartnievatadiprakasanarthatvena vd kriyavidhisesatvam,

akriyarthatvdt,

upasanadikriyantara-

vidhdnarthatvam vd.
Section 1 B
katham - how; 1JR: punah - again; HPT: brahmanah - for Brahman;
HWFTPPKHf sdstrapramanakatvam - the Scripture being the means of
Knowledge;

ucyate - is stated; ^Mdl yavata - inasmuch as; ^TTWTFT

dmnayasya - of the Scripture; wm^^l^kriyarthatvat - because of the sacrificial
act being the purpose; STH^WH. anarthakyam - purposelessness; 3THHTR
atadarthanam - of those statements that do not serve that purpose; ?fcT iti thus; THtTTTxHf kriyaparatvam - the sacrificial act being the purport;
sastrasya - of the Scripture; y<$\<m^pradarsitam - has been clearly delineated;
3Tcb at ah - hence;

vedantanam - of the Upanisads; 3TRSTHR.

anarthakyam - purposelessness; &lbhMi W^kakriyarthatvdt - since sacrificial act
' AA (fn.), CSS

1 strife ^ smpraavf, nTOcfm \
2
Rfi’qrrcH—«(iy
f

[ '^n' M^|U||fiKU| 4mHI I
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kartrdevatadiprakasanarthatvena - by-

is not their domain;

virtue of having their purpose as that of delineating the agent, deity and so
on; 3T va - or;

kriyavidhisesatvam - becoming subsidiary to the
upasanadikriyantara-

injunctions on sacrificial acts;

vidhanarthatvam - having the purport of enjoining the act of contemplation
and the like; 3T va - or
Section 1 C
[commentary on the prima facie view]1

How again can it be stated that Scripture is the means for the Knowledge
of Brahman when, inasmuch as, the maxim that the sacrificial act is the
domain of Scripture has been clearly delineated in the aphorism (Pm.

Mi.Su.1.2.1):2 "The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and, as such,
those statements of Scripture that do not serve that purpose are bereft
of purpose"? The Upanisads, therefore, are purposeless since they do
not expound sacrificial acts.3 Or by virtue of having their purpose of
delineating the agent, deity and so on, they become subsidiary to the
injunctions on sacrificial acts. Or, they may have the purport of enjoining
other acts such as contemplation and the like.4
Section 1 D
1. Commentary on the prima facie view: The second explanation (dvitiyavarnaka) of the preceding Sastrayonitva-sutra simply affirms that Sastra
(Scripture) alone is the means for the knowledge of Brahman - "sastra-

pramanakarh brahma."5 This affirmation, which needs to be duly substantiated
by proper investigation and logical analysis, ushers in the fourth Samanvayasutra, "tattu samanvayat."
The Bhasyakara, in this section, introduces the details of the objection raised
by the Purvapaksin against the above-mentioned Siddhanta view contained
in Sastrayonitva-sutra. The Purvapaksin here is, obviously, the Mimamsaka.6
5 Cf.
6 Cf.

ra: i -

ih-MfirW 33 3OTTOs

tJTTSWlI—'

FI —
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2. How again can it be stated that Scripture is the means for the Knowledge
of Brahman when, inasmuch as, the maxim that the sacrificial act is the
domain of Scripture has been clearly delineated in the aphorism? The

word 'katham' (how) in this Bhasya passage is not purported to denote
merely a query but to convey forcefully the sense of objection (aksepartha).7
This means that the Purvapaksin rejects absolutely the view that the Sastra
(Scripture) is the means of knowledge of Brahman ("sastrapramanakam
brahma") that has been established in the second explanation (dvitlyavarnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra.
This Siddhanta (established view) seeks to affirm this purport and
authenticity of the Sastra (Scripture) in expounding Brahman and it is this
Scripture that is referred to by the term 'amnaya' occurring in the Mxmamsasutra that has been quoted by the Acarya in this context.
The second explanation of the preceding Sastrayonitva-sutra, attempted
by the Siddhantin, has touched on the point of validity and purpose of the
Sastra. As a consequence, the Mlmamsaka finds himself induced to raise an
objection. It is a well-known fact that the Mlmamsakas are held in high esteem
by all adherents of the various Indian philosophical systems (Darsana) insofar
as the hermeneutical principles, purport, validity and so on of the Vedas are
concerned. As such, it is now incumbent on the Vedantin to put the objection
in proper perspective, examine it critically and thoroughly and then answer
the same effectively by presenting a cogent and viable argument against the
viewpoint of the Mlmamsaka.
For this purpose, the Acarya judiciously evaluates the present aphorism by
discussing it elaborately so that the Mimamsaka's objection to the view that
the Scripture is the sole means of Knowledge of Brahman may be set aside
convincingly. For this purpose, the Acarya first presents the Purvapaksin's
objection in the proper perspective. The term 'yavata' (inasmuch as) in the

Also, cf.
7 Cf. VTSq ^4

srfaina mihi'H
&*tKl ^

fRiubra

i a

Also, cf.

I i -
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Bhasya passage indicates that the Mlmamsaka's objection is obviously based
on the Purva-mlmamsa aphorism of Jaimini that has been cited by the Acarya.8
In order to appreciate the objection of the Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka,
it would be desirable to be conversant with the Mlmamsaka view of
'pramanya', that is 'the validity of a means of knowledge'. The Mimamsakas
define 'pramanya' as: ‘'anadhigata-abadhita-prayojanavad-arthabodhakatvam
pramananam pramanyam - The validity of a means of knowledge consists in
its giving rise to a knowledge of that which has not been known earlier, is not
sublated subsequently by another cognition and which serves a purpose."
This definition of 'pramanya', the validity of the means of knowledge, has
been endorsed by the Vedantins too. We observe that the Mlmamsaka, basing
on the above definition of pramanya, is here raising an objection specifically
on the aspect of 'what serves a purpose' (prayojanvat).
3. "The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and, as such, those
statements of Scripture that do not serve that purpose are bereft of
purpose." The Upanisads, therefore, are purposeless since they do not
expound sacrificial acts: The Mimamsa-sutra (Pu.MlSu. 1.2.1), "amnayasya

kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam," cited here determines that the
sacrificial act is the sole purpose of the Vedic Scripture.9 The entailed
corollary, therefore, would be that those components of the Vedic Scripture,
such as the Upanisads, which do not enjoin any sacrificial acts, are rendered
devoid of purpose. Hence, argues the Mlmamsaka, the Upanisads cease
to have any validity. The reason for his assertion is not far to seek as the
validity (pramanya) of the Veda consists in teaching what is purposeful
(prayojanavad-arthabodhakatvam). The Mlmamsaka, therefore, objects:
How can the Upanisads be taken as a means of knowlege (pramana), for they
expound only Brahman, an accomplished entity, and not any sacrificial act?10

10 cf.

^an,

an#*! sfcrcraa, a
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On this very ground, some of the early MSmamsakas have gone to the extent
of uncharitably denouncing the Upanisads as "barren tracts of the Vedas."11
4. Or by virtue of having their purpose of delineating the agent, deity and
so on, they become subsidiary to the injunctions on sacrificial acts. Or,
they may have the purport of enjoining other acts such as contemplation
and the like: In order to avoid the above predicament and save the validity
(pramanya) of the Upanisads, the Mlmamsaka himself presents two
alternative proposals to somehow connect the Upanisads with sacrificial
acts, in order they too may be posited to have a purpose, in some way or the
other. The Mlmamsaka undertakes this exercise of his own accord.
It is to be noted that it is not out of any great regard for the Vedantin
that the Mlmamsaka undertakes this effort of putting forward two alternate
proposals favourable to the validity of the Upanisads but because he deems
it his sacred duty to maintain the validity of each and every part, nay every
sentence, of the Veda. The reason why the Mlmamsaka tries to salvage the
authenticity (validity) of the Upanisads as a means of knowledge (pramana)
is because of the injunction (vidhi) pertaining to the learning of one's own
branch of the Veda (Tai.A.2.19) - "svadhyayo'dhyeiavyah” - which is taken by
the Mlmamsaka to establish that the entire Veda, inclusive of the Upanisads,
has a definite purport.12
It is keeping this in view that the following two alternative proposals
have been put forward by the Mlmamsaka in this section:
(1) The Upanisadic passages may be treated as subsidiary to the sacrificial
injunctions occurring in the karma-kanda (the section on sacrificial acts) of
the Veda. This subsidiary status of the Upanisads could easily be justified
as they can be construed to expound the real nature of the agent (kartr) who
I aaratrf M'jiTW'i Pl^Icisii PicMa ■t‘di'1ail

aswfdaK'Wa mto:
11 Cf. to
aaatoti:
12 Cf. a a toaraarag

cr^si^iPiw <R*aa II

yaa

-anas
a
aa ana*a

ywiwiyi
raarat aaaanaTafotofKaaj
^a:
araaaaraaa>RTa i ataiaaaaa agFat;, a aai aifn^T RiaFRiaia i aia
-wnto?
a aiaafaa:,
- aratl
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is enjoined to undertake the performance of the sacrificial act. Or, they can
even be purported to teach the exact nature of the deity (devata) invoked
in the sacrificial acts for receiving the oblations (ahuti). In this manner, the
Mlmamsaka posits that the Upanisads should be construed to serve the
purpose of a sacrificial act indirectly.13
(2) If this subsidiary status of the Upanisads is not acceptable to the Vedantin
- argues the Mlmamsaka - the Upanisads may be deemed to have the direct
purpose of prescribing the contemplative acts (upasana),14 the learning of
Scripture (sravana) and so on.15
In this way the Mlmamsaka tries to protect the validity of the Upanisads
even as he rejects completely the Vedantin's thesis that the Upanisadic
portion of the Veda is purported to be the sole means for the Knowledge of
Brahman ("sastrapramanakam brahma").16

:

m

d^rti fl^mld'tiS^dKIW'h’dii—ltdd viqMNql

14 cf. ag

wiiwtiyidwi

dd<H<tl4dl«NMi

«,ra=5
SHMIHIU-MNIdRl
+<&=ldlWM$c4,

Wlcfl -

M dAsqaap hwihui$ sra

^qruHidi -r^wT
Also, cf.
M d^dfd I
—^4UHHId I B Cf. ^iifoi^ra:»HUii<y4;, dH>i4q<rd ai
i Also, cf. ^ iaraasKt

q^w-wif—

i

« Cf. dwifi^r#d4Ri4f^d»^diMrdqt<Hq<M^ iwfercj are; rWMrttctW a wr, aa:
U^fed'mWHIl4^IM<d m

W ft

STRlW a SRRaaAt aTUVZtatfcJ

aTrw4:l ~ara<ft
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2

^ ft

flwrafcl,

MKWiydcH^:/

cF5#W2 ^ l%flt^TOd gwfcfTOJ

"Ws^"

^

(i.tf.sxu) '^#Pl zwwti TIT TJT^fcf "faffcRT Vl^l'H^ld.
^T^f MW *$:" (^.^?.^.'S) #T WN^H3

3rPll

'^RlW ^ v'^ ^T" (t.*U.?.?.?) ^TT#W
^i«NW T^HWlW<tf1 31TO?SI,
?T ^ q^RTSd

W^T: Wm%, ftrqiRm^

I

2A
[purvapaksavibhagabhasyam]

na

hi

parinisthitavastupratipadanam

sambhavati,

pratyaksadivisayatvdt

parinisthitavastunah, tatpratipadane ca heyopadeyarahite purusarthabhavat. ata
eva "so'rodid" (Tai.Sam.1.5.1.1) ityevamadiMm anarthakyam ma bhuditi "vidhina
tvekavakyatvat stutyarthena vidhlnam syuh” (Pu.Ml.Su.1.2.7) iti stavakatvena
arthavattvam uktam. mantrdndm ca "ise tva” (Tai.Sam.1.1.1.1) ityddinam
knyatatsadhanabhidhayakatvena

karmasamavayitvam

uktam.

na

kvacidapi

vedavakyanarh vidhisamsparsamantarena arthavatta drsta, upapanna va. na ca
parinisthite vastusvarupe vidhih sambhavati, kriyavisayatvad vidheh.

* W, AL
, Tel, ASS, AA (fn.) ^KMih
5 AA-^ira.
v Tel 3R? <33

''ASStffc'II^HW,
' AA, NSP (I & II), KKK AjrfosR

’Tela#H
’ mRcI: WTtl^ RiM'-H R*?cf HKMlttd,

RTSWfil WdJ - <.eW*Tr

2 dkHfcNl<H 3^Erfr!Wi

faJIf: 1

3 trll'l'hd'lld

^.cMIm sst'MH.I -

4 zm (4^fthiI4.uI^I'W«) RVtIWd ^ fe frqTfe OTsI! m <cM*rR.I -^TP#
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2B

d na - not; ft hi - indeed;

parinisthitavastupratipadanam -

teaching about an already existing entity; ’HH'tfcl sambhavati - can possibly
be;

pratyaksadivisayatvat - as it is the object of perception

and so on;
rkM(cl4i<4

parinisthitavastunah - of an already existing entity;
tatpratipadane - in the teaching thereof; ^ ca - and; tdTdftdTftd

heyopadeyarahite - when there is nothing to be rejected or accepted;
purusdrthabhavat - since there is no human goal;
this reason;

sah - he;

^ atah eva - verily for

arodlt - wailed;

ityevamadinam -

with respect to passages such as this; ^FiW^lanarthakyam - purposelessness;
dT

mS bhilt - lest there be; ift iti - hence; ftftWT vidhina - with injunction;

<3 tu - but; M.'bqwtdld. ekavakyatvat - on account of the syntactical unity;

stutyarthena - with the purpose of eulogy; fddldld vidhlnam - of the
injunctions;

syuh - have to be; ltd iti - thus;

stavakatvena - by

being an eulogy; '^Tddrdd.arthavattvam - their being purposeful; dddf. uktam has been delineated;

IHynantranam - of the Mantras; dca- and;

ise - for

food; cdT tva - thee; 3c4i41hih.ityddlnam - of such as these; fodldcdiddiid>4i4«h<^H

kriyatatsadhanabhidhayakatvena - by their stating the sacrificial act and
the means thereof; ,=b4iHh=ilRMh karmasamavayitvam - association with
the rituals; dxPf uktam - is explained; d

na kvacid api - nowhere;

IMihvedavdkyandm - of the Vedic sentences;

vidhisamsparsam

- association with injunctions; SFcRdT antarena - without; ■ST^drfT arthavatta purposefulness;

drsta - seen;

ca - and certainly not; dftfdftd

upapanna - justified; dT va - or; d ^ na
parinisthite vastusvarupe - with respect

to the nature of an already existing entity; ftft: vidhih - injunction; iWP

sambhavati - possible; TftdTTdddrdTd. kriyavisayatvat - since sacrificial act is the
content; ffth vidheh - of injunction

2C
[commentary analysing the objection1]

Indeed, there cannot possibly be any teaching about an already existing
entity, for the already existing entity is an object of perception and so
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on2 and in the teaching thereof since there is no human goal when there
is nothing to be rejected or accepted.3 It is verily for this reason4 - with
respect to the passages such as (Tai.Sam.1.5.1.1), "He wailed" lest there
be purposelessness - that their being purposeful has been stated in the
aphorism to consist in the eulogy of the injunctions (Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.7): "But,
on account of their syntactical unity with injunctions, they are to be taken
as eulogising the injunctions."5 And with respect to the Mantras such as
these (Tai.Sam.l.l.l.l), "For food, thee (I cut)," their association with the
rituals is explained on the ground that they speak of the rituals or the
means thereof. Nowhere is the purposefulness of Vedic sentences seen
or justified without their association with the injunction.6 And, certainly
there can be no injunction regarding the nature of the already existing
entity since the domain of injunction is the sacrificial act.7
2D
1. Commentary analysing the objection: The Bhasya has presented in the
preceding section an objection raised by the Mlmamsaka, the Purvapaksin,
against the stand taken by the Vedantin as delineated in the second
explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra of Brahman being
revealed by the Sastra (Scripture) alone. The present section of the Bhasya
is devoted to analyse and expand that very objection of the Purvapaksin so
that it is put on a firmer ground. In a way, this section is a sort of analytical
commentary on the objection presented in the last section.

2. Indeed, there cannot possibly be any teaching about an already existing
entity, for the already existing entity is an object of perception and so on:
The preceding section concluded with the opponent's persuasion that the
Upanisads are to be considered merely as subsidiaries to the injunctions on
the sacrificial acts found in the karma-kanda or they can be construed as
injunctions on contemplation (upasana) that are found in the Upanisadic
portion itself.
Brahman, that is identical with the Self, and not any sacrificial act - not
even remotely - is the subject matter of the Upanisadic sentences such as
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"tat tvam asi - That thou art," "ayam atma brahma - This Self is Brahman." This
being the case, how is it at all possible to construe the Upanisadic sentences
as subsidiaries to the injunctions (vidhi) prescribing the sacrificial acts?
The Mlmamsaka is under the mistaken notion that for an injunction
(vidhi) to be an injunction, in the true sense of the term, it must induce or
command a person who has not undertaken any activity, as yet, to undertake
an activity (apravrtta-pravartanam vidhih). But, an injunction could also
be that which imparts knowledge about an entity that has remained so far
unknown (ajnatartha-jnapanam vidhih). This proposition of the Vedantin
has to be acceptable to the Mlmamsaka too, for he considers the Vedic
statement, "agnihotram juhoti - One should offer the Agnihotra oblation"
to be a 'utpatti-vidhi/ that is an 'injunction of origination'.5 We can thus
observe that the final purport (tatparya) of the injunction (vidhi), in this case
pertaining to the sacrificial act of Agnihotra, is to impart the knowledge
about the Agnihotra rite, which is otherwise not known (ajnatartha-jnapana).
On this analogy, the Upanisadic sentences too could be taken as injunctions
by themselves since they too impart the Knowledge of Brahman, which
otherwise remains unknown.6
The Bhasya sentence in this section succinctly presents the rejoinder given
by the Mlmamsaka to the above counterargument of the Vedantin. Brahman,
the content of the aforecited Vedantic passages, such as "tat tvam asi,” is an
entity that is already existent (parinisthita- or bhuta-vastu). In fact, as the
Vedantin affirms. Brahman is Existence itself - an Existence which is absolute
in every sense of the term for it does not depend on any action whatsoever.7
Indeed, It does not depend on anything other than itself. Such an absolute
entity cannot be the content of Scriptural teaching (sastra-pramana) alone.
The reason underlying this assertion of the Mimamsaka is that the existing
5 Vide "karmasvarupamatrabodhako vidhih utpattividhih - An injunction which describes the
nature of a sacrificial act (i.e. names it) is an injunction of origination." (Arthasahgraha of
Laugaksi-bhaskara)
6Cf. a WrqH<|T1!Hq'l*lRct
7 Cf. qfcr;

'icHlriN'Mt.silUsIM'llsKSig,

fasreq fee qRftilid foro#

Srild 3TR[—
-wri
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entity must also be an object (visaya) of other means of knowledge, such as
perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and so on. Consequently, the
Scriptural teaching about such an already established and existing entity
cannot be purported to impart the knowledge of what is otherwise unknown.
On the other hand, such a Scriptural teaching should be understood to be
only a restatement of a certain fact already known otherwise (arthavada).
As pointed out, an already existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) that is
known from a Scriptural passage is bound to be the object, that is the subject
matter of other means of knowledge (pramanantara) too like perception
(pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and so on. From this above conclusion,
there could arise two alternatives: The object revealed by the Scriptural
passage may conform to what is known through perception, inference and
so on, or it may contradict the Scriptural statement. In case it conforms
the Scriptural passage is to be classified not as a vidhi-vakya (injunctive
statement) but only as an 'anuvada', that is 'a restatement of something that
is already known'. To illustrate with an example: The Scriptural passage
(Tai.Sam.7A.18.2), "agnirhimasya bhesajam - Fire is the remedy for cold" is an
anuvada (restatement) - and not a vidhi (injunction) - since this statement's
teaching conforms to what is already verified in our day-to-day life. On the
other hand, if the content of a Scriptural passage is found contradicting one's
personal experience that has been gained through perception, inference
and so on, then such passages are to be classified as 'gunavada',8 that is
8" A Vedic passage which has the objective of either eulogy or censure pertaining to a sacrificial
act is termed 'arthavada' - ‘‘praSasiyanindanyatarapararn vdkyam arthavddah." (Arthasahgraha of
Laugaksi-bhaskara)
Arthavada is of three kinds:
(1) Gunavada: When the content of an arthavada is contradicted by another means of
knowledge (pramana), it is called 'gunavada'. Vide "pramanantaravirodhe satyarthavado
gunavadah." (Arthasahgraha)
(2) Anuvada: When the content of an arthavada is a thing already known from some other
means of knowledge (pramana), it is termed 'anuvada'. Vide "pramSnSntaravagatdrthabodhako 'rthavUdo 'nuvadah." (Arthasahgraha)
(3) Bhutarfhavada: When the content of an arthavada is such that it can neither be contradicted
nor be established by another means of knowledge, it is known as 'bhutarthavada'. Vide
"pramdndntaravirodhatatpraptirahitarthabodhako'rthavado bhutcirthavadah." (Arthasangraha)
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'statements based on the similarity of properties'. To illustrate: The passage
(Tai.Bra.2.1.5.2) "adityo yupah - The sacrificial post is the sun" is a gunavada,
for this Vedic statement signifies that the sacrificial post because it possesses
such qualities of the sun - as brightness, connection with the higher realms
and so on - is to be considered as the sun itself. Passages such as these have to
be construed as gunavada because what is conveyed directly by the passage
contradicts what we know through perception (pratyaksa) and other means
of knowledge (pramana).
The Upanisadic passages also have their content as an existing entity
(parinisthita-vastu), the non-dual Brahman or the identity of Atman and
Brahman. In such a scenario, as explained above, there can be only two
options: The content of the Upanisadic passages can conform to what is
known by perception and other means of knowledge. Or it may contradict
it. If these Upanisadic passages conform to what we already know through
other means of knowledge, then they will be the anuvada. Or, if they
contradict what we already know by other means of knowledge, they can
be taken to be the gunavada. Regardless of any of these alternatives that
we may choose, the Upanisadic passages cannot be considered as teaching
what is otherwise unknown (ajnatartha-jnapana) through other means of
knowledge (pramana) like perception, inference and so on.9
The Mimarrtsaka further argues that it is not fair on the part of the Vedantin
to equate the Upanisadic passages such as "tat tvam asi" with the utpattividhis like "agnihotram juhoti - One should offer the Agnihotra oblation,"
merely on the ground that both of them impart the knowledge of something
hitherto unknown (ajnatartha-jnapana). The reason he adduces is as follows:
The following verse, quoted in the Arthasahgraha of Laugaksi-bhaskara, gives in a
nutshell the nature of the above-mentioned three types of arthavadas: “virodhe gunavadah
syadamwado'vadharite, bhutarthavadastaddhanadarthavadastridha matah." To explain: virodhe
(pramamntaravirodhe) - when its content is contradicted by other means of knowledge;
avadharite pramanantarena niscite - when its content is already established by other means of
knowledge; taddhanSd (tayoh hanat) virodhcivadMritatvajMnabhave - when the knowledge of
contradiction or confirmation of its content is absent.
9 Cf. ctfrM
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The object of the Upanisadic teaching, though presently unknown, is the
already existing entity, while the content of the utpatti-vidhi is a non-existing
entity, that is a sacrificial act which is yet to be accomplished.10
Moreover, in the context of rituals in the karma-kanda, the utpatti-vidhi
(originative injunction) never occurs in isolation but always occurs along
with various other forms of vidhis (injunctions) that pertain to the context
of the sacrificial acts such as the adhikaravidhi,” the viniyogavidhi12 and the
prayogavidhi.13 These injunctions are inseparable from one another, even
though they differ from each other with regard to their nature, function and
aim (tatparya). But, the entire gamut of these various vidhis existing in this
interrelated manner is inconceivable in the context of the Upanisads which
expound the identity of Brahman and Atman that is an already existing thing
(parinisthi ta-vastu).14
Agreed that the purpose of the utpatti-vidhi is to impart the knowledge
of a thing hitherto unknown; but, that which the utpatti-vidhi teaches
needs to be a karma (sacrificial act) which is to be accomplished in future,
meaning it has to be that which is not already existent. Thus, the definition
of the utpatti-vidhi (injunction of origination) in the Mimamsa tradition as
"karmasvarupamatrabodhako vidhih utpattividhi - An injunction of origination
is an injunction which describes the nature (i.e. the name) of a sacrificial act."
Because of all the afore-mentioned reasons, the Mlmamsaka affirms
that there cannot be any Scriptural teaching about an entity that is already
existing (parinisthita-vastu). This also explains the reason why he has stated
[ ft ?RT RtIWw I - hWdl
11 Vide "Icarmajanyaphalasvamyabodhako vidhiradhikaravidhih - 'Adhikaravidhi' is an injunction
which intimates the ownership of the fruit to be produced by the sacrificial act." (Arthasangraha
of Laugaksi-bhaskara)
12 Vide "angapradhanasambandhabodhako vidhih viniyogavidhih - 'Viniyogavidhi' is an injunction
which conveys the connection of the subsidiary with the principal." (Arthasangraha of
Laugaksi-bhaskara)
13 Vide "pmyogaprasubhdvabodhako vidhih prayogavidhih - 'Prayogavidhi' is an injunction which
indicates the process of hastening the sacrificial act." {Arthasangraha of Laugaksi-bhaskara)
14Cf.
Also, cf. awwwwft
in#iKftsrvgAbi ndlq^i s«fr ^
tPf +4*^
ydlrMlrlRlRl:

3

TR: I -Spftj
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earlier that the Upanisads, because of their content being an existing entity,
are to be regarded only as subsidiary to the injunctions on rituals or that they
need to be understood as prescribing an act of contemplation (upasana).15
3. and in the teaching thereof since there is no human goal when there is
nothing to be rejected or accepted: Here, the Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka
adds one more point to buttress his thesis that the Upanisads are purposeless
since their subject matter is Brahman, an already existing entity.
His argument is thus: It is a well-known fact that the purpose of the
Scripture is to impart the knowledge about purusarthas, that is the desired
goals of human pursuit (purusaih arthyate iti purusarthah). All purusarthas
(human goal), in essence, can be expressed to be of two kinds: They may be
either the 'upadeya', that is the objects which are to be sought, like happiness
and the means thereof (sukham taddhetusca);16 or, they may be the 'heya',
that the objects that need to be rejected or avoided, such as misery and the
means thereof (duhkham taddhetusca).17 But, the Vedantins affirm that the
content of the Upanisadic teaching is the non-dual Brahman; and, this is
not a purusartha at all because the Self, being itself Brahman, there is no
need to attain it (upadeya) afresh by some means or reject it (heya) by some
other means. Indeed, nothing can be done with a fact that is already existent
(parinisthita-vastu). How can one accept or reject one's own Self?
Therefore, it is certain that the Upanisads do not teach us anything of the
nature of 'upadeya' or 'heya' for attaining a purusartha. For this reason,
too, the Upanisads do not have any independent validity (pramanya).18
15 Refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1.
For example, the Scriptural passages, such as "yajeta svargakamah" - One should perform
sacrificial rites for attaining heaven, the desired fruit," teach us about the 'upadeyapurusartha', that is the heaven and the means to attain it consisting in the sacrificial rite.
17 The Scriptural passages, such as "ma himsyat sarva bhutani - Do not injure any being," teach
the 'heya-purusartha', that is the avoidance of miseries, like hell (naraka) and the means
thereof consisting in desisting from causing injury to other beings.
18 Cf.
d
^
^
i -

writer
Also, cf.

=3 MKMiydVAfg'MMKHm
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In fact, they are only anuvadas, that is restatements of facts otherwise
already known.19
4. It is verily for this reason: That is 'because of the reason that no fruit
(phala) is gained by proffering a teaching of an already existing thing'.20 The
Mlmamsaka will presently expand the two alternatives that he has suggested
at the end of the last section.21
5. with respect to the passages such as (Tai.Sam.1.5.1.1), "He wailed" lest
there be purposelessness - that their being purposeful has been stated in
the aphorism to consist in the eulogy of the injunctions (Pu.Mi.Sii. 1.2.7):
"But, on account of their syntactical unity with injunctions, they are to
be taken as eulogising the injunctions": In this Bhasya statement, by the
expression, "ityevamadinam - passages such as these," is meant the inclusion
of other similar Vedic passages such as (Taz.Sam.2.1.1.1) "vdyurvai ksepisthd
devata - Wind is the swiftest deity."
The passage cited in the Bhasya (Tai.Sam. 1.5.1.1), "so'rodid - He wept"
stands for a long Vedic passage narrating the following story: "Once, the
gods (devata) deposited their valuables for the sake of safety with Agni
and then went to fight against the demons (asura). The gods won the battle
and on their return home, they took back their riches from Agni by force
and violence. Because of this, Agni wept. Since he wept (arodit), he got the
appellation 'Rudra'. It is the tears that Agni had shed that became silver.
Therefore, silver should not be offered as daksina (sacrificial fees), for silver
is but the tears of Agni. And before a year passes, people weep in the house
of the one who offers silver as daksina.22

TOWN Id. =3
20 Cf.

m. =*?

d WERfirW I TO ft ^NNIIH:

WWf, a =3 3WTW

TORiar^ wsa: i -

Also, cf.
i 21 Refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1, n.4.
22 a
ftf^Ti^TOWRT 3RTIER,
cfjRq
dsNM
clt+nsf'dd
rf^n5l3t5#fn - dfTiDquitdr(?A.?.t)
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In this above-cited Vedic narration, the portions "Once, the gods won the
battle...tears that Agni had shed that became silver" as well as "And before
year passes...who offers silver as daksina" are arthavadas as they per se do
not instruct us about anything that we can act upon or desist from in order
that we may gain a purusartha (human goal). It is because of this reason that
we find the purposefulness (prayojana or phala) and the validity (pramanya)
of passages such as these have been questioned in the Purvanumamsa-sutra
(1.2.1), "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam -The sacrificial act
is the purport of the Veda and as such, those statements of Scripture that do
not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose,"23 which declares that it is only
the rituals that are conducive to a purusartha and therefore the sacrificial act
alone can be the sole purpose of Scripture. This above-cited Mimarhsa-sutra
actually presents the Purvapaksa (prima facie) view of an opponent who
argues against the Mlmamsa school. Yet, the Siddhanta or final view, in the
Mlmamsa context, does not reject the basic principle and logic contained in
the Purvapaksa but seeks to accommodate even these Scriptural passages
such as "so'rodtt - He wept," within the ambit of the purposeful and valid
portions of the Scriptures consisting of vidhi (injunctions) and nisedha
(prohibitions) and thereby establish their validity.
It is for this purpose, the Mlmamsa school lays down the Siddhanta-sutra
(Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.7) that is cited in the present section of the Bhasya which lays
down a maxim: "vidhina tvekavakyatvat stutyarthena vidhinam syuh - But,
on account of their syntactical unity with injunctions, they are to be taken
as eulogising the injunctions."24 To explain: In the above-cited Taittirlyasamhita passage (1.5.1.1), the portion "Silver should not be offered as daksina
(sacrificial fee)" constitutes a prohibition (nisedha) for offering the sacrificial
fee as silver and thereby teaches us a means to attain the purusartha in the
form of avoiding future misery consisting in a calamity at one's house.25 But,
23 i.e. amnayasya kriyarthatvat etc. cited in the last section of the Bhasya.
24 Cf. Pratai - {^ctgw<<hT$*ti,
- tqrdtf'.qiw-waK'Ji, ftfvjar

dl'Miqyid, ^ -

SOTtf etKcS>aitiKljl q-RfaRT I -

25 This is similar to the prohibition (nisedha) "ma himsyat sarvfi bhutani - Do not injure any
being" that prohibits violence to other beings and teaches us a means to attain a purusartha
(human goal) in the form of avoiding future misery such as reaching hell (naraka).
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the portion "Once, the gods won the battle...tears that Agni had shed that
become silver" as well as "And before the year passes...who offers silver
as daksina" found in the context of the above prohibition (nisedha) is
obviously meant to explain the reason as to why silver should not be offered
as daksina (sacrificial fee). Therefore, these portions are obviously of the
nature of subsidiary passages (ahga) having a close syntactical unity and
relation (ekavakyata) with the prohibition (nisedha) which alone is the main
or predominant portion (angl) of this Taittiriya-samhita section (1.5.1.1). In
this way, here in the illustration, the arthavada passage intends to censure
(ninda) the offering of silver as daksina in the sacrifice,26 the content of the
prohibitory statement (nisedha-vakya).27
Similarly, the Scriptural passage, "vayurvai ksepistha devata - Vayu is the
swiftest deity," is intended to be an eulogy (stavaka) of a particular sacrifice
which forms die content of an injunction (vidhi) found in its proximity (Tai.
Sam.2.1.1.1): "vayavyam svetamalabheta bhutikamah - One who is desirous of
prosperity should offer a white goat to Vayu." The arthavada passage "vayurvai
ksepistha devata - Vayu is the swiftest deity" has a close syntactical connection
(ekavakyata) with the above-cited injunctive sentence (vidhi-vakya), "vayavyam
svetamalabheta bhutikamah" and hence is subordinate to the same.28
Just as these arthavadas are made subordinate to the vidhi (injunction) or
nisedha (prohibition), all the other passages of similar nature found in the
karma-kanda can be deemed to serve a purpose only by being subordinate
(anga) to their respective main injunctive sentences (angl) - vidhi or nisedha
- that prescribe the sacrificial acts or censure something pertaining to a
26 Cf.

aar-awi

Hisliniisic

viWt-N

a aaa' ffa

1 - wrt

27 The arthavada, "so'rodll - He wept," that has been taken for illustration, narrates certain
events that are said to have happened long ago. The content of this statement is neither
corroborated nor contradicted by other pramanas (means of knowledge) like perception
and inference. Hence, the passages of this type are classified as 'bhutarthavadas', that is
'statements pertaining to what is said to have happened in the past'. As mentioned in fn.8 the bhutarthavada is the third type of arthavada, the other two being anuvada and gunavada.
28 Cf. srrqsj %TOlc5^t
fospyiR
ipm
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sacrificial act - both of which are means to attain purusarthas (human goal),
thus in turn being indisputably both purposeful (prayojanavat) and valid
(pramanyavat) ,29
In just the same way, the Upanisadic passages too need to be treated as
subordinate (artga) to the injunctive sentences of the karma-kanda, prescribing
some purusarthas, so that they too may be purposeful and valid. This is the
essence of the thought presented by Mimamsaka, the Purvapaksin.30
6. And with respect to the Mantras such as these (rat.Sam.1.1.1.1), "For
food, thee (I cut)," their association with the rituals is explained on the
ground that they speak of the rituals or the means thereof. Nowhere is
the purposefulness of Vedic sentences seen or justified without their
association with the injunction: So far, the Mimamsaka's contention has
been that, like the arthavadas, the Upanisadic passages too do not have any
specific utility of their own and hence they, like the arthavadas, need to be
made subordinate to the ritualistic injunctions (vidhi or nisedha) which
alone are purposeful.
Having contended so, the Mimamsaka anticipates a counterargument
from the Vedantin to his very contention regarding the Vedantic passages
as being purposeless and thus without any validity (pramanya). The
Vedantin's argument is as follows: The Mimamsakas recognise the Mantras31
39 CL ?35TFT aiRRR:—RRRSJR
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31 The term 'Mantra', derived from the root 'man' (to think), is difficult to translate satisfactorily.
The Mantras are a set of Vedic passages in the form of short prose, hymns, prayers, narratives
and so on and are meant to be chanted while performing the rituals. As the traditional writers
point out the impossibility of defining Mantra precisely, we may satisfy ourselves with a sort of
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to be different from, and independent of, the ritualistic injunction (vidhi).
These Mantras are often only in the form of praise, singing the greatness
and achievements of deities such as Agni, Indra and so on - these deities
being already existent (parinisthita-vastu). And, moreover, these Mantras
do not teach about any purusartha. Yet, these Mantras are recognised by
the Mlmamsakas to have an independent purpose. In exactly the same
way, why cannot the Upartisads too, like these Mantras, be considered to be
independent of injunctions (vidhi and nisedha) and yet possessing a purpose
of their own.
The sentence of the Bhasya, presently under deliberation, seeks to pre¬
empt the above counterargument of the Vedantin.32 To this contention of
the Vedantin, the Mlmamsaka, the Purvapaksin, replies: It is true that all the
Mantras are not subordinate to the ritualistic injunctions. Yet, on examining
their purpose and use, we do observe that the Mantras are all intimately
connected with the performance of rituals.33 For example, the Mantras such
as "ise tvorjetva - For food. Thee; for strength. Thee"34 is meant to be chanted
by,the performer of the ritual while cutting a tender branch of the PalaSa tree
in order to procure a stick for driving away the calf from the cow when milk
is to be obtained from the cow for offering in the Darsapurnamasa ritual.
It is evident, therefore, that the content and purpose of this Mantra reveal
that it is only a means for effecting or accomplishing the Darsapurnamasa
ritual. Thus, we also come across an injunction enjoining that one should
cut the branch of the Palasa tree by chanting this Mantra: "ise tvorje tveti
sakhamacchinatti. "35
working definition (vyavahara-laksana) of the Mantra: "yajnil<asamdkhyanasya nirdosalaksamtvat
- The Mantras are those which the expert on rituals deem as Mantras." For further details see
the Purvamimamsa-sutra 1.2.32 and Sayana's introduction to his Rgveda-bMsya.
32 Cf.

^i - wwt

rRR^dri,

m am—d ^ qftPrad ifai

-

34 In the Bhasya, the expression "ise tvetyadi" stands for the full unit of the Mantra "ise tvorje
tva" and also for the Mantras of similar nature.
35 This is a Srauta-siltra cited in the Sayana-bhRsya under Taittiriya-samhita, 1.1.1.1.
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Similarly, the Mantras (Rg-veda, 1.1.1) "agnimtle purohitam yajnasya - I
praise Agni, the friendly priest in sacrifice" and so on are to be chanted during
the morning recitation (pratar-anuvaka) of certain selected hymns, known as
stotra-sastra, at the time of the morning libation (ahuti) of the Soma (pratah
savana) associated with the Jyotistoma sacrifice. These Mantras, being in the
form of eulogy, reveal to us the nature of the deity Agni who is invoked and
who is part of the ritual as the recipient of the libation. Thus these Mantras
are also intimately associated with the actual performance of a ritual.36 Thus,
there is also an injunction that the hymns like "Agnimlle" are to be chanted
during the pratar-anuvaka recitation.37
In view of such a varied nature of the Mantras, they have come to be
defined in later ages on the basis their common purpose (Arthasangraha of
Laugaksi-bhaskara): "prayogasamavetarthasmaraka mantrah - The Mantras are
those passages of the Veda that cause the performer of the sacrifice to recall
the items that are closely associated with the actual performance of rituals."
This very definition stands as a strong proof for establishing the undeniable
relationship of the Mantras with the sacrificial acts (Vaidika-karma).
In addition to all this, there are also well-known Upanisadic passages
emphasising the close connection the Mantras have with the rituals. For
example, in the Mundaka-upanisad, we have this explicit statement (1.2.1):
"mantresu karmani kavayo yanyapasyan tani tretayam bahudha santatani - The
sacrificial acts that the sages discovered are suggested in the Mantras.
And, it is these rituals that are variously elaborated in three Vedas." A
Chandogya-upanisad passage (7.4.1), "mantresu karmani - The sacrificial acts
in the Mantras," too echoes this view of the close relationship of the Mantras
with the Vaidika-karma. And, while commenting on these passages, the
Bhasyakara also brings out this point unreservedly.
36 Vide “tatha ca arthavadcinam stutipadarthadvara padaikavakyatvam vidhibhih, mantranam tu
vakyarthajnanadvara taih vakyaikavakyatvam iti vibhagah." (Ratnaprabha) In this reference from
Ratnaprabha, the word 'pada' refers to either 'ninda' (censure) or 'prasamsa' (eulogy). Hence,
the syntactical connection of any arthavada with the vidhi- or nisedha-vakya is said to be
'padaikavakyata'; while, in the case of the Mantras, syntactical connection with the vidhi takes place
through the knowledge of the meaning of the entire Mantra. Thus, this becomes V5kyaikavakyata'.
37 For details refer to the Sayana-bhasya on Rg-veda (1.1.1).
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Therefore, it is no wonder that the Mlmamsaka asserts: “na kvacidapi
vedavakyanam

vidhisamsparsamantarena arthavatta drsta,

upapanna va -

Nowhere is the purposefulness of Vedic sentences seen or justified without
their association with the injunction (vidhi or nisedha)." From this conclusion
of the Mlmamsaka, it is obvious that even if the Vedantin prefers to go by the
analogy of the Mantra, he cannot escape associating the Upanisads with the
ritualistic injunctions.
7. And, certainly there can be no injunction regarding the nature of the
already existing entity since the domain of injunction is the sacrificial act:
The opponent Mlmamsaka is still under the obligation of meeting one more
counterargument of the Vedantin: In the karma-kanda itself there are certain
arthavadas which are considered to be independent and not subordinate
to injunctions (vidhi or nisedha). For example, there is this passage (Tai.
Sam.2.6.8.5) "pusa prapistabhago'dantako hi - The deity Pusan has pounded
food for his oblatory share, for he has no teeth." This passage speaks of the
deity Pusan, an existing entity (parinisthita-vastu), and its oblatory share;
and this passage from its explicit meaning does not teach any sacrificial act.
Hence, it is undoubtedly an arthavada. Notwithstanding the fact of it being
an 'arthavada', it is still not taken or considered to be subordinate to any
ritualistic injunction (vidhi or nisedha).
It is evident that the above Vedic sentence reveals two facts: the deity
Pusan and his oblatory share of the pounded food. It is to be noted that
a deity (devata) and an oblatory material (dravya) constitute the very core
part or the essential nature of sacrifice (dravyadevate yagasvarupam). On
that ground, the cited arthavada itself is taken as an injunction by itself
enjoining its own context, what is termed in the Mimamsa-sastra as 'svarthe
vidhih'. Thus, the pounded food is to be offered to the deity Pusan in all the
sacrificial rites where he figures as the recipient of the oblation of cooked
food (caru).38 In the same way, why cannot the Upanisadic passages also
be viewed as injunctions enjoining their own content (svarthe vidhih) and
38 For details refer to the Pttrvamlmamsa-sutra, 3.3.13 and the Sayana-bhasya of Taittinyasamhita, 2.6.8.
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not as subsidiary (anga) to some other injunctions (vidhi or nisedha)? The
Bhasya sentence in this note contains the Mimamsaka's refutal of the above
argument of the Vedantin.39 The Mlmamsaka asserts: The content of the
Upanisads is exclusively the existing entity Brahman that is not associated
in any manner with any sacrificial act whatsoever.40 Hence, the Upanisads
cannot be a 'svarthe vidhih', that is an injunction pertaining to their own
content alone.41
Again, the arthavada, "pusa prapistabhago'dantako hi - The deity Pusan has
pounded food for his oblatory share, for he has no teeth" is of an entirely
different nature. The Vedantin himself is aware here that this arthavada
mentions a deity (devata) and an oblatory material (dravya) to be offered to
the deity. The juxtaposition of these two in the sentence by itself indicates that
here we have the central part of a sacrificial rite - the devata and the dravya.
Hence, this sentence can definitely be a svarthe vidhih, that is an injunction
having its own content. But, it is wrong to draw an analogy between the
Upanisadic sentences and the above arthavada sentence, for the Upanisadic
sentences contain no reference to any devata or dravya. For this reason too
the Vedantic sentences cannot be considered to be a 'svarthe vidhih'.
The analysis of the nature of the injunctive sentence in general - both
Scriptural and empirical - reveals that these sentences have invariably
for their purport (tatparya) a 'bhavana' or a 'productive activity' such as
"yajeta - should perform the yaga." In other words, they bid an individual
39 It is in this way that the Nyayanirnaya commentary on the Bhasya introduces the present
Bhasya sentence "na ca parinisthitavastusvarupe vidhih sambhavati - And, certainly there can be
no injunction regarding the nature of the already existing entity since the domain of injunction
is the sacrificial act."
40 The idea is this: True, curd is the content of the injunction: "dadhna juhoti - One should
offer oblation with curd." This is a 'dadhi-vidhi', that is an injunction pertaining to curd, an
existing thing (parinisthita-vastu). But, it should be carefully noted that the curd figures in
the injunction (vidhi) only as being associated with the act of offering sacrificial oblation. On
the other hand, the content of the Upanisads, that is Brahman, is in no way associated with
any sacrificial act or for that matter any other act. Vide “nanu daghna juhoti iti siddhe dadhani
vidhih drstah, tatra aha—kriyeti. dadhnah kriyasadhanasya prayujyamanataya sSdhyatvad vidheyata,
niskriyabrahmanah kathamapyasadhyatvad na vidheyatvamityarthah.” (Ratnaprabhd)
41 Cf. crff GfStU'-H
- VHM'iT
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to undertake an activity for producing a result that needs to be effected.42
But, the purport (tatparya) of the Upanisads is Brahman alone, which is an
already existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) and not a bhavana at all. This
being the case, how can the Upanisads of such nature become injunctions of
actions? By no stretch of imagination is such a thing possible!43

42 The Mimamsaka defines 'bhavana' as "bhaviturbhavananukfdo bhavalcavyUparavisesah - A
particular activity (vyaparavisesa) of a productive agent (bhavaka), which is conducive to the
production (bhavananukula) of that which is to come into being (bhavituh)."
43 Cf.
MUHimdi rahw fh% tr|r *tRi4*4dlici i -’iwal
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the Sastra as the source of its knowledge; W 9TH iti prapte - when this arises;
ucyate - it is replied
3C
[concluding commentary on the prima facie view]

Therefore, the status of the Upanisads ought to be that of being subsidiary
to the injunctions of sacrificial acts by illumining the nature of the agent,
deity and so on that are necessitated in the sacrificial acts. If, however, this
is not accepted due to the fear of incurring for the Upanisads a different
context, even then it has to be accepted that their purport is the prescription
of the act of contemplation and the like known from their own passages.1
Therefore, the Scripture is not the source for the Knowledge of Brahman.2
When such an objection is raised, it is replied:3
3D
1. Therefore, the status of the Upanisads ought to be that of being subsidiary
to the injunctions of sacrificial acts by illumining the nature of the agent,
deity and so on that are necessitated in the sacrificial acts. If, however, this
is not accepted due to the fear of incurring for the Upanisads a different
context, even then it has to be accepted that their purport is the prescription
of the act of contemplation and the like known from their own passages:
The Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka, has offered two alternative proposals
regarding the status of the Upanisads.6 In the present section, he concludes
his analysis of the alternate hypothetical views that he has voiced. Some of
the aspects of these alternative proposals have already been discussed in the
earlier section. These two proposals are now being further examined:7
(1) According to the first alternative, the Upanisads have the purpose
of revealing the nature of the agent (karta) who is enjoined to perform
the sacrificial act or to reveal the nature of the deity (devata) to whom
6 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section
n.4: "kartrdevatadiprakasamrthatvena vd kriyavidhisesatvam, upasanadikriyantaravidhanarthatvam vd."

i—awinfia i
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the oblation (ahuti) is to be offered in such sacrifices. On this basis, the
Upanisads become subsidiary to the injunctions (vidhi) on sacrificial acts.
Consequently, the actual purport of the Upanisadic passages, that is the
identity of the Self with Brahman, recedes into neglect, for they are made to
depend on, or forced to become related to, the sacrificial injunction (kriyavidhi) for their purposefulness and authenticity (pramanya). But then, a
question arises: How can the passages in the Upanisads, the jnana-kanda,
become subsidiary to, and have syntactical connection (ekavakyata) with,
the injunctions (vidhi) of sacrificial acts that occur in an altogether different
context, that is the remote karma-kanda?8
Also, the acceptance of such a point of view would render the Upanisadic
passages bereft of any independent fruit (phala) as established by the wellknown Mlmamsa maxim: "phalavatsannidhau aphalam tadangam - A subsidiary
act, prescribed in the contextual vicinity of that sacrificial act, which has its
own fruit, is itself considered to be devoid of an independent fruit." Thus,
if the Upanisadic passages are construed as subsidiary to the injunctional
sentences (vidhi-vakya) of the karma-kanda, then in the light of above-cited
Mlmamsa maxim, they do not have any unique and independent purpose.
Such a proposition is indeed grossly unjustified and utterly unwarranted!
(2) To escape the above contingency and to placate the Vedantin, the
Mlmamsaka makes a suggestion that the Vedantin should subscribe to
the second alternative, which alternative view is expressed by the Bhasya
expression: “svavakyagatopasanadikarmaparatvarn - Their purport is the
prescription of the act of contemplation and the like known from their
own passages."
This expression can be understood in two ways: (1) In the Upanisads
too (Cha.U.3.18.1), there are injunctions like “mano brahmetyupdslta - One
should contemplate upon the mind as Brahman," "dkaso brahma - One should
contemplate on space as Brahman." It is evident that these injunctions prescribe
the acts of contemplation on entities like the mind (manas) and space (akasa)
8 Cf.

fthi+Mi+dd, ^ T
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on which the identity of Brahman is superimposed (adhyasta). In the same
manner, the Upanisadic passages (Br.ii.1.4.10 & Cha.U.6.9.4 respectively),
"aham brahmasmi - I am Brahman," “tat tvam asi - That thou art" and so on,
may be postulated to have the purpose of enjoining, for the benefit of one
who longs for Liberation, that is the mumuksu, the act of contemplation
(upasana) in which the identity of Brahman is superimposed (adhyasta)
on the inner self (pratyagatman), which identity though is not actually
present in the self.9 (2) Or, the compound word “svavakyagatopasanadikarmaparatvam" in the Bhasya can also be interpreted to mean that the Upanisadic
passages are purported to only enjoin the act of contemplation of the self
as Brahman occurring in the Upanisadic passages themselves. To explain,
in the sentences such as (Br.U.lA.7 & 1.4.15 respectively) "atmetyevopasita One should contemplate on Brahman as Atman alone," and “atmanam eva
lokamupastta - One should contemplate upon the self alone as the supreme
Self (loka)."10 This implies that the Upanisadic passages, such as "tat tvam
asi," "aham brahmdsmi" and so on, are postulated to be subsidiary (sesa) to,
and to have a close syntactical connection with, these injunctions on self¬
contemplation (atmopasana), such as (Br.U. 1.4.7) "atmetyevopasita" and such
passages, that are found in the Upanisad itself.
9 Vide "moksakamah asadbrahmabhedamaropya aham brahmasmi itynpaslta ityupasanavidhih."
(Ratnaprabha) (asantam svasmin avidyamanam brahmabhedamadhyasyetyarthah)
In this context, it is of advantage to bear in mind an important as well as subtle nuance
about this contemplation suggested by the Mimamsaka. This alternative, proposed by the
Mimamsaka, differs basically from the view that Brahman is taught by the Sastra as the
content of an injunction of contemplation (pratipattividhi-visayataya) which view has been
proposed by a section of Advaitins (Advaita-ekadesin). The Bhasyakara himself takes up
this issue, for reviewing in great detail, later in the present Samanvayadhikarana itself, in
the Bhasya section commencing as "atm apare pratyavatisthante.” According to the view of the
Advaita-ekadesin, the Upanisads prescribe the act of contemplation on the self as Brahman
for the one who seeks Liberation (moksakama). In this view, the identity of the Atman and
Brahman is true but has to effected by contemplation (upasana) in order to gain Liberation. On
the other hand, the contemplation, which the Mlmarhsaka presently speaks of here, is based
on the superimposed (adhyasta) identity of Brahman on Mind, Space, inner Self and so on.
Vide “atrapare pratyavatisthante ityuttaragranthe tu parmnarthikasvatantrdbrahmopasanavidhireva
purvapaksinopaksipyata iti vivekah." (Pradipa)
10 Cf. 15
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Consequently, there is no ground left to treat these Upanisadic sentences
as subsidiary to the out of context (prakaranantara) ritualistic injunctions
(karma-vidhi).
The purpose of the Purvapaksin's alternative second proposal, of
taking the Upanisads as enjoining the upasana (contemplation) of Atman
as Brahman, may be understood as follows: It is the Purvamimamsa-sutra
(1.2.1), "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam - The Vedic
act is the purport of the Scripture and, as such, those statements of the
Scripture that do not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose," that the
Mlmamsaka has in mind while stating that the Upanisads themselves have
injunctional sentences such as (Br.U.lA.7) " atmetyevopaslta” and so on, as
pointed out in the foregoing paragraphs. It is this injunctional nature of
the Upanisadic passages that prescribe the contemplation (upasana) of the
Atman as Brahman because of which the Upanisads too can be considered
to be purposeful and valid and not merely when they are construed as
revealing the unknown ("ajhatarthajnapanam vidhih"). This is the intention
of the Purvapaksin as this stance of his is in consonance with the spirit of the
above quoted Mlmamsa aphorism (1.2.1). In other words, the Purvapaksin
wishes to establish that the purposefulness and validity of the Upanisads lie
in enjoining the acts of contemplation and not in their being the sole means
for the knowledge of Brahman.
But, according to the Advaitin, the validity (pramanya) of the Upanisads
lies in the Upanisads being the direct means of knowing the attributeless
non-dual Brahman that is an already established entity (siddha-vastu)
unassociated with any sacrificial act (karma) or even contemplation
(upasana).
2. Therefore, the Scripture is not the source for the Knowledge of Brahman:
Having argued forcefully in consonance with the spirit of the Purvamimamsasutra (1.2.1), "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam," the
Mlmamsaka concludes his thesis that it is action (karma or upasana) alone
which is revealed as the main purport (tatparya) of the Sastra.11 And, therefore
11 Cf. rragqsft
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all Upanisadic passages are relevant only if they are made subsidiary (sesa)
to the injunctive statements (vidhi-vakya) of the karma-kanda or if these
Upanisadic passages pertaining to Brahman-Atman are taken as enjoining
an upasana.12
3. When such an objection is raised, it is replied: It is thus evident that the
Bhasya passage so far has identified, with clarity, the prima facie view and
has prepared the ground to usher in the Samanvaya-sutra indicating that the
Sutra contains the Siddhanta view alone.13

12Cf.
13 Cf.

gastsw: snwTitiwfofri
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cf^^FFTIcIJ (?.?.«)
4A
[siddhantasutram]

tattu samanvayat. (1.1.4)
4B
cRfUf - that; <3 tu - but;

- because of the harmony
4C

[aphorism on the established view]

But, that is because of the harmony (existing in the Upanisadic passages in
concordantly revealing Brahman as their purport).
4D
It was established by the Siddhantin in the second explanation (dvitlyavarnaka) of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana that it is the Vedic Scripture that is
the sole means for the Knowledge of Brahman ("sastraprarnanakam brahma').
But, formidable opposition against this Siddhanta view comes from the
protagonist of the Mlmamsa system of philosophy, who puts forward his
argument that it is the injunctional nature (vidhitva) of the Scripture that
confers its validity (pramanya); and, if the Scripture has no association with
injunction (vidhi-samsparsa), then it altogether loses its very validity. But,
Brahman being an already established entity (parinisthita-vastu), it cannot
become an object of any injunctive statement (vidhi) of the sacrificial act, for
Brahman is not an entity that is yet to be accomplished like a sacrificial act.
In the context of the impossibility of the Upanisadic passages not
being injunctive in nature, the Purvapaksin advocates an alternative view
that they be made subsidiary to the karma-kanda section of the Vedas
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as being explicative of any of the varied aspects of the sacrificial act like
the karta (agent), the devata (deity) and so on. If this is not acceptable to
the Vedantin, as it involves the defect of incurring an altogether different
context (prakaranantara), the Purvapaksin offers the second alternative
that the Upanisadic passages be treated as merely injunctive statements
on the very contemplations (upasana) found in their own passages. When
thus the second alternative proposal that the Upanisads may be treated as
valid, for Brahman has been taught as the content of the injunction on the
act of contemplation (upasana-vidhi), has been logically submitted by the
Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka here, the Siddhantin is obliged to conclusively
assert the validity of the Scripture as being the sole means for the knowledge
of Brahman by ushering in the Samanvaya-sutra.
The Acarya's elaborate commentary on this aphorism renders it so unique
that the preceding three Sutras, each forming an independent topical section
(adhikarana), coupled with this Samanvaya-sutra forms an indispensable
and adequate discourse on Advaita philosophy.
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tusabdah purvapaksavyavrttyarthah. tadbrahma sarvajnam sarvasakti jagadutpattisthitilayaJcaranam vedantasastradeva avagamyate. katham, samanvayiit. sarvesu hi
vedantesu vakyani tatparyena etasyarthasya pratipadakatvena samanugatani —
"sadeva somya, idamagra asid, ekamevadvitlyam” (Cha.U.6.2.1), "atma va idameka
evagra astt" (Ai.U.1.1.1), "tadetadbrdhma apurvam, anaparam, anantaram,
abahyam, ayam atma brahma sarvanubhuh" (Br.U.2.5.19), "brahmaivedam amrtam
purastat" (Mu.U.2.2.11) ityUdlni.
5B
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?

- Brahman;

C

fN

sarvajnam - omniscient; tmira sarvasakti - omnipotent;
jagadutpattisthitilayakaranam - the cause of the birth,

sustenance and dissolution of the world;
- from the Vedanta Scripture alone;

vedantasastrad eva
avagamyate - is known;

katham - how; WF^flrlsamanvayat - because of harmony;
ft hi - indeed;

sarvesu - in all;

vedantesu - in the Upanisads; WR vakyani - sentences;

ciicH^fui tatparyena - by purport; 'Icifd

etasya arthasya - of this very import;

!Hict41<'Md pratipadakatvena - by being the expounder; dd^icllH samanugatani
- are concordant; ^ dd sad eva - Existence alone;
idam - this;

somya - Oh Dear one;

agre - in the beginning; 3lkHld, aslt - was; 93R. ^ ekam

eva - one alone; ^fedi4H. advitiyam - without a second; 3T!dRT atma - the Self;
t vai - indeed;

idam - this;

^ ekah eva - one only; 3# agre - in the

beginning; 3iitTlcuTszf - was;
M.dd tad etat - this very;
brahma - Brahman;
C1
'M'^H^apuroam - without a cause; WNTM anaparam - without being an effect;
3mrtfin^anantaram - without an interior; zfflWkabahyam - without an exterior;
ay am atma - this Self;

brahma - Brahman;

sarvanubhuh -

experiencer of all; W ^ brahma eva - Brahman alone; $<yH. idam - this; STfJcR,
amrtam - immortal;

<xpurastat - before; $c4I<T|m ityadini - and so on
5C

[commentary explaining the meaning of the aphorism]

The word 'tu' (but) is for the purpose of setting aside the prima facie
view. That omniscient, omnipotent Brahman, which is the cause of the
birth, sustenance and dissolution of the world, is known solely from
the Vedantic Scripture.1 How?2 Because of the harmony.3 The statements
in all the Upanisads - indeed by purport - expound this very import
concordantly:4 "O my dear! Before creation, this was only Existence, one
alone, without a second" (Chd.U.6.2.1),5 "The Self, verily, existed as this
- one alone before creation" (Ah Lf. 1.1.1),6 "That very Brahman is without
a cause, without being an effect, without an interior, without an exterior.
This Self, the experiencer of all, is Brahman" (Br.ll.2.5.19),7 "All this in
front is Brahman alone, the immortal" (Mu.U.2.2.11)8 and so on.9
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5D
1. The word 'tu' (but) is for the purpose of setting aside the prima facie
view. That omniscient, omnipotent Brahman, which is the cause of the
birth, sustenance and dissolution of the world, is known solely from
the Vedantic Scripture: The Acarya proceeds to explain the words of
the aphorism. In doing so, he formulates a proper syllogistic proposition
(anumana-prayoga) with the words constituting the aphorism.7
The word 'tat' (that), of the aphorism, stands for the pratijna, the premise,
of the syllogism.8 The Bhasya sentence, "tad brahma sarvajham sarvasakti
jagadutpattisthitilayakaranam vedantasastradeva avagamyate - That omniscient,
omnipotent Brahman, which is the cause of the birth, sustenance and
dissolution of the world, is known solely from the Vedantic Scripture,"
contains the premise and is constituted of two components: (1) The paksa
(subject): "tad brahma sarvajham sarvasakti jagadutpattisthitilayakaranam" and
(2) the sadhya (probandum): "vedantasastradeva avagamyate."9
In this syllogistic proposition, the word 'Brahman' constitutes the paksa
(subject) and signifies that Brahman which is desired to be known (jijnasitam
brahma) introduced in the very first Jijnasa-sutra, "athato brahmajijhasd
- Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman." It is only the non-dual
(advaita) Brahman, identical with the Self (pratyagabhinnam brahma) that is
desired to be known.10 Undoubtedly, the Brahman, which is a constituent of
the first Sutra and defined later on in the Janmadi-sutra, "janmadyasya yatah
- Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this world
ensues," is the pure and attributeless Brahman (nirvisesa-brahma),11 But, the
attributes of omniscience, omnipotence and the status of being the cause of
the world are added by the Bhasyakara to qualify Brahman only by way of
7 The well-known example of the syllogism is “parvatah vahnimttn, dhumat - The hill has fire,
since there is smoke on it." Here, "parvatah vahniman - The hill has fire" is pratijna (premise).
The first part, 'the MU' (parvata), is the paksa (subject), while 'the fire' (vahni) is the sadhya
(the probandum) and the term 'dhuma' (the smoke) is the hetu (probans).
8 Cf.
fiwjra—^stiffen 10 Refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Section 20, n.6.
11 Cf.

wtsifaldl
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reminding us of the fact that it is the attributeless Brahman which is sought
to be defined through the definition per accidens (tatastha-laksana).12
It is pertinent to keep in mind that Brahman was defined in the Janmadisutra, "janmadyasya yatah," as the cause of the world on the basis of the
Upanisadic passage (Tai.U.3.1) commencing with “yato va imani bhutani
jayante." We also observed earlier that it is the second explanation (dvitlyavarnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra that establishes the Sastra as the sole
means of the Knowledge of Brahman ("sastrapramanakam brahma"). Prior to
the Sastrayonitva-sutra, as construed in the second explanation, one is not
sure whether the Upanisadic tract commencing with, "yato va imani bhutani,"
cited under the Janmadi-sutra is actually purported to include within
itself also the passage commencing with "anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani
jayante."13 Consequent upon the fact that the Janmadi-sutra does signify the
entire Bhargavl Varum Vidya as its visaya-vakya (statement of content),
we ascertain that the Janmadi-sutra defines the nirvisesa (attributeless),
nisprapanca (beyond the phenomenon) Brahman, which is alone defined
as the cause of the world14 in consonance with the ancient and well-known
Advaitic principle of adhyaropapavada:"adhyaropapavadObhyam nisprapahcam
prapancyate - That which is beyond the phenomenon (nisprapanca) is
explained in consonance with the principle of deliberate superimposition
and its subsequent denial."15
The justification of the non-dual attributeless Brahman as the subject
(paksa) of the syllogistic proposition lies in the objection raised by the
Mimamsaka. As such, the attributeless non-dual Brahman is presented as
the paksa (subject), as if qualified by attributes of omniscience (sarvajnatva),
omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva), of course, in accordance with the principle
of adhyaropapavada cited above. It should be taken in this light alone as
12

sN sen

wiwria

i-

na?wfRR'-Rmi: i
11 Refer to the JanmadyadMkarana, Section 15, n.4.
15 In the BhagavadgXta-bMsya (13.13), the Acarya cites this hemistich with his preface "tatha
hi sampradayavidarh vacanam - Thus goes the saying of those who know the tradition." This
vouchsafes for the great antiquity and authenticity of the principle of adhyaropapavada.
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these attributes are taken only as tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens)
and not as 'svarupa-laksana' (intrinsic-nature definition) of Brahman.
Having thus examined in detail, the paksa (subject) constituting a part
of the pratijrta (premise), it is now due to determine the significance of the
sadhya (probandum) part of the premise that is indicated by the Bhasya
passage "vedantasastradeva avagamyate - is known solely from the Vedantic
Scripture." This actually constitutes the domain of the Sastrayonitva-sutra.
Consequently, the entire premise (pratijna), under consideration, happens
to be a virtual reiteration of the preceding Sastrayonitva-sutra, as explained
by the Bhasyakara himself in its second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka). This,
we see, is confirmed by the Bhasya sentence of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana,
"sastradeva pramanad jagato janmadikaranam brahma adhigamyate ityabhiprdyah
- It is only through the Scripture, the means of Knowledge, that Brahman
is known to be the cause of birth etc. of the world - this is the intended
sense."16 Both these passages express the same idea as signified by the abovementioned premise that Brahman can be known through the Scripture alone
("sastrapramdnakam brahma").
The word 'tu' (but) conveys the sense 'on the contrary'. Hence, it carries
the force of rejecting what has already been stated.17 This construal is
buttressed by the Taittinya-pratisdkhya-sutra which interprets the word 'tu'
as signifying that which sets aside what has already been put forward.18 As
such, the Acarya's explanation of the particle 'tu' is thus based on an ancient
tradition. In the present context, till now, the Mimamsaka, the Purvapaksin,
has been pursuing single-mindedly his thesis that Brahman is taught in the
Upanisads as subsidiary (ahga) to the rituals (angi) or as an object of the
act of contemplation (upasana). The word 'tu' (but) now squarely refutes
the view of the Mimamsaka and establishes that Brahman, the omniscient,
omnipotent cause of the world, is taught in the Upanisads independently
of actions, meaning thereby that it is not at all subsidiary (ahga) to or the
content (visaya) of any injunctional act (karma-vidhi).19
16 Vide Sastrayonitva-sutra, Section 5.
17 Cf.
RHE
#1 - RWWujq
,s Cf. 1-3RRT ffcl
19 Cf.

1 STR5—gnR flcl I
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2. How? When the exponent fervently puts forward his well considered
Siddhanta view as given in the second explanation of the Sastrayonitvasutra and also in the preamble of the Samanvaya-sutra (vide 5 D, n.l), the
opponent reacts sharply by pointing out the untenability of such a view by
asking the Siddhantin to streamline the grounds to justify his stand. The
Purvapaksin's question reflects his conviction that the Siddhantin can in no
way substantiate his view by adducing both logical and Scriptural grounds.
3. Because of the harmony: Confronting the opponent with a sense of
conviction, the Siddhantin, the Sutrakara, himself gives a terse but significant
reply: "samanvayat - because of the harmony."20
The term 'samanvayat' indicates that all the Upanisads concordantly
reveal Brahman as their final purport.21 In other words, the main motif or
intent (tatparya) of all the Upanisadic passages is to impart the knowledge
29 The term 'samanvayat', occurring in the Sutra, actually provides the hetu (probans) of the
syllogism under consideration.
21 The following is an overview of the meanings of the term 'samanvayat' as found in the
Bhasya and the commentaries thereupon:
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of this purport and it is in this very knowledge that all the Upanisads accord
well with one another.22
4. The statements in all the Upanisads - indeed by purport - expound
this very import concordantly: What is meant here is that two or more
sentences are understood to accord well with one another, provided they
harmoniously evince one common purport. These sentences may differ from
one another in their syntactic structure; nonetheless, they could certainly be
taken to agree with one another on the ground that their individual purport
(tatparya) is to impart the knowledge of a common purport of the whole
corpus. In this way, every individual sentence purports to determine its
ultimate sense which, in turn, is concordant and accords well in revealing
the common ultimate objective.
Hence, the Acarya takes into consideration the unique importance of
the ultimate purport (tatparya) of the treatise and explicates the 'sautrahetu' that is reason given in the aphorism—"samanvayat": "sarvesu hi
vedantesu vakyani tatparyena etasyUrthasya pratipadakatvena samanugatani - The
statements in all the Upanisads - indeed by purport - expound this very
import concordantly." In other words: Because the statements in all the
Upanisads accord well with one another to impart this very purport.23 The
22 The term 'tatparya' is often rendered as 'purport'. The Acarya uses this word here and
elsewhere too in the Bhasya as a synonyrnn of 'aidamparya' that is 'the textual motif or
'the dominant theme'. Cf. The Bhasya sentences in the Brahma-sutra such as "niisau srutya
tatparyena vivaksyate” (1.3.7), "darsitmh ca srutlnam isvarakfiranam prati tatparyam" (2.1.1),
"vedantavakyanSmaidamparyath nirupayitum sastram pravrttam" (2.2.1), "loke gurumnpSste,
rajammupdste iti ca yah tatparyena gurvadtn anuvartate sa evamucyate" (4.1.1).
The term 'samanvaya' may also be taken to mean 'well-connected' or 'well-related'. Taken
so, the meaning of the Bhasya statement can be understood thus: All the Upanisads in a wellconnected/well-related manner convey this import.
23 "sarvesam vedantanam bmhmani samanvayad, brahmani tatparyad ityarthah." Because 'tatparya'
(i.e. the intent or objective or aim or drift of the sentence) alone decides the 'samanvaya'
(harmony or mutual agreement of the sentences in conveying the ultimate import), the
exponents of Advaita, including the Bhasyakara, use the term 'samanvaya' to signify
'tatparya', as is dearly stated in the sentence just cited. See also the Bhasya sentences, "padanam
brahmasvarupavisaye niscite samanvaye tatparye avagamyamane - When the ascertained purport
of the words occurring in those passages, has been comprehended as the content being the
nature of Brahman" (Samanvayadhikararta, Section 6) and “paurvaparyena paryalocyamane
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hetu (probans), "samanvayat" in its complete import thus comes to mean:
Because all the Upanisadic passages are collectively purported to teach the
attributeless non-dual Brahman, that is identical with the Self (nirvisesam
pratyagabhinnam advaitam brahma).
The Acarya now cites as many as four Upanisadic passages to substantiate
this point.24 These passages, as they are found arranged in the Bhasya, occur
respectively in the Chandogya-upanisad of the Sama-veda, the Aitareya-upanisad
of the Rg-veda, the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad of the Yajur-veda (Sukla-yajurveda)
and in the Mundaka-upanisad of the Atharvci-veda. This mode of selection of
the passages indicates that the Acarya intends to show that the Upanisadic
passages of all the four Vedas are concordantly united by virtue of their
common tatparya or objective to teach the purport of the non-dual Brahman
which alone was explicated in the Taittinya upanisad (Krsna-yajurveda)
Bhargavi VarunI Vidya quoted in the Bhasya on the Janmadi-sutra.

It is now appropriate to be conversant with the way in which the exponents
of the Darsana (philosophy) determine the tatparya (purport) of Scriptural
sentences. To begin with, we should note that no Scriptural sentence occurs
in isolation. In other words, every Scriptural sentence forms a part of a fairly
comprehensive tract or a subdivision (pravibhaga) meant to expound a topic
or a doctrine, known by the general term Vidya' (knowledge). Therefore,
the purport (tatparya) of a given sentence would be naturally in harmony
with that 'vidya', which is the tatparya of the entire subdivision or tract
(pravibhaga) of which the sentence is but a constituent.
The tradition of the DarSana (philosophy) lists six logical principles or
indicators (lirigas) for determining the tatparya (purport) of the Scriptural
tract. They are as follows: (1) the harmony of the introductory and concluding
statements of a tract (upakrama and upasamhara) with regard to the subject
vakye padarthanam samanvayah (tstparyam) brahmapratipadanapara upalabhyate - When the
preceding and the consequent sentences are discussed, they are seen to have their purport in
Brahman" (Brahmasutra-bhasya, 1.1.28).
24 Cf.
rfjlWdi
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matter expounded, (2) the repetition of a significant statement (abhyasa)
during the exposition of the subject, (3) the uniqueness (apurvata) of the
subject taught, (4) the fruit or result (phala) of the knowledge of the subject
thus delineated, (5) the statement of arthavada - passages that eulogise
(stavaka) what is expounded in the main passage or censure (nindaka) what
is prohibited therein, and lastly (6) the logical ground (upapatti) for the
subject taught.25 This well-known traditional verse enumerates all these six
logical grounds: "upakramopasamhardvabhydso 'purvata phalam, arthavadopapattl
ca lingam tatparyanirnaye.”26 We will observe in the sequel how during the
course of the Sutra-bhasya, particularly so in its first chapter (Samanvaya
adhyaya), the Acarya himself often makes use of these logical principles in
determining the exact purport of various Upanisadic passages by taking into
account their syntactic components.
It is worth mentioning that among the above-mentioned six logical
grounds, the first one, that is the harmony of the introductory and the
concluding statements (upakramopasamharau) is of primary importance.
Consequently, the same is also taken into consideration even by the
proponents of the rival schools of philosophy such as Mlmamsa. The experts
who are well-conversant with the nature of verbal testimony hold the
view that the purport with which a passage commences and with which it
concludes alone constitutes the exact purport intended by the passage.27
In the sequel, we shall observe how the above logical grounds do indicate
the main purport of the four passages cited in the Bhasya as residing in the
non-dual all-pervasive Brahman-Atman.28
25 Cf. igrcfsi frt

^ nwwd wratfa

wwwrti fa law i

qfR,

27 Vide “yena hi vakyamupakramate, yena ca upasamhriyate, sa eva vakyarthah (vakyatatparydrthah)
iti sSbdah." (Bhamati) The word 'sabdah', in this statement, is a synonym of 'sabdapramanatattvavidah', that is the experts with thorough knowledge of the nature of verbal testimony.
-v_v
rs _. -»
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28 Cf.
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5. "O my dear! Before creation, this was only Existence, one alone, without
a second" (Cha.U.6.2.1): This sentence is indicative of the lengthy Chandogyaupanisad tract, comprising almost the entire sixth chapter.
(1) Upakramopasamharau: The Upanisad tract commences with the
statement (Cha.U.6.2.1), "sadeva somya, idamagra asld, ekamevadvitiyam - O my
dear! Before creation, this was only Existence, one alone, without a second."
The concluding statement of the tract reads as (Chd. U.6.8.7) "aitadatmyamidam
sarvam, tat satyam, sa dtmd, tat tvam asi - The whole world has this Existence
for its Self; It is the real; It is the Self. That thou art." A perusal of these
statements evidently shows (liriga) that the intent (tatparya) of these
sentences is to teach the common purport of the all-inclusive (sarvatma),
non-dual (advaita) Brahman-Atman.29
(2) Abhyasa: And, between these two statements, we observe that the
concluding sentence, "tat tvam asi - That thou art," is repeated as many as
nine times (abhyasa). This recurrence is indicative (lihga) of the purport
(tatparya) of the entire Chandogya-upanisad.
(3) Apurvata: The subject, which is the non-dual, all-inclusive BrahmanAtman, taught here, is absolutely novel and unique (apurvata), for it is not
known from any other means of knowledge (pramanantara).
(4) Phala: The fruit (phala) of the Knowledge of the non-dual Brahman taught
in the Upanisadic tract is clearly brought out by the passage (Cha.U.6.14.2):
“acaryavan puruso veda, tasya tavadeva dram yavanna vimoksye, atha sampatsye
- In exactly the same way, the man who has a teacher shall know the Truth.
There is delay for him only until he is freed from the shackles of the body.
That will be the moment when he shall merge in Being." It is evident from
this statement that as a consequence of knowing the Truth, the identity of
Brahman and Atman, the aspirant at once attains the fruit of knowledge
consisting in Jlvan-mukti (Liberation in life) and he is sure to attain the
summum bonum that is 'Brahma-bhava' or 'being Brahman' (Videha-mukti),
when his body falls.
(5) Arthavada: The concerned subsidiary passages, such as (Chd.U.6.1.3) "uta
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tarn ade§am apraksyah, yenasrutam srutam bhavati, amatam matam, avijnatarh
vijhatam - Did you ask for that by the knowledge of which the unheard
becomes heard, the unthought of becomes thought of and the unknown
becomes known," are understood as arthavadas meant to eulogise the
knowledge of the all-inclusive (sarvatma), non-dual (advaita) Brahman,
which is the subject being analysed.
(6) Upapatti: Within the Chandogya-upanisad tract under deliberation, the
analogies of rivers and the ocean (6.10), of the banyan (nyagrodha) tree
and its seeds (6.12), of salt and water (6.13) and so on are cited to logically
substantiate (upapatti) the teaching of the oneness of Brahman and Atman.
In this manner, all the six logical grounds or indicators (lihgas)
concordantly point to the fact that the purport (tatparya) of the Chandogyaupanisad tract is only to reveal the non-dual Brahman.30
6. "The Self, verily, existed as this - one alone before creation" (Ai.U.1.1.1):
This citation stands for the entire Aitareya-upanisad. This passage commences
(upakrama) with the statement (Ai.U. 1.1.1-2), "atma va idameka evagra asit.
nanyat kihcana misat. sa Iksata. lokannu srja iti. sa iman lokanasrjata - The Self,
verily, existed as this - one alone before creation. There was nothing that
winked. He (Atman) thought, 'Let me create the worlds' and. He created
these worlds." The concluding statement (upasamhara) reads as (Ai.U.3.1.3)
"esa brahma, esa indrah...prajhanam brahma - He is Brahma. He is Indra...
The Consciousness (Atman) is Brahman." These initial and the concluding
statements concordantly teach the purport of the Aitareya-upanisad as being
the identity of Brahman and Atman.
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Between these two statements, we come across the details of how the
Atman alone created the elements, the gods, the world of beings (Ai.U. 1.1-3).
These details also contain this significant statement (Az. If. 1.3.13): “sajatah...
sa etam eva purusam brahma tatamam apasyat - He (Atman), being born as an
embodied person...realised this very Purusa as Brahman, the most pervasive
one."31 This is nothing but a clear repetition of the present doctrine of the
oneness of Brahman and Atman.
The phala of the knowledge imparted here is also clearly spelt out by
describing how the sage Vamadeva as a result of his Realisation of the
oneness of Self, the very subject that is being taught, attained Liberation.
The following statement of the Upanisads evinces this fact (Ai.U.2.1.6):
“sa (vamadevah) evam vidvan asmat sarlrabhedad urdhvamutkramya...amrtah
samabhavat, samabhavat - Knowing thus the identity of Brahman and Atman,
Vamadeva became identified with the Supreme...he became immortal,
indeed he became immortal."
Thus all these indicators (lihga) establish that the tatparya (purport) of the
Aitareya-upanisad's teaching to be that of the identity of Brahman and Atman.
7. "That very Brahman is without a cause, without being an effect, without
an interior, without an exterior.32 This Self, the experiencer of all, is
Brahman" (Br. LT.2.5.19):33 These citations stand for a subdivision (pravibhaga)
of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad, the opening statement (upakrama) thereof
being (Br. LT. 1.4.10): "brahma va idamagra Hslt. tadatmanamevaved aharh
brahmasmi iti. tasmat tat sarvam abhavat - In the beginning this world was
only Brahman Itself which reflected 'I am Brahman'. As a consequence, It
became all." The concluding statement (upasamhara) of this subdivision
(pravibhaga) has been presently cited by the Acarya and reads (Br. U.2.5.19),
"tadetadbrahma apurvam, anaparam, anantaram, abahyam, ayam atma brahma
sarvanubhuh. etad anusasanam - That very Brahman is without a cause.
31 The Acarya takes 'tatamam' as a case of haplology from 'tatatamam' and explains it as
'vyaptatamam' (i.e. the most pervasive).
32 Cf.
^ sut *513 storpti apg? wjrprj apptf
Wdnini

I STOgatfedldHI - TsWT
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without being an effect, without an interior, without an exterior. This
Self, the experiencer of all, is Brahman. This is the teaching/' These two
statements (upakramopasamharau) are concordant in their intent (tatparya)
to teach the identity of Brahman and Atman.
Between the above two statements of upakrama and upasamhara, the
subject of the oneness of Atman is repeated (abhyasa) by teaching the
doctrine of the Self being all and by describing the state of the one who has
realised the all-inclusive Self. The Upanisadic citations in this regard are as
follows (Br. li.2.4.6 & 2.4.14 respectively): "idam sarvam yad ayam atma - This
Atman is all that is" and "yatra tu asya sarvam dtmaivdbhut, tat kena karii jighret,
tat kena kam pasyet, tat kena kam srnuydt, tat kena kam abhivadet, tat kena kam
manvita, tat kena kam vijaniyat - When all has become the Atman alone, then
by what, what should one smell and by what, what should one see and by
what, what should one hear and by what, what should one speak of and by
what, what should one think of and by what, what should one know?"
The fruit (phala) of the subject taught is also clearly declared (Br.U. 1.4.10):
"taddhaitat pasyan rsirvamadevah pratipede aham manurabhavam suryasca iti. tad
idam etarhi ya evaiit veda aham brahmasmi iti, sa idam sarvam bhavati - Seeing this
as That, the seer Vamadeva realised, "I was Manu and I was the Sun." This
is so even now. Whosoever realises his Self as Brahman as "I am Brahman,"
he too becomes this all."
The eulogistic passage (arthavada), which praises the knowledge of the
subject matter, that is the Realisation of the Self in all, reads as (Br.lf.2.4.5):
"maitreyi, atmano va are darsanena, sravanena, matya, vijhdnena idam sarvam
viditam - O Maitreyi! Surely by seeing, hearing, thinking and knowing the
Atman, one knows this all."
We observe that the subject matter of the identity of the Atman and
Brahman under deliberation, which is not known from any other source of
knowledge (apurvata), is taught also in the Upanisadic section with logical
consistency (upapatti).
In this way, all the indicators or logical grounds (linga) clearly establish
that the tatparya (purport) of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad section (pravibhaga)
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is only to conclusively and concordantly teach the truth of the all-inclusive
(sarvatma), non-dual (advaita) Brahman.
8. "All this in front is Brahman alone, the immortal" (Mu.U.2.2.11): In other
words, all this which is in front of us, appearing as the perishable world, that
is appearing as if it is not Brahman, is but the imperishable Brahman alone.
It is worth noticing that this Upanisadic declaration is similar to a customary
statement that we come across in the world uttered by a well-wisher who
knows well the truth of what appears in front of us to be a serpent to be
actually a rope alone and hence he enlightens us thus: "This snake, that you
see, is nothing but rope." The above-cited Upanisadic declaration is thus to
be taken as the statement of the Wise, who has cognised the Truth34 and this
statement is in consonance with the principle of deliberate superimposition
and the subsequent denial (adhyaropapavadanyaya)35 and is also illustrative
of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam'.36
The Upanisadic citation of the Bhasyakara, in this note of the present
section, represents the entire Mundaka-upanisad. The Upanisad commences
with the statement describing the timeless teacher-disciple tradition
(gurusisya-parampara) of the Brahma-vidya. Through this continued
teacher-disciple tradition, the sage Angiras had received the Brahma-vidya
which is described in the Upanisad as the very foundation of all other vidyas
(Mu. U. 1.1.1-2). The disciple Saunaka approaches the renowned Guru Angiras
and requests him to teach him this Brahma-vidya (Mu.U. 1.1.3): "kasminnu
bhagavo vijndte sarvam idarh vijndtam bhavati - What is indeed that by knowing
which all this becomes known."
Then follows the teacher's statement that has a direct bearing on the
attributeless Brahman, the source of all beings. It reads thus (Mu.U. 1.1.6):
"yattadadresyamagrahyam.. .nityam vibhum sarvagatam s usuksmam tad avyayam yad
bhutayonim paripasyanti dhlrah - That which is invisible, ungraspable...eternal,
all-pervasive, omnipresent, most subtle, undecaying - the Wise perceive
34Cf. matryprtrrrfe3#?argi -mm
35 Refer to note 1 of this section for an elaboration of the concept of adhyaropapavada.
36 For an elaboration of the concept of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam' refer
Janmadyadhikarana, 15 D, n.4, fn.30.
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That as the source of all beings." The answer implied by this declaration is
that by knowing this attributeless Brahman, the efficient-cum-material cause
(abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the world, one comes to know the entire
world, for the world is but an effect of Brahman.37 Thus, the tatparya (purport)
of the opening statement (upakrama) of the Mundaka-upanisad is actually
found to teach the purport of the non-dual attributeless Brahman alone.
That very same purport (tatparya) is also clearly discerned in the concluding
statement (upasamhara) of the Upanisad (Mu. ii.3.2.8-9): “vidvan namarupad

vimuktah pardtparam purusam upaiti divyam. sa yo ha vai tat paramam brahma veda,
brahmaiva bhavati - The Man of Wisdom, freed from name and form, merges
into the divine Purusa (Brahman), the higher than the high. Verily, he who
knows that supreme Brahman, himself becomes Brahman Itself."38
The passage cited in the Bhasya, "brahmaivedam amrtam purastdt - All
this in front is Brahman alone, the immortal," occurs in between the abovementioned upakrama and upasamhara statements.39 We thus observe

37 This

declaration and the drift of the Mundalca-upanisad is similar to that of the Chandogya-

upanisad Chapter Six. Vide "yathd somya ekena mrtpindena (jnatena) sarvath mrnmayam vijndtath
syat." (CM.IT.6.1.4)
38 Here the suggestion is that the names and forms of the world are mithya (unreal) and
Brahman, the cause of the world, is alone satya (real). Vide "vacarambhamrh vikaro mmadheyarh
mrttiketyeva satyam." (CM.U.6.1A)

39 In

the earlier instances, the Bhasyakara has cited either the beginning (upakrama) or the
concluding (upasamhara) statements of Upanisadic tracts that were taken up for deliberation.
Yet, in the present case, he has preferred to cite a passage from the middle of the Mundakaupanisad tract. This is done perhaps with a purpose of indicating that in the middle of the
Mundaka-upanisad there are also passages such as (3.1.1), “dvd suparnd sayuja sakhdya samanam
vrksarh parisasvajate - Two birds that are always united companions, similarly named, clasp
one and the same tree," which passage could be interpreted to indicate dualism, but then, in
the ultimate analysis, these passages too, when we observe them alongside the passage cited
by the Bhasyakara, "brahmaivedam amrtam purastat," are actually conducive (anukula) and not
opposed (pratikula) to the parama-tatparya (final or true purport) of the Mundaka-upanisad.
The Acarya himself makes this point clear later in the Sutra-bhasya (1.2.12).
Cf.
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the repetition (abhyasa) of the purport. The complete Mundaka-upanisad
citation is thus (2.2.11): "brahmaivedam amrtam purastad brahma pascad

brahma daksinatascottarena. adhascordhvam prasrtam brahmaivedam visvamidam
varistham - All this in front is Brahman alone, the immortal, behind too is
Brahman, so too to right and to left. Below too. It is spread forth and so is
It above. The world is indeed Brahman, the Highest." We observe this idea
again repeated (abhyasa) thus (Mw.U.2.1.10): "purusa evedam visvam karma

tapo brahma pardmrtam - The Purusa alone is all this; He alone is acts and
austerity. Brahman is supreme and immortal."
The fruit (phala) of the knowledge of the subject of the identity of the
Self with the non-dual Brahman is taught in this way (Mu.U.32.9): "sa yo ha

vat tat paramam brahma veda, brahmaiva bhavati...tarati sokam, tarati pdpmdnam,
guhagranthibhyo vimukto'mrto bhavati - He who verily knows that supreme
Brahman, himself becomes Brahman Itself.. .He crosses sorrow. He crosses sin.
Being liberated from the hidden knots of ignorance, he becomes immortal."
Also, the analogy of the rivers and the ocean has been cited thus to
establish the logical consistency (upapatti) of the doctrine (Mu. ii.3.2.8):

“yatha nadyah syandamanah samudre'stam gacchanti namarupe vihaya. tatha
vidvan ndmarupadvimuktah pardtparam purusamupaiti divyam - Just as the
flowing rivers disappear into the sea, losing their names and forms, so does
the Knower of Brahman, freed from name and form, merge into the divine
Being that is higher than the high."
In this way, all the indicators (linga) are concordant in establishing that
the ultimate intent (tatparya) of the Mundaka-upanisad of the Atharva-veda is
also only to teach the purport of the non-dual Brahman.
Thus, the detailed analysis, of various Upanisadic sentences, undertaken
above, establishes that the Acarya is perfectly right in declaring that all the
Upanisadic sentences agree with one another in revealing their common
purport (tatparya) of the all-inclusive non-dual Brahman. We have studied
above only a few Upanisadic illustrations in which the significance of the six
logical grounds (lihga) has been deliberated.
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We may also analyse what precedes and what succeeds (paurvaparyaparyalocana) the various Upanisadic statements, passages and tracts and
thereby also determine how all of them too have the non-dual Brahman
alone as their purport.

10. and so on: This expression is probably meant to remind us also about
the sentences such as "yato va imani bhutani jayante" of the Taittinya-upanisad
(3.1) of the Yajur-veda (i.e. Krsna-yajurveda) that have been already cited by
the Bhasyakara.40 The Acarya here cites the passage "tad etadbrahma apurvam,

anaparam, anantaram, abahyam ayam atma brahma sarvanubhuh" from the
Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (2.5.19) of Yajur-veda (i.e. Sukla-yajurveda) so as to
avoid the repetition of choosing the same Krsna-yajurveda for citation and
also to indicate that all the Upanisads concordantly expound the doctrine
of the 'Brahmakarana-vada' (Brahman being the abhinna-nimittopadanakarana) which has already been elucidated in the Taittinya-upanisad tract
commencing with the statement "yato va imani bhutani jayante”

40 Cf. ^ 3T fHTR 'PH ffa 1^
Also, cf.

sprt (a.3.^.;)
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6A
[purvapaksanirakaranabhasyam]
na

ca

tadgatanam

padanam

brahmasvarupavisaye

niscite

samanvaye

avagamyamane, arthantarakalpana yukta, srutahanyasrutakalpanaprasahgat,
na ca tesdm kartrdevatadisvarupaparata avaslyate, "tat kena kam pasyed"
(Br. U.2.4.13) ityadikriyak&rakaphalanirakaranasruteh.
na
"tat

ca

parinisthitavastusvarupatve'pi

tvam

asi"

(Cha.U.6.8.7)

iti

pratyaksadivisayatvam

brahmUtmabhdvasya

brahmanah,

sastramantarena

anavagamyamanatvat.
yattu heyopadeyarahitatvZd upadesanarthakyam iti naisa dosah, heyopadeyasunyabrahmatmatavagamadeva sarvaklesaprahanat purusarthasiddheh.
devatadipratipadamsya tu svavakyagatopasanaparatve'pi na kascidvirodhah. na
tu tatha brahmanah upasanavidhisesatvam sambhavati, ekatve heyopadeyasunyatayd
kriyakarakadidvaitavijhanopamardopapatteh.

na

hi

brahmaikatvavijhdnena

unmathitasya dvaitavijMnasya punah sambhavo'sti, yena upasanavidhisesatvam
brahmanah pratipadyeta.
6B
q ^ na ca - and not at all; djfdHM. tadgatanam - occurring in them;

padanam - of the words;

brahmasvarupavisaye - the nature

of Brahman being the content; RT%Id

niscite samanvaye - when the

avagamyamane - when comprehended;

ascertained purport;

arthantarakalpana - to invest a different import; ^xbi yukta srutahanyasrutakalpanaprasafigat - as it would

proper;

incur the undesirable consequence of rejecting what has been directly stated
and the assumption of what has not been at all stated

B ^ na ca - and nor; ciMi*y tesam - their;

kartr¬

devatadisvarupaparata - purport is to teach the nature of the agent, the deity
avaslyate - may be determined; cfcftat - then;

and so on;
what means;

\kam - whom;

pasyet - could one see;

kena - by

1 Rfisbd 1I

ityadikriyakarakaphalanirakaranasruteh - because of the Scriptural
declarations such as these denying actions, causal conditions and the result
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3TR parinisthitavastusvarupatve api

d R na ca - nor again;

- though it is by nature an entity that is already in existence;
pratyaksadivisayatvam - being the object of perception and so on;
brahmanah - of Brahman; dd cdR 3TW tat tvam asi - That thou art; ?fcT iti stated thus;

brahmatmabhavasya - the nature of Brahman being

the Atman;

sastram antarena - except through the Scripture;
anavagamyamSnatvat - since it cannot be understood

dd d yat tu - as regards; tAiMidykltdrtict heyopadeyarahitatvat - because
of being devoid of what is to be rejected or accepted;

upadesanarthakyam - futility of the teaching; ?fd iti - thus; d na - not at all;
esah - this;

dosah - is a defect;

gd heyopadeya-

sunyabrahmatmatavagamad eva - solely from the Realisation of Brahman
—

r-\

as Atman, which is not something to be rejected or accepted;

sarvaklesaprahanat - because of the total destruction of all pains; 'JdThTRiti
purusarthasiddheh ~ since there is the accomplishment of the human goal
<ddlI^MfciMKd'W
passages

devatadipratipadanasya tu - as regards the Scriptural

explicating

the

deity

and

so

on;

tddwudRltWi'Wi

3TR

svavakyagatopasanaparatve api - even if they subserve the contemplation
evident in their own text; d na - no; difsid kascit - any; wid: virodhah opposition; d na - not; rj tu - but; cBTT tatha - likewise;
Brahman;

brahmanah - of

upasanavidhisesatvam - being subsidiary to the

injunction on contemplation; >FFddTcf sambhavati - is possible;

ekatve -

heyopadeyasiinyataya - because

when oneness (is realised);

there is nothing to be rejected or accepted;

kriydkarakadidvaitavijhanopamardopapatteh - since there takes place the utter
annihilation of the notion of duality, such as action, causal conditions for
accomplishing the action and so on; d na - not; ft hi - indeed;

brahmaikatvavijhanena - by the Realisation of the oneness of Brahman;
d^dTddFJ unmathitasya - eradicated; adRisjiMt'M dvaitavijhdnasya - of the notion
of duality; IJd: tTO: punah sambhavah - resurgence;

asti - is; dd yena

- in which case; iNTttdTTdTd^RRdd. upasanavidhisesatvam - being a subsidiary
to the injunction on contemplation; Wpd: brahmanah - of Brahman; MMHdd

pratipadyeta - might be considered
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6C
[commentary refuting the frima facie view]

And, when the ascertained purport of the words occurring in those passages
has been comprehended as the content being the nature of Brahman, it is
not proper to invest them with a different import as it would incur the
undesirable consequence of rejecting what has been directly stated and
the assumption of what has not been stated at all.1
Nor can it be determined that their purport is to teach the nature
of the agent, the deity and so on of the rituals, for there are Scriptural
passages such as these, "Then, by what means and whom could one see"
(Br.U.2.4.13), denying actions, causal conditions and the result.2
Nor again, can Brahman, though it is of the nature of an entity that
is already in existence, be the object of perception and so on, since
Brahman being Atman, as stated in "That thou art" (Cha.U.6.8.7), cannot
be understood except through the Scripture.3
As regards the futility of the teaching, because of its being devoid
of what is to be rejected or accepted, we reply thus: This is not a defect
at all, because it is solely from the Realisation of Brahman as Atman,
which is not something to be rejected or accepted, that there is the
accomplishment of the supreme human goal, for there results the total
destruction of all pains.4
As regards the Scriptural passages explicating the deity and so on, there
is no opposition at all even if they subserve the contemplations that are
evident in their own text. But, likewise, it is not possible to posit Brahman
as being subsidiary to the injunction on contemplation, for when oneness
is realised, because there is nothing to be rejected or accepted, there takes
place the utter annihilation of the notion of duality, such as action, causal
conditions for accomplishing the action and so on.5 Indeed, for the notion
of duality that has been eradicated by the Realisation of the oneness of
Brahman, there cannot be a resurgence, in which case alone the subsidiary
nature of Brahman, with reference to the injunction on contemplation,
might be considered.6
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6D
1. And, when the ascertained purport of the words occurring in those
passages has been comprehended as the content being the nature of
Brahman, it is not proper to invest them with a different import as it would
incur the undesirable consequence of rejecting what has been directly
stated and the assumption of what has not been stated at all: Thus far, the
Acarya has been only elucidating the basic point of refutation that has been
already indicated in the Sastrayonitva-sutra's second explanation (dvitiyavarnaka) of Brahman being known from the Sastra ("sastrapramanakam

brahma"). The Acarya has based his argument on the fact that all the
Upanisadic passages concordantly agree with one another by their intention
and purport (tatparya) to teach the supreme non-dual Brahman alone. Now,
on the strength of this very fact, the Bhasyakara starts refuting, point by
point, the prima facie view.
The first point of the Purvapaksin, the Mimamsaka, that he takes up for
refutation is this: The Upanisads, because they do not teach any ritual, fall
into the category of arthavada and are therefore subservient to the ritualistic
injunctions (karma-vidhi). Therefore, the purport of the Upanisads is not to
reveal Brahman independently of the sacrificial act but to explicate Brahman
as being subsidiary (anga) to the sacrificial act (angi). For this reason, the
Upanisads cannot be purported as such to reveal the Knowledge of Brahman
independent of the sacrificial act.
To refute this thesis of the Mimamsaka, the Acarya says that on a careful
study of the Upanisadic sentences, such as those he has cited (vide Section
5), one does come to know, with no ambiguity at all, the sense of each of
the words (pada-sakyartha-jnana) constituting the sentences. Through
this means,11 as well as by analysing what precedes and what succeeds
(purvapara-paryalocanaya) these sentences in their context in the Upanisads,
one does ascertain that the tatparya (purport) and intention of the words and
the sentences of the Upanisads are to reveal Brahman alone. Indeed, not a

11 This statement of the Bhasyakara suggests that the knowledge of the senses conveyed by
the potency of the words (pada-sakyartha-jnana) is also a factor to be taken into account for
ascertaining the tatparya of the Scriptural sentences.
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single word in any of these sentences is found intending, even remotely, any
sacrificial act, or its agent, or the deity pertaining to it.
This being the case, the Acarya argues that the Purvapaksin, the
Mlmamsaka, is utterly unjustified in declaring that the final aim and the
ultimate purport of the Upanisads is only to teach the subject matter of
Brahman-Atman, merely for the purpose of a sacrificial act. In stating so,
the Purvapaksin has, in fact, totally ignored the actual sense that constitutes
the evident and true intent of the Upanisadic sentences and has assumed
something that is not at all intended.12 This violates the well-established
norm of Scriptural exegesis that when there is an evident possibility of
maintaining the purport that is clearly stated in the sentences, it is improper
to set it aside and posit some other remote or obscure meaning that is not
stated therein.13 Thus, on the very basis of the traditional principles of Vedic
hermeneutics, the Acarya establishes that the contention of the opponent,
that the Upanisads reveal Brahman-Atman as being subsidiary to the
sacrificial act, is utterly unreasonable.
2. Nor can it be determined that their purport is to teach the nature of the
agent, the deity and so on of the rituals, for there are Scriptural passages
such as these, "Then, by what means and whom could one see" (Br. U.2.4.13),
denying actions, causal conditions and the result: The Mlmamsaka had
contended that the Upanisads, even though they may not directly speak
about any ritual, yet they can be construed to throw light on the real nature
of the agent (kartr) - who performs the ritual - as being Brahman or the
Upanisadic passages explicating the nature of Brahman can even be taken
as a description of the deity who is sought to be propitiated by the sacrificial
act. In this way, the Purvapaksin had suggested that the Upanisads are to
be construed as being subservient or subsidiary to the ritualistic injunctions
(vidhi) of the karma-kanda.
The Mlmamsaka had also argued that wherever the Scripture speaks
about an accomplished entity (parinisthita-vastu), it teaches the same merely
nia
gan
- araat
cf. ag
a^aiai
i#> a Fnf^fa tre an?—a 3fai %*y*arai wfrt aicaa
ia#WTa aaamataaam stay b^4: #sawi
12 Cf. a =** cCTwst
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for the purpose of a sacrificial act that needs to be accomplished ("bhutam
bhavyaya upadisyate"). For example, the Vedic sentences like “dadhna juhoti
- One should sacrifice with curds," "agnaye carum nirvapet - One should
offer 'caru' oblation (prepared from boiled rice, barley and pulse) to fire,"
“jyotistomena svargakamo yajeta - One desirous of heaven should perform the
Jyotistoma sacrifice," “brahmana'gnim adadhita - The brahmana should keep
the consecrated fire" and so on teach respectively about the offering curd, the
deity Agni to be propitiated, the goal of heaven, the brahmana being the agent
of an act and so on. It is to be noted that all these are already accomplished
things or existent entities (parinisthita-vastu) and that these are taught here
only for the purpose of the sacrificial act that needs to be accomplished.
The Acarya refutes these arguments of the Purvapaksin thus: It has
already been ascertained (vide n.2) that the Upanisadic sentences do not
have their tatparya (purport) in any sacrificial act by explaining its agent or
the deity for propitiating whom the sacrificial act is performed. It may be
noted too that, in fact, such a purport (tatparya) is impossible to be construed
with reference to the subject of 'Brahmatmabhava', that is Brahman being
identical with the Atman, that is taught in the Upanisads.
Also, it has to be carefully observed that when the Scripture teaches a subject
that is an already existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) pertaining to the sacrificial
act, which is yet to be accomplished, the intended karaka (causal component)
relation of the existing entity with reference to the sacrificial act is also invariably
specified. To elucidate: In the Scriptural sentences cited above, the curd (dadhi)
is specified as the means, that is instrument (karana-karaka) pertaining to the
ritual; the deity Agni as the recipient of the offering (sampradana-karaka); and,
the person brahmana as being the agent (kartr-karaka).
But, the Brahman-Atman as taught in the Upanisads, cannot be associated
through any kind of karaka-relation with any kind of act, let alone the
sacrificial act. Emphasising this, we have the Upanisadic passages such as
these: "As long as there prevails the notion of duality, one sees another, hears
another, speaks to another. But, as a result of the Realisation, when everything
has become the Atman itself, then by what (karana - instrument) and whom
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(karman - object) should one (kartr - agent) see; by what and whom should
one hear.14 Passages such as these emphasise the utter impossibility of all
kinds of action and the notion of any kind of karaka-relation with reference
to the non-dual Brahman that is revealed in the Upanisads.15 In fact when
all actions disappear, as a result of Realisation that the Self is all, then all the
notions of karaka (means to action) too would automatically disappear.
Therefore, it is an anomaly to assert, as the Purvapaksin, the Mimamsaka
does, that the Upanisads teach the non-dual Brahman merely as the nature
of the agent (kartr-karaka), or as the nature of the deity (sampradana-karaka)
or the nature of some other constituent related to the sacrificial act.
3. Nor again, can Brahman, though it is of the nature of an entity that is
already in existence, be the object of perception and so on, since Brahman
being Atman, as stated in "That thou art" (Cha.U.6.8.7), cannot be
understood except through the Scripture: The Purvapaksin has argued thus:
The Vedantin is wrong when he contends that the Sastra is the exclusive and
authentic source of the Knowledge of Brahman ("sastrapramanakam brahma").
In fact, being an entity that is already existent (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu).
Brahman, like all other existing entities,16 may also be known by other means
of knowledge (pramana) such as perception, inference and so on.17
As against this postulation of the Purvapaksin, the Acarya argues
as follows: The non-dual Brahman, taught in the Sastra, is no doubt an
accomplished entity (parinisthita-vastu); but, the non-dual Brahman as
being not different from the Self (pratyagabhinnam brahma) is known solely
from the Upanisadic sentences like (Cha.U.6.8.7) "tat tvam asi - That thou art"
and not from any other means of knowledge (pramanantara).18
3)^4: '-P'-ld, cIcf^R ^
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17 For more details see Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2, n.2.
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In the worldly transactions (loka-vyavahara), too, we do have sentences
such as "There are fruits on the river bank" (pramanantarena) that throw light
on the existent entity, namely the fruits. But, the sentences of this nature, it is to
be noted, are actually of the nature of a report, that is to say a sort of arthavada
(i.e. the anuvada type),19 uttered by those who have already acquired by means
of knowledge like perception the knowledge of the existence of fruits on the
river bank. Hence, the validity of these sentences is subject to the validity of
the prior perceptual knowledge that these reporters have had.
But the Upanisadic sentences, such as (Cha.U.6.8.7) "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," are of an altogether different nature and character. They are not
a report (arthavada) of what had been perceived (pratyaksa) or inferred
(anumita) by an individual. Their content of Brahman being identical with
the Atman (pratyagabhinnarh brahma) is known from the Upanisads alone
and is not knowable through any other means of knowledge (pramanantara)
such as perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and so on.20
Thus, the validity of the Upanisadic sentences is natural to itself (svatahsiddha), self-proven (svatah-pramana) and also not subject to the validity
of other means of knowledge (pramanantara-pramanya). It is precisely for
these reasons that the Vedantin firmly and justly asserts that the Sastra alone
is the source for the Knowledge of Brahman.
4. As regards the futility of the teaching, because of its being devoid of what
is to be rej ected or accepted, we reply thus: This is not a defect at all, because it
is solely from the Realisation of Brahman as Atman, which is not something
to be rejected or accepted, that there is the accomplishment of the supreme
human goal, for there results the total destruction of all pains: The Mimamsaka
19 For an elaboration of the term 'arthavada' and the description of its various types, refer to
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2 D, n.2, fn.8.
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has argued that the Upanisads do not teach any human goal (purusartha). He
explained this by reasoning that since the content of the Vedantic teaching
of the oneness of Brahman and the Atman (pratyagabhinnam brahma) is an
already existent (parinisthita) fact, it can neither be aspired for nor can it be
rejected (heyopadeya-rahita). According to the Mlmamsaka, this fact, in turn,
renders the entire Vedantic teaching futile.21
To this contention of the Purvapaksin, the Acarya offers here a logical
counterargument: The impossibility of the identity of Brahman and Atman,
the teaching of the Upanisads, being something which can be rejected or
accepted - a feature which the opponent construed to be a fault with regard
to the content of the Upanisadic teaching - is veritably no fault at all. On
the other hand, it only adds to the beauty of the Vedantic teaching. This is
so because, the moment one realises the truth of the Upanisadic teaching of
Brahman being identical with the Atman - which fact the Purvapaksin has
rightly pointed out as being not something which can be either rejected or
accepted - at that very moment itself, there ensues the complete annihilation
of all pains and this itself constitutes the attainment of the parama-purusartha
(highest human goal). The annihilation of all sorrows by the mere knowledge
of the import of the Vedantic teaching is the unique and unparalleled beauty
of the Vedantic teaching.
In this Bhasya sentence, the expression "avagamad eva - Just from the
Realisation alone" (i.e. immediately on Realisation), is undeniably very
profound for it signifies this: The injunctions (vidhi) in the karma-kanda
do expound the sacrificial acts that are the means to a purusartha (human
goal) such as heaven, riches, progeny and so on (abhyudaya). But, it must be
noted that even after understanding the nature and the methodology of the
performance of sacrificial acts from the karma-kanda injunctions (vidhi), one
must also perform the sacrificial act with utmost care and diligence, for it is
only that very performance of the sacrificial act that can usher in the human
goal of heaven and so on - and that too not immediately but only in due course!
But in the case of the Upanisadic teaching, it is diametrically opposite,
21 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2, n.3.
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for on just realising the purport of the Upanisadic statements, such as
(iCha.U.6.8.7) "tat tvam asi - That thou art," without any additional effort
consisting in the performance of the sacrificial act, the ultimate human goal
(parama-purusartha) of absolute Liberation from the thraldom of pains and
miseries that constitute the mundane transmigratory existence (samsara),
is effortlessly attained.22 Knowledge alone (i.e. without being dependent
on action) does have the power to effect the cessation of sorrow. Indeed,
a person becomes free from the fear of having been bitten by a poisonous
serpent from merely realising the purport of the sentence uttered by a wellwisher: "nayam sarpah rajjuriyam - This is not a snake, but a mere rope."
So too is the case when the Upanisads teach the identity of Brahman and
Atman. Although this Brahman-Atman is neither something to be rejected
(heya) nor something to be accepted (upadeya), the Knowledge of It does
bestow the highest result. That the Upanisad grants this supreme result of
Liberation (moksa) by its mere teaching without any additional sacrificial act
to be performed, is no fault or defect of the Upanisadic teaching; rather, it
reveals the indisputable superiority of the Upanisadic message as compared
with the teaching of the injunctive sentences (vidhi-vakya) that abound in
the karma-kanda.23
#
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In order to appreciate fully the logic of the Acarya’s argument, we will
have to examine closely the nature of purusartha (human goal). The
teachers of all schools of Indian philosophy (darsana) unanimously agree
to the classification of all possible human goals (purusartha) into broadly
two categories: (1) what is desired by an individual to be attained (ipsitam
upadeyam) and (2) what is desired to be got rid of (jihasitam heyam).24
But the Vedanta-acaryas go deeper and analyse these two categories very
perceptively. They apprise us of the fact that what is desired to be attained
(upadeya) can also be considered to be twofold: (1) That which has not
been actually attained already (aprapta) and hence is desired to be attained.
Heaven, riches, progeny and so on can be cited as examples to elucidate
this category. (2) Under the other one falls that which, though it has been
already attained (praptam eva), is yet, under delusion or because of a wrong
notion (adhyasena) merely imagined to be unattained. The usual example
that is given to elucidate this is that of a necklace, which though is around
one's neck, is mistakenly thought to be lost and then under the spell of this
delusion one ceaselessly searches for it.
Likewise, the Vedanta-acaryas elucidate that what is desired to be got
rid of (heya) is also twofold: (1) Under the first category is something which
is actually affecting one and hence one desires to get rid of it. To cite an
example: One does seek to be free of a snake that has encircled one's foot. (2)
But then there can also be something, which though one has already got rid
of (hatam eva), yet due to ignorance one imagines that it has not been got rid
of. An example to elucidate this can be a snake superimposed (aropita) on a
bit of creeper that has got encircled on one’s foot while one was walking in
the garden! In this case, there is no snake at all encircled around one's foot
and the snake is therefore, so to say, already got rid of!
To attain what has not been attained already and to get rid of what has not
been truly hitherto got rid of, an individual has to first gain the knowledge
of the means to attain what he desires to gain and the knowledge of the
means for getting rid of what he wishes to get rid of respectively. And, in
24 This classification has been accepted by the Mimamsaka also. Refer to Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 2 D, n.3.
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both these cases, knowledge alone does not suffice; for after knowledge he
must certainly undertake the actions required to attain his desired object or
to get rid of what he detests as the case may be. Indeed, never would a mere,
though thorough, knowledge about the Vedic sacrifice enable one to attain
the heaven that one yearns for! Nor would the right knowledge of the stick
enable one to get rid of the real snake that has encircled one's foot! In both
these cases there is definitely a need to exert by action, although the action
must be preceded respectively by the knowledge of the means to attain what
has not been attained and to get rid of what has not been got rid of.
On the other hand, in those instances wherein something has been
already attained or got rid of but only due to an error of judgement (i.e.
superimposition) is thought of to have been not attained or not got rid of,
and hence is still desired to be attained or to be got rid of respectively, it
is certainly possible in these cases to attain it, as it were (praptam iva), or
to get rid of it, as it were (hatam iva), by the mere realisation of the truth
(tattva-saksatkara), without having to undertake any action whatsoever.
Knowledge sans action does suffice to effect the result here.
The reason for this out-and-out difference lies in the fact that these
(i.e. that which is to be attained and that which is to be got rid of) exist
as superimpositions alone and the moment the truth is realised, the
superimpositions along with their results (like the desire for the necklace or
fear of the snake) disappear on their own accord.
In just the same way, due to the indescribable, beginningless nescience
(anirvacyanadyavidyavasat), the sense of individuality (jivabhava) has
been superimposed on Brahman, the pure impartite Bliss (Ananda) that is
ever free from all pains and miseries. This jivabhava, because it is merely
a superimposition, perishes on its own the very moment there arises the
Realisation of the purport of the Scriptural statements such as (Cha.U.6.8.7)
“tat tvam asi - That thou art." As a result of this Realisation, the nature of
Bliss, though eternally attained, becomes attained on its own (svayam
eva) as it were, that is becomes attained as though it had not been attained
already (apraptam praptam iva) and the suffering, though eternally absent
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disappears of its own accord (svayam eva), as if it has not been hitherto got
rid of (ahatam hatam iva). It is in this way the true knowledge of the content
of the Upanisadic teaching directly leads to the highest human goal (paramapurusartha) of Liberation.
This

is

the

profound

reasoning behind

the

assertion

of

the

Bhasyakara: “heyopadeyasiinyabrahmatmatavagamad eva sarvaklesaprahandt
purusarthasiddheh. "25
5. As regards the Scriptural passages explicating the deity and so on, there
is no opposition at all even if they subserve the contemplations that are
evident in their own text. But, likewise, it is not possible to posit Brahman
as being subsidiary to the injunction on contemplation, for when oneness
is realised, because there is nothing to be rejected or accepted, there takes
place the utter annihilation of the notion of duality, such as action, causal
conditions for accomplishing the action and so on: The Purvapaksin had
suggested two alternative proposals which according to him would make the
Upanisads purposeful and thus valid (pramanyavat): (1) The Upanisads may
be viewed as subsidiary (anga) to the indisputably purposeful injunctions
(vidhi - the ahgi) of sacrificial acts found in the karma-kanda since the
Upanisadic statements can be construed to teach the nature of the agent who
performs the ritual as well as the nature of the deity to whom the oblations
are offered in the sacrificial act. (2) Or, the Upanisads may be understood
as injunctions on contemplations (upasana), which are the nature of mental
activity that are described in the Upanisadic sentences themselves.26
In the foregoing analysis, the Acarya has already pointed out the
untenability of the first proposal of the Upanisads teaching the nature of the

25 Cf. 'sap? aafa—Ttfej
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26 For details refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1, n.4.
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agent or the deity and other components pertaining to the sacrificial act. The
Acarya presently takes up for deliberation the question of the Purvapaksin
as to whether the Upanisads can be construed as enjoining the very upasanas
(contemplation) found in their own sections. He takes up this question, in
exclusion to the earlier one of the Upanisads being made subsidiary to the
injunctions of the karma-kanda, for this question requires special attention
and a different explanation.
Indeed, in the Upanisads there are passages prescribing devout
contemplations (upasana). We observe that the first five chapters of the
Chandogya-upanisad contain a large number of passages teaching various
types of contemplations (upasana): There are passages prescribing the
contemplation of the Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes), that
is Isvara, as being present in the Sun and in the eye;27 there are passages
prescribing the upasana (prana-vidya) of the deity Prana (vital-breath) with
many attributes;28 there is the well-known upasana on the five loci as the
deity Fire (pancagni-vidya)29 and so on. It should be carefully noted that
the Siddhantin, that is the Advaitin, accepts that these and other passages
of similar nature explicating the upasanas as being meant only for that
purpose.30
But, the various Upanisadic sentences, such as {Cha.U.6.9A & Tai.U.2.1

27 Vide (Cha.UA.6.6) “atha ya esontamditye hiranmayah puruso drsyate - Now this golden Being
who is seen within the Sun" and {CM.LI 1.7.5) “atha ya eso'ksini puruso drsyate - Now this
Being, who is seen within the eye."
28 Vide "}/o ha vai jyestham ca srestham ca veda, jyesthasca ha vai gresthasca bhavati, prano vdva
jyesthasca sresthasca..." (CM.U.5.1.1)
29 Vide "asau vdva loko gautama, agnih..." (Cha.U.5A.l). The five loci referred to here are: the
heaven, the cloud, the earth, the male and the female. Vide “dyu-parjanya-prthivl-purusayositsu agnitvadhyanam pahcagnividya."
30 That is they are not meant to be subsidiary to the injunctive sentences (vidhi-vakya) in
the karma-kanda. The Advaitins also hold the view that the passages that recommend the
contemplation of Brahman with attributes have their ultimate purport in teaching actually
the attributeless Brahman (sagunavakyani nirgunaparani). In other words, the final intent
(parama-tatparya) of these passages is to teach the attributeless Brahman alone albeit
through the technique of the deliberate superimposition and the subsequent negation
(adhyaropapavada-prakriya). Also, the desireless practice of the upasanas invests the aspirant
with the necessary cittasuddhi (purity of the mind) and cittaikagrata (concentration of the
mind) leading the aspirant to the Realisation of Brahman being the Self (brahmatmabhava).
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respectively) "tat tvam asi - That thou art/' "satyam jhanam anantam brahma
- Brahman is

Existence-Consciousness-Bliss,"

expound

respectively

the identity of the non-dual Brahman with the Atman and the nature of
Brahman as Existence, Consciousness, etc. These should not, on the strength
of the above analogy of the Upanisadic passages dealing with upasanas, be
also reduced to the status of an upasana (contemplation) or as subsidiary
to the injunction of upasanas (contemplation) such as the prana-upasana,
pancagni-vidya by construing the Upanisadic sentences as describing the
nature of the deity like Prana, Agni and so on notwithstanding the fact that
all these above-mentioned upasanas are all only found in the Upanisadic
section of the Vedas (i.e. svaprakaranagatopasana).31
The reason why the Upanisadic passages cannot be said to be enjoining
upasanas is evident, for contemplation (upasana) is also a sort of kriya
(activity), albeit a mental one (manasi kriya), and a mental activity too, like
any other activity, depends for its birth and existence on factors such as the
agent (kartr - the contemplator), the object (karman - the deity meditated
upon), the instrument (karana - the internal organ) and other causal means
(karaka) that are required to accomplish the contemplation. Also, all actions,
including the mental activity of upasana, are rooted in the wrong notion of
reality that is invested in the realm of duality (dvaita-prapanca). But this
entire realm of duality gets annihilated when one attains the Realisation
(saksatkara) of the non-dual Brahman, which is but the culmination of the
correct understanding of the purport of the Upanisadic statements such as
"tat tvam asi - That thou art," "ayam atma brahma - This Self is the Brahman"
and so on.32 The utter destruction of the realm of duality by the wisdom
gained from the Upanisads has also been discussed in the context of the
sacrificial act (vide n.2).33
31 Cf. asjft
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Thus, the well thought out conclusion of the Advaitin is that the
Mimamsaka's varied proposals of the Upanisadic passages being subsidiary
to the injunctions of sacrificial act, or the Upanisads being construed as
injunction on upasanas (contemplation) found in their own Upanisadic
section are all utterly untenable.
6. Indeed, for the notion of duality that has been eradicated by the
Realisation of the oneness of Brahman, there cannot be a resurgence, in
which case alone the subsidiary nature of Brahman, with reference to the
injunction on contemplation, might be considered: The Acarya seems to be
anticipating an intricate point that might be raised by an opponent and he
therefore refutes the possible objection. Or this could also be taken as a reply
to a well-meaning query of the student of Vedanta.
The question is thus: The Advaitins accept that even after the rise of the
Tattva-jnana, that is the Realisation of the truth of the non-dual Brahman
being one with Self, for the Jlvanmukta, that is the one who is liberated while
living, the mithyajnana (false notion of duality) does continue to persist due
to the past samskara (residual impression) till the time the body finally falls
and he attains Videha-mukti. During this period of the coexistence of the
Tattva-jnana and the mithyajnana, so to speak, might not the Jivanmukta
associate his Self with the upasanas as a result of the persisting mithyajnana?
In other words, cannot the Jivanmukta too undertake an upasana to gain
a worldly result for he too is conscious of the realm of duality (dvaitaprapanca)? If this proposal is acceptable, we may then construe that the
Upanisadic teachings of Brahman are subservient to the injunctions on
contemplations (upasana vidhi-sesatvam).
It is as a reply to this query that the Bhasyakara clarifies the Advaitins
position thus: There is no resurgence of the strong notion of duality34 once
it is uprooted by the Realisation of the non-dual Brahman. To explain: The
Tattva-jnana, that is the Realisation of Brahman-Atman, annihilates the
mithyajnana, that is the false notion of the existence of the realm of duality
and the other such false notions as that of the Atman being an agent of action
34 Cf. (vpd)

i - wwr
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(karta) which are contrary to the Tattva-jnana.35 The cessation of the false
notions, in turn, puts to naught all actions (kriya), along with their causal
components (karaka) as well as their possible results (phala).
The Advaitin accepts that though annihilated in the Jivanmukta, the false
notion of duality does continue to persist due to the influence of the prior
residual mental impressions (praktana-samskara) and this notion of duality,
albeit false, does co-exist with his Realisation of the non-dual Brahman. But,
the notion of duality, because it has been falsified (badhita), remains utterly
powerless, for it is incapacitated by the direct awareness of the reality of
non-dual Self that is ever strong in the Jivanmukta. Thus, in the Wise, the
false notion of duality remains totally enfeebled and utterly incapable of
generating any actions (kriya), or the notions of reality as regards the various
causal components of action (karaka).
To explain: The false notion of duality that is observed in the Jivanmukta
cannot generate an action, for without there being first a desire to attain
something and without considering that the desired object is real and different
from oneself, the Jivanmukta cannot act. But, the Jivanmukta possessing the
firm Realisation of the truth, that the non-dual Brahman-Atman alone is, has
already attained the highest human goal (parama-purusartha) of the total
Liberation from all desires and wants. Therefore, the residual weak dualityview, persisting in the Jivanmukta because of the prior samskara, is incapable
of causing any desire or thereby generating an action to fulfill that desire.
Thus, there is no possibility of the Jivanmukta undertaking an upasana for
gaining a result of a future joy like an ignorant person. Hence, this point
raised by the Purvapaksin, of the possibility of a Jivanmukta performing
an upasana after Realisation, whereby the Upanisads can be made to enjoin
an upasana or the Upanisadic teachings such as "satyam jnanam anantam
brahma" being construed as subsidiary to the injunctions on upasana, does
not contain even an iota of truth.36

35
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Later on, in the Brahmasutra-bhasya, the Acarya himself illustrates the
ineffective nature of the persisting duality-view because of a prior samskara
in the Jivanmukta. He elucidates thus: Suppose an intelligent person, who is
fully aware that there is only one moon, happens, due to a defect in his eye¬
sight, to see two moons in the sky, his view of two moons will be completely
enfeebled by his firm conviction that the moon is indeed one. Hence, his
vision of two moons will fail to generate in him the corresponding actions like
jumping and shouting in utter wonder as we might observe in an ignorant
man having a similar defect of the eye.37
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Vide "akartrStmabodho'pi hi rnithyajnanabadhanena karmdni ucchinatti. badhitamapi tu
mithyajMnam dvicandrajftanavat samskaravasat kihcitkalam anuvartata eva." (BmhmasUtra-bhasya,
4.1.15 and the Nyayanirnaya commentary thereon)
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I ^ H]

SFW ^TPFTHT

qqiuid q ZZ, cT^TTN 3TFF-

•e'cotw^ti q cnsw^f2 3 sireFR wi
^ 3IP?|R| STTWITOTH ^

m^k^rpu q
1 flFTRiM

^P:4 ^OTTHTC^q51
7A
[nirAkaranopasamharabhAsyam]

yadyapi anyatra vedavakyanam vidhisamsparsamantarena pramanatvam na drstarn,
tathapi atmavijnanasya phalaparyantatvad na tadvisayasya sastrasya pramanyam
sakyam pratyakhyatum. na ca anumanagamyam sastrapramanyam, yena anyatra
drstarn nidarsanam apeksyeta. tasmat siddham brahmanah sastrapramanakatvam.
7B
yadyapi - even though;

anyatra - in other instances; 'K'd'KIWTH.

vedavakyanam - of the Vedic sentences;

vidhisamsparsam - the

association with injunction; 3FtTC?[ antarena - without; 5PRFJ’^kpramanatvam
- validity; ^ na - not;

drstarn - is noticed; d®nfy tathapi - still;

atmavijnanasya - of the Self-knowledge;
does culminate in its result; ^ na - not;
as its content;

phalaparyantatvat - as it
tadvisayasya - which has that

sastrasya - of the Scripture; WW^kpramanyam - validity;

W^iH^sakyam - is possible; WWPXt^l pratyakhyatum - to reject; ^ ^ na ca - and
not;

anumanagamyam - which can be comprehended by means

' CSS ^
1 ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), KKK 3IW3

1

'b4+la'iiRh: I -

2 ahUoHyiM
3

1 - '^WP('4d
a wi ^fci vffv?r4-., 3

i

“W1!:
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of inference;

sastrapramanyam - the validity of the Scripture;

yena - in which case;
nidarsanam - illustration;

anyatra - elsewhere;

drstam - observed; wyHH.

apeksyeta - might be needed; dthlrt tasmat

- therefore;

siddham - is established;

brahmanah - in respect of

Brahman;

'bdH^sastrapramanalaitvam - the Scripture, being the means

of knowledge
7C
[commentary concluding the refutation]

Even though, in other instances, the validity of the Vedic sentences
without the association of an injunction is not noticed, still, since Selfknowledge necessarily culminates in its result, it is not possible to reject
the validity of the Scripture which has the knowledge of the Self as its
content. And the validity of the Scripture cannot be comprehended by
means of inference, in which case an illustration observed elsewhere
might be needed.1 Therefore, it is established that in respect of Brahman,
the means of Knowledge is the Scripture alone.2
7D
1. Even though, in other instances, the validity of the Vedic sentences
without the association of an injunction is not noticed, still, since Selfknowledge necessarily culminates in its result, it is not possible to reject
the validity of the Scripture which has the knowledge of the Self as its
content. And the validity of the Scripture cannot be comprehended by
means of inference, in which case an illustration observed elsewhere
might be needed: In the present section, the Acarya concludes his refutation
of the prima facie view of the Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka. While refuting
it, we observe, the Bhasyakara recalls the very essence of the objection that
was presented by the Mlmamsaka.6
In the concluding portion of the last section (Section 6), the Bhasyakara
has asserted that the Upanisads are purposeful inspite of their domain being

6 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 1 to 3.
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Brahman, an existing entity (parinisthita-vastu). Hence, they are neither to
be construed as subsidiary to the injunctions (vidhi) on sacrificial acts nor are
they to be taken as injunctions on contemplations (upasana) that are found in
the very Upanisadic sections or even as subsidiary to them.
The line of argument of the Mlmamsaka is as follows: The injunctive
sentences (like "agnihotram juhoti") prescribe sacrificial acts that are
purposeful. Hence they enjoy validity with regard to their own content
(svarthe pramanani). But, the non-injunctive sentences, such as (Tai.

Sam. 1.5.1.1) "so 'rodit - He wept" and so on, do not enjoin anything purposeful.
Hence, they are to be classified as arthavadas that have no inherent validity
with regard to their own content.
But, on the authority of the injunction of the study of the Veda (adhyayanavidhih),7 the entire Veda has been accepted to have a purport and hence valid;
and, as such, no portion of the Veda is to be regarded as devoid of purpose
and thus invalid. It is in this background that the arthavada sentences of the
Veda are to be considered as subsidiary (anga) to the injunctive sentences
(angl) occurring in the Veda. Thus, by having a dose syntactical relation
(ekavakyata) with the vidhi-vakya (injunctional sentence), the arthavadas
derive purpose (phalavattva) and thus their validity (pramanya) too.
The above-discussed points envisage the following: With regard to
their content, it is only the injunction of sacrificial acts (vidhi-vakya) that
constitutes the direct source of the validity in the Vedic corpus. This being so,
the arthavadas, which contain no injunction, lack validity. Hence, they are
constrained to depend upon the injunctions to make up for this deficiency.
It is this feature that is frequently observed (bhuyodarsana) in the Vedic
corpus and its exegesis, that points towards the viability of an invariable
concomitance between validity (pramanya) and Vedic injunctions (vidhivakya), which invariable concomitance (vyapti) can be expressed thus:
"vedavakyesu yatra yatra pramanyam tatra tatra vidhih - Wherever there

7 This obligatory injunction is (Tai.A.2.19) "svadhyciyo'dhyetavyah - One should learn one's own
branch of the Veda." We have to keep in mind that the Vedic injunction would not enjoin on
us anything that is purposeless.
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is validity in the Vedic sentences, there is an injunction." As a result - to
put it in the language of the Naiyayikas - pramanya (validity) is vyapya
(the pervaded one or the probans) while the vidhi (injunction) is vyapaka
(the pervader or the probandum).8 In the context of this syllogism, it is a
well-known corollary that where the vyapaka, that is the pervader, is absent,
there the vyapya, that is the pervaded one, is also absent9 - "vyapakabhavad

vyapyabhavah."10
Taking into account the points that have been discussed above, the
Purvapaksin,

the

Mimamsaka,

formulates

a

syllogistic

proposition

thus: "vedantah na svarthe pramanam, vidhisunyavakyatvat, 'so'rodld'
ityadivakyavat - The Upanisadic passages are not valid with regard to
their own content since they contain no injunction, like the sentences such
as 'He wept'." If the Vedantin were to reject this syllogism, then he may
have to conclude that the sentences like "so'rodlt - He wept" also enjoy
validity (pramanya) with regard to their own content. Such a conclusion is
not acceptable to any one, even to the Vedantin.11 This being the case, the
above inferential forumulation establishes that the Upanisads are not valid
with regard to their own content of the non-dual Brahman ("tasmad brahma

na sastrapramanakam”)}2
The present Bhasya passage contains an effective reply to this viewpoint
of the Mimamsaka. The Bhasyakara establishes the Vedantin's viewpoint

8 In the standard syllogistic proposition, "parvato vahniman dhumat - The hill has fire since
there is smoke on it," based on the invariable concomitance of smoke and fire (yatra yatra
dhumah tatra tatra vahnih iti vyaptih), dhuma (smoke) is vyapya (the pervaded one) and
vahni (fire) is vyapaka (the pervader).

9 For example, we say "yatra vahnih nasti, tatra dhumo'pi nasti - Where there is no fire, the
vyapaka, there is no smoke, the vyapya."
10 Cf.
aw#
1srcrflRn

11

Cf.

wfal'K&sfi qqhflMi MWN*!,

i

dll!

-hlhHi

12 The upshot of the opponent's argument is that, to

avoid the contingency of rendering the
Upanisads bereft of purport, it is essential that the Upanisads become associated with the
injunctions of the karma-kanda, or become an injunction of upasana (contemplation) or
become a subsidiary to an injunction on upasana.
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thus: Indeed, the Vedantins too agree that in all other instances, such as in the
case of the arthavada passages like "so'rodit - He wept" and so on occurring
in the karma-kanda of the Veda, there is no validity (pramanya) with regard
to their own contents because they do not have in themselves any human
purpose (purusartha) to serve. Therefore, the sentences "so’rodit" and the like
have to be necessarily associated with a purposeful (prayojanavat) and thus
valid (pramanyavat) injunction - either prescriptive (vidhi) or prohibitory
(nisedha) - and thus by their association with the injunction they gain their
fruitfulness (prayojanavattva) and thereby their validity too (pramanya). In
the case of the sentence "so'rodit," we have already seen that it is associated
with the prohibitory sentence, "barhisi rajatam na deyam - Silver is not to be
offered on barhi-grass as daksina in the sacrifice,"13 in order to bring about
its validity (pramanya) so as to make it purposeful (prayojanavat).
However, the opponent is certainly wrong in assuming that the injunction
(vidhi) is the source of validity of the Vedic sentences.14 In fact, the validity
(pramanya) of the means of knowlege (pramana) consists in their generating
such a knowledge (jnana-janakam) the content of which is not known earlier
(anadhigata), which is not sublated (abadhita) and which has its own definite
purpose (prayojanavat).15
The authoritativeness (pramanya) of the above description is certainly
inherent in the Upanisadic passages, such as (Cha.U.6.9A) "tat tvam asi That thou art" and so on, even though they are not injunctive statements
(vidhi-vakya). It has already been shown that Liberation from all pains and
miseries ensues directly from the Realisation of the non-dual Brahman that

'3 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2 D, n.5.
14 cf.
i
15 For an elaboration on the definition of pramSnya,

''anadhigatabadhitaprayojamvajjiiamjanakatvam pramdndndm pramanyam," refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1 D, n.2.
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

nroJWedra
rarfemFi,

a 3 rarapferaj era
raisf
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is taught by these Upanisadic passages. On the other hand an arthavada
statement, like "so 'rodlt - He wept/' lacks the validity (pramanya) as defined
above which explains why for its validity it needs to be subservient to the
prohibitory injunction (nisedha-vakya), "barhisi rajatam na deyam - Silver
is not to be offered on barhi-grass as daksina in the sacrifice/' for unlike
"so 'rodtt/' this injunction has a validity of its own. There being thus a chasmal
difference between the Upanisadic passages and the arthavada passages,
the opponent is not at all justified in comparing the Upanisadic passages
with the arthavada statements of the Veda, like “so'rodTt," and postulating
on the basis of that faulty analogy a stratagem to deny the inherent validity
(pramanya) that exists in the Upanisads.
At this juncture, the Purvapaksin could raise a pertinent question as to
how the Vedantin can prove the purposefulness (and thereby, the validity
too) of the Upanisads. The Siddhantin replies with an analogy: Indeed, it is
not logically viable to decide the validity of the function of the visual sense
(caksurindriya) based on the confirmation of the same by another sense, say
the olfactory sense (ghranendriya), or the auditory sense (srotrendriya). In
just the very same way, the validity of the Upanisads, the Vedanta-sastra
(Vedantasastra-pramanya), or for that matter the validity of the whole
Veda, does not require to be confirmed or substantiated by another means
of knowledge (pramanantara) such as perception (pratyaksa), inference
(anumana) and so on.16 If sucha confirmation is required, even the Mimamsaka
position of the vidhi-vakya having an independent validity (pramanya)
would be jeopardised.17 This is the import of the Bhasya statement: "na ca
16 Cf. d-ldlfddldR^ft yaWkd’ s-WIVMI,
edd dclM.SHlftdHJ 'MVIf -’Mdl4kJ«ilUrH'hcd
as)'4h'JMH hhI’tk amSfRa arftaFFdT^TNfh, drAKi^ddUs^ifdia hh sajaR.i
la.Uivad+d 5? ^ ^ ftuktf, d<wwwft wipqraiB
Jisifti mapR fhs aafti sfussit
Also, cf. 4a d<dWI«4 FdFl
Also,

cf.

WdRlviuvi^

cftd dlfdlcd*!: I
d

'ftdwi'J'HwIci

oifti'h'MWtKI'dH

aRTWRaaftsRdftR

17 Cf.
’d 5TTFIFt
StlFFd ai^PfFFPR,
ftfydl'WWlk^HsJ'WlSTl: I - mw=b
Also, cf.
ftfufti d<aidd
dFlTft
OTPR a Fdlftcdsq: I - STOSlftaroi
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anumanagamyam sastrapramanyam, yena anyatra drstam nidarsanam apeksyeta
- And the validity of the Scripture cannot be comprehended by means of
inference, in which case an illustration observed elsewhere (i.e. for other
means of knowledge - pramana) might be needed." This concept of the Sastra
possessing self-validity (svatah-pramanya) is accepted by the Purvapaksin,
the Mimamsaka, too.

There is also another point worth noting. No human purpose per se is served
by an arthavada sentence such as "so'rodlt." Hence, this sentence lacks
validity (pramanya). Yet, being part of the Veda, this sentence too due to
the force of the adhyayana-vidhi (Tai.A.2,19) - "svadhyayo'dhyetavyah" must have a purpose and validity. Due to this contingency, this arthavada
sentence requires to be associated with some other statement possessing a
purpose so that its deficiency is made up and it gains validity. Similarly, the
sentence of the prohibitory injunction (nisedha-vakya), “barhisi rajatam na

deyam," does also require a sentence denouncing the thing it prohibits, for
otherwise, it may not be possible to dissuade a sensible person from offering
silver as sacrificial daksina. Thus, these two sentences mutually need to
provide for each other what they individually require for the sake of their
purposefulness and the consequent validity. Therefore, it is but natural that
these two sentences have a mutual syntactical relation (ekavakyata).18
From the analysis, we can thus easily observe that these two sentences
are complementary in a way. On the other hand, no such mutual expectation
and the consequential syntactical relation between the Vedantic sentences
teaching non-dual Brahman and those that are injunctive (vidhi) in nature
occurring in the karma-kanda can be ever imagined.19 The utter unfeasibility

18 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2 D, n.5.
19 Cf.
gaftaar
* cm i Rai
'■‘Slta
aasiaa:
Taatjf^jaj

fe ?iaf
afeij *ja>, 1%
i
aaa q^K4:
I afitfa
a
swift MaRRl:
a UPtSIT
^jatsfa a Pi^araaF^aaaT fawafina ■MaPw a Pi*^ri a
ifa a aftft ^ a aaa. sra 'a
i a ca^aai^aggaaiar^fr, aaaiaaaT^aiaa^iatragaaiaafranac^aiati -aracft
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of any such mutual syntactical relationship between the injunctions (vidhivakya) of the karma-kanda and the Upanisadic sets of sentences will also be
discussed later in very Samanvayadhikarana.
It is therefore erroneous on the part of the Mimamsaka, the Purvapaksin, to
take recourse to some form of defective syllogism, based on a faulty analogy,
so as to deny the inherent validity (pramanya) of the Upanisadic section of
the Veda. In fact, the logical argument of Mimamsaka contradicts the very
spirit of the Scripture and hence such an argument itself lacks tenability.20
The great exponents of logical system (Nyaya-darsana) like Vatsyayana
denounce such logic built on a faulty analogy as pseudo-logic (nyayabhasa).21
Above all, as discussed before, the Vedists are well-known as 'svatahpramanya-vadins' or advocates of the doctrine that the validity of the means
of knowledge (pramana) is intrinsic to that very means of knowledge. Hence,
being a noted follower of the Veda, the Mimamsaka should not invoke a
syllogistic formulation to question the validity of the Scripture itself.22

2.

Therefore, it is established

that in respect of Brahman, the

means of Knowledge is the Scripture alone: All the objections (vide
Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 1 to 3) raised by the Purvapaksin, the
Mimamsaka, have been thoroughly discussed and thereafter dismissed (vide
Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 4 to 7). Hence, the previously delineated and
established view of the Siddhantin, "sastrapramanakam brahma," remains
unchallenged and irrefutable.

20

The opponent’s logic is exactly like the one that seeks to establish sanctity of the skull
of the dead man, since it is a part of a living being, just as the conch-shell, which also is a
part of living being and is renowned for its sanctity (narasirahkapalam suci pranyangatvat
sankhasuktivat). This inferential logic is to be rejected as invalid since it goes counter to the
Scriptural expiatory (prayascitta-vakya) statement, "yah sprsed narasyasthi sa snatvacamya
suddhyati - He who touches the human skull becomes impure and regains purity by taking
bath and performing acamana."

21 Vide "yat punaranumanam

pratyaksagamaviruddham, nyayabhasah sah - Again, an inference,
which contradicts the valid perceptual knowledge or the Scriptural conclusion, is nothing but
a pseudo-logic." (Nyaya-bhdsya, 1.1.1)
22 The syllogistic formulation of the Mimamsaka that is referred to here is: "vedantah na
svarthe pramanam, vidhisunyavakyatvat, 'so'rodld' ityadivSkyavat - The Upanisadic
passages are not valid with regard to their own content since they contain no injunction, like
the sentences such as 'He wept'."
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The Acarya, therefore, concludes the present discussion: "tasmat siddham

brahmanah sastrapramanakatvam - Therefore, it is established that in respect
of Brahman, the means of Knowledge is the Scripture alone."23 This
conclusion of the Bhasyakara perfectly corresponds with the initial query
of the Purvapaksin: "katham punah brahmanah sastrapramanakatvam ucyate How again can it be stated that Scripture is the means for the Knowledge of
Brahman?"24

23

Cf. ura

1 ar,
R

a 33W:

^fcl fR=OT: I

a*ir ^
—R6R1RfciI

24 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1.
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Samanvayadhikaranaracana - Structure of
Samanvayadhikarana
(Prathama-varnaka - First Explanation)
The Samanvayadhikarana, the fourth adhikarana of the Brahma-sutra,
consists of the single aphorism: "tattn samanvayat." The following is an
analysis of the structure of the adhikarana.1
(1) Visaya or Subject: All the Upanisadic statements expounding the
Nirguna-brahman constitute the subject of deliberation within the ambit of
the Samanvaya-sutra.
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: The doubt pertaining to this adhikarana is whether
the purport of the Upanisadic passages is to teach the nature of the performer
(karta) and of the deity (devata) pertaining to the sacrificial act (yaga) or
whether their intent is to expound the eternal, pure, non-dual Brahman.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: If the Upanisads were purported
to reveal the non-dual Brahman alone, then they would be rendered
purposeless, for the non-dual Brahman is clearly an entity that is already
existing (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu) and hence It can neither be rejected
nor accepted (aheyanupadeya).
In the karma-kanda too there are Vedic passages that speak of existing
entities, like curd, the heaven and so on,2 but such passsages are merely
subordinate (ahga) to the main injunctive sentences (vidhi - ahgi) which
enjoin the sacrificial rites. In just the same way, it is only reasonable to view
that the Upanisadic passages which expound the Brahman-Atman should
also follow suit. Consequently, the Upanisadic passages that delineate the
nature of individual self (jiva) must be intending actually to throw light on
the nature of the self, the performer, who is but a limb (ahga) of the sacrificial
act. And, all those Upanisadic passages that expound the nature of Brahman
are to be construed to be actually throwing light on the nature of the deity
(devata) for whose propitiation the oblations are offered in the sacrificial act.
1 For an elaboration of the term 'adhikarana', refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Section 1 D.
2 Vide passages like “dadhna juhoti,” "svargakamo yajeta," "pasuna yajeta" and so on.
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If this is not acceptable to the Vedantin, these passages could also be
construed as injunctions on contemplation (upasana-vidhi) pertaining to
the deities such as Prana, Agni and so on referred to in such Upanisadic
passages or the Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes) as the case may
be. hi this manner alone can the Upanisadic sentences become purposeful
(phalavat) and valid (pramanyavat).
Thus if the Upanisadic sentences are not associated with the injunctional
statements (vidhi-vakya) of the karma-kanda or if they are not taken as
enjoining contemplation (upasana-vidhi), it would lead to the unwelcome
position of the Upanisads themselves becoming purposeless and thereby
losing their validity (pramanya).
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: The Upanisadic sentences occur
in such contexts that have nothing to do with any Vedic ritual whatsoever.
Hence, it is certain that their tatparya (intent) is not to teach BrahmanAtman as a subsidiary (anga) to any sacrificial act. Moreover, there are
the well-known six logical grounds (sadvidha-lihga) for determining the
tatparya (purport) of the treatise, such as the harmony of the beginning and
concluding statements (upakramopasamharau), repetition (abhyasah) and
so on, and these are all found to unanimously indicate that the tatparya of the
Upanisadic sentences, such as “sadeva somya idamagra asit - Existence alone
was all this before creation," is only to reveal the pure non-dual Brahman.
Also, there is nothing in these passages that can be construed as exhibiting
that their intent is to teach the nature of the doer (karta) or the deity (devata)
pertaining to a sacrificial act. Further, since the Knowledge of the non-dual
Self puts an end to all duality, it is not logically feasible to construe that the
ultimate purport of the Upanisads is to expound upasana which too, like the
sacrificial act, is rooted in the notion of duality alone.
It is also wrong on the part of the Mimamsaka to argue that the
Upanisads would be rendered bereft of any purpose (phala) if they were
purported to expound the non-dual Brahman, an entity that is already
existing (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu), for truly there are sentences even
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in our worldly transactions (laukika-vyavahara) too that can be cited as
illustrations to the contrary, such as "nayam sarpah rajjuriyam - This is
a rope alone and not a snake at all," which gives rise to the knowledge of
the rope, an existing entity, but nevertheless have an undeniable purpose
(phala) of annihilating the wrong notion of the snake and thereby putting
to an end the consequential fear of the snake one suffers from. In the same
manner, the Vedantic sentences, such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art,"
which reveal the already existing identity of the Self with Brahman, the
pure Bliss, terminate the wrong notion about their distinction and thereby
destroy the worldly miseries (samsara-duhkha) and bondage (bandha).
This being the case, the Upanisads which expound the non-dual Brahman
certainly have a definite purpose (phala) - in truth the highest purusartha
(parama-purusartha) of Liberation (moksa) - and are thus imbued with an
undeniable validity (pramanya).
The Purvapaksin’s intent is to establish that the entire Vedanta-sastra
(inclusive of the Brahma-sutra) need not be commenced. To establish
this, he seeks to divest the Upanisads of purpose (phalavattva) and
validity (pramanya). As against this, the intent of the Siddhanta view is
that the Vedanta-sastra must be commenced and for this purpose, the
Siddhantin establishes, here in this prathama-varnaka (first explanation)
of the Samanvaya-sutra that independently of the ritualistic injunctions,
the Upanisads do serve the purpose of revealing the Knowledge of the
oneness of the inner Self with Brahman, the Bliss, the Knowledge of which
alone can put an end to all the miseries of the transmigratory existence
(samsara). In this way, the Siddhantin establishes the validity (pramanya)
of the Upanisads.

(5) Sangati or Connectedness: The present adhikarana has emerged for
refuting the argument (aksepa) raised by the Purvapaksin contesting the
conclusion of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana of "sastrapramanakam brahma
- The Scripture is the means for the Knowledge of Brahman." Hence,
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the connectedness between the preceding Sastrayonitvadhikarana and
the present Samanvayadhikarana is that of the aksepa-sangati (i.e. the
connectedness arising out of the objection).3
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(Prathama-varnaka - First Explanation)
The following two verses (19 and 20) of the Vaiyasika-nyayamala summarise
the salient points that are covered in the first explanation (prathama-varnaka)
of the Samanvaya-sutra.
^RTT: 37$^ll^ra

mm Trf I

MII

TITct

f%HH

vedantah kartrdevadipara brahmapara uta,
anusthanopayogitvatkartradipratipadakah.
bhinnaprakaranallingasatkacca brahmabodhaMh,
sati prayojane'narthahane'nusthanato ’tra kim.
The Mimamsa and Advaita views not concurring, there naturally arises a
doubt as to whether the Upanisads are purported to delineate the nature of
the agent, the deity and so on that are related with an enjoined act or whether
the Upanisads dwell on the nature of Brahman, an already existing entity
(parinisthita-vastu). The Purvapaksin holds the view that the significance
of a Sastra lies in its injunctional nature (vidhitva) alone; and, as such, the
Upanisads too must dwell on the nature of the agent, the deity and so on the limbs (ahga) of a sacrificial act (ahgl) - so that, by coming to possess a
purport by association, they too may gain validity (pramanya).
The Siddhantin totally rejects the opponent's view. He avers that the
Upanisads are seen to be revealing Brahman because the six logical grounds
(sadvidha-linga) establish this stance beyond an iota of doubt. Also, the
Upanisads are observed to have a context which is different from that of
the karma-kanda. Moreover, the delineation of Brahman is teleologically
determined to put an end to the miseries (samsara-duhkha-hana) and
consequently, having such an evident purpose (phala), the Upanisads do
not require to associate themselves with the Vedic injunctions in order to
gain validity (pramanya).
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8A
[ekadesimatotthapanabhasyam]

atra

apare

pratyavatisthante—yadyapi

sastrapramdnakam

brahma,

tathdpi

pratipattividhivisayataya eva sastrena brahma samarpyate, yatha yupahavamyadmi
alaukikani

api

vidhisesataya

Sastrena

samarpyante,

tadvat.

kuta

etat.

pravrttinivrttiprayojanatvat sastrasya. tathd hi sastratatparyavida ahuh—"drsto hi
tasya arthah karmavabodhanam nama" (Pu.Mt.Bhd.1.1.1) iti, “codana iti kriydydh
pravartakam vacanam ahuh” (Pu.Ml.Bha.1.1.2), "tasya jhdnam upadesah (Pu.
Mt.Su.1.1.5), "tadbhutanam ca kriydrthena samamndyah” (Pu.Ml.Su.1.1.25),
"dmndyasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthdnam" (Pu.MlSii.1.2.1) iti ca.
atah purusam kvacid visayavisese pravartayat, kutascid visayavisesad nivartayat
ca arthavat sastram. tacchesataya ca anyad upayuktam. tatsamanyad vedantanam
api tathaiva arthavattvam sydt. sati ca vidhiparatve, yatha svargddikamasya
agnihotradisadhanarh vidhlyate, evam amrtatvakamasya brahmajhanam vidhlyate
iti yuktam.
8B

3T3[ atra - regarding this;
raise objection;

apare - others;

pratyavatisthante -

yadyapi - although; WWdWd^i^sdstrapramanakam - that

which has the Scripture alone as its source of knowledge; sRp brahma Brahman;

tathdpi - still; MidHirifclfaN'WcWi ^ pratipattividhivisayataya eva

- as being the object of the injunction on contemplation alone;

sastrena

- by the Scripture; 3U brahma - Brahman; OTFTcT samarpyate - is presented;
yatha - just as;

yupahavamyadmi - the sacrificial post, the

sacred fire for sacrificial offerings and so on; atrtifVhiM
- though being supra-mundane;
to injunctions;

alaukikani api

vidhisesataya - as subsidiaries

sastrena - by the Scripture;

samarpyante -

are intimated; d&ci tadvat - just like that; ipf: kutah - why; Held, etat - this;
pravrttinivrttiprayojanatvat - because of its purpose
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being to induce one to undertake an act or to stop from undertaking an
act; smaH sastrasya - of the Scripture; cTOT fit tatha hi - thus;
sastratatparyavidah - those who know the purport of the Sastra; 3TTj|: ahuh

- declare;

drstah - seen;

Tf hi - since; rfPl tasya - of that;

arthah -

the purpose; dhidefrddH karmavabodhanam - to impart the knowledge of
sacrificial acts;

riTR

nama - indeed;

word 'codana' (injunction);

s[fcf

iti - thus;

rii^dl ?Td

codana iti - the

kriyayah - of an act; Hddd-H pravartakam

- inducer; dridH. vacanam - statement; 3TT§: ahuh - they say; dhM tasya - of
that; sW'iKjmnam - knowledge of sacrificial acts;

upadesah - teaching;

rfcf tat - that; ^HiH. bhutanam - of the words denoting existing entities; ^
ca - and;

kriyarthena - with that having action as the purport; hdHHld:

samamnayah - relation;

amnayasya - of the Scripture;

kriyarthatvat - since sacrificial act is its purport; STFTdhlH. anarthakyam futility; 3Tc!^^dlH. atadarthanam - of those passages not having that as their
purport; ffd ^ iti ca - and so on; 3Tcf: atah - therefore; d.dl-h purusam - a
person; *Pdd. TWlf^N kvacid visayavisese - meant for some specific object;
M'tddrt pravartayat - inducing; -frdfsjcj f^TTd^TfiTd, kutascid visayavisesat - or
from some specific object; Mdddd, nivartayat - making him desist; ^ ca t1

and;

*\

arthavat - purposeful;

sastram - the Scripture; d^idcidl

tacchesataya - by being subsidiary thereto; ^ ca - and;

any at - the other

passages; dM^rhH. upayuktam - has utility; dcHIdMIrf tatsamanyat - being
similar; d<bdldiH.vedantanam - of the Upanisads;

3TN

api - also;

tatha

eva ~ in the same manner alone; •’SYwrlK.arthavattvam - purposefulness; Ffid.
syat - should be; <Fricf ^ Mddicd sati ca vidhiparatve - and thus when they are
purported to enjoin an act;

yatha - just as;

for one who desires heaven and so on;

svargadikamasya agnihotradisadhanam

- means such as Agnihotra; RMIdd vidhlyate - is enjoined; xWievam - in the
same way;

amrtatvakamasya - for him who desires Immortality;

SfiPflFfid brahmajnanam - the knowledge of Brahman;
enjoined;

iti - this; *£rh*{yuktam ~ stands to reason
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8C
[commentary delineating the view of vedantins
of a particular section]

Regarding this view, others raise an objection.1 Although Brahman has
the Scripture alone as the means of knowing It, still. Brahman is presented
by the Scripture as being the object of the injunction on contemplation
alone.2 Just as the sacrificial post, the sacred fire for sacrificial offerings
and so on, though being supra-mundane, are intended by the Scripture as
subsidiary to inj unctions, so too is Brahman.3 Why isitso?Itis thus because
the purpose of the Scripture is to induce one to undertake an act or stop
one from it.4 Thus, those who know the purport of the Scripture declare:
"To impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport
of that Scripture" (Pti.Mt.Bha.1.1.1); "They say that the word 'codana'
(injunction) is an injunctive statement that induces one to undertake a
sacrificial act" (Pu.Mi.Bhd.1.1.2); "Imparting knowledge of sacrificial acts
is the teaching of that Scripture" (Pu.Mt.Su. 1.1.5); "Those words of the
Veda which denote the existing entities have relation with that which has
the sacrificial act as the purport" (Pu.Ml.Sti.1.1.25); "The sacrificial act is
the purport of the Veda and, as such, those statements of Scripture that do
not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose" (Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.1) and so on.s
Therefore, the Scripture, by inducing a person to undertake an activity
meant for some specific object or by making him desist from an activity
pertaining to some specific object, gains purposefulness. And, other
passages come to have utility only by being subsidiary thereto. Being
similar, the Upanisads should gain purposefulness in the same manner
alone.6 When thus they are purported to enjoin an act, it is reasonable
to conclude, that just as the means, such as Agnihotra, are enjoined for
one who desires heaven and so on, in the same way, the knowledge
(contemplation) of Brahman is enjoined as the means thereof for one who
desires Immortality.7
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8D
1. Regarding this view, others raise an objection: In this Bhasya passage,

the expression "atm - regarding this view/' refers to the point established
in the last section by the Acarya, that the Upanisads have a definite
purpose and validity of their own, without any reference to the injunctions
(vidhisamsparsamantarena).
Whom does the word 'apare' (others) refer to? The traditional commentators
of the Bhasya identify them with the teachers (acaryaikadeslya)9 belonging
to a certain school of Advaita-vedanta and specifically with the Vrttikara,
the author of an ancient commentary, known as 'Vrtti',10 who preceded
Sankaracarya, by at least a few centuries,I 11 as well as his followers (anuyayin)
like Bhartrprapafica.
We shall observe in the sequel the Vrttikara's views about the manner
in which the Upanisads teach the Knowledge of Brahman. Also, we shall
see how the Vrttikara's views are basically different from, and also opposed
to, those of the Acarya. His view seems to have been quite popular and
to have been dominating the field of philosophy before the advent of the
Acarya. The Acarya extensively quotes the Vrttikara's views on the nature
of the Upanisadic teaching of the Knowledge of Brahman. The Acarya does
so in order that his thoughts are carefully perused, thoroughly reviewed and
then effectively refuted. We shall soon study and analyse the substantial
arguments and their counterarguments, refutations and rejoinders - all
centring around this pivotal issue of the nature of the Upanisadic teaching
pertaining to the Knowledge of Brahman. These discussions occupy almost
the rest of the Bhasya portion (upto Section 21) in the Samanvaya-adhikarana.
9Cf.
10 Cf. 'JM+Riuii RdkRlW
Also, cf.

I -T5PRT
airRKk), 3 WW-djuilci STT^t 'ffdfdf qtWII—

5cMtk\«-(U -

11 This Vrttikara, probably called 'Upavarsa', was prior even to Sabara-svamin, the celebrated
author of the Purvamlmamsa-bhasya, who quotes him extensively. Upavarsa wrote Vrttis on
both the Karma- and Brahma-mlmamsHsutras, which are now unfortunately lost. However, they
are available in the form of citations in the works of the Acarya and some subsequent authors.
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We may recall that, in the context of discussing and concluding the puport
of the word 'atha' of the Jijnasa-aphorism, the Acarya had already referred
to the views of the Vrttikara and refuted them very briefly in accordance
with the demand of the context.12 He now takes up the Vrttikara's views for
a detailed discussion and thereafter cogently refutes it.
In the present Bhasya sentence, the verb "pratyavatisthante" is rendered
as "they raise an objection." But it is significant to note that the word could
as well be translated as "they reappear and oppose." Indeed, the Vrttikara
who was referred to in the Jijnasadhikarana, appears again and launches
his criticism.13
#■

The Vrttikara's theory, which the Acarya cites for critical analysis,
presupposes his pet doctrine known as 'karyanvitabhidhanavada' or
'karyanvite saktivada'. These expressions signify the doctrine that the
potency of words (pada-sakti) denotes only those entities or objects
that are syntactically related (anvita) to an action (karya) expressed by a
verb.14 Before we enter into the analysis of the Vrttikara's views and their
rebuttal, it is essential that this doctrine of Vrttikara is understood. It is
briefly given here.
The Vedanta-darsana is consecrated to the purpose of interpreting
logically and correctly the Upanisadic sentences so that a comprehensive
and authentic verbal cognition (sabdabodha) is derived from them. The
rise of the verbal cognition (sabdabodha) of a given sentence is dependent
on the 'vakyarthajnana', that is the cognition (jnana) of the signification of
12 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Sections 2,4 and 7 and notes thereunder.
13 It is significant that an old edition of the Bhasya in Telugu script reads “pratyavatisthante
punaragatah - Having reappeared, they object."
14

=ri TTei

Also, cf. ^ fhgra
Also, cf. ffsifri

wivq * iTOfe 3
m<hi

Ftffag

^ ^

^iRhl^r^scii
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the sentence (vakyartha). This vakyarthajnana is in turn dependent on the
'padarthajnana', that is the knowledge (jnana) of the significations of all the
individual words (padartha) that constitute the sentence.
The process of acquiring the knowledge of the meanings of words
(padarthajnana) is as follows: When the word 'ghata' (pot), is uttered, heard
or read, we immediately recollect a particular object, that is a utensil of a
specific shape. This recollection is termed 'padarthasmarana' and it rises in
our mind as a result of our knowledge of the word (padajnana). Hence, this
recollection (smarana) of the word-sense (padartha) of the word (pada) is
spoken of as "padajnanajanya-padarthasmaranam - Recalling the meaning
of the word generated by the cognition of the word."
Our experience of the process as described above establishes that the word
has to produce the recollection of its sense. Hence, the potency (sakti) of a
word (pada) is defined as "padasya smarakasaktih - The power of a word
that causes the recollection of its meaning." Thus, when we hear the word
'ghata7, we recollect only a vessel of particular shape, and neither a post nor
a cow. Supposing a person does not know the Sanskrit language and hears
the word 'ghata' for the first time, he cannot recollect anything related to the
word, even though he has the cognition of the word. Such instances establish
that there is a definite link connecting the word (pada) with its wordsense (padartha) and if one is aware of this link or relation (sambandha)
between the word and its word-sense, then alone, and not otherwise, can
one recollect its denotation or signification (padartha), that is the vessel of
a particular shape. The principle involved here is succinctly stated in the
maxim: "ekasambandhijnanam aparasambandhismarakam - The knowledge of a
related entity (in the present context, the pada) gives rise to the recollection
of its correlate (padarthasmarana)." This relation or link (sambandha) that
connects the word with its corresponding sense is technically called 'padasakti' (i.e. the significative potency or power of the word).
The above analysis establishes that the knowledge of the word
(padajnana) aided by the knowledge of its significative potency (saktijnanasahakrta-padajnana) generates the recollection of the corresponding
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meaning of the word (padarthajnana) which then enables the verbal
cognition of the sentence termed 'sabdabodha' or 'vakyarthajnana'. This
process of verbal cognition has been succinctly delineated by Visvanatha of

Nyayasiddhantamuktavallfame in the following verse: "padajhanam tu karanam
dvararh tatra padarthadhih, sabdabodhah phalam tatra saktidhih sahakarinl Indeed, the cognition of words is the instrumental cause. The recollection
of the significations constitutes the operation (dvara i.e. vyapara). Verbal
cognition is the result, while the comprehension of denotative power of the
words is the accompanying aid."
The treatises on verbal cognition (sabdabodha) provide a list of the means,
known as 'upaya' or 'pramana', by which, singly or severally, we come to
comprehend the knowledge of the potency of words, termed 'saktigraha',
which constitutes the vital accompanying causal condition in association
with padajnana leading to the sentential verbal cognition (sabdabodha or
vakyarthajnana). These upayas or pramanas (means) for comprehending
the potency of words (saktigraha) are eight in number and are enumerated
below: (1) Grammar (vyakarana) dealing with the derivation process of
words, (2) Comparison (upamana), (3) Lexicon (kosa), (4) Sentence uttered
by an authoritative person (aptavakya), (5) Empirical activity brought about
by the usage of an elder person (vrddha-vyavahara), (6) Remaining part of
the sentence (vakyasesa), (7) Explanation (vivrti) and (8) Proximity of a wellknown word (siddhapadasya sannidhih).15
Of these eight components pertaining to the comprehension of the potency
of the words (saktigraha), one of the constituents of the causal apparatus
of verbal cognition (saktijnana-sahakrta-padajnana), the fifth means, the
'vrddha-vyavahara', that is the empirical activity brought about by the
usage of the adults is considered to be the most significant aid in learning the
power of denotation of words (saktigrahaka-pramana-murdhanyah). Being
of utmost relevance to our present study to comprehend the Vrttikara's
thoughts, let us now try to understand how vrddha-vyavahara or the
15 Vide “6aktigraham vyakaranopamcinakosaptavakyad vyavaharatasca. vakyasya sesad vivrtervadanti
sannidhyatah siddhapadasya vrddhah.” (Nyayasiddhantamuktavall on Kclrika 81)
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empirical activity brought about by an elder contributes to our knowledge
of the potency of word (saktigraha).
Normally, at the tender age of two or three years a child starts learning
the language through the comprehension of the words (pada) and their
corresponding significations (padartha). This process of learning (vyutpattiprakriya) may be described thus: The child observes an elder person
(vrddha) uttering injunctive statements (vidhi-vakya) such as "gam anaya Bring the cow/' "asvam anaya - Bring the horse/' "gam stambhe badhana - Tie
the cow to the post," "asvam sakate niyojaya - Yoke the horse to the cart"
and so on and thus commanding a young person. The child also observes
the younger person doing these jobs as commanded by the elder one. By
repeatedly observing such empirical behaviour (vyavahara), the child comes
to know the faculty of denotation (sakti) of the words (pada) 'go', 'asva',
'stambha', 'sakata' and so on with their corresponding entities conveyed by
the words (padartha) which respectively are the 'cow', the 'horse', the 'post',
the 'cart' and so on. In addition to this, the child, during the above process
of learning the vocabulary, comes to know that the entities like the cow, the
horse, the post, the cart and the like, denoted by the respective words, 'go',
'asva', 'stambha', 'sakata' and the like are existent things that are invariably
associated with the actions such as bringing, tying, yoking and so on. In this
way, the child learns that the words uttered which denote existing entities
(parinisthita-vastu) are always syntactically related (anvaya) with the actions
(kriya) and through these actions also with the commands (vidhi) such as
'anaya' (bring), 'badhana' (tie to), 'niyojaya' (yoke) and so on.
On the basis of these observations and experiences, the child has clearly
learnt that the denotative power (sakti) of words, opines the Vrttikara, is not
just to denote existing entities and describe them but to signify them as objects
of injunctional statements (vidhi-visayataya vastupratipadanapara saktih).
Thus, on the basis of the empirical behaviour induced by the commands
of the elder (vrddha-vyavahara), the child firmly grasps what is technically
known as 'kriyanvite Saktih' (the potency of words associated with actions)
and 'vidhyanvite saktih' (the potency of words associated with injunctions).
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The child thus grows passing through many such experiences and gains
language competence. This competency has been enabled by the knowledge
of the power of words (padasakti-jnana), which alone has helped him to
gain the correct knowledge of the word-senses (padartha-jnana) and this in
turn enables the right verbal cognition of the purport of the sentence (i.e.
vakyarthajnana or sabdabodha). The vakyarthajnana or sabdabodha, thus
obtained, is the same as the 'sabdanubhava', the verbal experience. In view
of all these facts, the scholars designate this potency of the words (padasakti)
technically as 'anubhavikl sakti', meaning 'significative potency conductive
to verbal experience'.
It is in this way that the empirical behaviour brought about by usage
of an elder (vrddha-vyavahara) establishes that the potency of words is to
signify entities as the contents of the acts that are enjoined by injunctions
(vidhivisaya-karya-visayataya).
This is the delineation of the doctrine of the 'karyanvita-padasaktivada' also termed 'kriyanvite sakti-vada' or 'kriyanvitabhidhanavada',
as advocated by the Vrttikara, a predecessor of even the Purva-mimamsa
Bhasyakara Sabara-svamin. Therefore, this doctrine is perhaps the earliest,
or we may say at least one of the earliest, Indian theories pertaining to the
word's significative potency (pada-sakti-vada).16
In the sequel, we shall see how the Acarya refutes this doctrine. The
teachers of other schools of philosophy have also criticised this theory in
their own ways in consonance with their doctrines.17
This background knowledge of the 'kriyanvite saktivada', will facilitate
the understanding of the views of the Vrttikara that are delineated in the
dvitiya-varnaka (second explanation) of the Samanvaya-sutra and the
implications thereof as discussed in the Bhasya.
2. Although Brahman has the Scripture alone as the means of knowing
It, still. Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being the object of the
16 The Prabhakara-mimamsakas, who came much latter, adapted, owned and developed this
doctrine. Hence, it came to be spoken of as the Prabhakara doctrine.
17 See for example, the Nijayasiddhantamuktavail, and its commentaries Dinakari and so on
under Karika, 81.
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injunction on contemplation alone: This is the 'vastusangraha-vakya' or

'grahanaka-vakya', that is a statement summarising the entire subject matter
that is to be discussed in the sequel.
In the last section (Section 7), the Acarya had refuted the objections that
were raised by the Purvapaksin, the Mimamsaka: (1) The Purvapaksin had
objected to the conclusion presented by the previous Sastrayonitva-sutra of the
Scripture being the means for the Knowledge of Brahman: “sastrapramanakam
brahma." (2) He had contended that the Upanisads are to be construed like
the arthavadas and that their only purpose is merely to throw light on the
nature of the performer (karta), the deity (devata) and so on which are but
limbs of the sacrificial act enjoined by the karma-kanda injunctions. (3) If this
thesis was not acceptable to the Vedantin, the Purvapaksin had also made
an alternative suggestion that the intent (tatparya) of all the Upanisadic
passages, including those that expound the Nirguna-brahman, could be
taken to enjoin the devout contemplation (upasana) on the Saguna-brahman
(Brahman with attributes) that is taught in the Upanisadic section itself.
After the refutal of these views of the Mimamsaka, who is essentially a
Dvaitin (dualist), the Acarya now takes up the thesis of the Vrttikara for
review and refutation. As stated earlier, this pre-Sahkara Vrttikara is
an 'Advaitacarya-ekadesiya', that is a teacher belonging to an Advaita
school though having a different viewpoint from what is advocated by Sri
Sankaracarya. This explains why the Vrttikara, just as the Bhasyakara, also
adheres to the doctrine of the identity of Brahman and Atman (pratyagabhinnam brahma).
The Bhasya passage here reveals certain important facets of the Vrttikara's
view: The portion commencing as "yadyapi" (even though) makes it clear
that as an Advaitin, the Vrttikara too, like the Bhasyakara, had refuted all the
three points of the Mlmamsaka's thesis that have been enumerated above.
The Bhasya portion commencing as "tathapi" (yet) indicates that on the
third point of the Upanisads enjoining upasana that was proposed by the
Mimamsaka, the Vrttikara, though is in agreement with the Mimamsaka,
the Purvapaksin, that the ultimate purport of the Upanisads is to teach
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'brahmopasana' (devout contemplation on Brahman), differs also from the
Mimamsaka, who holds that the purport of the Upanisads, is to enjoin the
contemplation on Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes) by proffering
the thesis that the Upanisads are purported to enjoin only the contemplation
(upasana) on the Nirguna-brahman (attributeless Brahman).
For the right understanding of the Acarya’s refutations of the Vrttikara's
views, it would be advantageous to know in brief as to how the views held
by these two philosophers - the Bhasyakara and the Vrttikara - differ from
each another, even though both of them expound the Advaita (non-dualism)
alone. The Acarya’s exposition is that the identity of jiva, the inner Self,
with Brahman is absolute and real (satya). According to the Bhasyakara,
their notional difference, which is the root cause of all the miseries of the
transmigratory existence (samsara-duhkha), is only apparent and unreal
(mithya). And, this mistaken perception of the distinction between the
Atman and Brahman can be ended only by the Knowledge of the identity
of the Atman with Brahman (brahmatmaikyavagati). Liberation is thus
attained, according to the Bhasyakara, by the mere Realisation of the
identity of the Brahman and the Atman (brahmatmaikya-saksatkarad
moksah); and, this knowledge, the Bhasyakara avers, is what is revealed
in the Upanisads.
As against this, the Vrttikara holds the view that just as the identity
(abheda) of Atman and Brahman is real, so too is the non-identity (bheda)
between them real. This non-identity alone, the Vrttikara holds, is capable
of explaining the joys and sorrows that are experienced by the Self. This
thesis of the co-existence of the identity (abheda) and non-identity (bheda)
of the Self and Brahman is termed 'bhedabheda'. Since the non-identity
(bheda) is also real, the mere Knowledge or Realisation of the identity of
Brahman and Atman cannot by itself effect the destruction of the notion of
duality and its effects consisting in action (kriya), the causal components
of action (karaka) and the results of the action (phala) such as happiness,
misery

and

so

on

(kriya-karaka-phala-sukhaduhkhadi-dvaita-jnana-

upamardanupapatteh). Therefore, the Vrttikara opines that the cessation of
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miseries, termed 'Liberation' (Moksa), has to be effected by an action, albeit
the mental action (manasa-kriya) of devout contemplation (upasana) on the
Nirguna-brahman (nirvisesabrahmopasanad eva muktih). The ultimate aim
and intent (tatparya) of the Upanisadic sentences such as "tat tvam asi - That
thou art" is, therefore, to enjoin this very contemplation (upasana) on the
Nirguna-brahman.18
The Acarya, presently, takes up the Vrttikara’s view as the Purvapaksa
(prima facie view), reviews it thoroughly, and then rejects it completely.
The intent of the Purvapaksa, the Vrttikara, is to establish that Liberation is
attained by means of the devout contemplation (upasana) on the Nirgunabrahman (attributeless Brahman) while the intent of the Siddhantin
is to prove that Liberation is attained by the mere Knowledge or the
Realisation of the Self as the Nirguna-brahman (attributeless Brahman), the
'brahmatmaikyavagati'.19
The tenor of the Bhasya passages, containing the expressions "yadyapi”
(although) and "tathapi" (still), obviously suggests the Mimamsaka's objection
to the conclusion of the Sastrayonitva-sutra, that is "sastrapramanakam
brahma” as presented by the Bhasyakara, in the introduction (avataranika)
to the Samanvaya-sutra, has been also made the prima facie view by the
Vrttikara, just as the Bhasyakara has done. Also, it is evident that the
Samanvaya-sutra has also been treated by the Vrttikara as an effective
refutation of the prima facie view.
But the Vrttikara's elucidation of the Samanvaya-sutra must have been
altogether different from the one offered by the Bhasyakara. From the
Vrttikara's commentary that is presented, the Bhasya sentences in the present
Samanvayadhikarana and other adhikaranas on the Brahma-sutra as well as from
the Bhasya on other treatises such as the Upanisads and the Bhagavad-gita, we can
18 Cf.
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glean that the Vrttikara's commentary on the Samanvaya-sutra must have
read like this: "tusabdah purvapaksavyavrttyarthah. tat sastrayoni nirgunam
brahmaiva vedantasastrad upasyataya avagamyate, samanvayad. upasanavidhiparopakramopasamharadirupatatparyalingavisistaih vakyaih sarvesu vedantesu
tathaiva bodhitatvad iti - The word 'tu' (but) is for the purpose of setting
aside the prima facie view. The attributeless Brahman, of which the source
of knowledge is the Scripture alone, is revealed as an object of contemplation
because of concordance. This is so because in all the Upanisads, this purport
is alone seen to be revealed in the Upanisadic sentences that are possessed
of the six logical grounds, such as the harmony of the introductory and
concluding passages and so on."
Because the above interpretation of the Samanvaya-sutra, by the
Vrttikara, goes counter to the very spirit of the Upanisadic teachings, the
Bhasyakara takes up afresh the prima facie view, making the Vrttikara
himself as the Purvapaksin so that his views can be analysed in detail to
ensure a thorough rebuttal?0
In the Bhasya sentence, "tathapi pratipattividhivisayataya eva sastrena brahma
samarpyate - Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being the object of the
injunction on contemplation," the term 'Sasha' (Scripture) is meant to denote
the Upanisadic sentences that describe the attributeless Brahman (nirgunabrahma-vakyaparam idam padam). It is obvious also that the Vrttikara does
not treat these sentences pertaining to the attributeless Brahman (nirguna20 One does wonder whether this elucidation can be rightly described as 'varnakantara', that
is another interpretation or explanation, of the Samanvaya-sutra as characterised by some of
the traditional commentaries on the Bhasya, like the Nyayanirnaya, the Ratnapmbha and so
on, though not considered so by the Pancapadika or the Bhamatl. It may be recalled that under
the Sastrayonitva-sutra, the Acarya had offered his own second interpretation or explanation
of the aphorism and there all commentaries are unanimous in calling it a 'varnakantara'
(another explanation) unlike what we observe here in the Samanvayadhikarana. Again, in the
Anandamaya-adhikarana (Brahma-sutra, 1.1.12-19), the Acarya cites in detail the elucidations
as offered by the Vrttikara and rejects all of them there too. But, no commentary there
designates the Vrttikara's elucidations as 'varnakantara'.
Cf. <WT
JkqsfRrani ?fc!
^
fig
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vakya) as subservient (sesatvena) to the sentences on Brahman with
attributes (saguna-vakya). It is this aspect that distinguishes the Vrttikara's
view from that of the other earlier Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka, who, being
a Dvaitin (Dualist), naturally opined that even the Upanisadic sentences
that expound the nature of the Nirguna-brahman (attributeless Brahman)
must be construed as subsidiary (aiiga) to the injunctions of upasana on the
Saguna-brahman21 (or a deity like Prana, Agni and so on).22
In this above-cited Bhasya sentence, the expression, "pratipattividhivisayataya eva - as being the object of the injunction on contemplation alone,"
obviously stands for "vidhivisayapratipatti-visayataya eva," that is "by
indicating Brahman as only the content of the injunction of contemplation
(pratipattividhivisaya) which in turn is the content of an injunction of action
(vidhivisaya)." This is so because Brahman, being an already existing entity
(parinisthita-vastu), cannot become directly the content of an injunction on
action. Further, the assertion, "pratipattividhivisayataya eva," of the Vrttikara
clearly differentiates him from the Siddhantin, the Bhasyakara, and thus
marks him as an 'ekadeslya' (i.e. a member belonging to a different, albeit an
allied school of Advaita-vedanta).
#
It may be observed that the compound word 'pratipatti-vidhi', which,
ordinarily translated, should mean an 'injunction of cognition (or
knowledge)', has been rendered here as 'injunction of contemplation'.23
The reason for such a translation is not difficult to comprehend. It is wellknown that cognitions (i.e. knowledge) arise on their own, with no need
21 cf.

i

Him+aai

firWPTOFt

22 Needless to mention, the sentences on Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes) are
regarded by one and all, including the Bhasyakara, as teaching the Saguna-brahman as the
content of the injunction on contemplation (upasana-vidhi). Vide " devatadipratipadanasya tu
svavdkyagatopasanaparatve'pi na kascidvirodhah." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 6 D, n.5.)
23 Cf.
TWT:
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for an injunction whatsoever when they are occasioned by their respective
direct causes (asadharana-karana). For example, perceptual knowledge
(pratyaksa-jnana) arises naturally when there exists its unique cause
(asadharana-karana) consisting of the contact of the sense organs with the
objects (indriyavisaya-sannikarsa).
Similarly, when we hear the words 'ghata' and 'asti', and when we are
aware of the relation of these words (pada) with their respective word-senses
(padartha), then on hearing the sentence 'ghato’sti', there naturally arises the
verbal cognition (vakyartha-jnana or sabdabodha): 'a pot exists'. In the case
of these cognitions too, injunctions have no part to play. The same should
be the case also with the verbal cognition "That thou art" arising from the
Upanisadic sentence "tat tvam asi."
This being the case, no individual can be directed or enjoined by an
injunction with respect to any cognition whatsoever, including that of the
verbal cognition (sabda-jnana). Hence, 'pratipatti-vidhi' would become an
oxymoronic expression if 'pratipatti' were to be taken in its usual sense of
'knowledge' or 'cognition'. It is for this reason that this expression 'pratipattividhi' has been rendered here as 'injunction of contemplation'.
Further, we have already noted that, according to the Vrttikara,
Liberation (Moksa) ensues as a result of the contemplation (upasana)
on Brahman and not from the Knowledge of Brahman and hence all the
Upanisads intend to enjoin the contemplation (upasana) on the identity
of the Brahman and Atman. That is why, in a later section (Section 10),
the Bhasyakara himself reiterates the present statement by the locution:
"karyavidhiprayuktasyaiva brahmanah pratipadyamanatvat - Because Brahman
is being taught in the Upanisads by relating it with an injunction of what is
to be performed (karya-vidhi)." And, also, as discussed, knowledge is not
something that can be performed like an action. Again, in the same section
(Section 10), the Vrttikara's concluding statement, as presented by the
Bhasyakara, states: "tadupasanacca sastradrsto'drsto mokso bhavisyati - From
the contemplation of that Brahman, there will ensue its result of Liberation,
which is revealed in the Sastra, and which is otherwise unknown." All
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this makes it clear that by the term 'pratipatti', the Vrttikara means not
knowledge per se but in the present context only 'contemplation'.24
<§>

The Vrttikara's logic and reasoning for construing that the Upanisads
enjoin the upasana on the Nirguna-brahman is thus: In this world, no sane
person is found intending to state, teach or explain just the bare nature of
an accomplished entity (parinisthita-vastu), for no one is desirous of just
learning or knowing such a bare nature alone of the entity which can neither
be rejected nor can be gained (aheyamanupadeya). Indeed, we do not see
rational persons wishing to teach what is not desired to be known by the
listener. On the other hand, wise persons are found intending to state and
teach those things alone which when known are capable of inducing a person
to an action that is conducive to his happiness or causing him to desist from
an act that may lead him to misery.25
Basing himself on this evident fact, the Vrttikara concludes that the
intended purport of all the Upanisadic sentences, even of those that expound
the nature of the attributeless Brahman, must be an action that is to be
undertaken (karyapratipadanaparah). He declares that such an act enjoined
by the Upanisads is the contemplation (upasana) on the Nirguna-brahman
and not the mere knowledge (jnana) of its bare nature (na brahmasvarupamatrapratipadanaparah).
No doubt, in the Upanisads we do have sentences such as (Cha.U.6.8.7,
Br.lf.1.4.10 & Tai.U.2.1.1 respectively in order) "tat tvam asi - That thou art,"
"aham brahmasmi -1 am Brahman," "satyamjhanamanantarh brahma - Brahman
is Existence, Consciousness, Infinite" and so on where there are no evident
words enjoining an action or even the mental action of contemplation. Yet,
24 This discussion has been necessitated by the fact that almost all the modem scholars and
even some of the traditional commentators have taken the term 'pratipatti' here in the sense
of 'jnanam' (knowledge).
25 Cf. ^
wpi^^w-dif^id:
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in all such sentences, the injunctive verbs such as 'upaslta' (one should
contemplate) or 'anvestavyah' (should be sought after) and the like have to
be supplied (adhyaharya).26
Furnishing of these injunctive verbs becomes necessary for the following
two reasons: (1) This alone would satisfy the expectancy (akahksa-puranaya)
of the significative potency (pada-sakti) of the words in those sentences. It
has been already demonstrated that on the basis of the vrddha-vyavahara
(empirical activity induced by the usage of the elder), the significative
potency of words (pada-sakti) denotes only entities having a syntactical
relation (anvaya) with the action (karya) enjoined by the injunction
(vidhivisayakaryanvite saktih). (2) Such a supply (adhyahara) of verbs denoting
injunctions alone will make these Upanisadic sentences purposeful (phalavat),
by effecting a result and thus enabling its validity (pramanya) too.
Thus the bold assertion of the Vrttikara: "pratipattividhivisayatayaiva
sdstrena brahma samarpyate - Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being
the object of the injunction on contemplation."
(3) Just as the sacrificial post, the sacred fire for sacrificial offerings and
so on, though being supra-mundane, are intended by the Scripture as
subsidiary to injunctions, so too is Brahman: The Vrttikara apprehends

a likely objection and seeks to allay it. In the Sastra, there are injunctions
such as "ajyena juhoti - One should offer oblation with ghee," "pasuna yajeta
- One should perform sacrifice with a goat," and so on. These injunctive
sentences reveal entities such as the 'ghee', 'goat' and so on as the content of
the sacrificial acts enjoined by their respective injunctions. This knowledge
of ghee, goat and so on has been made possible because the individual has
learnt the senses of the words 'ajya', 'pasu' and so on from the vrddhavyavahara (empirical activity induced by the usage of elders).
But the word 'Brahman' is met within the Scripture alone and not
met with in the worldly usages (loka-vyavahara). Consequently, it is not
possible to know the denotative or significative potency (pada-sakti) and
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the consequent word sense (padartha) of the word 'Brahman' as well as
Its nature from worldly usages (loka-vyavahara). This being the case, how
can Brahman and its nature be revealed by the Nirgunabrahma-vakyas,
that is sentences expounding the attributeless Brahman, such as "tat tvam
asi," "aham brahmasmi,” "satyam jMnamanantam brahma" and so on, even if
they were to be purported, as envisaged by the Vrttikara, as enjoining the
contemplation of Brahman?27
It is this possible objection that the Vrttikara tries to refute here. He opines
that besides Brahman, there are many other entities like 'yupa', 'ahavanlya',
the names of which are also not met with in the worldly transactions but are
found in the Veda alone. We do not of course know from the worldly usage
their signification potency (pada-sakti) and their word-senses (padartha).
However, in the Scripture, there are injunctive sentences such as "yupe
pasum badhnati - One should tie up the goat to the yupa," "khadiro yupo
bhavati - The yupa is to be of the khadira wood," “bailvo yupo bhavati - The
yupa is to be of the bilva wood," "yupam taksati - He is to shape the yupa,"
"yupamastasrlkaroti - He is to shape the yupa octagonally" and so on. All
accept that these sentences enjoin the shape, the usage, the basic material and
so on of what is termed 'yupa' in the Veda. From these injunctive sentences
themselves, found in the context of sacrifices in the Veda itself, we come to
understand that the term 'yupa', though not used or found in our worldly
transaction (loka-vyavahara), signifies a consecrated entity, made of one or
the other prescribed wood (khadira or bilva), fashioned in a stipulated shape
(octagonal) and made use of in the enjoined sacrificial ritual as a post for
tying the sacrificial animal (pasu).28
Likewise, we have also in another sacrificial context the injunctive
sentences (vidhi-vakya) "vasante brahmano'gnimadadhita - In the spring
season, the brahmana should kindle the fire for sacrifice," "dvadasasu
27 Cf. aq

srsi

:i -wrarawf

28 In this list of the Scriptural words, one could as well add the terms 'svarga' (heaven), 'naraka'
(hell), the names of the deities such as 'tndra', 'Soma', 'Visvedeva' and so on because all of
these words are also not known from the worldly usage but are revealed only as the contents
of the sacrificial injunctions (vidhi-vakya) that we come across in the Scripture.
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vikramesvagnimadadhlta - One should kindle the sacrificial fire at a distance

of twelve steps/' “naktam garhapatyamadadhati divahavanlyam - He is to
kindle the garhapatya fire at night and the ahavanlya fire during the day"
and so on. Here, too, it is only from these injunctive sentences themselves
occurring in the Vedas that we come to understand that the potency (sakti)
of the Scriptural word 'ahavanlya' signifies a particular fire among the three
sacrificial fires (garhapatya, ahavanlya and daksinagni), sanctified by the
Adhana rite and connected with the sacrificial ritual.29
In exactly the same manner, in the Upanisads too, we have sentences
such as “tat tvam asi,” "aham brahmasmi," "satyarh jnanamanantam brahma"
and so on, all occurring in the context of prescribing the means of attaining
Liberation. From these sentences themselves, we are able to understand that
the term 'Brahman' has the potency (sakti) to signify that existing entity,
made known as the content of the injunction enjoining the contemplation
for Liberation, as being attributeless (nirguna), not being different from the
individual Self (pratyagabhinna) and of the nature of Existence (satyam).
Consciousness (jnanam). Infinite (anantam) and so on. For this reason, the
Vrttikara declares that the objection that has been raised has, really speaking,
no validity at all.30
29 Cf. qd
dtsnrftfqtqdfa
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4. Why is it so? It is thus because the purpose of the Scripture is to induce
one to undertake an act or stop one from it: In the earlier two sections

(Sections 6 & 7), the Siddhantin, that is the Bhasyakara, has concluded that
the intent and purpose of the Upanisads are to teach the Knowledge of
Brahman with no reference whatsoever to any enjoined activity (kriya).
The import behind the question in the Bhasya, "kuta etat - Why is it so," is
this: Why should one now abruptly reject the Bhasyakara's above-mentioned
conclusion and switch over and subscribe to the Vrttikara's thesis that the
Upanisads are purported to enjoin the activity of contemplation (upasana)
on Brahman.31
The answer that the Vrttilcara proffers to this objection is this: The term.
'Sastra', which has been rendered as 'Scripture', is derived from the Sanskrit
verbal root 'sas' which means 'to order' or 'to command' ("sasu anusistau")
and signifies primarily 'sasana' (command), 'codana' (order), 'pravartana'
(inducement). Thus, the Sastra is meant to enjoin an individual, that is
the person to be commanded (niyojya), to undertake an effort (pravrtti
or krti) which in turn has for its content a certain activity (kriya) that is
enjoined as being conducive to happiness; or, the Sastra could also enjoin
the person (niyojya) to desist from an activity (nivrtti)32 by revealing that
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it is a cause of misery.33 The Upanisads, being well-known as Sastra, their
intent and purpose too should be 'prerana7 or 'vidhi' enjoining and inducing
the aspirant of Liberation (Moksa), the 'niyojya7, towards the effort (krti) with
regard to the activity (kriya) of the nirguna-brahm opasana, that is the act of
contemplation on the attributeless Brahman, which act alone would lead the
aspirant to the desired result (phala) of Liberation (Moksa). If this injunctional
nature of the Upanisads was not accepted, says the Vrttikara, it would lead
to the unwelcome position of the Upanisads not being a Sastra at all.34
This point also becomes evident even from the very construction of the
Sutra, the Vrttikara seems to say. The Sutrakara Badarayana has composed
the third aphorism not as "srutiyonitvat," but only as “sdstrayonitvat." The
very wording of this aphorism clearly indicates that only as 'Sastra7, that is
as an injunctive or enjoining agent,35 the Upanisads constitute the source of
the knowledge (pramana) of Brahman.36
Thus, it becomes established that the Upanisads intend to enjoin the act
of the nirvisesa-brahmopasana, that is the act of contemplation (upasana) on
the attributeless Brahman (Nirvisesa-brahman).
Also, cf. SFfirRT ftfftfRT Rc^R ?R%R RTI (P
-Also/ cf• Ls^'IbKhwh.'JI ft ^IlfcMItWWykutW,
-HdTlilrl I -

33 For example, vidhi or prerana (injunction) "yajeta svargaMmah - He who is desirous of
heaven should perform the sacrifice," enjoins and induces an eligible and willing person to
take up an effort (krti) that has for its content the activity (kriya) of performing the sacrifice
that is enjoined as the means to attain the limitless happiness of the heaven. Similarly, the
ruvartana or a prohibitory injunction (nisedha-vakya) "na swam pibet - Drink not wine"
enjoins the person to desist from the effort (krti) with regard to the activity (kriya) of drinking
wine which is ordained to be an act of sin and revealed as a cause of misery. It may be noted
that in these cases of the injunctive and prohibitory sentences (vidhi- and nisedha-vakyas), the
enjoined (vihita) and prohibited (nisiddha) actions (kriya), that is the performance of sacrifice
and drinking of wine, are indicated by the roots (dhatu or bhava) 'yaj' and 'pa' respectively
and it is to these roots that the injunctive suffixes are added to derive the injunctive verbal
forms yajeta', 'pibet' and so on. Hence, these actions (vyapara or kriya) are often referred to
in the treatises as 'dhatvartha' or 'bhavartha' of the vidhi (injunction).

34 Cf. StfoRR ft
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5. Thus, those who know the purport of the Scripture declare: "To impart
the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport of that
Scripture" (Pu.Ml.Bha. 1.1.1); "They say that the word 'codana' (injunction)
is an injunctive statement that induces one to undertake a sacrificial act"
(Pu.Mt.Bha.1.1.2); "Imparting knowledge of sacrificial acts is the teaching

of that Scripture" (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.1.5); "Those words of the Veda which denote
the existing entities have relation with that which has the sacrificial act
as the purport" (Pu.Mi.Su.1.1.25); "The sacrificial act is the purport of the
Veda and, as such, those statements of Scripture that do not serve that
purpose are bereft of purpose" (Pil.Ml.Su. 1.2.1) and so on: By arguing in the
manner as detailed above (n.4), the Vrttikara has sought to establish that the
intent and purpose of the Sastra, in general, are only to induce a person to
an activity or to dissuade him from it and that since the Upanisads are also
'Sastra', they too must certainly have similar intent and purpose.
In support of his thesis, the Vrttikara now cites some five passages culled
from the works of renowned authorities on the Vedic tradition. A short
prefatory note, "sastratatparyavidah," is prefixed here describing them as
experts in determining the purport of the Scripture by critically analysing
the six logical grounds (sadvidha-tatparyalihga)37 for the identification of the
intent (tatparya) of the teachings. Of the five passages cited here, the first
two are taken from the Purvammamsd-bhdsya of Sabara-svamin and the other
three from the Purvamlmamsa-sutra of Jaimini.
The first citation (Pu.Mi.Bha. 1.1.1), "drsto hi tasya arthah karmavabodhanam
ndma - To impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport
of that Scripture," is found in the Purvamlmamsa-sutrabMsya of Sabarasvamin, under the Sutra 1.1.1, which declares in clear and unequivocal terms
that the sole purpose of the Veda is to enjoin an act (niyoga).38
The second citation (PuMi.Bha.l.1.2), "codana iti kriyayah pravartakam
vacanam - They say that the word 'codana' (injunction) is an injunctive
37 Refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 5, n.5 for an elaboration on the concept of sadvidhalihga.
38 cf. arq aypq
fathom ssrssif m
farms nrmmm,
i awa rfmtfah
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statement that induces one to undertake a sacrificial act/'39 occurs in the
same Purvamimamsa-bhasya and explains the term 'codana' that is found in
the Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.2), "codanataksano'rtho dharmah” We observe
here that Sabara-svamin defines dharma in terms of 'codana' stating that the
authorities of the Vedic exegesis declare that the term 'codana' (injunction)
is indicative of the specific capacity of inducing an act.
<§>

But what is the purpose and significance of defining 'codana' in this context
wherein the Vrttikara's thoughts on the Upanisads enjoining contemplation
on the Nirguna-brahman alone are presented?
It may be recalled that while determining the exact meaning of the word
'atha', in the context of explaining the Jijnasa-sutra "athato brahmajijnasa," the
Acarya has discussed in great detail the various possible meanings of 'atha'
that were presented by the Purvapaksin. The Acarya has also therein refuted
the Vrttikara's thesis on the'meaning of the word 'atha'. The Vrttikara, being
an advocate of Ekasastratva-vada, that is the theory of both the karma- and
brahma-mimamsas constituting a single Sastra or philosophical system, had,
for building up this thesis, interpreted the term 'dharma' of the very first

Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.1), "athato dharmajijhasa,” not just in the sense of
karma (sacrificial act) but also in the sense of 'sakala-vedartha', that is the
purport and purpose of the whole Veda. This being the case, according to
the Vrttikara, the term 'dharma', in the Purvamlmamsa-sutra, includes both
karma and Brahman, for both are equally the purports of the Veda.
Consequently, both the jijnasas40 of the karma and Brahman, declares the
Vrttikara, are included in the epithet 'dharma-jijnasa' of the Purvamlmamsa-

sutra, "athato dharmajijhasa." Therefore, the Vrttikara opines that the word
'atha' (then) of the Brahmajijnasa-sutra, "athato brahmajijnasa,” should signify
'karmavabodhanantaram', that is in the immediate succession of the clear
39 Cf.

II

Pwwi TOFTPt sraferiggTO

I ^

40 The term 'jijfmsa' is interpreted as 'vicara' or 'investigation' by the Vrttikara.
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understanding of karma (sacrificial act) that is discussed in detail in all the
chapters of the Purvamlmamsa-sutra.
Thus, according to the Vrttikara, the word 'dharma' of the dharmajijnasasutra, coming to mean the entire vedartha (purport and purpose of the Veda),
the next Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.2), that is "codanalaksano'rtho dharmah - The
purport of the Veda (i.e. dharma), which is the means of happiness (artha),
has injunction (codana) as its characteristic feature (laksana)," naturally
proceeds to define the term 'dharma' that has been introduced in the first

Purvamlmamsa-sutra.
The citation, "codaneti kriyayah pravartakam vacanam ahuh - They say that
the term 'codana' (injunction) is an injunctive statement that induces one
to undertake a sacrificial act," in the Bhasya is abundantly relevant in the
present context, for it affirms that all the authorities on Vedic exegesis declare
that 'codana' (injunction) - a term connoting what prompts a person to an
act - is the sole characteristic feature (laksana) of the purport of the Veda
(i.e. dharma) including that of the Upanisads. Thus the conclusion of the
Vrttikara: The Upanisadic passages do intend a codana (injunction) in order
to prompt a person, the niyojya, that is a sadhaka, to the action consisting of
the nirguna-brahmopasana.
Indeed, this being the very conclusion that the Vrttikara is trying to arrive
at, the second citation, "codaneti kriyayah pravartakam vacanam ahuh - They
say that the term 'codana' (injunction) is an injunctive statement that induces
one to undertake a sacrificial act," thus, actually reiterates what was stated
in the Bhasya's first citation, "drsto hi tasyarthah karmavabodhanam nama - To
impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport of that
Scripture," which statement the Acarya has sourced from the Bhasya of
Sabara-svamin on the Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.1), "athato dharmajijnasa."
Thus, the citation defining 'codana' (injunction), provided by the
Bhasyakara from the Sabara-bhasya, in the context of the V rttikara emphasising
that the purport of the Upanisad is the contemplation on Nirguna-brahman,
is definitely of purpose and significance.
<§>

Section 8

Now, in the light of the above discussion, let us re-examine the second
citation of the Bhasyakara, “codaneti kriyayah pravarlakam vacanam ahuh They say that the word 'codana' (injunction) is an injunctive statement that
induces one to undertake a sacrificial act." Though we find it occurring in
the Codanasutra-bhasya (Purvamimamsa-bhasya, 1.1.2) of Sabara-svamin, the
tenor and spirit of the passage betray the fact that this passage has been taken
by Sabara-svamin from some earlier commentary on the Purvarnlmamsa-

sUtra, which could be the commentary of the Vrttikara himself! This could be
quite plausible, for Sahkaracarya depicts here the Vrttikara citing passages
in support of his own thesis.
But, since the Vrttikara describes that authority as 'sastratatparyavidah', it
seems not improbable that the Vrttikara himself had adopted this statement
from an earlier commentary on Purvamimamsa-sutra, from an author who
preceded him.41 This could also be the case with respect to the first Sabara-

bhasya citation "drsto hi tasyarthah karmavabodhanam nama."
This also explains the reason and dispels the doubt as to why the
Bhasyakara has cited passages from Sabara-svamin s commentary on the

Purvamimamsa-sutra to elucidate the thesis of the Vrttikara though Sabarasvamin is posterior to the Vrttikara.
From the above-discussion, it is indeed reasonable to believe that
the introductory passage, "tatha hi sastratatparyavida ahuh" prefixed by
the Bhasyakara before the citations and depicted by the Bhasyakara as
being stated by the opponent, that is Vrttikara, could refer not only to the
Mimamsa-sutrakara Jaimini but also the many early commentators on the

Purvamimamsa-sutra who had preceded the Vrttikara.

Having thus critically examined the first two citations given in the Bhasya,
sourced from tire Sabara-bhasya of the Purvamimamsa-sutra, let us now take
41 These commentators could be Bhartrmitra, Bhavadasa and others. These authors are
believed to be some of the earliest commentators of the Purvamimamsa-siitra and their time
period still remains undecided.
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up for analysis the remaining three citations. All these three citations, unlike
the earlier two, are parts of three different Purvamlmamsa-sutras of Jaimini.
Of them, the first one {Pil.Ml.Su. 1.1.5) is "tasyajnanam upadesah - Imparting
knowledge of sacrificial acts is the teaching of that Scripture. "42 The implication
is that the aim of the Vedic teaching is solely to impart the knowledge of the
dharma that needs to be performed, like Agnihotra and so on.
The

next

citation

{Pu.Mi.Su. 1.1.25),

" tadbhutanam

ca

kriyarthena

samamnayah43 - Those words of the Veda which denote the existing entities
have relation with that which has the sacrificial act as the purport,"44 purports
that, though in the Veda there are expressions and passages, like "so'rodtt He wept," that delineate entities that are already in existence (bhuta-vastu),
these expressions and passages are to be necessarily associated and recited
together with the statements purporting and enjoining the sacrificial acts.
This clearly suggests that the Vedic passages describing the existing entities
(bhuta-vastu) are to be construed as subsidiary (sesa) to the injunctive
sentences, that is the vidhi- or nisedha-vakyas, so that they may have a
clear purpose (phalavattva) in the form of teaching an action that is to be
performed or avoided and thereby gain validity (pramanya) also.
The last passage {Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1), "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam

atadarthanam - The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and, as such, those
statements of Scripture that do not serve that end are bereft of purpose,"
has been cited earlier too in the Bhasya in the context of introducing the
Samanvaya-sutra by way of presenting the Purva-mimamsaka's objection.45
In that context too, it was only the Purvapaksin who was presented as
citing this authority. The reason for the Vrttikara citing this passage is only
to uphold his own thesis that the purpose and intent of the Vedic teaching
are an act alone - in this context the nirguna-brahmopasana - which thesis

Cf. hf? wt, WRtsaaft ftR, srto,
“ Cf.
dfofiiTMifciki
44 Cf.

sgardqr
i -

dd*HWldi Sejldl 'hW11!

fldfld'-Trqqcqa Udlyis:;

45 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1.
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entails that those Vedic passages that fail to have this evident purpose would
remain totally purposeless and thus become invalid.46
We observe that all these citations have been sourced by the Purvapaksin,
the Vrttikara, exclusively from the Purva-mimamsa works. This betrays the
fact that the Vrttikara is under such a strong spell of the Purva-mimamsa
doctrine and that he would always examine and understand the Upanisads
only in the light of those principles and dicta of the Mlmarhsa-darsana albeit
all of which have been stipulated for the analysis and evaluation of the
passages of the karma-kanda alone.
In a way, the Vrttikara's theory would make the Upanisads subservient to
the Purvamimamsa-darsana. In fact, the Vrttikara had argued earlier to the
effect that the Vedanta-darsana is merely an extension of and appendix to
the Purvamimamsa-darsana. The Acarya had earlier too refuted effectively
the Vrttikara's thesis of Ekasastratva-vada47 and he will continue to do so in
the sequel also.

6. Therefore, the Scripture, by inducing a person to undertake an activity
meant for some specific object or by making him desist from an activity
pertaining to some specific object, gains purposefulness. And, other
passages come to have utility only by being subsidiary thereto. Being
similar, the Upanisads should gain purposefulness in the same manner
alone: Here, we observe the opponent, the Vrttikara, summing up his
arguments as follows: Because Jaimini and the other great Acaryas, being
authorities on deciding the purport of the Sastra, declare in the above
manner - see the citations of the earlier note - it must be accepted that the
injunctive and prohibitory sentences, that is the vidhi- and nisedha-vakyas,
of the Veda alone constitute the Sastra, for they alone have a purpose to serve
(phalavattva) and an independent validity (pramanya); the other passages,
like the sentences of praise or denigration (arthavada), may also have purpose
and validity, but only by being subsidiary to the vidhi- and nisedha-vakyas.
46 Cf. SR TO:—cjWMi «fit

ywiuiiqj

| MqNHn} * TO,

^ ^tttot

3

3T TOT

wm-to^stt wiwct, ifa

47 Refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Sections 6 and 7.
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The Upanisads, similar to the karma-kanda in being a Sastra, they too can
have an independent purpose (phalavattva) and validity (pramanya), just by
intending injunction, that is by functioning as a 'niyojaka', to wit, That which
induces a person to an activity'.48

7. When thus they are purported to enjoin an act, it is reasonable to
conclude, that just as the means, such as Agnihotra, are enjoined for
one who desires heaven and so on, in the same way, the knowledge
(contemplation) of Brahman is enjoined as the means thereof for one who
desires Immortality: The Vrttikara is yet to solve a particular difficulty that
arises if the Upanisads - though they too are Sastra - are considered on a par
with niyoga or vidhi (injunction) found in the ritual portion (karma-kanda)
of the Veda. The difficulty is this. The niyoga, also called vidhi (injunction),
such as "agnihotram fuhuyat svargakamah - He who is desirous of heaven
should perform the Agnihotra rite," specifies the person desirous of heaven
as its 'niyojya' (i.e. one who considers himself as being enjoined) with
reference to the performance of the Agnihotra that has been enjoined (i.e.
niyoga-visaya). But, in the Upanisadic passages no such niyojya, that is one
who is enjoined, is found explicitly specified with reference to the upasana
on the Nirvisesa-brahman, which upasana according to the Vrttikara is alone
the act enjoined in these passages, albeit mental. The Bhasya sentence that is
analysed here contains the Vrttikara's solution to this conundrum.49
48 Cf. qar fgj wfliv
Sll'teW,
dqi«nidi

3wkik4. 1
I -

Also, cf. dt<g«(rc—sra da i

spfeireh uftpt
i

^

i

s.'-qi&.q^Tq trdwfa qwcar

serial aaa

fd^Agqqigwg—i - wfo
Also, cf. a#npiiiTWi

aia dai

aiMqial
aacarann—cFs&qaawi aaift

cIceiHI^liqfrll

flWH

cWf

M'W'fcAd,

Also, cf. aa qg

wrew:i
i+qwia, agn—

dAI«J: I - '-qMp1uN

aar^ HahiwawAiii—aqa: fsafatai ai^iiMiuiqgda

a^a mwj

g a^safaaiadbnaata: i a«n a agRir fadhroi:, anaiana,

aiafaqviafiptTS—aaawaat^iai - qq^raw<ui
49 Cf. ag
PwMt-q faaaeq a 3?g?0Rigq>®f qqaatftfcf aa sn?—aid
\ - raqar
Also, cf. Aifdqwn^NtqqiTi^
fhqtsiisdaa gara am—aft aiai - adq
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On the basis of the reasons adduced above, it has been established that
the Upanisads are also a Sastra like karma-kanda and hence they too intend
a niyoga (injunction), enjoining here an act of performance consisting in the
upasana on Nirvisesa-brahman. But, it should be taken note of that no enjoined
act (niyoga-visaya) can ever remain independently of a performer (kartr)
who thinks of himself as being an eligible person (adhikarin) for performing
the enjoined act (niyoga-visaya) and hence has considered himself as being
the enjoined (niyojya) by the injunctions (niyoga). Thus, while enjoining an
act (niyoga-visaya), the niyoga (i.e. vidhi, the injunction)50 itself assumes the
existence of the niyojya, the enjoined person, to undertake the performance
of what is thus enjoined (niyoga-visaya). Therefore, the niyojya, that is the
enjoined person is implied (i.e. 'aksipta' or 'aksepalabhya') since the same is
very much required to complete the sense of the niyoga (injunction) and thus
fulfil its purpose. Basing on this fact, the Acaryas in the field of Vedic exegesis
have laid down the dictum: “yattu vidhyarthasiddhyarthamupadiyate aksipyate

tadapi vidheyamiti tantre vyavaharah - That which is implied for completing
the sense what is enjoined by an injunction, that too is accepted in the
philosophical system as the entity being actually enjoined." (vide Bhamati)
To illustrate this principle, one may take up the well-known Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad passage (2.4.5/4.S.6): "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to
be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon." Here, in this
passage, no niyojya is explicitly mentioned with reference to the acts of
seeing, hearing, reflection and contemplation that have been enjoined. Yet, it
is certainly possible to determine the niyojya (the one who is enjoined).
This passage forms a part of a lengthy Brhadamnyaka tract that commences
with the introduction (upakrama) in the form of a seeker's entreaty to the
teacher (Br. 11,4.5.4): "yenaham namrta syam kitnaham tena kurycim yadeva

bluigavan veda tadeva me brtthi - What will I do with that by means of which
I shall not become immortal? Instead, please do teach me that which the
revered Master knows to be the means of Immortality." This Upanisadic tract
50 Cf. fen,
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concludes (upasamhara) the teacher’s assertion (Br. 17.4.5.15): “etavadarekhalu

amrtatvam iti - My dear! This much indeed is the teaching imparted to you for
Immortality." It is evident that these introductory and concluding statements
(upakramopasamharau)51 verily concur in establishing that the Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad tract purports to prescribe the means of attaining Immortality for the
person who is desirous of attaining the same (amrtatvakamaya). Therefore,
the passage (Br. 17.2.4.5/4.5.6), "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo

nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be
inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon," occurring between
the above two statements of upakrama (introduction) and upasamhara
(conclusion) in this lengthy Upanisadic tract must be purported to enjoin
the means of contemplation upon the sadhaka, the person, who aspires for
Immortality (amrtattvakamah). Thus the niyojya, the one who is enjoined,
in the present case is the one who desires to become immortal and thus he
is very much implied (aksipta) in the above injunctive sentence (niyoga or
vidhi): "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear
one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be
intensely contemplated upon."
Basing himself on instances such as this, the Vrttikara confidently asserts:

"sati ca vidhiparatve, yatha svargadikamasya agnihotradisadhanam vidhlyate, evam
amrtatvakamasya brahmajhanam vidhlyate iti yuktam - When thus they are
purported to enjoin an act, it is reasonable to conclude, that just as the means,
such as Agnihotra, are enjoined for one who desires heaven and so on, in
the same way, the knowledge (contemplation) of Brahman is enjoined as
the means thereof for one who desires Immortality." Herein, the expression

"iti yuktam - Thus it stands to reason (to conclude)" is significant. Being a
Mlmamsaka to the core, the Vrttikara has employed here a logical principle
adopted in the Mimamsa-darsana for supplying the niyojya from the
proximate presentation of the fruit (phala) that is available in the arthavada
51 These two are considered to be the principal logical grounds (lihga) for arriving at the
purport (tatparya) of any Scriptural passage. For further details see Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 5, n.5.
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component of the passage pertaining to the Ratrisatra sacrifice and this
principle is known as Ratrisatra-nyaya.52

32 Cf. 331 33
Also, cf. d^

d3Id;
Hicmi'fcw'l

R^lSTtT 331'nfldl ^-r4l%{dcd4:1 'Satra' is the term given to certain type of Vedic sacrifices that are performed in the course
of thirteen or more number of days. A particular section in the Veda prescribes several such
Satras. Therein occurs this sentence "pmtitisthanti ha vS ya eta ratrlrupayanti - Long lived are
those who perform tire Ratri-satra sacrifice." This sentence, as it is, appears to be a plain
statement of what happens, that is an existing fact (parinisthita-vastu), and contains no
reference to any niyoga (vidhi or injunction) and niyojya (enjoined individual). However,
because this sentence, as its Satra-context indicates, intends a niyoga (injunction), and because
the niyoga (injunction) implies a niyojya (the person enjoined), for no niyoga can be conceived
of without a niyojya, tire above Vedic statement pertaining to the Ratrisatra is to be construed
into a typical injunctive sentence (vidhi-vakya) that would have a mention of a niyoga, the
niyojya and so on. As a result, the sentence thus construed would be "pratisthSkamo ratrisatrena
yajeta" or "ye pratitisthasanti ta eta ratrlrupeyuh" which means "those who are desirous of a
long life, should perform the Ratri-sacrifices." For further details see the Brahmavidyabharana
commentary on this Bhasya portion.
Cf.
Wtlld'blddtMl: Id'HI^RUN'Oddl %ld*'dl’J 3FFcJ cPT M'-dhCt Wtl'hl^dl, M'jhd c'Rddl'ftlddl
a iprft
3 «pi feg 3*it—sndRwPd 13i 3 w R#5T3Rd
ti&ddw
ftdl'Jdf’HlWddl HieWsIddldlHHlSHdRI ^lldldtiPd 5 3T fdRdlcyctUdldl: HldtlWI
Hldld8ltil«Tl fid
^idlg.dl'dd 53TWcE[, 3 nidldSilFlPtt d Tdl
fid (ei'&^'hv'Hdd
MldmidWI

^fidRd, d«H- -4dlf dnjdT F3T j%df dd f4i 333 dd3R33 df3 4

(f,

dlthRldWd: ddtcHI SW: ffd d'dd'^TtMl 31*{ddWilddl -3TUddKmi'-t,Jl did^ldl Also, Madhavacarya's Jaimimya-nyayamala with its auto-commentary Vtstara (4.3.8) describes
the Ratrisatra-nyaya thus:
fWI 3T SfRreid dldddfeTWh: I T33d?3Id.!:tfdOT? SJdT ddl^dl^ 3Td.ll
?JJId| MfdldBPd f 31 3d 3 3dT ildltjdd'dlid I di|w4f«d)SftIdI
=31 SI<flIfT^3dTT3d:
3-4l33KI=H44iHldK4: d3 ddMdl:]
TT331 WFf
#S3 d3M4Rld fid
Wy<l3HI3!*434>33dl«-dd3l dFPl T^flT ddfcl!
■H^ilHdi 'tlldTOIdl^li Mr34i hlUI-'-IH^Hd-l'ti 33
FNWI3I 343331^3 umRTfldlddl d<£ 331 d 3dT fe#d4tdT53R^II dlf4 dRidd T3#l:l3qi3H FR:
4iA<3d didhdN fid 313 ^d: I 3R3
<-d!d'!bS33l3 3Td8T ?JdII dl ■3IK+Hdl'WSctl'ttH^dld,T3J (Id.
SdTO-?m dTRIddidtShhR) TNtM f3licTc33 Slfdtd3TA<3d 3^3dN(l
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9A
[siddhAntisankotthanabhasyam]

nanu iha jijhasyavailaksanyam uktam - karmaMn.de bhavyo dharmo jijnasyah,
iha tu bhutam nityanirvrttam brahma jijhasyam iti. tatra dharmajhanaphalad
anusthanasapeksad vilaksanam brahmajhdnaphalam bhavitum arhati.

R3 nanu - but; 55 iha - here;

jijhasyavailaksanyam - the

distinction of the entities desired to be known;
pointed out;

uktam - has been

karmakande - in the section on sacrificial rites;

bhavyah - the thing that is to come into existence; ^FR: dharmah - dharma;
jijnasyah - desired to be known; 55 iha - in this context;

tu - but; ^clH.

bhutam - the existent; \hrMM%T\Hjiityanirvrttam - eternally accomplished;
brahma - Brahman; th^H-^HJijhasyam - desired to be known; 5frt iti - thus;
r

cPf tatra - in that case;

dharmajhanaphalat - from the result of
anusthanasapeksat - depending on

the knowledge of dharma;

performance; lk&§\u\H,vilaksanam - distinct;
the result of the Knowledge of Brahman;
deserve to be

' NSP (I & II), css i
’ ASS (fn.)
5 Tel ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS
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l*i'+Mli brahmajnanaphalam -

bhavitum arhati - does
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9C
[commentary stating the objection of the siddhantin]

But, here the distinction of the entities desired to be known has been
pointed out - in the section on sacrificial rites, dharma, which is to come
into existence, is desired to be known; but, in this context, the entity
that is desired to be known is Brahman which is existent and eternally
accomplished. In that case, the result of the Knowledge of Brahman does
deserve to be distinct from the result of the knowledge of dharma which
result depends on performance.
9D
The first sentence in the present section of the Bhasya is grahanaka-vakya,
that is a sentence that summarises the consequent elaboration of the point at
issue. The succeeding passages explain the distinction of the entities desired
to be known.
It is quite obvious that the Vrttikara is reminded of the point already
raised by the Acarya against his thesis presented in the seventh section of
the Bhasya on the Jijnasa-sutra. In that context the Bhasya sentence reads,

"phalajijnasyabhedacca - Because there is also a distinction pertaining to
results and the entities desired to be known in the context of the dharma and
Brahman."
The idea of the Siddhantin in reminding the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara,
of an earlier objection to his thesis is this: Even without inducing a person to
undertake an activity or to stop him from an activity, the Upanisads certainly
fulfil the criterion of being a Sastra and have an undeniable purport and
validity because they teach the Knowledge of Brahman, which Knowledge,
without depending on any performance directly leads to its result, that is
Liberation, the supreme human goal (parama-purusartha).3
3 Cf. WHIUli 4WWi
4a;w mwm fciw

^RT

, ftarsfo

?ifa—qfeiijai sro

44IH41Ti<44l,a: Fira, aft ipfe toisft
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Further, the aphorisms of the dharma- and the brahma-jijnasas clearly
indicate that the objects that are desired to be known in the karma-kanda
and in the Upanisads differ fundamentally from each another. If it is not the
case, then what is desired to be known in both the cases would be actions to
be performed, and, as such, there would be no need for two different systems
of philosophy. So, when the subject matter that is desired to be known is
different, it is inevitable that the respective results should also be basically
distinct from one another.4
Also, if Liberation, the result of the brahma-jijnasa, were also the result
of an act that is enjoined, as the opponent maintains, then it would be
rendered impermanent (anitya). Consequently, both Moksa (Liberation)
and abhyudaya (heaven etc.), being impermanent, cease to be mutually
distinct.
Hence, it has to be accepted by the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, that
the entity desired to be known in the context of brahma-jijnasa is not an
act, including that of the mental act of upasana on Brahman but only the
Knowledge of Brahman. Therefore, that which is desired to be known
(jijhasya) in the Upanisad is distinct from the sacrificial acts and upasanas
that constitute what is desired to be known in the context of dharma-jijnasa.
For this reason. Liberation cannot be the result of the performance of an act
that is enjoined. In other words, the Upanisads are not purported to enjoin
an act, even that of the act of contemplation (upasana) on Brahman.

4 Cf. ag

aipsga

13ta:

aaj:

i cfsr W'Ssa

lafafhs^jaj: a^^oa^nafaf^a sp-ps fcaRT^a—apaifcri - eHMat
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cf ^

"3fTc*n 37 3R

m.3.\l.\A),'% 3flcR7 ^d4l^|...#5^%[5q: *7 NM^IIWd^:"
(37.3.<W), “STIrq^fqmid" (f.3.?.*.^), "371^11^3
(1.3.?.V.?H), ?//^ M ^ ’^"(^XR^)

^ 5c3733fM cWWWH m ^RfT

’37T5# ^TTFRT, T%
'iM^Tfrl:—MrM:,

T3*jRf W%,

WdcU, MrMrJH:,

M^1Hdy

3Rl^^I^Wf:3l d£HI*RN ymZ'H-A 37£2: %: ^ *W3<4di
chdoMNUlH^M^f ^

^w'im^WWWra//^H#7T

'TFJfl 3?# TF^fd" fc^Ta^q^ 3<M3I^MI^37r43TO ^m\
10 A
[siddhAntisankAnirAsArthabhAsyam]

narhati evam bhavitum, karyavidhiprayuktasyaiva brahmanah pratipadyamanatvad,
"atma va are drastavyah" (Br.U.4.5.6), “ya atma apahatapapma...so’nvestavyah
sa vijijhasitavyah" (Cha.U.8.7.1), "atmetyevopasita" (Br.U.1.4.7), "atmanameva
lokamupasita" (Br.U.1.4.15), "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati" (Mu.U.3.2.9)
ityadisu vidhanesu satsu, etesu ko'sau atma, kim tad brahma ityakahksayam
tatsvarUpasamarpanena same vedanta upayuktah—nityah, sarvajhah, sarvagatah,
nityatrptah, nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavah, vijhanam, anandam brahma
ityevamadayah, tadupasanacca sastradrstah adrstah molcsah phalam bhavisyati.
' Tel, ASS
, Tel, AA (fn.)
k RWFTJ; NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK
1 Tel T%
ASS ^ISffRlAfl m
8 AA, NSP (I & II), CSS
8 AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK omit g

II - WlwPw

4i51IRPai5^^ll^t - -MWpW
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kartavyavidhyananupravese

tu

vastumatrakathane

hanopadanasambhavat

"saptadvipa vasumati“raja asan gacchati" ityadivakyavad vedantavakyanam
anarthakyameva syat.
10 B
M.4*t

evam

na arhati bhavitum

- so; d

- this cannot possibly be

^ karyavidhiprayuktasya eva - only as being connected

thus;

brahmanah - of

with an injunction of what is to be performed;

Brahman; HktHi'MdMvfictpratipadyamanatvat - because of being expounded;
■3TIFTI atma - the Self; t vai - indeed; 3R are - Oh dear;

drastavyah -

should be seen; *b yah - who; SflcRT atma - the Self; ST'llcFIFRT apahatapapma
- free from sins; ?b sah - he;
*b sah - he;
SOcHl ^TrT

anvestavyah - should be sought after;

vijijhasitavyah - should be desired to be known;
atma iti eva - as the Self alone; 4Hiulci upaslta - one should
atmanam eva - the Self alone; oii'hh lokain - as

contemplate on;
the Supreme;

upasita - one should contemplate on; W brahma -

Brahman; ^ veda - when one realises;
^dfcl bhavati - becomes;

brahma eva - Brahman Itself;

ityadisu vidhanesu - in the injunctive
satsu etesu - when there are these; 35: kah

sentences such as these.; Ucd,

- who; 3WF asau - that; 3TTrRT atma - Self;

brahma - Brahman; ?TcF iti - thus;

kim - what; cfti tat - that;

idin. akahksayam - when there arises

^ *\

tatsvarupasamarpanena - by delineating Its

an expectancy;
nature; W sarve - all;

vedantah - Upanisads;

utility; Pidb nityah - eternal;
- all-pervading;

upayuktah - have

sarvajhah - omniscient; ei4dd: sarvagatah

nityatrptah - ever content;

nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavah - ever pure, intelligent and free by
nature; T3fTFRjnjhanam - consciousness;

- Brahman;

w^*ianandam - bliss; 3PP brahma

ityevamadayah - and so on;

- and from the act of contemplation thereon;

tadupasanat ca
sastradrstah - revealed

in the Scripture; -3T£S: adrstah - unseen; *TT^: moksah - Liberation;

phalam - the result; bbMId bhavisyati - will ensue
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3FicPTW3W*J9'r5T

kartavyavidhyananupravese - in the absence of the

connection with the injunctions of what needs to be performed; ^ tu - on the
other hand;

vastumatrakathane - if an existent entity is being stated;
hanopadanasambhavat - because there could be no rejection or

acceptance; ttH&hl saptadvipa - comprising seven terrestrial divisions; TFJRcft

vasumatl - the earth; TF3TT raja - king;

asan - this;

gacchati - goes;

ityadivZkyavat - as in the case of such statements;
vedantavakyanam - of the Upanisadic passages; r^RA^{anarthakyam - futility;
^ Fffcfez;# syat - is certainly incurred
IOC
[commentary to dispel the siddhantin’s objection]

This cannot possibly be thus because Brahman is expounded only as
being connected with an injunction of what is to be performed:1 "The Self,
O dear one, should be seen (known)" (Br.UA.5.6), "The Self, which is free
from sins...should be sought after and desired to be known" (Cha.U.8.7.1),
"The Self alone should be contemplated on" (Br.lI.lA.7), "One should
contemplate on the Self alone as the Supreme" (BnlT.1.4.15), "He, who
realises Brahman, becomes Brahman Itself" (Mu.lT.3.2.9) and so on. There
being such injunctive sentences,2 when there arises an expectancy, 'who this
Self is', and 'what that Brahman is', the entire corpus of Upanisads derive
their utility by delineating Its nature3 - Brahman is eternal, omniscient,
all-pervading, ever content, ever pure, intelligent and free, consciousness,
bliss and so on.4 And, from the contemplation thereon, there will ensue
its unseen result consisting in Liberation that is revealed in the Scripture.5
On the other hand, in the absence of any connection with injunctions
on what needs to be performed, if a mere statement of existent entities
is made, then, because there could be no rejection or acceptance, the
Upanisadic passages too would certainly be rendered futile as in the case
of sentences such as "The earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions,"
"Here goes this king" and so on.6
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10 D
1. This cannot possibly be thus because Brahman is expounded only
as being connected with an injunction of what is to be performed: The
Vrttikara now endeavours to answer the objection raised by the Siddhantin
in the earlier section.
The Acarya, the Bhasyakara, was chronologically much later than the
Vrttikara. How could then the Vrttikara, an earlier commentator answer
the objection raised by the Bhasyakara, who is chronologically later? Hence,
we have to suppose that the Bhasyakara himself, on behalf of the Vrttikara,
has answered the Siddhantin's objection. The Acarya's intention is obvious.
He seeks to comprehensively present the case of the Vrttikara so that his
view may be analysed threadbare and later cogently rejected. The Acarya
has employed this technique of laying the Purvapaksin's view in the proper
and comprehensive perspective so that the Siddhanta view can be strongly
presented and have an unassailable foundation. The effectiveness of this
methodology is evident for we can see this technique of the Bhasyakara,
characterised by the close discussion of the Purvapaksin and Siddhantin,
has been employed also in the later treatises of the philosophical systems of
different hues.
The idea of the opponent’s refutation is this: It has already been established
that the empirical activity induced by the usage of elders (vrddha-vya vahara)
is the first and foremost of the means of learning the power of denotation
of the words (padasakti); and, according to the Vrttikara, this denotative
faculty signifies the existing entities only as being a content (visaya) of an
enjoined act (vidhivihita-karyavisayataya eva).5 So, it is logically entailed
that the existent Brahman that is expounded in the Upanisads, should
necessarily be related to an enjoined action in this context, to wit, the act of
contemplation (upasana).6
5 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.l.
tTRlUHUTS—wfcl I
1 3TO ^

titHt-i 'htvJi

31TO KH<6(W
^ srf^T^TcT spiral

ffctl
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Again, it is no use arguing that if Liberation be the result of the enjoined
act of contemplation then it would be adjudged as impermanent (anitya) like
the results of the enjoined ritualistic actions such as the Agnihotra, Jyotistoma
and so on in consonance with the universal law of what is born of an action
should be impermanent - “yat krtakam tad anityam." Because of this reason
of the fruits of both the karma-kanda and the Upanisad being impermanent,
the Siddhantin has argued against the Purvapaksin's thesis that there would
arise an unwelcome situation of there being no necessity to have a separate
Sastra of the brahma-mimamsa (consisting of Brahma-sutra), apart from that
of the dharma-mlmamsa (consisting of the Jaimini-sutra).
But this argument holds no water, says the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin,
for Liberation is entirely the domain of Scripture and the Scripture declares
Liberation to be imperishable (amrta)7 even though it is born of an act of
contemplation (upasana), an enjoined action. This Scriptural declaration
cannot be contradicated by the empirically observed universal law such as

“yat krtakam tad anityam - Whatever is a result of action is impermanent." It
is only with regard to matters of purely empirical nature that the empirical
law can supersede the Scripture when there is discord between the two. But,
on matters such as dharma, adharma. Brahman, Moksa and so on, which are
not at all empirical in nature, it is the Scriptural declaration that supersedes
the empirically observed principle of the cause and effect relation - “yat

krtakam tad anityam."
One more fact is also worth noticing in the present context. Contemplation
(upasana), being a mental function, is exclusively an internal activity and
the Upanisads enjoin an act of contemplation on Brahman for attaining
Liberation which is imperishable. On the other hand, the performance of
the sacrificial act, like Agnihotra, is decidedly an external activity and the
karma-kanda enjoins the same to obtain the results like heaven, prosperity
and so on, termed 'abhyudaya', which are impermanent and perishable.
7 Vide (Ka. U.2.3.14) "atha martyo 'mrto bhavati, atra brahma samasnute - Then the perishable one
becomes imperishable, even here he attains Brahman."
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The brahma-mimamsa has a bearing on Moksa, which is by Scriptural
declaration imperishable, while the dharma-mlmamsa deals with the
perishable abhyudaya (worldly prosperity).
These being the reasons, there is actually no substance in the Siddhantin's
argument that if the Upanisads too were to teach Brahman as the content
of the act of contemplation, then there would be no need for two mutually
distinct Sastras, the dharma-mlmamsa and brahma-mimamsa.
2."The Self, O dear one, should be seen (known)" (Br.UA.5.6), "The Self,
which is free from sins...should be sought after and desired to be known"
(Chd.U.8.7.1), "The Self alone should be contemplated on" (Br.U.lA.7),
"One should contemplate on the Self alone as the Supreme" (Br. 11,1.4.15),
"He, who realises Brahman, becomes Brahman Itself" (Mu.U3.2S) and so
on. There being such injunctive sentences: It may be recalled that in an
earlier section, the Acarya had cited four Upanisadic passages to substantiate
his thesis that the Upanisads are purported to merely expound Brahman and
that they do not expound Brahman as the content of, or subservient to, the
injunction of any act (kriya-vidhi).8
Presently, the Advaitin depicts his opponent, the Vrttikara, as citing
as many as five Upanisadic passages to establish his thesis that the
Upanisads teach Brahman no doubt but only as an object of the injunction
on contemplation (pratipatti- or upasana-vidhi). This presentation, of
the Vrttikara citing a string of five Upanisadic statements (i.e. more than
what the Siddhantin has cited), by the Bhasyakara evinces his earnestness
to strengthen Vrttikara's view to the greatest possible extent before he, the
Bhasyakara, finally undertakes to refute it.
The first passage cited here stands for the whole Brhadaranyaka sentence
(4.5.6) "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one!
The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely
contemplated upon." It was discussed earlier that experiential knowledge perceptive or inferential, or verbal or otherwise - arises of its own accord,
8 Refer to the Samanvayadhikarana, Section 5.
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albeit in the presence of its exclusive cause (asadharana-karana), and hence
it cannot be an object of any injunction pertaining to an act.9 Hence, in this

Brhadaranyaka sentence, the words "drastavyah" and "srotcivyah," though they
resemble like injunctions, do not actually posit Atman as the object of the
injunctions of perceptual (pratyaksa-jnana) and verbal cognitions (sabdabodha).10 However, in this sentence, Atman, according to the Vrttikara, is
taught as an object of the injunction of reflection (manana) and contemplation
(nididhyasana) as evidenced by the Upanisadic expressions "mantavyah"
and “nididhyasitavyah.”11
The second citation (Cha.U.8.7.1) “ya atma apahatapapma...so'nvestavyah sa

vijijnasitavyah - The Self, which is free from sins...should be sought after and
desired to be known," and the third citation (Br.U. 1.4.7) "atmetyevopaslta "The Self alone should be contemplated on" as well as the fourth citation
(Br.U. 1.4.15) "atmanameva lokam12 upastta - One should contemplate on the
Self alone as the Supreme,"13 clearly depict Brahman-Atman as the object of
the injunction of the contemplation (upasana or pratipatti-vidhi) that is to
be undertaken.
The fifth citation (Mu. U.3.2.9), "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati - He, who
realises Brahman, becomes Brahman Itself," apparently seems to be a mere
statement about the result that ensues from the Knowledge of Brahman
and as such no injunction of contemplation (pratipatti-vidhi) is discernible
here. However, because a mere statement about an existent entity (bhutavastu) serves no purpose and has no validity whatsoever and because no
Vedic passage can be purposeless and invalid, we have to conclude on
the strength of the analogy of the Ratrisatra rite (Ratrisatra-nyaya), argues
9 Refer to the Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 8 D, n.2.
10 Cf. cT5 $T(SR 3
B fcW? ffctl -BlBd)
11 Cf.

HIN Rfefi

...3E=l:

a fitful:, HHHIc'fcKV+W

,2Cf.stThhrcmhj
13 The term 'loka' has been interpreted as the supreme Reality in the Bhasya pertaining to this
passage in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad.
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the Vrttikara, that this fifth citation too must be purported to enjoin the
contemplation on Brahman for the benefit of a person who is desirous of
himself becoming Brahman.14 Indeed, the Upanisadic Mahavakyas, such
as (Br.U.lA.10 & Cha.U.6.8.7 respectively), "aham brahmasmi,” "tat tvam asi”
and so on, and statements such as (Tai.U.2.1) “brahmavidapnoti pciram” also
belong to the above category, inasmuch as all these Upanisadic statements
have to be understood through the Ratrisatra-nyaya alone. Hence, the
Vrttikara confidently asserts: "vidhanesu satsu - when thus there are these
injunctive sentences."
3. when there arises an expectancy, 'who this Self is', and 'what that
Brahman is', the entire corpus of Upanisads derive their utility by
delineating Its nature: When an individual is enjoined to chop a log of wood
with an axe (parasuna kastham chindhi) it could lead to an expectancy in
that individual, if he is a novice, as to what the axe is and how he may chop
the log of wood with the axe. The enjoining agent (niyojaka) is then required
to instruct the enjoined person (niyojya) about the nature of the axe and also
about how he may cut the piece of wood - that is by lifting the axe and then
bringing it down with a good amount of force on the log and so on (parasoh
savegam-udyamananipatanadibhih).
Similarly, when the Scriptural injunction enjoins upon an aspirant to
contemplate on the Atman as Brahman for attaining Liberation, the aspirant
naturally wishes to know what Atman is and what Brahman is. It is at this
juncture, in order to enable the contemplation on Atman-Brahman, the
Scripture itself describes their nature by employing several descriptive
qualifications such as eternal (nitya), omniscient (sarvajna) and so on such
that the aspirant is facilitated in his contemplation (upasana) of the Atman
as Brahman.

14
Also, cf.

^

ifrt MW:

SEsqHj

For Ratrisatra-nyaya refer to Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.7.
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4. Brahman is eternal, omniscient, all-pervading, ever content, ever
pure, intelligent and free, consciousness, bliss and so on: The adjectives
presented in the Bhasya passage here are intended to describe the nature
of Brahman that is to be contemplated (upasana) upon as being one with
the Atman.15
These descriptions occur in the Upanisadic citations describing AtmanBrahman by these adjectives. We do come across such Upanisadic sentences
as "dkdsavat sarvagatasca nityah - He is all-pervading like space and eternal,"16

"nityo'nityanam - He is eternal among the transient" (Ka.U.2.2.13), "nityam
vibhuth sarvagatam - That is eternal, all-pervading and omnipresent"
(Mu.U.1.1.6), “yah sarvajnah sarvavit - He who is omniscient, all-knower"17
(Mu. U. 1.1.9),

“jnah sarvagah - The consciousness, the omnipresent"

(Sue. LI. 6.17), "vijnanam anandam brahma - Brahman is knowledge and bliss,"

(Br.il.3.9.28) and so on.
5. And, from the contemplation thereon, there will ensue its unseen
result consisting in Liberation that is revealed in the Scripture:18 Here the
Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, is seen refuting the contention of the Siddhantin,
the Bhasyakara, who has argued that if Liberation were to be a result of an
action such as contemplation (upasana). Liberation would be bound to be
transient, for the universal law of cause and effect relation (karyakaranabhava) is "yat krtakam tad anityam - what is born as a result of action is
transient." In this very section (vide n.l), we have already seen how the
Vrttikara disposes of this objection of the Siddhantin.
13 Cf.

f^: ^KHi

Also, cf. HR3

ila

%^Rrrei

q

S'dilKHII

HksH—(jihcdlRl

M,dlW firWTTft

ftfTRpTfeI

I 31IK4K:

ddg.l'wiHci^lc^dlThlldl

IRfRAdhugAR: I - rqrqftufc

16 The actual source of this Upanisadic passage is not known. However, the Acarya cites this
Sruti statement on more than one occasion in the Brahmasutra-bhasya. (Vide 1.1.20,1.2.3, etc.)
,7Cf.n%: nihRH
RRifri dn rr%; i
wira# ruftai

18 Cf. ag fe firftswR. m
4iAWcm4:

wt. wi srreitail

I - WIRT
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6. On the other hand, in the absence of any connection with injunctions on
what needs to be performed, if a mere statement of existent entities is made,
then, because there could be no rejection or acceptance, the Upanisadic
passages too would certainly be rendered futile as in the case of sentences
such as "The earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions," "Here goes this
king" and so on: Now, concluding his argument, the Vrttikara points out
the undesirable consequence that would ensue if the Siddhantin chooses to
maintain that the Upanisads teach Brahman without any reference to the
injunction of contemplation (pratipatti-vidhi).
The gist of the Vrttikara's concluding remark is thus: It has been already
established that we gather knowledge of the significative potency of words
(padasakti) predominantly from the worldly transactions of the learned
elders (vrddha-vyavahara), like "gam anaya - Bring the cow here" and so on.
At the very time of learning this significative potency of words (padasakti),
we have also gained the knowledge that this potency implies that all existing
entities (bhuta-vastu) are invariably objects of acts enjoined by injunctions.19
Therefore, if the Upanisadic sentences were to signify simply Brahman as
an existing entity alone, as the Siddhantin would like to maintain, then
the Upanisadic sentences would not be teaching anything intelligible to
us and then as a result of this thesis, futility (anarthakyam), consisting in
the Upanisadic sentences having nothing intelligible to convey (bodharhapratipadyamana-arthasunyatva-rupam anarthakyam), would befall them.20
The Upanisadic sentences would then have to be treated like the
purposeless ordinary worldly sentences such as "saptadvlpa vasumati - The
earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions," "raja asau gacchati - Here goes
this king" and so on.21
19 That is to say, in the example "gam anaya - Bring the cow here," the potency of the word
'go' (cow) had been learnt and determined by us to be denoting the 'cow', an existing entity,
as being the content or object of the act of bringing (anayana-kriya) that was enjoined by
the imperative sentence "gam anaya." According to the Purvapaksin, this kind of denotation
applies to all existent entities (bhuta-vastu) including that of Atman-Brahman.
20 Cf.
31W1T?—■
2lCfu
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Surely, even these worldly sentences would have some purpose, if they
were but taken to be subservient to one or the other injunctions such as
"saptadvipa vasumatityupasita - Contemplate on the Earth as consisting
of seven terrestrial divisions," "raja asau gacchati tarn upaseveta - Here
goes this king; pay homage to him." In this very manner, the Upanisadic
sentences also, in order to gain a definite purpose and validity, must be
construed as intending an injunction enjoining the contemplation on
Brahman (brahmopasana-vidhipara).

11

11A
[aparam siddhantisankotthanabhasyam]

nanu vastumatrakaihane'pi "rajjuriyam, nayam sarpah" ityadau bhrantijanitabhitinivartanena arthavattvam drstam. tatha ihapi asamsaryatmavastukathanena
samsaritvabhrantinivartanena arthavattvam syat.
11 B

nanu - but;

3TN vastumatrakathane api - even in the case of a mere

statement about the existing entity alone;
5[

ina ay am - this is not;

like

this;

rajjuh - a rope; iMKiyam - this;

sarpah - a snake; fcm<Ci ityadau - in instances
bhrantijanitabhUinivartanena
£_

-

consisting

in the removal of the fear generated by illusion; SF-MvIH. arthavattvam purposefulness; i'^drstain - is observed; cRTT tatha - similarly; If 3TP1 iha api

asamsaryatmavastukathanena

- in the present instance also;

- by stating about a non-transmigrating entity, the existing Self as;
<^lK<^ll*rlPHdHd samsaritvabhrantinivartanena - consisting in the removal

arthavattvam -

of the illusion of being a transmigrating self;
purposefulness; HIRf syat - should ensue
11C

[another commentarial portion raising the siddhAntin’s objection]

But, even in the case of a mere statement about the existing entity alone, as
in the instances like, "This is a rope; this is not a snake," purposefulness,

1 ftaaiw ira garni ywj 'ar^
2 sramft

i
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consisting in the removal of the fear generated by the illusion, is observed.
Similarly, in the present instance also, by stating about the existing Self as
a non-transmigrating entity, purposefulness, consisting in the removal of
the illusion of being a transmigratory self, should ensue.
11 D
The idea of the Siddhantin's statement raising this objection is as follows: In
our daily worldly life (vyavahara), we observe sentences that do not contain
any injunction to prompt a person to an activity, yet they are found to have
a definite and undeniable purpose by giving rise to the right comprehension
of an existing entity which in turn dispels the illusory cognition pertaining
to that entity, along with the accompanying mental states brought about by
its wrong cognition.
To illustrate, while walking along a path at twilight, a person mistakes
a piece of rope for a snake and starts trembling with fear and piteously
cries out aloud that the snake bit him! In such a situation, a compassionate
spectator, seeing his plight, chides him "nayam sarpah rajjuriyam - This is
not a snake, but a mere rope." On hearing this sentence - a sentence that
contains no injunction whatsoever - the frightened man comprehends the
sentential verbal cognition (sabda-bodha) which immediately removes the
illusory cognition of the snake and he is at once free from the fear and ceases
to tremble and wail in pain from the imagined bite of a poisonous snake.
In the same way, the Upanisadic Mahavakyas, like "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," teach the seeker the nature of the Atman being as the non¬
transmigrating Self and as being identical with Brahman, the supreme
Bliss. By virtue of this Upanisadic exhortation, the aspirant's wrong notion
of himself being a transmigrating miserable entity disappears altogether
along with its accompanying effects consisting in the miseries of the worldly
existence (samsaraduhkha).
This being the case, it is totally unwarranted on the part of the Vrttikara,
the Purvapaksin, to argue that the Upanisadic passages will fail to have any
purpose (phalavattva) and the consequent validity (pramanya), if they were
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to teach the identity of the Self with Brahman, an existent entity, without any
connection with injunctions.3
Besides, the entire thesis of the opponent is structured upon the theory of
the 'karyanvite saktivada', which has arisen from his constrictive assumption
that the empirical behaviour of the elders (vrddha-vyavahara) is the only
means of learning the faculty of denotation of the words (sabdasakti).4 This
basic assumption is faulty because, besides the empirical conduct of the
elders, there are other means to learn the significative potency of words,
such as the grammar, the derivational process, the lexicon and so on.3 And,
with the help of these means we do learn more comprehensively that the
denotative function of words (sabdasakti) is not necessarily always connected
with an enjoined act.6
In this way, the entire structure of the thesis advocated by the Purvapaksin,
the Vrttikara, collapses, for purposefulness (phalavattva) and the consequent
validity (pramanya) do not entirely depend upon an injunctional act for their
efficacious being.

3 Cf. (a^Mlwaw-asfi a am:,
Also, cf.

-afcafti -

aeyii5h>*whiaaaa an twi

=hi*h<w, aa argaisRsaan ncanTaaaaTaiarai

3kTfsfh^tSa FWR: I - arffk
4 For details see Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.l.
5 These details were discussed in Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.l.

6 cf. ag
'fUfRral asfa fgnatr'Ra naasa ftnawgaa
fafadnaTnrrcoi a
qgaa yw-ii # grfc, wg gaaa ana:, aim a amuiidiift w^iaatua‘-hisng: qaqTaif^wa
?vaaaai aaragianmraaisfiagfriwaiaaifaamrftagftsaaRn maaTgrhi
a gfa: i aar a agia-fcfii ftrsatgala^F-aaig Nails fafea maiatan aanaia an larangimana
aiRTcll -5#1
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[mi

Prh i wsaq]

^ ^ R3,1 ^

^qWRh, H^lR^IRf:
r^i

q

3

%d^'jnsfa

«g^:^IK^Ky4^MldLI "#^Tt Wrm
V.\A)

^ «R«rlTK+'Icfqt:

(1.3.R.V.\
RM^WIdJ cR^

RfcP^TRMRTOT^ ^TWTF^

1
12 A

[aparam siddhAntiSankAnirAsArthabhAsyam]

syad

etad

evam,

yadi

rajjusvarupasravanamatreneva

sarpabhrantih,

samsaritvabhrantih brahmasvarupasravanamatrena nivarteia. na tn nivartate,
srutabrahmano'pi yathapurvam sukhaduhkhadisamsdradharmadarsanat. "srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" (Br.U.2.4.5 & 4.5.6) iti ca sravanottarakalayoh
manananididhyasanayoh

vidhidarsanat.

tasmat

pratipattividhivisayatayaiva

sastrapramanalaim brahma abhyupagantavyam iti.
12 B
ftetat - this; HUcfsyaf - might he; rWkevam - so; WS yadi - if;
rajjusvarupasravanamatrena - by merely hearing about the nature of the
rope;

iua - just as;

sarpabhrantih - the illusory cognition of the

snake; WilRotyiKP samsaritvabhrantih - the illusion of being transmigratory;
' Tel W; ASS, NSP (I & n), CSS Wl 5?
' Tel e'^wii'TiPwaa, cPJT tTOIRcd’ AA (fn.) -UlRK'ft
v ASS rwiRaivw-; NSP (I & II), W, AL, CSS

1

- WWT

Hdct-i«Hisft f&gsft

2 ?fcf 3TO H^MB'-d 5tH <*f<m:dd

'mm,-inarn^Pi

s4?Ftd

I (Section 8)
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brahmasvarupasravanamatrena - by merely listening about
the nature of Brahman; Hddd nivarteta - could terminate;
but; PHdri nivartate - this ends;

na - not; cj tu -

3TR srutabrahmanah api - even in the

case of one who has learnt about Brahman; Pdi^H^yathapurvam - as before;
I

kmsukhadiihkhadisamsaradharmadarsanat - because the

attributes of transmigration consisting in happiness, misery and so on are
seen persisting; STTcPh srotavyah - needs to be heard; d*ri<=4: mantavyah - needs
to be reflected upon; [•iK'ymRWcd: nididhyasitavyah - needs to be intensely
contemplated on; ffd iti - thus; "d ca - also;
subsequent to hearing;

sravanottarakdlayoh -

manananididhyasanayoh - of reflection

and intense contemplation;

vidhidarsanat - because injunctions are

eva - only as an object of the injunction on contemplation; 5BWPM,
sastrapramamkam - having the Scripture as a source of Its knowledge; dip
brahma - Brahman;

i tb*! h. abhyupagantavyam - needs to be accepted; ?fci

iti - in this way
12 C
[another commentorial portion to dispel
THE SIDDHANTIN’S OBJECTION]

This might be so if the illusion of being transmigratory would terminate by
merely hearing about the nature of Brahman, just as the illusory cognition
disappears by merely hearing about the nature of the rope. But, this does
not come to an end; because, even in the case of one who has learnt about
Brahman, the attributes of transmigration, consisting in happiness, misery
and so on, are seen persisting as before. And also because in the Upanisadic
sentences (Br.U.ZA.5 & 4.5.6), "the Self needs to be heard, needs to be
reflected upon and needs to be intensely contemplated on," the injunctions
of reflection and intense contemplation are found subsequent to that of
hearing.1 Therefore, only as an object of the injunction of contemplation.
Brahman should be thus accepted as having the Scripture as the source of
Its knowledge.2
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12 D
1. This might be so if the illusion of being transmigratory would terminate
by merely hearing about the nature of Brahman, just as the illusory
cognition disappears by merely hearing about the nature of the rope. But,
this does not come to an end; because, even in the case of one who has learnt
about Brahman, the attributes of transmigration, consisting in happiness,
misery and so on, are seen persisting as before. And also because in the
Upanisadic sentences

{Br.U.IA.S & 4.5.6), "the Self needs to be heard,

needs to be reflected upon and needs to be intensely contemplated on," the
injunctions of reflection and intense contemplation are found subsequent
to that of hearing: In the preceding section, the Siddhantin invoked the

illustration of the rope-snake illusion in order to drive home his standpoint
that even simple assertive sentences, without being injunctional in nature,
can be purposeful, and consequently valid.
In the present section, the Vrttikara declares the proposal of the
Siddhantin untenable saying that the position of the Siddhantin can only be
accepted as worth considering if the illusion of cognising the eternal Self as
transmigratory terminates on learning the true nature of Brahman through
a simple assertive sentence, such as “tat tvam asi," that is used to convey the
intended sense just as the illusory cognition of the snake in the rope comes to
an end by cognising the true nature of the rope by virtue of the bystander's
simple assertive sentence "This is a rope, and not a snake."3 It is to be noted
that in both the instances of the illustration (drstanta) and the illustrated
(darstantika), simple assertive sentences, merely stating a fact and having no
association with an injunction, have been used.
Consequent upon this, the Purvapaksin advances his critical and analytic
observation that it may somehow be acceded to, that the illusory cognition
and its attendant psychological and physical states can cease to exist after
cognising the meaning of the assertive sentence "rajjuriyam nayam sarpah This is a rope, and not a snake." But, by learning the nature of Brahman through
3 Cf.
Also, cf.

i - wisfert'Jr
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the verbal discourse (sastropadesa) of the Preceptor, the illusion of taking
the non-transmigrating Self as being transmigratory does not necessarily
terminate. This means that the illusory attribution of transmigration on
the eternal Self continues to persist even after comprehending the assertive
sentences of the Preceptor that expound the nature of Brahman.
Moreover, the Scripture enjoins upon the seeker, who has listened to the
Preceptor and comprehended the non-transmigratory nature of the Self,
to further reflect (manana) and incessantly contemplate on what he has
thus learnt about the Self. These injunctions of reflection (mantavyah) and
contemplation (nididhyasitavyah) would have been rendered infructuous in
case that act of learning through listening had sufficed in bringing to an end
the incidence of transmigration.4
2. Therefore, only as an object of the injunction of contemplation. Brahman
should be thus accepted as having the Scripture as the source of Its
knowledge: Consequently, avers the Vrttikara, Brahman has the Scripture as

the source of Its knowledge ("sastrapramanakam brahma") but by only being
the content of the act of contemplation (pratipattividhi-visayataya).
The opponent, in this section, concludes his lengthy argument of objection
which he had commenced with the statement "yadyapi sastrapramanakam
brahma tathapi pratipattividhivisayatayaiva sastrena brahma samarpyate Although Brahman has the Scripture alone as the means of knowing It, still.
4 Cf. few, aft fiafea gffe, aar swnRafRTaan waarferafea

afeasr aafcmzn gffercaai:—sto

Also, cf. aq aT?
NiMc=i pmi'-hci i[Fa, aia 3Tfif—a PmcM ffai dekwiiTi-i iaaaa
i a*j
%wui(iity<5ddi a*a ai
^ dnraarafffiwa
?fa a$ w ffesmpRftfei
aa aai—-qasuifeistlfai an qaaaisft ddRtsgaaa ffe 4Hi<Pqw4 srawaasaj aat a smrer ^tafer fa
afea are: i agnnwwuiw daRfefa.- naMa, aar
daKfs;paa,
a a Rwiau spnar fa-tgatadi aar w wieMilM
aswafa ara d<MHitj4maiMftwiafdi sta
3TF5—^id°4l aaw nai a^i aia:—%muiM>-di aaafefearoa arfe feutaai a^K staara tfertwaiaffa;,
aft addiR!4(44M«4dwa i aaT w aaaifeffe^w^wi^pairRaafe faifea afRaTat
aaa aaafafea
afi*na a#wa ffe ffearofe aaaj aa arrafearaara, ftpr^snianwfeai, aaaifefe^argqafeiKfa wife
wfadiH,aiiawaaMaitfedimi

Also, cf. dl'WIc^l^lWIcidl'Jid'JirScd IpadTH—%tld«t fiai - •aTRFRR
Also, cf. aaferrcand aaawKwaaadifdawi^siigqqftRfe a ataaTafnaaiara. ^dfarafa

srpwsfai
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Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being the object of the injunction
on contemplation" (vide Section 8).5 It has already been explained that the
Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, uses the term 'pratipatti' to mean 'contemplation'
and not 'knowledge'.6

5 Cf. 5TS2[Hi WTT^tcRT%: STfcmf^<W5?^ ilHsMId, M

3HWT 3^R1T 5RT

OTFtelfct—awii^ld I -15PWT
Also, cf.

awii<wi rats? ^i^RwifRR'iirhw, 3<mmI ^ikhwh, awra,
cf535(I«i: I

Also, cf.
Also, cf.

RJlRfelfcI—
I - q^mRROT

6 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.2.
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^ ^4

^4m^wi" (^4Uj,?.u) # ^to1!

^i4fsfq fenf^
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yHiy44i: ^ qc#
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5R ^HIIW

-s rv_. n_N ,._rs_N_cn
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RT3I cRT^ c^cTT:
dlidMi w^\ wr<.
CfS_f-S
r\

-n

TRH4t ^TO5 ^

r\

cT^TT6 ^

IM^TO^7 Zrm W JTfR,
'nN

rx

"s

r\ *s

Tf ^FR, cRTR8 3

^cfc^R-

'(wr.^.q.^o.H)
! Tel drops

<1

’ Tel yRn'^sn.

51 Tel ftWPtfi:
v ASS SOTf^WTTOW wit

5 A A, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK W! HRW-W
'* Tel drops fewRlW; ASS, A A, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK WTWOTfW.
‘ Tel awiWd

1 3W—^IWOTWKH, 3R:—'T^smWI'3, wWw *4dl«fc(M-dR:
2

aidlPd.dl fcRIPB:

ffct *p*J:1 - WOTtT

5Rkl?WIWI tdldliMWISdlcHIdr+J 3WfiT5 ffd %55$IU-MS1MN

Mc^cdl^lld

WW1IWI - WOTIT

4 ^^5 fodcfm, WHWt ^

OT9,

'hHl^l <J «1Ml!4d fill IcWddlS.—'jiffrtl -woth

5 JIWrt •! 'fi'W l«h«xj HIW^ ^AW: I — -C?fWT
6Idjsi, 'hdHtrt WOT3}, WH^J IdrMId ffid 'dddlii—rWfct I — WOTIT

7 M'UciJMI-HHI’rhl, WfRUOTWS^ TO: IM4OT:, WT^OT WI^: I -WPtftafc
8 Wlft—-*Ktfi<4sfq ?cW: I - WRT
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^ ?TH 3RR dKd^d ^TR: I cRT !R^=RR^ 3RFR^ =cf

|:<ddkd^MR (#: 3TOR^ MldW^KdHSWRq d^lKRi ^
cTRcTKfTTR^I
[cfKtWN y'-flK^fcqH 3TR^J

3#snft^N^9

Wd^dRdPTRRR

g^:<ddKd’«Pl 3#R} fWHk'kM ^IdkikMIdMK-I^HJ cf^JT ^ 3JR:
R I I fl^liRfd m: OTTO: SRfR: 3#=T" (^r.^.C.?R.?) ^Tc?
r^icifuid MWl SFJ^R I
[3!#S JTT^:, ^
"mm 3R10 wz r tsrttsr f^h:"11 (^t.^.h.?) ir mim-

F^RWIWRL ^Kdlc^W^^R'cd RSRpq^q 3RRkcW STcPRCR
# 3RRI W£RR ft "toftqWRRTcl^lt -RTWRI
*3=1]

WlR% Rq^RRR %*, d, cR^

3RcR%3RR*iR^ i^RTft>$mcHR*RIT 4IrR#3R"
"3M# fRRT: «?gS(:" (g.S.R.?.^), "3RIsfT m ^:" (*|.3.VXn)
I 3R dc* 37^WFcte^T R^TWI ^Klid Rc^TR
?R RRR!
' Tel H«3T =51

!‘ Tel, W, AL omit W

"Telsdrofera
n Tel ^K^dH.

14 AA (in.) -ffiWW
* Tel, ASS, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK WW
n AA (fn.) -'hi<4 '•ra^J HU %T
(q CSS drops ^p=f;

9 3ii«idi'hiN'hi'3^rraft 3rn%r^i4: i - i^rara
“ratfci—srawi^i -ifwra
liH^{^BraTLrai^t^ro^:ra%?^rairai4:i -i^rara
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m lOTRi:12 WTPTHcq
R Rff^RI W <#PJT^
qiWT%

rs

RtoRMStq 'd^R' W\ fT&
?^«1T 37 H1UHT

I ^3

37TR3ct*W°MIN u4l3lW<%f McM^H RR3^7

RW:^W, m WR7T STf
,03RRM

^ HIMNdd I

"3R35f

^dlWId. fdl^dldj

(^.?r.?v)

^3R= d^13 ^

R^%fRf!TRI5Rtpi
[3Trfr ®f?T ^'cF-q^fTrl^l dNK^d]

d^ ^

SRT^dd,

3]Tdd7

xf chd^H HR33J5 RTSrf: SR^RFdd,

^TTdl dd ^ RR14 d#d^TTO^T dRdWdRSR! STRd^j,

~~—“~

*‘ FRd«I*7t$: Rf: WnT^Ff: SR^HIHd I

3TdT d ifid'^Kcdd diPN^ff frfi:
13 A
[ekadesimatanirakaranabhAsyam]

atrabhidhlyate■—na, karmabrahmavidydphalayoh vailaksanyat.
[karmaphalasvarupam]

sdnrarh

vacikam

yadvisaya

manasam

jijnasa

"athdto

ca

karma

srutismrtisiddham

dharmajijnasa"

(Pu.Ml.Su.1.1.1)

dharmakhyam,
iti

sutritd.

adharmo'pi himsadih pratisedhacodanalaksanatvad jijnasyah parihdraya. toy oh
codanalaksanayoh arthanarthayoh dharmadharmayoh phale pratyakse sukhaduhkhe
Tel, ASS FU? *I*JT
AA, NSP (I & If), CSS drops PtTTd
te Tel, ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKI< ^f«JT ^
" Tel, ASS, A A f2T*t
* Tel, ASS 3RRPP,
Tel *iaira *TcId.
^ <.ew*IT and

admit of a reading wherein there is an elision of the word '3RT:'

-Jmm
14 TfTSSf EIB33R3FI a) Med hid

is j

I - TftWI

i.-i - ?qiqfipk
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sanravanmanobhireva upabhujyamane visayendriyasamyogajanye brahmadisu
sthdvardntesu prasiddhe.
[dharmadharmaphaladitaratamyam]

manusyatvaddrabhya
tatasca

taddhetoh

brahmantesu

dehavatsu

dharmasyapi

adhikaritaratamyam.

taratamyam

prasiddham

ca

sukhataratamyam anusruyate.
gamyate.

dharmataratamyad

arthitvasamarthyavidvattadikrtam

adhikaritaratamyam.
tathd

ca

gamanam,

yagadyanusthayinameva
kevalaih

vidyasamadhivisesad

istapurtadattasadhanaih

uttarena

dhumadikramena

pathd

daksinena

pathd gamanam, tatrdpi sukhataratamyam, tatsadhanataratamyam ca sastrad
“yavatsampatamusitvd" (Chd.U.5.10.5) ityasmad gamyate.
tathd

manusyadisu

ndralcasthavarantesu

sukhalavah

codanalaksana-

dharmasddhyah eva iti gamyate taratamyena vartamdnah. tathd urdhvagatesu
adhogatesu

ca

dehavatsu

duhkhataratamyadarsanat

taddhetoh

adharmasya

pratisedhacodanaJaksanasya tadanusthayinam ca taratamyam gamyate.
[ TA RAT AMY AMID AM SAMSARASVARUPAM ANITYAM]

evam

avidyadidosavatam

dharmadharmataratamyanimittam

sanropadana-

purvakam sukhaduhkhataratamyam anityam samsdrarupam srutismrtinydyaprasiddham. tathd ca srutih “na ha vai sasarlrasya satah priyapriyayoh apahatih
asti" (Cha.U.8.12.1) iti yathavarnitam samsararupam anuvadati.
[asarIratvam moksah, na dharmakaryam]

"asanrarh

vdva

santam

priyapriyasparsanapratisedhat

na

priydpriye

sprsatah"

(Cha.U.8.12.1)

codanalaksanadharmakaryatvam

iti

moksakhyasya

asarlratvasya pratisidhyate iti gamyate. dharmakaryatve hi priydpriyasparsanapratisedho nopapadyeta.
[ASARlRATVAlVt SVABHAVAH EVA]

a&arlratvameva dharmakaryamiti ced, na, tasya svabhavikatvdd - "asanrarh
sariresu anavasthesu avasthitam. mahantam vibhumatmanam matva dhiro na
socati” (Ka.U.1.2.22), "aprdno hyamanah subhrah" (Mu.U.2.1.2), "asahgo hyayam
purusah" (Br.U.4.3.15) ityadisrutibhyah. ata eva anustheyakarmaphalavilaksanam
moksdkhyam asarIratvam nityam iti siddham.
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[iDANCA KUTASTHAN1TYAM BRAHMA]

tatra kihcit parinaminityam syad, yasmin vikriyamdne'pi 'tadevedam' iti buddhih
na vihanyate. yatha prthivyddi jagannityatvavadinam, yatha va sahkhydnam gundh.
idam tv paramarthikam kutasthanityam vyomavat sarvavyapi sarvavikriyarahitam
nityatrptam niravayavam svayanjyotihsvabhavam, yatra dharmadharm.au saha
karyena kalatrayam ca nopdvartete. tadetad asarlratvam moksakhyam "anyatra
dharniadanyatradharmad anyatrasmat krtakrtat. anyatra bhutacca bhavyacca"
(Ka.U.1.2.14) ityadisrutibhyah. atah tad brahma, yasyeyam iijhasa prastuta.
[ATO BRAHMA KARTAVYASESATAYA NOPADISYATeJ

tad yadi kartavyasesatvena upadisyeta, tena ca kartavyena sadhyasced moksah
abhyupagamyeta, anitya eva syat. tatra evam sati yathoktakarmaphalesveva
taratamyavasthitesu anityesu kascidatisayo moksa iti prasajyeta. nityasca moksah
sarvaih moksavadibhih abhyupagamyate. ato na kartavyasesatvena brahmopadeso
yuktah.
13 B
atra - to this;

abhidhtyate - it is being replied; ^ na - no;

karmabrahmavidyaphalayoh - between the results of the
sacrificial act and the Knowledge of Brahman;

vailaksanyat - because

of the distinction
3lKkH sari ram - performed by the body;

vacikam - performed by

the organ of speech; -HHdH manasam - performed by the mind; ^ ca - and;
■W karma - sacrificial act;

srutismrtisiddham - established in

the Scripture and the Traditional Code;
'dharma';
desire to know;

dharmakhyam - is termed

yadvisaya - having which for its content;
atha - then; 3RT: atah - therefore;

- the desire to know dharma; fid iti - thus;

Mill'd!

^dM^lldl

jijMsa - the

dharmajijhasa

sutrita - has been made the

subject of the aphorism; 3T<W: 3TN adharmah api - adharma (sinful act) too;
fid lid: himsadih - killing etc.; ■
as it is characterised so by the prohibitory injunction;

jijhasyah - is

desired to be known; mRskH pariharaya - for the purpose of avoiding; cBT:
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tayoh - of these two;

codanalaksanayoh - characterised so by the
arthanarthayoh - of the good and the evil;

injunctions;

dharmadharmayoh - of dharma and adharma; dRS phale - the respective fruits;
pratyakse - are perceptible;

sukhaduhkhe - pleasure and pain;

Pd sarlravanmanobhih eva - verily by means of body, speech and
mind; 'Sh'JSdhR upabhujyamane - are being experienced;

M*-M

visayendriyasamyogajanye - generated by the contact of the sense organs and
objects;

brahmadisu - in all beings commencing from Brahma;

sthavarantesu - down to the stationary beings;

prasiddhe - are well-known

Tpjspgpj 3TTC«? manusyatvad arabhya - commencing from mankind; rtfTRFJ

brahmantesu - ending with Brahma;

dehavatsu - with regard to the

embodied beings; tkddKd^dH.sukhataratamyam - gradation of pleasure; SflJSjsR

anusruyate - is described in the Scripture; cRh "d tatah ca - and therefrom;
cFgcTf: taddhetoh - of its cause;

dharmasya api - of dharma also; dkd*4H

-v

r

taratamyam - gradation; h^d gamy ate - is inferred; WFWxfE^.dharmataratamyat
- from the gradation of dharma; drf^iKdkd^H adhikaritdratamyam - the
gradation of persons qualified to perform; MHh'4 ^ prasiddham ca - and wellknown; -3TNN fi

Ws-4id&dld-H

arthitvasamarthya-vidvattadikrtam - effected

by the desire for fruits, capacity, knowledge and so on;

adhiJca ri td ra ta my am - the gradation of persons qualified to perform
chtT "d tatha ca - and thus; dldl^qyiiddlH Pd yagadyanusthayinam eva only of those who perform the sacrificial act and so on;

vidyasamadhivisesat - on account of the specific excellence in their
knowledge and contemplation;

W uttarena patha - by the Northern

Path; JiMdd gamanam - journey;

kevalaih - by mere; stiiqd<TWidd:

istapurtadattasadhanaih - through the means furnished by sacrificial acts,
dhumadikramena - through Smoke

work of public utility and charity;
and the other stages;

gamanam - journey; cR

PdT daksinena patha - by the Southern Path; uhh-h.

tatra api - there too; ^gMRsd&^$ukhataratamyam -

the gradation of pleasure; dd-lldddkd*4 ^ tatsadhanataratamyam ca - and the
gradation of the means thereof; ^llbJldsasfraf - from the Scripture; dldd.kNIdH
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yavat sampatam - till the exhaustion of their merit;
lived; flcf iti - thus; STWIcfasmaf - from this;

usitva - after having

gamyate - is known

cM tatha - similarly; Hp^i^manusyadisu - starting from man;

narakasthcivarantesu - down to the denizens of hell and the immovable
v

beings;

b

sukhalavah - a modicum of pleasure;

codanalaksanadharmasadhyah eva - as being effected by dharma alone which
dharma has been characterised so by the prescriptive injunctions; lid iti thus;

gamyate - is inferred; ciKd^H taratamyena - by gradation; dddM:

vartamanah - existing;

tatha - analogously; dwTdf urdhvagatesu adhogatesu - belonging to the lower

belonging to the higher realms;
^

b

realms; ^ ca - and; IlddJ dehavatsu - in the embodied beings;

duhkhataratamyadarsanat - because of the gradation of pain that is observed;
d%clt; taddhetoh - with regard to their cause;

adharmasya - of adharma;

pratisedhacodanalaksanasya - which is characterised so by
the prohibitory injunctions;

d tadanusthayinam ca - and also with

regard to those who perform them; dHd«t+i taratamyam - a gradation; u*-4d

gamyate - is inferred
,J,dh evam - thus;

avidyadidosavatam - pertaining to those

who are afflicted with the defect of ignorance and so on; ’'OTb-WdKd^fatH-dH

dharmadharmataratamyanimittam - effected by the gradation of dharma and
adharma;

3KlUHKH'pWJH

sanropadanapuroakam - having the acquisition of

the physical body as its antecedent; ^Cd'pfddHdH-h sukhaduhkhataratamyam
- the gradation of pleasure and pain; srftcMH. anityam - transitory;

samsararupam - the nature of transmigration;

IRh

srutismrtinyayaprasiddham - is well-known in the Scripture, the Traditional
Code and the Reasoning; cWT ^ tatha ca - and thus; 3JRT: srutih - the Scriptural
passage; *1 na - no; it ha vai - indeed; fluked deb sasarirasya satah - in the case
of one who continues to be embodied; Ndlm-'-ii: priyapriyayoh - of pleasure
and pain; 3wllci: apahatih - destruction; 3TRR? asti - is there;

iti - in this way;

^R-iMrtdH. yathavarnitam - as described above; eidK^H+i samsararupam - the
nature of transmigration; 3ppl^rcl anuvadati - reiterates
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^Kkn, asa main - free from embodiment; WR vava - verily; H'tiH s ant am
- being; *1 na - do not; ihmIiM'M priyapriye - pleasure and pain;

sprsatah

- touch; ?lcf iti - in this way; \w\v>\<AtMWA\h'm\'\priyapriyasparsamprati$edhat
- because of the denial of the touch of pleasure and pain; ■4i«kiic»$i,Jiy4ehi<tr:i*i
codanalaksanadharmakaryatvam - being the result of dharma, that has been
characterised so by the injunctions; hRUHMHl moksakhyasya - with regard to

asanratvasya - of the unembodied

what is termed 'Liberation';

state; MtdRWT pratisidhyate - is denied; ?Td iti - thus; UHd gamyate - is inferred;

dharmakaryatve - if it were the result of dharma; Tf hi - indeed;
priyapriyasparsanapratisedhah - the denial of the touch of
pleasure and pain; 3 dlM'yd na upapadyeta - would be incongruous

asaruatvam eva - the unembodied state itself;

•3fSKkedH

dharmakaryam - is the effect of dharma; ffd

iti cet - if this be so; ^na - no;

dHf tasya - of this; tdiHiiddxdid,svabhavikatvat - because of being its natural
state;

asarlram - unembodied; 3144:4 sariresu - amidst the bodies;

3TddHT| amroasthe.su - amidst the transitory entities;

avasthitam - the

permanent; RfFrhf mahantam - vast; RkpL vibhum - all-pervading;

atmanam - Self; Wl matva - after realising;

dhlrah - the Wise; d 4Hid na

socati - grieves not; 3M17!: apranah - free of the vital-air; ff hi - indeed; SRHT:
amanah - without mind;
hi - indeed; SRJ

subhrah - pure;

asahgah - unattached; Tf

ayam purusah - this Self;

- from the Scriptural passages such as these; SEE

ityadisrutibhyah
atah eva - therefore;

anustheyakarmaphalavilaksanam - distinct from the result
of the sacrificial act which is to be performed; 4f$ikc’4H moksakhyam - that
which is termed 'Liberation'; 3^l<kc=IH, asariratvam - the unembodied state;
HeDignity am - is eternal; ?Td feSH, iti siddham - is ascertained thus
rb? tatra - among these; f4f4d kiheit - some;

parinaminityam

- changeless even while undergoing transformation; Hi Id, syat - may
be; dKHd yasmin - regarding which; RTpfRFRFT SIR vikriyamane api - albeit
it being subject to modification; ct^ ^ tad eva - that alone;
is; |Tct iti - of this from; ^Rv buddhih - cognition; d

idam - this

na vihanyate - is

not destroyed; W yatha - for example; ’JRi'dlK prthivyadi - the Earth etc.;
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^\Mr‘4rqq\^iHjagannityatvavadmam - of the advocates of the theory of the
eternity of the universe; W dT yatha va - or for example; HligJIdIT sarikhyanam
- of the Sankhyans; JjtJlI: gundh - the gunas; Id d, idam tu - but this; MKdlldd>H.

paramarthikam - is absolute; ^d^-iMcMd kiitasthanityam - immutably eternal;
^\H^d.vyomavat - like space; dd'HliM sarvavyapi - all-pervasive; WNwr-lKildH
sarvavikriyarahitam - free from all modifications; McMqHH. nityatrptam
-

eternally

content;

Piw-idH, niravayavam

-

partless;

svayanjyotihsvabhavam - self-luminous by nature; dd yatra - wherein; ddidHI
dharmadharmau - dharma and adharma; 'HI saha - along; TFTd kdryena - with
their result;

^ kalatrayam ca - all through the entire three periods of

time; d dMIddd na upavartete - can never come proximate; d^ "dd tad etat this is that;

asanratvam - unembodied state;
anyatra

- which is termed 'Liberation';

moksakhyam

- distinct; ddld. dharmat - from

dharma; SFdd anyatra - distinct; STtidld, adharmat - from adharma;

anyatra - different; SFHTl^asmdt - from this; t'dlt’dld krtcikrtat - that has been
anyatra - other than; ^dtcl bhutat -

accomplished and unaccomplished;

(a thing of) the past; d ca - and; d°4ldd bhavyat ca - so also other (than a thing
of) the future;

ityadisrutibhyah - from the Scriptural passages such

as these; ®ld: atah - hence; ddfaf - That (Liberation); dtp brahma - is Brahman;
'-ltd yasya - pertaining to which; ^■‘AH iyam - this; TdfTTdT jijhdsd - the desire to
know; Mt^di prastutd - has been presently introduced
dd, tat - That;

yadi - if; Tchd5Tddtd kartavyasesatvena - as subsidiary

to the enjoined act; TTTd^dd upadisyeta - were to be taught; dd d tena ca and consequently; didsfd kartavyena - by means of the enjoined act; HT®?:

sadhyah - as something to be accomplished; dTST moksah - Liberation;
dFvq'UHdd abhyupagamyeta - were to be accepted;

ug anityah eva -

transitory indeed; ¥l\>A syal - that would be; dd Td Hid tatra evam sati - under
b

*N

these circumstances; ddTrfid>dTic5(j dd yathoktakarmaphalesu eva - certainly
among the above-mentioned results of the enjoined actions; dTHPdldi^ld^

taratamyavasthitesu - among the gradationally existent;

anityesu -

among the ephemeral (results); difed. kasat - something; d-ildsiN: atisayah having excellence;

moksah - Liberation; ifd iti - as; SRTSdd prasajyeta 735
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(undesirable consequence) would then follow; ftcq: ^ nityah ca - but only as
eternal;

moksah - Liberation; TLt sarvaih- by all;

- by those who advocate the doctrine of Liberation;
- is acknowledged; 31cb atari - hence; Bna - is not;

moksavadibhih
abhyupagamyate
kartavyasesatvena

brahmopadesah - the thesis of

- as subsidiary to the enjoined act;
expounding Brahman; 'ftp: yuktah - behove

13 C
[commentary refuting the view of vedAntins of a particular section]

To this it is replied: No,1 because of the mutual distinction between the
results of the sacrificial act and the Knowledge of Brahman.2
[the nature of dharma]

The sacrificial act-established in the Scripture and the Traditional Code,
having the appellation 'dharma' and performed by means of the body, the
organ of speech and the mind3 - has been aphoristically presented as the
object of the desire to know in (Pu.Mt.Sil.1.1.1) "Then, therefore, is the
desire to know dharma."4 'Adharma' (sinful act) - such as killing and so
on, by the prohibitory injunction as it is characterised so - is also desired
to be known in order that it may be avoided. The results of the fruits of
dharma and adharma, that are characterised so by the injunctions, which
are respectively the good and the evil, are the perceptible pleasure and
pain that are being experienced verily by means of the body, speech and
mind, which are generated by the contact of senses and their objects and
are well-known to affect all, commencing from Brahma down to stationary
living beings.5
[gradation in dharma and adharma and the gradation in their result]

A gradation of pleasure is described in the Scripture with regard to all
the embodied beings commencing from mankind and ending with Brahma.
Therefrom, a gradation of its cause, that is dharma, is also inferred; and, on
account of the gradation of dharma, the gradation of the persons qualified
to perform dharma is also inferred. The gradation of the persons qualified
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to perform dharma, being caused by the gradations of their desire for
fruits, capacity, knowledge and so on is truly well-known.6
And, thus, only of those who perform the sacrificial acts and so on on
account of the specific excellence in their knowledge and contemplation,
the journey is by the Northern Path; while, merely through the means
furnished by sacrificial acts, works of public utility and charity, the journey
is by the Southern Path, through Smoke and the other stages. There too,
we come to know about the gradation of pleasure, and the gradation of the
means thereof (i.e. dharma) from the Scriptural teaching (Cha.U.5.10.5):
"after having lived there till the exhaustion of the merit (of dharmic acts)."7
Similarly, a modicum of pleasure, available for beings starting from
man down to the denizens of hell and the immovable beings, existing
in a gradation, is inferred to be effected only by dharma, which dharma
has been characterised so by the prescriptive injunctions. Analogously,
because a gradation of pain is observed in the embodied beings belonging
to the higher and the lower realms, a gradation is inferred, with regard
to their cause, that is adharma, which adharma is characterised so by the
prohibitory injunctions and also (a gradation) with regard to those who
commit those acts of adharma.8
[these gradations are verily the transitory transmigratory existence]

Thus, the gradation of pleasure and pain - pertaining to those who are
afflicted with the defect of ignorance and so on, effected by the gradation
of dharma and adharma and having the acquisition of the physical body
as its antecedent - is transitory, is of the very nature of transmigration and
is well-known in the Scripture, the Traditional Code and the Reasoning.
And thus the Scriptural passage (Cha.U.8.12.1) reiterates the nature of
transmigration as described above: "Indeed for the one who remains
embodied, there is no destruction of pleasure and pain."
[liberation is the unembodied state; it is not effected by dharma]

Because the Scriptural passage (Gfia.tT.8.12.1), "Verily, being free from
embodiment, pleasure and pain do not touch him," denies the touch of
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pleasure and pain, in the unembodied state that is termed 'Liberation', it
is inferred that Liberation is not effected by dharma, that is characterised
so by the injunctions. If it were to be the result of dharma, such a denial of
pleasure and pain would be indeed incongruous.9
[the unembodied state is indeed natural]

If it be argued that the unembodied state itself is the effect of dharma10
-it is not so, because of It being the natural state (of the Self)11 as gathered
from the Scriptural passages

(Ka.U. 1.2.22, Mu.U.2.1.2 & Br.UA.3.15

respectively in order) "The Wise, after realising the vast and all-pervading
Self, as being unembodied amidst the bodies, as being permanent amidst
the transitory entities, grieves not," "Indeed, the Self is free of the vital-air,
without mind and is pure," "This Self is unattached" and so on. Therefore,
it is ascertained that the unembodied state, which is termed 'Liberation',
is eternal and distinct from the result of the sacrificial act that is to be
performed.12
[this is the eternally immutable brahman]

Among these eternal things, some may be categorised as being
'changeless even while undergoing transformation', regarding which,
albeit its being subject to modification, the cognition (i.e. recognition),
"This is that alone," is not destroyed - for example, the Earth etc. in the
opinion of the advocates of the theory of eternity of the universe, or
for example, the gunas in the opinion of the Sankhyans.

But This (i.e.

Liberation or the unembodied state) is absolute, immutably eternal,
all-pervasive like space, free from all modifications, eternally content,
partless, self-luminous by nature, wherein dharma and adharma, along
with their result, can never come even proximate all through the entire
three periods of time.
This is that unembodied state that is termed 'Liberation' comprehended
from Scriptural passages, such as (Ka.U.1.2.14) "Distinct from dharma and
distinct from adharma; different from this that has been accomplished and
unaccomplished; and other than (a thing of) the past and so also other than
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{a thing of) the future" and so on. That (Liberation) is (verily) Brahman
pertaining to which this desire to know has been presently introduced.13
[hence brahman is not expounded as being subordinate to the enjoined act]

If That (Brahman) being were to be taught as subsidiary to the enjoined
act, and consequently if Liberation were to be accepted as something
accomplished by means of the enjoined act, then It would indeed be
transitory. Under these circumstances, there would then follow (the
undesirable consequence) of Liberation being certainly something merely
having an excellence among the gradationally existing ephemeral results
of the enj oined actions. But, Liberation is accepted only as eternal by all
those who uphold the doctrine of Liberation. Hence, it does not behove to
expound the thesis of Brahman being subsidiary to the enjoined act.14
13 D
1. To this it is replied: No: The Purvapaksin has used his logical accumen
to establish that, if Brahman has the Scripture as the only means for Its
knowledge ("Sdstrapramanakarh brahma"), It can be so only through the
injunction on the act of contemplation (pratipattividhi). Confronted with
such stubborn resistance from the Vrttikara, apparently supported by his
argumentative arsenal, the Siddhantin now prepares himself to confute the
Purvapaksin's view16 with overwhelmingly sagacious logical grounds that
are amply strengthened by the Scriptural evidence.
2. because of the mutual distinction between the results of the sacrificial
act and the Knowledge of Brahman: The present keen and precise sentence
in the Bhasya is a 'vastu-sangraha-vakya' - that is a pithy sentence that
summarises the entire idea of what will be elaborated in the lengthy Bhasya
discussion that is to follow.
The present sentence, "karmabrahmavidyaphalayorvailaksanyat - because
of the mutual distinction between the results of the sacrificial act and the
Knowledge of Brahman," is evidently intended to have a direct connection
w Cf.
Also, cf.

{^raq?jci, av!- ’tepwr
H

- HWcll
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with the concluding sentence of the present section “ato na kartavyasesatvena

brahmopadeso yuktah - Hence, the thesis of the teaching pertaining to
Brahman, as being subsidiary to what needs to be performed, is unsound."
Thus, the rest of the Bhasya tract - in between the vastu-sangraha-vakya and
the concluding statement - is only in the form of elucidating the main theme
encapsulated in the vastu-sangraha-vakya.17
The unique way in which the Bhasyakara has presented this section
stands testimony to the exemplary command the Bhasyakara has, on not
only the philosophical concepts in the subject matter but also over the use of
language and logic, in presenting the facts relating to the point at issue. It is
a delight to see how the Acarya develops the theme logically, step by step,
and it will be our endeavour to identify and mark these steps.
It may be of benefit to recall that even in the preceding two contexts,
the Acarya has actually raised this very point for rebutting the Vrttikara's
arguments, but with different nuances by taking into consideration the
relevant contexts.
The first context consists in the discussion for identifying the anantaryapratiyogin, that is 'prior correlate (pratiyogin) of the immediate succession
(anantarya)' which has been determined as the signification of the word
'atha' ('then') in the Brahmajijnasa-sutra, "athato brahmajijnasS - Then,
therefore, the desire to know Brahman." There, the Purvapaksin’s contention
has been that the knowledge of the sacrificial acts is the cause of brahmajijnasa. Hence, the word 'atha' in the first Jijnasa-sutra should naturally
signify 'in the immediate succession to acquisition of the knowledge of
karma' (karmavabodha-anantarya) that is obtained by dint of the study of

Purva-mimamsa.w
17 Cf.

srtt ^

s^dy-d ’rzrj ww:-

TfTcT: SJTcBt RFR33 RifTR Wc^ihifoWdldd fetlfllRT

18 This contention of the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, is an obvious corollary of his basic thesis
which is now under review: Just as the injunctions in the karma-kanda teach the Agnihotrakarma as subsidiary to the action (the meaning of the verb, i.e. dhatvartha) enjoined, the
Upardsadic declarations too teach Brahman as being subsidiary by being as an object of the
act of contemplation (pratipattividhi-visayataya).
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The Acarya has refuted, in the Jijnasadhikarana, the Vrttikara's argument
by pointing out the impossibility of any cause and effect relationship
(karyakarana-bhava-sambandha) between dharma-jijnasa and brahmajijnasa, on the following two grounds: (1) The results of what are desired to
be known (jijnasya), respectively in the Purva-mimamsa and in the Brahma-

mtmamsa, are mutually exclusive and are even opposed to each other. The
result of karma is 'abhyudaya', that is the prosperity to be acquired through
the performance of sacrificial rites while the result of Knowledge of Brahman
is 'Moksa', that is Liberation, which does not depend on any observance. (2)
Further, the nature of the respective domains of dharma-jijnasa and brahmajijhasa, consisting in karma and Brahman, differ from each other. The basic
nature of karma is that it is not in existence when we come to know about it
from the Scripture since it comes into existence only during the time when
it is being undertaken by the performer. On the other hand. Brahman is
already in existence even when we learn about it from the Scripture. In view
of all this, there cannot be any cause and effect relation (karyakarana-bhavasambandha) between karma-jnana (karmavabodha/dharma-jnana) and
Brahma-jnana. Hence, the word 'atha', meaning 'then', in the Jijnasa-sutra
is not likely to have been used to denote 'in the immediate succession to the
acquisition of karmajnana'.19
The second context, wherein the Bhasyakara had brought in this point to
quell the Vrttikara's objection, was in the Samanvaya-sutra (vide Section 8).
The thesis of the Vrttikara is that the Upanisads indeed teach Brahman, but
merely as the content of the injunction on contemplation (pratipattividhivisayataya), which contemplation is an act, since it depends for its execution
on the will of the person who has thus been enjoined to perform it. During
the course of the elucidation of this Vrttikara's thesis - that just as the karmakanda enjoins sacrificial acts, such as Agnihotra as the means for attaining
heaven, so also do the Upanisads enjoin the act on contemplation of Brahman
as the means of attaining Liberation20 - the Acarya raised an objection. The
19 For details see Jijnasadhikarana, Sections 6 and 7.
20 For details Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8.
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argument of the Acarya in this case was simple. He simply drew the attention
of the Vrttikara to the Siddhantin's point that was discussed earlier:21 Because
the essential nature of dharma and Brahman are diametrically opposed
to each other, the knowledge of dharma and the Knowledge of Brahman
are also entirely different. Hence, the natural conclusion is that the Vedic
teaching of dharma and the Upanisadic exposition of Brahman cannot be
construed as analogous.22
In the present context, too, the Acarya raises the same point, but with
a different orientation. He now draws a marked distinction between the
result of dharma and adharma on the one hand and that of the Knowledge
of Brahman on the other. The results of dharma, and also of adharma,
ordained respectively in the Scripture by their prescriptive (vidhi) and
prohibitive injunctions (nisedha), are respectively pleasure and pain. And
the innumerable varieties and gradations of these results, namely pleasure
and pain, which characterise the state of transmigration (samsara-avastha)
of the Self, are all transitory by nature and all of them presuppose the
embodied state (sasarlratva).23 On the other hand. Liberation (Moksa), the
result of Knowledge of Brahman, which is the essential and the natural state
of the Self, does not presume an embodied state (asarlratva).24
It may further be stated that the Knowledge of Brahman is itself
Liberation; to wit. Brahman Itself, the one alone without a second ("ekam

eva advitlyam"), immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya), and untouched by
dharma, adharma and their results, that is pleasure and pain, and thus this
Knowledge of Brahman (i.e. Liberation) is verily the absolute cessation of
transmigration (samsara-nivrtti). In short, the results of dharma and its
counter corelate (virodhin), adharma, consisting in pleasure and pain, lead
to the perpetuation of samsara, while the result of Brahma-jnana, that is
21 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 7.
22 For details Samanvayadhikarana, Section 9.
23 For, without a body one cannot experience the fruits of one's action, pleasure and pain.
24 Cf.

HrfwS

^ 'Wf WficS:

^#1—SRfdt

Uni 3

ftTOWdi 'PTBIR! 3 -dl<il<Uc=l*M WfW, WmfWtlxtWI
Med Id Id

- 4*H(R$I
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Moksa (Liberation) - which actually cannot be said to be the result in the
true sense as it is not brought into existence by any action - effects the total
destruction of samsara. Consequently, the knowledge of dharma and that
of Brahman are diametrically opposed.25 That is why it is not reasonably
possible to teach Brahman as the content of, or as subsidiary to, an enjoined
action, while dharma ought to be taught so.26
In the sequel, we will be observing how the Acarya presses into service
all his arguments to demolish the thesis of the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, by
making the best use of these points discussed here.
3. The sacrificial act - established in the Scripture and the Traditional
Code, having the appellation 'dharma' and performed by means of the
body, the organ of speech and the mind: "Agnihotram juhoti - One should
offer the Agnihotra oblation," “sviidhyayanma pramadah - Do not neglect
the daily study of the Scripture," and "aharahah sandhyamupasita - Daily
contemplate upon Sandhya," are some of the Scriptural injunctions (Srutivakya) enjoining actions pertaining to the physical body (sarlra), the organ
of speech (vak) and the mind (manas). There are also many injunctions of
similar nature ordained in the Traditional Codes (Smrti) related to karmakanda. There is no doubt that without involving the activity of mind (manas),
the internal organ, no bodily activity or speech can ever take place. Yet, the
classification is made here in view of the conspicuous direct part played by
the body and organ of speech in the field of action.
4. has been aphoristically presented as the object of the desire to know
in (Pu.Mi.Sii. 1.1.1) "Then, therefore, is the desire to know dharma":
This

first

aphorism

of

the

Purvamimamsa-darsana

is

interpreted

as

"svadhyayadhyayananantaram adhyayanasyarthavattvavasyakatvad atah dharmavicarah kartavyah - After learning one’s own branch of the Scripture, because
25 Cf. W d
;
26 ^|i£rq<CTuii: ^

cPT

I ^

faHm.i4aicdsiMeM
rto,

'isn
-areal
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such a learning must be with a specific purpose of knowing its purport, that
is dharma, therefore an inquiry into dharma is to be undertaken.27
5. 'Adharma' (sinful act) - such as killing and so on, by the prohibitory
injunction as it is characterised so - is also desired to be known in order
that it may be avoided.28 The results of the fruits of dharma and adharma,
that are characterised so by the injunctions, which are respectively the
good and the evil, are the perceptible pleasure and pain which are being
experienced verily by means of the body, speech and mind and which are
generated by the contact of senses and their objects and are well-known
to affect all, commencing from Brahma down to stationary living beings:
Here, the Acarya prepares the ground for an important point that he intends
to state a little later, in the present section itself, and also to take up for
discussion later on. (Vide Section 23.)

"Ma himsyat sarva bhutam - Do not kill any living being" is the sentence
which is usually cited as a stock example for prohibitory injunctions
on adharma. Hence, we observe the Bhasya citing "killing and so on"

("himsadih") as the typical illustration of adharma.
This

Bhasya

dharmadharmayoh

sentence,

phale

“tayoh

pratyakse

codanalaksanayoh
sukhaduhkhe

arthanarthayoh

sarlravanmanobhireva

upabhujyamane visayendriyasamyogajanye brahmadisu sthavarantesu prasiddhe
- The results of the fruits of dharma and adharma, that are characterised
so by the injunctions, which are respectively the good and the evil, are the
perceptible pleasure and pain which are being experienced verily by means of
the body, speech and mind and which are generated by the contact of senses
and their objects and are well-known to affect all, commencing from Brahma
down to stationary living beings," contains seminal and significant ideas:
(1) From the Scripture alone, we come to know that pleasure and pain are the
results respectively of dharma and adharma that are enjoined as prescriptive
(vihita) and prohibitive (nisiddha) respectively in the Scripture (Sruti) and
the Traditional Code (Smrti).
27 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 2, n.2.

28 Cf.
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(2) It is to be carefully noted that it is the 'experience' (anubhava) of pleasure
(sukha) and pain (duhkha) alone that constitutes the 'result' (phala) and
not mere pleasure and pain per se.29 We have already observed that dharma
and adharma are brought about by their actual performance of the acts
that have been prescribed or prohibited respectively by the Scripture and
the Traditional Codes. Likewise, the fruits of dharma and adharma, that is
pleasure and pain, are indeed in existence only when they actually become
objects of direct experience.
(3) It was mentioned in the foregoing that the dharmic and adharmic actions
are performed by means of one's body, speech and mind. Hence, the results
of these actions, that is pleasure and pain, are also experienced by the same
means ("sukhaduhkhe sarlravanmanobhih eva upabhuijyamane").™
(4) From our observations on the empirical plane and our study of the
Scripture, Puranas and so on, we do come to know that the experience of
pleasure and pain is common to all beings starting from Brahma, the Creator
of the cosmos, down to an insignificant and the most tiniest plant.31

6. A gradation of pleasure is described in the Scripture with regard to
all the embodied beings commencing from mankind and ending with
Brahma. Therefrom, a gradation of its cause, that is dharma, is also
inferred; and, on account of the gradation of dharma, the gradation of the
persons qualified to perform dharma is also inferred. The gradation of the
persons qualified to perform dharma, being caused by the gradations of
their desire for fruits, capacity, knowledge and so on is truly well-known:
This Bhasya sentence alludes to a lengthy passage in the Taittiriya-upanisad
(2.8). The Upanisadic tract commences with “xjuva syat sadhn yuvadhyayakah Suppose there is a young man, good, in the prime of his life, knowledgeable"
and concludes as "sa eko brahmana anandah - It is a unit of Brahma's joy." This
2i Vide "Sukhaduhkhasamvedamm phalam - Result signifies the direct experience of pleasure
and pain." (Nyaya-bhasya, 1.1.20)
30 The compound word 'sarlravanmanobhih' stands for the entire karyakarana-sahghata
(psycho-physical organism).
31 According to the Upanisadic thought, the trees and plants also constitute embodied
selves experiencing pleasure and pain. Vide Chandogyopanisad-bhasya (6.11.2): “vrksasya rasasravamsosanadilihgajjivavattvam drstantasrutesca cetanavantah sthdvara Hi:”
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passage delineates the enjoyment of pleasure in eleven ascending gradations,
the eleventh being the unexcelled joy of Brahma, the Creator.
It first conceives the pleasure of a perfect youthful man, possessing the
intellectual and physical wealth in the fullest measure, as the single unit of
human pleasure ("sa eko manusa anandah").32 The passage, then, goes on to
describe the pleasure in a progressively ascending gradation by the hundred.
A hundredfold such human pleasure constitutes one unit of pleasure of the
Human-Gandharvas (Manusya-gandharva). The pleasure of the DivineGandharvas (Deva-gandharva), the Pitrs (forefathers), Ajanaja-deva (those who
have become gods by virtue of the acts mentioned in the Smrti), Karma-deva
(those who have become gods by the acts delineated in the Sruti), the Devas
themselves (deities - 33 in number),33 Indra (king of the Devas), Brhaspati (Guru
of the Devas) and Prajapati (Virat) being progressively ascending, reaches the
very acme of joy possible in the realm of the embodied in Brahma, he being the
eleventh in the gradation, that is the last one whose happiness is the highest
among the embodied. This Upanisadic inquiry into gradation of pleasure is
traditionally termed 'ananda-mimaiiisa' (inquiry into happiness) or 'anandataratamya-mimamsa' (inquiry into the gradations of pleasure).
While describing the ascending gradations of pleasure of all these
embodied beings up to that of Brahma, the Scripture does not explicitly
specify the cause that is responsible for the different levels of pleasure
that are experienced by embodied beings of these gradations. Hence, the
Acarya observes that this cause is to be 'inferred' ("gamyate”) only on the
basis of the cause-effect relationship between dharma and pleasure. This
means that the varied gradations of the cause (karana) can be stipulated to
determine those varied gradations of the effect (karya), that is to say, the
differing gradations of dharma performed by an individual shall determine
the differing gradations of pleasure that he comes to experience in the abovementioned gradations of embodiments.34
32Cf.i

^rrcrri -

33 Eight Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, Indra and Prajapati
34 See for example, the Scriptural statements such as (Taz.Sflm.2.1.1.1), “vayavyam svetamalabheta
bhiitikamah - He who desires prosperity should offer in sacrifice a white goat to Vayu,"
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Everybody knows that the gradations in the skill, technical know-how,
dedication and so on, that pertain to the agents, who endeavour to produce
results, are also evident causes in the differing nature of the products which
these agents produce - such as pot, cloth, ornaments and so on.35 In a similar
way, the gradations of pleasure, the product of dharma, which is nothing but
an act positively enjoined (vihita) by the Scripture, can be attributed to the
gradations of adhikarin's qualifications consisting in their desire for fruits
(arthitva), capability (saktitva), knowledge (vidvattva) and so on.36

7. And, thus, only of those who perform the sacrificial acts and so on, on
account of the specific excellence in their knowledge and contemplation,
the journey is by the Northern Path; while, merely through the means
furnished by sacrificial acts, works of public utility and charity, the journey
is by the Southern Path, through Smoke and the other stages. There too,
we come to know about the gradation of pleasure, and the gradation of the
means thereof (i.e. dharma) from the Scriptural teaching (Chd.U.5.10.5):
"after having lived there till the exhaustion of the merit (of dharmic acts)":
The Acarya has already cited instances of the gradations of pleasure of
various embodied beings as depicted in the Taittiriya-upanisad. He has also
shown how the gradations existing in their pleasure also lead us to infer the
gradations of their cause, that is dharma, and the gradations of the agents of
dharma (adhikarin) effected by the gradations in their qualifications.
Now, in the present Bhasya passage, the Acarya proceeds to illustrate
how the Scripture itself provides instances of the performance of the same
dharmic act, when associated with different sets of accessories or adjuncts,
produces different sets of results, that is pleasure with its inherent gradations.
wherein the cause-effect relation (karyakarana-bhava-sambandha) between dharma and
happiness is explicitly stated.
35 Cf.
36 Vide "acaraprabhavo dharmah."
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The sixth case-suffix in the word "yagadyanusthayinam,” of the present
Bhasya sentence, is what is technically known as 'nirdharane sasthi', that is
the sixth case-ending denoting a selection of one or some, out of the set of
many. The idea here is this: Some of the performers of sacrifices depending
upon the contemplation (upasana) that they have performed in addition to
the usual sacrificial acts (ista) journey by the Northern Path (Uttara-patha)37
while some others go by the Southern Path (Daksina-patha) who have merely
performed the sacrificial acts (ista) in conjunction with the meritorious
charitable acts (purta).38
From the Scripture (Sruti) and Traditional Code (Smrti)39 themselves,
we learn about the path of the journey of the individual selves of those
persons who had performed the Vedic sacrifices and had also engaged in
such practices as Saguna-brahmopasana, as the Dahara-vidya, or Nirgunabrahmopasana or the 'Pancagni-vidya' (Doctrine of the Five Fires) and so on.40
It is said that on departing from their corporeal bodies, these individual
selves undertake their journey through the Northern Path and by stages, reach
Brahma-loka, the realm of Brahma or Hiranyagarbha, the first embodied
Being, the Creator of the world. They stay there, learn from Brahma himself
the Knowledge of Brahman - the exception being those who had performed
Pancagni-vidya - and at the end of the cosmic cycle (kalpanta), they, along
with Brahma, reach the Supreme, that is they become one with the supreme
Brahman and thus never return to this human world.41
37 Cf. OTI'CTqi

stslMWWH HINW, (¥1.3. V.

sScMiRhI TO

I - *e!WT

38 For details on the Northern Path and the Southern Path as well as their respective causes
one may refer to the Chandogya-upani$ad, 5.10.1-5 and the Sankara-bhasya thereon. It is obvious
that the Acarya has these Upanisadic passages in mind in the present context.
39 Refer to the Cha.U.5.10.1, Br.U.6.2.15, B.G.8.24, B.S.4.3.7-14 and 4.4.17-22 and the Acarya's
Bhasya thereon.
10 Dahara-vidya is explained in the Chandogya-upanisad, 8.1. The Pancagni-vidya is taught in
detail in the Chandogya-upanisad, 5.3-9 and Brhadaranyaka-upanisad, 6.2.1-16.
41 Two categories of individuals are known to reach the Brahma-loka through the Northern
Path. Among them, one category of individuals gain Liberation from the teachings of Brahma
in the Brahma-loka and merge with the supreme Brahman at the end of the kalpa (cycle of
creation), along with Brahma, the Creator, himself. Such a Liberation is termed, 'Kramamukti', that is 'Gradual Liberation', as contrasted with 'Jivan-mukti' or the 'Liberation
while living' wherein the Realised person being one with the supreme Brahman does not
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This path is known as' Arciradi-marga', that is the 'path commencing with
Light', because the first stage in this path is presided over by Arcis, the deity
presiding over light. It is also known as 'Uttara-patha', that is the 'Northern
Path', because the deity in the fourth stage of this path of the onward journey
of the self (jlva) is governed by the deity presiding over the period of six
months during which the Sun journeys towards the north (uttarayana-kala).
journey to the Brahma-loka to gain the ultimate oneness with Brahman. Those who have
performed Nirguna-brahmopasana or Saguna-brahmopasanas like the Dahara-vidya with a
sense of oneness with the altar of their worship (i.e. ahangrahopasana) come to be blessed
with the Krama-mukti. The other category are upasakas who are the practioners of Pancagrdvidya, Asvamedha, Naisthika-brahmacarya and so on, who like the Nirguna- or Sagunabrahmopasakas (i.e. the first category of upasakas), do reach the Brahma-loka through the
Uttara-patha, but at the exhaustion of their merits, they are reborn in the realms of the mortals
in the next Kalpa (cycle of creation), for they were not gifted with the Knowledge of Brahman
by the Creator.
The general rule is that the pratikopasakas do not qualify to reach the Brahma-loka
by the Northern Path. Yet, the Sruti makes an exception to this general rule by declaring
that the Pancagni-vidya-upasakas reach the Brahma-loka by the Northern Path as seen in
the following passage (Cha.UA.15.5): "sa enan brahmalokam nayati - The supra-human being
leads this upasaka to the Brahma-loka." Such a specific enunciation of the Sruti that states an
exception to a general rule is termed 'ahatyavada' (vide Brahmasutra-hhasya, 4.3.15).
In this manner, the exposition of the two categories of individuals that reach the
Brahma-loka - one deserving Krama-mukti and the other not - explains this well-known
verse of the Bhagavad-gita (8.16) that states that one returns even from the Brahma-loka:
"Sbmhmabhuvanallokah pumravartino'rjuna, mamupetya tu kaunteya punarjanma na vidyate - O
Arjuna, all the places (of enjoyment), together with the world of Brahma, are subject to return.
But, O Son of Kimti, there is no rebirth after reaching me."
The Ratnaprabha commentary on the Brahma-sutra (4.4.22) makes a mention of the abovediscussed points when it states:
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The Sanskrit translation of VicClrasagara (5.312) of Sant Niscaladasa by Vasudeva Brahmendra
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This path is also designated by the term 'Deva-patha' or 'Devayana-patha',
that is the 'path to the gods', since by travelling by this path, the self attains
the realm of the heavenly gods.42
On the other hand, the individual selves of those who had performed
the sacrificial acts (ista), and have led a life of nobility performing charitable
acts for the welfare of the society (purta and datta), albeit without the
performance of any sort of contemplation (upasana), such as the abovementioned Pancagni-vidya, travel by the Manes' Path (Pi try ana).43
The expression "ista-purta-datta" in the Bhasya tract is redolent of the

Chandogya-upanisad passage 5.10.3.44 In the context of this Chandogya-upanisad
passage, the Acarya explains these terms 'ista' (Vedic ritual), 'purta' (works
of public utility) and 'datta' (charity): "istam agnihotradi vaidikarh karma 'Ista' refers to the Vedic sacrificial acts such as Agnihotra," "purtam vapi-

kupa-tadaga-aramadi-karanam - 'Purta' refer to the digging of reservoirs, wells
and ponds and the laying out of gardens," and "dattam bahirvedi yathasakti

dravyavibMgah - 'Datta' is the gifting of wealth according to one's capacity
outside the sacrificial place."45
The commentaries such as Ratnaprabha, Nyayanirnaya and so on on the

Brahmasutra-bhasya explain these terms thus: 'Ista' includes the sacrificial
acts such as the Agnihotra, austerity (tapas), speaking the truth (satya),
preserving Scriptures by its regular study and its teaching (vedanam

42 The various deities, that preside over the different stages through which the self is led
to the Brahma-loka, are as follows: (1) deity of light {'arcis' - this term stands for both the
deity of fire (agni) & the deity of light (jyoti) referred to in B.G.8.24), (2) deity of daylight
(ahah), (3) deity of the bright-fortnight (suklapaksa), (4) deity of the six months during
which the sun moves northward (uttarayana), (5) deity of the year (sarhvatsara), (6) Sundeity (aditya), (7) Moon-deity (candramas) and (8) the Lightning-deity (vidyut). Thereafter,
a supra-human being (amanava-purusa) leads the self to the world of Brahma-loka, the
realm of the Creator.
43 Cf.
quwtrnfi—1wy>-Ricii wceKHWiityiPn II

43 This stipulation of “bahirvedi - outside the sacrificial altar" is stated because what is given on
the spot of the sacrificial altar is actually a sacrificial gift (daksina) and hence it too becomes
part of sacrificial rite itself.
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anupalanam), hospitality (atithya) and the Vaisvadeva rite.46 'Purta7 includes
digging of reservoirs (vapi), wells (kupa), ponds (tadaga) and so on and
building temples for gods (devatayana), constructing houses where the
poor are fed (annadana-grha) and laying out gardens (arama). And, 7datta'
comprises protecting the refugees (saranagata sarttrana), non-injury (ahiiiisa)
and distributing of one’s own wealth among the deserving ones outside the
place of sacrificial altar (bahirvedi-danam).47
This Southern path by which these individual selves travel is also given
the appellation 'Dhumadi-marga7, that is the 'path commencing with dhuma
(smoke)7, because the first stage in this path is presided over by the deity
of Dhuma (smoke). This path is also termed 'Pitryana7 (Path of the Manes)
because by travelling through this path, the individual selves reach the
Realm of the Manes (Pitrloka). The path is also known as 'Daksina-patha'
(Southern Path) because the fourth stage in this path is presided over by the
deity pertaining to the period of six months during which the sun journeys
slanting towards the south (daksinayana). We have already mentioned
that these individual selves reach the Realm of the Manes (Pitrloka). But
therefrom only the individual selves which have come to possess sufficient
merits (punya), accumulated by the performance of the sacrificial acts, travel
further and reach the Candra-loka, the Realm of the Moon, become identified
with it, and come to inhabit the joyous Realm of the Deities.48
Their tenure in these higher realms is only as long as the unseen result
(adrsta) of their meritorious deeds (punya-karma) lasts (yavat sampatam).49
46 'Visvedevah' is a particular group of deities, ten in number, and supposed to be sons of
Visva. Their names are enumerated in this verse: "vasuh satyah kraturdaksdh kfilah kamo dhrtih
kunih, purureva madrcivdSca visvedevah praldrtitah,"
47 The following verses enumerate the above elaborated 'ista', 'purta' and 'datta':
a1* wed
^ saPwfatfcR 11
4dlHcJ4l'iRkRll *R<J|PRK*s||u|
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It

48 The deities, that preside over the various stages of the Southern Path, are as follows:
(1) deity of smoke (dhuma), (2) deity of night (ratri), (3) deity of the dark fortnight (krsnapaksa),
(4) deity of the six months during which the sun moves southward (daksinayana), (5) Manes
(pitr) and (6) deity of the inter-space (antariksa). Traversing the Southern Path, that is presided
by these deities in the various stages of their progress, the individual selves finally reach the
Candra-loka, the Realm of the Moon, that is inhabited by the gods.
4<) Cf. «"Hctfc1 tb’tfki
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Thereupon, after the exhaustion of their punya, they return to the realm of
the mortals, that is they are reborn in the manusya-loka.50
Thus, the individuals who journey by either of these two paths (Uttarapatha or Daksirta-patha) enjoy the gradational pleasure in the various realms
corresponding to the realm they come to inhabit. This, as already stated,
indicates the gradations of its cause, to wit, dharma, and the gradation in the
performers (adhikari-taratamya) of those dharmic acts which are effected in
turn by the gradations in the performer's qualifications (arthitva, saktimattva,
vidvattva, etc.).
8. Similarly, a modicum of pleasure, available for beings starting from
man down to the denizens of hell and the immovable beings, existing
in a gradation, is inferred to be effected only by dharma, which dharma
has been characterised so by the prescriptive injunctions. Analogously,
because a gradation of pain is observed in the embodied beings belonging
to the higher and the lower realms, a gradation is inferred, with regard
to their cause, that is adharma, which adharma is characterised so by the
prohibitory injunctions and also (a gradation) with regard to those who
commit those acts of adharma: This is stated to show that just as the upward

gradation, there is also the downward gradation with regard to the enjoyment
of pleasure.51 Indeed, the downward gradation is practically inbuilt in the
description of the upward gradation; yet, a brief but direct statement in this
regard seems to have been felt necessary by the Bhasyakara because he states:
"tatha manusyadisu narakasthavarantesu sukhalavah codanalaksanadharmasadhyah
eva iti gamyate taratamyena vartamanah - Similarly, a modicum of pleasure,
available for beings starting from man down to the denizens of hell and the
immovable beings, existing in a gradation, is inferred to be effected only
Also, cf. fWcffcl
SfaWl W5R: WI - -MWWW
Also, cf.
'♦>4^1;
rjRc'Pkl: ^1:
1
50 Vide "te tain bhuktva svargalokam visalam ksine punye martyalokam visanti, evam
trayidharmamanuprapanna gatagatam kMmakfima labhante - They, having enjoyed the vast
heaven-world, enter the world of the mortals after their merits have been exhausted; thus,
abiding by the injunctions of the three (Vedas), desiring (objects of) desires, they attain to the
state of 'going and returning'." (B.G.9.21)
51 Cf.
ria^aRcr«R.3r|ttl 3lbFlH|3Hf—I -taw
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by dharma, which dharma has been characterised so by the prescriptive
injunctions."
Just as the enjoyment of pleasure is marked by a vast variety of gradations,
in the same way, the bitter experience of pain too is noted for its enormous
variety of gradation - both in the realms below and above. Here, too,
these gradations lead to the inference of similar gradations with regard to
their cause, to wit, adharma, and the gradations in their perpetrators, and
gradations in the performer's qualifications (arthitva, saktimattva, etc.) - all
just as in the case of pleasure.52
9. Thus, the gradation of pleasure and pain - pertaining to those who are
afflicted with the defect of ignorance and so on, effected by the gradation
of dharma and adharma and having the acquisition of the physical body
as its antecedent - is transitory, is of the very nature of transmigration and
is well-known in the Scripture, the Traditional Code and the Reasoning.
And thus the Scriptural passage (Cha.U.8.12.1) reiterates the nature
of transmigration described above: "Indeed for the one who remains
embodied, there is no destruction of pleasure and pain." Because the
Scriptural passage (Cha.U.8.12.1), "Verily, being free from embodiment,
pleasure and pain do not touch him," denies the touch of pleasure and
pain, in the unembodied state that is termed 'Liberation', it is inferred
that Liberation is not effected by dharma, that is characterised so by the
injunctions. If it were to be the result of dharma, such a denial of pleasure
and pain would be indeed incongruous: As detailed above, the gradations

in the experiences of pleasure and pain point to the gradation of their causes,
to wit, dharma and adharma respectively. Also, the experience of pleasure
and pain further prove that they themselves, along with their causes, all
pertain to, and presuppose, the embodied state (sariratva) of the self. For
in the absence of the body, there cannot be any experience of pleasure and
pain. That is the reason why all philosophers of the Indian tradition define
body (sarlra) as the field ('ksetra' or 'ayatana'), within which the self has its
experience of pleasure and pain - "cltmano bhogayatanam sarlram.”
52 Cf.
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Further, the embodied state of the self is the very crux of its transmigratory
existence (samsara). All philosophical schools concur in declaring the
transmigratory state to be the inevitable result of the fault of Nescience
(avidya-dosa). Therefore, it is evident that the result of actions enjoined
by the Vedic injunctions tend to only perpetuate the embodied existence
(sasariratva) and thus the transmigratory state (samsaravastha). Thus, the
result of the dharmic act enjoined by the Vedic injunction (vidhi) is totally
distinct from, and diametrically oppossed to, the result of Brahma-jnana
(Knowledge of Brahman), consisting in the unembodied state (asariratva),
which is but the very negation of the entire realm of the transmigration
(samsaravastha).53
This undeniable fact is validated by the Scripture (Sruti), the Traditional
Code (Smrti) and the Reasoning (Nyaya). The reasoning aspect has already
been shown in detail above. Hence, the Acarya cites a Scriptural passage,
from the Chandogya-upanisad, to substantiate his analysis (CM. U.8.12.1): "na
ha vai sasarlrasya priyapriyayorapahatirasti. asanram vdva santam priyapriye na
sprsatah - Indeed for the one who remains embodied, there is no destruction
of pleasure and pain. Verily, being free from embodiment, pleasure and pain
do not touch him."54
It is obvious that this passage consists of two parts. The first part, "na
ha vai sasarlrasya priyapriyayorapahatirasti - Indeed for the one who remains
embodied, there is no destruction of pleasure and pain," describes the
embodied state (samsaravastha) as a state of experience of pleasure (priya)
and pain (apriya) and this description has the support of Reasoning
(Nyaya) which has been detailed above. Similarly, the second part of the
passage, "asanram vava santam priyapriye na sprsatah - Verily, being free from
embodiment, pleasure and pain do not touch him," expounds the unembodied
53 Cf.

at^trtJtfRFT
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34 A certain section of Vedantins opine that even in the State of Liberation (moksavastha), the
Self does have a body and Liberation is therefore the result of Upasana (contemplation) and
that this thesis must be accepted on the very authority of the Scripture sans the validation by
Logic (Nyaya). But the Upanisadic description of Liberation as being 'asanram', that is the
unembodied state, does put to nought the above contention of these Vedantins.
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state (asariratva), that is Liberation (muktavastha), as a state which is not
even a wee bit affected by pleasure (priya) and pain (apriya). This teaching
too is well supported by the very reasoning that has been delineated above.
The Acarya seems to opine that the first part of the passage simply restates
(anuvadati)55 the fact established by Reasoning (Nyaya)56 and that basing on
this restatement (anuvada), the later part expounds the unembodied state
(asariratva) as being free of pleasure and pain which exposition alone is the
essential purpose of the entire Chandogya-upanisad tract under consideration.
Thus, the Scripture (Sruti), as well as Logic (Nyaya), establishes that
the unembodied state (asariratva), that is Liberation, which is the result of
Brahma-jnana (Knowledge of Brahman), is quite distinct from the embodied
state, the 'samsaravastha', that is perpetuated by the act (sacrificial act or
contemplation) that is enjoined to be performed.57
It may be added that the above-conclusion, arrived at by the Acarya,
also finds support from the Traditional Codes (Smrtis) such as that of Manu
(.Manu-smrti, 6.81): "sarvadvandvavinirmukto brahmanyevavatisthate ~ Being
liberated from all dualities (likes and dislikes, pleasure and pain and so on),
the Man of Realisation remains firmly established in Brahman alone."55
10. If it be argued that the unembodied state itself is the effect of dharma:
So far, the Acarya has logically proved that the unembodied state (asariratva),
termed 'Liberation' (Moksa), is the direct result of Knowledge of Brahman
(Brahma-jnana) and that it is utterly distinct from the result of dharma
(dharma-karya), since the latter result is found to lead to the embodied state
(sarlratva) that is afflicted with the experience of pleasure and pain. The
Acarya has also cited the Chandogya-upanisad (8.12.1): "na ha vai sasanrasya
priyapriyayorapahatirasti. asanram vava santarh priyapriye na sprsatah - Indeed
35 Anuvadati. anusrtya vadati- He makes a restatement by way of confirmation.

56 cf.

RradaRdHiifpR

i -

38 This addition of this Smrti is suggested here because the Acarya himself has delcared, a
little before, in this very note under discussion, that the point that he has expounded has
been established by Sruti (Scripture), Smrti (Traditional Code) and Nyaya (Reasoning).
Vide “evam avidyadidosavatam dtiarmddharmaUmtamyanimittaih sanropndannpurvakam
sukhaduhkhataratamyam anityam samsdrarupamsrutismrtimjdyaprasiddham."
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for the one who remains embodied, there is no destruction of pleasure and
pain. Verily, being free from embodiment, pleasure and pain do not touch
him," to establish these facts on the firm basis of Scripture (Sruti).
In spite of all this (i.e. Nyaya and Sruti), the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara,
raises this objection: Can we not treat the unembodied state (asariratva) itself
to be a result of dharma, that is an act enjoined by Vedic injunction? Where
is the necessity to view the result of dharma and that of Brahma-jnana as
distinct from one another?
The idea of the Vrttikara in raising this objection is this: These are Scriptural
injunctions such as (Br.li.1.4.7 & 2.4.S/4.5.6 respectively) "'atmetyevopasita One should contemplate that one is the Self alone," "atma va are drastavyah
srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be
heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon." On
the basis of the injunctions on contemplation (pratipattividhi) such as these,
the Vrttikara had earlier contented59 that just as the Vedic rites like Agnihotra
are enjoined for the result of heaven (svarga), so too Brahmopasana has
been enjoined by the Upanisads for the result of Liberation. Therefore, the
unembodied state, that is described in the Upanisad as being untouched by
the pleasure and pain ("asanram vava santam priyapriye na sprsatah"), could
itself be taken to be a result of upasana (contemplation), a dharma, that is
enjoined by the Upanisadic injunctions such as those that have been cited
above. Therefore, there is no validity in the Siddhantin's reasoning that if the
unembodied state (asariratva) were to be the result of dharma enjoined in the
Scripture, the denial of pleasure and pain with regard to unembodied state
(asariratva) would be dissonant. In fact, varied are the results of the dharmic
acts that are enjoined in the Scripture and the unembodied state (asariratva),
though a unique one, could very well be one such result (dharma-karya)!60
But, being a result of action, will not Liberation (Moksa) end very much like
the experience of heaven? Nay, though it is born of dharma. Liberation could
59 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 10, n.l.
60 cf. ag
tsrfofe

u4r+.ew wri
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well continue unendingly, argues the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin. There are
certain dharmas (sacrificial acts), such as the Caturmasya sacrifice, of which
the result, the attainment of heaven, is said to be non-perishing.61 In view of
all this, it is only logical to set aside the reasoning of the Siddhantin as being
wrong and fallacious. This then is the considered opinion of the Vrttikara.
11. it is not so, because of It being the natural state (of the Self): Thus, basing

on the authority of Scripture, when the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, argues
forcefully in the above manner, the Acarya in order to establish his point of
view, analyses in depth the very nature of what is termed, 'asariratva' that is
the 'unembodied state'.
This argument of the Vrttikara has arisen from his assumption that the
'asariratva' or 'unembodied state' is a created state of the Self which, therefore
is in need of an external factor such as upasana (contemplation) for attaining
it or to effect it. But this assumption is erroneous, for truly the unembodied
state (asariratva) is simply the very natural being (svabhavika-sthiti) of
the Self. The Self, for being in its very natural state, does not require any
external factor, to wit, the sacrificial act or even contemplation (upasana).62
For example, to be earth is the natural state of clay; and, to become a pot is
clay's created or artificial state. It is well-known that for clay to remain as
earth, the clay does not need an enabling extraneous factor, like the activity
of a potter. But, clay is very much in need of the activity of a potter, external
to it, to reach the created or artificial state of becoming a pot.
But the Vrttikara stands firm on the basis of Scriptural injunctions such
as (Br.U.lA.7) "atmetyevopaslta - One should contemplate that one is the Self
alone," that are seen to enjoin the upasana (contemplation) as the means for
effecting the unembodied state (asariratva) or 'Liberation' (Moksa). If the
contention of the Siddhantin were right, will it not reduce these injunctions
as empty sounds and thus render their injunctional force invalid? Could the
Vedantin, being a proponent of the Vedas (astika), afford to do that?
61 Vide "aksayyarii ha mi caturmasyayiljinah sukrtam bhavati” (R. Ve.8A8.38/Atharvasira-upanisad, 3),
"optima somamamrtS abhUma" and so on.

62 cf.
Also, cf.
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Later, in this very Samanvayadhikarana (vide Section 19), the Acarya takes
upon himself the onerous task of answering this weighty question. According
to the Acarya these Scriptural passages are not injunctions (vidhi) at all, but
they merely have a semblance of injunctions (vidhicchaya). This is so because
their purpose is not to ordain any means such as upasana (contemplation)
for attaining Liberation, but only to turn inward the extrovert mind from its
natural inclination of pursuing the external world of pleasure ("svabhavikapravrttivisaya-vimukhikaranarthani'').63
12. as gathered from the Scriptural passages (Ka.U. 1.2.22, Mu.U.2.1.2 &
Br. 11.4.3.15 respectively in order) "The Wise, after realising the vast and
all-pervading Self, as being unembodied amidst the bodies, as being
permanent amidst the transitory entities, grieves not," "Indeed, the Self is
free of the vital-air, without mind and is pure," "This Self is unattached"
and so on. Therefore, it is ascertained that the unembodied state, which is
termed 'Liberation', is eternal and distinct from the result of the sacrificial
act that is to be performed: The Acarya has contended above that the
unembodied state (asariratva) is the natural state of the Self. Presently, he
cites three Scriptural passages by way of substantiating his exposition.
In the first passage (Ka. U. 1.2.22), “asarlram sarlresu anavasthesu avasthitam.
mahantam vibhumatmanam matva dhlro na socati" the expression, 'asarlram'
(unembodied), refers to the absence of the sthula-sarira (gross body)64 for
the Self.65 In the second passage (Mu.U.2.1.2), "aprano hyamanah subhrah/' the
words 'apranah' (without vital-air) and 'amanah' (without mind) denote the
negation of the suksma-sarlra (subtle-body), constituted of the seventeen
components66 for the Self and the term 'subhrah' (pure) therein stands for the
63 Cf. amr?

dd;,

a drimp-tam

inrnviy

g diahviismu - aroat

64 the body made up of five great Elements (pancamahabhuta)

65 cf.

spaT

sraftoa ^amriaarWa umai -

aiwiwiia ataai aa ig:—stflwci i
i ata
laramii—waiarat srrqf^Kd arnria—siaan—arimHwiai fenrnmia
atarrafai ad amici ftaiatea waiai
amt argaaaka4: i - mwPw
Also, cf.

vqts asgai

66 The suksma-Sarira comprises (1) five organs of knowledge (jhanendriya-pancaka), (2) five
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denial of karana-sarlra (causal body) of the form ajnana (nescience) for the
Self.67 The word 'asangah' (non-attached) in the third passage (Br. 114.3.15),
“asahgo hyayam purusah," reiterates that in its natural state,68 the Self is free
from all these three bodies.69
Thus, it is certain that the unembodied state (asarlratva) is the very natural
state (svabhavika-avastha) of the Self; and, verily, what is the natural state
has to be eternal (nitya) and hence distinct from the result that can be created
by an enjoined action (kartavya).70
13. Among these eternal things, some may be categorised as being
'changeless even while undergoing transformation', regarding which,
albeit its being subject to modification, the cognition (i.e. recognition),71
"This is that alone," is not destroyed - for example, the Earth etc. in the
opinion of the advocates of the theory of eternity of the universe, or
for example, the gunas in the opinion of the Sankhyans. But This (i.e.
Liberation or the unembodied state) is absolute, immutably eternal,
all-pervasive like space, free from all modifications, eternally content,
partless, self-luminous by nature/2 wherein dharma and adharma, along
organs of action (karmendriya-pancaka), (3) five modifications of the vital-air (pranavrttipancaka), (4) the mind (manas) and (5) the intellect (buddhi). The first three pentads (pancaka)
can be referred to collectively as 'prana' and the last two as 'manas'. Thus, the Upanisadic
expressions 'apranah' and 'amanah' describe the Self in its natural state (svabhavika-avastha)
as being devoid of the entire 'suksma-Sarlra' (subtle body).
67 cf.
wrat
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68 'Jiva', the individual self, that is the Self in its 'unnatural state (of ignorance)' (krtrimaavastha), alone has these three bodies.
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with their result, can never come even proximate all through the entire
three periods of time.73 This is that unembodied state that is termed
'Liberation' comprehended from Scriptural passages, such as (JCa.lT.1.2.14)
"Distinct from dharma and distinct from adharma; different from this that
has been accomplished and unaccomplished; and, other than (a thing of)
the past74 and so also other than (a thing of) the future" and so on. That
(Liberation) is (verily) Brahman pertaining to which this desire to know
has been presently introduced:75 The Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, as well as
the exponents of certain other schools of Indian philosophy, recognises two
categories of eternal (nitya) things:76
(1) Some are 'parinami-nitya', that is 'changeless (nitya) even while
undergoing transformation (parinama)'.77 For example, the earth, by coming
into contact with water, an external factor, and through an action on it,
evolves into grass, plants, trees and so on; and, all of which, when destroyed,
becomes earth once again. Similarly, sea water, by the action of wind, an
external factor, transforms itself into waves, bubbles, foam and so on; and,
these, when destroyed, turn to become sea water again. Such examples could
be multiplied.75 Also, the Sankhyans posit that the gunas are eternal (nitya)
73 Cf.
The word 'kalatrayam' is used here as an adverb and it is in the accusative case meaning
'throughout the three periods of time', that is the past, present and future. The word
'kalatrayam' should not be taken as a subject of the verb 'upavartete' which, being dual
number, goes well only with dual subject 'dharmadharmau'. The idea of the Bhasya here
is: Dharma and adharma and their consequences, namely pleasure and pain that constitute
samsara, cannot touch the bodiless state (asariratva) in the past, in the present and in future
(samsaradasa asariratvarupe moksakhye brahmani nasid nasti na bhavisyati).
7,1 'Bhuta' here signifies a thing of the past. In the Janmadyadhikarana, the Acarya himself
describes Brahman as 'bhutavastu'. There, the word is intended to signify an 'ever existing
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while undergoing similar transformation (sama-parinama) during the state
of equilibrium (samyavastha), which precedes creation, and dissimilar
modification (visama-parinama) during the state of creation.79
(2) Some other entities are 'kutastha-nitya/ that is 'absolutely or immutably
(kutastha) eternal (nitya)'. For example, the space (akasa) and the ultimate
atoms (paramanu) of the elements are immutably eternal according to the
Nyaya-Vaisesika philosophers.80 These immutably eternal entities do not
require any outside agency for being thus immutably eternal (kutasthanitya), for such a state is their essential nature (svabhavika-avastha).
The Acarya points out that Liberation (Moksa), that is the unembodied
state (asarlratva) is also immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya), for it is the very
essential nature (svabhavika-avastha) of the Self. Hence, Liberation stands in
no need of any external factor - like an action, such as the sacrificial act (yaga)
or contemplation (upasana), that is enjoined by the Vedic injunction - to
exist thus in its unembodied (asarlratva) natural state (svabhavika-avastha).
Here is a point to note. In fact, the Advaita-vedanta-darsana, of which
Acarya Sankara is an exponent, recognises only two categories: (1) nitya,
the eternal being, which is Brahman-Atman, and (2) anitya, the non-eternal
entities that comprise the not-Self (anatma). In the Advaita-vedanta ontology,
there is no such third category termed 'parinami-nitya' (changeless even
while undergoing transformation).81 However, we observe the Acarya speaks
here about the 'parinami-nitya' category. The reason for such mention by
the Acarya here is this: Being presently engaged in a serious philosophical
disputation (vada) here with the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, for establishing
eternity with respect to Liberation, to wit, the unembodied state (asarlratva),
the opponent is very likely to misconstrue that the unembodied state
(asarlratva, i.e. Moksa or Brahman) which the Acarya is describing here

i urwi iwi 3
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is something that is 'parinami-nitya', a concept well-known in his system.
Therefore, it is only to obviate such a misunderstanding and to enable
the Vrttikara to rightly comprehend the nature of the unembodied state
(asarlratva), the kind-hearted Bhasyakara draws in, during this discussion,
this concept of 'parinami-nitya'. Again, it is exactly for this purpose that the
Bhasyakara adds the adjective 'kutastha' (immutable) to 'nitya' (eternal)
while delineating 'asarlratva', that is Liberation (Moksa). Otherwise, there is
no necessity whatsoever for the Acarya to qualify the term 'nitya' (eternal)
with the adjective 'kutastha' (immutable).
The Bhasya description of Liberation as being absolute (paramarthika)
and immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya) is obviously to indicate that the
'kutastha-nitya' (immutable eternity) alone, and not the 'parinami-nitya'
(changeless even while undergoing transformation), can be the absolute
eternity. The Acarya's explanation of Liberation as one in which dharma and
adharma, together with their result, that is pleasure and pain, do not have an
entry, or even come proximate, all through the entire threefold period of time
goes well with the description proffered in the Kathopanisad (1.2.14), "anyatra
dhcirmadanyatradharmad anyatrasmat krtakrtdt. anyatra bhutacca bhavyacca Distinct from dharma and distinct from adharma; different from this that
has been accomplished and unaccomplished; and, other than (a thing of)
the past and so also other than (a thing of) the future."82 Hence, he justly
cites this well-known Sruti to buttress his thesis. As we saw above (vide
n.13), the three passages that were cited in the Bhasya were to show that the
unembodied state (asarlratva) is the natural state (svabhavika-avastha) of
the Self. This 'asarlratva', or otherwise termed 'Moksa', the result of Brahmajnana, is thus distinct from the result of any dharmic act, including that
which can be effected by 'Nirguna-brahmopasana' (contemplation on the
attributeless Brahman), an act enjoined by the Vedic injunction.83
62 Cf. aura,
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14. If That (Brahman) being were to be taught as subsidiary to the enjoined
act, and consequently if Liberation were to be accepted as something
accomplished by means of the enjoined act, then It would indeed be
transitory. Under these circumstances, there would then follow (the
undesirable consequence) of Liberation being certainly something merely
having an excellence among the gradationally existing ephemeral results
of the enjoined actions. But, Liberation is accepted only as eternal by all
those who uphold the doctrine of Liberation. Hence, it does not behove
to expound the thesis of Brahman being subsidiary to the enjoined act:
The Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, has already set aside this very point of the
Siddhantin that Liberation cannot be considered to be eternal if it were the
result of any act.84 While rejecting it, the Vrttikara's argument was thus:
The Scripture is found enjoining the act of contemplation (upasana) as
the means for Liberation. Hence, on the authority of the Scripture, we are
bound to accept that Liberation, although it is the result of the enjoined act
of contemplation (pratipattividhi), is still eternal.
However, the Siddhantin, the Bhasyakara, now raises this very point once
again. This is because, the unembodied state (asarlratva), that is Liberation
(Moksa), cannot be ever conceived, by any flight of imagination, as the
content or result of an action that is enjoined (kartavyavidhi-visaya), the
reason being that, 'asarlratva', the unembodied state, is the inherent, unborn
and imperishable nature of the Self, which, as shown above, is identical with
Brahman, and hence cannot be even imagined to be an object, or content, or
the result of any activity whatsoever, even if it be an activity that is enjoined
by the Veda. Even, in the case of an object, a physical thing, like clay, its
natural state of being the earth cannot be the object of any activity, even that
of a Vedic act, though the pot, the artificial state of earth, because of being
a product of clay, could very well constitute an object as well as the result
of an activity of an extraneous agent, like that of a potter. This being the
case, no injunction can have for its content the unembodied inherent nature
(svabhavika-asariratva-avastha) of Atman-Brahman.
34 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 10, n.l.
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Consequently, even the injunctive sentences of the Scripture, such
as (Br.U.lA.7 & 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively) "atmetyevopasita - One should
contemplate that one is the Self alone/' ",atma va are dmstavyah srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard,
is to be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon" and so on,
have to remain ineffective when applied to Atman-Brahman since AtmanBrahman cannot be enjoined at all. Their injunctional nature is as ineffective
as the sharp edge of the knife if it were to be applied on a hard granite.85
And, conversely, all those which are fit and true objects and contents of the
enjoined actions (kartavya) are invariably non-eternal and transitory.
Therefore, the thesis of the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, of Brahman being
an object of the injunction on contemplation (pratipattividhi-visaya) and
Liberation being its result virtually downgrades Brahman-Liberation to the
level of a worldly transitory thing and it goes counter to the conclusions of
every philosophical system that is wedded to the doctrine of Liberation. In
view of all this, it is absolutely untenable to contend that Brahman is taught
as an object or as a subsidiary to the enjoined act (pratipattivisayataya or
kartavyavidhi-sesataya) and that Liberation (Moksa) is a result of such an act
of contemplation (pratipatti or upasana) enjoined by the Scripture.

83
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14 A
[na moksah kriyasAdhyah]

api ca—“brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati” (Mu.U.3.2.9), "ksiyante cdsya
karmani tasmin drste paravare" (Mu.U.2.2.8), “anandam brahmano vidvan na
bibheti kutascana” (Tai.U.2.9), "abhayam vai janaka prapto'si" (Br.U.4.2.4),
“tadatmanamevaaved aham brahmasmi iti, tasrnat tatsarvam abhavat" (Br. U. 1.4.10),
“tatra ko mohah kah sokah ekatvamanupasyatah" (Isa.U.7) ityevamadyah srutayo
brahmavidyanantarameva moksam darsayantyo madkye karyantaram varayanti.
tatha

"taddhaitat

pasyan

rsirvamadevah

pratipede

aham

manurabhavam

sQryasca" (Br.U.1.4.10, R.Ve.4.26.1) iti brahmadarsana-sarvatmabhavayormadhye
kartavyantaravaranaya udaharyam. yathd 'tisthan gayati’ iti tisthatigciyatyoh
madkye tatkartrlcam karyantaram ndsti iti gamyate.
“tvam hi nah pita yo'smdkam avidyayah pararh param tarayasi" (Pra.U.6.8),
“srutam hyeva me bhagavaddrdebhyak tarati sokam atmavid iti, so'ham bhagavah
socami, tarn ma bhagavan sokasya param tarayatu" (Cha.U.7.1.3), "tasmai
mrditakasayaya tamasah pararh darsayati bhagavan sanatkumarah" (Cha.U.7.26.2)
ityevamadyah srutayo moksapratibandhanivrttimatrameva atmajhanasya phalam
darsayanti. tatha ca acaryap rani tarn nyayopabrmhitam sutram "duhkhajanmapravrttidosamithyajhananam

uttarottarapaye

tadanantarapayad

apavargah”

(Nya.Su.1.1.2) iti. mithyajhanapayasca brahmatmaikatvavijhanad bhavati.
14 B
3TR ^ api ca - moreover;

brahma - Brahman; ^ veda - knows;

^ brahma

eva - Brahman Itself;

bhavati - becomes; $M<ri ksiyante - perish; ^ ca -

and; 3TP? aSya _ his;

karmani - deeds;

- has been realised;

paravare - which is the High and the Low;

anandam - the Bliss;

{tasmin - when that;

drste

brahmanah - of Brahman; N&K vidvan - he who

knows; B FRTrT na bibheti - fears not; jJRSR kutascana - from anything;
abhayam - fearlessness; I vai - surely;
asi - you have attained; cfcf tat - It;
avet - knew; r^H.aham -1;

janaka - O Janaka; hUb aiR? praptah
atmanam eva - Itself alone;

brahma - Brahman;
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dt-Hld tasmat - as a consequence; dc\tat - It; V^Jl,sarvam - all; WWlabhavat became; cfd tatra - then; We. kah - what; BTf: mohah - delusion; Ta kah - what;
sokah - sorrow; hhcd H ekatvam - oneness;

anupasyatah - for him

who has realised; ?Td qpWIsji: iti evamadyah - such as these;
Scriptural passages;

srutayah -

^ brahmavidyanantaram eva - ensuing

immediately after the Realisation of Brahman; RTSFI. moksam - Liberation;
darsayantyah - while explaining;

madhye - in between; chNi»rKH.

karyantaram - any other act to be performed; dlidPd varayanti - preclude;
rRlT tatha - similarly; dcj f ddd. tad ha etat - That very same as this (Self); thdd
pasyan - seeing; 5(nh: psih - the Seer; dmdd; vamadevah - Vamadeva; aid hi
pratipede - realised; 3HR, aharn - I; hq: mamih - Manu; SRsPRl abhavam y

was;

rv

t

r

^

^ suryah ca - and the sun; ?lcf iti - this passage;

brahmadarsanasarvatmabhavayoh - of realising Brahman and the Self becoming
all;

madhye - in between; '*<da4i'TKdK|J|id kartavyantaravaranaya - to deny
y

any other act that ought to be done; ^<13 nH. itdaharyam - should be invoked;
yatha - just as; ld«< tisthan - while standing; didfd gayati - he sings; TfH
iti - by the sentence; fdaiddNrdi: tisthatigayatyoh - of the acts of standing and
%

singing;

r

madhye - in between; tfchq'b+t tatkartrkam - which has him as the

agent;

karyantaram - any other act that ought to be done; d 3TTfd na

asti - does not exist; 3Td iti - that; JIHd gamyate - it is implied
v^R tvam - you; ft hi - indeed; d= nah - our; Ndi pita - father;

yah - who;

3RBTRB. asmakam - ours; d;fcjqidl: avidyayah - of ignorance; '-Rh param - the
other; 4KM param - shore; dRTRH tarayasi - ferry across;
been heard; It ^ hi eva - indeed; d me - by me;

srutam - it has
bhagavaddrsebhyah

- from persons like your honour; d<ld tarati - crosses over;

dh-hH

sorrow;

3Ti[d sah aham

- the knower of the Self; ?Td iti - so;

sokam -

- I myself (creature of grief); ddh bhagavah - O revered Sir; ^iHiw socami - I
am sad; d hi tarn ma - myself in such a plight; dddHbhagavan - revered one;
iiH'b'KI sokasya - of sorrow; TR\param - the other shore; dlhiq tarayatu - may
please ferry across; Hi-H tasmai - to him; BTlddiqPTR mrditakasayaya - cleansed
of impurities;

tamasah - of darkness; 4KH. param - the other shore;
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darsayati - shows;
- Sanatkumara; ?Tcf

bhagavan - the revered; wc^hR: sanatkumarah
iti evamadyah - such as these;

srutayah -

- nothing more than the removal of the obstacles to Liberation;
atmajmnasya - of the Knowledge of Self; *&&{phalam - result; ^FTRI darsayanti
- indicate; ds4T ^ tatha ca - to the same effect;

acaryapranltam -

composed by the revered Preceptor; «^nn4^cW. nyayopabrmhitam - reinforced
with reasoning;

sutram - aphorism;

duhkha-

janmapravrttidosamithyajmmnam - of sorrow, birth, effort, defect and
erroneous cognition; 3rfdrI<CRPJ uttarottarapaye - when each successive one is
annihilated;

tadanantarapayat - consequent upon the destruction
apavargah - Emancipation; Spt iti

of each immediately preceding one;

- thus;
cognition;

mithyajnanapayah ca - and the termination of erroneous
brahmatmailcatvavijnanat - from the Realisation of

the identity of Self with Brahman; R3Tcf bhavati - ensues
14 C
{liberation is not the result of action]

Moreover, there are such Scriptural passages as these, which, while
explaining Liberation as ensuing immediately after the Realisation of
Brahman, preclude any other act to be performed in between:1 "He who
knows Brahman becomes Brahman Itself" (Mn.U.3.2.9), "And all his deeds
perish when that Self, which is both the High and the Low, is realised"

(Mu.U.2.2,8), "He who knows the Bliss of Brahman fears not anything"
(Tai.U.2.9), "Fearlessness, surely, O Janaka, you have attained" (Br.Ii.4.2.4),
"It knows Itself alone as "I am Brahman"; as a consequence. It became
all" (Br.U.lA.IQ), "Then what delusion and what sorrow can befall him
who has realised the Oneness" (Isa.LI.7).2 Similarly, this passage, "Indeed,
while seeing That very same as this (Self), the Seer Vamadeva realised, "I
was Manu and I was the Sun"" (Br.lLl.4.10, R. Ve.4.26.1), should be invoked
to deny any other act that ought to be done between the Realisation of
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Brahman and the Self becoming all, just as it is implied by the sentence
'While standing, he sings', which denies any other act that ought to be
done by the same agent in between the acts of standing and singing.3
Also, there are such Scriptural passages as these that declare that
the Knowledge of Brahman consists in nothing but the removal of
impediments to Liberation: "Indeed, you are our father who has ferried
(us) across our ignorance to the other shore" (Pra.U.6.8).i "Indeed, it has
been heard by me from persons like your honour that the Knower of the
Self crosses over sorrow. O revered Sir, I myself, a creature of grief, am
sad. May you, the revered one, ferry me, who am in such a plight, to the
other shore of sorrow" (Cha.U.7.1.3). "To him, who has been cleansed
of impurities, the revered (Sage) Sanatkumara shows the other shore of
darkness" (Chd.U.7.26.2).5 To the same effect exists the aphorism which
is composed by the (learned) Preceptor and which is reinforced with
reasoning (Nyaya-siltra, 1.1.2): "Emancipation is consequent upon the
destruction of the immediately preceding resulting from the destruction
of each successive one in the series of sorrow, birth, effort, defect and
erroneous cognition."6 And the termination of erroneous cognition ensues
upon the Realisation of the identity of Self with Brahman.7
14 D
1. Moreover, there are such Scriptural passages as these, which, while
explaining Liberation as ensuing immediately after the Realisation of
Brahman, preclude any other act to be performed in between: In this
section, the Acarya answers tactfully an important objection raised by the
Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, a little earlier. It may be recalled that on the
basis of the Scriptural passages such as {Br.U. 1.4.7 & 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively)

"atmetyevopdstta - One should contemplate that one is the Self alone," "atrna
va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self
is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely
contemplated upon" and so on, the Vrttikara had built up a thesis of implied
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injunction (aksipta-niyoga): "amrtatvakamah atmanam upasxta - The one
who is desirous of Liberation should contemplate on the Self." The Vrttikara
had compared this niyoga (injunction) with the injunction "agnihotram
juhuyat svargakamah - He who is desirous of heaven should perform the
Agnihotra-sacrifice."4
In the preceding section, too, the Vrttikara had raised this objection and had
stated that Liberation, which according to the Siddhantin is the unembodied
state (asarlratva) of Self, could itself be the result of contemplation (upasana),
a mental activity (manasakriya), and thus could very well be the result of a
niyoga (i.e. vidhi or injunction). The Bhasyakara had answered this objection
of the Vrttikara by delineating that the unembodied state (asarlratva) is the
natural state of Self, thus immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya), and hence
cannot be the result of an action or an object of an act (kartavya-visaya).
He had also cited in that context several Scriptural passages all of which
indicated the unembodied state (asarlratva) as being the natural state of Self.
In spite of all this effort of the Siddhantin, the Vrttikara is not yet ready to
renounce his misconceived thesis. His argument is thus: It is quite possible
that the unembodied state (asarxratva) is the natural state (svabhavika-sthiti)
of Self. But this natural state has somehow been lost sight of or is hidden
now; indeed, the individual's present sorrowful state is a proof of this fact.
This loss of the unembodied state therefore necessitates that the unembodied
state (asarlratva), which is natural, ought to be restored or regained. Hence,
the niyoga as noted above - "amrtatvakamah atmanam upasita" - rightly
ordains the contemplation of Atman-Brahman for an individual who is
desirous of regaining the unembodied state of the Self termed 'Liberation'.
The Vrttikara, thus denounces the Siddhantin's thesis of Brahman not being
an object of injunction as being utterly ill-founded and a mere obsession!
The Acarya takes up this objection of the Vrttikara and answers him
in the present section in his own inimitable style. It may be noted that the
Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, has been arguing all this while exclusively on the
basis of the presence of injunction-like passages (vidhicchaya-valcya) such as
4 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n .7.
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“atmetyevopasTta," "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyah nididhyasitavyah"
and so on found in the Upanisads and thereby he derived the implied
injunction (aksipta-niyoga) "amrtatvakamah atmanam upasita - The one
who is desirous of Liberation should contemplate on the Self." As against
this, the Acarya, in the preceding section, has also argued exclusively on the
basis of the passages describing Liberation (Moksa) or the unembodied state
(asarlratva) as a natural state of Self. But this argument of the Bhasyakara
alone has failed to silence the Vrttikara fully.
Presently, the Acarya changes his strategy and takes recourse to such
Upanisadic passages that throw light on the very nature of the relation
between Knowledge of Brahman and Liberation, that is between the means
and the result respectively. In other words, he now cites passages that describe
in what manner the Realisation of Brahman leads to the result of Liberation.
The Acarya cites as many as six Upanisadic passages and all of these clearly
demonstrate that Liberation ensues that very moment the Knowledge of
Brahman is attained. This cardinal fact implies the following points:
(1) Other than Brahma-jnana (Knowledge of Brahman), there is no
intervening cause whatsoever, such as an action of contemplation preceding
just prior to the occurrence of Liberation. This being the case, how could an
ordained act (naiyogika-karma), such as upasana, have a causal relation with
Liberation? Verily, logic lays down that that is the cause which invariably
and immediately pre-exists, that is precedes, the occurrence of the effect

("karyaniyatapurvavrtti karanam"). Therefore, the opponent's theory of the
ordained action (contemplation) being the cause of Liberation has no logical
basis and stands repudiated.
(2) Secondly, if the Knowledge of Brahman too were enjoined (niyojita) by
an injunction as the means of Liberation then it has also to be necessarily
accepted that Liberation is attained in some distant future (bhavi-kala-visesa)
through the unseen potency (apurva) born from the enjoined Knowledge
of Brahman.5 The reason is not far to seek for the Agnihotra and other
sacrificial acts that are enjoined (niyojita) by the Scriptural injunctions as the
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means of attaining heaven, yield their results only in some distant future
through the unseen potency (apurva) born of those rites.6 Thus, the thesis
of the opponent relegates the Knowledge of Brahman to the status of being
the distant cause of Liberation and this violates the very tenor and spirit of
immediate Liberation displayed by the Upanisadic passages cited here by
the Bhasyakara.7

2. "He who knows Brahman becomes Brahman Itself" (Mu.U.3.2.9), "And
all his deeds perish when that Self, which is both the High and the Low,
is realised" (Mu.U.2.2.8), "He who knows the Bliss of Brahman fears not
anything" (Tai. 11.2.9.1), "Fearlessness, surely, O Janaka, you have attained"
{Br. 11.4.2.4), "It knows Itself alone as 'I am Brahman'; as a consequence.
It became all" (Br. 11.1.4.10), "Then what delusion and what sorrow can
befall him who has realised the Oneness" (Isa.U.7): In the first passage
(Mw.U.3.2.9), "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati - He who knows Brahman
becomes Brahman Itself,"8 both the verbal forms 'veda', meaning 'he
knows', that is 'he realises'9 and 'bhavati', meaning 'he becomes', are in the
present tense. Hence, they indicate that becoming Brahman Itself (brahmabhavana), that is Liberation (Moksa), closely follows the Realisation of
Brahman (Brahma-saksatkara), nay they occur indeed simultaneously and,
as such, in between these two occurrences of 'Realisation of Brahman' and
'becoming Brahman' no intervening action can possibly be ever imagined.
Therefore, Brahman that is known from the Upanisadic sentences such as

"tat tvam asi - That thou art," is not related as an object of any enjoined act
6
7 Cf. arai
Also, cf. Sift ^

PFIT^: I
fiKiiHb+.ewlh'ft 5PP& i Bfapi
UtP

IPIPFTOPl pftn

pnaj a*n
SJcRl PwiivM ipth;—Sift =3 3U ^

Wl - bwal
Also, cf,
PTPRP5
Waf: I - PlRHufa
8 Cf. ^Tt ST5? SRFffft 35, n s>l4M 'Haft I -PIW!
Also, cf. VT an MAJtMR PTWbRlft P dift 3d

ibroppt

strata ftuar,

^ft, <*<35^1*113.1 - P11«(Vr .

9 '‘Brahma saksatkaroti ityarthah." In the above-cited Upanisadic passage, the Knowledge of
Brahman means the Realisation of the identity of Atman with Brahman (brahmatmaikyasaksatkara).
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like contemplation (pratipattividhi-visaya). This also becomes clear from the
rest of the Upanisadic sentences cited by the Bhasyakara in the sequel.
The second Upanisadic citation (Mu.U.2.2.8), "kstyante casya karmani

tasmin drste paravare - And all his deeds perish when that Self, which is both
the High (karanatman) and the Low (karyatman), is realised,"10 reveals that
the very moment Brahman is realised ("tasmin drste”) one's deeds (sancita)
perish, that is to say, one is Liberated.
The third passage (Tai.U.2.9), "anandam brahmano11 vidvan na bibheti

kutascana - He who knows the Bliss of Brahman fears not anything"12 states
that he who knows Brahman attains immediately the fearless state of
Liberation. Here, too, both the expressions "vidvan”13 and "na bibheti” are
in the present tense and indicate that the acts of realising Brahman and
attaining fearlessness are simultaneous.
The context of the fourth passage {Br.UA.2A), "abhayam vaijcinaka prapto'si
- Fearlessness, surely, O Janaka, you have attained,"14 has a dramatic tenor.
The Sage Yajnavalkya, in the course of a long dialogue in the Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad, is seen imparting Self-knowledge to Janaka. Towards the end of
the dialogue, the Sage declares that the Self is incomprehensible, unattached,
and unfettered, and that It is describable only as “nett neti - Not this, not
this." As the Sage Yajnavalkya was thus characterising the Self, the disciple
Janaka seems to have realised the Self at once. Hence, the Sage, out of joy,
declares that Janaka has attained fearlessness (abhayam) - the state of being
absolutely free from the fear of birth and death.
10 Cf. ’it
Also, cf.

«bW,
rkytraM ctfu-H,?® eia
It 'hie’W'H ■+.N cBji

s(S: 3wK*rticMp) 'W-tlfai avtim I BTSiicjid FFTP1 lagdlSaiwiP) a.aiPi %il(JllN

11 That is to say, the Bliss, that is Brahman. For details refer to the Suresvaracarya's Vartika on
this passage.
12 Cf. Wl: F3V-WI-K ftSRfamit *Rrirf, fefrlTdldldl - tePRl
Also, cf. »Wi
13 The word 'vidvan' is derived from the root 'vid' (to know), followed by the suffix 'satr'
indicative of the present tense of the meaning of the verbal root. The suffix '§atr', coming after
the verbal root, is substituted by 'vasu', and thus the resultant form is 'vidvas'. Thus the term
'vidvan' qualifies the agent and here in this context it means 'knowing'.
14Cf. 3wiansnwsfaa^Msfidrdj -lewrr
Also, cf. ! -*M+.,
3H MIHI2F1, cKUI$Jlr=bk>tT>tldJ 773
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The fifth passage (Br. 111.4.10), "tad1* atmanam eva aved aham brahmasmi

iti, tasmat tat sarvam abhavat16 - It knows Itself alone as 1 am Brahman'.
As a consequence. It became all,"17 speaks of the state 'of becoming all'
(sarvatmabhava) directly ensuing from the Realisation of the identity of
Brahman and the Self, and not from the practice of any upasana.
In the sixth passage (Isa. U.7), “tatra ko mohah kah sokah ekatvam anupasyatah
- Then what delusion and what sorrow can befall him who has realised the
Oneness/'18 the present participial verbal form 'anupasyatah' is significant,
for it makes it abundantly clear that the Liberation from delusion and
sorrow ensues merely and only when one has discovered that Brahman and
Atman are one and the same. Here also, no action has been indicated as the
cause of Liberation.
In view of all this, the Acarya justly avers that the Scriptural passages
such as these and many more that are found in the Upanisads preclude any
kind of intervening action between the Realisation of Brahman (Brahmasaksatkara) and the attainment of Liberation (Moksa).

3. Similarly, this passage, "Indeed, while seeing That very same as this (Self),
the Seer Vamadeva realised, "I was Manu and I was the Sun"" (Br.lll.4.10,
R.Ve.4.26.1),19 should be invoked to deny any other act that ought to be
15 In this context, the word 'tad' stands for aparam-brahma, that is the 'Lower Brahman',
the Hiranyagarbha (i.e. the first bom and the first jiva) and as such it does not signify the
supreme Brahman (param-brahma). This is so because the supreme Brahman cannot be
rightly described as to have become all as a result of knowledge. Vide "brahma aparam,
sarvabhavasya sadhyatvopapatteh. na hi parasya brahmanah sarvabhdvdpattih vijmnascidhya."
(Brhadaranyakopanisad-bMsya, 1.4.10)

*4 31W.I

16 Cf. cTffll3 ^
17 cf.
Also, cf.

- ^KUiHlqlvW-fOU-i (?.V,?°)
gitrihi

dldM d^Mlflui

w Cf. sit
331
Also, cf. HK-H'-Hdlfal
1:

awi?

^
3lf

sprawl 1 -terror
wtlloMsy^Hl-chW^lcHpl d'S'hltf 3T

ifcl

Uttl’tl Hid SjdldWSb I - ^Nld^M

19 A portion of this citation "aham manurabhavam suryasca - I was Manu and I was the Sun"
is also found in the Rg-veda. Taken thus, this citation stands for the entire twenty-sixth Sukta
(hymn) of the fourth Mandala of the Rg-veda. The Sukta commences thus "aham manurabhavam
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done between the Realisation of Brahman and the Self becoming all, just
as it is implied by the sentence ■'While standing, he sings', which denies
any other act that ought to be done by the same agent in between the acts
of standing and singing: All the preceding six Upanisadic passages have
indicated the simultaneity of the attainment of the Knowledge of Brahman
(Brahma-saksatkara) and the gaining of Liberation (Moksa).
The

seventh

Upanisadic

passage

(Br. U.l.4.10),

"taddhaitat

pasyan

rsirvamadevah - Indeed, while seeing That very same as this (Self), the Seer
Vamadeva realised, 'I was Manu and I was the Sun',"20 that is presently
cited here by the Acarya, is for firmly establishing this very thesis of the
attainment of the Knowledge of Brahman (Brahma-saksatkara) and the
gaining of Liberation (Moksa) and thus affirms forcefully on the basis
of Scriptural authority that Brahman is never an object of contemplation
(upasanavidhi-visaya). In this Brhadaranyaka passage, the expression "tad

ha etat pasyan - Indeed, while seeing That very same as this Self" refers to
the Knowledge of Brahman (Brahma-vidya or Brahma-saksatkara) and the
portion "pratipede aham manurabhavam suryasca - I realised that I was Manu
and I was the Sun" points to the attainment of being all (sarvabhavapatti),
that is Liberation (Moksa). Here, the act of seeing is expressed by the word
'pasyan', which is a participial verbal form of the root 'drs - to see' and is
formed by adding to it the present participle suffix 'satr'. This act of seeing
(darsana) serves as an attendant circumstance (laksana) of a moment and is
directly connected, through the syntax of the sentence, with the attainment
of Liberation (Moksa), expressed by the aorist (lit) verbal form 'pratipede'
(realised). Hence, the intended sense of the sentence is this: while seeing
suryascaham Icaksivarh rsirasmi viprah - I was Manu and I was the Sun also. I was the learned
Seer Kakslvan, the son of Dlrghatamas." The philosophical idea of the Sukta is continued in
the twenty-seventh Sukta also. The Rsi (seer) of the entire fourth Mandala of the Rg-veda is
Gautama Vamadeva.
20 Cf. ^ 3}U

ffcT

5 fP p3

fhtlcHrtM+ra'fcH3!? ag:
Also, cf.
sricravHR
swiftfct spsm: i -

I - fPWT
nt

arsraraa

ft ^rTwa.
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Brahman, he attained Liberation. This sense, which is clearly directly arrived
at from the syntax of the sentence (vakyanvaya), doubtlessly establishes
the simultaneity of realising Brahman (Brahma-saksatkara) and attaining
Liberation (moksa-avapti).
Therefore, this Upanisadic passage too, like the earlier citations, precludes
any sort of act in between the two 'acts' of knowing Brahman and attaining
Liberation and thus also proves that the Knowledge of Brahman, in view of
the immediate and simultaneous result of Liberation that it grants, cannot
be compared with sacrificial acts like the Agnihotra that are enjoined by the
Vedic injunctions, for these rites yield their results only in some unknown
and indefinite future time through their unseen potency (adrsta or apurva).
In this way, all the Upanisadic passages demonstrate that the Knowledge of
Brahman cannot be an enjoined means of action for attaining Liberation like
how the Agnihotra rite is an enjoined means for the attainment of heaven.
The simultaneity of realising Brahman and attaining Liberation, expressed
in this Upanisadic sentence, has been elucidated beautifully by the Bhasyakara
with an analogy 'tisthan gayati - while standing he sings' that has been
drawn from our day-to-day life. We see here the obvious simultaneity of the
individual's act of standing (tisthati) and his act of singing (gayati) and the
unmistakable preclusion of any other act intervening between them. In this
sentence, we also find that the act of standing figures merely as an 'attendant
circumstance' (laksana) of singing, and does not figure as a cause (hetu) of
singing (that has been produced as a result of its own cause). This analogy
cited by the Acarya, in the present context, does suggest that in the case of
Vamadeva, his seeing is only an attendant circumstance (laksana), and not a
cause (hetu), of Liberation.
At this juncture, it is of value to recall that the Acarya has already established
in the last section that Liberation is the unembodied state (asariratva) and
that it is Brahman Itself, the immutably eternal (Section 13, n.2 & 9), which
fact implies that Liberation cannot be the result of anything, including that
of the Knowledge of Brahman. A little later, in this very section, the Acarya
himself will affirm that the Knowledge of Brahman per se does not cause
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Liberation; but, it merely removes the impediments to Liberation (moksapratibandha).

In his Brhadaranyaka-bhasya, while commenting on this Vamadeva-passage,

"taddhaitat pasyan rsirvamadevah pratipede - Realising I am Brahman,
Vamadeva attained Liberation," we observe the Acarya explaining this very
same passage in a slightly different manner.
The Bhasyakara delineates in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad, that from the
use of the participial form 'pasyan' (realising) in the passage, it is possible
to understand that the intent of the Scripture is to establish that Liberation
is a result for which the sole unaided cause is brahmavidya ("brahma-

vidya'sahayasddhanasadhyam moksam darsayati”). The Acarya goes on to
compare this Upanisadic passage with the sentence 'bhunjanah trpyati as he eats, he gets satisfied'. Here, in the example cited by the Bhasyakara,
we observe that attaining satisfaction is the result of the sole unaided cause
consisting in eating. Between such a cause (eating) and its result (satisfaction),
no other act of the same person has or can intervene.21
But in the Brahmasutra-bMsya, in this context of the Vamadeva-Realisation,
the Acarya treats the word 'pasyan' (seeing) of the Upanisadic passage as a
word denoting just the attendant circumstance (laksana) of Liberation and
not as the cause (hetu) of Liberation. The reason for this divergence in the
explanation is not far to seek, for in the Samanvayadhikarana, the context
is that of affirming that Liberation is the immutably eternal (kutasthanitya) Brahman, the causeless, and that the purpose of Knowledge is only
to annihilate the impediments to Liberation. But, in the Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad-bhasya, the Acarya has treated 'pasyan' (seeing) as a cause (hetu)
of Liberation, for the context there is more concerned with demolishing the

21

Cf. a^qi inufrawi: wwmfrf:

I

fflWira d'glfayrcA Wpfcll WFTOTfJTOJt <$3 5TRN2!
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Jnanakarmasamuccaya-vada, that is the thesis of Liberation being effected by
a combination of action and knowledge, and thus establish that Knowledge
alone, unaided by any action whatsoever, constitutes the direct means to
Liberation.
ThePaniniangrammatical rule (Astadhyayl, 3.2.126),"laksanahetvohkriyayah

- The present participle suffixes 'satr' or 'sanac' also denotes an attendant
circumstance (i.e. attribute) and the cause of action," makes it possible
to have both these valid alternate interpretations. Also, philosophically
speaking, both these distinct interpretations suit their respective contexts
and are hence equally valid and justifiable.22

22 This above-mentioned description pertaining to the interpretation of the word 'pasyan', the
participial form of the verbal root 'drs', in the Upanisadic passage (Sr. LZ. 1.4.10) "taddhatait
pasyan rsirvamadevah pratipede aham manurabhavam suryasca," as indicating laksana (attendant
circumstance) in the context of the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya, but indicating hetu (cause) in
the Brhadaranyakopanisad-sankarabhctsya (1.4.10) is not specifically stated so in the commentaries
on the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya such as Pancapadika, Ratnaprabha and Nyayanirnaya. Even
here in the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya, these commentaries take the participial form 'pasyan'
as expressive of hetu (cause) alone.
Also, the example "tisthan gayati - while standing he sings" is recommended by these
commentators to be taken here as only communicating the absence of any intervening activity
of the same agent between the acts of standing and singing. According to these commentaries,
the purpose of this illustration is not to completely deny the causal aspect of Knowledge, for
it does function as a cause so far as the removal of Nescience, the impediment to Liberation is
concerned.
The tenor of these observations finds an echo in the following statements of Pancapadika,
Ratnaprabha and Nyayanirnaya:

n«ir
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4. Also, there are such Scriptural passages as these that declare that
the Knowledge of Brahman consists in nothing but the removal of
impediments to Liberation: "Indeed, you are our father who has ferried
(us) across our ignorance to the other shore" (Pra.U.6.8): So far, the Acarya
has cited Scriptural passages indicating the simultaneity of the occurrences
of the Knowledge of Brahman and Liberation. Now, he intends to prove that
Liberation is not the result of anything, not even that of the Knowledge of
Brahman. This is verily true because Liberation is the natural unembodied
state of Self (asarlratva) and it is the immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya)
Brahman itself.
In that case, does it not become incumbent on the Bhasyakara to explain
the widely accepted and also equally authentic Vedantic proposition that
Liberation ensues only from the Knowledge of Truth (tattvajnanad eva
moksah)? The explanation needed in this context, the Bhasyakara seems to
opine, can be procured from the Scriptural declarations themselves which
declare that the Knowledge of Truth annihilates the ignorance (avidya)
about Brahman, which alone stands as the chief obstacle or impediment to
Liberation. By way of substantiating this viewpoint, the Acarya presently
cites three Scriptural passages that have significant bearing on what the
enlightened disciples considered to be the result that they gained from the
Knowledge of Brahman that was taught to them by their respective Preceptors.
The first passage, now under analysis, has been taken from the Prasna-

upanisad. Six advanced practioners of the Vedic knowledge, such as
Bharadvaja, Satyakama and the rest, all of whom had a burning desire to
know the supreme Brahman, approached the most revered teacher Pippalada
with the great hope that he would teach them the Knowledge of Brahman.
As directed by the Master, they spent a year or so with the Master as resident
students (antevasin) serving the Master. Thereupon, the Master taught them
the Knowledge of supreme Brahman. At the conclusion of the teaching, the
fully satisfied and enlightened disciples worshipped the teacher and with a
deep sense of gratitude expressed their feelings movingly thus: "You are our
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father (pita, i.e. the 'protector');23 it is only you who have taken us across to
the other shore of avidya with the ferry boat of Self-knowledge."24
From this passage, it becomes abundantly clear that the Knowledge of
Brahman is indeed the cause for Liberation - but only by removing the
obstacle in the form of avidya (ignorance).25 The corollary entailed is this:
Brahma-jhana, by itself, does not bring about Liberation either directly or
by producing the unseen potency (apurva)26 as in the case of a sacrificial act
like Agnihotra.27

5. "Indeed, it has been heard by me from persons like your honour that the
Knower of the Self crosses over sorrow. O revered Sir, I myself, a creature
of grief, am sad. May you, the revered one, ferry me, who am in such a
plight, to the other shore of sorrow" (Chd.U.7.1.3). "To him, who has been
cleansed of impurities, the revered (Sage) Sanatkumara shows the other
shore of darkness" (Cha.U.7.26.2): To reinforce this point further, the Acarya
cites two more passages. Both of them are from the Narada-Sanatkumara
dialogue found in the Chandogya-upanisad. Of these two passages, the first
occurs at the beginning (upakrama) of the dialogue and the second at the
conclusion (upasamhara) of it.28 The first passage depicts the disciple Narada
requesting the revered Sage Sanatkumara to help him cross over the ocean of
sorrow in which he is fully immersed. As a preamble to this request, Narada
says that the wise and saintly men like the Master had informed him in the
23 The Sanskrit word 'pita', derived from the root 'pa' (to protect), literally means 'protector';
but, it is used to signify 'father', since he protects his children.
TO!,
25 Cf. TOgMRA:
r)R

IdTTfoctU *(£44 4444:!
WfyTO'ffrMN qjt tfRqfa UTOfa HiTTSTOIr! | -iTOjftok
5^q: ftTOsp*
qR^: qqjKj
^
fad!
3ieMl*tdK,tlRl MIM'-lfh,

—

dfSPITO ffd 4Wdj - 4?W4T

26 "Yngddijanyah svargMijanakah kascana gunavisesah - Apurva is a particular unseen potency
which, when generated by the performance of sacrifices etc., brings about the attainment of
heaven and so on." (Nyayakosa)

27 cf.
mm
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28 Cf.
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past that He who knows the Self crosses over sorrow ("tarati sokam dtmavit”).
The second passage reports that the Sage Sanatkumara indeed showed to the
sinless disciple Narada, the other shore of darkness (ignorance).29
Of course, in these two passages it has not been expressly mentioned that
the Knowledge of Self is the cause of the annihilation of avidya; yet, the
same is certainly implied. The preamble, as we saw above, states that the
knower of the Self crosses over the ocean of grief, that is the Self-knowledge
puts an end to grief. It may be observed here that if grief actually existed in
the Self, it can never be destroyed by anything including that of the means
of Self-knowledge. Hence, it has to be conceded to that grief is but a result
of Nescience alone, that is the mutual superimposition of Self and not-Self
(atma-anatma-adhyasa) .30
Therefore, to state that Self-knowledge destroys grief amounts to declaring
that Self-knowledge destroys Nescience, the fundamental cause of grief.
Indeed, Sanatkumara taught Narada the Knowledge of Self, which he longed
for earnestly, and thereby helped Narada to destroy his ignorance, the primal
cause of grief. This is what is really meant by the statement (Cha.U.7.26.2)

“tasmai mrditakasayaya tamasah param darsayati bhagavan sanatkumarah - To
him, who has been cleansed of impurities, the revered (Sage) Sanatkumara
shows the other shore of darkness."31

6. To the same effect exists the aphorism which is composed by the (learned)
Preceptor and which is reinforced with reasoning (Nyaya-sutra, 1.1.2):
"Emancipation is consequent upon the destruction of the immediately
preceding resulting from the destruction of each successive one in the
series of sorrow, birth, effort, defect and erroneous cognition": By citing
29 Cf. aucaiaa. sit* aria iia aaaridawjt aai «jaaa ft a sa, rifssafRai^ i aua: waifa, ci #^a at
aaaiaa stragaa ^naiaiurra ar art Miaajj
aRc^a an?: na^RRaarrt aaw
air^ra aan*
Also, cf. aa aaa^Kf-. «paa3 aarta

srara at

aarrnnaf ai%feaicafdKPd t drs^aaRaftnawariRi

airaai anag naaiRTfafiatfaafa arc^a
aacfarcrar^ twaifipr
r nrtara aadfst^iR^Rn ait nraRJard ^iaiaariacaa: i - ^aTaaraa

30 This point has been made amply clear in the AdhySsa-bhasya.

31 Cf. art! ♦iKd'haiaw nan: air ^araatcaiUT: sparaart fosaiftrara at^oaauiiaatsaaaaaia
aid w.ainTwii - astailt+t
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all the above Upanisadic passages, it has been established by the Bhasyakara
that the result of the Knowledge of Brahman is only the annihilation of
Nescience, the principal obstruction to Liberation.
Now the Acarya intends to reinforce this conclusion further through
logic. For this purpose, he invokes the wizard of Logic, Aksapada Gautama,
the celebrated author of the Nyaya-sutras?2 The Acarya here cites the second

Nyaya-sutra which reads thus: "duhkha-jamna-pravrtti-dosa-mithyajncinanam
uttarottarapdye tadanantarapayad apavargah - Emancipation is consequent
upon the destruction of the immediately preceding resulting from the
destruction of each successive one in the series of sorrow, birth, effort.
defect and erroneous cognition." To complete the sense of this aphorism,
the expression "tattvajnanat"33 is drawn from the immediately preceding
aphorism.34
The five facts of life, that are experienced by all, are listed in the present

Nyaya-sutra: sorrow (duhkha),35 birth (janma), effort (pravrtti),36 defect (dosa)37
and erroneous cognition (mithyajnana). Each former one is connected with the
latter one by the cause and effect relation (karya-karana-bhava-sambandha).
It may be noted that the body, mind and so on, enumerated in the list of
'duhkha', happen to be the cause of the erroneous cognition38 that concludes
- blHdl
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

gUsWRi

I ■Wilful

3 'Wh

33 Cf.
34 The previous aphorism (i.e. the first aphorism of the Nyaya-sQtra) reads (1.1.1):
pmmana-prameya-samsaya-prayojana-drstanta-siddhanta-avayava-tarka-nirnaya-vdda-jalpavitanda-hetvabhdsa-chald-jati-nigrahasthananam tattvajnanad nihsreyasSdhigamah.
35 The Nyaya-darsana recognises twenty-one kinds of sorrow (duhkha), such as body, mind
and so on.
Cf. 3s?
3*11 ft SRlt
WRI: qffUrft qr*H*#l
Slftt
=3 dctfl'M'IdlldJ (-pt ^ |:^Tg^T3.l
Hdldl HlWlSI
36 Effort (pravrtti) denotes the volitional activity performed with the help of organ of speech
(vagindriya), internal organ (buddhi) and body (Sarira) - “pravrttih vagabuddhisanrdmbhah"
37 The defects (dosa) are craving (raga), hatred (dvesa), delusion (moha) and so on
(kamakrodhamohadayah): "mgadvesamoha doscth."
3S For, without the body, mind and so on, that constitute the 'duhkha', there cannot be any
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the list. In this way these five, connected as causes and effects, constitute the
incessant cycle of samsara, the perennial cycle of birth and death.
Thus, the rationale of the statement contained in the aphorism is the
well-known logical principle of the destruction of the cause contributing
to the annihilation of its result (karananasat karyanasah). Indeed, the
destruction of the germs that cause disease in the body, by medicines,
leads to the disappearance of disease too which is but the effect of harmful
germs. Likewise, when the erroneous cognition (mithyajnana) is eradicated
by its direct counter correlate (virodhi-pratiyogin), the knowledge of truth
(tattvajnana), there ensues in regular succession the annihilation of defect
(dosa), of effort (pravrtti), of birth (janma), and ultimately of sorrow (i.e.
body, mind and so on) too. On the total eradication of 'duhkha' ('pain', i.e.
the karya-lcarana-sanghata or the entire psycho-physical organism etc.) there
ensues, the unembodied state (asarlratva), which is but the natural state of
the Self, that is Liberation (Moksa).39
Thus, the Nyaya aphorism cited by the Acarya clearly confirms the
conclusion that ignorance (avidya) is the primal cause of the transmigratory
state and, consequently, is the primary obstacle to Liberation. And it is only
the destruction of this obstacle, that is the erroneous cognition (mithyajnana),
consisting of the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self (atmaerroneous cognition (mithyajnana) too.
39 Cf. WiW

—333 3 <gf, +KUIIMW WW:, 3)>W3I3 53
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anatma-adhyasa) that constitutes the fruit of the Knowledge of Brahman
(brahmajnana-phala) ,4n

7. And the termination of erroneous cognition ensues upon the Realisation
of the identity of Self with Brahman: Immediately after invoking the vital
corroborative evidence of the Nyaya-sutra, the Acarya appends a statement
of significance to drive home an important point consonant with the spirit
and tenor of the Advaita discourse. It is truly the termination of erroneous
cognition, the essential impediment to Liberation, that constitutes the result
of the Knowledge of Truth (jhanam ajhananasanam). However, the exponents
of Advaita do not approve of the Nyaya thesis that the Knowledge of Truth
(tattva-jnana) denotes the right cognition of the twelve knowables (dvadasaprameya) delineated in the Nyaya-darsana.41 In the Vedanta-darsana, it is
only the Realisation of the identity of Brahman and Self that is recognised as
the Knowledge of Truth (tattva-jnana); and, it is this Knowledge alone that is
capable of eradicating the erroneous false cognition (mithyajnana, avidya or
adhyasa), the very obstacle to Liberation.42
40 Cf.
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The preceding as well as present section of the Bhasya is meant for the
refutal of the Vrttikara's thesis that Liberation is the result of the act of
contemplation (pratipatti) enjoined by the Scripture. Both these sections
have together established that Liberation is not the result of the enjoined
act of contemplation (pratipatti or upasana) but it actually ensues when the
destruction of Nescience is brought about, which destruction is solely by
the Realisation of the identity of Brahman and the Self (brahmatmaikyasaksatkara).
#
In this context, some illustrious exponents, such as Prakasatman, the author
of Pancapadika-vivarana, have made significant observations: Not only the
Naiyayikas, but also the philosophers of the Vaisesika, Sankhya, Yoga and
also the Bauddha schools contend, of course, in their own particular ways,
that Liberation ensues on the destruction of the erroneous cognition (avidya)
and that this destruction is the direct result of the Knowledge of Truth,
although the description of Truth differs from school to school. Consequently,
the Vrttikara's viewpoint that Liberation ensues as a result of an act of
contemplation does not find endorsement from any school of philosophy.
All these schools are observed only to corroborate the Siddhantin’s view that
the right cognition alone, and not an act, annihilates the erroneous cognition
that constitutes the impediment to Liberation.43
However, one may legitimately question why the Acarya, the Master of
all Darsanas (sarva-tantra-svatantra), did not expressly cite the thoughts
43 Cf. d^ d#lddP-T<d
Rwifli
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of all these other schools of philosophy but only that of the Nyaya school
for corroborating his thesis? The Acarya does not cite, for the sake of
corroboration, the views of the Vaisesika, Sankhya, Yoga, Bauddha and so
on, for all of them are openly hostile to the Advaita-darsana and their views
are later in the Brahma-sutra refuted emphatically again and again by the
Sutrakara and the Bhasyakara with full force. On the other hand, the Nyayadarsana, despite advocating the pluralistic realism, unlike other schools,
is not inimical to the Vedanta-da rsana, for, like the science of Grammar
(paninlyam), the science of pure Logic (kanadam) too is always neutral.44
Thus, for reinforcing his final view, the Acarya cites the Naiyayika views
alone. Probably, this could be the reason.

44 Cf. mf&MW ^ =3
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'CSS 3WII The 3Tra^i recognises both ■Jrfstt & 3tfU as alternative readings.

13TR5T: 35c|5I:l -WfffI
2 3trf^|crij^|+,ri;il^tf.qj -Tqmptak

3 Pb-mraiTiRi wiwftRi
wit ftftra ?m
?ra*ni -wwt
4 tffJTtft,
# *RR: I - WWI
5 3TIR5t«^?I5n^TOR’I^IHI - '-4l<4W'JW
6
lr?nft! 33U3t -iRtwKr
II -5RRTW1
8?tff f%?FtR^Mwe-ra)I -I#!

9^F%R5t:

I -S#q
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15 A
[brahmatmaikatvavijnanam tattvajnAnam na upAsanArupam]

na ca idam brahmatmaikatvavijnanam sampadrupam - yatha "anantam vai
manah, ananta visvedevah, anantameva sa tena lokam jayati" (Br.U.3.1.9) iti.
na ca adhyasarupam - yatha "mano brahma ityupaslta" (Cha.U.3.18.1), "adityo
brahma ityadesah" (Chd.U.3.19.1) iti ca manaadityadisu brahmadrstyadhyasah.
napi

visistakriyayoganimittam

"vayurvava

samvargah"

(Cha.U.4.3.1),

"prano vava samvargah" (Chd.U.4.3.3) itivat. napi djyaveksanadikarmavat
karmahgasamskararupam.
sampadadirupe hi brahmdtmaikatvavijnane abhyupagamyamane "tat tvam asi"
(Cha.U.6.8.7), "aham brahmasmi” (Br.U.1.4.10), "ayamatma brahma" (Br. Ll.2.5.19,
Ma.U.2)

ityevamadmam

vakyanam

brahmatmaikatvavastupratipadanaparah

padasamanvayah pldyeta. “bhidyate hrdayagranthih chidyante sarvasamsayah"
(Mu.U.2.2.8) ityevamadlni avidyanivrttiphalasravanani uparudhyeran. "brahma
veda brahmaiva bhavati" (Mn.U.3.2.9) iti ca evamadlni tadbhavapattivacanani
sampadadirupatve na sdmahjasyena upapadyeran. tasmad na sampadadirupam
brahmatmaikatvavijnanam.
atah na purusavyapdratantrd brahmavidya. kim tarhi. pratyaksadipramanavisayavastujhanavad vastutantraiva. evambhutasya brahmanah tajjndnasya ca na
kayacid yuktya sakyah karyanupravesah kalpayitum.
15 B
B'Bnaca- not at all; ^Bidam - this; QSUrB'b’&wsWBK.brahmatmailwtvavijhanam
- Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the Self; tt+hsiHH sampadrupam
- of the nature of Sampad;

yatha - just as in;

anantam - infinite; R

vai - verily; *R: manah - the mind; 3FRTf: anantah - infinite;
- the Visvedeva deities;

anantam eva - verily infinite; R: sah - he; RR

tena - by virtue of that; eflRR\lokam - world; RRTcf jayati - wins;
B^naca- nor also;

visvedevah

iti

-

thus;

i t-iv-i+t adhyasarupam - of the nature of Adhyasa;

yatha.-just as in; RR: manah - the mind; Rip

brahma iti - as Brahman;

upasita - one should contemplate on; 3-tlKcM: adityah - the sun; Rip brahma Brahman; ffci iti - this; STT^J: adesah - is the instruction; 3TR R iti ca - also as
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in; dd3tli4cHif<(£ manaadityadisu - on the mind, the sun and so on;

brahmadrstyadhyasah - superimposition of the idea of Brahman; d 3tfq na api nor also; fdl^M^W^WWTWivisistakriyayoganimittam - does it have the cause
consisting in the association with a specific activity; 3Tg: dT3 vayuh vava - the
air is verily; ddh: samvargah - the absorber;

did pranah vava - the life-breath

samvargah - the absorber; ffcRrf itivat - as thus;

is verily;

d srfq

na api -

cijyaveksanddikarmavat - like the ceremonial

nor is it again;

karmahgasamskararupam -

act of looking at the sacrificial ghee;

of the nature of a ceremonial act of purifying a subsidiary to a sacrificial rite

sampadadirupe - as a form of Sampad and so on; Tf hi - for;
Wlr^fK^ffR brahmdtmaikatvavijhdne - the Knowledge of oneness of

abhyupagamyamane - on accepting;

Brahman and the Self;

dd, tat - That; cdd, tvam - thou; 31% asi - art; 3p[d aham - I; dU Brahma Brahman; 3T%7 asmi - am; 3tdd ayam - this; 3flcdf atma - Self; dip Brahma is Brahman; ScddRpffdt

ityevamadindm vakyanam - in sentences like

these; d(plc^d*d-df(lMfcl4l4d4<: brahmatmaikatvavastupratipadanaparah - has the
purport of expounding the existing reality, to wit, the oneness of Brahman
and the Self; Mctftd'da: padasamanvayah - harmony of syntactical relations
of words; Ml'Sdd pidyeta - would be violated; BhUd bhidyate - is cut; gddwfcl:

hrdayagranthih - the knot of the heart; Kid*rf chidyante - are eliminated;
ttdt-kldl; sarvasaihsayah - all doubts; §fd yddl'flM iti evamadlni - this passage
and the like;

avidyanivrttiphalasravanani - that declare

the annihilation of Nescience as the result;

uparudhyeran - would

be contradicted; dip brahma - Brahman; dd veda - one knows; dip 43 brahma

eva - Brahman Itself; ddld bhavati - one becomes; 1% 3 HddklM iti ca evamadlni
- such as this; d^TdilhldndlPl tadbhavdpattivacanani - enunciations of (the
sampadadirupatve - if it were of

Self) becoming That (Brahman);

the nature of Sampad and the like; dWaf-Md samanjasyena - harmoniously;
3

na upapadyeran - would not become intelligible; dt-dld, tasmdt -

therefore; d na - is not; W^JJ^Wlsampadadirupam - of the nature of Sampad
and so on; ®i§lIcHdxdIdMH. brahmdtmaikatvavijhanam - the Knowledge of the
oneness of Brahman and the Self
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3Tcf: atah - consequently; d na - is not;

purusavyaparatantra

- not dependent on the activity of a person;
Knowledge of Brahman;

brahmavidya - the

kim - what is it; dff tarhi - then;

WHM4k$yfl^$zlpratyaksadipramanavisayavastujnanavat - like the knowledge of
existing entities which form the objects of the means of knowledge such as
perception and so on;
the existing entity;

93 vastutantra eva - exclusively dependent on

evambhutasya - of this nature;

brahmanah -

of Brahman; ct^WW 3 tajjnanasya ca - and also of the knowledge thereof;
^ na - is not; 'b'MiPtcf kayacit - by any;

sakyah - is possible;
performed;

yuktya - by logical device; 3FF3'-

lcaryanupravesah - ingress of an activity to be
kalpayiturn ~ to imagine
15 C

[KNOWLEDGE OF THE ONENESS OF BRAHMAN AND ATMAN
IS THE KNOWLEDGE OF AN EXISTENT ENTITY;
NOT A CONTEMPLATION LIKE SAMPAD]

This Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the Self is not at all of
the nature of Sampad just as in (Br.U.3.1.9) "Verily infinite is the mind;
infinite are Visvedeva deities. By virtue of that, he wins the world that
is verily infinite." Nor also is this of the nature of Adhyasa just as the
superimposition of the idea of Brahman on the mind, the sun and so on
as in (Chd.U.3.18.1 & 3.19.1 respectively) "One should contemplate on the
mind as Brahman," "The Sun is Brahman - thus is the instruction." Nor
also does it have the cause consisting in the association with a specific
activity as thus (Chd.UA.3.1 & 4.3.3 respectively): "The air is verily the
absorber," "The life-breath is verily the absorber."1 Nor is it again of the
nature of a ceremonial act of purifying a subsidiary to a sacrificial rite like
the ceremonial act of looking at the sacrificial ghee.2
For, on accepting the Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the
Self as a form of Sampad and so on,3 the harmony of syntactical relations
of words in the sentences like (Chd.U.6.8.7, Br.U.lA.10 & 2.5.19/Ma.U.2
respectively in order) "That thou art," "I am Brahman," "This Self is
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Brahman" would be violated, which harmony of syntactical relations
has the intent of expounding the existing reality, to wit, the oneness of
Brahman and the Self.4 This passage (Mu.U.2.2.8) "The knot of the heart is
cut; all doubts are eliminated" and the like, that declare the annihilation
of Nescience as the result, would be contradicted.5 Passages such as
(Mm.IT.3.2.9) "One who knows Brahman becomes Brahman Itself," that
enunciate (the Self) becoming That (Brahman), would not harmoniously
become intelligible, in case they were accepted to be of the form of Sampad
and the like.6 Therefore, the Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and
the Self is not of the nature of Sampad and so on.7
Consequently, the Knowledge of Brahman is not dependent on the activity
of a person. What then is it? It is exclusively dependent on the existing entity
very much like the knowledge of existing entities that form the objects of
the means of knowledge such as perception and so on. It is not possible by
any logical device to imagine an ingress of an activity to be performed into
Brahman, of such nature, and also into the Knowledge thereof.8
15 D
1. This Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the Self is not at all of
the nature of Sampad just as in (Br.U.3.1.9) "Verily infinite is the mind;
infinite are Visvedeva deities. By virtue of that, he wins the world that
is verily infinite." Nor also is this of the nature of Adhyasa just as the
superimposition of the idea of Brahman on the mind, the sun and so on
as in (Cha.U.3.18.1 & 3.19.1 respectively) "One should contemplate on the
mind as Brahman," "The Sun is Brahman - thus is the instruction." Nor
also does it have the cause consisting in the association with a specific
activity as thus (Cha.UA.3.1 & 4.3.3 respectively): "The air is verily the
absorber," "The life-breath is verily the absorber": The Vrttikara, the
Purvapaksin, by taking recourse to the logic of analogy (upamana-pramana),
presently endeavours to bring Brahman and Its knowledge, which according
to him, are respectively the result and its means, within the ambit of the
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Scripturally enjoined results (naiyogika-phala) and their enjoined means of
action (naiyogika-karma) respectively. In order to present the Purvapaksin's
viewpoint clearly, the Bhasyakara shows the Vrttikara as citing certain
parallels from the Scripture.
The Vrttikara points out that the contention detailed by the Siddhantin
in the last section may hold good, provided the Knowledge of the oneness
of Brahman and Atman (brahmatmaikyajnana), taught in the Scriptural
passages such as (Br.U. 1.4.7 & 2.4.S/4.5.6 respectively) "atmetyevopasTta One should contemplate that one is the Self alone," "atma va are drastavyah

srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be
heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon"and
so on cognises a truly existing and valid absolute identity of Atman and
Brahman. In that case alone, the Knowledge could dispel the inherently
erroneous mutual superimposition of Self and not-Self. Only then can it be
also logically maintained that Brahman and Its Knowledge cannot be the
content of any Scriptural injunction (niyoga).
But, opines the Purvapaksin, the fact is otherwise. The contemplation
(pratipatti) of the identity between Brahman and Atman does not at all
cognise any such actual identity, for no such true and actual identity exists
between Atman and Brahman at the time when the aspirant contemplates
upon their mutual identity. Rather, the contemplative cognition comprehends
only an assumed, or superimposed, or figurative identity between Brahman
and Atman.10 These contemplations based upon the distinction of their
contemplative cognitions come to be known by such appellations as
'Sampad', 'Adhyasa' and so on:

(1) Sampad: The word 'sampad' denotes 'assumption'. This term denotes a
contemplative cognition that imagines the locus or substrate (adhisthana),
which actually is a limited and insignificant entity, to be a very significant
and remarkable object.11 Such an envisioning, to wit, upasana (pratipatti), is
10 Cf.

ifo fosqrfrFi

*1^, str g

wat
11 Cf.
Also, cf. fWviwiAi

etniAa

arfpl:
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done, as per the Vedic injunction, by taking into account some characteristic
quality common to the substrate (adhisthana) and the object that it is
contemplated to be (the aropya, i.e. the upasya). In the contemplative
cognition pertaining to this imagined identification (upasana), the object of
imagination, that is the 'aropya', is given all importance while the substrate
or locus (adhisthana) is almost completely ignored, as if it were a non-entity
(avidyamanasamam krtva).
The Bhasyakara presents the opponent as elucidating the Sampadupasana by citing an illustration from the well-known Brhadaranyaka
passage (Br.U.3.1.9) "anantam vai manah, ananta visvedevah, anantameva sa

tena lokam jayati - Verily infinite is the mind; infinite are Visvedeva deities.
By virtue of that, he wins the world that is verily infinite." The context of
this upasana, wherein this Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage occurs, is this:
The priest, who is designated as 'Brahma', is seated on the southern side
of the sacrificial altar ("daksinato brahma bhavati"). As part of his duty unto
the yajamana (sacrificer), the Brahma undertakes this particular upasana
and by doing so, with the help of the deities (devata) known as Visvedevas,
he protects the sacrifice that is conducted on the southern side of the yagabhumi (sacrificial site).
In the debate that is held in the Janaka-sabha, that is presented in the

Brhadaranyaka-upanisad, a question is put to the renowned Sage Yajnavalkya
by one of the learned disputants regarding the number of deities taking
whose assistance the priest Brahma protects the sacrifice that is performed
on the southern side. The answer given by Yajnavalkya is that the protection
of the sacrificial act is done with a single divinity, to wit, the mind itself. This
mystical answer is elucidated thus (Br.U.3.1.9): "anantam vai manah, ananta

visvedevah, anantameva sa tena lokam jayati - Verily infinite is the mind; infinite
are Visvedevas deities. By virtue of that, he wins the world that is verily
infinite." Though the mind is a single entity, it is spoken of here as infinite,
because of the mental modes or modifications (vrtti) being infinite. The idea
is that when Brahma, the priest of the Vedic rite, contemplates on his 'infinite
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mind' as infinite Visvedeva deities, the Scripture declares that he actually
protects the rite with the assistance of the infinite number of Visvedeva
deities. As a result of this protection, achieved for the sacrificial rite by this
upasana performed by the priest Brahma, the yajamana (sacrificer) gains the
infinite worlds, that is infinite realms of enjoyment.12
In the case of the above-cited contemplation (upasana), for attaining
the result of infinite enjoyment, the Scripture is found prescribing a
form of contemplation wherein the insignificant mind, the substrate
(adhisthana), is imagined to be the mighty divinities on the basis of both
the mind and the divinities having, in a way, a common characteristic
of infinitude (anantatva), albeit ignoring the substrate (adhisthana), to
wit, the mind, as if it were a non-entity.13 Such a contemplation is termed
'Sampad-upasana'.
By citing this illustration, of the Sampad form of contemplation, the
Vrttikara seeks to establish that the Upanisadic teaching of the oneness of
Brahman and Atman could be construed to be exactly a Sampad-upasana.
That is to say, while expounding the identity of Atman and Brahman, the
Upanisadic passages are merely prescribing a Sampad type contemplation,
wherein the substrate, the individual Self, which is actually kincijjna (with
limited knowledge) and alpasakti (with limited power), is imagined and
contemplated to be the omniscient (sarvajna), omnipotent (sarvasakti)
Brahman (i.e. Saguna-brahma or Isvara) on the basis of both the substrate
(adhisthana) and the superimposed object (aropya-vastu) having the
common characteristic of Consciousness (caitanya).14

13 This explains why the act of protection is said to be bestowed, not by the mind, but only by
the infinite Visvedeva divinities.
14 Cf. flWraiJTleMHfa

cRW

9755*%

fen ^'uwi'^dirai -w#i
'|

Also, cf.

CR: et-iVfW-rMK SPRt, efet 3cf2T f^3T

i q«n
lief a
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Since the Sampad-upasarta has been enjoined by the Upanisads for those
who are desirous of attaining Immortality (amxtatva), therefore, it is certain
that the Upanisads by enjoining only this Sampad-upasana of Brahman
endeavour to grant Immortality and certainly they do not grant Immortality
by teaching the knowledge of any real or absolute oneness of the inner Self
and Brahman.15
In other words, the Upanisads are purported to teach a niyoga or vidhi
(injunction) of the upasana of Atman as Brahman and do not expound the
pratyag-abhinna-brahma as the Siddhantin deems it to be.16
(2) Adhyasa: This term which usually means 'superimposition' is used here
in the technical sense of 'a contemplation by superimposition' (adhyasena
anucintanam).17 Undoubtedly, imagination (kalpana) is the basic factor
common to both the Sampad and the Adhyasa types of upasanas. However, as
described above, in the case of the Sampad-upasana, the primacy (pradhanya)
is for the superimposed (aropya).18 But, in the case of Adhyasa-upasana, the
primacy (pradhanya) however is for the substrate19 (adhisthana).20
15 Cf. WIWi:|

*r

?r

"'fRRcRSTRR#:, R3

RURRR S£[|*$M>tW, iR

I -RTRcft

17 Cf. Sfcdltk ^iifeiTiSdfhi'WI'D; I - *^(WPtuW
18 For example in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage "anantam vai manah, ananta visvedevah,
anantameva sa tenet lokam jayati - Verily infinite is the mind; infinite are Visvedevas deities. By
virtue of that, he wins the world that is verily infinite" cited above, the primacy (pradhanya)
is for the Visvedevas, that are superimposed on the mind (manas).
w Cf. ntq^—SnWRHRN'MRIRFR fvfl UHliRRW RURRR IRTCRTSffqRRR, 3RZTTR
RURqRfJpRRRJ -

Also, cf.
WWJRWW'W
3RZRR RTAMHF4R
tRq
- -RqPw
20 “Aropyapradham sampad, adhisthanapradhanah adhyasnh." (Vedantakalpataru)
It is well-known that in all the cases of superimposition (adhyasa), like the superimposition
of the shell-silver, rope-snake, etc., the erroneous cognition is in the form of 'this is silver',
'this is snake' and so on. Here, in these cognitions, the denotative content of 'idam - this'
(idam-padartha) is the substrate and figures as tire subject or the primary member, while the
'silver', 'snake' and so on are only predicates or the secondary members.
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The examples for the Adhyasa forms of contemplation are seen in the
Chandogya-upanisad passages (Cha.U.3.18.1 & 3.19.1 respectively) "mano
brahma ityupaslta - One should contemplate on the mind as Brahman" and
“adityo brahma ityadesah - The sun is Brahman; thus is the instruction." These
injunctive sentences, meant for the purpose of attaining certain specified
results, enjoin the Adhyasa type of contemplation by superimposing
Brahman (aropya) on the substrate (adhisthana) consisting of the mind
(manas) and the sun (aditya) respectively.
In just the same way, says the Purvapaksin, the Upanisadic passages
(Br.III.4.7 & 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively), "dtmetyevopaslta - One should
contemplate that one is the Self alone," ",atma va are drastavyah srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard,
is to be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon"and so on,
for effecting the result of Immortality (amrtatva), can be considered to ordain
the Adhyasa type of contemplation by superimposing the Saguna-brahma
(Brahman with attributes) on the Self.21
This being the case, the Upanisadic passages, says the Purvapaksin, do
not teach, as the Siddhantin assumes, the knowledge of Nirguna-brahman
that is attributeless and identical with the Self (nirvisesa-pratyag-abhinnabrahma).
(3) Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta - Contemplation by the association of
some specific activity: Here, the contemplation is in the form of a notion
that figuratively conceives an entity as being something else. The Scripture
explains that the entity is conceived so as being different from what it actually
is since it is associated with a specific activity that justifies its altered notion.
The illustrations of this type of upasana are seen in the Upanisadic sentences
(Cha.U.4.3.1 & 4.3.3 respectively) "vayurvava samvargah - The air is verily the
absorber," "prano vava samvargah - The life-breath is verily the absorber."
21 Cf.

STIUM-t V4M,

i

snuistT wt:,

3 VHlfi—35%fc! I -

4, W *Ht

Also, cf. 31UETFI
Also, cf.
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When the sun and the moon set, they are, so to say 'absorbed' by the air
(vayu), for the outer atmosphere seems to absorb them. Again, at the time
of dissolution (pralaya), the mighty element air (mahabhuto vayuh) absorbs
and destroys the entire fire element, including its manifestations of the sun
and the moon. Likewise, for all beings, at the time of their daily sleep and so
also at the time of their death, the prana (life-breath) absorbs all the organs
of knowledge (jnanendriya) as well as organs of action (karmendriya).
Therefore,both vayu (air) and prana (life-breath) are 'absorbers' (samvargas).
Therefore, the Upanisad declares that one should contemplate upon them
both as 'samvargas' (i.e. 'absorbers').22
From the above-mentioned examples and the explanation, it is clear that
these Upanisadic passages, for attaining their specified results enjoin the
contemplations upon the vayu (air) and prana (life-breath) as 'samvargas',
only by associating them with the specific activity (visista-kriya) of absorbing
or devouring (samvarjana). In the same manner, says the Vrttikara, the
Purvapaksin, the Upanisads could also be alternately taken as prescribing,
for the purpose of attaining Immortality (amrtatva), the contemplation on
Atman as Brahman by associating the Self with the specific activity (visistakriya) of 'brmhana',23 that is ‘causing entities to grow'.24
22 Cf.

FRif

3T rarcreOTFf

^

ctiyedlAfcil

5M<TCT

St^lAfrl

3?«ITUtirH y|U|| 3TF

StTdlR: Ffftl

3^1 -

MluWs

(VA.t A)

23 The etymology of die term 'Brahman' intended here is: “brmhanad brahma - It is (given the
appellation) 'Brahman' since it enables all to grow."
24 Cf. ftraiftftwhiiiti, *?«n srrjOT
mufr
^
ft
B4IM55FW4 ft
tFR:
3F2JIfrf ^ UTO:
4)^1^ =hvMn fftl -BIBB?
Also, cf. -4*11
hftHpMikiiff *rau ift vzfR
Also, cf.

hffqiFrfft WlWctI
ift, B ft OTTftl 3FTT#?

WW&I WlcttoMI£l$
WW3 ft F ^ OTFftpft*#!

dyiiki—ustld IF? twA eti'-i+.A HiIJii amftFl. tfttfci flc?
ftftct, a«n
sftat sftift ?f#ith kraif—^raliffi -

dmRfqidjft BftiuilfhwpifftdkltWHI ^

Also, cf. ^ F«JT fft^IW4pfth1iil4h FTORq =e?

fRI

’-HisPW!
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It may be noted that the first two alternative contemplations, that is
the Sampad and Adhyasa types, are contemplations based respectively
on the assumption and the superimposition on the individual Self, the
substrate (adhisthana), the Saguna-brahma (Brahman with attributes). In
both the cases, the basis of construal happens to be a quality (guna) that
is supposed to be common to both the entity superimposed (aropya) and
substrate (adhisthana). But, in the third alternative, it is a distinct activity
(visista-kriya) that forms the basis of the ideation and the contemplation
thereof. What follows from all this is that Brahman, which is assumptively
(Sampad), or superimposed (Adhyasa), or figuratively conceived because
of a particular similar action (visista-kriya) in all these three contemplations
(i.e. pratipatti or upasana) is only the Saguna-brahman (Brahman one
with attributes). It alone, says the Purvapaksin, is to contemplated upon
as being one with the individual Self (jiva) and never is the Nirvisesapratyagabhinna-brahman, the attributeless Brahman actually identical
with individual self that is propounded by the Siddhantin, the true
teaching of the Upanisads.
It is indeed a recognised fact that the individual self (or jiva) is distinct
from Saguna-brahman, the Isvara, the very Creator of the cosmos. Yet
a contemplation (upasana) alone of the individual self as Brahman (i.e.
Saguna-brahman) is enjoined by injunctions, such as (Br.U.lA.7 & 2.4.5/4J5.6
respectively) "atmetyevopasita - One should contemplate that one is the self
alone," "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - O dear one!
The self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely
contemplated upon" and so on, for producing the result of Immortality
(amrtatva), to wit, the created result of the identity of Atman with Brahman.
This being the case, all these possible alternative contemplations of Brahman
- Sampad, Adhyasa and so on - being certainly a sort of mental activity
(manasa-kriya), can indeed be the subject matter of Scriptural injunction
(vidhi-kriya), just as the Agnihotra rite is. Therefore, Moksa (Liberation)
or Amrtatva (Immortality), which is of the nature of becoming Brahman
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(brahma-bhavana), is truly the result of such an enjoined contemplative act
and hence both Brahman and Its knowledge are necessarily subsidiaries to
the injunction of contemplation (pratipatti-vidhisesa).25 This is, in essence,
the thesis of the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara.
2. Nor is it again of the nature of a ceremonial act of purifying a

subsidiary to a sacrificial rite like the ceremonial act of looking at the
sacrificial ghee: So far we have seen the opponent arguing to establish that
the Knowledge of Brahman is a contemplative activity (upasana-kriya) that
is enjoined by the Upanisadic injunctions such as (Br.U.lA.7 & 2.4.5/4.5.6
respectively) "atmetyevopaslta - One should contemplate that one is the
self alone," "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah O dear one! The self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into
and is to be intensely contemplated upon." The Purvapaksin had so far
assessed this act of contemplation (pratipatti) as an independent principal
act (pradhana-karma) enjoined for its own independent result (svatantraphala) of Immortality. But now he goes a few steps further and seeks to
downgrade the Knowledge of Brahman by even relegating it to the status
of a guna-karma, to wit, an act of purifying an existing entity (bhuta-vastu)
that is subsidiary to a principal rite which alone possesses an independent
result.
To explain: The Atman (self), being an entity directly connected to every
sacrificial act as its performing agent, is naturally a subsidiary (afiga) to all
the sacrificial rites.26 Hence, the contemplation on the self as Brahman is
to be viewed as a guna-karma that is enjoined with reference to the self,
for the purification (samskara) of the self, which is subsidiary to the main
sacrificial act. An example has been cited here for elucidating the point.
25 Cf. The Vrttikara's contentions: "tasmat pratipattividhivisayatayaiva sastrapmmanakam
brahma," at the conclusion of the Samanvayadhikarana, Section 12 and "moksakamah asantam
brahmabhedamjmeadhyasyaahambrah7nasmiUyupasitaityupasanavidhih,,mSama.r\vayadh.i'kaTaT\a,
Section 3 D, n.l, fn.9.
26 The sacrificial act, since it is the principal content of every injunction (vidhi), is always the
principal (pradhana), while the performing agent, being a beneficary, is subsidiary (ahga) to
the principal rite that is enjoined by the injunction.
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In the context of the Vedic sacrificial act Darsapurnamasa-isti, there is a
Scriptural injunction "patnyaveksitam ajyarh bhavaii - The sacrificial ghee is
that which has been glanced at by the wife of the sacrificer." This passage
enjoins the glance of the sacrificer's wife on the ghee that is to be used for the
Darsapurnamasa-isti. This act of glancing at the ghee purifies (samskriyate)
the ghee, and is assessed by the yajnikas, the exponents in the Vedic sacrificial
acts (yajna), as a guna-karma, that is a subsidiary act to the main sacrifice
(pradhanayaga) consisting of the Darsapurnamasa-isti. In verily the same
way, the contemplation of the Atman as Brahman could also be alternately
considered to be a guna-karma of the same nature.27
3. For, on accepting the Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the
Self as a form of Sampad and so on: We have seen the Acarya citing four
alternative theses of the Purvapaksin. We can observe that the Acarya has
cited each one of them by prefixing them with the refutative phrases such as
"na ca - not at all/nor also" and "napi - nor is it again."
In the sequel, he states three reasons by way of justifying the refutation.28
The burden of all of them is that the views of the Purvapaksin not only
violate the syntactical relation of the words but also the very spirit, tenor
and the purport of the significant passages of the Upanisads.
4. the harmony of syntactical relations of words in the sentences like
(Cha.U.6.8.7, Br. 11.1.4.10 & 2.5.19/M«.U.2 respectively in order) "That thou
art," "I am Brahman," "This Self is Brahman" would be violated, which
harmony of syntactical relation has the intent of expounding the existing
reality, to wit, the oneness of Brahman and the Self: Hie substantives in
27 Cf.
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each one of these three sentences (Cha.U.6.8.7, Brill.4.10 & 2.5.19/Ma.Ll.2
respectively in order), "tat tvam asi - That thou art," "aham brahmasmi -1 am
Brahman" and "ayam atma brahma - This Self is Brahman," are co-located
words (samanadhikarana-sabda) and their mutual syntactical relations
(pada-samanvaya) show beyond an iota of doubt that these words denote one
and the same entity. That is to say, their syntactical relationship establishes
that these sentences intend to teach the absolute identity of the inner Self (the
tvam-padartha, or aham-padartha, or atma-padartha) with Brahman (the
tat-padartha or brahma-padartha). In other words, their syntactical relation
establishes that the purport (tatparya) of these sentences is verily to expound
the 'pratyag-abhinna-brahma', that is Brahman as being identical with the
self. It is only reasonable that this fact should not be lost sight of or altered
according to one's own whims and fancies.29
Besides this reason, the Upanisadic passages cited here are all acclaimed
to be 'Mahavakyas', that is 'pivotal' or 'chief sentences'. These are termed
'Mahavakyas' because the sentence senses of all other intermediary sentences
(avantara-vakyartha) are expected to supplement and complement, in one
way or the other, the ultimate purport (tatparya) of these Mahavakyas.
In this way, these Mahavakyas (pivotal or chief sentences) and all the
avantaravakyas (intermediary sentences) pertaining to the Upanisadic tract
get united to become an 'ekavakya', that is a 'unitary sentence' harmoniously
conveying a single homogeneous purport. These norms of Vedic exegesis
(mimarhsa) do not approve of any violence to the homogeneity in the
Upanisadic purport (ekavakyata-bhanga) which would be automatically
incurred if the Purvapaksin’s thesis was to be accepted.
As discussed above, the tatparya (purport) of these pivotal Mahavakyas,
which by the syntactical relation of their words (pada-samanvaya) evince,
is only the exposition of the absolute identity of Brahman and the Self
(brahmatmaikya). Hence, the purport (tatparya) of the Mahavakyas has to
necessarily dominate the tatparya (purport) of the whole Upanisadic sections
29 cf.

cRwwif^wRt
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wherein they are found to occur. This fact has been established earlier too
in this very Samartvayadhikarana (vide Section 5) on the basis of the wellknown sixfold grounds for the determination of the purport of sentences
(sadvidhatatparya-lihga).30
The thesis of the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, is bound to be unsound,
for it endangers this very vital harmony (samanvaya) and disregards even
the fundamental and obvious syntactical relations (pada-samanvaya) of the
words of the Mahavakyas which indicate, as discussed above, the absolute
oneness of Brahman and Atman (brahmatmaikya).31
While refuting the Vrttikara's thesis, the Bhasyakara presents three
Upanisadic citations by way of illustration. Of them, the first and the third
sentences (Cha.U.6.8.7 & Br. 11,2.5.19 respectively) "tat tvam asi," "ayam atma
brahma" are considered in the Vedantic tradition to be 'upadesa-vakyas',
meaning they succinctly represent the teachings imparted by the Preceptor.
The second sentence (Br.ll.1.4.10) "aham brahmasmi,” is the 'anubhavavakya' and presents the nature of the disciple’s Realisation of the oneness of
Brahman and Atman that is attained by the disciple imbibing the teachings
of the Preceptor. In both these types of sentences, because of the discernible
syntactical relation between their words, we can tangibly observe only
the Knowledge of Brahman as being identical with Self (pratyagabhinnabrahma) being revealed.
Besides, it is these Mahavakyas that constitute the one single fulcrum on
30 These six grounds for the delineation of the tatparya are: (1) the harmony of the
introductory and concluding statements of a tract (upakrama and upasamhara) with regard
to the subject matter expounded, (2) the repetition of a significant statement (abhyasa)
during the exposition of the subject, (3) the uniqueness (apurvata) of the subject taught, (4)
the fruit or result (phala) of the knowledge of the subject thus delineated, (5) the statement
of arthavada - passages that eulogise (stavaka) what is expounded in the main statement or
censure (nindaka) what is prohibited therein and lastly (6) the logical ground (upapatti) for
the subject taught.
31 Cf.
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which the entire Upanisadic teaching rests.32 This very balance would be
upset if the thesis of the Vrttikara were to be espoused.33
5. This passage (Mu.U.2.2.8) "The knot of the heart is cut; all doubts are
eliminated"34 and the like, that declare the annihilation of Nescience as
the result, would be contradicted: The passage cited here is a 'phala-vakya',
to wit, a sentence describing the result gained by the aspirant from the
Knowledge of Brahman that he has received from his Preceptor. This citation
from the Mundaka-upcinisad verily describes the result of Brahmavidya
as a state in which Nescience (avidya) and all its effects are eliminated
(sakaryavidyanivrtti) entirely.
Such destruction of Nescience can be brought about only by the
Knowledge of the actual oneness of Brahman and Self (pratyagabhinnabrahmajnanam),35 and not by the means of contemplation (upasana
or pratipatti) of the Self as the Saguna-brahman (i.e. Savisesa-brahma
or Brahman with attributes), be it by the assumptive (Sampad), the
superimposed (Adhyasa) or in the manner of the figurative identity
(Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta). Therefore, all the various theories propounded
by the Purvapaksin, of Brahman being construed as an object of any one of
the various types of upasanas, are naturally flawed, for they go against the
32 The commentaries like the Nyaymirnaya, Vartika, Pradlpa and so on elaborate this point.
33 Cf. In this context, we have a passage in the Nyayanirnaya that shows, through the analysis
of the sadvidha-lihga, how the tatparya of these Upanisads is the Knowledge of Brahman
alone and not an upasana like Sampad. This passage is cited here:
H'bsq Sr^MT.HIc;
rft dcdcM n a-llcdl Ir’JTOSTCTct cMhm
^MI'dlldWHdiqdcdlcl, rOylldt-S

n <^55 SiftS: 3R
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3 TOt ftfft
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^ wft^lftft R dR 5IRqq*i
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34 Cf.
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35 Vide "mithyajmnapayasca brahmatmaikyajmnad bhavati." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 14)
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content as well as violate the very spirit of the phalavakya, and are hence
unacceptable to the Siddhantin.36

6. Passages such as (Mm. If.3.2.9) "One who knows Brahman becomes
Brahman Itself," that enunciate (the Self) becoming That (Brahman),
would not harmoniously become intelligible, in case they were accepted to
be of the form of Sampad and the like: So far, the thesis of the Purvapaksin
has been refuted on the basis of upadesa-vakya, anubhava-vakya and phala¬
vakya. Now follows the rejection of the Purvapaksin's thesis on the basis of
moksa-vakya, that is the Upanisadic sentences that describe Liberation.
It is of value to recall here that in the preceding two sections (Sections
13 & 14), the Acarya had established the following: (1) The result of the
Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and Atman is merely the removal
of the impediment to attain Liberation constituted of Nescience (avidya)
and (2) Liberation is but the unembodied state (asariratva-avastha) of Self,
verily the immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya) and causeless Brahman and
hence is not at all a result (phala) of any act. These being the cardinal facts
about Liberation that the Bhasyakara has presented and established in
the immediately preceding sections, he deems it necessary also to review
separately the Vrttikara’s thesis even from the point of view of the Upanisadic
passages that delineate Liberation.
The sentence chosen by the Bhasyakara, in the present context is

(Mu.U.3.2.9) "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati - One who knows Brahman
becomes Brahman Itself." This passage declares that the moment one
knows Brahman, one becomes Brahman Itself. This immediacy, nay the
very simultaneity of realising Brahman and becoming Brahman, makes it
abundantly clear that the Knowledge of Brahman intended by the Scripture
can be that Knowledge alone which cognises the true and veritable identity
of the Self with Brahman (pratyag-abhirtnam brahma). This being the case,
the moksa-vakyas, such as the above-cited Mundaka-upanisad statement.

Also, cf.

^

T-aqiPHi
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totally preclude the various types of contemplation like the Sampad, since
these contemplative cognitions can only cognise an unreal identity between
Atman and Brahman - be it the assumptive (Sampad)/ or the superimposed
(Adhyasa) or even the figurative identity of the Brahman and Atman based
on a specific act (Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta).
In fact, in these contemplations like the Sampad, even while they cognise
the Self as Brahman, they indeed recognise and well-nigh assert the Self to
be distinct from Brahman. And also, whatever be the type of contemplation
performed - Sampad, Adhyasa or the others - what is not Brahman (abrahma)
can never become Brahman. To cite an example: Caitra, who is not Maitra,
cannot really become Maitra, even by virtue of a thousand presumptions
and assumptions!
It is futile to argue that, though not Brahman presently, the inner Self
can certainly become Brahman, in the course of time, as a result of upasana
because the Scriptural passage declares so and that the authority of the
Scripture is beyond dispute. Is it not true that the mind (manas) and the sun
(aditya) do not even become Brahman, inspite of the fact that the Scriptural
sentences (CM.U.3.18.1 & 3.19.1 respectively), "mano brahmetyupasita - One
should contemplate upon the mind as Brahman," “adityo brahma ityadesah - The
sun is Brahman; thus is the instruction," enjoin the upasana (contemplation)
of them as Brahman?
Indeed, being views rooted in duality, the Sampad, Adhyasa and the other
upasanas can only lead one to transmigratory existence (sarhsara) and this
is unequivocally declared by the Scriptural passages such as (Ka.U.2.1.10/

Br. 114.4.19) “mrtyoh sa mrtyumapnoti ya iha naneva pasyati - He goes from
death to death who sees as though there is plurality (in this Self)."37 Thus,
whatever be the upasana proposed by the Purvapaksin, all of them violate
the letter, the tenor and the spirit of even the moksavakyas and, hence, the
Purvapaksin's thesis stands discredited and repudiated.

7. Therefore, the Knowledge of the oneness of Brahman and the Self is
not of the nature of Sampad and so on: Here, the Bhasyakara concludes
37 Cf. % antR-d ftsMki ^ i

- ifswrR+l
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his refutation of the Purvapaksin's thesis of Sampad-, Adhyasa- and
Visistakriyayoganimitta-upasanas.
After thus stating his conclusion, the Bhasyakara presently makes a
significant observation, which observation carries the discussion forward as
we shall see in the sequel.
8. Consequently, the Knowledge of Brahman is not dependent on the
activity of a person. What then is it? It is exclusively dependent on the
existing entity very much like the knowledge of existing entities that form
the objects of the means of knowledge such as perception and so on. It is
not possible by any logical device to imagine an ingress of an activity to
be performed into Brahman, of such nature, and also into the Knowledge
thereof: The Purvapaksin had proposed in this section the thesis of Sampad-,

Adhyasa-, Visistakriyayoganimitta- and Samskara-upasanas - thus four
in number. Of these four, the Bhasyakara has rejected so far only the first
three as being incompatible in the context of Brahmavidya by explaining
that they go counter to the pada-samanvaya (relation between words) and
the tatparya (purport) of various Upanisadic declarations. Now, the fourth
theory of the Purvapaksin is taken up for review.
As discussed before, the fourth type of upasana presents the theory of the
Knowledge of the identity of Brahman-Atman that is taught in the Upanisads
as being nothing but a guna-karma, that is a subsidiary ceremonial act meant
for purifying (samskara) an entity which is subsidiary to the main sacrificial
act. To recapitulate this thesis with the illustration cited in the Bhasya: Just
as the act of glancing at the ghee by the wife of the sacrificer is a guna-karma
and is meant for purifying the ghee that is to be offered during the sacrificial
act of Darsapurnamasa, which alone is the main sacrificial act, so too the
contemplation on Atman as Brahman is also meant for the purification of the
individual self, that is the agent (kartr), a subsidiary to all sacrificial activity
(V aidika-karma).
The expression "karyanupravesa" in the Bhasya is intended to signify this
association of Brahman and the Knowledge thereof as subsidiary (ahga) to
an act that is to be performed (karya-sambandha). But Liberation (Moksa),
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which is but Brahman, the ever-accomplished entity (nitya-siddha-vastu), is
not attainable by an action of any form (karyasadhya).38 The Acarya avers
that this fourth theory of samskara-upasana, a guna-karma stands dismissed
on its own, when the first three theories are refuted. The idea here is this:
The Sampad-, Adhyasa- and Visistakriyayoganimitta-upasanas are all just
ideations (kalpana) since they are all of the nature of deliberately viewing an
entity to be other than what it is. Such an ideation will have to necessarily
depend on the human will because it is the human being who, out of his
own volition, will have to undertake this ideation that has been enjoined
by the Scripture (niyoga or vidhi). On the other hand, the Knowledge of the
oneness of Brahman and Atman is a knowledge (i.e. a mere cognition) and it
is not at all a contemplative act. Hence, this Knowledge depends neither on
the volitional effort of a man, nor on any extraneous factor, like a Scriptural
injunction which prompts the individual to take up such a volition.39
Knowledge depends only on a real and existing entity (parinisthita-vastu)
that is cognised by means of a valid instrument of cognition (pramana) which here is the Advaita-srutis, that is the Scriptural declarations such
as "tat tvam asi" that expound the non-dual Brahman. These passages
simply reveal the truth of the oneness of Brahman and the Self and they
do not instruct or enjoin that the oneness of Brahman and the Self is to be
ideated, that is to be assumed (Sampad), superimposed (Adhyasa) and so
on. This being the case, the verbal cognition of the identity of BrahmanAtman arising from the Mahavakyas, such as (Cha.II.6.8.7 & £b. II. 1.4.10
respectively) "tat tvam asi - That thou art," "aham brahmasmi -1 am Brahman"
and so on, is analogous to the perceptual knowledge of the pot as a pot,40 a
cognition that depends on the existing entity (parinisthita-vastu), that is the
pot, the instrument of knowledge (pramana) and the contact of the means
of the knowledge with the sense object (aksarthasannikarsa). This being the

39 Indeed, to view a pot as pot depends neither on any human effort nor on any Scriptural
injunction that would prompt one to do so.
40 Cf. dWlrf
WhI
fefj
- HstMifybi
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case, Brahman and the Knowledge of Brahman, presented in the above-cited
Upanisadic declarations, cannot be viewed as 'naiyogika', that is as a content
of the Scriptural injunctions (niyoga or vidhi).41
When thus Brahman and the Knowledge thereof are established to be
far beyond the realm of the enjoined acts (naiyogika-karma), then, as a
corollary, it does also follow that the Knowledge of Brahman can never be
a guna-karma, here by context the enjoined ceremonial contemplative act of
purifying (samskara-upasana) the individual self, the agent, who is always a
subsidiary to the sacrificial act. Hence, it is wrong to equate this Knowledge
of the identity of Brahman and Atman with a guna-karma, like the enjoined
ceremonial glance of the sacrificer's wife that effects the purification
(samskara) of the sacrificial ghee.
This important fact of the Knowledge of Brahman being 'vastu-tantra',
and not purusa-tantra, that is dependent on the object per se and not on the
person, which is dealt with here, has been already touched upon by the
Bhasyakara as a peripheral issue in the context of determining the exact
meaning of the word 'atha' of the Jijnasa-sutra, "athato brahmajijnasa - Then,
therefore, the desire to know Brahman."42 This fact of the Knowledge of
Brahman being vastu-tantra is presently again taken up, but here and in the
succeeding sections, it is the main issue to be discussed.
In this Bhasya passage, the last sentence is noteworthy. The expression,
“ evambhutasya brahmanah - of Brahman of such nature," intends to clarify
that Brahman, which has been thus clearly established as being not different
from the Self (pratyag-abhinnam brahma), cannot be the content of Scriptural
injunctions (niyoga)43 pertaining to upasanas.

41 Cf.
Also, cf. a*qa% sr^faui,
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The following is an exposition of this Bhasya section based on the Pradlpa
commentary on the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya.
Upasana (contemplation) is basically only of two types: (1) Sampadupasana and (2) Pratikalambana-upasana.
The Sampad-upasana, in turn, is of two forms: (1) Svatantra, when it
is independent, that is having its own fruit, and (2) Karmanga, when the
upasana is a subsidiary to a primary act which alone is capable of offering a
result.
The Svatantra type of Sampad-upasana is always based on a particular
'something' that is similar to the locus (adhisthana) as well as the
superimposed (aropya). This similarity could be either in terms of a
property (guna-samya) or that of an action (kriya-samya). Accordingly, the
Sampad-upasana of the Svatantra type is again sub-divided into two types:
(1) Visistha-gunayoga-nimitta (i.e. based on the association with a specific
quality) and (2) Visistha-kriyayoga-nimitta (i.e. based on the association
with a specific action).

e.g. "anantam vai manah,"
"ananta visvedevah"

e.g. "vayurvava sarhvargnh,"
"prano vava samvargah"

"anantameva sa tena lokam jayati"
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When the Sampad-upasana is a subsidiary (anga) to a particular sacrificial
rite (karma), it is termed 'Karmanga'. An example of this is the Udgltha-upasana
found in the Chandogya-upanisad (Chapter 2) that is subsidiary to the Soma-yaga.
The examples given in the Bhasya for the Pratlkalambana-upasana,
going by the appellation 'Adhyasa' in the Bhasya, are the upasanas that are
envisaged in the Upanisadic statements (Cte.li.3.18.1 & 3.19.1 respectively),
“mano brahmetyupaslta - One should contemplate upon the mind as Brahman,"
“cidityo brahma ityadesah - The sun is Brahman; thus is the instruction." Here
the notion of Brahman is superimposed on the mind (manas) and the sun
(aditya). If the contemplation of jiva as the Nirguna-brahman were to be
treated as such an Adhyasa-upasana, then because of the very fact that the
Nirguna-brahman is superimposed (adhyasta) on the jiva, it goes without
saying that the Nirguna-brahman will suffer a sublation (badha) which
would then entail that the jiva can never become Brahman - indeed, an
unwelcome scenario for the Vrttikara. It is for specifically indicating this
unsurmountable difficulty of the Nirguna-brahman suffering a sublation, if
it were to be treated as a Pratlkalambana-upasana, that the Bhasyakara calls
this Pratlkalambana-upasana 'Adhyasa'.
Coming to the types of the Sampad-upasana, under the sub-category
Svatantra-sampad-upasana, the Bhasyakara cites for the context of the
Visistha-gunayoga-nimitta, the example of (Br.U.3.1.9) "anantarh vai manah,
anantd visvedevah, anantameva sa tena lokarii jayati - Verily infinite is the mind;
infinite are Visvedeva deities. By virtue of that, he wins the world that is
verily infinite." As mentioned, this type of upasana is based on a property
(guna-samya) that is common to both the locus (adhisthana) and that which
is contemplated (upasya) upon the locus. Since the mental modes are infinite
and the Visvedeva deities are also infinite, the mind is contemplated to be
the Visvedevas. But, to contemplate on the jiva as the Nirguna-brahman,
based on a similarity in property (guna), is itself not feasible, for it is verily
the Nirguna-brahman that is sought to be contemplated here according to
the Vrttikara. Being nirguna (attributeless), how can guna-samya (a similar
property) be posited between the two? A similar difficulty arises even when
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the Knowledge of Brahman is considered to be Visistha-kriyayoga-nimitta
type of Sampad-upasana, for here too how can the Nirguna-brahman ever
be imagined to have association with an action! But such a difficulty does
not arise in the case of the Samvarga-upasanas such as (Cha.UA.3.1 & 4.3.3
respectively), “vayurvava samvargah - The air is verily the absorber," "prano
vava samvargah - The life-breath is verily the absorber," that have been cited
by the Bhasyakara as examples for the Visistha-kriyayoga-nimitta type of
Svatantra-sampad-upasana.
In the case of the Karmanga type of Sampad-upasana, when the Knowledge
of Brahman is taken to be so, we also encounter here impassable difficulties:
(1) The topics of karma (sacrificial act) and the brahmajnana (Knowledge
of Brahman) are found in different prakaranas (section) of the Veda. To
function as an anga (subsidiary), the karma (act) or upasana (contemplation)
enjoined has to be in the same prakarana (section) as that of the pradhanakarma (primary act) so that, staying close to the main act, it can function
as its subsidiary (sannipatya-upakarakatva). In the Udgitha-upasana, we
do observe this. Both the pradhana-karma, the Asvamedha-yaga, and its
anga (subsidiary), the Udgitha-upasana, are found in the same prakarana
(section). But the Knowledge of Brahman and the karma are not in the same
prakarana. Hence, it is impossible to construe the Knowledge of Brahman
as an anga (subsidiary) to any karma (sacrificial act). (2) Also, even if the
Knowledge of Brahman - similar to the purification of the sacrificial ghee by
the glance of the sacrificer's wife in the Darsapurnamasa-isti - as suggested
by the Purvapaksin, were to be somehow construed as a Karmanga type of
Sampad-upasana for the purpose of purifying the jiva, that is as a Samskaraupasana, and even if, as explained by the Purvapaksin, it were to be accepted
that the jiva is actually purified by this Samskara-upasana, the fact that the
jiva continues to remain a jiva - albeit, a little purer - will remain uncontested.
Thus, the individual (jiva) can never transform itself to Brahman by the
Karmanga type of Sampad-upasana too. Also, the very delineation of the
nature of Brahman, as being eternally pure (nitya-suddha), obviates the
objection of Brahman's nature being subject to the effect of a purificatory act.
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Hence, by no stretch of imagination can the Knowledge of the identity
of Atman and Brahman (brahmatmaikatva-vijnana) be ever construed as
upasana that can grant Liberation. This, thus, is the essence of the subtle
arguments and profound concepts presented by the Bhasyakara in this
section.44
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[brahmanah jnAnakriyAnupravesanirAkaranam]

na ca vidikriyakarmatvena karyanupraveso brahmanah, "anyadeva tadviditad
atho aviditadadhi" (Ke.U.1.4) iti vidikriyakarmatvapratisedhad, “yenedam sarvam
vijandti tam kena vijanlyad" (Br.U.2.4.14) iti ca.
tathd upastikriyakarmatvapratisedho'pi bhavati - "yadvacanabhyuditam yena
vagabhyudyate" (Ke.U.1.5) iti avisayatvarh brahmana upanyasya, “tadeva brahma
tvam viddhi, nedam yadidam upasate" (Ke.U.1.5-9) iti.
16 B

3 ^ na ca - nor again;
of the act of knowing;

vidikriyakarmatvena - by being an object
karyanupravesah - ingress of an activity to

be performed; ^P*I: brahmanah - into Brahman;

ya anyad eva - certainly
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Niciwld, vidikriyakarmatvapratisedhat - since Its being the object of
the act of knowing has been denied;

yena - by whom; ^ Wftljdam sarvam -

all this; PMMifd vijanati - one knows vividly; dBta?rz - Him; %d kena - by which
means; fdJTRfalf^vijamyat - can one know clearly; ^Tcf d iti ca - and also by
cf^TT tatha - likewise;

3TR upastikriyskarmatvapratisedhah

api - also the denial of (Brahman) being the object of contemplation; BdTd
bhavati - is expressed; dd. yat - which; dFdt vaca - by speech;
anabhyuditam - is not expressed; dd yena - by which; dldi vdk - speech; 3RJSfd
abhyudyate - is revealed; WTd iti - thus; 3ITdddcdd avisayatvam - absence of the
state of being an object; dSP[: brahmanah - of Brahman; TRddd upanyasya after having presented;

9d tad eva - That alone; dft brahma - Brahman; dR

tvam - you; HR viddhi - should know; d na - not;

idam - this; dcj ^jkkl yad

idam - tints which; TdRd upasate - they contemplate; ?fd iti - thus
16 C
[brahman cannot be associated with the act of knowing]

Nor again can any activity to be performed, by being an object of the act
of knowing, have an ingress into Brahman1 since Its being the object of
the act of knowing has been thus denied2 by (Ke.U.lA) "It (Brahman) is
certainly different from what is known and also from what is not-known"
and also by (BnIf.2.4.14) "By whom one knows all this vividly, by which
means can one come to know Him clearly?"3
Likewise is also expressed the denial of (Brahman) being the object of
contemplation:4 After presenting the absence of the state of being an object
by (Ke.lL1.5) "Which is not expressed by speech but by which the speech
is revealed," (the Scripture states) thus (ke. If. 1.5-9) "You should know that
That alone is Brahman, and not this which they contemplate on."5
16 D
1. Nor again can any activity to be performed, by being an object of the act
of knowing,4 have an ingress into Brahman: In the Samanvayadhikarana,
4 Cf. SIKsIM

I
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Section 8, we took notice of the thesis of the Vrttikara who maintains that
Brahman is revealed by the Scripture as only the content of the injunction
on contemplation (pratipattividhi-visayataya). The Acarya's comprehensive
refutation of the Vrttikara's view commenced in the ninth section and
the same is being continued here. The preceding section ended with the
conclusion that by no logic can Brahman be associated with an enjoined act.5
At this juncture, the opponent, the Vrttikara, raises a point: The Siddhantin
cannot but accept Brahman to be an object of knowledge, for the Brahmasutra itself commences with brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman)
wherein Brahman figures as the object of knowledge. Moreover, the aim
of the Upanisadic study is accepted to be the attainment of the Knowledge
of Brahman which alone is enjoined in the Upanisads as (Tai.U.3.1 &
Br. LI. 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively) “tad vijijhdsasva, tad brahma - That you should
seek to know - that is Brahman," “dtmd va are drastauyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be
inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon." Therefore, opines
the Purvapaksin, it is certain that Brahman is an object of the act of knowing
(vidikriya) that is enjoined by the Scripture. Hence, claims the Purvapaksin,
the Siddhantin's refutation of his view is without any substantial basis.
In the present section, the Acarya answers this objection raised by the
Purvapaksin. In order to comprehend adequately the spirit of what the
Acarya says here, it would be helpful to gain familiarity with some of the
basic principles of the Advaitin’s theory of knowledge: Knowledge (jnana)
is one alone (ekam eva). It is pure (suddha), undifferentiated (nirvisesa),
objectless (nirvisaya), without any form or structure (nirvikalpa), selfluminous (svayam-prakasa) and of the nature of Consciousness (caitanya).
This is how Knowledge (jnana) has been conceived by the Advaitins at the
transcendental plane (paramarthika-drsti). The Advaitins identify this pure
Knowledge (Consciousness) as being identical with Brahman and as one with
5 “Evambhutasya brahmanah tajjnanasya ca na kayncid yuktya sakyah Mryanwpravesah kalpayitum
- It is not possible by any logical device to imagine an ingress of an activity to be performed
into Brahman, of such nature, and also into the Knowledge thereof."
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the inner Self (pratyagabhinna). It is this pure Consciousness or Knowledge
(jnana) that is desired to be known for the attainment of Liberation which is
the ultimate purport of the Brahma-sutra or Sarlraka-mlmamsd.
However, from the empirical viewpoint (i.e. the laukika- or vyavaharikadrsti), the pure Consciousness or Brahman is always differentiated
(savisesa), has an object (savisaya) and has a structure (savikalpaka). In
order to understand this empirical consciousness, it will be of advantage to
know that, although pure Consciousness is one, it becomes many because of
different limiting conditions (upadhis).6 Consciousness conditioned by the
mode of the mind (antahkarana-vrttyavacchinna-caitanya) is the cognitive¬
consciousness (pramana-caitanya); Consciousness conditioned by the object
(visayavacchinna-caitanya) is the object- or the content-consciousness
(visaya-caitanya); and, the Consciousness conditioned by the internal sense
organ

(antahkaranavacchinna-caitanya)

is

the

cogniser-consciousness

(pramatr-caitanya).
The transformation of the internal sense organ (i.e. antahkarana or
manas) into the form of an object, termed 'antahkarana-vrtti' or simply
'vrtti', accompanied by the reflection of Consciousness (cidabhasa or
phala) in it, is known as 'vrtti-jnana', that is the empirical knowledge or
consciousness (vrtti-jnana). In other words, the inert mental mode (vrtti)
imbued with the reflection of consciousness (cidabhasa or phala) is said to
be empirical consciousness (vrtti-jnana). When a person comes to perceive
an object, say a pot, it is the above-mentioned threefold consciousness
that comes into play. To explain, the cogniser-consciousness (pramatrcaitanya) by means of the cognitive-consciousness (pramana-caitanya)
causes the pot to be an object (visaya-caitanya) of knowledge (jnana, i.e.
vrtti-jnana). Thus, the empirical consciousness or knowledge (vrtti-jnana)
can be construed as an act undertaken by the individual knower by making
use of the instrument, to wit, the modification of the internal sense organ
(antahkarana-vrtti or vrtti).
6 This is similar to the immutable, all-pervading space. When viewed as being limited by a pot, is
called 'ghatakasa' or 'ghatavacchimiakasa' (i.e. space limited by the pot).
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At the same time, the pure Consciousness (suddha-caitanya), that is
Brahman, does not at all become associated with activity of any sort. It
can be associated neither with the process of knowing (pramana-caitanya)
nor with the object of knowing (visaya-caitanya). That is to say the pure
Consciousness or Brahman cannot be brought to the level of the vrtti-jnana,
that is the empirical act of knowing. Nor can it be objectified or reduced to
the status of an object by any instrument of action, be it an act of knowing
(vidi-kriya), or be it an act of attaining (prapti-kriya), or be it an act of
cleansing (samskara-kriya) or be it the act of producing (utpadana-kriya).
Thus, the very epistemological structure of the above-described threefold
stratification of Consciousness (the knower, the process of knowing and
the known, i.e. the producer, the act of producing and the produced),
also termed 'triputi', fails to help us in understanding the true nature of
pure Consciousness (i.e. Brahman). It is in this light alone that we have to
understand the assertion that the Acarya has made at the concluding portion
of the last section: "evambhutasya brahmanah tajjnanasya ca na kayacid yuktya
sakyah karyanupravesah kalpayitum - It is not possible by any logical device
to imagine an ingress of an activity to be performed into Brahman, of such
nature, and also into the Knowledge thereof."
We observe that the opponent, the Vrttikara, has failed to guage
the epistemological scheme of Ad vaita-vedanta. It is this failure of the
Purvapaksin that has given rise to all the objections taken up in this section
and the succeeding ones. The Acarya analyses them threadbare and exposes
the opponent's lack of understanding concerning the details of Advaita
epistemology, which of course are based on the Scripture.
2. since Its being the object of the act of knowing has been thus denied:
In the preceding sections, the Bhasyakara's refutation of the Vrttikara was
based mainly on logical grounds reinforced by the Scriptural enunciations.
Hereafter, the aim of Bhasyakara's refutation is mainly to expose the stand
taken by the Vrttikara as being violative of the Upanisadic teachings.7 The
Acarya, here too, has evinced his sublime logical acumen.
7 Cf. 1% ^
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3. by (Ke.U.lA) "It (Brahman) is certainly different from what is known
and also from what is not-known" and also by (Br, Li.2.4.14) "By whom
one knows all this vividly, by which means can one come to know Him
clearly?": The Acarya cites a Mantra from the Kenopanisad that has a clear
bearing upon the present discussion, in order to validate the denial of Brahman
being the object of the act of knowing (vidi-kriya). In the Bhasyakara's view,
this citation is intended to convey the sense that Brahman is other than what
becomes the 'object of knowledge' (vidita). The past-participial form 'vidita',
by the force of its meaning, encompasses both the gross and the subtle
world (i.e. the entire sthula- and suksma-prapanca, i.e. karya-prapanca, the
created world) .s Therefore, the denial of Brahman being 'vidita' consists in
the negation of Its being the object (karma) of the act of knowing (vidi-kriya)
that the opponent seeks to attribute to Brahman.8 9
The first quarter of the Kenopanisad Mantra (1.4), "anyadeva tad viditat Brahman is certainly different from what is known," suffices to establish the
point that the Acarya seeks to present. Yet, the Acarya cites also the second
quarter of the verse: "atho aviditad adhi - Brahman is also different from what
is 'not-known'." The word 'avidita' is derived by compounding the negative
indeclinable 'nan' with the past participial form 'vidita', which has been
derived by adding the 'kta' suffix to the verbal root 'vid' (to know). Thus,
the second quarter of the Mantra "atho aviditad adhi" means that Brahman
is other than what is 'not-known' (avidita). In this way, the second quarter
conveys the sense that Brahman is other than the avidya or prakrti, the causal
realm (i.e. the karana-prapahca), which is called 'avidita' as it is beyond the
ambit of the senses and the mind. This Upanisadic denial of Brahman as not
being the karya- and karana-prapanca (i.e. the causal realm as well as the
created realm) only goes on to assert that Brahman is pure Consciousness,
the Supreme Itself.10 Thus, the cumulative idea of the entire Kenopanisad
8 The word 'vidita' is derived from the root 'vid' (to know) followed by the afiix 'ta' signifying
karmatva (objectness) - 'karmani ktapratyayah'.
' Cf. fueled ff q-r-M =t
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passage cited here is this: Brahman is not the object of knowledge (vrtti-jnana
or vidi-kriya), because Brahman is pure Knowledge - indeed. Brahman is
the embodiment of Awareness or Consciousness!11
This fact becomes further elucidated by the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
passage cited next (2.4.14): "yenedam sarvaih vijanati tam kena vijaniyad - By
whom one knows all this vividly, by which means can one come to know
Him dearly?" The following is the idea that is sought to be communicated
by this passage: It is only due to Consciousness, the Supreme, that one
comes to know the things of the world (such as the pot etc.) through the
mental mode (antahkarana-vrtti) that takes the form of the entity (such as
the pot etc.) which then is comprehended by the Self, the Consciousness.
We have already observed that the Consciousness, when viewed as being
conditioned by the modification of the internal organ (antahkarana), is called
pramana-caitanya, that is the instrument of knowledge. This being the case,
no empirical means of valid cognition (i.e. pramana-caitanya), which itself
being an object of awareness of the pure Consciousness, has the capability of
objectfying Brahman, the Self, the pure and supreme Consciousness.12
4. Likewise is also expressed the denial of (Brahman) being the object of
contemplation: It has already been explained that the supreme Knowledge
or Consciousness is identical with Brahman/Atman and that It cannot be
an object of any act, even that of the act of knowing (i.e. vrtti-jnana or vidikriya). Keeping this in view, it can plausibly be concluded that Brahman/
Atman cannot also become an object of the act of contemplation (upasana),
for upasana is nothing but a continuous series or a flow of thought (mental
modifications or vrttis) consciously undertaken by an individual on a
prescribed entity in a specified manner for a definite purpose.13
11 Cf.
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However, there are Upanisadic passages like (Tai.U.3.10.4 & Br.U.lA.7
respectively) "tad brahmetyupdsita - Let one contemplate on that as
Brahman," "Utmetyevopaslta - The Self alone should be contemplated on,"
that enjoin the act of contemplation (upasana) on Brahman/Atman. Taking
these Upanisadic statements into account, the Purvapaksin was emboldened
to argue that Brahman could at least be an object of contemplation
(pratipattividhi-visaya). Hence arises a necessity to further deny that
Brahman is not the object of contemplation also.
5. After presenting the absence of the state of being an object by (Ke.U.1.5)
"Which is not expressed by speech but by which the speech is revealed,"
(the Scripture states) thus (Ke.U. 1.5-9) "You should know that That alone
is Brahman, and not this which they contemplate on": The Upanisadic
tracts cited by the Bhasyakara are indicative of the following five Mantras of
the Kenopanisad (1.5-9):
(1) "Yadvacanabhyuditam yena vagabhyudyate, tadeva brahma tvam viddhi nedam
yadidamupasate - That Consciousness which is not expressed by the speech
organ, but by which the speech is revealed, you should know that That alone
is Brahman, and not this which they contemplate on."
(2) "Yanmanasd na manute yenahurmano matam, tadeva brahma tvam viddhi
nedam yadidamupasate - That Consciousness which man does not think of by
the mind, but by which the mind itself is made to think, you should know
that That alone is Brahman, and not this which they contemplate on."
(3) "Yaccaksusa na pasyati yena caksiithsi pasyati, tadeva brahma tvam viddhi
nedam yadidamupasate - That Consciousness which man does not see by the
eyes, but by which he observes the visual cognitions ('caksu-vrtti', i.e. the
mental modes brought about by the functions of the eyes), you should know
that That alone is Brahman, and not this which they contemplate on."
(4) “Yacchrotrena na srnoti yena srotramidam srutam, tadeva brahma tvam viddhi
nedam yadidamupasate - That Consciousness which man does not hear by
means of the ears, but by which the auditory cognition itself is heard (i.e.
illuminated), you should know that That alone is Brahman, and not this
which they contemplate on."
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(5) "Yatpranena na praniti yena pranah pranlyaie, tadeva brahma tvam viddhi
nedam yadidamupasate - That Consciousness which man does not smell by the
olfactory organ,14 but by which the olfactory organ itself is directed towards
its object, you should know that That alone is Brahman, and not this which
they contemplate on."
It is worth noticing that the first half of these verses demonstrates that
the pure Consciousness is not an object of the cognitions arising through
the senses, since the senses themselves are pervaded and activated
by Consciousness itself. The second half of the verses affirms that the
Consciousness, that cannot be objectified in any manner by the mental
modes (antahkarana-vrtti), is alone Brahman and that this supreme
Consciousness is entirely distinct from what constitutes the object of
worship or contemplation (upasya) of the people of the world in general.
The essential idea sought to be expressed by the verses of the Kenopanisad
referred to above is this: The organs of knowledge (jnanendriya), the organs
of action (karmendriya) and the mind (antahkarana) - all of which form the
group of instruments (karana-grama) - are all inert and function in their
respective fields for the benefit and enjoyment of the Self. It is this conscious
Being, the Self, that activises these inert organs by imbuing them with its
touch of consciousness. Also, these organs are made to function outwardly
alone. This being the case, their activiser, the supreme Consciousness, cannot
be relegated to the state of being an object of these instruments which It
activates.15 It follows from the above that the entity which is worshipped
and contemplated upon by man as Gods like Visnu, Siva, Devi, and so on,
by viewing them as external to the worshipper, the Self, cannot actually
be the supreme Consciousness, the Brahman, that is expounded by the
Upanisads as being identical with the Self. As a result, Visnu, Siva and so
on, when and if objectified as being external to the Self, turn out to be notli'Vide"pranem/ghranenandsikaputantamvasthitena" smd"pranagrahenaivaghranaprilnagrahanam
krtameva manyate srutih." (Kenopanisad-sahkarabhasya)
15 Hence the Upanisad declares (Ka.U.2.1.1): “paranci kh&ni vyatrnat svayambhuh tasmat
paranpasyati nantaratman - The Creator forcibly made the senses outward going. Hence by
nature one is extrovert and seeks not the inner Self."
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Self (anatman)! Their upasana in that manner is merely simple worship
and cannot be construed as the contemplation on the supreme Brairman.
Hence, the Upanisad declares that the entity objectified by upasana, the act
of contemplation, is verily not Brahman.16
At this juncture, an intelligent student could pose a question: If this is true,
then how can the injunctive Sruti passages on contemplation, (Br.li.2.4.5/4,5.6,
Tar 11.3.10.4 & Br.U.lA.7 respectively in order) “atma va are drastavyah,” “tad
brahmetyupaslta," "atmetyevopaslta" and so on, be satisfactorily explained? Did
not the Purvapaksin cite them to establish that Consciousness (i.e. Brahman)
can be the object of the enjoined act of knowing or contemplating? This
question will be discussed, a little later in detail, in this Samanvayadhikarana
itself. The Bhasyakara himself will answer that these passages, though they
look like injunctions, are not actually injunctions enjoining brahmopasana;
they are only purported to inspire man to turn inward by weaning him away
from the pursuit of the external world of pleasures, the pursuit of which is
because of his natural inclinations.

16 Cf.
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17 A
[avisayasyApi brahmanah sAstrayonitvopapattih]

avisayatve brahmanah sdstrayonitvanupapattih iti ced, na. avidyakalpitabhedanivrttiparatvdt

sdstrasya.

pratipipddayisati.
avidyakalpitam

kim

na

tarhi.

hi

sastram

idantaya

pratyagdtmatvena

vedyaveditrvedanadibhedam

visayabhutath

avisayatayd

apanayati.

tatha

brahma

pratipadayad
ca

sastram—

"yasydmatam tasya matam matam yasya na veda sah, avijhdtam vijanatam
vijhdtam avijanatam" (Ke.U.2.3), "na drsteh drastaram pasyeh, na sruteh
srotaram srnuydh, na matermantdram manvlthdh, na vijhaterviihdtdram
' css

^ wwfantf: m-. i

3 Tel
* Tel
v AA, NSP (I & II), KECK, CSS omit * #
Tel, ASS omit 3 P'cWVHR. T^«n=
1 6(HDTt -|-rMRifeT-H

2
3
4

6

I -

CTWn«l+<^fWfrl: I -S$q
i R^ra^qa^cncw^ sra qi m-. i - wwi
’fc=)A'|lTl|s|'3tk<:W,

sireR.#
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vijanlydh" (Br.U.3.4.2) iti ca evamadi. atah avidyakalpitasamsaritvanivartanena
nityamuktatmasvarupasamarpanad na moksasya unityatvadosah.

17 B
srfaR^ avisayatve - if not an object; W°T; brahmanah - of Brahman;
5TT%IM\Pkd I RiMlrl : sastrayonitvanupapattih - the Scripture cannot possibly be
the source of Its knowledge; Wld =aRf iti cet - if it were to be objected; d na
- not valid;

avidyakalpitabhedanivrttiparatvat - since

the elimination of the difference, fictitiously created by Nescience is the aim;
sastrasya - of the Scripture; d na - not at all; TS hi - indeed; ^UWiJastram
- the Scripture;

idantaya - as 'this'; m<\^*yvisayabhutam - as an object;

brahma - Brahman; HicllHHl^R^ld pratipipadayisati - intends to expound;
%d kim - in what manner; crif tarhi - then; Mdhllcdtdd pratyagatmatvena - as
being the inner Self;

amsayalaya - as being a non-object;

pratipadayat - expounding;

avidyakalpitam - imagined due to

Nescience; d q dvedyaveditrvedanadibhedam ~ the differences such
as the known, the knower, the knowledge; aiwrfci apanayati - removes;
cNT ^ tatha ca - accordingly; 5ITW1 sastram - the Scripture;

yasya - to

whomsoever; 3-idciR amatam - it is not known; dFT tasya - to him; dciR
matam - it is known; ddR matam - known; ddd yasya - to whomsoever; d
na veda - does not know; d: sah - he; ^N^tid-H.avijnatam - it is unknown;
fd^MdlH^vijanatam - to those who know It well; Id^ldR vijhatam - it is known;
SiM'dlddlRavijanatam - to those who do not know It well; d na - cannot;
drsteh - of sight; sNKR drastaram - the seer; WI: pasyeh - you see; d na cannot; 9Jd: sruteh - of the hearing; %Tld\<Hjrotaram - the hearer;

srnuyah

- you hear; dna - cannot; dd: match - of the thought; ■H-dkH man tar am - the
thinker;

manvlthah - you think of; d na - cannot; id^tid: vijndteh - of

the knowledge; Id^itdkR vijhataram - the knower; iddMldi: vijanlyah - you
know; ?fd d ydHIiy iti ca evamadi - and such other passages as these; 3Td: atah
- therefore; qiftili^^dddlKcdMdddd avidyakalpitasamsaritva-nivartanena - by
eradicating the transmigratory state imagined (therein) due to Nescience;
nityamuktatmasvarupasamarpanat
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Scripture merely reveals the real nature of the eternally free Self; h na - there
is no;

moksasya - with regard to Liberation;

anityatvadosah -

the defect of transitoriness
17 C
[the source of the knowledge of brahman is the scripture
EVEN THOUGH BRAHMAN IS A NON-OBJECT]

The objection that the Scripture cannot possibly be the source of the
knowledge of Brahman if Brahman were not an object of knowledge is not
valid,1 for the aim of the Scripture is merely the elimination of the difference
fictitiously created by Nescience.2 Indeed, the Scripture does not at all
intend to expound Brahman as an object as 'this'.3 In what manner then?
Expounding Brahman as being the inner Self and (hence) as non-object,
the Scripture removes the differences such as the known, the knower and
the knowledge that are imagined due to Nescience. Accordingly declares
the Scripture (Ke.U.2.3 & Br. tl.3.4.2 respectively) in passages such as these:
"To whomsoever It is not known, to him It is known; to whomsoever It is
known, he does not know It. It is not known to those who have known It
well and It is known to those who have not known It well," "You cannot
see the seer of the sight; you cannot hear the hearer of the hearing; you
cannot think of the thinker of the thought; you cannot know the knower of
the knowledge."4 Therefore, because the Scripture merely reveals the real
nature of the eternally free Self, by eradicating the transmigratory state
imagined therein due to Nescience, there is no defect of transitoriness
with regard to Liberation.5
17 D
1. The objection that the Scripture cannot possibly be the source of the
knowledge of Brahman if Brahman were not an object of knowledge is not
valid: This passage contains a significant point for discussion. The Siddhantin
has so far established that Brahman cannot, by any means, be an object of the
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mental mode (antahkarana-vrtti)6 of the internal organ (vidikriya-karmatvapratisedha). This amounts to saying that Brahman cannot also be the object of
even that vrtti-jnana that would arise as a result of one's knowledge (jnana)
of the Upanisadic statements such as (Cha.U.6.8.7) "tat tvam asi - That thou
art." This point requires a serious examination as it is diametrically opposed
to the content and aim of the third aphorism "sastrayomtvat - Because the
Scripture is the means for the Knowledge of Brahman." This is the obvious
idea of the Bhasya passage.7
But the ultimate idea behind the Bhasya passage is this: What is called
a valid cognition (prama) is nothing but the Consciousness limited by
the mental mode

(antahkarana-vrttyavacchinna-caitanya).

Since the

sense organs (indriya) like the eyes, the knowledge of the invariable
concomitance (vyapti-jnana) and so on give rise to prama (knowledge or
valid cognition), they are recognised as 'pramanas', that is the 'means of a
valid cognition' ("pramakaranam pramanam"). Accordingly, if the Scripture
were to be considered as the means of the knowledge of Brahman, it would
have to be accepted that the Upanisadic passages, like "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," do generate a mental mode (sabda-vrtti) in which BrahmanAtman figures as its object. The Siddhantin's denial of this phenomenon
amounts to saying that the Upanisads do not generate the said mental
mode (sabda-vrtti) having Brahman as its object. Ipso facto, none can ever
realise the identity of the Self with Brahman (brahmatmaikya) and hence
there would never be the cessation of the cycle of birth and death (samsaranivrty abha va-pr asariga)!s
The corrollary entailed from the above-conclusion is that the Upanisads
may have to lose their status as pramana or means for the Knowledge of

6 The term 'antahkarana-vrtti' is rendered variously as mental mode, psychosis, projection,
modification, or the state of the mind or internal organ (antahkarana).
7 Cf. travf
Pw$4di na ^ yiwTHcddfa feif/dha, h^is—
^11<341 PkdI14fdRid •dtcydl s Cf.
^ sot,
3T
wjr## utfcRi
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Brahman.9 Consequently, they would have to be relegated to the level
of mere eulogistic statements (arthavada); or, they may, at the most, be
considered to have a purpose of simply being recited to gain some merit. If
such were to be the case, where is the necessity for the Vedanta-darsana (i.e.
Brahma-sutra) aiming to investigate the contents of these purposeless texts?
It is this serious misgiving that lies behind the point at issue hinted in this
Bhasya passage.
2. for the aim of the Scripture is merely the elimination of the difference
fictitiously created by Nescience: This is

a

'grahanaka-vakya'

or

'vastusangraha-vakya', that is a summary statement that will be expanded
in the sequel. To grasp rightly and fully the thought enshrined in this pithy
statement, it is essential to first analyse how we come to acquire the cognition
of an object like that of a pot or a cloth.
The luminous antahkarana10 (internal organ), imbued with consciousness
(phala), issues forth through the eyes, reaches the location of the object say the pot or any object for that matter - envelops it and thereby becomes
modified to take the very form of the object. This modified state of the
antahkarana, that is the projection of the internal organ enveloping the object,
is termed 'visayakara-vrtti', the mental mode that has taken the form (akara)
of the object (visaya).11 By taking the form of the pot, the object, the vrtti
thus performs its function of removing the ignorance (ajnana) shrouding the
object, the pot, which is then illumined by the reflection of consciousness
(phala or cidabhasa) that is present in the mental mode. The object, in this
way, becomes the content of phala (reflected consciousness) and thus the
valid cognition of the object is brought into existence. This process of the

10 The Vedantins view the antahkarana (internal organ) to be transparent, weightless,
mobile and expansionary. This enables the antahkarana to receive and reflect the light of
Consciousness, go out through the sense organs, reach the object, take the form thereof and
reveal it to the Self.
11 In the cases of the non-perceptdonal cognitions, such as inferential, verbal and so on, the
internal organ does not go out. But the mental mode comes into existence and remains in the
mind and assumes the form of the object that is thought of.
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antahkarana taking the form of the object, that is the 'vrtti' and thereby
dispelling the ignorance shrouding the object, is termed 'vrtti-vyapti'; and
the process of the phala illumining the object and revealing it to the witness
Self is termed 'phala-vyapti'.
Let us now examine how the Knowledge of Brahman arises from the
Upanisadic statements such as "tat tvam asi." There is a marked difference
between the two instances of knowledge - the knowledge of a worldly object
such as a pot and the Knowledge of Brahman. In the case of a worldly object,
like the pot illustrated above, the pot being an unconscious entity is inert
and is hence 'para-prakasa', that is to become an object of knowledge or
awareness it needs a separate Consciousness to illumine it. But in the case
of Knowledge of Brahman, Brahman is Itself the Consciousness; It is 'svaprakasa', that is It does not require any other Consciousness - as in the case
of a worldly entity - to become illumined. Hence, to be realised. Brahman is
not in need of a separate illuminating entity. Therefore, when the Nescience
shrouding Brahman is removed by vrtti-vyapti, It shines by Itself. Advaitavedanta avers that Brahman is self-awareness and that It shines eternally but
we are unaware of Brahman because of the Nescience shrouding It. Hence,
unlike in the case of the knowledge of the pot, for the annihilation of this
Nescience alone that shrouds Brahman, there is a need for a mental mode
(antahkarana-vrtti) and not for Its illumination.
The Vedantic sentences duly learnt from the Sastra and the Preceptor give
rise to the mental mode (antahkarana-vrtti), which is termed 'brahmakaravrtti', that is the mental mode taking the form of Brahman that is qualified
by ignorance (ajnanavisista-brahman). The brahmakara-vrtti is also given
the appellation 'akhandakara-vrtti', that is the mental mode bereft of
the difference between the tat-padartha-Isvara and the tvam-padarthajlva. It is this brahmakara-vrtti (or akhandakara-vrtti) that eliminates the
Nescience shrouding Brahman. Once the Nescience shrouding Brahman is
dispelled by the process of vrtti-vyapti, Brahman, which is self-illuminous
(svayamprakasa), shines by Itself.
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Hence, the Bhasya affirms that the aim of the Scripture is only the removal
of Nescience and its effect consisting in the notion of distinction between the
tat-padartha (Isvara) and tvam-padartha (jxva).
The reason is that Brahman, the self-luminous supreme Being, does not
require Its own reflection to illumine It. In other words. Brahman is not
pervaded by phala (the reflection of Brahman or Self in the antahkarana or
its mode). This being the case. Brahman (qualified by ignorance), by phalavyapti, cannot indeed become the object of the mental mode generated by
the Scripture.12
To recapitulate: Because Brahman is self-illuminous (svayamprakasa) and
is Itself pure Awareness (suddha-caitanya), the function of the Upanisadic
instructions, such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art," does not go beyond the
process of eliminating the Nescience shrouding Brahman. It may be averred
that when imbibed in right earnest, it is these Scriptural exhortations that
bring about the most desired mental mode, the antahkarana-vrtti (i.e.
the brahmakara-vrtti or akhandakara-vrtti) that destroys the Nescience
concealing Brahman and confers upon the seeker the Realisation of the
identity of the Self with Brahman. Consequently, in the light of these
observations, it is imperative to accept that the Scripture is the sole valid
means (sastrayoni) so far as knowing Brahman is concerned, albeit merely
by the removal of Nescience by vrtti-vyapti and not by the illumination of
Brahman through phala-vyapti.13

The final consummate mental mode (antahkarana-vrtti) that transforms itself into the form of
the undivided Brahman, termed the 'brahmakara-vrtti' or 'akhandakara-vrtti', ensues from
the knowledge of the import of the Mahavakyas such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art." This
vrtti is subtle and two different Advaitic views have been woven around it - one is that of
the Vivarana school and the other that of the Bhamati school. On the question of what is
the content of the brahmakara-vrtti, the Vivarana school holds the view that the pure
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This being the case, any other interpretation seeking to make Brahman
the object of an antahkarana-vrtti bom from the Scriptural sentences - as
vidikriya-visaya or upastikriya-visaya - would violate the intent of the Sruti
utterances that have been cited above. (Vide Section 16.)
The Upanisadic Mahavakyas (identity propositions), such as (Br.U.lA.W
& Cha.U.6.8.7 respectively) "aham brahmasmi - I am Brahman," "tat tvam asi
- That thou art" and so on expounding the identity of the individual Self
with the supreme Self, may be conveniently compared with the empirical
statements such as "so 'yam devadattah - This is that Devadatta." This sentence,
when analysed, evinces an apparent absurdity since 'this' means someone as
qualified by the present time and space - as seen here and now - and 'that'
means someone as qualified by some other time and space. On the face of
it, it looks incompatible that 'this' should be 'that', for they possess a pair of
incompatible qualifiers. Yet, we are definite about the fact that we do mean
'somebody' who is the same person being referred to by these incompatible
terms - 'this' and 'that'. The only way in which such a sentence can be taken
as valid is to understand the identity of the common substantive Devadatta
by discarding the incompatible qualifiers 'this' and 'that', meaning thereby
that 'this Devadatta' is identical with 'that Devadatta' insofar as 'Devadatta'
is the same despite the differring qualifiers 'this' and 'that'.
In just the same way, the identity propositions, such as "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," should also be interpreted and understood. In this Upanisadic
statement, 'thou' means 'the individual self' (jlva, i.e. Consciousness delimited
Brahman (Suddha-brahman) is the content, for according to the Vivarana school, it is
the pure Brahman that is the substratum of avidya. Even though the vrtti-vyapti of the
Suddha-brahman is required to eliminate avidya, the phala-vyapti is neither needed nor
possible since the pure Brahman, being the Self, is ever self-luminous (unlike the case of
an inert object like a pot). But, according to the Bhamati school, it is the Brahman that is
delimited by avidya (ajnana-upahita-brahman) that is the substratum of avidya and it
is this Brahman which becomes the content of the brahmakara-vrtti. In this final mental
mode, the Knowledge of the Brahman delimited by avidya puts an end to ignorance
and the self-luminous supreme Consciousnesss shines by Itself (i.e. Aparoksanubhuti),
Vide "tatra prathamamate suddhcibrahmana evadhisthanatvftt tatsaksatkarenaivajnananivrttih.
dvitiyamate tvavidyopahitasyaivUdhisthcinatvad vrttyupahitabrahmajnanamevCLjnananirvanajan
akamiti vivekah." (PradTpa)
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by the vyasti or individual upadhis or conditionings) while 'that' means
the Lord or the universal Self (Isvara, i.e. Consciousness delimited by the
samasti or total upadhis or conditionings). In this proposition, the identity of
the apparently two different kinds of Consciousness are to be understood by
discarding the incompatible determinants Individual' and 'universal' from
the jxva and Isvara respectively and retaining the only common element, that
is Consciousness. In such a proposition, the meaning arrived at consists of
one element alone. Such sentences are termed 'akhandarthaka-vakya'. This
method by which we construe such apparently contradictory sentences by
removing the incompatible and contradictory elements and retaining their
common factor is termed 'bhagatyaga-laksana' or 'jahadajahad-laksana'.14
However, in this context we should not lose sight of one vital difference.
The embodied person, the individual 'Devadatta', is not self-luminous. The
cited sentence teaches the identity of this and that Devadatta by generating
a mental mode (visayakara-vrtti) that allows the distinction of the knower
(cognising subject - I), the known (cognised object - Devadatta) and the
knowledge (cognition - devadatta-akara-vrtti). On the other hand, the
Consciousness is self-luminous (svayamprakasa); that being the case, the
purpose of the Upanisadic statements does not go beyond generating the
brahmakara-vrtti or akhandakara-vrtti, also termed the 'carama-vrtti', that is
the 'final' or 'ultimate mental mode', because of the fact that it destroys the
Nescience concealing the Consciousness, the non-dual Brahman, and puts to
naught the experience of triputl - the triad of the knower, the known and the
knowledge (jnatr-jneya-jnana or veditr-vedya-vedana).
3. Indeed, the Scripture does not at all intend to expound Brahman as
an object as 'this':15 The Acarya here intends to convey how the aim of the
Upanisadic sentence is distinct from that of a commonly used empirical
14 cf. srrei ft

Pwbiftfci

srtoj

yfdQfhi - MsRlftW

15 Cf.
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sentence. Let us take up for the purpose of illustration, the sentence 'ayam
ghatah - This is a pot' that communicates that the demonstrative pronominal
stem 'this' refers to the denotation of the word 'pot' that is used predicatively
in the sentence 'this is a pot'. Hence, the verbal cognition (sabdabodha), born
of this sentence, comprehends the identity of 'this' and 'pot'. Besides, it is also
marked by triputi, the triad consisting of the cognising agent, the subject, the
cognised object and the cognition (jnatr-jneya-jnana-bheda or veditr-vedyavedana-bheda). Therefore, the verbal cognition (sabdabodha) arising out of
this sentence is of the form, 'etadghatam aham janami -1 know this to be a
pot', wherein the above distinctions of triputi are amply evident.
However, not all sentences are purported to convey the idea about
their object specifically as 'this' (idantaya).16 To explain: We all experience
the distinctions of sweetness with our gustatory sense of different sweets
like honey, sugarcane and so on. Yet, no one, not even the Goddess of
learning, can express this distinction specifically as 'this'. One may have
to indicate such matters only by taking recourse to an indirect method and
by involving implication (laksana-vrtti). If this is the case even with the
empirical entities, that are directly experienced by the empirical means
of knowledge, how can the inner Self, the transcendental One, be ever
expressed directly as 'this' (idantaya)!17
The Upanisads indicate the transcendental Self as being identical with
the supreme Brahman only through the indirect method of implication in
the Mahavakyas such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art." It may be noted that
this Upanisadic sentence juxtaposes 'That' and 'thou' mutually in apposition
(paraspara-samanadhikaranyam) and by that means it conveys the total
identity of the connotation of 'thou', the tvampadartha, the jiva, with the
connotation of 'That', the tatpadartha, the Isvara - which connotation
(laksyartha) of both is but the pure Consciousness. In this manner, through
implication (laksana-vrtti), the Mahavakyas expound the identity of the
16 cf.

—-aflfa)

-

17 Cf.

fit aro

ctJ-rjh; 5fhiiq4*4ici l a
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inner Self (pratyagatman) with the supreme Self (Brahman). Of course,
among these two, the jiva, the individual Self is noted for its attributes such
as kihcijjnatva (having limited knowledge) which distinguishes it from the
Isvara, the supreme Being, which is possessed of adjunctival qualifications
such as sarvajnatva (omniscience). But, as in the case of transcendental
matters (alaukika-visaya) such as dharma, so too in the transcendental
matters concerning Brahman-Atman, the Scripture commands undisputed
authority. Besides, the intent of the Scripture in expounding the identity
between jiva and Isvara is evident, for the Chandogya-upanisad (Chapter
6) teaches "tat tvam asi - That thou art" repeatedly, as many as nine times
(navakrtvah). Therefore, it is certain that the ultimate purport (tatparya) of
the Scripture is only to teach the total identity of the jiva and Isvara.
Consequently, this identity needs to be substantiated, as we observed
above, by taking recourse to the bhagatyaga-laksana, that is the faculty of
implication wherein a part of the denoted meaning (vacyartha) is dropped
(vide n.2). In this way, the connotation (laksyartha) of thou, that is the
individual Self, is the pure Consciousness, and this is legitimately identified
with the connotation (laksyartha) of That (Isvara), which is the self-luminous
Brahman, the pure Consciousness or Awareness, that eternally defies being
an object (avisaya).
In the Realisation of the import of the Mahavakyas, such as "tat tvam
asi," we come across a unique phenomenon: The cognisership (veditrtva)
of the denotation (vacyartha) of thou, the jiva, retires into oblivion, for
the cognisership gets entirely 'drowned' in the connotation (laksyartha)
of That, that is the cogniser realises himself to be one with Brahman, to
wit, the cogniser (veditr) and the cognised (vedya) become one. As a
consequence, the possibility of a separate cognition (vedana) to connect
these two simply cannot be there, for they both, that is the jiva and
the Isvara, are realised to be one Consciousness alone.18 In this State

18 Cf. bzf* ^ 1^n'41
fokfcai a ft
taprit ft qtanita
rfSTfvRH.il

iwic^wid. aftifffr wiun<^fta<Ni ftqr
it—
agft
neural ft^NgiPraf
I - *?TOTl
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of Realisation, the non-dual Brahman, the pure and eternally shining
Consciousness, remains manifest by Itself.
The above elaboration leads us to this conclusion: Unlike the empirical
sentence 'ayam ghatah - This is a pot' that reveals its content pot as an object,
the Scriptural sentence "tat tvam asi - That thou art" reveals Brahman, not
as an object of cognition, but only as the very cogniser himself, that is the
inner Self (pratyagatman). As a result, the triputl of the cogniser-cognisedcognition and its root cause, the Nescience, are completely eliminated. So
what remains is the immutable, eternal, evershining, ever-free, non-dual
Brahman, the pure Consciousness. The seeker realises this and gets rid of the
samsara, the cycle of birth and death, that has been continuing since eternity.
Hence, the Acarya rightly observes: "pratyagatmatvena avisayataya (brahma)
pratipadayat (sastram) avidyakalpitavedyaveditrvedanddibhedam apanayati - The
Scripture expounding Brahman as being the inner Self and hence as non¬
object removes the differences such as the known, the knower, and the
knowledge that are imagined due to Nescience."(vide n.4) We have already
made it clear that the Sastrayonitva-aphorism needs to be understood in
this way alone since other interpretations would violate the spirit of the
Scriptural texts (vide n.2).
At this juncture, arises another question: While discussing the content of
the Janmadi-sutra, it was averred that jagat-karanatva (the causality with
reference to the world) is the tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens) of
Brahman-Atman (pratyagabhinnam brahma) and the Upanisadic statements
('Tai. U.2.1.1 & Br. U,3.9.34 respectively) such as, "satyam jhanamanantam brahma
- Brahman is Existence, Consciousness, Infinite," "vijhanamdnandam brahma
- supreme Consciousness, Bliss is Brahman," provide the svarupa-laksana
(intrinsic-nature definition) of the supreme Brahman.19 As such, therefore, it
is in order to conclude that the above Upanisadic statements teach Brahman
specifically as 'this' - that is as Reality, Consciousness, Bliss and Infinity.
But does not the viewpoint presented here by the Bhasyakara obviously
contradict what he himself has stated earlier in the Janmadyadhikarana?
19 Vide the Janmadi-sutra, Sections 8 and 9.
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The answer to the question raised in the foregoing paragraph is this:
Suppose there is an entity which is 'savisesa', to wit, that which has one
or more of the distinguishing attributes, such as nama (name), rupa (form),
karman (activity), bheda (distinction), jati (genus) and guna (quality) such an entity, say a cow, can be distinctly verbally expressed as 'this is':
"gaurasau spandate suklo visani - This white bull, having horns, moves."
But, none of the above-mentioned attributes, such as nama, rupa and so on,
exist in the attributeless Supreme (nirvisesa-brahma). Hence, it cannot be
communicated in the usual way - even by the Veda, nor even by Isvara!
Indeed, the Upanisad too acknowledges that no word can express It, and
that even the mind fails to comprehend It in such words as (Taz.lZ.2.4.1):
"yato vaco nivartante, aprapya manasa saha - Failing to reach which, the words
return along with the mind."
However, when the very nature of Brahman needs to be delineated and
instructed, the method to be adopted is unlike the usual empirical method
which we adopt in arriving at the meaning of an empirical sentence like
'nllotpalam - the blue lotus', in which an empirical entity - lotus, has been
described as being 'blue'. Let us now consider the words 'satyam' (Existence),
jnanam (Consciousness), anantam (Infinite), anandam (Bliss) and so on that
are already invested with a certain signification that we have come to know
from our day-do-day life. When we come across these words being used
as delineating the supreme Brahman, we are actually using these attributes
indirectly in a way that the supreme Brahman gets indicated through
the faculty of implication (laksana-vrtti). It is in this indirect way that the
Upanisad describes the Para-brahman (supreme Brahman) as observed
in statements such as these (Tai.U.2.1 & Br.U.3.9.34 respectively): "satyam
jnanamanantarh brahma,” ''vijhanamanandam brahma" and so on. Verily, there
is no direct way to describe the unqualified Para-brahman just as one would
describe a cow or a lotus.20
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On the other hand, when the Veda intends to directly and actually
describe the very nature itself of the Supreme, the only way left to the Veda
is to instruct by eliminating the superimposed adjuncts. Such an instruction
is given as (Br.U.2.3.6, 3.8.8 & Tai.U.2.7.1 respectively in order): “athata
adeso bhavati neti neti - Now therefore is this teaching 'not this', 'not this',"
"asthulam, ananu, ahrasvam, adlrgham - It is neither gross, nor subtle, neither
short, nor long," "adrsye anatmye anirukte anilayane - In Him who is invisible,
bodiless, undefined, supportless." Therefore, there is no incompatibility
between what is being stated now here in the Samanvaya-sutra and what
has been said under the Janmadi-sutra.
Even the Mahavakyas, such as (Cha. U.6.8.7 & Br.U.2.5.19 respectively) “tat
tvam asi - That thou art," "ayam atma brahma - This Self verily is Brahman"
and so on, expound Brahman only in an indirect way, by taking recourse
to the method of bhagatyaga-laksana, to wit, by dropping the incompatible
adjuncts of the actual denotations of Tat and tvam. Therefore, it is clear that
the Scripture constitutes the source of knowledge (pramana) of Brahman
only in this indirect way. And, this is what is conclusively intended by the
Sastrayonitva-sutra. These ideas have been elaborated by the Acarya himself
in another context in his Brhadaranyakopanisad-bhasya (2.3.6)21 and the same
is indicated in a subtle way in the present section by the carefully worded
brief sentence.
4. In what manner then? Expounding Brahman as being the inner Self and
(hence) as non-object, the Scripture removes the differences such as the
known, the knower and the knowledge that are imagined due to Nescience.
Accordingly declares the Scripture in passages such as these (Ke.U.2.3 &
Br.U.3.4.2 respectively): "To whomsoever It is not known, to him It is
known; to whomsoever It is known, he does not know It. It is not known
21 Cf. ^ wn^qi
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to those who have known It well and It is known to those who have not
known It well," "You cannot see the seer of the sight; you cannot hear the
hearer of the hearing; you cannot think of the thinker of the thought; you
cannot know the knower of the knowledge": In the last section (Section 16),
the Acarya has cited passages from the Kena- and Brhadaranyaka-upanisads to
substantiate his thesis that the Self is ever the knowing subject and hence. It
cannot be objectified by the act of knowing (vidi-kriya) nor also by the act of
contemplation (upasti-kriya). The points discussed in the present section are
only an amplification of the subject delineated in the last section. Here, the
Acarya seems to prefer citing passages from the same Upanisads to buttress
his point that the Scripture is not purported to teach Brahman as an entity
that is objectified.
The Kenopanisad passage cited here by the Bhasyakara affirms that if a
person has a notion that he has known Brahman as an object22 - either as a
perceived entity in the world or even by inference as the cause of the world
- then he does not know Brahman at all. On the other hand, if one has a
firm conviction that he does not and cannot know Brahman as an objectified
entity, then he has got, in fact, the true Wisdom.23 Indeed, what is stated
here is a paradox - verily due to the inscrutability of Brahman! And, the
Brhadaranyaka passage, cited here by the Bhasyakara, is just to show why
Brahman is inscrutable. The idea of this Brhadaranyaka passage is this:
22 The word 'matam' found in the Kenopanisad citation is to be derived from the verbal root
'man' (to know) followed by the affix 'ta' signifying 'object' (karmani ktapratyayah).
23 Cf.
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Because Brahman is the very Seer of the act of seeing, the very Knower of the
act of knowing - meaning, because Brahman is identical with the inner Self,
the very Witness of the nature of Consciousness24 - Brahman cannot be made
an object of any form of the cognitive function.25
On the whole, what is suggested in the Upanisadic passages cited here
in the Bhasya is that Brahman cannot be comprehended as an object of any
empirical cognitive consciousness (vrtti-jnana). Rather, Brahman is to be
realised as the very subject of all cognitive functions. Such a Realisation,
which is transcendental in nature, ensues rather effortlessly, verily on its
own, when the Nescience shrouding Brahman is annihilated by the caramavrtti-jhana (i.e. brahmakara-vrtti or akhandakara-vrtti) that is generated by
imbibing the import of the Mahavakya.
5. Therefore, because the Scripture merely reveals the real nature of the
eternally free Self, by eradicating the transmigratory state imagined therein
due to N escienc e, there is no defect of transitoriness with regard to Liberation:
Here, the Acarya shares some of his conclusive thoughts on the refutation of
the thesis of the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, which thesis, as detailed by the
Acarya, commenced with the declaration "pratipaitividhivisayatayaiva brahma
sastrena samarpyate - Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being the object
of the injunction on contemplation" (vide Section 8) and concluded with the
Vrttikara's statement "tasmdt pratipaitividhivisayatayaiva sastrapramanakam
brahma abhyupagantavyam iti - Therefore, only as an object of the injunction
of contemplation, Brahman should thus be accepted as having the Scripture
as the source of Its knowledge" (vide Section 12). During the course of his
exposition, the Vrttikara had also asserted: "tadupasanacca sdstradrstah adrstah
moksah phalarii bhavisyati - And, from the contemplation thereon (i.e. on
24 In other words, because Brahman, the connotation of 'tat' (tatpadartha, in the Mahavakya
"tat tvam asi") is identical with the inner Self, the Seer, the pratyagatman, the connotation of
'tvam.' (tvampadartha).
25 Cf. ggggR
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Brahman), there will ensue its unseen result consisting in Liberation that is
revealed in the Scripture" (vide Section 10). The point that the Vrttikara has
sought to establish is this: Just as the sacrificial rites like Agnihotra and so
on are enjoined for those who are desirous of the results like heaven and so
on, in the same manner the Knowledge of Brahman (brahmajnana) and the
contemplation on Brahman (brahmopasana) are enjoined by the Scripture
for those who are desirous of Amrtatva (Immortality), that is Liberation.
(Vide Sections 8 & 10.)
The above thesis of the Vrttikara, which the Acarya has analysed from
various angles, has been refuted convincingly on the basis of the following
arguments:
(1) The Knowledge of Brahman should not be considered to be on a par with
the sacrificial rites (karma like Agnihotra) and contemplation (upasana like
Pahcagni-vidya), for their respective results are of entirely different nature.
The results of the sacrificial rites (karma) and contemplations (upasana),
consisting of heaven and the other higher worlds, are known for their
inherent gradations of various sorts and for their impermanence. On the
other hand, Liberation, that is attained through Brahma-jnana, is the non¬
dual, eternal and immutable Brahman Itself (Section 13).
(2) Besides this. Liberation cannot be the result of any enjoined act just as
how heaven is, for there is no time lag between Knowledge and its result of
Liberation (Section 14).
(3) Being a valid cognition, the Brahman-Atman Knowledge cannot be of
the nature of any one of the contemplations, like Sampad that have been
prescribed in the Scripture (Section 15).
(4) Besides, Brahman Itself cannot be objectified by any cognition (vidi-kriya)
and contemplation (upasti-kriya) (Section 16).
(5) Most importantly, the Acarya has successfully demonstrated in the
present section (Section 17) how even the Scripture does not have the intent
of expounding Brahman as an object of even any knowledge; rather, its only
aim is to eliminate the notions of duality of the knower and the known,
that is the subject-object dichotomy, that has been fictitiously generated
839
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by Nescience, and thereby to show that Brahman is invariably the Subject,
and never an object, of a cognition, even that of the verbal cognition that
has been brought about by the identity propositions found in the Scripture
(Mahavakya).
In view of all this, the Acarya convincingly states that, unlike the case
of the Vrttikara's view, there is not even a single point in the Siddhantin's
view that could undermine the fact of Liberation being eternal. In substance,
the Siddhantin’s idea is this: Liberation is actually nothing but 'Brahmabhava' (being Brahman). The individual Self is the eternal Brahman Itself,
that is one is eternally Liberated. But due to Nescience it is not known to
be so. However, when the akhandakara-vrtti (i.e. the brahmakara-vrtti or
the carama-vrtti), brought about by imbibing the import of the Upanisadic
propositions, such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art," annihilates Nescience,
the eternally existing Liberation, that is the Brahma-bhava, is realised. Thus,
Liberation is the perennial nature of the Self and it is not something that is to
be brought into existence afresh (agantuka) owing to a cause like an action
(karma) or contemplation (upasana or pratipatti).26
As such, the thesis of the Vrttikara, the opponent, suffers from this defect
of ephermerality of Liberation, since he maintains that Liberation is a result
that is attained through the enjoined act of knowing and contemplating. It is
this point that the Acarya takes up next.
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18 A
[mokso na kriyaphalam]

yasya tn utpadyo moksah, tasya mdnasam vdcikam kdyikam va kdryam apeksate iti
yuktam. tatha vikaryatve ca. tayoh paksayoh moksasya dhnivam anityatvam. na hi
dadhyadi vikdryam, utpadyam va ghatadi, nityarh drstam loke.
na

ca

dpyatvendpi

karydpeksa,

svdtmarupatve

sati

andpyatvat.

svarupavyatiriktatve'pi brahmano ndpyatvam, saroagatatvena nityaptarupatvat
sarvena brahmanah, dkasasyeva.
napi

samskaryo

moksah,

yena

vyaparamapekseta.

sarhska.ro

hi

ndma

samskdryasya gunadhanena va syad, dosapanayanena va. na tavadgunadhanena
sambhavati, anadheyatisayabrahmasvarupatvad moksasya. ndpi dosapanayanena,
nityasuddhabrahmasvarupatvad moksasya.
svatmadharma eva san tirobhuto moksah kriyaya dtmani samskriyamane
abhivyajyate, yathd adarse nigharsanakriyayd samskriyamane bhasvaratvam
AA omits
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dharmah iti ced, na. kriyasrayatvanupapatteh atmanah. yadasraya kriya tarn
avikurvati

naiva atmanam

labhate.

yadi atma svasrayakriyaya

vikriyeta,

anityatvam atmanah prasajyeta. "avilmyo'yamucyate" (B.G.2.25) iti caivamadlni
vakyani badhyeran. taccanistam. tasmad na svasraya kriya atmanah sambhavati.
anyasrayayastu kriyayah avisayatvad na taya atma samskriyate.
nanu

dehasrayaya

snanacamanayajhopavitadharanadikaya

kriyaya

dehi

samskriyamano drstah. na, dehadisamhatasyaiva avidyaparigrhltasya atmanah
sarhskriyamanatvat. pratyaksam hi snanacamanadeh dehasamavayitvam. taya
dehasrayaya tatsamhata eva kascid avidyaya atmatvena parigrhttah samskriyate
iti

yiddani.

yatha

dehasrayacikitsanimittena

dhatusamyena

tatsamhatasya

tadabhimaninah arogyaphalam, 'aham arogah' iti yatra buddhih utpadyate. evam
snanacamanayajhopavitadharanadikaya kriyaya ‘aham suddhah samskrtah' iti
yatra buddhih utpadyate, sah samskriyate. sa ca dehena samhata eva. tenaiva hi
ahamkartra ahampratyayavisayena pratyayina sarvah kriya nirvartyante. tatphalam
ca sa eva asnati, "tayoranyah pippalam svadvatti anasnannanyo abhicakasiti"
(R.Ve.1.164.20,

Mu.U.3.1.1)

iti

mantravarnad,

"atmendriyamanoyuktam

bhoktetyahurmanisinah" (Ka.U.1.3.4) iti ca. tatha “eko devah sarvabhutesu gudhah
sarvavyapl sarvabhutantaratma, karmadhyaksah sarvabhutadhivasah saksi ceta
kevalonirgunasca"(£ve.U.6.11) iti. "saparyagatsukramakayamavranamasnaviram
suddhamapapaviddham" (Isa.U.8) iti ca. etau mantrau anadheyatisayatam
nityasuddhatam ca brahmano darsayatah. brahmabhavasca moksah. tasmad na
samskaryo’pi moksah.
atah anyad moksam prati kriyanupravesadvaram na sakyam kenacid darsayitum.
tasmad jhanamekarh

muktva kriyayah gandhamatrasyapi anupravesah

iha

nopapadyate.
18 B
yasya - for him;
produced;

tu - however; 'dcMKh utpadyah - as something to be

moksah - Liberation; dFT tasya - for him; HMflH manasam -

mental; 'AU^H^vacikam - verbal; ‘hlRbh 3T kayikam va - or physical; ^A^Hjcaryam
- action;

apeksate - depends; ffcf iti - that; ^Hyuktam - stands to reason;
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d4T tcitha - and same is the case; (sc*i4^ vikaryatve - if it be a modification; ^
ca - and; cRk ^t4t: tayoh paksayoh - in both these alternatives;

moksasya

- of Liberation; ^H^dhruvam - certainly; fyHrhrtHanityatvam - ephemerality;
B na - not; ft hi - because;
modifications;

dadhyadi - curd etc.; Id'*>144, vikaryam -

utpadyam - a produced thing; 41 va - or;

ghatadi

- pot etc.; RrMH^nityam - eternal; iHHdrstam - is seen; <31% Joke - in the world
4 4 na ca - nor again;

3TN apyatvena api - even as something to

be attained; 4I4N8TT karyapeksa - there is any need for action; RicHV+4 4TfcT
svatmarupatve sati - if Liberation were to be considered as the very nature of
one's own Self;

<xanapyatvat - because it would not be something that

is to be attained;

RT4 svarupavyatiriktatve api - even accepting

Liberation to be distinct from one's own nature; 3^4: brahmanali - with
y

regard to Brahman; 4 na - not;

■>

apyatvam - attainability; RhTcRR

sarvagatatvena - by being all-pervasive;

nityaptarupatvat - since

it is by nature eternally attained; WI sarvena - by all; 41ER: brahmanah - of
Brahman; 3TI445TR 14 akasasya iva - like space
4 344 na api - nor again; R444: samskaryah - is an effect attainable through
a purificatory act; B1$T: moksah - Liberation; 44 yena - on account of which;
RTORlvyaparam - an act;

apekseta - would require; d’hfcKi ft 4Ft samskaro

hi nama - indeed what is called a purificatory act; tiwMR samskaryasya to that which is to be purified; JpiWM4 4T gunadhanena va - either by the
addition of the quality of excellence; RT4 syat - would be;

41

dosapanayanena va - or by the removal of defects; 4 na - it is not; 4144. tavat
- in the case under consideration;
of a quality of excellence;

gunadhanena - by the addition

samblmvati - can be;

anadheyatisayabrahmasvarupatvat - because by nature being identical with
Brahman to which no addition of excellence is possible; 4T$R4 molcsasya - of
Liberation; 4 3ifq na api - nor also; %4T44444 dosapanayanena - by the removal
of defects; ^WJ^S^Wk<(¥^rdliljiityasuddhabrahmasvarupatvat - since by nature
being identical with Brahman that is eternally pure; 4%FF4 moksasya - of
Liberation
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Wlch<W: svatmadharmah - the nature of one's own Self; ^ eva - certainly;
Wksan - being, fcRT^rf: tirobhutah

-

obscured;

moksah - Liberation;

kriyaya - through an act; ^hiHhH atmani - in the Self;
when It is purified;

abhivyajyate - becomes manifest, W yathd - just

as; 3tK$l fidarse - in the mirror;
rubbing;
- lustre;

samskriyamane -

nigharsanakriyayd - by the act of

samskriyamane - when it is purified; hltd<r=i-ff bhasvaratvam
: dharmah - attribute; ?fcT

- no;

iti cet - it might be argued that; d na

kriyasrayatvanupapatteh - as it cannot be the locus of an

act; 3LHM: atmanah - for the Self;

yadasraya - that which is its locus;

fsfRT kriya - an action; cPftam - that;

avikurvatl - without modifying;

q ^ na eva - not at all; 3-iirHHH atmanam - its being; cRd labhate - does get;
^ yadi - if; SllcHI atma - Self;
It is the locus;

svasrayakriyayd - by an act of which

vikriyeta - were to be modified; Gilded dR anityatvam

- ephemerality; STTcER: atmanah - of the Self;
incurred;

avikaryah - immutable; WFkayam - this;

declared; ?Tc? iti - this; ^ ca - and;
these sentences;

prasajyeta - would be
ucyate - is

9MH evamadlni vdlcyani - such as

badhyeran - would be contradicted; cfcf^ tat ca - and

that; Wh2*lanistam - is not desired; ciLHicftasmaf - therefore; d na - not;
svdsraya - having the Self as its locus; T^RI kriya - action; SilcHd: atmanah with regard to the Self;

sambhavati - can be; 3RR9RF}T: anyasrayaydh

- that which has some other locus; <3 hi - as regards; hfRFTf: kriyayah - of an
action; ^N'i^cdictfluisflyafuaf - because the Self not being its object; d na - not;
cRT taya - by that; 3TIrRT atma - Self; iilhfrdci samskriyate - is purified
d^ nanu - well; SSTWiT dehasrayaya - by that which has the body as its locus;
^MNddd^NdlduK'difez+Nl

snanacamanayajhopavltadhdranadikaya kriyaya -

through acts such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water, wearing the sacrificial
thread and soon,^ft debt - the Selbt-iiWRM: samskriyamanah-being purified;
drstah - is observed; d na - this is not so;
for him associated with the body etc.;

^ dehadisamhatasya eva - only
avidyaparigrhitasya - seized

by Nescience; SflcTR: atmanah - for the Self; h^MHWrdldsamskriyamanatvat - as
there is the state of being purified; W^^ipratyaksam - evident; % hi - indeed;
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snanacamanadeh - the acts of bathing, ceremonial sipping of water
and so on; dsy-idehasamavayitvam - as being associated with the body;
cRT taya - by that act; cjflSTW dehasrayaya - by that which has the body as
its locus; ddrfed: d^ tatsamhatah eva - that which is associated with it (body);
'fifsjcf kascit - 'that something'; ^idiWi avidyaya - due to Nescience; &HcHc=M
atmatvena - as the Self; HRJ|dJd: parigrhltah - apprehended; Rfobdd samskriyate
- is purified;

iti - thus;

yuktam - it is reasonable to conclude; ^

yatha - just as; ^^dNi'+'-cdlMih-cW dehasrayacikitsanimittena - by means of the
treatment that has the physical body as its locus;

dhatusamyena -

due to the equilibrium of the bodily humours; dcR^d-W tatsamhatasya - for
that which is associated with it (body); cKRwiPm: tadabhimaninah - for that
which assumes itself to be that (body);

arogyaphalam - the result

consisting of good health; ^WH aham -1; 3PF|: arogah - am free from disease;
iti - in this way; SR yatra - in which (locus); ffe buddhih - the notion; ddl^ci
utpadyate - arises; "dHevam - in the same manner; dMMddd^HdRddKdlddidl
fed-WI snanacamanayajhopavltadharanadikaya kriyaya - through the acts such as
bathing, ceremonial sipping of water, wearing the sacrificial thread and so
on; sUFf aham - I;

suddhah - am pure; t-it^d: samskrtah - am cleansed;

ffd iti - in this way; ^ yatra - in which (locus); fR*: buddhih - the notion;
d child utpadyate - arises; h; sah - he; tiRddd samskriyate - is purified;

^ sah

ca - and he; hid dehena - with the body; t-idd: dq samhatah eva - is certainly
associated; dddgfl; tena eva hi - by that alone; 3Tih^T ahamkartra - manifesting
as 'I am the doer';

ahampratyayavisayena - which figures as the

object in the 'I'-cognition; hchFRf pratyayina - as the cogniser; ddT: sarvah - all;
Rtihl: kriyah - activities; Mdchdi nirvartyante - are executed; ddto =q tatphalam
ca - and the fruit thereof; d: dg sah eva - he alone; SihTlTd asnati - enjoys; ddT:
tayoh - of these two;
sweet;

any ah - one; ftPWm^pippalam - the fruit; thd, svadu -

atti - eats; SRWlanasnan - not eating;

srfddldMlfd abhicakaslti - looks on;

anyah - the other one;

iti - in this way; Hdduud, mantravarnat

- for the sense conveyed by the words of the Mantra;

I cd Rsd hhi gtbH.

atmendriyamanoyuktam - associated with the body, the senses and the mind;
dlrhi bhokta - the enjoyer; ffcl iti - as; ®nf: ahuh - call; ddlP-M: manisinah - the
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wise; SfcT ^ iff ca - and thus;

tathd - likewise;

- Divinity; FRTfcP| sarvabhutesu - in all beings;

ekah - the one;

devah

gudhah - hidden;

sarvavydpl - the all-pervading; dd^dl*rUlcH( sarvabhutantaratma - the inner
Self of all beings; diHlstSk karmadhyaksah - the overseer of acts; d4ddiFddK-i:
sarvabhiitadhivasah - the indweller in all beings ; fTItjTt sdksl - the witness; %fT
cetd - the conscious being;

kevalah - alone; M^ui: ^ nirgunah ca - and

devoid of attributes; ?Td iti - thus; d: sah - he; ^WW^paryagat - pervaded;
s'ukram - radiant; WtFFlakayam - unembodied; •'M^lHavranam - unscathed;
37WTWI. asndviram - sinewless; ^SHsuddham - pure;

apapaviddham -

not afflicted by sins; ?Td ^ iti ca - thus also; ^ etau - these two; d'dl mantrau
- Mantras;

.anadheydtisayatdm - the unexcelled magnificence;

McHdj'acii ^ nityasuddhatarh ca - and the eternal purity; dijM: brahmanah - of
Brahman; c[5FF|: darsayalah - depict;

^ brahmabhavah ca - and being

Brahman; dTSb moksah - Liberation; 'MMlclJasmdt - therefore; d na - not; ■Htdild:
3TR samskaryah apt - also the purified; dT^: moksah - Liberation
3pf: zw^atah anyat - other than these;
to Liberation;

dTd moksam prati - with respect

kriydnupravesadvdram - through which entrance

action can intrude; d na - is not; W-lH sakyam - possible; 4>HMd. kenacit - by
any one;

darsayitum - to show; deHid, tasmdt - therefore; flFPL

jndnarn ekam - the sole means consisting of Knowledge; Brtdi muktva - other
than; ht-dldh kriyaydh - of action; Jl«Jd-Hided
wee bit; 31^4^1: anupravesah - entrance;

gandhamatrasya api - not even a
iha - here; d d'-H-yd na upapadyate

- does not stand to reason
18 C
[liberation is not a fruit of action]

However, for him who regards Liberation as something to be produced,
it stands to reason that Liberation, for him, depends on an action - be it
mental, verbal or physical. And it is the same if Liberation is held to be
a modification. In both these alternatives, the ephemerality of Liberation
would be a certainty. For, in the world, neither modifications, like curd
etc., nor a produced thing, like a pot etc., is seen to be eternal.1
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Nor again, even as something to be attained, is there any need of action
for Liberation. For, if Liberation were to be taken as the very nature of
one's own Self, It would not be something that is to be attained (through
an act). Even accepting Liberation to be distinct from one's own nature (i.e.
Self), there is no attainability (through an act) with regard to Brahman, for
being all-pervasive. Brahman, like space, is by nature eternally attained
by all.2
Nor again is Liberation an effect attainable through a purificatory act
on account of which Liberation might be in need of an act to be effected.
Indeed, an act would be called a purificatory act, either because it adds
to the quality of excellence to what it purifies or because it effects the
removal of defects therefrom. In the case under consideration, it cannot
be by the addition of the quality of excellence, for Liberation, by nature,
is Brahman which is of such excellence that no addition of excellence is
possible. Nor also can Liberation be effected by the removal of defects
since by Its very nature Liberation is Brahman that is eternally pure (i.e.
free from defects).3
It might be argued that though Liberation is certainly of the very nature
of Self, yet being obscured, Liberation becomes manifest in the Self when
It is purified through an act - just as when the mirror is purified by the act
of rubbing its own attribute of lustre becomes manifest.4 This objection
is not valid, for the Self cannot be the locus of an act. The reason is this:
An action does not at all get its being (i.e. come into existence) without
modifying its locus. If the Self were to be modified by an act, of which
It is the locus, then the undesirable consequence of the ephemerality of
the Self would be incurred. And, the Scriptural sentences such as, "This
(Self) is declared to be immutable" (B.G.2.25) would be contradicted. That
is indeed undesirable. Therefore, with regard to the Self, there can be no
action having the Self as its locus. As regards the action which abides in
some other locus, the Self not being its object (i.e. locus) cannot be purified
by that act.5
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Well, the Self is observed (i.e. delineated in the Scripture) to be purified
through acts, such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water, wearing the
sacrificial thread and so on, which have the body as their locus!6 This is not
so, for it is only that Self, which is seized by Nescience and associated with
the body and so on, that is being purified. Evident indeed are the acts such
as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water and so on seen associated with the
body. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the one who is purified by
these acts that have the body as their locus is only 'that something' which is
associated with the body and apprehended to be the Self due to Nescience.7
Just as due to the equilibrium of bodily humours that is restored by means
of the treatment that has the physical body as its locus there occurs the
result consisting of good health for that which is associated with the body
and that which has assumed itself to be that (body) - and in that locus there
arises the notion "I am free from disease" - in the same manner, by the acts
such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water, wearing of sacrificial thread
and so on, he (alone) is purified, in whom (locus) there arises the notion
"I am pure - am cleansed." And, that entity is certainly associated with
the body. Indeed, all the activities are executed by that alone manifesting
as 'I am the doer', figuring as the object of the T-cognition, and as the
cogniser. He alone enjoys the fruit thereof,8 for this sense is conveyed
by the words of the Mantras (Mm. 11.2.1.1/ R.Ve.l.164.20 & Ka.lf.1.3.4
respectively in order): "Of these two, one (bird) eats the sweet fruit; the
other one, not eating, looks on," and also "Him, the wise call 'the enjoyer'
who is associated with the body, the senses and the mind."9 Likewise, are
the Mantras (Sve.U.6.11 & Isa.U.8 respectively): "The one Divinity, hidden
in all beings, the all-pervading, the inner Self of all beings, the overseer of
acts, the indweller in all beings, the witness, the conscious being, alone and
devoid of attributes" and thus also: "He pervaded (all) - He who is radiant,
unembodied, unscathed, sinewless, pure (and) not afflicted by sins." These
two Mantras depict the unexcelled magnificence and the eternal purity of
Brahman. And being Brahman is Liberation. Therefore, Liberation is not
also the purified (i.e. effected by a purificatory act).10
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(This being the case), it is not possible for any one to show a manner, other
than these, through which entrance action can intrude and be connected to
Liberation. Therefore, it does not stand to reason (to assert) that other than
the sole means consisting of Knowledge, there is an entrance here possible
for action - indeed, not even a wee bit!11
18 D
1. However, for him who regards Liberation as something to be produced,
it stands to reason that Liberation, for him, depends on an action - be it
mental, verbal or physical. And it is the same if Liberation is held to be
a modification. In both these alternatives, the ephemerality of Liberation
would be a certainty. For, in the world, neither modifications, like curd
etc., nor a produced thing, like a pot etc., is seen to be eternal:

It has been

concluded in the last section that Liberation is nothing but Brahma-bhava
(being Brahman). Even though the inner Self is eternally Brahman, and
hence Liberation is its perennial nature, yet this nature remains shrouded
in Nescience. The Knowledge of Brahman merely destroys Nescience, and
Liberation, being the very nature of Brahman, reveals Itself. Therefore,
according to the Siddhantin, since Liberation is not a result of any action,
including that of Knowledge, there is no question of the undesirable
consequence of Liberation (Moksa) becoming ephemeral (anitya).
In the present section, the Acarya exposes the illogicality of the thesis of
the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin. In this context, it is of advantage to recall
the Vrttikara's thesis that had been stated earlier. In Section 8, the Acarya
had introduced the thesis of the Vrttikara (Upavarsa) thus: "atra apare
pratyavatisthante - Regarding this view, others raise an objection." We have
discussed therein that the Vrttikara, who belongs to a different school of
Advaita, upholds the 'bhedabheda-vada', that is 'the doctrine of differencecum-identity', which doctrine (vada) expounds the identity (abheda) of
the individual Self and Brahman as being as real as the difference (bheda)
between them. The Vrttikara, therefore, upholds the view that Liberation,
consisting in the total identity of the individual Self with Brahman, free
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from any element of difference, can never be achieved by the Knowledge
of Brahman, but only by the contemplation (upasana) on the attributeless
Brahman (nirvisesa) that has been enjoined by the Scripture. In other
words, according to the Vrttikara's doctrine. Liberation is a result (phala)
that is brought" about by the act of the contemplation that has been ordained
(upasana- or pratipatti-vidhi) by the Sastra.
But, the Acarya is of the firm view that the distinction between Atman and
Brahman is merely illusory (mithya) and that their identity alone is real (satya).
Since Liberation is nothing but Brahma-bhava, that is 'being Brahman', to wit,
being oneself, as such, no action whatsoever is required for being oneself.
Hence, the Bhasyakara argues that to view Liberation as a result, born of, or
associated with, an action runs counter to all logic, given the nature of the
Supreme that is expounded in the Scripture. The Bhasyakara has consequently
refuted the thesis of the Vrttikara - as observed in the earlier sections - by
subjecting the Vrttikara's thesis to an analysis from all possible angles.
In this very context of the refutation of the Vrttikara's thesis, the Acarya
presently elaborates upon the concept of 'result' (phala) by categorising
it into four types, namely: (1) 'utpadya - a thing that can be produced',
that is a 'product', (2) 'vikarya - a thing which is modifiable', to wit, a
'modification', (3) 'apya - a thing which is attainable', that is the 'attained',
and (4) 'samskarya - a thing which is purified', to wit, that to which can be
imparted an excellence (guna-adhana) through the act of purification or that
which can be purified by the elimination of a defect (dosa-apanayana).
It is worth taking note of the vital fact that these four types of results are
actually karmans (i.e. objects), brought into existence through action (kriya),
effected by the physical body (kaya), or by the organ of speech (vak) or by
the mind (manas). In case Liberation is held to be a result, then it becomes
imperative to see whether the same could be properly identified with anyone
of the objects (karman) mentioned above. It is this onerous task to which the
present Bhasya section is being devoted.19
•5,
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For rightly comprehending and appreciating the significance and the depth
of the Acarya's arguments here, it would be advantageous to have an idea
of what the Sanskrit grammarians say about the nature of karman (object).
Panini defines 'karman7 (object) thus (.Astadhyayi, 1.4.49): "kartunpsitatamam
karma - An object is that which is primarily desired to be achieved by the
agent of a given act." The stock examples are 'ghatam karoti - He produces
a pot,7 'gramam gacchati - He goes to the village' and so on. It may be noted
here that the pot and the village are primarily desired to be achieved or
attained by the agents of the acts of producing and going respectively.
Bhartrhari, the noted grammarian-philosopher, has further classified this
object (i.e. karman) - which is primarily that which is desired to be achieved
or attained (kartunpsitatamam) - into three kinds, on the basis of the modes
in which the objects (karman) are achieved through the acts denoted by
verbs: (1) nirvartya or utpadya (product), (2) vikarya (modification) and (3)
prapya (attainable). Bhartrhari defines the third, that is the 'prapya7, in such
a way as to include also the samskarya (the purified), which we see has been
cited in the Bhasya as the fourth category of object. Upavarsa, the Vrttikara,
who is prior to Sabara-svamin, the author of the Mimamsa-bhasya, is also prior
to Bhartrhari. Being basically a Mlmamsaka, Upavarsa, the Vrttikara, has
preferred to treat the samskarya as a separate category of object (karman).
From the tenor of the Bhasyakara's refutation of the Vrttikara, in the
present section, it does appear that the Vrttikara views Liberation (Moksa),
as an object (karman) in the Panmian sense, to wit, that which ought to
be achieved by the act of contemplation (upasana or pratipatti), and this
object, according to the Vrttikara, could be through any one of the abovenoted four kinds. Or, it may be that the Vrttikara has only made a general
statement about Liberation being an object (karman) to be achieved by the
act of contemplation (upasana) and it is the Bhasyakara alone who has
classified the above object (karman) into four categories of results for the
purpose of logical analysis so that the Vrttikara's thesis could be effectively
and convincingly refuted.

Section 18

After the preceding brief introduction to this Bhasya section, let us now
take up for study the thoughts of the Bhasyakara that are presented here in
this note pertaining to Liberation being an utpadya-karman (product) or a
vikarya-karman (modification).
(1) Liberation as an 'utpadya-karman' or a 'product': The adherents of the
Nyaya-Vaisesika and certain other schools are of the view that the utpadya,
the product, was non-existent before its creation but comes about afresh
through the activity of the causal factors (karaka-vyapara). Their theory is
termed the 'asatkarya-vada'. But, the Sankhyans and some other schools
of philosophy theorise that the utpadya, that is the created product, had
been earlier merely unmanifest in its material cause (upadana) but becomes
manifest later due to the action of the causal factors. This theory is termed
the 'satkarya-vada'. However, both these two sets of theorists, despite their
mutually contradictory approaches, concur in viewing effects, such as a pot,
to be an 'utpadya' (product). The Vrttikara could try viewing Liberation to
be an utpadya-karman (product) insofar as he treats Liberation (Moksa) as
something uniquely produced through contemplation (upasana), which is
but a mental activity (manasa-kriya).
(2) Liberation as 'vikarya-karman' or a 'modification': There are two types
of modifications: The first type is that which arises from the destruction of
the material cause (prakrti), for example the ashes that are produced from
the burning of wood. The other type of modification is that which arises
from the original material (prakrti) on account of the birth of a new property
therein, for example the curd that arises from milk due to onset of the
new property of sourness.20 The first type of modification arising from the
destruction of original material is not relevant in our present context of the
Atman attaining Liberation. Hence, the same must have been discarded by
Upavarsa, the Vrttikara, and is therefore ignored here by the Bhasyakara
too. Only the theory of Liberation being a modification of the second type is
worth considering here.
However, both these theories of Liberation being an utpadya-karman
20 Cf. fejcPPT
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For rightly comprehending and appreciating the significance and the depth
of the Acarya's arguments here, it would be advantageous to have an idea
of what the Sanskrit grammarians say about the nature of karman (object).
Panini defines 'karman' (object) thus (Astadhyayl, 1.4.49): ''karturlpsitatamam
karma - An object is that which is primarily desired to be achieved by the
agent of a given act." The stock examples are 'ghatam karoti - He produces
a pot/ 'gramam gacchati - He goes to the village' and so on. It may be noted
here that the pot and the village are primarily desired to be achieved or
attained by the agents of the acts of producing and going respectively.
Bhartrhari, the noted grammarian-philosopher, has further classified this
object (i.e. karman) - which is primarily that which is desired to be achieved
or attained (karturlpsitatamam) - into three kinds, on the basis of the modes
in which the objects (karman) are achieved through the acts denoted by
verbs: (1) nirvartya or utpadya (product), (2) vilcarya (modification) and (3)
prapya (attainable). Bhartrhari defines the third, that is the 'prapya', in such
a way as to include also the samskarya (the purified), which we see has been
cited in the Bhasya as the fourth category of object. Upavarsa, the Vrttikara,
who is prior to Sabara-svamin, the author of the Mlmdmsa-bhasya, is also prior
to Bhartrhari. Being basically a Mlmarhsaka, Upavarsa, the Vrttikara, has
preferred to treat the samskarya as a separate category of object (karman).
From the tenor of the Bhasyakara's refutation of the Vrttikara, in the
present section, it does appear that the Vrttikara views Liberation (Moksa),
as an object (karman) in the Paninian sense, to wit, that which ought to
be achieved by the act of contemplation (upasana or pratipatti), and this
object, according to the Vrttikara, could be through any one of the abovenoted four kinds. Or, it may be that the Vrttikara has only made a general
statement about Liberation being an object (karman) to be achieved by the
act of contemplation (upasana) and it is the Bhasyakara alone who has
classified the above object (karman) into four categories of results for the
purpose of logical analysis so that the Vrttikara’s thesis could be effectively
and convincingly refuted.

Section 18

After the preceding brief introduction to this Bhasya section, let us now
take up for study the thoughts of the Bhasyakara that are presented here in
this note pertaining to Liberation being an utpadya-karman (product) or a
vikarya-karman (modification).
(1) Liberation as an 'utpadya-karman' or a 'product': The adherents of the
Nyaya-Vaisesika and certain other schools are of the view that the utpadya,
the product, was non-existent before its creation but comes about afresh
through the activity of the causal factors (karaka-vyapara). Their theory is
termed the 'asatkarya-vada'. But, the Sahkhyans and some other schools
of philosophy theorise that the utpadya, that is the created product, had
been earlier merely unmanifest in its material cause (upadana) but becomes
manifest later due to the action of the causal factors. This theory is termed
the 'satkarya-vada'. However, both these two sets of theorists, despite their
mutually contradictory approaches, concur in viewing effects, such as a pot,
to be an 'utpadya' (product). The Vrttikara could try viewing Liberation to
be an utpadya-karman (product) insofar as he treats Liberation (Moksa) as
something uniquely produced through contemplation (upasana), which is
but a mental activity (manasa-kriya).
(2) Liberation as 'vikarya-karman' or a 'modification': There are two types
of modifications: The first type is that which arises from the destruction of
the material cause (prakrti), for example the ashes that are produced from
the burning of wood. The other type of modification is that which arises
from the original material (prakrti) on account of the birth of a new property
therein, for example the curd that arises from milk due to onset of the
new property of sourness.20 The first type of modification arising from the
destruction of original material is not relevant in our present context of the
Atman attaining Liberation. Hence, the same must have been discarded by
Upavarsa, the Vrttikara, and is therefore ignored here by the Bhasyakara
too. Only the theory of Liberation being a modification of the second type is
worth considering here.
However, both these theories of Liberation being an utpadya-karman
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(product) or a vikarya-karman (modification) are faulty because they lead
to the defect of Liberation being ephemeral (anityatva). All philosophical
schools that advocate the doctrine that Liberation, the final goal of human
endeavour (parama-purusartha), to be eternal but at the same time hold
Liberation to be either an utpadya-karman (product) or a vikarya-karman
(modification) only contradict themselves, for the irrefutable universal law
is: "yat krtakam tadanityam - Whatever is the result of an action is ephemeral."21
That the Acarya is refuting the thesis of the Vrttikara in these sections is
a well-known fact. However, his totally impersonal way of referring to the
opponent as “yasya tu - for whomsoever" has prompted Vacaspati-misra, the
Bhamatlkara, to suggest that the Bhasyakara's refutal is equally applicable to
the theory of Liberation advocated by the Vijnanavada Buddhist school, also
called the Yogacara. They maintain that the Self consists of a perennial flow of
the momentary cognition (ksanika-vijnana) that incessantly takes birth and
subsides. During the transmigratory state (samsaravastha), this cognition
of the Self is inextricably mixed with the conglomerate of body, senses and
mind (karya-karana-sahghata). This being the case, Liberation, according to
the Ksanika-vijnanavadin, is the birth (utpadana) of the unalloyed flow of
the pure cognition of the Self. Thus, the Ksanika-vijnanavadin too upholds
the theory of Liberation being utpadya, that is a product.
The other Buddhist schools as well as the Naiyayikas, Vaisesikas and
others opine that Liberation is a state of total solitariness or aloneness
(kaivalyavastha) of the Self that ensues after having completely got rid
of the transmigratory status (samsaritva), just as the state of being curd
(dadhyavastha) is a state arrived at by getting rid of the earlier state of
being milk (kslravastha). Hence, it is apparent that these philosophers are
upholders of the doctrine of Liberation being vikarya, a modification. Thus,
incidentally, all these schools also stand refuted.22
21 We have already discussed the untenability of the argument that though bom of an act
Liberation must be accepted to be eternal, since the Scripture advocates it to be so. (vide
Sections 10,11 & 13)

22 cf.
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From the above-discussion it is certain that Liberation is neither an
utpadya-karman (product) nor a vikarya-karman (modification). Thus, for
Liberation to come into existence, the Bhasyakara avers that it stands in
no need of an action (karma) capable of effecting an utpadya-karman or a
vikarya-karman.
2. Nor again, even as something to be attained, is there any need of action
for Liberation. For, if Liberation were to be taken as the very nature of
one's own Self, It would not be something that is to be attained (through
an act). Even accepting Liberation to be distinct from one's own nature (i.e.
Self), there is no attainability (through an act) with regard to Brahman, for
being all-pervasive. Brahman, like space, is by nature eternally attained
by all: The viewpoints regarding the utpadya- and the vikarya-karmans (i.e.

product and modification respectively) have been rejected because they lead
to an undesirable consequence of Liberation being ephemeral. Presently, the
third view is now put forward: Liberation is an object that can be attained
(apya- or prapya-karman). Just as one attains to a place, that is reaches a
place, like a village or a town, by one's own effort of moving, so also one
attains to Liberation, to wit. Brahman, by the enjoined act of contemplation
(upasana). In this third case of Liberation being apya-karman, no fault of the
ephemerality of Liberation (that was pointed out in the earlier two theses)
can be imputed, for the act of attaining to does not bring into existence that
which is going to be reached (prapya-karman) since it already exists.
However, this point of view of Liberation being something that has to
be attained to (prapya-karman) is also refuted by the Acarya. It is worth
noting that it is by one's own act of moving that one attains to a village or
a town that has remained unattained until then. So, the idea of the objectto-be-attained (prapya-karmatva) presupposes that the object in question
has remained unattained till the act of attainment has actually taken place.
It is this undesirable consequence that prompts the Acarya to attack the
standpoint of Liberation being a prapya-karman. This he does from two
diametrically different angles.
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We have observed that the Vrttikara upholds the doctrine of bhedabheda
(difference-cum-identity) maintaining that the individual Self is different
from, while also being identical with. Brahman. Consequently, two
alternatives are possible.
Firstly, if the individual Self is taken to be identical with Brahman, then
Liberation becomes nothing but to be oneself, that is Brahman. In such a case,
it would be an illogicality of a queer sort to conceive that one attains oneself
by means of an act, for by a means one can only attain a thing that is different
from oneself. Indeed, the act of attainment presupposes the fundamental
distinction between the attainer and the attained.23 Hence, it is plausible to
say "caitro gramam gacchati - Caitra goes to the village," while it is utterly
preposterous to state "caitrah svam gacchati - Caitra goes to himself." Thus
the first alternative of the third viewpoint of Liberation being something to
be attained to or reached (prapya-karman) is illogical and hence deserves to
be rejected.
Now, in order to escape the above undesireable contingency, the Vrttikara
would naturally take refuge in the second alternative of the individual self
being different from Brahman. As such, there is no difficulty, since the
former could be postulated to attain the latter by the act of contemplation.
However, the Acarya points out the illogicality here too when he avers thus:
It is accepted by all that Brahman is omnipresent and is all-pervasive like the
space, which fact means that Brahman exists even at the same place where
the individual self is.24 Hence Brahman, though different, stands eternally
attained by the individual, self. In fact, a person, existing at one place, attains
to, or reaches, by his act of moving a village that exists in a different place.
No one has to ever exert himself to attain the all-pervasive space. The
reason is: Being existent in a different place (bhinnadesa-vrttitvam) is also a
precondition for the object to be attained (prapya-karman). In this way, like
the first alternative, the second alternative too does not have any bearing
upon Liberation.
23 Cf. #3*3
24 Cf.
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As a result, the third viewpoint of Liberation being the attainable object
(apya- or prapya-karman) has also to be rejected as it has no relevance in the
context of Liberation.
3. Nor again is Liberation an effect attainable through a purificatory act
on account of which Liberation might be in need of an act to be effected.
Indeed, an act would be called a purificatory act either because it adds
to the quality of excellence to what it purifies or because it effects the
removal of defects therefrom. In the case under consideration, it cannot
be by the addition of the quality of excellence for Liberation, by nature,
is Brahman which is of such excellence that no addition of excellence is
possible. Nor also can Liberation be effected by the removal of defects
since by Its very nature Liberation is Brahman that is eternally pure (i.e.
free from defects): After the first three theses have been discarded, the

fourth viewpoint of Liberation being a result or an object of a purificatory
act (samskarya-karman) is now taken up for a detailed analysis so that it
may also be logically refuted. The act of purification (sarhskara) is known
to take place only in one of the following three modes: It may be by adding
an excellence to the object;25 or by removing a defect of the object;26 or by
causing the existent, though unmanifest, nature of the object to manifest
(vidyamana-anabhivyakta-svarupasya abhivyanjanam), to wit, restoring the
original nature that is hidden and latent in the object.27
In the case of Liberation, the first type of purification is not possible
because Liberation is Brahman itself, which is of unexcelled magnificence,
that is an excellence supreme that does not admit of any kind of accretion. In
fact, to think of adding excellence to Brahman is like attempting to add some
light to the sun or to add some space to the space (akasa)!
The second mode of purification is by removing the defects of the object.
This too is not possible in the case of Liberation, for being Brahman Itself,
25 For example, the act of putting on cosmetics adds to the beauty.
26 For example, the act of boiling removes the defects of the contaminated water.
27 For example, the act of rubbing the surface of the mirror restores to it its original lustre.
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Liberation is absolutely pure; and, as such, there is no defect in Brahman (i.e.
Liberation) for the removal of which an act would be deemed necessary.28
4. It might be argued that though Liberation is certainly of the very nature
of Self, yet being obscured. Liberation becomes manifest in the Self when
It is purified through an act - just as when the mirror is purified by the
act of rubbing its own attribute of lustre becomes manifest: When the first

two modes of purification are found untenable in the context of Liberation,
the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, envisages the possibility of the third one. The
idea is this: When covered and sullied by dirt and dust, the natural lustre
of the mirror remains unmanifest. People restore it, that is they cause the
lustre to re-manifest, by the purificatory act (samskara-karma) of rubbing it
and wiping away the dust. In the same way, the ever-existing essential and
natural Liberation, that is the Brahma-bhava of the individual Self, when
it is shrouded by Nescience, remains unmanifest; and, the same is made to
manifest by the purificatory act of contemplation (upasana) that is enjoined
by the Scripture.29
5. This objection is not valid, for the Self cannot be the locus of an act.
The reason is this: An action does not at all get its being (i.e. come into
existence) without modifying its locus. If the Self were to be modified by
an act, of which It is the locus, then the undesirable consequence of the
ephemerality of the Self would be incurred. And, the Scriptural sentences
such as, "This (Self) is declared to be immutable" (B.G.2.25) would be
contradicted. That is indeed undesirable. Therefore, with regard to the
Self, there can be no action having the Self as its locus. As regards the
action which abides in some other locus, the Self not being its object (i.e.
locus) cannot be purified by that act: The locus of the purificatory act is

the very entity that is sought to be purified. For example: By taking a bath
the body is cleansed. It is not difficult to see that the body is the locus of the
purificatory act of bathing.
28 Cf. 'SRJRj!
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The Purvapaksin opines that in a similar manner, the Siddhantin can accept
that the Self, being the locus of the purificatory act, regains its own inherent
nature of Liberation by the purificatory act effected on it. But, this thesis is
not acceptable to the Siddhantin, for the basic nature of every purificatory
act (samskara-karma), small or big, transforms and modifies, to whatever
extent and in one way or the other, its locus.30 Therefore, to accept the Self to
be the locus of the purificatory act is tantamount to accepting that the Self is
subject to modification. This will lead to the undesirable consequence of the
ephemerality of the Self for verily every modified entity perishes.31 Also, an
activity (kriya) can inhere in that locus alone which is of parts (savayava),
such as a physical body, a vehicle and so on. But, all that which consists
of parts is found to perish with no exception whatsoever (yat savayavarir,
tadanityam drstam).
Also, it is to be taken cognisance of that this entire thesis of the Self being
cleansed by purificatory acts goes against the Scriptural description of the Self
being immutable, free of all modifications {avikaryo'yam ucyate - B.G.2.25) and
also as being devoid of parts and activity (niskalam niskriyam - Sve.il.6.19).
But, what if the Self were to be purified by samskara-karma (purificatory
act) that is effected on some other locus? The Purvapaksin argues that, in
such a situation, the Vedantin cannot raise an objection that the Self will
undergo a modification. But then, how is it logically possible to conceive
that a purificatory act (samskara-kriya), existing or inhering in a different
locus, other than the Atman (Self), can purify the Atman? In that case, the
Self cannot be imagined to have a relation with an action inhering in another
locus.32 If the Purvapaksin's argument were to be acceded to, then it would
be tantamount to conceding that the purificatory act effected on the mirror
would cleanse also the person!
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6. Well, the Self is observed (i.e. delineated in the Scripture) to be purified
through acts, such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water, wearing the
sacrificial thread and so on, which have the body as their locus! It has
been stated, above by the Siddhantin that the Self can be purified neither
by an action having its locus in the Self - because the Self cannot be subject
to any modification occasioned by the saiiiskara-karma - nor can the Self
be purified by an action located in another entity, for being the innermost
eternal entity, the Self cannot be touched by an extraneous act.
At this juncture, an objection is raised by the Purvapaksin: In the Dharrnasdstras, there are numerous passages that prescribe the acts of purification of
the embodied Self. For example, "gahgasnanena suddhyati - One gets purified
by bathing in the river Ganges," "triracamya sucirbhavet - One would be
purified by ceremonially sipping water thrice," "siavanugamane punahsnanena
nutanopavitadharanena trirdcamanena suddhyati - By taking bath again, by wearing
the new sacrificial thread and by the ceremonial sipping of water thrice, one
is purified of the impurities acquired as a result of taking part in the funeral
procession." Verily, the ceremonial bathing, sipping of water and wearing of
the sacrificial thread do inhere in the physical body alone. Yet, these have been
said to purify the individual self. Likewise, the passages such as "vedapathena
suddhyati - one is purified by reciting the Veda" prescribe the purification of the
self by the act of organ of speech (vagindriya). Also, "barerdhyanena suddhyati
- one becomes pure by contemplating on Lord Hari" prescribes the mental
activity of contemplation for purifying the embodied Self. Therefore, there is
no hard and fast rule to the effect that the Self is not purified by an act located
elsewhere. This is the crux of the Purvapaksin's objection.
7. This is not so, for it is only that Self, which is seized by Nescience and
associated with the body and so on, that is being purified. Evident indeed
are the acts such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water and so on seen
associated with the body. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the
one who is purified by these acts that have the body as their locus is only
That something' which is associated with the body and apprehended to be
the Self due to Nescience: The above objection is set aside by the Acarya in
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the following manner: The body, or the organ of speech or mind, that is the
not-Self, alone cannot be the locus of the act of ceremonial bathing, recitation
of the Veda, contemplation on Lord Hari and so on. For, it is only in the kartr
(agent), in whom the act can actually be located.33 Also, it is the agent, who
himself, not being employed, presses into service all other causal factors.34
For example, the act of cutting wood is located in the woodcutter, the agent.
It is he who, remaining unemployable by the causal factors, employs the
causal factors like the axe and so on. In the process of executing the act, the
physical body and so on cannot be the agent thereof since they are inert
(jada) and cannot act independently. Therefore, it is certain that the Self, the
conscious being, alone, in conjunction with body, mind and so on, is the
agent of the act of woodcutting, taking bath and so on.
There is no doubt that the activity of bathing, recitation and so on is
perceived only in the locus constituted by the conglomerate of body,
sense organs and mind (karyakarana-sanghata). Yet, due to the coupling
(mithunlkarana) of the Self with the body, senses and so on, the purification
ensuing from the purificatory act could in turn be experienced in the Self.
This can be said to happen, all the more so, because of the non-discrimination
(aviveka) of the Self and the not-Self (i.e. body, senses, mind, etc.), termed
'dharrm-adhyasa', owing to the presence of Nescience, which in turn effects
the mutual superimposition of their attributes (dharma-adhyasa). These
points have been already elaborated in the Adhyasa-bhasya.35
In fact, no one engages himself in any activity, let alone the activity of
ceremonial bathing, recitation of Veda, contemplation on the Lord and so
on merely with the physical body, organ of speech, mind and so on, on
which one has not superimposed the nature of Self, that is Consciousness.36
3:1 kartrtvam hi kriyasrayatvam,
34 Vide the AstSdhydyi-sutra (1.4.54): "svatantrah karta.” Also, vide "karakantardprayojyatve sati
Icarnkantaraprayojcikatvam kartrtvam." (Kdrakacakra)
35 Vide "anyonyasmin anyonyatmakatam anyonyadharmamsca adhyasya itaretaravivekena
mithyajmnanimittah satydnrte mithunikrtya aham idam mamedam iti naisargiko'yam
lokavyavaharah." (Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 2)
36 Vide “w hi anadhyastatmabhavena dehena kagcidvi/clpriyate." (Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 11)
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By superimposing on the body, the Consciousness, that is the nature of Self,
and by superimposing on the Self, the nature of the body, organ of speech,
mind and so on, and thereafter consequently, the acts of bathing, recitation
and so on, the person, who is now the conglomerate of the Self and the body,
takes himself to be the performer (karta) of the various purificatory acts of
bathing and so on and it is this ignorant individual who feels himself as
being purified (samskrta) by his acts of ba thing in the Ganges, the recitation
of the Veda, the contemplation of the Lord Hari and so on.
Therefore, it can be logically concluded that the individual is purified
either by the purificatory act located in one's own self or by the purificatory
act located in an entity inseparably mixed with oneself.37 Thus, by this unique
instance of mutual superimposition of Self and not-Self (dharml-adhyasa)
and of their respective attributes (dharma-adhyasa) - a phenomenon
elaborately explained in the Adhyasa-bhasya - can the above instances quoted
by the Purvapaksin be understood.38
8. Just as due to the equilibrium of bodily humours that is restored by
means of the treatment that has the physical body as its locus there
occurs the result consisting of good health for that which is associated
with the body and that which has assumed itself to be that (body) - and
in that locus there arises the notion "I am free from disease" - in the
same manner, by the acts such as bathing, ceremonial sipping of water,
wearing of sacrificial thread and so on, he (alone) is purified, in whom
(locus) there arises the notion "I am pure - am cleansed." And, that entity
37 Cf.
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is certainly associated with the body. Indeed, all the activities are executed
by that alone manifesting as 'I am the doer', figuring as the object of the
T-cognition, and as the cogniser. He alone enjoys the fruit thereof: The
Acarya has shown that the instances of the Scripturally enjoined bathing, the
ceremonial sipping of water and so on and their resultant purification have
their source in the Nescience-generated mutual superimposition of the body
and the Self (atmanatma-adhyasa). These above-mentioned examples have
been cited in the context of the religious performance (Vaidika-karma). The
same phenomenon is now illustrated by citing an activity at the empirical level.
The Acarya at the very outset, in the Adhyasa-bhasya itself, had stated
that both the secular (laukika-karma) and Scripturally ordained religious
(Vaidika-karma) activities equally do spring forth because of avidya, to wit,
the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self.39 The secular activity
which is now taken up for illustration is this: When a person is afflicted with
a disease, the equilibrium of his bodily humours (vata, pitta and kapha, i.e.
wind, bile and phlegm respectively) are disturbed and he feels sick. When he
undergoes a suitable medical treatment, a samskara-karma (a purificatory
act), that restores the equilibrium of his bodily humours he gets rid of the
disease; he is then relieved and happy that after having undergone an
appropriate medical treatment he has regained his normal health.
We observe here that the disease, that is the imbalance of the bodily
humours, is located in the body alone; but, the individual Self feels himself
as being afflicted with the disease. This is because the individual Self is
inseparably associated with the body (deha-samhata), that is there is the
mutual superimposition (anyonya-adhyasa) of the Self and the body. We
clearly notice that the locus of the medical treatment is the body alone, and
the equilibrium of humours is restored in the body alone, but on account
of the mutual superimposition of the Self and the body (dharml-adhyasa)
and of their respective attributes (dharma-adhyasa), the person, who is an
amalgam of the Self, the body, the organs and so on (dehadi-sanghata), feels
39

Vide

"tametam

avidyakhyam

atmanatmanoh
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pumskrtya

pramdnaprameyavyavahdrdh laukikah vaidikasca pravrttah." (Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 9)
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himself to have undergone, that is, to have been the object of the activity of
the medical treatment, an act of purification, and to have thereafter regained
his normal health (svasthata),40 to wit, the restoration of the balance of the
bodily humours.41
Having thus cited the above empirical illustration, the Acarya shows how
the same principle of the mutual superimposition of body and Self works
in the Scriptural instances of the purificatory rites. It is only the composite
personality of body-cum-Self which considers itself to have become impure
(due to a certain reason) and it is only this composite personality that
arrogates to itself the performance of the purificatory act (sarhskara-karma)
and thereafter considers itself to have become purified too.42 But, all the
while, the inner Self (pratyagatman) remains totally unassociated with all
these purificatory acts and their results. Hence, the natural Brahma-bhava,
that is Liberation, cannot be said to be the object (karman) or result (phala)
of any act of purification.
9. for this sense is conveyed by the words of the Mantras (Mm. 11.2.1.1/
ILVe.l.164.20 & Ka.U.1.3A respectively in order): "Of these two, one (bird)
eats the sweet fruit; the other one, not eating, looks on," and also "Him,
the wise call 'the enjoyer' who is associated with the body, the senses and
the mind": The Acarya has logically established that it is only the composite
personality, comprising the Self and the body, senses, mind and so on under
the influence of Nescience (avidya-parigrhita), that undertakes all acts - both
religious and secular - and it is this person alone that enjoys the results of
the action thereof.43
40 Cf. a ^ ttit,
41 The Bhasya describes 'cikitsa' (medical treatment) as an act of restoring the equilibrium of
the bodily humours (vata, pitta and kapha). Such a delineation also agrees with what is found
in the well-known ancient Indian medical treatise Carakasamhita: "ydbhih kriyabhirjdyante sartre
dhatavah samah, sa cikitsa vilcarandm karma tad bhisajdm smrtarn - Through whatever activities
the humours in the body are restored to equilibrium, those acts are collectively called the
treatment of the disturbed humours - and, this is the recognised work of the physicians."
42 Cf.
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43 The results are utpadya, vikarya, apya and samskarya.
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The Bhasyakara presently reinforces this logical conclusion by citing
appropriate Scriptural passages. The first passage cited is from the Mundaka-

upanisad. It describes: "Of the two selves, namely the individual self and the
inner or the supreme Self, the former enjoys the sweet result, that is pleasure44
of the acts done by him; but the supreme Self, not enjoying, simply observes."
The idea is that it is only the domain of T-consciousness (ahampratyayavisaya), to wit, the individual self, the composite personality, that enjoys
the fruit of its acts, since, besides the body, senses and so on, this composite
personality is constituted also of the conscious self who, being the conscious
agent of the acts, becomes destined to enjoy the fruits of his actions. But
the pure supreme inner Self, the Consciousness (pratyag-atman), always
remains a non-performer (akarta) of any act and hence also a non-enjoyer
(abhokta) of all the fruits of action (karma-phala).45
While citing the Mundakopanisad passage in the present context, the
Acarya considers that the intent of the Mantra is not to depict that the pure
inner Self (pratyag-atman) is not the enjoyer of fruits of action because for
this very purpose, the Acarya will be citing a couple of Upanisadic passages
separately in the sequel. The Acarya, here, seems to emphasise that the purport
(tatparya) of the Mundakopanisad Mantra is merely to depict the individual
self, the composite personality - comparable to the first bird - as the enjoyer
of the fruit of the acts that the individual self has already done.46 The point
elucidated in the present Bhasya note is further clarified by the Kathopanisad
passage cited next (1.3.4): " atmendriyamanoyuktam bhoktetyahurmanlsinah 44 Pleasure is also indicative of the bitter results, that is misery.
43 Cf. rafhwq
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46 Later, under the aphorism (Brahmaputra, 1.2.12) “visesanacca - The supreme and the
individual self are to be taken by virtue of the qualifications mentioned in connection with
them." The Acarya will be showing that the ultimate aim of the passage under discussion
is to teach that the conscious individual self is not truly the enjoyer but is in fact in essence
Brahman alone. Vide the Bhasya passage: "neyaiii srutiracetamsya sattvasya bhoktrtvam
vaksyamrti pravrtta, kirn tarhi, cetanasya ksetrajhasya abhoktrtvam brahmasvabhSvatam vaksyamiti."
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Him, the wise call 'the enjoyer' who is associated with the body, the senses
and the mind."47

10. Likewise, are the Mantras (Sve.U.6.11 & Isa.U.8 respectively): "The one
Divinity, hidden in all beings, the all-pervading, the inner Self of all beings,
the overseer of acts, the indweller in all beings, the witness, the conscious
being, alone and devoid of attributes" and thus also: "He pervaded (all) - He
who is radiant, unembodied, unscathed, sinewless, pure (and) not afflicted
by sins." These two Mantras depict the unexcelled magnificence and the
eternal purity of Brahman. And being Brahman is Liberation. Therefore,
Liberation is not also the purified (i.e. effected by a purificatory act): As
indicated above, these Mantras describe the inner Self (pratyag-atman) to be
one with Brahman and to be the non-enjoyer.48 Of the two Mantras, one is
from the Svetasvatara- and the other from the Isavasya-upanisad. The essence
of these Mantras is as follows: The attributeless (nirguna) Atman is the sole
inner Self in all beings. He is veiled (gudha) by Nescience. He is the mere
observer (i.e. non-doer) of all acts, to wit, the witness Consciousness. In truth.
He is free from all attributes, including the attribute of witnessing. He is
self-luminous (sukra) and bodiless (akaya), meaning He is not constituted
of the body, senses and mind. He is pure (suddha) and devoid of all sins.49 In
substance, these two Upanisadic Mantras declare that Atman-Brahman, the
Supreme, is of an unexcelled excellence and eternally pure.
We have observed more than once that Liberation is but being Brahman
(Brahma-bhava), which is, as depicted by these Mantras, one's own essential
nature. Hence, Liberation cannot be an object or effect of a purificatory act
(samskarya-karma). Also, since the purificatory act is meant either to add
excellence to its object or to remove defects therefrom, and because Brahman,
47 Cf. d«JT d dTfdt
48Cf.
49 Cf.
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Section 18

to wit. Liberation, is of the nature of unexcelled magnificence, verily even the
occasion of the samskarya-karma does not arise in the context of Liberation!
11. (This being the case), it is not possible for any one to show a manner,
other than these, through which entrance action can intrude and be
connected to Liberation. Therefore, it does not stand to reason (to assert)
that other than the sole means consisting of Knowledge, there is an
entrance here possible for action - indeed, not even a wee bit! Here the
Acarya concludes his detailed argument by asserting that Liberation cannot
be the object (karman), that is the result (phala) to be achieved through the
act of contemplation (pratipatti or upasana).
This concluding statement is made on the basis of a logical dictum. To
explain: As already described, the object or result is classified into four
categories on the basis of the modes through which the result/object is
brought into existence or achieved. The four classes of the object, that is
the result of action, are: (1) the producible (utpadya), (2) the modifiable
(vikarya), (3) the attainable (apya) and (4) the purifiable (samskarya). These
four, as they are the result of action, must invariably be connected with
an action. The possibility of Liberation being any one of these particular
objects (karman) has been ruled out, one by one, during the course of the
deliberation.50 When the status of being anyone of these specific objects has
been denied in the context of Liberation, then the universal objectness (i.e.
karmatva) or the state of being a result (i.e. phalatva) gets eliminated too of
its own accord. For, the logical principle lays down: "nirvisesam na samanyam
- there is no universal which is divorced from the particulars."
In fact, apart from the four modes which have been discussed threadbare
and rejected in the foregoing discussion, it is possible for none to show a
way to connect Liberation as an object/result to an act.51 That being the
case. Liberation has to be realised through Knowledge alone; and no action
- of any kind, whether physical or mental - has any place insofar as the
attainment of Liberation is considered.
50 Cf.
51 Cf.

i
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Now a thoughtful student may raise a question: It has been repeatedly
declared that Liberation is nothing but being Brahman and the Bhasyakara too
has firmly asserted (vide Section 16) that Brahman is not the content even of
knowledge: "na ca vidikriyakarmatvena karyanupraveso brahmanah - Nor again
can any activity to be performed/ by being an object of the act of knowing,
have an ingress into Brahman." In support of this assertion, he also cited the
Upanisadic Mantras such as (Ke.U.lA) "anyadeva tadviditad atho aviditadadhi
- Brahman is certainly different from what is known and also from what
is not-known." The assertion of the Acarya in the above section seems to be
contradicted here in the present section when he states "jnanamekam muktva other than the sole means consisting of Knowledge." Does not the Bhasyakara
contradict himself?
Certainly not. It is true that the assertion of Brahman not being an
object of knowledge was made in the previous sections. But we should
not forget that what was rejected there was only the relation of Brahman
with knowledge as its object. That kind of relation deserves to be rejected
for avoiding the serious and undesirable consequence of Liberation
being ephemeral (moksasya anityatvaprasangah). But at no place has the
Bhasyakara stated that knowledge is totally purposeless. In fact, in that very
context (Section 16) while stating that Brahman is not an object of the act of
knowing, the Bhasyakara had also averred that the Knowledge generated by
the Upanisadic Mahavakyas eliminates the view of duality that issues from
the Nescience which veils Brahman.52 Thus, Knowledge arising from the
Scripture does help the aspirant put an end to the Nescience and its resultant
duality view, which alone is the impediment in realising the oneness of
Self with Brahman. Hence, there is no contradiction when the Bhasyakara
states here in this section: "jnanamekam muktva - other than the sole means
consisting of Knowledge."

&
52 Vide "avidyakalpitabhedanivrttiparatvat iastrasya." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 17)
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19 A
[jnanakriyayorvailaksanyasthapanabhasyam]

nanu jhanam nama manasl kriya. na, vailaksanyat. kriya hi nama sa yatra vastusvarupanirapeksaiva codyate, purusacittavyaparadhlnd ca. yatha "yasyai devatdyai
havih grhltam sydt, tam dhyayed vasatkarisyan" (Ai.Bra.il.8.1), "sandhyam
manasa dhyayed" iti ca evamadisu. dhyanam cintanam yadyap mdnasarh,
tathapi purusena kartum akartum anyathd vd kartum sakyam, purusatantratvat.
jhanam tit prarndnajanyam. pramanam ca yathdbhutavastuvisayam. ato jhanam
lairtum akartum anyathd vd kartum na sakyam, kevalam vastutantrameva
tad, na codanatantram, ndpi purusatantram. tasmad manasatve'pi jhdnasya
mahadvailaksanyam. yatha ca “puruso vdva gautama agnih" (Cha.U.5.7.1),
“yosd vdva gautama agnih" (Chd.U.5.8.1) ityatra yositpurusayoh agnibuddhih
manasl bhavati. kevalacodandjanyatvdt tu kriyaiva sa, purusatantra ca. yd
tu prasiddhe agnau agnibuddhih, na sa codandtantra, ndpi purusatantra.
kirn tarhi, pratyaksavisayavastutantraiva iti jndnameva etad, na kriya. evam
sarvapramanavisayavastusu veditavyam.
tatra evam sati yathdbhutabrahmdtmavisayamapi jhanam na codanatantram.
tadvisaye linadayah sruyamand api aniyojyavisayatvdt kunthlbhavanti, upalddisu
prayuktaksurataiksnyadivad, aheyanupadeyavastuvisayatvat.
kimarthdni tarhi "atmd vd are drastavyah srotavyah" (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6)
ityadini vidhicchayani vdkydni. svdbhdvikapravrttivisayavimukhl-karandrthdni
iti

brttmah.

yo

hi

bahirmukhah

pravartate purusah

istam

me

bhuydd,

anistam md bhftd iti, na ca tatra dtyantikam purusdrtham labhate. tam
dtyantikapurusarthavdhchinam

svdbhdvika-kdryakaranasahghdtapravrttigocardd

vimukhikrtya pratyagdtmasrotastayd pravartayanti (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6) "atma vd
are drastavyah" ityadini. tasya atmdnvesandya pravrttasya aheyamanupadeyam ca
dtmatattvam upadisyate "idam saroam yadayamatma” (Br.U.2.4.6), “yatra tu asya
sarvam atmaivdbhut tat kena kam pasyet...kena kam vijdniydt...vijhdtdramare kena
vijanlyad" (Br.U.2.4.14/4.5.15), "ayamatmd brahma" (Br.U.2.5.19) ityadibhih.
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19 B

nanu - but; fTR dW jnanam nama - knowledge itself is called; dlddl manasi mental; T^TT kriya - activity; ^na- it is not so; ^&W*R<l.vailaksanyat - because

kriya nama - activity is called; Tf hi

of divergence between the two; PfvMl

- in fact; ^01 sa - that; ^ yatra - which;

^ vastusvariipanirapeksa

eva - independently of the nature of the existing entity; dlUd codyate - is
enjoined;

^ purusacittavyaparadhma ca - and which is

dependent on the mental activity of a person;

yatha - for example;

devatayai - for the deity; fET^: havih - oblation;

yasyai - for whichever;

4l^\r\H,grhltam - apportioned; toiletsyat - is to; cfl*ltam - on that; vM\M<l dhyayet
vasatkarisyan - when one is about to

- one should contemplate;
utter the word 'vasat'; flcf iti - thus;
manasd - by the mind;

- and thus;
contemplation;

sandhyam - on Sandhya; ■HH'HI

dhyayet - one should contemplate; ?frf ^ iti ca

evamadisu - in other similar instances; v-dHH dhyanam cintanam - that is reflection; ^14 yadyapi - of course;

MMi-lH manasarn - mental act; H?JTTh tathapi - yet;
t

purusena - by a person;

b

^v^R kartwn - to perform; Wf^iakartum - not to perform; 3FW 31 anyatha va or in a different manner;

kart urn - to perform; kWH^sakyam - is possible;

^bMd'Mcdid.purusatantratvat - since it is dependent on the person; 5iM*t jnanam
- knowledge;

tu - however;

pramanajanyam - generated by the

means of a valid cognition; SRFT ^ pramanam ca - and the means of a valid
cogmtion^Wp&Atxf^'iMH i/athabhutavastuvisayam- has for its object an existing
entity as it is; 31ck atah - therefore;

51Mjnanam

- knowledge; 'b$*ykartum - to

produce; ^rjjiakartum - not to produce; 3FW cfl anyatha va - or in a different
b

manner; ^Hkartum - to produce; 3 na - not; 5TW1. sakyarn - possible;
kevalam - exclusively; dtxjd'NH,^ vastutantram eva - dependent on an existing
entity alone; 3R1 tat - it; 3 na - not; diydid^H codanatantram - dependent on
injunction; 3 3TTq na api - not also; 4*>MdT5H purusatantram - dependent on a
person; deHictfflsmaf - therefore; dideicd

manasatve api - even though being

mental; sild'H jhanasya - in the case of knowledge; H^rt mahat - great;
vailaksanyam - divergence;

"3 yatha ca - as for example;
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mart; 3T3 vava - indeed; ■‘ lldH gautama - O Gautama; -'3TITT: agnih - is fire; 4i^t

yosa - woman; 3T3 vava - indeed; hicW gautama - O Gautama; STW: agnih - is
fire; ?Td 3R iti atra - in these;

yositpurusayoh - of woman and man;

agnibuddhih - a contemplative cognition as fire; hR# manasl - mental;
v^fcT bhavati - arises;

i<y kevalacodanajanyatvat - since it arises

exclusively due to the Scriptural injunction; <J tu - however; BFqT
- is only an act; ?FT sa - it;
Wya- which;

kriya eva

^ purusatantra ca - and is dependent on man;

tu - on the other hand; hFFTg prasiddhe - in the well-known; 3M

agnau - in respect of fire; STTTtffe agnibuddhih - the cognition of fire; d na-is
not; Isa - it; ^BTcFFT codanatantra - dependent on the Scriptural injunction;
3#[

na api

purusatantra

- nor is it;

what is it; clft tar hi - then;

- dependent on man; RR

kirn

-

^ pratyaksavisayavastutantra eva

- entirely dependent on an existing entity that is an object of the means of
perceptual cognition; ffct iti - hence; fTRff^ jhanarn eva - knowledge alone;
ydd. etat - this; B na - not; w-tl kriya - an act;

evam - in this manner;

sarvapramanavisayavastusu - (cognitions) with regard to the
objects of all other means of valid cognition; 3?^gW&kveditavyam - it should
be understood

m ^ "BR tatra evam sati - that being the case in the present context;
yathabhutabrahmatmavisayam - that which has for its
object Brahman-Atman as it is; ■3TR api - also; fTFR. jhanarn - knowledge; B

na - not;

codanatantram - dependent on the Scriphtral injunction;

iW tadvisaye - in respect of this subject; (As-idd: linadayah - the injunctive
3TN sruyamanah api - even though they are

verbal forms and so on;

aniyojyavisayatvat - since they

found used in the Scripture;

have for their content what cannot be enjoined;
become ineffective;

kunthlbhavanti -

upaladisu - to a stone and the like;

prayuktaksurataiksnyadivat - like the sharpness and so on of a knife applied;
^

i

Ad d ttyd dd cd Id oheyanupadeyavastuvisayatvat - because they have for

their content, an entity which does not admit of rejection and acceptance
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fecfdTTd kimarthani - of what purpose; dft tarhi - in that case; ^iicH'l atma the Self;

I vai - alone; W. are - O dear one; 3RR:

drastavyah - is to be seen;

SHcPh srotavyah - is to be heard; Sd-HylM ityadlni - such as these; Tdfdwii-qiPl
vidhicchayani - resembling an injunction; dTWft vakyani - statements;
svabhavikapravrttivisayavimukhlkaranarthani they are meant to turn one away from the objects to which one is naturally
inclined; 3Jd iti - that; RR brumah - we reply; d: yah - whosoever; R[ hi - for;
diedR'b bahirmukhah - extrovertively; Mddd pravartate - essays; 4,dlk purusah
- the person;

istam - the desired thing; d me - to me; hRd bhiiyat - let

accrue; RRgR anistam - unpleasant thing; BT dd ma bhut - let not come; lie?
iti - intending; 3 R na ca - but does not; dd tatra - there;
C

atyantikam

*N

- the final; '^^[^Pkpurusartham - the human goal; dRfd labhate - attains; dR
tam - him; r^\^\^*^^\Hq\\^MHatyantikapurusarthavanchinam - him longing
for the final human goal;

svabhavikakarya-

karanasanghatapravrttigocarat - from the object of the natural inclination of the
body-mind conglomerate; TdRdldRd vimukhlkrtya - diverting; HcHhicHfaldW^I
Mdd-MPd pratyagatmasrotastaya pravartayanti - spurs him to incline towards the
inner Self; RRRT atma - Self; t vai - alone; 3R are - O dear one; 3RR: drastavyah
- needs to be seen; ^cMiylPl ityadlni
RliRhdRdB? atmanvesanaya

-

-

statements such as these; dt-M tasya - him;

for seeking the Self; MRritd pravrttasya - of the

one who has set out; R?Nr aheyam

-

does not admit of rejection; ^JTTR7 R

anupadeyam ca - does not admit of acceptance;

atmatattvam - the

real nature of the Self; RdRRd upadisyate - is taught;
sarvam - all; Rd,yaf - what; WSHayam
d tu - but;
W^abhut

-

idam - this; RdR

this; RlcRT atma - Self; dd yatra - when;

asya - for him; WJH sarvam - all; -dicHi dR atma eva - Self alone;
-

has become; dd tat

-

then; dd kena

-

what object; H%M<xpasyet - should he see; %d kena

by which means; dR kam -

by which means; dRfozm

- what object; TdRTdTdlR vijanlyat - should one know; (d^lldKRvijhdtaram - the
knower; 3R are - O dear one; %d kena - by which means; NdHldld vijan lycd one should know; WTR^ayam - this; RldRT atma - Self; Rff brahma - is Brahman;
IrdT^Ff: ityadibhih - by (statements) like these
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19 C
[commentary establishing knowledge
AS BEING DISTINCT FROM ACTION]

But knowledge itself is called a mental activity!1 It is not so, because of
divergence between the two.2 In fact, activity is that which, independently
of the nature of the existing entity, is enjoined, and which is dependent
on the mental activity of a person. Thus for example (At.Bra.9.8.1), "For
whichever deity the oblation is to be apportioned, on that one should
contemplate when one is about to utter the word 'vasat'/' "One should
contemplate in the mind the (deity) Sandhya," and similar instances.
Contemplation, that is reflection, is, of course, a mental act; yet, it is
possible for a person to perform, or not to perform, or to perform it in
a different manner since it is dependent on the person. Knowledge,
however, is that which is generated by the means of a valid cognition.
And the means of a valid cognition has for its object, an existing entity as
it is. Therefore, it is not possible to produce knowledge, or not to produce
it, or to produce it in a different manner. For this is exclusively dependent
on an existing entity alone; and, it is dependent neither on an injunction,
nor also dependent on a person. Therefore, even though (knowledge and
contemplation are) mental, there is great divergence.3 As for example,
in these Upanisadic statements (Cha.U.5.7.1 & 5.8.1 respectively), "Man,
indeed O Gautama, is fire," "Woman, indeed, O Gautama is fire," there
arises in the mind a contemplative cognition of woman and man as fire.
However, since it arises exclusively due to the Scriptural injunction, it is
only an act and it is dependent on man. On the other hand, the cognition
of fire in respect of the well-known fire is not dependent on the Scriptural
injunction; nor is it dependent on man. What is it then (dependent upon)?
This is entirely dependent on an existing entity - that is an object of the
means of perceptual cognition. Hence this is knowledge alone and not an
act.4 In this manner, it should be understood with regard to the objects of
all the means of valid cognition.
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That being the case, in the present context, the knowledge, having for
its object as Brahman-Atman, is also not dependent on the Scriptural
injunction.5 Even though the injunctive verbal forms and so on are found
used in the Scripture in respect of this subject, yet, since they have for their
content what cannot be enj oined they become ineffective, like the sharpness
and so on of a knife applied to a stone and so on because they have for their
content an entity which does not admit of rejection and acceptance.6
In that case, for what purpose are the statements such as these

(Br.U.2.4.S/4.5.6) "O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard" that
resemble an injunction?7 We reply that they are meant to turn one away
from the (worldly) objects to which one is naturally inclined, for the person
who essays extrovertively intending, "Let the desired thing accrue to me;
let not the unpleasant thing reach me" fails to attain the final human goal
there. For the one who longs for the final human goal, the sentences, such
as (Br.tr.2.4.5/4.5.6) "O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard,"
divert him from the objects of natural inclination of the body-mind
conglomerate and thereby spur him to incline towards the inner Self.8 It is
for the sake of this person, who has set out on his task of seeking the inner
Self that the real nature of Self is taught, which Self does not admit of
rejection and acceptance, by the sentences such as (Br.U.2.4.6, 2.4.14/4.5.15
& 2.5.19 respectively in order) "This Atman is all that is," "When all has
become the Atman alone, then by what, what should one see...and by what,
what should one know...the knower, O dear one! By which means should
one know Him?" "This Self verily is Brahman" and so on.9
19 D
1. But knowledge itself is called a mental activity! At the end of the last

section, the Siddhantin has averred that Liberation is the result of knowledge
alone and that it cannot be considered as a result of any act whatsoever. On
this point, the Vrttikara raises an objection: Since knowledge itself is an act,
to wit, a mental act, is it not fallacious to assert that Liberation is utterly
disassociated ("gandhamatrasyapi") from action?
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Here, the Purvapaksin, it is to be noted, is expressing his views about
that Knowledge which leads to Liberation that arises as a result of the
Scriptural declarations such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art." He is not
presently concerned with empirical knowledge such as that of a pot or a
chair. The ultimate aim of the Vrttikara here is not just to simply assert that
knowledge is an act, but rather to establish that being an act. Self-knowledge
could be, and also should be, the content of the Scriptural injunction (vidhi
or codana). This is evident, for the Siddhantin concludes his rejoinder to the
Purvapaksiris objection thus: "tatret evam sati yathabhutabrahmatmavisayamapi

jnanam na codanatantram - That being the case, in the present context, the
knowledge, having for its object as Brahman-Atman, is also not a result of
the Scriptural injunction."
The logic behind the Purvapaksin’s objection is this: 'Knowledge', termed
'jnana' in Sanskrit, is a mode of the internal organ (antahkarana-vrtti or
mano-vrtti) and hence it is but an act (kriya), albeit a mental one (manaslkriya).24 The word 'jnana' is derived from the dhatu (verbal root) 'jna - to
know' ("jna avabodhane"). The term 'dhatu' or 'verbal root' has been defined
by Patanjali, the author of the Vyakarana-mahabhasya, thus (1.3.1): "kriyavaca.no

dhatuh - 'Dhatu' is that which signifies an act." If the verbal root 'jna' were
not to denote an act, then personal affixes (tip etc.) and verbal noun suffixes
(an etc.) would not have been appended to it and we would not have been
able to have the finished words (parinisthita-pada) that are fit to be used in
a sentence like 'janati', 'jnanam' and so on.25 Therefore, it has to be accepted
that being derived from the root 'jna', the word 'jnanam' (knowledge) does
signify an act, albeit a mental one. Now, because knowledge is a mental act,
24 According to the Ny ay a Vaisesika system, knowledge is a special quality of the Self (atmavisesaguna) and it inheres in the Self, its inherent cause (samavayi-karana); and, it rises in
the Self due to its non-inherent cause (asamavayi-karana) consisting of a particular Self¬
mind-contact (atma-manah-samyogavisesa). However, the Advaitin views knowledge only
as a mental mode (mano-vrtti). The Advaitin’s view is based on the Scriptural declaration
(Br.U.1.5.3): “kiimah sankalpo vicikitsasraddha'sraddhadhrtiradhrtirhrndhirbhirityetatsarvarh mana
ra?." Tn this passage, the term 'dhlh' signifies 'knowledge'.
25 Cf.
^ 'dWIdlfc! rasTRyTOrl: I
^Rld:
UkJdWd d
I -
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and further because it is accepted to have an association with Liberation, it is
only logical to conclude that the said association has to be through one of the
four modes discussed in the last section such as the utpadana (to produce),
sarhskarana (to purify) and so on (apyatva-samskaryatvadi-kriyanupravesadvara-catustayam). Again, because knowledge is accepted to be an act, it could
also be rightly established by an inference that the Knowledge of Brahman
is dependent on the Vedic injunction for this Knowledge is also a Scriptural
act, very much like the act of sacrifice (yaga) and the act of contemplation
(upasana): "brahmatmajnanarh vidhitantram, kriyatvad, yagakriyavat - The
Knowledge of Brahman-Atman is dependent on an injunction because it is
an act like the yaga."
Thus, despite all the effort the Siddhantin has undertaken so far, the
initial standpoint of the Vrttikara has remained unaltered and unrevised.26
Therefore, the Vrttikara asserts that he had been right insofar as Brahman
is taught by the Scripture as only the content of an injunction of knowing:

“yadyapi sastrapramanakam brahma tathapi pratipattividhivisayatayaiva sastrena
brahma samarpyate - Although Brahman has the Scripture alone as the means
of knowing It, still. Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being the object
of the injunction on contemplation." (Vide Section 8.)
2. It is not so, because of divergence between the two: Through this
summary statement (grahanaka-vakya) that he will elaborate in the sequel
in the rest of the present section, the Acarya proffers the refutation of the
Purvapaksin's objection in a nutshell.27
The Acarya's contention is as follows: Let us accept for the sake of
argument that knowledge (jnana) is an act (kriya). Yet, knowledge is
fundamentally distinct from the enjoined acts in general. Karma gives rise to
the results expected of them. But jnana, to wit, the knowledge of the identity
Tffa: I scf. a*n=aroi
m
wan Tirol rora Muhiro i arog awm

Also, cf.
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Also, cf. ro
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of Brahman and Atman, is not capable of creating a hitherto unaccomplished
result. Verily, if Liberation were to be viewed as being born from something,
then it becomes ephemeral and, consequently, would have to perish, sooner
or later, as per the universal dictum: "yatlcrtakam tadanityam - Whatever is
born has to necessarily perish." Therefore, Liberation - which the opponent
construes to be the result of the contemplation of the identity of Brahman and
Atman - the Siddhantin avers, is nothing but Brahman, the self-luminous,
attributeless perennial Self. This distinction between knowledge and action,
of not effecting and effecting actual results respectively, has already been
established. (Vide Sections 16 and 18.)
Another significant distinction between jnana (knowledge) and kriya
(action) has also been pointed out on the basis of the obvious difference in
the nature of their respective results. The results of the enjoined acts are
marked by numerous gradations. But, Liberation, the seeming result of the
knowledge taught in the Upanisad, is nothing but the non-dual, immutable,
eternal Brahman that admits of no gradations and no differences. (Vide
Section 13.)
Both the distinctions mentioned, however, have been indicated only
from the viewpoint of their respective results. Presently, in this section, the
Acarya points out how jnana (knowledge) and kriya (action) are intrinsically
different from each other.

Before we delve into what the Acarya has got to say in this regard, it
would be of advantage to know the Acarya's views with regard to the
Verbal root" (dhatu). Undoubtedly, Patanjali, the author of the Vyakarana-

mahabhasya, defines 'dhatu' as a signifier of an act ("kriyavacano dhatuh").
But Panini, the author of the Astadhyayi, does not explicitly say so. The

Dhatu-pdtha, ascribed to Panini, lists about 2,000 basic roots, such as 'bhu
- to be' and so on, arranged in ten groups (gana), and assigns to them the
distinctive designation 'dhatu'.28 The term 'dhatu' is, in fact, a very old
28 Vide "bhiivadayo dhatavah.” (Astadhyayi, 1.3.1)
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term and it is found in the Nirukta29 and Pratisakhyas30 too. Panini has not
explicitly defined the term 'dhatu', probably because the concept of dhatu
must have become too prevalent to require a definition.
However, one could argue as follows: If we were to accept without
reservation the definition of 'dhatu', given by Patanjali ("kriyavacano

dhatuh"), then it is but natural to raise a question on the nature of kriya
(act). The Nyaya-Vaisesika school defines 'kriya' (act) as "calanatmalcam

karma - Karma (or kriya) is that which is of the nature of movement," and
as "samyogavibhdgasamavayikaranam karma - Karma is that which is the noninherent cause of conjunction and disjunction." If we were to take such
definitions of kriya (act) into account, then the very first root in the Paninian

Dhatupatha, namely 'bhu', cannot, in a normal way, be taken as a 'dhatu'
since it signifies nothing but simple 'existence' {"bhu sattayam") which
evidently is distinct from movement of any sort. It is the same in the case
of the verbal root 'stha', for verily it denotes the 'cessation of movement'

{"stha gatinivrttau”).
Therefore, the Acarya seems to be inclined to set forth the signification
of an act, in a technical way, as "dhatvarthah kriya - the sense of a verbal
root." This verbal sense (kriya) can be further classified under two heads:
(1) those that fall within the scope of the person's will (purusa-tantra)
and thus come under the domain of an injunction (codana-tantra) and
(2) those that are beyond the realm of a person's will and thus never
dependent on injunctions (na codana-tantra) but rather dependent on
the existent entities themselves (vastu-tantra) and on the means of their
valid cognition (pramana-tantra). We can clearly observe that the act of
contemplation (upasti-kriya) comes under the first head, while the act
of knowing (jnana-kriya) comes under the second, even though both are
29 The 'Nirukta' (Etymology) is a subsidiary (Vedahga) to the study of the Vedas. It explains
the Vedic words by means of proposing their derivations from the verbal roots in a way that
they suit the word-sense (padartha). Yaska's Nirukta is well-known.
3(1 The Trati^akhya' is a work on Vedic grammar of a specific nature that is concerned mainly
with the changes - euphonic and others - in the pada text (padapatha) of the Samhita as
compared with the Samhita text (Samhitapatha) itself.
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acts (i.e. manasa-kriya or mental acts) signified by the term 'dhatu' (the
verbal root).31

Keeping this basic, true and legimate distinction in view, the Acarya proceeds
to answer the Vrttikara’s objection here. It may be recalled that, bearing this
intrinsic difference in mind, the Acarya had distinguished brahma-jijnasa
and dharma-jijnasa while refuting the view of the Vrttikara - who is also
the Purvapaksin here - while determining the 'prior correlate' (anantaryapratiyogin) of the word 'atha - then' occurring in the Jijnasa-sutra, "athato

brahmajijnasa."32 It is this fundamental difference that is going to be elucidated
in detail in the present context.
3. In fact, activity is that which, independently of the nature of the existing
entity, is enjoined, and which is dependent on the mental activity of a
person. Thus for example (Ai.jBra.9.8.1), "For whichever deity the oblation
is to be apportioned, on that one should contemplate when one is about to
utter the word 'vasat'," "One should contemplate in the mind the (deity)
Sandhya," and similar instances. Contemplation, that is reflection, is, of
course, a mental act; yet, it is possible for a person to perform, or not to
perform, or to perform it in a different manner since it is dependent on the
person. Knowledge, however, is that which is generated by the means of
a valid cognition. And the means of a valid cognition has for its object, an
existing entity as it is. Therefore, it is not possible to produce knowledge,
or not to produce it, or to produce it in a different manner. For this is

31 Cf. fcqr it grot ftrauT

1^
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32 Vide " abhyudayaphalam dharmajnanam taccanusthandpeksam. nihsreyasaphalam tu brahrnajnanam
na canustlwnantarapeksam. bhavyasca dharmo jijnflsyo na jmnakale asti, punisavyctpSratantratvat.
iha tu bhutam brahma jijnasyarit nityavrttatvad na purusavydparatantram." (Jijnasadhikarana,
Section 7)
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exclusively dependent on an existing entity alone; and, it is dependent
neither on an injunction, nor also dependent on a person. Therefore,
even though (knowledge and contemplation are) mental, there is great
divergence: In other words, an act - and in the present context of upasana the mental act (manasx kriya) is totally independent of, and indifferent to, the
actual nature of its object, the existing entity. Also, the mental act is entirely
dependent on the will and effort of the human mind and is unassisted by any
means of valid cognition (pramana-nirapeksa).33 This mental act of upasana
is of the first of the two categories of acts mentioned above and this alone
needs to be enjoined.
Take for example, the first Vedic sentence that is cited in the Bhasya:

"yasyai devatayai havih grhitam syat, tam dhyayed vasatkarisyan - For whichever
deity the oblation is to be apportioned, on that deity one should contemplate
when one is about to utter the word 'vasat'." This statement enjoins upon
the priest Hotr, before uttering the word 'vasat', to contemplate upon the
deity concerned for gaining whose favour he has recited the Mantra and for
offering to whom an oblation has been made ready by the priest Adhvaryu.
This contemplation is entirely independent of the nature of the deity, for the
deity is beyond the human senses. But this act of contemplation is certainly
dependent on the will and effort of the person, the Hotr priest. Hence, this
is an act (kriya) and it falls under the domain of the Scriptural injunction
that has been cited presently. It is the same in the case of the contemplation
enjoined by the injunctive sentence: “sandhyam manasa dhyayet - One should
contemplate in the mind the deity Sandhya." Therefore, it becomes clear
that contemplation (upasana), a sort of reflection upon a being or thing, is
a mental act that is enjoined by the Scriptural injunction, which we observe
does not take into account the actual nature of the existing entity that is to be
contemplated upon.
Therefore, for its emergence and existence, contemplation (upasana) is
dependent on the will of the person, to wit, the contemplator. This means

33 cf. tspjran
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that the person has the freedom to perform (kartum) the contemplation as
enjoined, or not to perform it at all (akartum), or to perform in a way which
is different from the prescribed manner (anyatha va kartum).
On the other hand, knowledge, though it is also a mode of the mind,
arises actually as a result of the operation of one or another means of a valid
cognition (pramana), such as the sense organs, which have only the existent
entities as their domain. In other words, unlike the act of contemplation,
knowledge does not depend on the will of a person, the knower. By saying
so, we mean that when the instrument of knowledge is at work, that is
when the eye, the visual sense organ, of the person comes in contact with an
existing object, say a pot, there arises in the person's mind, the knowledge
of the pot, with no special effort whatsoever on his part. And, whether he
wills it or not, he cannot avoid knowing the pot. Hence, knowledge is that
which is dependent on the existing entity and hence it cannot be an object of
any injunction. To put it squarely, without any injunction, knowledge could
arise, because the object, that is the existing entity (parinisthita-vastu), when
contacted by the instrument of cognition, gives rise to it, for the entity exists
in its own right, even before the person comes to know it. On the other
hand, the act of contemplation, as explained above, is entirely dependent
on the will and effort of a person and hence definitely comes under the
domain of injunctions, for the contemplation on a deity just would not be
possible if there were no injunctions to that effect or if the priest Hotr did
not contemplate on the deity. Indeed, it is only the person who brings the
act of contemplation into existence when he is exhorted to do so by the
Scriptural injunction.
To summarise: It is the existing entity, brought into contact by a means
of a valid cognition, that generates knowledge. On the other hand, it is the
person, ordained by an injunction, who undertakes to contemplate.
In this way, there exists an unbridgeable chasm between knowledge and
contemplation.34
34 Cf. sra:
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4. As for example, in these Upanisadic statements (Cha.U.5.7.1 & 5.8.1
respectively), "Man, indeed, O Gautama, is fire," "Woman, indeed, O
Gautama is fire," there arises in the mind a contemplative cognition of
woman and man as fire. However, since it arises exclusively due to the
Scriptural injunction, it is only an act and it is dependent on man. On the
other hand, the cognition of fire in respect of the well-known fire is not
dependent on the Scriptural injunction; nor is it dependent on man. What
is it then (dependent upon)? This is entirely dependent on an existing
entity - that is an object of the means of perceptual cognition. Hence this
is knowledge alone and not an act: Presently, the Acarya gives two more
illustrations to bring home to us the exact distinction between contemplation
(upasana) and knowledge (jnana). The two illustrations given earlier (vide
n.3) were meant to show that contemplation (upasana) does not depend on
the real nature (i.e. the form) of the entity contemplated on. But, the two
illustrations given here are intended to demonstrate that contemplation
could actually contradict the nature of the existing entity that is being
contemplated upon, that is, it superimposes something else on the actually
existing entity.35

In fact, there is also a good technical reason as to why the Acarya has thought
of this set of additional illustrations. The treatise 'Sahkarsakanda', also known
as 'Devatakandaconsists of a large number of aphorisms arranged in four
chapters, with each chapter in turn divided into four quarters (padas).
This work is an appendix to the Purvamimamsasutra of Jaimini and is also
attributed to him. Later on, in the Sutra-bhasya (3.3.43), the Bhasyakara too
cites the Sankarsa as an authority while substantiating a particular point.
In a particular aphorism of the Sankarsa, there is a discussion about the
content of the injunctive sentence found in the Aitareya-brahmana passage
(11.8.1) "yasyai devatayai havih grhltam sydt, tarn dhyayed vasatkarisyan" that
has been cited by Acarya in the present discussion. We have seen that
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this Scriptural passage enjoins upon the priest Hotr to contemplate on the
deity, for the sake of whom an oblation for offering has been made ready
by the priest Adhvaryu. The Sankarsa-sutra delineates (Sahkarsa, 4.3.9)

“yasycii devatayai vasatkurydt tarn dhyayed iti pura vasatMrad iti vijnayate."
This statement means: From the wording of the injunctive sentence, that is
'vasatkarisyan', a future participial form denoting the imminent act signified
by the verb 'kr', it becomes clear that the priest Hotr should contemplate on
the deity for the sake of whom, after reciting the prescribed Mantra, he is
about to pronounce the word 'vasat'.
In this context, Devasvamin, the author of Sahkarsa-bhasya, raises the
following point for discussion: The Mimamsa school does not recognise the
deities as having physical forms. So, how does one contemplate upon the
deity that is without any form? After deliberation, Devasvamin concludes
that indeed because the deities do not have any form apart from their actual
names, such as 'Agni', Tndra', 'Varuna' and so on that occur in the Mantras
recited, the priest Hotr has to contemplate on the very sounds of the names
of the deities (devatasambandhinah sabdasyaiva dhyeyatvam).
If the above contention of the Mlmamsakas was valid, then the enjoined
contemplation by the Hotr priest might have direct relevance to the real
nature of the deity, that is the sound of its name, even though it is true that
this contemplation too, for its emergence, has to depend on the Scriptural
injunction and the will of the person. In view of this discussion, the
Bhasyakara is perhaps inclined to establish his viewpoint of contemplation
not being dependent on the actual nature of the entity that is contemplated
upon by citing another set of two contemplations that is enjoined in the
Scripture which evidently disregards totally the actual nature of the entity in
the context of the contemplation.

However, in his commentary on the Brahma-sutra (1.3.33), while discussing
the nature of the deities, in the topic titled 'Devatadhikarana', the Acarya
refers to the above-cited Aitarei/a-brdhmana passage as an authority to establish
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that the deities do indeed have physical forms.36 Here, the argument of the
Acarya is that when the Scripture enjoins contemplation upon the deity, it
suggests only a contemplation that is to be undertaken on the actual form of
the deity and not on the mere sound of its name. Certainly, the actual nature
(form etc.) of an entity is entirely different from its name. The former is an
object denoted, while the name is an appellation to denote the object. The
denoted thing and its denotative name are different, even though they are
together always. The idea is that when a person contemplates on an entity,
he contemplates only on the form of the thing and not on its name.
<&/■

The contemplation of man and woman as fire is enjoined in the Scripture
as a part of a set of contemplations that is well-known in the Upanisadic
literature as the Pancagni-vidya (doctrine of five fires). This upasana is taught
both in the Chandogya- (5.3) and the Brhadaranyaka-upanisads (6.2), although
the passage cited by the Acarya here is from the Chandogya-upanisad37 As
mentioned in the Bhasya here, the contemplation on man and woman as fire
depends solely on the Scriptural injunction - that is it arises only because of
the Scriptural injunction. Again, it can arise only if, and when, a person wills
to contemplate as prescribed. On the other hand, the knowledge that cognises
the well-known empirical fire as fire, though it is a mental act, a psychosis,
has actually for its content, the existing fire. Hence, this cognition, that is
knowledge, is not a result of an injunction and is also not dependent on any
special effort of the person. It is dependent only on the existing object (i.e.
the fire) and the means of valid cognition (i.e. the sense organ) that comes in
contact with the object (i.e. aksartha-sannikarsa). This is the undeniable vital
difference between upasana (contemplation) and jnana (knowledge), even
though both of them are mental processes.
36 The Bhagavad-gtta verse (B.G.7.21) "yo yo yam yam tanum bhaktah sraddhayarcitumicchati Whatever form of the deity the devotee seeks to worship with faith" also indicates that the
deity may assume the form which the contemplator conceives of.
37 It may be noted that while discussing problems common to the Chandogya and other
Upanisads, the Acarya seems to prefer to discuss the question by citing the Chandogya text.
In the Brahmasutra-bhcisya, the citations from the Chandogya-upanisad are more in number than
those from any other Upanisads.
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Upasana and jnana are thus distinct from each other because the respective
factors that give rise to them are quite distinct from one another.
5. In this manner, it should be understood with regard to the objects
of all the means of valid cognition. That being the case, in the present
context, the knowledge, having for its object as Brahman-Atman, is
also not dependent on the Scriptural injunction: Just as the perceptual
knowledge (pratyaksa-jnana) of the existent fire, illustrated above, so also
do all other cognitions such as the inferential cognition (anumiti), verbal
cognition (sabdabodha) and so on depend only on their objects which are
existing entities (parinisthita- or bhuta-vastu). These cognitions come into
existence by their respective means of valid cognition, namely vyapti-jhana,
that is the knowledge of the concomitance between the probans (hetu) and
the probandum (sadhya) in the case of inferential knowledge (anumiti), the
knowledge of an authentic sentence (pramana-sabda-jnana) in the case of
verbal cognition (sabdabodha) and so on. Consequently, the rise of respective
valid cognitions does not at all depend on the will and effort of a person.38
Tire same is true even in the case of the knowledge derived from the
Scriptural sentences like “agnihotram juhoti," a verbal testimony (sabdapramana) pertaining to the sacrificial rites. The rise of a verbal cognition
(sabdabodha) is consequent upon its own general causes, that is the
knowledge of the significations of the words used in the authentic sentences
and of the mutual relations of the words and their senses. As such, the verbal
cognition is not a result of any will or special effort undertaken by the person
in deference to some assumed injunction like "the given sentence should be
understood in such a way to obtain the stipulated sense."
In just the same way, if a person is equipped with the above-mentioned
normal prerequisites of verbal cognition (samanya-sabdabodha-samagrl),
there arises in him the correct verbal cognition (sabdabodha) from the
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Upanisadic statements such as (Cha.U.6.2.1 & 6.8,7 respectively) "sadeva

sornya idamagra asld, ekamevadvitiyam - O my dear! Before creation, this was
only Existence, one alone, without a second," "sa atma tat tvam asi - It is
the Self. That thou art" and so on. Here too, injunction has no role to play.
In this context, it would be pertinent to recall the Acarya's unambiguous
statement in the Bhasya in the Jijnasadhikarana (Section 7): "brahmacodana

tn purusamabodhayatyeva kevalam, avabodhasya codanajanyatvad na purusah
avabodhe niyujyate yathd aksarthasannikarsena arthavabodhe tadvat - On the
other hand, the text pertaining to Brahman merely teaches the person and
does not enjoin upon him in the domain of knowledge because knowledge is
brought about by the text. To illustrate: A person need not be commanded to
see the object when the visual organ is already in contact with it." As in the
context of the Jijnasa-sutra, so too here we observe the Acarya being engaged
in a philosophical argument with the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin.
Commenting on the Bhasya passage under study, Padmapadacarya, the
author of Pancapadilm, adds a significant point: The cognition that arises
as a result of an injunctive sentence (vidhi-vakya) need not conform to or
establish the exact nature of the entity it comprehends. This is evident in the
injunction enjoining the contemplative cognition of man and woman as fire.
On the other hand, the knowledge that comes into existence as a consequence
of the means of a valid cognition is always determinative of the nature of its
object as it actually exists. In other words, this knowledge is invariably in
conformity with the real nature of its object. To put it differently, the former
is a subjective cognition while the latter is an objective knowledge; the
former often carries the sense of superimposition (adhyasa) while the latter
is invariably a valid cognition (yathartha-jnana).39
Therefore, the knowledge that has for its content the identity of Brahman
and Atman (brahmatmaikya-jnana), as it exists (bhuta-vastu), arises only
as a result of the verbal testimony (sabda-pramana), that is the Mahavakya
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"tat tvam asi - That thou art", and it does carry a hint of an injunction. If
this is not accepted, then the Knowledge of the identity of Brahman and
Atman would also be deemed as an illusory cognition (adhyasa) like the
contemplative cognition of man and woman as fire since these cognitions
are generated by the respective injunctions (Cha.U.5.7.1 & 5.8.1 respectively),

"puruso vciva gautama agnih - Man, indeed O Gautama, is fire" and "yosa vava
gautama agnih - Woman, indeed, O Gautama is fire."
6. Even though the injunctive verbal forms and so on are found used in the
Scripture, in respect of this subject, yet, since they have for their content
what cannot be enjoined they become ineffective, like the sharpness and
so on of a knife applied to a stone and so on because they have for their
content an entity which does not admit of rejection and acceptance: So far
it has been logically proved that knowledge cannot be an object of injunction.
At this juncture, the Vrttikara raises an objection: In the Scripture there are
sentences such as (Br.U. 1.4.7 & 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively) "atmetyevopaslta One should contemplate on Brahman as Atman alone," "citma va are drastavyah

srotavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard" and so on.
These sentences consist of injunctive and other verbal forms, all conveying
the sense of injunction, which indicate that the sentence-sense (vakyartha)
of these statements is mandatory in nature. In these statements. Selfknowledge figures clearly as the object of injunctions. Hence, it looks certain
that the theory that Self-knowledge cannot be enjoined, which has been
systematically and logically formulated by the Siddhantin, with so much
ado, collapses as it runs counter to the above-cited Scriptural mandates. It is
to this objection that the Acarya proffers a reply in the Bhasya passage that
we are seeing presently.40
It is true that the above-cited Scriptural statements use injunctive
forms and the like (liiiadi). Hence, they do appear to be morphologically
mandatory. However, one important point needs to be paid attention to: The
main distinguishing feature of what is called an injunction (niyoga) is that it
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has for its content an act that is entirely dependent on the will of the person,
the 'niyojya' (enjoined person), as to whether he undertakes to execute it
or not (heyam upadeyam va). This further means that the enjoined person
(niyojya) is capable of performing (kartum), or not performing (akartum)
or performing in a manner different from the one prescribed (anyatha va
kartum). Besides, no person can be urged upon by an injunction to undertake
an act, in case the person has already attained the result of the act enjoined.
The Vrttikara advocates the thesis that Liberation is the result effected
by contemplation (upasana). But it has been repeatedly pointed out that
Liberation is nothing but 'brahmatma-bhava', to wit, the nature of 'Atman
being Brahman' and the same is perpetually attained (nitya-prapta).
Therefore, the injunctive sentences cited above cannot at all wield an
ordaining feature, for they have no proper object, that is a meaningful act
to be ordained, and as such they also have no eligible person to be enjoined
upon to undertake that act.41
This being the case, the injunctive suffixes (liiiadi) are rendered
infructuous, for they cannot bring about any result just as the sharp edge of
a knife struck on a hard rock cannot. The knife merely becomes blunt!42
7. In that case, for what purpose are the statements such as these
(Br.lf.2.4.5/4.5.6) "O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard" that
resemble an injunction? What then is the purpose of these Upanisadic
statements such as (Br.U.1.4.7 & 2.4.S/4.5.6 respectively) "' atmetyevopasita One should contemplate on Brahman as Atman alone," “atma va are drastavyah

srotavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard" and so on
cjt

rw
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containing injunctive suffixes because, as such, they are also viewed on a
par with the well-known injunctions such as "svadhyayo'dhyetavyah - one's
own branch of the Veda needs to be learnt," “yajeta svargakamah - The one
desirous of heaven must perform the sacrificial act" and the like.
If Atman were not an entity compatible with the content of an injunction
and the seeker of the Self was also not a person eligible to be enjoined upon,
then the above-cited Scriptural sentences would be divested of their purport
and hence would be rendered invalid (apramana). This is not a viable
position as no Vedist would admit to such an outcome. For, on the basis of
the fundamental injunction (Tai.A.2.19) "svadhyayo'dhyetavyah - one's own
branch of the Veda needs to be learnt," the Vedists steadfastly hold that
every part of the Veda has a purpose and commands absolute authority,
directly or indirectly. Therefore, it is obligatory on the part of the Siddhantin
to show a way out by which the above-cited Upanisadic sentences could be
construed as purposeful. This is the crux of the question.43
8. We reply that they are meant to turn one away from the (worldly) objects
to which one is naturally inclined, for the person who essays extrovertively
intending, "Let the desired thing accrue to me; let not the unpleasant thing
reach me" fails to attain the final human goal there. For the one who longs
for the final human goal, the sentences, such as (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6) "O dear
one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard," divert him from the objects of
natural inclination of the body-mind conglomerate and thereby spur him
to incline towards the inner Self: The Bhasya statement"svabhavikapravrtti-

visayavimukhlkaranarthanlti brumah - We reply that they are meant to turn
one away from the (worldly) objects to which one is naturally inclined" is a
summary sentence (grahanaka-vakya) briefly putting forward what is going
to be elaborated in the sequel - till the end of the present section.
The Acarya draws our attention to the fact that the inclinations of man's
body, mind, senses and so on flow not towards the inner Self but only towards
the external worldly objects of enjoyment. The reason for this, the Upanisad
43 Cf. dfe, fhmrrara fafopRrrc,

nft;
irncf:i
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states, is that the senses of seeing, hearing and so on have been afflicted
("programmed') to stream forth outwardly alone (Ka.U.2.1.1): “pardhci khani
vyatrnat svayambhuh tasmat pardh pasyati nantardtman - The Creator forcibly
made the senses outward going. Hence, by nature, one is extrovert and seeks
not the inner Self." Man instinctively directs his faculties of thinking, seeing,
hearing, contemplating and so on towards the worldly objects. In doing so,
his sole aim or goal is always to attain pleasure without any trace of pain
interfering with his joy, which aim is termed in the Scripture as 'purusartha'
(human goal). But, inspite of all his efforts, life after life, man miserably fails
in his pursuit to obtain unending and absolute happiness. Yet, his longing
for the goal only grows persistently and incessantly. In such a predicament,
he is in a perplexed state of mind, not knowing how to attain the goal of
absolute joy.
Having failed in all his efforts, he now turns to the Scripture for guidance.
The Scripture (Sruti) teaches him that he loves and seeks the worldly objects
and runs after them not for their own sake but only for the sake of his own
inner Self. The Scripture reminds him, again and again, that in his pursuit
of unlimited pleasure and happiness in the external world of objects, he
has only met with a miserable failure. The Sruti, very much like the wise
and compassionate mother, advises the seeker earnestly (Br.H.2.4.5/4.5.6):
“na va are sarvasya kamaya sarvam priyam bhavati, atmanastu kdmaya sarvam
priyam bhavati, atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah
- My dear, verily nothing in the world is dear for the sake of that thing
itself, but everything in the world is dear for the sake of the Self alone.
Hence, the Self alone, O dear, has to be realised - needs to be heard, needs
to be reflected upon and needs to be incessantly contemplated upon." This
Upanisadic passage exhorts the person, given to worldly pleasures, that
he should preclude all the cognitive channels from being extroverted and
essay to reflect on the nature of his inner Self which is of the nature of Bliss,
verily the ultimate aim he seeks to gain. This turning of the mind from
the external world of objects to the inner realm of the Self is the veritable
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purpose of these Scriptural statements that have a semblance of enjoining
Self-knowledge.44
It is well-known that the dam built across a river with swift water
currents does not create or add any water of its own; it merely serves the
vital purpose of arresting the wasteful natural flow of the water of the river
and diverts it towards the cultivable land upstream. In the same way, the
injunctive Upanisadic teachings, pertaining to the Self-knowledge, do not
generate new actions but they merely channelise the already existing natural
extrovert inclinations and activities of hearing, seeing and so on towards
the inner Self. On the other hand, the Vedic injunctions on rituals, such as
"yajeta svargakamah - The one desirous of heaven must perform the sacrificial
act" and on contemplations like "puruso vava gautama agnih - Man, indeed
O Gautama, is fire" generate new actions of their own and add them to
the natural flow of man's worldly inclinations. They act, more or less, like
tributaries of the river - and not like a dam!

9. It is for the sake of this person, who has set out on his task of seeking
the inner Self that the real nature of Self is taught, which Self does not
44
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admit of rejection and acceptance, by the sentences such as (Br,U.2A.6,
2.4.14/4.5.15 & 2.5.19 respectively in order) "This Atman is all that is,"
"When all has become the Atman alone, then by what, what should one
see...and by what, what should one know...the knower, O dear one! By
which means one should know Him?" "This Self verily is Brahman" and
so on: The Acarya has already asserted that the injunctive verbal forms of
the Upanisadic sentences, like "atma vd are drastavyah" and so on, that bear a
semblance of injunctions are ineffective as injunctions, since their content, to
wit, the Self, admits of no acceptance or rejection. The Acarya now impresses
upon the fact that this description of the Self, which he has expounded,
is clearly indicated by the Scriptural declarations themselves and is not
therefore his personal construal (svakapola-kalpita). With this end in view,
he cites a few Upanisadic sentences.
To begin with, he quotes the very Upanisadic passage that follows the
Purvapaksin's citation ("atma va are drastavyah"). The Upanisadic passage
is as follows (Br. 112.4.5-6/4.5.6-7): "atma vd are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah. dtmano vd are darsanena sravanena matya vijhdnena idam sarvam
viditam...sarvam tam paradad yo'nyatrdtmanah sarvam veda. idam brahma idam
ksatram ime lokah, ime devah, imdni bhutdni. idam sarvam yadayamatma - O dear
one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be
intensely contemplated upon. By seeing, by reflecting and by understanding
the Self, all things in the world become known...In fact, everything in the
universe - this brahmana, this Ksatriya, these worlds, these deities and all
beings - would abandon him who considers it different from himself. For all
this is nothing but this Self."
This crux of the above-cited Upanisadic passage as well as other sentences
cited by the Acarya here is as follows: All the objects of the world are
verily the Atman alone that admits of no rejection or acceptance (aheyam
anupadeyam). When thus one realises the identity of everything in the
universe with his inner Self, as expounded in the passage "idam sarvam
yadayamatma - All this is nothing but this Self," then because of this insight
of Knowledge, he cannot see or know any object whatsoever as being other
895
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than himself, for he himself has become the entire world of objects,45 That
is, as long as there prevails the notion of plurality, a person would see and
know an object by a means of valid cognition (pramana). In the realm of
duality, the person is aware that he himself, the knowing agent (pramata), is
different from the object of his knowledge (prameya) and also different from
the means or instrument (pramana) that he employs to know. He is thus
aware of the triad (triputl), that is the mutual difference between the knower
(pramata), the object known (prameya) and the instrument of knowing
(pramana or prama). In other words, he is aware: "I see this thing with my
eyes; I love to possess it/I seek to avoid it"
On the other hand, when the sense of plurality disappears because of the
Knowledge of the Self, and when one realises one's total identity with all the
things in the world, then from that realm and intuition of Wisdom, there cannot
be the idea of the triad (triputl). Also, only when an object is known as different
from oneself, then alone can that thing be avoided or be accepted. Now,
because the very concept of duality, along with its offshoots, to wit, the ideas of
avoidance and acceptance, have vanished on their own accord as a result of the
Realisation of the identity of all things and beings with the inner Self, and when
thus all is the one Self - in such a situation nothing can be rejected or accepted,
for the Self can neither be an object of rejection nor acceptance.46
Likewise, when the Upanisad teaches (Br. If.2.5.19) "ayam atma brahma This Self verily is Brahman," which expounds Brahman, not as an object of
knowledge, but as the very knowing subject, to wit, the Self. This Brahman,
the Supreme, being the all-pervading Truth, does not admit of any acceptance
or rejection. The corollary here is that the inner Self, being totally identical
with Brahman, is also an entity that cannot be the object of rejection and
acceptance (aheyam anupadeyam).
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[brahmano na vidhivisayatvam]

yadapi akartavyapradhanam atmajnanam Mnaya upadanaya va na bhavati iti tat
tathaiva iti abhyupagamyate. alahkdro hi ayam asmakam yad brahmatmavagatau
satyam sarvakartavyatahanih krtakrtyatd ca iti. tatha ca srutih "atmdnam ced
vijanlyad ayamasmlti purusah. kimicchan kasya kamdya sariram anusanjvared."
(Br.U.4.4.12) iti. "etad buddhva buddhiman sydt krtakrtyasca bharata" (B.G.15.20)
iti ca smrtih. tasmad na pratipattividhivisayataya brahmanah samarpanam.
20 B

^ 3TN yad api - also (the statement);

'M^'*A'A>A\*\H. akartavyapradhanam - which

does not concern primarily with an action to be performed;
dtmajhanam - Self-knowledge; tEFPJ hanaya - for rejection; vsMI^MW 3T upadanaya
va - nor for acceptance; ^ na - neither;
! ASS omits era;
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tat - the same; cRIT ^ WTcT tatha eva iti - as it is;

accepted by us;

abhyupagamyate - is

alankarah - an ornament; f| hi - indeed; W^ayam -

this; SIFTW^asmdkam - to us; Tcft/af - that; ^icHM-Hdl WWHbrahmatmavagatau
satydm - when the Realisation of Self as Brahman arises; H4'fc'd°Tdl41H:
sarvakartavyatahanih - the cessation of all obligations;

^ krtakrtyata

ca - and also the accomplishment of what needs to be accomplished; ?icf iti -

thus;

^ tatha ca - to this effect; ^fct: srutih - the Scripture; 3TRBIAH^atmanam

- Self;

KMIHhld. ced vijanlyat - if one would realise; WF^ayam - this;

asmi -1 am; ifc? iti - as;

purusah - a person; finRkim - what; %ya*\icchan -

longing for; Wlkasya - whose;
the body;

kamaya - for the purpose; WfcRsarTram -

anusanjvaret - should he suffer in the wake of (following);

iti - thus; Tdd. etat - this;

- a Man of Wisdom;

buddhva - by knowing;

buddhiman

syat - becomes; $d$c4: ^ krtakrtyah ca - and has

accomplished what needs to be accomplished; RTCd bharata - O descendant of
Bharata (Arjuna); ?Tcf ^ iti ca - thus also; 'PJTcf: smrtih - the Traditional Code;
dt-Hl rptasmat - therefore; B na - is not; MfdMfriMiuid'TMd'Mi pratipattividhivisayataya

- as the content of an injunction of contemplation;

brahmanah - Brahman;

Wt'JiH samarpanam - proffered
20 C
[brahman is not the content of injunction]

Also the statement, "Self-knowledge, which does not concern primarily
an action to be performed, exists neither for rejection nor for acceptance,"
is accepted by us as it is. This is indeed an ornament to us that when the
Realisation of Self as Brahman arises, there ensues the cessation of all
obligations and also the accomplishment of what needs to be accomplished.1
To this effect, the Scripture declares: "If a person would realise the Self
as "I am this," then longing for what, and for whose purpose should he
suffer in the wake of (following) the body?" (Br. 11.4.4.12). The Traditional
Code also says this: "O descendant of Bharata (Arjuna), by knowing This,
one becomes a Man of Wisdom and comes to accomplish what needs to
be accomplished" (B.G.15.20).2 Therefore, Brahman is not proffered as the
content of an injunction of contemplation.3
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20 D
1. Also the statement, "Self-knowledge, which does not concern primarily
an action to be performed, exists neither for rejection nor for acceptance,"
is accepted by us as it is. This is indeed an ornament to us that when
the Realisation of Self as Brahman arises, there ensues the cessation
of all obligations and also the accomplishment of what needs to be
accomplished: It may be recalled that this very objection was first raised
against the Vedantin by the Mimamsaka (vide Section 2)6 and the same was
also answered by the Acarya, albeit briefly in Section 6.7 The context there
was to establish that the Scripture alone is the means of the Knowledge of
Brahman (brahmanah sastraikapramanakatvam), which is but a reiteration
of the sum and substance of the Sastrayonitva-sutra, which was objected to
there by the Mimamsaka, the Purvapaksin.
This very same objection was raised by the Vrttikara, a pro-Mlmarhsaka, in
Section 108 and that was also very briefly answered by the Acarya in the very
next section9 while disproving the Vrttikara's view that the Scripture teaches
Brahman alone but only as the content of the injunction of contemplation
(pratipattividhi-visaya). The style of the Bhasya, on the whole, here seems
to intimate that the Vrttikara has somehow overlooked the fundamental
position of the Vedantin that although Brahman exists neither for rejection
nor for acceptance. It is still the content of the Upanisadic teaching.10
By now the Acarya has established firmly that Liberation is nothing but
the immutable Brahman Itself and consequently it cannot, in any manner,
be associated with an action, including that of the knowledge ordained by
6 Vide "m hi parinisthitavastupmtipadanam sambhavati pratyaksadivisayatvdt parinisthitavastunah,
tatpratipadane ca heyopadeyarahite purusarthabMvat." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 2)

7 Vide

"yattu

heyopadeyarahitatvad

upadesanarthakyam

iti

naisa

dosah,

heyopadeyasunya-

brahmatmatavagamadeva sarvakleSaprahanatpurusarthasiddheh.” (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 6)

8 Vide "kartavyavidhyananupravese tu vastumatrakathane hanopadanasambhavU "saptadvipa
vasumati,"

“raja

asau

gacchati"

ityadivala/avad

vedantavakyanam

anarthakyameva

syat."

(Samanvayadhikarana, Section 10)
9 Vide "nanu vastumatralaithane'pi 'rajjuriyam, nayam sarpah’ ityadau bhrdntijanitabhTtinivartanena
arthavattvam

drstam.

tatha

ihapi

asctmsaryatmavastulaithanena

arthavattvam syat." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 11)

10 Vide notes on Section 11.
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the Scripture in statements such as "atma va are drastavyah," for these merely
resemble an injunction and are not truly injunctions at all. In this way, the
Acarya has proved that the Upanisads teach about Brahman, an existing
entity (parinisthita-vastu), as being totally unassociated with any act.
The Acarya finds a suitable context in the present passage to thwart the
charge that if the Upanisadic sentences are accepted to teach about an existing
entity (i.e. Brahman) alone, then they would come to belong to the class
of the simple worldly statements, such as "saptadvipa vasumati - the earth
consists of seven islands," "raja asan gacchati - this king goes" and so on, that
are not meant to generate any action for either rejecting or accepting a thing.
As a result, the Upanisadic statements would be purposeless (nisphala) and
hence bereft of authority (apramanya).
The Acarya's answer to the above charge is thus: What the Purvapaksin
conceives as a serious charge, is nothing but a glorious tribute to the
Vedantin.11 As to how this could be, the Bhasyakara explains briefly, but
rather nicely. And, in order to substantiate his stand, he draws support from
the Upanisad and the Bhagavad-gita.n
2. To this effect, the Scripture declares: "If a person would realise the Self
as "I am this," then longing for what, and for whose purpose should he
suffer in the wake of (following) the body?" (Br.lT.4.4,12).” The Traditional
Code also says this:14 "O descendant of Bharata (Arjuna), by knowing This,
one becomes a Man of Wisdom and comes to accomplish what needs to be
accomplished" (RG.15.20): The idea enshrined in these quotations is this: As
long as a person is in the grip of the mutual superimposition of the Self and
11 cf. m
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12 For further details on the ideas presented in the Bha$ya here, one may refer to
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 6, n.4.
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body (sariratma-tadatmyadhyasa), he continues to crave for one thing or the
other that he has not attained or is anxious to avoid those things which he thinks
as painful to him. As a result, the Self-body-conglomerate drives him either to
attain or to avoid those things and in the process, he undergoes suffering due
to the exertion of the Self-body-conglomerate as well as the pain of repeated
birth and death (samsara) - all of which are due to the superimposition of the
Self and the not-self. But the moment the person attains Enlightenment that
this Self is Brahman (brahmaiva aliam asmi) and that Self is all that there is
in the universe (atmaiva idam sarvam), the said mutual superimposition of
the body and the Self comes to an end and the desire to either attain or avoid
this or that too ceases. The Self, upon this Realisation, attains its true state of
pristine purity and no longer comes to experience the suffering that arises
as a result of the mutual superimposition of the body and the Self.15 Indeed,
as long as a clear crystal (sphatika) is kept near a red or blue flower or cloth,
the crystal appears to be red or blue. But the moment it is removed from the
adjunct (upadhi), namely the flower or cloth, it is found to be shining in its own
pristine lustre, as it has been indeed all the time. Attaining this Enlightenment
one thus becomes utterly fulfilled (krtakrtya).
3. Therefore,16 Brahman is not proffered as the content of an injunction
of

contemplation:17

The

present

Bhasya

statement,

"tasmad,

na

pratipattividhivisayataya brahmanah samarpanam,” is worth comparing with the

categorical statement, "pratipattividhivisayatayaiva sastrena brahma samarpyate,"
with which the Vrttikara commenced his thesis (Section 8) and the affirmation,
“pratipattivisayatayaiva sastrapramanalcam brahma abhyupagantavyam," (Section

12) with which the Vrttikara reiterated and concluded his thesis.
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^IrH^d =d*#tfdId:, dTNddl^d: i dd W‘Md^ M<=bl'M!d

^ddFd Md^dfdl ^SdT 'f| RdT^ddTdT^ ^rfddRTt, MphdltcddNI^

1 AA (n.) ^ffePh
S ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK omit *PFS:
5 VV, AL ra 3#a IRT
v Tel, ASS 3t^j 5FOT; another alternative reading 5TO TjfH.
' AA (n.) HcMHPMi-iRi'Wcdld; Pancapcidika seems to read ;
? Pancapcidika, AA (n.), 3tlr*t<?hWsi'id; Tel, ASS omit
“ Tel, ASS add after this word *T Tt pRI'Ml cfera 3ilcHc3l<jL

2 css N^K^tci ftnwd,
4 AA, NSP (I & II), CSS omit ft
1 9>i4PiPw^tMW a§T Mtdll'dri ?fcl -Mcpt^MlTb

2 %fe§ <j[rt«t>KI<'1J: I .1
^SfFTt HWdlfd 1 ^T«S: 1

pRI'KlPl—T<fM)Pll

- 5#1

5 4 <S*WiHI ■3IT1CI «1 -jImPcI rfPI 3T^rf%^5 Ptv*i ^l’oitWrMli—^ ^lld I - TelWT
6 derail f^fitchtuaiJi^Mv^rRf,: i ^kmfeisdTdJ iPw ic-wra i
d^rag ^ feral d h%^hi4u
;—*TRffcf! wfSiiqSrM^: I *0)g|tW9pl'6,r=iPk^-iici—^ifcil
7

[—fOTpil Td '"bK«ld, rPlf—h4t-4P) I - -^iNPi^W
dII^HI MH|Pm ^tPT[ 315?t4:1
d *tHI<rKW'tltJ fid did: I - <<?iM*d
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^IW10^"^ii:"

S^:11

*tdcH^RI

^ll^dlrM^IH ^^Huj

^fcll "cT

^T#d

^ ^IIH"

OTP^I

f| 7fFq 3^4:

^

!8#1K

21 A
[atmanah aupanisadatvasthapanabhasyam]

yadapi kecid ahuh pravrttinivrttividhitacchesavyatirekena kevalavastuvadi vedabhago
nfisti iti, tanna, aupanisadasya purusasya ananyasesatvat. yo'sau upanisatsu
eva adhigatah piinisdh asamsarl, brahmasvarupah, utpadyadicaturvidhadravyavilaksanah, svaprakaranasthah, ananyasesah, na ‘asau nasti', 'na adhigamyate' iti
va dakyarh vaditum, "sa esa neti neti atma" (Br.U.3.9.26) iti atmasabdad, atmanadca
pratyakhyatum asakyatvad, ya eva nirakarta tasyaiva atmatvat.
nanu atma ahampratyayavisayatvad upanisatsu eva vijhayate ityanupapannam.
na, tatsaksitvena pratyuktatvat. na hi ahampratyayavisayakartrvyatirekena tatsaksl,
sarvabhutasthah, samah, ekah, kutasthanityah purusah vidhikande, tarkasamaye
va kenacid adhigatah sarvasya atma. atah sah na kenacit pratyakhyatum sakyah,
vidhisesatvam va netum. atmatvadeva ca sarvesam na heyah, napi upadeyah. sarvam
AA, ASS omit p
u HtHlfd: ifcf ’-Ktiliici: TO: fl^Rcuw<«IIHkd: I

(,AA{n.)dMPmry^
''TelM+IWtHotld.
!#Tel, ASSfrTOTO:

^ ITORT:, WP
'Ttd:, FRcrq^q;
3RTt
feTOTOIFT.I
pH l=(l N't. I pl&pi ltd TO ng
TO: I 10^raiTOF?37TOT:l
11
^5cW:1 -^TOI
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hi vinasyad vikarajatam purusantam vinasyati. puruso hi vinasahetvabhavad avinasl,
vikriydhetvabhavdcca kutasthanityah, ata eva nityaduddhabuddhamuktasvabhavah.
tasmdt "purusanna param kincit sa kastha sa para gatih" (Ka.U.1.3.11) iti. "tam
tvaupanisadam purusam prcchami" (Br.U.3.9.26) iti ca aupanisadatvavisesanam
purusasya upanisatsu pradhanyena prakasyamanatve upapadyate.
atah

bhutavastuparo

vedabhago nasti

iti

vacanam

sahasamatram.

yadapi

sdstmtatparyavidam anukramanam “drsto hi tasya arthah karmavabodhanam”
ityevamadi, tad dharmajijhdsavisayatvad vidhipratisedhasastrabhiprayam drastavyam.

21 B
^ 3# yad api - also that which; 'fcihcf kecit - some;

: ahuh - say;

pravrttinivrttividhitacchesavyatirekena - other than the

injunctions (enjoining actions) and prohibitions (stopping one from actions);
kevalavastuvadl - that deals exclusively with existing entities;
vedabhagah - part of the Veda; ^ 31 Rtf na asti - there is not; ?fcl iti -

thus;

tad na - that is not so;

aupanisadasya - dwelt upon in

the Upanisads; piRn purusasya - of the Self; W&QWfflftiamnyasesatvat - not
subsidiary to anything;

3pf[ yah asau - that which;

eva - from the Upanisads alone; 3PFPT: adhigatah - is known;
asamsari - non-transmigrating;

Brahman;

T? upanisatsu
purusah - Self;

brahmasvarupah - of the nature of

utpadyadicaturvidhadravyavilaksanah - different

from the four kinds of things, namely the produced and so on;
svaprakaranasthah - occurring in the context of Its own (in the Upanisads);

ananyasesah - not subsidiary to anything; d na - not; 3t# asau - That;
3 3TRrf na asti - does not exist; *13T[^ i«ttf na adhigamyate - is not known; ?Fcf iti
- as; 3T va - or; ^i^HJakyam - can be; 4\$QH,vaditum - said; IT ^ sah esah - this
very;

iti - not this;

na iti - not this; SflcRI atma - Self; fftf iti - thus;

3iirH5|^(tf atmasabdat - by the term Atman; 3TTrPR: ^ atmanah ca - and of the
Self; M cM I wmi rRt pratyakhyatum - to deny; ^m^Hasakyatvat - since cannot be;
^ ^3 yah eva
:

-

the very person; FRTTtfT niralcarta

tasya eva - veritably his; $\\<Mr4\<xatmatvat
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FF nanu - but; FlIrHl atma - Self; h in cm q fW-l

1 q ahampra tyayavisaya tvat -

because of being the content of the T-cognition;

FF upanisatsu eva -

from the Upanisads alone; RffFR vijhayate - is known; ?fct iti - this; apfFFvFtl
anupapannam - unreasonable; F na - no; dcHlP^d tatsaksitvena - because

the Self is the witness thereof (of that T-cognition); ^rHrh^M pratyuktatvat because this has been refuted; R f? na hi - indeed, not;
ahampratyayavisayakartrvyatirekena - as distinct from the agent that is the

content of the T-cognition; clcHlVl tatsaksl - the witness thereof; ddqqtF:
sarvabhutasthah - abiding in all;

samah - equal; TFn ekah - one;

kutasthanityah - immutably eternal;

purusah - the Self; TFfdTTRS vidhikande

- in the section of the Veda dealing with injunctions; cUVFR FT tarkasamaye
va - or in the treatises of the Logicians; 4>dNd. kenacit - by anyone; TTTTd:
adhigatah - has been comprehended; trld'Hl sarvasya - of all; FTTcFT atma - Self; FIcT:
atah - therefore; T sah - That; F na - not; 'd^Hkenacit - by anyone; McMk«Mi4h.
pratyakhyatum - to deny; WT sakyah - is possible;

FT vidhisesatvam va

- or as a subsidiary to an injunction; d^*inetum - to be treated; FTToRcFT^ FF F
atmatvad eva ca - and being indisputably the Self; ildliHsarvesam - of all; F IF:
na hey ah - neither admits of rejection; F Sift FFRpq na api upadeyah - nor also

admits of acceptance; WH sarvam - the entire; If hi - indeed; T^FFFcf vinasyat
- destructible; TFFjTTFTcTF. vikarajatam - gamut of modifications;
purusantam - up to the Self; TFFFFTcT vinasyati - does perish; qt-T purusah -

Self; f| hi - however; TFFFFt^FFTFTF. vinasahetvabhavat - because of having no
cause for Its destruction; TFTFIFTl avinasi - indestructible; TFFSFliiFFTFTcI F
vikriyahetvabhavat ca - and having no cause of change; ^RP-TTFrF: kutasthanityah

- immutably eternal; 3TF: TF atah eva - consequently;
nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavah - by nature ever pure, intelligent and free;

cteniq tasmat - thus (the Upanisadic statements);

F Ft FNq pur usd d na

param kihcit - nothing is greater than the Self; FT FT3T sa kastha - that is the

ultimate limit; *TT FIT FTct: sa para gatih - that is the highest goal; ?TF iti - thus;
rtHJam - about that; FT tva - you; W&V^laupanisadam - expounded in the

Upanisads; ^m purusam - Self;

prcchami -1 ask about; lETcf F iti ca - this
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statement too;

WFlciupanisadatvavisesanam - the attribute of the

Self as being expounded in the Upanisads;

purusasya - of Self;

upanisatsu - in the Upanisads; SPIRR pradhanyena - primarily; W.r-mhmv)
prakasyamanatve - as being revealed;

upapadyate - stands justified

at ah - therefore; HrU'bJH’G bhutavastuparah - that which dwells upon

the existing entities;

vedabhagah - part of the Veda; ^ srfixl na asti -

does not exist; ?fc! iti - this; W^^vacanam - assertion; ft i e h i ^u.sahasamatram
- mere temerity;

yad api - also which; ^Ut&turmwmisastratatparyavidam

- of those who know the purport of the Scripture;

the supporting quotation;

anukramcinam -

drstah - seen; ft hi - since; cPF^f tasya - of that

(Veda); 3(4: arthah - the purpose;

MHH^karmavabodhanam - to impart the

knowledge of sacrificial acts; ITcf

iti evamadi - and so on; cfd.M - that;

'i\HMS\mfe'*M<n\<{dharmajijnasavisayatvat - since it pertains to the domain of the

desire to know dharma; WthywmAWiMMMWMH vidhipratisedhasdstrcibhiprayam as the intent of the Scripture having the injunctions and prohibitions;
drastavyam - should be viewed.

21 C
[upanisads are the sole source of knowledge of the self]

Also that which some say,1 "Other than the injunctions (enjoining actions)
and prohibitions (stopping one from actions) and what is subsidiary to
them, there is no part of the Veda that deals exclusively with existing
entities"2 - that is not so, for the Self that is expounded in the Upanisads is
not subsidiary to anything.3 The Self, known from the Upanisads as non¬
transmigrating, of the nature of Brahman, different from the four kinds of
things, namely the produced and so on, occurring in the context of Its own
(i.e. in the Upanisads) and not subsidiary to anything,4 - neither can it be
said that It does not exist5 nor can It be said to be unknown,6 for That very
Self is delineated by the term Atman in the description (Br.U.3.9.26) "This
Self is 'not this' 'not this'."7 Also because the Self cannot be denied,8 for
the Self, of the person who denies It, is veritably his own Self.9
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But the Self being the content of T-cognition, it is unreasonable to
maintain that It can be known from the Upanisads alone.10 Not so because
this has been refuted by stating that the Self is the witness of this Tcognition.11 Indeed, from the section of the Veda dealing with injunctions
or from the treatises of the Logicians, none has comprehended the Self
of all as distinct from the agent that is the content of the T-cognition, as
the witness thereof, abiding in all, equal, one and immutably eternal.12
Consequently, That (Self) cannot be denied, nor can It be treated as a
subsidiary to an injunction by anyone. Being indisputably the Self of all.
It neither admits of rejection nor also of acceptance.13 The entire gamut of
destructible modifications up to the Self does indeed perish. However,
the Self, having no cause for Its destruction is indestructible14 and having
no cause of change is immutably eternal. Consequently, It is by nature
ever pure, intelligent and free. Thus the Upanisadic statement "Nothing
is greater than the Self. That is the ultimate limit, the highest goal"
(Ka.U.1.3.11).ls Also thus (the statement), "I ask you about the Self (person)
that the Upanisads expound" (Br.U.3.9.26), delineating the attribute of the
Self as being that which is expounded in the Upanisads stands justified
when the Self is being primarily revealed in the Upanisads.
Therefore, the assertion that there exists no part in the Veda which
dwells upon existent entities is mere temerity.16 Also, the supporting
quotation from those who know the purport of the Scripture, "To impart
the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport of that
Scripture," pertaining to the domain of the desire to know dharma,
should be viewed as having the injunctions and prohibitions as the
intent of the Scripture.17
21 D
1. Also that which some say: So far, the Acarya has discussed in detail
the harmony of the Upanisadic declarations pertaining to the pure Self as
being identical with Brahman (brahmatmaikya). He has also refuted, by
means of cogent arguments, the various aspects of the Vrttikara's thesis of
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the Upanisads expounding the Self as an object of the contemplation that
is enjoined in the Upanisads. The Acarya is presently preparing the grand
finale of his arguments.
Just to take a bird's eye view of the ground covered so far: The Acarya's
discussions have centred around the refutation of the views of the
Mimamsakas (Sections 1-7) and that of the Vrttikara, Upavarsa (Sections
8-20). In the course of these detailed discussions many connected issues
have been dealt with by the Acarya. And, in the preceding section, right
towards the end, the Acarya concluded his argument against the Vrttikara's
view by this clear statement: “tasmad na pratipattividhivisayataya brahmanah
samarpanam - Therefore, Brahman is not proffered as the content of the
injunction of contemplation."
Now, while concluding his discussion on the Samanvaya-sutra, the
Acarya, as a master dialectician, intends to reiterate and to strengthen
further some of the salient points that he has already raised against the
Purvapaksins - the Mimamsakas and the Vrttikara. The Bhasyakara, very
much like a virtuouso artist who is about to complete his magnificent albeit
sophisticated painting, starts giving his final touches and delicate strokes by
revisiting a few ideas and by adding suitable flourishes of arguments so as
to enrich the beauty and elegance of his already masterly presentation on the
canvas of his exposition.
As noted above, in the last section itself, the Acarya has reiterated his
basic thesis of Brahman being the subject of the Upanisadic teaching (though
bereft of the possibilities of acceptance or rejection and thus the association
with the Vedic act, consisting of the sacrificial act and contemplation) as
against the thesis of the Upanisads losing their purposefulness (phalavattva)
and validity (pramanya) if Brahman is unassociated with an act that is
advocated by the Vedas that is steadfastly held to by both the opponents, the
Mlmamsaka and the Vrttikara, who is but a pro-Mlmamsaka. Hereinafter,
too, the Bhasyakara speaks in a more or less similar strain and tenor.
Certain persons (kecit), whom the Acarya speaks of, in the present section,
may be identified with the Mimamsakas with whom the Bhasyakara has
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taken up cudgels, for the thoughts cited here by the Bhasyakara are found
occurring in the presentation of the Mimamsaka’s views that were delineated
in the Bhasya portion (vide Section 2)12 pertaining to the Mlmamsakas
even prior to the reference of the Vrttikara's view. However, the Bhamatl is
inclined to identify the Purvapaksin (kecit) with the Vrttikara,13 obviously
because it is the Vrttikara's thesis that is being refuted all along. Certain
other commentaries, like the Ratnaprabha, take the Purvapaksin here to be
Prabhakara-mimamsaka.14
2. "Other than the injunctions (enjoining actions) and prohibitions
(stopping one from actions) and what is subsidiary to them, there is no
part of the Veda that deals exclusively with existing entities": This is the
overall summary of the ideas that has been presented by the Mimamsaka
(vide Section 2). There, the Purvapaksin’s aim was to establish that the
Upanisadic sentences are intended to prescribe the Knowledge of the Self
as a subsidiary (guna-vidhi) to the injunctions in the karma-kanda that
enjoin the sacrificial acts - and if this thesis is not agreeable to the Vedantin,
the Knowledge of Brahman even could be taken to be a subsidiary to the
Upanisadic injunctions themselves that enjoin upasana (contemplation).15
In Sections 5, 6 and 7 of the Samanvayadhikarana, we have seen the
Acarya refuting in detail the stand stated above taken by the Mimamsaka.
Yet, he now deems it necessary to again raise Mimamsaka's thesis for further
deliberation. The reason for this reiteration of the Mimamsaka's views and
12 Vide “m kvacidapi vedavakyanam vidhisamsparsamantarena arthavattn drsta, upapannd va. na
ca parinisthite vastusvarupe vidhih sambhavati, kriyavisayatvad vidheh." (Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 2)

14 cf. vh^
iAlso, cf.
m VPTFR: I - M'fcdiylV-K'JI
15 Cf. terw ft yttiuw -ncwi'Jiwra ft grgft*#: i snJTmi

ft

tftwai ^
am

sfSJplSPT

I M^irlSJ ftlflrFS?

II ;
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their final refutation is this: The V rttikara is under the spell of the Mimamsaka's
view and he has accepted completely and without demurring the dicta of the
Mlmamsakas such as (PU.MT.Bha. 1.1.1 & Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1 respectively) "drsto
hi tasyarthah karmavabodhanam nama - To impart the knowledge of sacrificial
acts is indeed seen as the purport of that Scripture/' “amnayasya knyarthatvad
Snarthalcyam atadarthanam - The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and,
as such, those statements of Scripture that do not serve that purpose are
bereft of purpose" and so on. Basing himself on these dicta, the Vrttikara
has also concluded, following the Mimamsaka, that the only purpose of
the Sastra (Scripture) consists in its prompting a person to undertake an act
or to desist from some act. In accordance with this conclusion, he has built
up the thesis that the Upanisads, though they expound the Knowledge of
Brahman, only express It as the content of an injunction of contemplation
(pratipattividhi-visayataya).16
From Section 13 onwards till the end of the last section, the Acarya has
analysed threadbare the above thesis of the Vrttikara, and has refuted it from
all angles and on multiple grounds. However, the Vrttikara still remains
unconvinced because of his almost fanatic faith and acceptance of the
above-cited Mlmamsa dicta.17 Hence, the Acarya intends to expose the utter
untenability of these Mimamsaka's dicta in the context of the Knowledge
of Brahman, and thereby strikes the very root of the Vrttikara's thesis. This
exercise also establishes the Advaitin's thesis of Sastrayonitva, to wit, that
the Upanisads enjoy the exclusive and absolute authority (pramanya) in
revealing the existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) consisting of the identity
of Brahman-Atman (pratyag-abhinnam brahma) and this being utterly
unassociated with any act whatsoever; also moreover that the identity of
Brahman-Atman remains unknown through any other source of knowledge
other than the Upanisads is put on a firmer ground.
The acceptance of the Mimamsaka's idea, “pravrttinivrttividhitacchesavyatirekena kevalavastuvadl vedabhago nasti - other than the injunctions
16 For details see Sections 8 and 12 of the Samanvayadhikarana.
17 This point has been elucidated in Samanvayadhikarana under Section 8 D, n.5.
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(enjoining actions) and prohibitions (stopping one from actions) and what
is subsidiary to them, there is no part of the Veda that deals exclusively
with existing entities" would, in the final analysis, naturally lead one to
this conclusion: If there could be any part of the Veda that is devoted to
teach an existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) as being unassociated with an
enjoined act, then alone can what the Siddhantin has repeatedly stated so
far of Brahman being unassociated with any action become the essential
teaching of the Upanisads. But there are no such sentences or portions in
the Veda, for such Vedic sentences would then have no true sense to convey
(anarthakyam).18 Therefore, the Siddhantin's thesis should be assessed as
something non-scriptural (asastriya) and hence it deserves to be rejected
lock, stock and barrel. In fact, the highly venerated Vedists of yore, like Sage
Apastamba, have taught that the Vedas alone are the undisputed authorities
on dharma and the views that contradict the Vedic teaching are invalid. They
have asserted that the Vedas speak of existing entities, like the sacrificer, his
wife, paddy, barley, ghee, goat, gold, milk and so on, only as subsidiaries
to the enjoined sacrificial acts (dharma).19 The thoughts of these venerated
Acaryas thus only strengthens the Purvapaksin’s viewpoint that has been
reiterated here.
But, what could be the logic behind the opponent's assertion that Vedic
sentences would have no true sense to convey if they were purported to
teach merely an existing entity that is completely unconnected with enjoined
act? We have seen that the Vrttikara is an ardent advocate of the doctrine of
'karyanvitabhidhanavada' or 'vidhyanvite padasaktivada', which doctrine
asserts that the words are known to have potency or power (sakti) to signify
their respective senses (padartha) that are syntactically related to some
activity expressed by an injunctive verb.
The rationale for this Vrttikara's thesis has already been discussed before:20
18 Cf. 35aT 3TCTT
19 Cf.
^

n
fcsrtq

i
sm arifa ^
rotwroFRaw

lew i - terror
g a^r: roTarfara Pran m arfa sjfvI

Hwat aiHrosyarnTMa rota sfhi
20 For an elaboration of the doctrine of 'karyanvitabhidhana-vada' one may refer to
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.l.
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Every child starts picking up his vocabulary by closely observing the worldly
transactions of elders (vrddha-vyavahara). The child observes and concludes
that the transactions consist of commands (niyoga or vidhi), like 'bring the
cow', 'take away the pot' and so on, and thus naturally concludes that the
words have potency to signify only entities which are in one way or the other
related to an activity. With this knowledge-background, the child grows up
and enters the world of transactions (loka-vyavahara) and as a result, when
he happens to hear sentences speaking about the existing things alone, he
naturally decides that these sentences have no true purport to convey unless
they are associated with an action.

3. that is not so, for the Self that is expounded in the Upanisads is
not subsidiary to anything: The Acarya replies by affirming thus:
"aupanisadasya purusasya ananyasesatvat - for the Self that is expounded
in the Upanisads is not subsidiary to anything." However, as the context
suggests, we have to understand 'ananyasesatvat' as 'not subsidiary to
any act'. The present sentence in the Bhasya is a brief summary statement,
the 'vastu-sarigraha-vakya', containing the crux of the refutation that is to
be elaborated in the sequel.21
In Sections 5,6 and 7, the above view of the Purvapaksin had been refuted
adequately by the Acarya. However, as the present context demands, the
Acarya takes up the point once again for refutation, but with a greater force,
so that the readers may be quite sure of the Siddhantin's position and can see
vividly for themselves the untenability of the Vrttikara's views too.

4. The Self, known from the Upanisads as non-transmigrating, of the nature
of Brahman, different from the four kinds of things, namely the produced
and so on, occurring in the context of Its own (i.e. in the Upanisads) and not
subsidiary to anything: In his reply to the Purvapaksin's thesis, elaborated
above, the Acarya describes Purusa, the inner Self, by employing six very
significant attributes, the intent of all of which is to establish that the Self,
an existing entity (parinisthita-vastu), revealed by the Scripture, is not and
cannot be associated with any act, either as its agent (kartr) or as its object
21 Cf.

- WIK'ET
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(karman). These attributes of the Self (Purusa) mentioned here are as follows:
(1) Who is known by means of the Upanisads alone: The term 'Upanisad'
is derived from the verbal root 'sad' (sadl), meaning 'to split up or destroy'
(visarana), or 'to attain' (gati) or 'to weaken' (avasadana), combined with
two prefixes 'upa' and 'ni' and the suffix 'kvip' denoting respectively
'nearness', 'certainty', and 'agent' of the verbal action. The term 'Upanisad'
denotes primarily the knowledge of the identity of Brahman and the Self
(brahmatmaikya-vidya) since the same when imparted to the disciple
who has approached the Preceptor with faith and devotion is capable of
destroying the primal ignorance, the cause of all the miseries of the realm
of transmigration (sakalasya samsaraduhkhasya tanmulabhutavidyayasca
avasadanat). The treatise too is called 'Upanisad' secondarily as it is the
sole source of that Knowledge22 just as the eyes, the ears and so on are
respectively the exclusive means of the perceptual cognitions of colour,
sound and so on.23 Later on, the Acarya himself will enlighten us as to why
the Upanisads alone are to be considered as the sole and authentic means of
the Knowledge of Self.
(2) The non-transmigrating Self: The word 'asamsarin' means 'the one
who is free from samsara'. Generally, the word 'samsara' is rendered as
'transmigration'. However, derived from the root 'sr' meaning 'to move'
and preceded with the prefix 'sam' (very much), this word literally means
'incessant motion' or 'flux', the very characteristic feature of the phenomenal
world (drsya-prapanca) where all things repeatedly and incessantly move
22 Cf.

dc4tluli fiBrii:

cRTt NI<H' 3umPw<v
Also, cf.

1 ...'dHKhlWv
MN4lfW ftoiWn
kiPwicPmImyffwiwi frsror
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nlclMKld
23 Cf
'*Hctx9id,
Also, cf.

fhviRq Hr*ir<p4kj SRSfct
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in cycles, for everything in this world, by nature, is mutually connected
through a variety of relations such as the cause and effect (karyakaranabhava-sambandha), the destroyer and destroyed (badhyabadhaka-bhavasambandha) and so on. But Purusa, the inner Self, revealed solely in the
Upanisads as non-different from Brahman, is beyond this cycle of the worldly
phenomenal existence (samsara) because He is not related to anything in the
world in any manner ("asahgo hi ayam purusah" - Br.li.4.3.15/16). Hence, He
is described as 'asamsarin'.
This attribute is meant to clearly distinguish the pure Self from the jlva,
the individual self, which alone figures as the content of the T-cognition,24
and is a 'samsarin' that is bound (baddha) to the world and possessed of
attributes such as doership (kartrtva), enjoyership (bhoktrtva) and so on.
(3) Of the nature of Brahman: This should be so because the tat-padartha
and the tvam-padartha, the connotations of 'that' and 'thou' - namely the
supreme Brahman and the inner Self respectively - are shown to have an
'appositional relation' (samanadhikaranya) in the Upanisadic Mahavakyas
such as (Ch.il.6,8.7) "tat tvam asi - That thou art" and this establishes the total
identity of the two.25
(4) Different from the four kinds of things such as the produced one and
so on: The earlier attributes, 'asamsarin' (non-transmigrating) and 'brahmasvarupa' (of the nature of Brahman), indicate that the Self is completely
devoid of actions of any kind. This implies also that the Self cannot be the
agent (kartr) of any act.
At this juncture, one could ask a pertinent question: Why cannot the Self
not be an object (karman) of an act, even if It is not to be viewed as the agent?
The attribute (utpadyadi-caturvidha-vilaksana) is precisely meant to meet
this question. The idea is this: Because the Self is by nature Brahman Itself
(brahma-svarupa) and is far beyond the world of phenomena, the Self not
only cannot be an agent but also cannot be an object of any activity.
24 Cf.
w&fifrt—arcwRt ?fa i - nmat
25 Cf. The axiomatic statement of the Acarya affirming "atma ca brahma - The Self is indeed
Brahman." (Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 20.)
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The Aearya elucidates this point in a convincing way. The object of activity
falls into four categories: (1) the producible or the produced one (utpadya),
(2) the modifiable or the modified one (vikarya), (3) the attainable or the
attained one (apya) and (4) the purifiable or the purified one (samskarya). In
Section 13 of the Samanvayadhikarana, the Aearya has already established
that Liberation (Moksa) cannot be any one of these varied objects (karman)
because Liberation is nothing but the perennial, omnipresent and absolutely
immutable supreme Brahman. In the present context, he avers that being
identical in essence with that Brahman, the Self too cannot be any one of the
above-mentioned four objects that can be brought about by an act.
One may be inclined here to raise a query: Do we not actually witness
in the world the servants - who are but individual selves (jiva) - being the
object of the act of command of their masters? How can then the Self be the
supreme Brahman? The answer to this question is this: It is the conglomerate
of the body, mind and senses (karyakarana-sanghata) with which the
individual transmigrating self (sarhsarin), under the spell of ignorance
(avidya), identifies himself and it is this individual self (samsarin) alone, and
not the pure Self, that constitutes the object of the command of the master.
The servant (i.e. the individual) superimposes on the pure Self the objectness
(lcarmatva) that pertains to the conglomerate of his body, mind and so on.
Really speaking, it is the non-sentient part, comprising the body, mind and
so on, that becomes the object of the command of the master.26
(5) Occurring in the context of Its own (i.e. in the Upanisads): This attribute
is also intended to demonstrate that even though the Self is an existing
entity. It cannot be considered as a subsidiary to any of the sacrificial acts
that are enjoined in the karma-kanda of the Veda. Of course, this fact has
already been discussed and well-established in the Sections 6 and 13 of the
Samanvayadhikarana.
26 The Aearya has already made it clear in the Adhyasa-bhasya, and he will be discussing
this point later in his Bhasya on Brahma-sutra (2.1.4). Vide "yo hyekasya cetanasya parigraho
buddhyadiracetanabhagah, sa evdnyasya cetanasyopakaroti na tu svayameva cetanascetanantarasya
upakarotyapakaroti vd.”
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It has been already stated here that the Self is of the nature of Brahman
("brahmasvarupa" - attribute 3). So, as a corollary, it goes without saying
that the Self cannot be subsidiary to any act. Yet, the Acarya is presently
interested to show that even the context in which Self is expounded makes it
absolutely certain that the Self cannot be a subsidiary to any act.
The idea is this: The existing entities such as the sacrificer, his wife, ghee,
goat, paddy, sacred fire and so on, which the Purvapaksin has cited in support
of his thesis (vide n.2 above), are spoken of and prescribed in the karmakanda portion of the Scripture - that too only in the context of enjoining
the performance of the sacrificial acts. The Mlmamsaka himself defines the
context (prakarana) as "ubhayakanksa prakaranam - mutual expectancy of any
two (or more) given items."27 To explain: The enjoined sacrificial act like the
Agnihotra needs for its performance several means (upakarana), such as ghee,
milk and so on - all of which are but existing things (bhuta-vastu) - and they
are found mentioned in the sentences that are proximate to the injunction of
the Agnihotra in the Veda. Likewise, these existing things (bhuta-vastu) too
for having a definite purpose or utility need some activity and we observe
that the activity of Agnihotra is found enjoined by the injunctive sentences
(vidhi-vakya) found in the proximity of the statements that delineate these
existing entities. Thus, by mutual need and expectancy (prakarana), the
Agnihotra rite and those existing entities (bhuta-vastu) like ghee, milk and
so on get mutually connected as the principal and subsidiaries.
But the Self-knowledge that is taught in the Upanisads does not need
anything for the kind of utility mentioned above. In fact, unlike the karmakanda that teaches the Agnihotra rite as something which is in need of ghee and
so on for its performance, the Upanisads are found teaching Self-knowledge
not as a thing that expects other existing things for its fulfillment. Nor are
they found teaching the Knowledge as subsidiary to something else, like
how the karma-kanda teaches about ghee, milk and the like as subsidiaries to
the rites. Not only this - the acts of listening to (sravana), the logical analysis
of (manana), and the intense incessant meditation (nididhyasana) on the
27 Vide Arthasahgmha of Laugaksi-bhaskara.
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Self are prescribed in the Upanisad - as the Bhasyakara will be showing in
the sequel - only as means for attaining the true Knowledge of Self, which
Knowledge alone is the primary human goal in the Upanisadic context.
Hence, the Acarya affirms that the Self is that which figures as the main
motif in Its own context.
(6) Not a subsidiary to anything: Because the Self is of the nature as described
by the five attributes delineated above, the Self cannot be a subsidiary to
anything else, to wit, to any act. This attribute is actually intended to sum
up what is stated in the introductory declaration: "aupanisadasya purusasya
ananyasesatvat - The Self that is expounded in the Upanisads is not subsidiary
to anything."

5. neither can it be said that It does not exist: In this Bhasya sentence, the
expression'asau - It' is intended to denote the Self that has been referred to as
"yo'sau purusah" in the previous Bhasya sentence and described along with
the six attributes such as 'asaiiisarin' (free of samsara), 'brahmasvarupa' (of
the nature of Brahman), 'ananyasesah' (not a subsidiary to anything) and
so on. The idea that is sought to be conveyed here is this: When an entity
such as a pot is cognised as blue (nllo ghatah) by means of the visual organ,
the eyes - the accepted means of valid cognition of colour - no sane person
would deny the existence of a blue pot. Similarly, when the Self, an existing
entity (parinisthita-vastu), is revealed as 'asamsarin', 'brahmasvarupa',
'ananyasesa' and so on by the Scripture - which Scripture is recognised by
the Purvapaksin too as the sole means of valid cognition with respect to the
Knowledge of Brahman-Atman - it is not right to deny the existence of the
Self of the above-mentioned description.
This emphatic statement of the Acarya, is meant to counter the Mlmamsaka
who maintains that the existing entity (parinisthita- or bhuta-vastu) is
presented in the Scripture only as a subsidiary for performing an enjoined
act (bhutam bhavyaya upadisyate). We have already made a mention here
that the Vrttikara Upavarsa and his followers such as Bhartrprapanca are
under the strong spell of the Mlmamsa school of philosophy.
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6. nor can It be said to be unknown: This protest is intended to strike at
the pet doctrine of the 'karyanvitabhidhanavada' of the Purvapaksin and
his consequent assertion that the Vedic sentences that speak about existing
entities, unassociated with any activity, would make no sense .28 This doctrine
of the Purvapaksin is wholly untenable and utterly unacceptable because
it is rooted in his wrong assumption that the worldly transactions of the
elders (vrddha-vyavahara) is the sole aid for gaining the 'padasaktijnana',
that is the 'knowledge of the significative potency of words'.29 Besides the
worldly transactions of the elders (vrddha-vyavahara), there are many
other aids too such as grammar, lexicons and so on by means of which
one correctly determines the significative potency of words (padasakti) as
denoting entities that are unconnected with any activity.
It may be added in this context that the most fundamental and direct
aid to know the padasakti of the words is the 'aptavakya', which term
can be translated as 'the utterances of a trustworthy person'. To explain:
The child, at a very young age, starts learning the vocabulary by gaining
the knowledge of the significative potency of words (padasakti) with the
help of its mother, grandmother and others, all of whom by means such as
pointing their forefinger at existing entities (bhuta-vastu) and by touching
with their hand many existing entities educate the child by repeatedly
telling It 'this is a pot', 'that is a cow', 'this is the head', 'that is the foot' and
so on. These existing entities (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu) are certainly
not intended by the mother (i.e. aptapurusa - the trustworthy person) to
be associated with any act (kriya) or even with any command (niyoga).
This process of learning and determining the significative potency of
words (padasakti) is thus much earlier than the child's observation of
the vrddha-vyavahara (world transaction of the elders) through which,
of course, the child comes to gain a more extensive knowledge of the
padasakti. Hence, the Advaitin avers that it is not possible to subscribe to
28 Vide Samanvayadhlkarana, Section 8 D, n.l.
29 The untenability of this assumption has been already established in the Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 11 D.
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the Purvapaksin's doctrine of 'karyanvite eva padasaktih' or 'vidhyanvite
eva padasaktih'.30
This being the case, the Brahman-Atman, unassociated with any act
whatsoever, does indeedbecomeknown through theUpanisadic sentences.31
Therefore, to deny such a knowledge of Brahman-Atman would be just
mere foolhardiness and plain foolishness.
7. for That very Self is delineated by the term Atman in the description
(Br.U.3.9.26) "This Self is 'not this' 'not this'": By way of substantiating his
statement, the Acarya cites three proofs in the sequel. Of these three, the first
one is Scriptural and the other two are logical in nature.
The Sruti passage (Br. U.3.9.26), "sa esa neti neti atma - This Self is 'not
this' 'not this'," chosen by the Acarya describes the Self by employing twice
the negative expression "na iti - not this."32 The Sruti has taken recourse to
the technique of complete denial (atad-vyavrtti) in order to expound that
the Self is totally distinct from all the worldly entities and is hence nirguna
(attributeless) and niskriya (actionless) - that is utterly devoid of all the
worldly attributes such as actions, properties and other such limiting factors.
The Sruti by this complete negation delineates that the Self is 'asamsarin', to
wit, is beyond the world of phenomena and distinct from the four classes
of objects - the utpadya, prapya, vikarya and samskarya. Of course, there
30 Cf. 3TTR d

tldlf^'h
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are many Sruti passages, like (Ai.U. 1.1.1 & Ka.U. 1.2.20 respectively) "atma
va idameka evagra asit - The Self, verily, existed as this - one alone before
creation," "atmasya janto nihito guhayam - The Self of all beings is lodged in
the cave of their hearts" and so on, that describe the Self by the term 'Atman'
and also contain a description or explanation thereof. But, statements such
as these do not explicitly describe Atman to be 'nirguna', 'asamsarin' and
so on. Hence, the Acarya has preferred to cite this Brhadaranyaka passage
expressing denial, for it is the most appropriate citation in this context of
presenting Atman as nirguna (attributeless), asamsarin (free of samsara) and
so on thereby negating the entire phenomenon of the world. Also, by the
strength of this denial, the world has to be assessed as a mere superimposition
(adhyasa) alone.
The Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage in this complete form "sa esa neti neti
atma" occurs four times in the Upanisad (3.9.26,4.2.4,4.4.22 & 4.5.15). We also
see its occurrence once as (2.3.6) "athata adeso neti neti" whei*ein the sentence
is without the words 'esa' (this) and 'Atma' (Self). However, the Acarya
seems to have in mind the passage occurring in the Third Chapter of the
Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (3.9.26) alone because it is only here that the passage
contains in the sequel the description of Atman as 'aupanisada-purusa', to
wit, 'the Self that is expounded in the Upanisads alone', which description
the Acarya will be taking up in detail a little later to buttress his thesis.
8. Also because the Self cannot be denied: Herein, the Bhasyakara presents
the second proof that is based on logic. It has been explained that the Sruti
(Br.U.3.9.26) "sa esa neti neti atma" reveals Atman as 'asamsarin' thereby
negating in Atman the entire phenomenal world.
Presently, the Acarya intends to forestall a pertinent objection:33 The
Brhadaranyaka passage cited above has been taken here as negating all
33 This objection is based on the not-Self theory (nairatmyavada). Hence, the question in the
context of the Samanvayadhikarana, may not be that of the Vrttikara, the opponent (or the
Mlmamsaka), for being a philosopher of an orthodox school of Advaita, the Vrttikara would
not be raising a question pertaining to the not-Self doctrine which is entirely that of the
Buddhist schools. It is this doctrine that distinguishes all the Buddhist schools - though they
among themselves differ on many points - from the orthodox schools of philosophy.
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attributes pertaining to the phenomenal world in the Self. But this Sruti could
be construed as negating the Self: atma neti neti.34 Perhaps taking this Sruti
itself as a clue, the Buddhists, particularly the Madhyamika Buddhists, have
built up the theory of not-Self (nairatmyavada)!
The present sentence contains the Acarya's reply to this question, giving
the reason why the Self cannot be negated even while the entire gamut of
the phenomenal world is negated: The Atman is self-evident to all since
everyone is quite sure about the existence of his own Self and also because
the Self constitutes the substrate of the world that is superimposed. Even the
upholders of the doctrine of not-Self maintain that the world-phenomenon is
but a delusion. But without a substratum and the cognition thereof, indeed
no delusion is possible. For example, only when the rope exists and the same
is cognised - albeit partially - then and then alone, on that very substrate of
the rope there can be the delusion of a snake, or a garland or a crack of earth
and so on.
Why is it so? If we care to analyse the delusion itself, we can get the
answer. The varied delusions such as rope-snake, shell-silver are in the
form of 'this is a snake', 'this is silver' and so on. In all these instances, 'this'
represents the substrate, to wit, the rope, the shell and so on, which substrate,
empirically speaking, is not at all sublatable. In fact, we cognise the existence
of the illusory snake and silver, only because we cognise the actual existence
(satta) of their respective substrates, even though their particularities or the
distinguishing features (i.e. the ropeness, the shellness respectively) are not
cognised, for they are hidden by the concealing power (avarana-sakti) of
ignorance. Thus, it is the existence (satta) and the manifestation (bhana) of
the substratum Atman that lends existence (satta) and manifestation (bhana)
to the illusory world of phenomena.35 Hence, never can the existence of Self
be denied.36
34 Cf. OTiRlPflCRU^ tfqfikwft 3-llcHV-i

q pHVTci

STTS - STCTaftj

35 Vide "tameva bhantam anubMti sarvarh, tasya bhasa sarvamidam viblwti - He shining, following
Him, all shine. Through His lustre, all this variously shines." (Mu.U.2.2.10 / Ka.U.2.2.15)
% Cf.
Mc^K^i^i'fcWidj w?n fe
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Moreover, the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage "sa esa neti neti atmd" is
not intended to deny the existence of Self because this Upanisadic tract goes
on to further describe the Self as being unattached (asanga), ungraspable
(agrhya), indestructible (asiryah), in which the worlds, gods and the rest
have their existence and so on. It later concludes the description of the Self by
stating that it is this Self that is propounded in the Upanisads ("aupanisadarh
purusam"). Therefore, the above-cited Brhadaranyaka sentence will have to
be taken only as describing the Self as a positive existing entity and it is
for the actual exposition of this Self that the Upanisad has taken recourse
to the negation of the not-Self (atad-vyavrtti) consisting of the entire world
of phenomena, just as the worldly sentence (laukika-vakya), "rajjuriyam na
sarpah, na mala, na bhumicchidrah - this rope is not a snake, not a garland
and not also a crack in the field," describes the actually existing entity, the
rope, by negating the illusions such as the snake, garland and so on (i.e. the
non-rope).
9. for the Self, of the person who denies It, is veritably his own Self:
Even after listening to the above logical reply of the Acarya, a doubt could
still linger in the mind, for it is a fact that the Buddhists firmly maintain
their doctrine of the absence of the Self (niratmavada) through their own
formidable dialectical logic. It is improbable that they had received any
inspiration from the Sruti statements such as (Br.U.3.9.26) "sa esa neti neti
atma” that has been cited above by the Siddhantin.
In order to drive out this fiendish doubt (sanka-pisacl) concerning the
absence of the Self, the compassionate Acarya cites the third proof, which is
extremely interesting. Pertaining to the discussion that it is not possible to
deny the Self, there can be only these two alternatives: (1) The denier of the
Self exists (2) The denier of the Self does not exist.
If the first alternative were to be accepted, it is certain that the denier,
who claims to exist, cannot escape being himself the Self - which Self
3T faSFtl
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he seeks to deny - for his very existence (satta) is nothing but the Self.
Verily, no one can deny his own existence. Everyone, even the most
forgetful person, or a dullard, is ever aware of his undeniable existence.
This explains why no one ever doubts "Do I exist or not?" or ever has the
notion "I do not exist." Therefore, to state that it is only an existing person
that denies the existence of the Self amounts to a contradiction in terms
(vadato vyaghatah). It is just like a person saying "vandhyaputro'smi - I
am the son of a barren woman!"
If the second alternative is espoused, the very question of the denial of
the Self does not arise because such a denying person does not exist at all.
Also, it must be accepted that the denier of the Self is a conscious being
and that he denies it consciously! Otherwise, the denial itself has no sense.
However, no conscious being can escape being the Self that he seeks to deny,
for the same Consciousness (Caitanya) is the Self. Therefore, to assert that
a conscious existing being denies himself is again a contradiction in terms
(vadato vyaghatah).37
10. But the Self being the content of T-cognition, it is unreasonable to
37 Cf. The present Bhasya sentence "ya eva nirakarta tasyaiva atmatvat" is not found in some of the
old editions of the Bhasya (see the critical notes under the text). Again, this passage is neither
introduced nor elucidated in the well-known commentaries such as the Bhamati, Nyciyanirmya,
Ratnaprabha, Bhasyabhavaprakctsika, Brahmavidyabharana and so on. Also, the translation of the
Brahmasutra-sankcirabhasya by G.Thibaut omits this sentence. All these strongly suggest that
the copy of the Bmhrnasutra-sankarabhasya that the traditional commentators had with them
did not at all contain this sentence.
Moreover, the central idea of this sentence could as well be an extension of the purport
of the previous Bhasya sentence: "atmanasca pratyakhyatum asakyatvat - Also because the Self
cannot be denied." This suggestion seems to be corroborated by the Pancapadika for it elucidates
this sentence as "atmanasca animkaryatvdd, ya eva nirakarta tasyaiva atmatvaprasangat," which
passage the FancapadikS-vivararia seems to treat as a statement of Fadmapada, the author of
Pancapadika, himself.
in view of all this, it could be surmised that the above elucidatory sentence of Padmapada
might have been incorporated in the Bhasya with a slight alteration by an enthusiastic scribe
of a much later date.
It may be noted that the present Bhasya sentence reads as "ya eva nirakarta
tasyaivatmatvaprasangat" in the edition of the Brahmasutra-sahkarabhasya, brought out (with the
commentaries of Ratnaprabha, Bhamati and Nyayanirnaya) by the Shri Venkateshwara Press,
Bombay, 1913.
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maintain that It can be known from the Upanisads alone: The Acarya has so
far affirmed that the nature of the Self is expounded in the Upanisads alone.
The Purvapaksin, unable to accept this assertion, raises this objection:
All individuals, the rustic and the learned alike, without any exception,
experience the Self. Verily, all of us have experiences such as T know this',
T desire that thing', 'I undertake this act', I enjoy the results thereof' and
so on. In this way, every one cognises and experiences his own Self as the
content of his T-cognition. Secondly, it is to be noted that the word Atman
(Self) is used even in the Brhadaranyaka sentence (3.9.26) "sa esa neti neti

atma - This Self is 'not this' 'not this'" cited by the Siddhantin, to denote
only the samsarin (transmigrating self, the jiva) who is but the agent (karta)
of action and the enjoyer (bhokta) of the fruits of his actions. In fact, the
word Atman in the Sruti must be understood in this sense alone because
the worldly usages (laukika-vyavahara) determine the word only in that
sense. Indeed, a vital dictum of the Vedic exegesis (mxmamsa) lays down

"ya eva laukikdh sabdah, ta eva vaidikah - the words that are found used in
worldly transactions are the same which are found in the Veda" and hence
the term 'Atman' carries the identical sense of the samsarf bhokta (jiva)
in both the worldly and the Scriptural usages. Therefore, the assertion of
the Siddhantin that the 'asarhsari Atma' is understood from the Upanisads
alone is rather untenable.38
11. Not so because this has been refuted by stating that the Self is the witness
of this T-cognition: This sentence contains the reply of the Acarya to the
above objection of the Purvapaksin. The sentence "tatsaksitvena pratyuktatvat
- because this has been refuted by stating that the Self is the witness of
this T-cognition" encapsulates (vastu-sangraha-vakya) the reply of the
Siddhantin which is then further elaborated in the sequel. The statement of
the Bhasyakara signifies this: It is true that it is the individual self (jlvatman),
to wit, the Self that is conditioned by the conglomerate of the body, mind and
38 Cf. y-qPlMcWcncl'W
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senses (karyakarana-sarighatopahita-atma) alone that figures in our worldly
transactions as the content of the T-cognition, the agent of actions (karta)
and the enjoyer (bhokta) of the fruits thereof. Notwithstanding this fact, it is
only the pure and supreme Self that is indicated by the Upanisadic sentence

(Br.U.3.9.26) “sa esa neti neti atma - This Self is 'not this' 'not this'." And this
pure Self, bereft of all attributes, as asserted before, can be understood from
the Upanisads alone.
There are Scriptural declarations such as (Cha.U.6.8.7 & 6.3.2 respectively)

"tat tvam asi - That thou art," "anena jivena atmana anupravisya - having
entered as this very individual self, the jlva" and so on all of which
expound the absolute identity of individual self (jlva) with the supreme Self
(Paramatman). However, His form which is conditioned by the body-mindsense conglomerate (karyakarana-sarighata) is the jiva. It is only the jlva that
figures as the content of the 'I'-cognitions such as 'I am an agent', 'I am an
enjoyer of the fruits of my actions' and so on. But the pure Self, bereft of
all the conditionings, is the Witness (saksin) of this T-cognition (jiva) and
this Witness can be understood to be the supreme Brahman by means of the
Upanisadic teachings alone, and not by any other means.39
The Mimamsaka dictum “ya eva laukikah sabdah ta eva vaidikah - the words
that are found used in worldly transactions are the same which are found in
the Veda" cannot be taken as a universal law for it has exceptions as dictated
by their respective contexts. For example, the term 'Veda' (Scripture) could
also come to mean 'a bundle of kusa grass', 'knowledge' and so on; so
too, the word 'go' (cow) may denote 'milk', 'ghee', 'speech' and so on - all
depending upon the context.

12. Indeed, from the section of the Veda dealing with injunctions or from
the treatises of the Logicians, none has comprehended the Self of all as
distinct from the agent that is the content of the T-cognition, as the witness
39 Cf. flrpra—a aisqcwfe'w
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thereof, abiding in all, equal, one and immutably eternal: What has been
put in a nutshell in this sentence above will be elaborated hereinafter. In the
present Bhasya passage that initiates the deliberation of the Purvapaksin's
standpoint, the Self (Purusa) is described through five meaningful epithets:
'tat-saksin - Witness of that', 'sarva-bhutasthah - abiding in all beings',
'samah - equal', 'ekah - one' and 'kutastha-nityah - immutably eternal'.
These epithets are intended to bring home to the seeker the fact that the Self
of this nature can be understood by means of the Upanisads alone and not
by any other means.40
(1) Tat-saksin - Witness of That (i.e. the jlva): This description draws our
attention to the Upanisadic passages like (Sve.U. 6.11) "karmadhyaksah
sarvabhiitadhivasah saksl ceta kevalo nirgimasca - that which presides over all
acts, who abides in all beings, the Witness, the conscious one, the only one
and the attributeless."
(2) Sarva-bhutastha - He who abides in all beings: This is suggestive of the
Upanisadic description "sarvabhutadhivcisah" in the above-cited Svetasvataraupanisad passage, and also of the Scriptural passages such as (Ka.U.2.2.9-11
& B.G.6.31 respectively) "ekastatha sarvabhutdntardtmd - so also the one Self
within all beings," "sarvabhutasthitarii yo mam bhajati - he who worships me
as abiding in all beings" and so on.
(3) Sama - equal in all:41 This is reminiscent of such passages as (B.G.9.29)
"samo'ham sarvabhutesu -1 remain equal in all beings."
(4) Eka - the One: This recalls to our mind the passages such as (Sve.U.6.11,
Cha.U.6.2.1 & Ka.U.2.2.9-11 respectively in order) "kevalo nirgunasca - the
only one and attributeless," "' ekamevddvitlyam - one alone without a second,"
"ekastatha sarvabhutantaratma - So also the one Self within all beings" and so on.
(5) Kutastha-nitya - immutably eternal: This refers to the passages like
(B.G.12.3 & Ka.U.1.2.18 respectively) "kutasthamacalam dhruvam - It is
unchanging like an anvil, unmoving, fixed," "ajo nityah sasvato’yam purdnah
- He is unborn, eternal, permanent, ancient" and so on. The term 'kutastha'
40 Cf. dTt'+W •
41 Cf.
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denotes what remains like 'the heap' or 'a mass' (kuta) and thus being
unaffected by what happens around it. It can also mean that which exists
as the master ('kuta' meaning 'head' or 'master') of the phenomenal world.
This term could also signify 'that who remains stable and changeless like an
ironsmith's anvil (kuta) on which all iron products get shaped in numerous
ways and which itself, however, remains ever unchanging and unmoving.
The pure Self is said to be 'kutastha' (kutavat tisthati - stays like an anvil)
in view of the fact that it is on this Self that the entire phenomena of the
world get shaped in various ways and then go on changing incessantly, very
much like the iron products, while It itself ever remains stable, unchanging,
unmoving and simply a witness (saksi) of all that which happens.
Having described the pure Self in the above manner, the Acarya asserts
that the Self of such nature can be understood from the Upanisads alone
and not anywhere else, not even in the karma-kanda of the Veda or in
the philosophical systems like the Sankhya, Yoga, Bauddha and others all
of which are built upon their own respective principles of logic that are
incompatible with each others' philosophical views and also conflict with the
conclusions of the Upanisads. Hence, none of these schools can be deemed
authentic and trustworthy to instruct us about the pure Self that abides in
all beings. This being the case, it is not possible for anyone to negate the
Upanisadic Self (aupanisadam purusam) on any account.
The reason for the Bhasyakara's assertion is this: Each and every means
of valid cognition (pramana) reigns supreme in its own specific field or
sphere (svasvavisayasurani pramanani bhavanti). For example, the eyes are
the sole means of a valid cognition of the colour as are the ears that of the
sound. So one cannot establish or deny by means of ears a colour cognised
and established by the eyes. Likewise, the eyes too cannot be accepted as an
appropriate means to deny the existence of a sound that is established by
the ears. This analogy may be applied in the cases of dharma and BrahmanAtman. It has been accepted by all that the karma-kanda of the Veda is the
sole authority and authentic means of the knowledge of dharma and that
this authority is not to be questioned or negated either by logic or by any
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other means of cognition such as perception, inference and so on. In the
same way the Upanisads are the sole source of the Knowledge of BrahmanAtman and they command absolute authority in this regard. Hence, the Self,
of the above description as taught in the Upanisads, cannot be denied by
the statements of the karma-kanda or by some dicta of Mimamsa or by any
other school of Philosophy since the Self revealed in the Upanisads is not
in their domain at all just as colour is not within the sphere of the auditory
comprehension of the ears.
The Upanisad itself cautions the seekers advising them that the Selfknowledge that is imparted in the Upanisads can neither be grasped by
the principles of logic nor controverted by them (Ka.U, 1.2.9): "naisa tarkena
matirapaneya proktanyenaiva sujnanaya prestha - O dearest one! This Upanisadic
Knowledge, taught by another (the teacher) for clear comprehension, is
not attainable by mere reasoning." In this way, in the present context, the
Acarya reinforces the conclusion of the Sastrayonitva-sutra which has
been the main object of contestation for the Mlmamsaka.42 The expression
"tarkasamaye va kenacid adhigatah - or from the treatises of the Logicians, none
has comprehended" is meant to refer to the philosophical systems such as
the Sahkhya, Vaisesika and so on.
13. Consequently, That (Self) cannot be denied, nor can It be treated as
a subsidiary to an injunction by anyone. Being indisputably the Self of
all. It neither admits of rejection nor also of acceptance: Because the Self,
the Witness, as stated above, is known by means of the Upanisads (srutipramana), it is impossible to deny the Self. The Acarya had even earlier
explained logically as to why none can deny the Self: because it is the very
substrate of the illusory phenomenal world as also because the very person
who seeks to deny It is himself none but the Self (vide n.8 & n.9).
Presently, apart from the reasons explained above, also for the very reason
adduced in the earlier note (n.12), the Acarya avers that none can bring this Self
down to the status of the subsidiary of an injunction. It may be recalled that the
Vrttikara's objection started with his declaration “pratipattividhivisayatayaiva
42 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 1, 2 & 3.
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brahma sastrena samarpyate - Brahman is presented by the Scripture as being
the object of the injunction on contemplation."43 Therein, in support of
his thesis, the Purvapaksin has cited (vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section
10) the Brhadaranyaka passage (Br.U.2.4.5) "atrna va are drastavyah srotavyo

mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" and so on. The Acarya has so far repudiated
the Purvapaksin's thesis in many instances and on many counts and has
established how the very nature of Self establishes that It is not an entity
that can be associated with injunctions (vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections
13-19). The Acarya has also convincingly demonstrated that the Upanisadic
sentences such as "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah
- O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into
and is to be intensely contemplated upon," that form the mainstay of the
Vrttikara's thesis, are not actually intended to be an injunction ordaining the
knowledge of, the hearing about, the reflection upon, and the contemplation
on the Self. (Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 19.)
Delineating this very point, the Acarya analyses further. The Brhadaranyaka-

upanisad passage 2.4.5 from which the opponent has cited "atrna va are
drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" forms just a fragment of what
is actually a very long passage of the Upanisad. It contains the well-known
exposition of Self-knowledge by Yajnavalkya to his wife Maitreyi, on the
eve of his renunciation (sannyasa). Yajnavalkya expounds the Knowledge
of the Self in these words (Br.U.2.4.5): "na va are patyuh kamaya patih priyo

bhavati atmanastu kamaya patih priyo bhavati...na va are sarvasya kamaya sarvam
priyarh bhavati. atmanastu kamaya sarvam priyam bhavati. atma va are drastavyah
srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah maitreyi. atmano va are darsanena sravanena
matya vijhanena idam sarvam viditam - O Maitreyi, verily, not for the sake of
the husband is the husband dear, but the husband is dear for the sake of Self
...indeed, nothing in the universe is dear for the sake of itself; but for the
sake of Self, everything in the universe is dear. Hence, verily, O Maitreyi, it
is Self that needs to be realised, heard about, reflected upon and meditated
on. Hence, surely by realising, by hearing about, by reflecting upon, and by
43 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8.
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meditating well on the Self, all becomes realised, heard about, reflected upon
and is clearly known.44
From this exposition, it is absolutely clear that the Self is not a subsidiary
to anything in the world, but rather all things in this world are for the sake
of the Self. Truly, all are subordinate to the Self alone. Therefore, it goes
without saying that the Self is not subsidiary to any sacrificial act or to any
injunction thereof.45
The Acarya affirms here that this Aupanisada-purusa is not an object of
rejection or acceptance (aheyanupadeya) for anyone because He is the very
Self of all beings. As also seen in the above exposition of Yajnavalkya to
Maitreyl, we observe the Chandogya Sruti too declaring in very clear terms
this very fact when it states (7.25.2) "atmaiva idam sarvam - All this world
is nothing but Self." Thus, the Self is the true nature of all things in the
universe. This being the case, it is not possible for anyone to reject the Self, to
wit, to reject his own true nature. How can the fire or the sun reject its own
nature of heat and light! Indeed, one's true nature, that is the Self, cannot be
the object of rejection by anyone. Likewise, one's true nature cannot be the
object of acceptance, for it has been already attained by everyone even before
it is sought! Indeed, the illusory snake (in the illustration of the rope-snake)
cannot reject nor accept the rope, for the snake is in its true essence and real
nature is the rope alone.
It may be noted that all injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions (nisedha or
pratisedha) are concerned with, and have for their contents, only what needs
to be attained (punya, heaven, wealth and so on) or needs to be rejected
44 The entire Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (2.4.5) tract is as follows:
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(papa, misery and so on). Therefore, the Vedic injunctions and prohibitions
cannot be in any way be associated with the Seif, for as shown above the
Self is not any entity that can be rejected for renunciation or accepted for
attainment.46 It is for this reason, the Scripture emphasises that the Self is the
true nature of all things in the universe ("atmaiva idarit sarvam").
14. The entire gamut of destructible modifications up to the Self does
indeed perish. However, the Self, having no cause for Its destruction is
indestructible: It has been explained above that the Self alone is the true
or the real nature (tattva) of all worldly things. This very idea is now re¬
presented, albeit in a subtle manner.
The idea is this: The Upanisadic statement (CM. U.7.25.2) "atmaiva idarh

sarvam" clearly states that the true nature of all worldly things is the Self.
Passages of similar and identical import abound in the Smrtis, Itihasas and
Puranas. On the basis of these Scriptural authorities, we can conclude that
being the true or real nature of the world, the Self alone is absolutely real
(paramarthika-sat), and the phenomenal world that we experience does not
enjoy the status of absolute reality. The world is only a projection of the
beginningless Nescience (anadyavidya) on the Self, the substratum.
This conclusion entails the corollary that the Self is inexplicably
(anirvacaniyataya) delimited by the adjunct in the form of Nescience
(avidya), the material cause (prakrti) of the projected world. Let us take for
example, in the context of the illusion-theory (vivarta-vada), the case of the
oft-cited rope-snake illustration. Here, the rope, which is empirically real
(vyavaharika-sat) is associated with the ignorance pertaining to it, which
becomes the material cause (prakrti) of the projection, to wit, the illusory
snake (pratibhasika-sat). This cognition of the snake (pratibhasika-sat) is
dispelled by the knowledge of the rope (vyavaharika-sat). The snake alone
46 Cf.
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disappears - never the rope! This being the case, even thousands of master
craftsmen cannot convert a rope into a snake or a pot into a piece of cloth.
When contrasted with the rope, which is but an empirical entity (vyavaharikasat), the Self is absolutely real (paramarthika-vastu); so, nothing, however
potent it may be on the empirical plane (vyavaharika-sat), can make the Self,
the absolutely real (paramarthika-sat) as unreal, thereby sublating It. Thus,
the Self is indeed avinasin (indestructible).47
Even

if

the

modification-theory

(parinama-vada)

is

taken

into

consideration, it would lead to the very same conclusion of the Self being
avinasin (indestructible). When the modifications of the earth - like pot, jug,
jar and other earthem vessels - are destroyed, by striking them hard, say
with a hammer or a club, they all break into many pieces of clay, which then
can become further reduced to further tinier parts till they all completely
merge into the earth as dust. Thus, the process of destruction starts from
the gross entities, that is the earthem vessels, and ceases at their dissolution
into the final material, to wit, the earth, which is but the real nature of all the
earthem products, the nature of which is resistant to any further destruction.
Revisiting the earlier illusion-theory (vivarta-vada), in the illustration
of rope-snake, the unreal or superimposed snake is destroyed, that is
sublated by virtue of the knowledge of the rope, the substratum, to wit, the
material cause (prakrti) of the snake illusion. In this instance, too, there is
no destruction of the rope which is the true nature of the illusory snake. On
the basis of these two analogies, we can formulate this conclusion: When the
superimposed phenomenal world is annihilated as a result of the Realisation
of its substratum, that is the pure Self, which is the true nature and the causal
material of the phenomenal world, the process of annihilation commences
with the conglomerate of the body, mind and senses, and it traverses through
47 Cf.
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the Earth (Prthivi), Waters (Apah), Fire (Agni), Air (Vayu), Space (Akasa)
and so on and stops at the point of the Self48 - the ultimate material, the very
nature and the substratum of the Nescience engendered world-projection for the Self does not have any cause of Its destruction.
Hence, the Bhasyakara declares emphatically: "puruso hi vinasahetvabhavad
avinaSi - having no cause of Its destruction, the Self is indestructible." This
declaration is further endorsed by another Sruti (Br.lZ.4.5.14) "avinasi va
are'yamatma anucchittidharma - This Self, my dear, is certainly indestructible
and is not of the perishing nature."
The ultimate aim of the Bhasya by presenting this subtle philosophical
analysis is this: Because it is proved that the Self is the true nature of all things
and beings, by reason of the fact that it is the material and substratum of the
world-phenomena, as such the Self cannot be brought down to the level of
an object admitting of acceptance or rejection. It is not possible therefore for
anyone to downgrade the Self as a subsidiary to any Vedic injunction (vidhi)
or prohibition (pratisedha).
15. and having no cause of change is immutably eternal. Consequently, It
is by nature ever pure, intelligent and free. Thus the Upanisadic statement
"Nothing is greater than the Self. That is the ultimate limit, the highest
goal" CFCa.U.1.3.11): On listening attentively to the Acarya's argument
contained in the previous sentence (n.14), a discerning disciple may raise
a question: Agreed that the Self is the real nature of the world and hence
It cannot be the object of rejection or acceptance; yet, some of Its attributes
could be rejected or accepted! Thus the Self, too, in effect - being an entity
having specific attributes (tattadgunavisista-rupena) - could be rejected or
accepted. For example, no one can reject food per se; yet, one can have a like
or dislike for one or the other kind of food and for this or that particular taste.
As a result, we observe individuals rejecting food of a particular kind and
taste and looking for food of some other kind and taste.
48 That is in the order, which is reverse to the one by which the creation of the world has
taken place, as detailed in the Sruti (Tai.U.2.1): "tasmadvS etasmSdatmana akasah sambhutah.
akasSdvayuh. vayoragnih. agnerapah. adbliyah prthivl prthivyd osadhayah. osadhtbhyo'nnam.
annat purusah."
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The present sentence of the Bhasya, "vikriyahetvabhavacca kutasthanityah The Self, having no cause of change is immutably eternal/' offers a befitting
reply to this question. The food is made of definite ingredients; consists of
parts; is cooked by using certain spices and condiments; has a specific form
and taste; and, is processed by the cook in the fire. In the case of food, thus,
there are so many factors to effect modifications in it. But, there is not even a
single factor to effect any modification in the pure, supreme Self. Therefore,
even if the Self is viewed to have attributes, those attributes too are to be
accepted as immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya). Hence, the Siddhantin
contends that because there can be no factor or factors to bring about the
destruction, or to effect any modification, of the Self's attributes, the Self is
immutably eternal (atma kutasthanityah).
At this juncture, a novitiate may be tempted to raise another question:
Is it not true that the pure, supreme, non-transmigrating Self (asamsarin)
gets modified and becomes the transmigratory self, the samsarin, that is the
jiva, due to the Self's association with the conglomerate of the body, mind
and senses (karyakarana-sahghata)? Nay, this objection is not valid. In the
case of the above-cited food illustration, the treatment by means of spices,
condiments and so on, as well as the processing by the cook in fire leads to
changes and modifications which are all physical. Hence, the modifications
of the food, consisting of the taste, colour, form and so on, are all real. But
that is not so in the case of the Self's association with the body, mind, senses
and so on, for this association is merely delusory (mithya) since it is only a
product of ignorance.
This fact has been attested to by the Bhasyakara in the Adhyasabhasya (Section 2 & 14 respectively): "anyo'nyasmin anyo'nyatmakatam
anyo'nyadharmamsca adhyasya itaretaravivekena atyantaviviktayoh dharmadharminoh, mithyajnananimittah, satyanrle mithunlkrtya, 'aham idam', 'mama
idam' iti naisargikah ay am lokavyavaharah - There is this natural usage by men
of the world - 1 am this', 'this is mine' as a result of the illusory cognition,
which is born after superimposing on each the nature of being the other,
and after superimposing on each the attributes of the other, on account
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of non-discrimination of their attributes and the loci of attributes that are
absolutely distinct, through the coupling of the real and the unreal" and
"evamahampratyayinam asesasvapracarasaksim pratyagdtmani adhyasya tam ca
pratyagatmanam sarvasaksinam tadviparyayena antahkamnadisu adhyasyati - In
this way, one superimposes the internal organ etc., the locus of T-notion, on
the 'Witness of all the activities of the internal organ', namely, the inner Self;
and conversely by implication one superimposes that inner Self, the Witness
of all, on the internal organ etc." Further, in the Samanvayadhikarana itself,
a little later (vide Sections 26 & 27), the Acarya will establish that since the
Self is distinct from the body, senses and so on (karyakarana-sarighata), the
superimposition of the T-notion on these adjuncts is merely an illusion, and
that the embodied state for Self is only due to this illusory notion.49 Moreover,
it is to be particularly noted that where there is an illusory notion, that is
the superimposition of an entity on another substratum, that substratum
remains ever unassociated with the nature and qualities, both good and bad,
of the entity that is superimposed on it.50 Therefore, because there is no factor
that can modify or destroy It, the Self can be justly said to be immutably
eternal (kutastha-nitya) and hence indestructible (avinasin) too.
So far the discussion has been on the basis of the hypothetical assumption
(krtva-cinta) that the Self has attributes! But the fact is that the inner Self
(pratyagatman), which is revealed in the Upanisads alone ("aupanisadam
purusam”), is totally attributeless (nirguna). And, hence, it is all the more
certain that the Self is immutable (avikarin) because there is no attribute
which can be modified. The Self is thus eternal (nitya) and indestructible
(avinasin) since there can be no possibility of any modification in It in order
to effect Its destruction. In fact, the process of modification and destruction
comes to an end at the point of Self. The reason being, as discussed above,
the Self is the final limit for the entire world-phenomena arid hence beyond
19 Vide “delwdau ahampratyayo mithyaiva." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 26)
50 Vide "yatra yadadhyasah, tatkrtena dosena gunena vd anumatrenapi sa na sambadhyate Where there is superimposition of an entity on a substratum, the latter remains absolutely
unassociated with the bad or good property brought about by that (superimposed entity)."
(Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 9)
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It there is no superior material (prakrti) and reality (sat) the Self could be
reduced to or could be dissolved into. Thus, the Katha-upanisad's declaration
(1,3.11): “sa kastha sd para gatih - That Self is ultimate limit and highest goal."51
This Self, of the above description, can be known from the Upanisads alone
and not elsewhere.
16. Also thus (the statement), "I ask you about the Self (person) that the
Upanisads expound" (Bn 17.3.9.26), delineating the attribute of the Self
as being that which is expounded in the Upanisads stands justified
when the Self is being primarily revealed in the Upanisads. Therefore,
the assertion that there exists no part in the Veda which dwells upon
existent entities is mere temerity: The Acarya has vigorously argued for
and defended the Advaitin's position and thereafter has concluded that the
attributeless (nirguna) non-transmigrating (asamsarin) Atman, which is not
an object of either rejection or acceptance (aheyanupadeya), is under stood
from the Upanisads alone. Now, he seeks to establish that the Upanisad
itself vouches for this and attests to this conclusion. For this purpose, he
cites a very pertinent and unique passage from the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad.52
To appreciate fully the significance of the Acarya’s intention in citing this
passage, it would be of advantage to know the context wherein the cited
passage occurs in the Upanisad.
The entire ninth brahmana (section) of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad,
known as the 'Sakalya-brahmana', occurring in the third chapter of the
Upanisad in the Yajnavalkya-kanda, is devoted to record the details and the
proceedings of the vada (philosophical dispute) that the Sage Yajnavalkya
had with a haughty scholar Vidagdha of the Sakalya-gotra. The dispute
soon turned bitter and acrimonious. Towards the end of the vada (3.9.26),
the learned Sage Yajnavalkya threw a challenge at Vidagdha commanding
him to explain the nature of the Self that has been declared in the Upanisads
51 Cf. wi Rw^dtei^

nr

52 Cf. w
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("aupimisadam purusam") as "ne.ii neti - not this, not this/' incomprehensible
(agrhya), indestructible (asiryah) and so on. The passage under consideration
commences as "sa esa neti neti at m3," and concludes with "tarn tvaupanisadam
purusam prcchami."53 Yajnavalkya decreed that Vidagdha's head would
fall off if he failed to explain this Self that is expounded in the Upanisads.
Vidagdha did not know about that Self and hence he could not meet the
challenge of Sage Yajnavalkya.54
While introducing this passage in his Brhadaranyaka-bhasya, the Acarya
analyses its context, purport and purpose and explains that the passage
beginning with "sa esa neti neti atma” is intented to expound the adjunctless
Brahman as being identical with the inner Self.55 It has already been mentioned
here (vide n.7) that the statement "sa esa neti neti atma.” describes the Self as
asamsarin, to wit, that Self which is bereft of the entire phenomenal world.
It is only in the Upanisad that the Self is described by this koan-like
abstruse and enigmatic expression "neti neti - not this, not this."We notice that
this statement occurs five times in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (2.3.6, 3.9.26,
4.2.4, 4.4.22 & 4.5.15). Therefore, the description of the asamsarin Atman as
"dupanisadam purusam” in the present context would be superfluous and
irrelevant if it were not intended to indicate something significant (vyartham
yat kancid arthavisesam na jnapayati). Therefore, this Upanisadic description
is to be evaluated as a proof for the declaration that the asamsarin Atman can
be comprehended from the Upanisads (Vedanta) alone - thereby denying
the possibility of knowing the Self, of such description as "neti neti - not this,
not this," through any other treatise or means of knowledge. From this, it
becomes clear that the Upanisad itself vouches for and affirms the fact that
53 Cf. a
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the Upanisad, that is Vedanta,56 is the sole source of the valid knowledge
of Brahman that is devoid of all attributes and is identical with the inner
Self ("yatsaksad aparoksad brahma" - Br. 113.4.1).57 Also, the said Upanisadic
passage expounds the Self as an independent existing entity and not as a
subsidiary (ahga) to anything else, such as an act (kriya) or an injunction
(vidhi). This being the case, to deny this said nature of the Atman is but
arbitrary, whimsical and repulsive audacity at its worst!
Therefore, it is evident that the theory of the Purvapaksins - both the
Mimamsaka and the Vrttikara - contradicts the spirit and word of the
Upanisadic teaching.
17. Also, the supporting quotation from those who know the purport of the
Scripture, "To impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the
purport of that Scripture," pertaining to the domain of the desire to know
dharma, should be viewed as having the injunctions and prohibitions as
the intent of the Scripture: By forceful arguments and by citing appropriate
Upanisadic passages in support, the Acarya has proved convincingly that
the intent of the Upanisadic section of the Veda is to teach only the Self,
the existing entity (parinisthita-vastu), that is not associated with any act or
injunction. But does not this thesis of the Acarya contradict the dictum laid
down by the venerated authorities in the field of Vedic exegesis (mimamsa)?
The Purvapaksin has already cited these dicta in support of his thesis
(vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 1-8 & 8-13). These dicta speak in
one voice that the purport of the Scripture is to expound the sacrificial
act because that alone is dharma ("drsto hi tasyarthah karmavabodhanam
nama" - Pu.Ml.Bha. 1.1.1). Now, being a faithful adherent of the ancient
Vedic tradition, the Acarya deems that he owes the Purvapaksin and also
his own devoted disciples a convincing explanation in this regard. On a
superficial analysis, it does appear impossible to reconcile the Bhasyakara's
conclusion with the dicta of the traditional Vedic exegetes. The Acarya

57Cf.

,PhHctfeatb-T-a.-ddiqhmcMfPiui<4^hidr wii
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herein offers his explanation which, though quite brief, is pregnant with
weighty suggestions and deep insights.
It is to be noted that the above-cited dicta had been laid down by the
exegetes of the Mimamsa-darsana only in the context of the inquiry into
dharma (dharma-jijnasa), which dharma is defined as what is enjoined by
the Vedic injunctions (codana-laksana) and as being the exclusive content of
the karma-kanda of the Veda. That being the case, all the dicta laid down by
these experts of the Mimamsa-darsana need not govern, in their entirety, the
inquiry into the purport of the Upanisads, the ultimate aim of the passages
which is to instruct one about the existing entity (bhuta-vastu), consisting of
the identity of Brahman and Atman. As a result, there is no question of the
Advaitin's thesis of the Upanisadic sentences expounding an existing entity
(bhuta-vastu) unassociated with the Vedic injunction contradicting the
Mimamsa dicta of the Vedas delineating dharma. Because these two - the
karma-kanda and the Upanisad (jnana-kanda) - are two altogether different
sections of the Veda with different aims, there arises also no necessity on the
part of the Siddhantin to offer any explanation to work out a reconciliation
between the Mimamsa-darsana and the Vedanta-darsana. On the other
hand, it is only the Vrttikara who has gone astray by taking recourse to these
Mimamsa dicta in the context of the brahma-jijnasa wherein these cited
Mimamsa principles do not have any relevance at all.
So far, in his arguments, the Acarya has been defending mainly the
Vedantic portion. In the next two sections he launches his offense. He
will remonstrate how the Mimamsa dicta, though highly venerated and
cited as being authoritative by the Vrttikara, fail to assist us in rightly
comprehending the message of certain types of injunctive (vidhi) and
prohibitive (nisedha) sentences found in the karma-kanda itself. That
being the case, it is only the Mlmamsaka and the Vrttikara who owe
an explanation to the Vedantin for their unsatisfactory elucidation of
the Upanisadic teachings on the basis of certain inadequate and noncomprehensive Mimamsa dicta and raising on that faulty ground certain
objections - all absolutely invalid - against the Vedantin's exposition of
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the Upanisadic statements. The students of the Bhasya may take note of
the singular debating skill of the Acarya in turning the tables on these
uncompromising opponents - the Mlmamsaka and the Vrttikara.
We should keep in mind here that the Acarya is not only a successful and
critical discussant and debater but is also a staunch and devoted proponent
of the Vedas. As such, he respects the Mlmamsa-darsana and their teachers.
Hence he does not hasten to condemn any Mlmamsa dicta outright. He
only suggests a slight alteration in understanding of a particular term in
the Mimamsa dictum offered by Sabara-svamin (Pu.Mi.Bha. 1.1.1) "drsto hi
tasyarthah karmavabodhanam nama - To impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts
is indeed seen as the purport of that Scripture." He states that the term 'karmart'
in this Mlmamsa dictum may be taken to stand for 'prayojanavadartha - that
which is purposeful'. As a result the dictum would read: "drsto hi tasyarthah
prayojanavadarthavabodhanam nama - To impart the knowledge of that which
is purposeful is indeed seen as the purport of that Scripture." The dictum,
understood this way, would be more comprehensive since it not only covers
in its ambit the injunctions and prohibitions of the karma-kanda but also
encompasses the Knowledge of the Self - unlike the dictum as interpreted by
the Pro-Mimamsaka Vrttikara, which certainly fails to encompass, as shown
above, the Knowledge of the Self within its purview. Verily, the Bhasyakara's
manner of elucidation of the Mlmamsa dictum delineated by Sabara-svamin
on the Mlmamsa-sutra 1.1.1 is a welcome desideratum.
The Mimamsa dictum construed this way, as explained above,
encompasses the Upanisadic teaching of Self-knowledge, and it is a must
that Self-knowledge is also espoused by the above-mentioned Mimamsa
dictum because this Knowledge is taught for attaining the highest purpose
of Liberation (Moksa), the summum bonum of human pursuit (paramapurusartha). However, while laying down the dictum, we observe the
Mlmamsa teachers have employed the expression 'karmavabodhana'
only, instead of 'prayojanavadarthavabodhana', because their explanation
pertains to the context of dharma-jijnasa, to wit, the inquiry into dharma
like Agnihotra, Darsapurnamasa-yaga and so on, which are enjoined in
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the karma-kanda as acts that ought to be performed. So the scope of this
explanation is obviously limited to the injunctions pertaining to the Vedic
rituals. This itself is clear evidence that the great Mimamsa teachers like
Jaimini and Sabara-svamin had no intention of applying these dicta, such
as the above of the Purva-mlmamsa, to the Upanisadic exposition of the
identity of the Atman-Brahman (pratyagabhinnam brahma), which Self and
Its identity with Brahman are in no way associated with any act - either
Scriptural (Vaidika) or mundane (laukika).58
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kutasthanityam bhutam na upadisati iti ko hetuh. na hi bhutam upadisyamanam
kriya bhavati. akriydtve'pi bhutasya kriyasadhanatvat kriyartha eva bhutopadesah
iti ced, naisci dosah, kriydrthatve'pi kriyanirvartanasaktimad vastu upadistameva.
kriyarthatvam tu prayojanam tasya. na caitavatd vastu anupadistam bhavati. yadi
ndma upadistam, kith tena tava syaditi. ucyate—anavagatatmavastupadesasca
tathaiva bhavitumarhati.

tadavagatya

mithydjhdnasya samsarahetoh

nivrttih

prayojanam kriyate iti avisistam arthavattvam kriyasadhanavastupadesena.

22 B

3TN d apt ca - moreover; aiTCIFFd amnayasya - of the Scripture;
kriyarthatvat
dnarthakyam

- because of the sacrificial act being the purpose; SffdM'N-H,
- purposelessness;

atadarthanam

- of those statements

that do not serve that purpose; fid gdd, iti etat - this one;
steadfastly (completely);

-

- for those who

abhyupagacchatam

maintain;

ekdntena

bhutopadesdnarthakyaprasahgah -

the instruction

about the existent entities would incur meaninglessness;
pravrttinivrttivyatirekena -

apart from the injunctions enjoining an act and

prohibitions dissuading one from undertaking an act; dd
existent entity; Wi cet - if;

bhutam vastu -

upadisati - it teaches; d^TTdcdd bhavydrtha tvena

- for the sake of what is to come into being;

kutas thanityam -

the

immutably eternal; hdH bhutam - existent entity; d d'-iftyiki na upadisati - it
does not teach; fTd iti - this; <$: kah - what; IfJ: hetuh - the reason; d na - not;
T5 hi - indeed;

bhutam

- the existing entity; dMlfstdhMd, upadisyamanam

- being taught (by the Veda); (V-H kriya - act; ddfci bhavati - turns out to be;
akriyatve api - although not an

act;

bhutasya - of

the existent

entity; i^mtiw^irykriyasadhanatvat ~ being a means for the accomplishment
of an act; Mtdld dd kriyartha eva - for the act alone;

: bhutopadesah - the

instruction about the existent entity; ffc? ddjh cet - if it is contended that; d
na esah dosah - this

does not constitute a defect; kt-dldd? arid kriydrthatve api

- while meant for the sake of an act; w<-t I id4rwi fn>Hknydnirvartanasaktimat
- being

capable of accomplishing an act; dhf vastu - existent thing;

upadistam eva -

verily taught; f^mw^kriyarthatvam - for the sake of an act;
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g tu - however;

prayojanam - its purporse; cIFt tasya - of its; R ^ RRFkfi

na ca etavata - with this much alone;

vastu - the existing thing;

anupadistam - not expounded; Wcf bhavati - turns out to be; Rft RR
yadi ndma upadistam - if it is taken as expounded; ft
would gain; RR lava - to you;

tern - thereby;

answer is as follows;

iti - thus;

kim syat - what
ucyate - the

R anavagatatmavastupadesah ca - the

teaching about the unknown existent entity, that is the Self; RRT RR tatha eva
- on a par;

bhavitum - to be; RTffR arhati - deserves; RRRRcRI tadavagatya

- by the knowledge of that; TRSRTpRTR mithyajnanasya - of the inexplicable
Nescience; dUKfid: samsarahetoh - of the cause of the cycle of transmigration;
ftfft: nivrttih - cessation; WRRH. prayojanam - the result; ftRR kriyate - is
fulfilled; ?fR iti - thus; SiWiiiefi avisistam - on a par;
the purposefulness;

arthavattvam -

kriyasadhanavastupadesena - with the

teaching about existent things subsidiary to an act
22 C
[resolution of contradiction to the mImAmsa dictum]

Moreover, the instruction about the existent entities would incur
meaninglessness for those who steadfastly and completely maintain this
dictum (Pii.Mt.Su.l.l.l): "The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and,
as such, those statements of the Scripture that do not serve that purpose
are bereft of purpose."1 If, apart from the injunctions enjoining an act and
prohibitions dissuading one from undertaking an act, this dictum teaches
an existent entity for the sake of what is to come into being,2 then for
what reason does it not teach about the immutably eternal existent entity?
Indeed, the existent entity being taught by the Veda does not turn out to
be an act.3 If it is contended that even though the existent entity does not
enjoy the nature of being an act, still the existent entity, being a means
for the accomplishment of an act, could be instructed for the act alone this does not constitute a defect. Although not an act, the existent thing,
being capable of accomplishing an act, is verily taught (by the Scripture).
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That it is for the sake of an act is, however, its purpose. With this much
alone the existing thing does not turn out to be not expounded! If it be
taken as expounded, what do you gain thereby? The answer is this: The
teaching about the unknown existent entity, that is the Self, deserves to
be on a par with that of the existent things (meant as subsidiary to an
act). Since by virtue of the Knowledge of the Self, the purpose, consisting
in the cessation of the inexplicable Nescience, the cause of the cycle of
transmigration, is fulfilled, in terms of purposefulness this (teaching) is
on a par with the teaching of existent things subsidiary to an act.4
22 D
1. Moreover, the instruction about the existent entities would incur
meaninglessness for those who steadfastly and completely maintain this
dictum (Pm.Mi.Sw.1.2.1): "The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and,
as such, those statements of the Scripture that do not serve that purpose are
bereft of purpose": The Vrttikara has built up a thesis seeking to establish
that the Upanisads do expound Atman-Brahman but only by keeping It
as a content of the injunction of the act of contemplation (pratipattividhivisaya). He has based this thesis mainly on certain Mlmarhsa dicta such
as (Pu.Mi.Bha. 1.1.1 & Pu.Mt.Su. 1.2.1 respectively): "drsto hi tasyarthah
karmavabodhanam nama - To impart the knowledge of sacrificial acts is indeed
seen as the purport of that Scripture," "amnayasya kriyarthatvad amrthakyam
atadarthanam - The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and, as such,
those statements of the Scripture that do not serve that purpose are bereft of
purpose" and so on. Hitherto, the Acarya has analysed the above thesis of
the Vrttikara and refuted it on many grounds. In the course of his incisive
arguments to that end, we have observed that the Acarya has adduced
many logical reasons and cited a great many Scriptural passages. While now
concluding his argument, he seems to feel obliged to explain why he does
not conform to these Mimamsa dicta.
Addressing the question as to whether it is proper to transgress the
venerated authorities such as Jaimini and Sabara-svamin, the Acarya has
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stated toward the end of the last section that the dictum (Pu.Ml.BM. 1.1.1)

"drsto hi tasyarthah karmavabodhcinam nama - To impart the knowledge of
sacrificial acts is indeed seen as the purport of that Scripture" has been
presented only in the context of the inquiry into dharma (dharma-jijnasa)
enjoined by the Scripture and hence it is only reasonable to conclude that
this dictum is meant to be applied merely for the teachings of the karmakanda, that is the injunctions and prohibitions that are found in the ritualistic
portion of the Veda. Therefore, the question of violating the dictum of
Sabara-svamin does not arise at all in the Vedantin's inquiry into the content
of the Upanisadic passages that intend to expound the existing entity, to wit,
Brahman-Atman as unassociated with any act.
Presently, the Acarya takes up the dictum stated by Jaimini in the

Mlmamsa-sutras (1.2.1): "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam The sacrificial act is the purport of the Veda and, as such, those statements of
the Scripture that do not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose." It may be
recalled, that in the Eighth Section of the Samanvayadhikarana, the Vrttikara
has been depicted by the Acarya as citing altogether five Mimarhsa dicta in
support of his thesis. Of these five, the dictum, (Pu.Mi.Bha.1.1.1) "drsto hi

tasyarthah karmavabodhanam nama," which was disposed of by the Acarya in
the last section, has figured as the first in the order of enumeration while this
dictum, (Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.1) "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam,”
that is presently taken up for discussion and consequent disposal, appeared
as the last. The disposal of the first and the last dicta has entailed the refutal
of the other ones too that have figured in-between. That could be the reason
why the Acarya has not embarked upon a detailed analysis, in the manner
he has done for the first and the last, of the other three intermediate dicta.
However, his

critical examination of the dictum

(Pu.Ml.Su.1.2.1)

"amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam - The sacrificial act
is the purport of the Veda and, as such, those statements of the Scripture
that do not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose" is slightly different
from the way in which he set aside the first dictum. The Acarya seems to
have a compelling logical ground for this approach. We may recall that it
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is on the authority of this dictum (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.2.1) "dinndyasya kriyarthatvad

dnarthakyam atadarthanam" the pro-Mimamsa Vedantin, the Vrttikara,
ventured a thesis depreciating the Upanisadic teaching of Brahman per se
as purposeless (anarthakya) as it does not intend to prescribe an action or
function as a subsidiary to the injunctions on the sacrificial acts (kriyavidhisesatva). Consequent upon this, the Vrttikara concluded that Brahman,
is not 'sastrayoni', that is Brahman per se, unassociated with the Vedic
act, does not have the Scripture as the means of Its knowledge.13 (Vide
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1, 2 and 3.)
The Vrttikara is of course an Advaitin but of a school that is different
from that of the Acarya. However, he being a pro-Mimamsa protagonist and
hence being swayed by the Mlmamsa view, he is convinced of the infallibility
and supremacy of these Mlmamsa dicta even in the inquiry (mlmamsa) of
the Upanisads. Based upon these Mimamsa dicta, he has built up a thesis
that the Upanisads do expound Brahman but only by indicating It as a
content of an injunction on contemplation (pratipattividhi-visaya). (Vide
Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 8-12.)
But this thesis is built upon a wrong foundation, indeed upon the mistaken
notion of the infallibility and all-comprehensiveness of the Mlmamsa dicta
that we see cited by the Acarya. Thus, the thesis of the Mimamsaka who
builds up the thought that Brahman is to be construed as subsidiary to a
sacrificial act as well as the Vrttikara who construes the thesis that Brahman
is an object of contemplation enjoined by the Scripture - both these theses
have to all intents and purposes relegated the Upanisads to the status of
being subordinate to the karma-kanda and thus the Vedanta-darsana to the
Mimamsa-darsana.
The Acarya, uptil now has been analysing and refuting both the theses
on many counts in the sections (5 to 7 & 13 to 21). However, he has not
so far struck at the very root of the foundation of the Mimamsaka’s thesis.
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Until and unless that is done, the Vrttikara, being a pro-Mimamsaka, would
not stop raising one objection after another. Hence, in the present and the
succeeding sections, the Acarya undertakes the task of demolishing that
very foundation: the idea that the entire Veda is only purported to expound
action. To begin with, he analyses the dictum (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.2.1) "amnayasya

kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam - The sacrificial act is the purport of
the Veda and, as such, those statements of the Scripture that do not serve
that purpose are bereft of purpose" and determines its purport in the proper
perspective. Thereupon, he explains that the dictum, as understood and
interpreted by the Mlmarrtsaka, cannot be all-comprehensive and as such it
cannot have jurisdiction over the Upanisadic teaching of Brahman.14

Even a casual glance at the Mlmamsa-sutra (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.2.1) "amnayasya

kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam," reveals that the word 'artha' has
been repeated three times - 'kriyartha', 'anarthakya' and 'atadartha'. This
feature clearly evinces the pivotal role the word 'artha' has in this Mlmamsa
dictum. Hence, it is of utmost importance to determine the exact signification
of the word 'artha'. Sanskrit lexicons are known to assign many meanings
to the word 'artha'. The Amarakosa (3.3.92) states: "drtho'bhidheya-rai-vastu-

prayojana-nivrt tisu - The word 'artha' occurs in the senses of meaning, wealth,
thing, purpose and cessation."15 However, out of these meanings, only two
senses deserve to be considered in the present context: (1) 'abhidheya'
(meaning) and (2) 'prayojana' (purpose).
If the first sense 'abhidheya', that is 'meaning', were to be preferred, then
the aphorism would come to mean: "Since the Vedic teaching (amnayasya)
has action as its meaning (kriyarthatvat), the teachings which do not convey
that meaning of 'action' (atadarthanam) would be rendered meaningless
14 Some of these points have already been touched upon in n.17 in the last section (Section 21)
of the Samanvayadhikarana.
15 Vide also the Medinv. "visayarthanayordhanakaranavastusu, abhidheye ca sabdcimrh nivrttau ca
prayojane - The word 'artha' occurs in the senses of an object (topical subject), supplication,
wealth, cause, thing, meaning of words, cessation and purpose."
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(anarthakyam)." On the other hand, if the second meaning of the word
'artha', to wit, 'prayojana' (purpose), were to be preferred, then the aphorism
would mean: "Since the Vedic teaching (amnayasya) has action as its purpose
(kriyarthatvat), the teachings that do not convey that intended purpose
(atadarthanam) would be rendered bereft of purpose (anarthakyam)."
The Acarya presently begins his analysis of this Mimamsa dictum with the
first alternative meaning, that is, 'abhidheya',16 He sets this construal aside
by his brief, yet very significant expression - "bhutopadesanarthakyaprasangah
- the instruction about the existent entities would be rendered meaningless"
- and thus demonstrates that such an interpretation would incur this
undesirable contigency.17
The following is the explanation of this pithy denunciation of the Acarya:
The Veda has sentences such as "ajyena juhoti - One offers ghee as oblation,"

"pasuna yajeta - One offers a goat in the sacrificial act," “somena ycijeta One offers the Soma in the sacrificial act," “svetamalabheta - One ought to
sacrifice the white goat," "arunaya pingdksya ekahdyanya gava somarh krinati
- With a ruddy, yellow-eyed, one-year old cow, one purchases Soma." All
these Vedic injunctions teach about the existing things (bhuta-vastu) like
ghee, goat, cow, Soma plant and the like and the existent qualities like white
colour, red colour, yellow-eyed, one-year old and so on. With the construal
of 'artha' as 'meaning' (abhidheya), an undesirable contingency definitely
befalls the interpretation of the Mimamsa dictum since all these abovementioned substances and qualities would be rendered divested of their
meanings (artha) and consequently would cease to be valid and authentic
(pramanika) Scriptural teachings, for the words 'ajya' (ghee), 'pasu' (goat),
'Soma'

(a particular plant),

'sveta'

(white-coloured),

'aruna'

(ruddy-

coloured), 'pingaksT (yellow-eyed), 'ekahayanx' (one-year old) convey their
corresponding meanings that are only existent substances and qualities and
16 Cf. a#

ar

i _ aMarwifesi

Also, cf. stwroq
17 Cf. cwi 3
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do not convey at all an action as their meaning. This is a very serious and
rather undesirable consequence befalling the Vedic injunction.18
2. If, apart from the injunctions enj oining an act and prohibitions dissuading
one from undertaking an act, this dictum teaches an existent entity for the
sake of what is to come into being: After thus discarding the first alternative

interpretation wherein 'artha7 has been construed as 'abhidheya' (meaning),
the Acarya presently takes up the second alternative interpretation for
investigation. According to this construal - as mentioned earlier - the word
'artha7 in the aphorism comes to mean 'prayojana - purpose'. Consequently,
the Mlmamsa aphorism (1.2.1)

"amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam

atadarthanam/' would now mean that since the Vedic teaching (amnayasya)
has action for its purpose (kriyarthatvat), there will be purposelessness
(anarthakyam), that is futility and invalidity of those teachings which do not
serve that purpose (atadarthanam), to wit, those which do not induce the
niyojya (ordained person) to make an effort to undertake a sacrificial act that
is enjoined by an injunction or an effort to desist from an act that is forbidden
by a prohibitory injunction.
Thus, although the contingency of existent entities (bhuta-vastu) being
rendered meaningless that was inherent in the first alternative is warded
off - for the second alternative recognises that the Vedic passages do teach
about existing things, such as substances, qualities and so on - yet, this
interpretation of the Mlmamsa dictum very much stresses that the Veda
does not teach these existent entities independently, that is just for the sake
of their knowledge; rather, the Veda teaches them only as being subservient
to an act (kriya-sesa). In other words, the Veda expounds the existent entities
only as a means for performing an enjoined act.
The idea is this: The injunctive sentence teaches the sacrificial act as its main
purpose. While doing so, the Vedic injunctions teach also about the existing
s Cf.

srapitwiPi aat

simaa, h ft h ftarrar fcHH 3?n-

-rrywe-ifrai -Hroft
Also, cf.
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things for accomplishing the sacrificial acts. This thesis of the Vrttikara could
be understood with an illustration from our mundane life: When a master
issues an order to his servant "chindhi kastham - cut the log of wood/' the
servant may wish to know from him the means through which he should
carry out the act of cutting. Hence, the master issues another command
"parasuna chindhi - cut it with an axe." The second sentence speaks about
the axe, an existing thing, not for imparting the knowledge of the axe as an
independent entity to be known but only as a necessary means for the act of
cutting, to wit, the primary act (pradhana-karma) that is enjoined. Likewise,
the Scripture too teaches about the existing things (bhuta-vastu) - that is
the substance, attributes and so on - not for imparting per se the knowledge
of these entities but only as the necessary means (kriya-sadhana) for the
performance of the enjoined sacrificial acts such as the Agnihotra.
As noted before, the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, is an ardent advocate of
the doctrine of the 'karyanvitabhidhanavada' (or the 'karyanvite saktivada').
According to this doctrine, the denotative power of words (sakti) signifies
the existing entities, like substances, attributes and so on not merely as
independent things but as things being syntactically related to an act expressed
by an injunctive verbal form.19 Following this thread of deliberation, the
Mlmamsakas have also formulated this dictum:" bhutam bhavyaya upadisyate."
The word 'bhavya' here (i.e. what needs to be accomplished) is used as a
synonym of 'karyam' (act) as it denotes 'what is to come into being', to wit,
an act that needs to be performed. Thus, the above Mlmamsa dictum means:
"The existing entity (bhutam) is taught (upadisyate) for what is to come into
being (bhavyaya, i.e. for an act)."
Because the existing thing (bhuta-vastu) is thus taught in this way alone,
that is making it syntactically related to an act that is to be undertaken, and
because in the Scriptural sentences the existing things are never known to
be unassociated with an enjoined act, it may not be inappropriate or wrong
to view the existing things (bhuta-vastu) to be non-different from the action
(kriya) itself. The logic adopted by the Vrttikara to establish this is thus: If an

19

For details about this doctrine and about the logic thereof one may refer to
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8, n.l & 2.
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entity A is always found along with the entity B, and is not found without
it, and vice versa (i.e. avinabhava), then A may have to be viewed to be nondifferent from B.20 For example, the pot is never found independently of its
colour and also the colour never independently of the pot - both are always
found together. Hence, the Sastra considers both of them non-different
(abheda or tadatmya). The Vrttikara considers the existent thing (bhutavastu) taught in the Scripture as never remaining isolated from the action
and hence considers it invariably associated with the action.
If one could consider the Mlmamsa dictum (Pii.Mt.SU. 1.2.1) "amnayasya

kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthandm" from this angle of the subsidiary
existent thing (bhuta-vastu) and the principal sacrificial act (kriya) as one
and the same (abheda), one could as well find the first alternative also as
plausible for the subsidiary is posited thereby as being non-different from
action, for both of them mean (abhidheya) the same according to the principle
of avinabhava that has been explained above.
At any rate, it is certain that the Mlmarhsa dictum (Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1)

"amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam” declares that in the
Scripture, the existing things are taught only for the purpose of action. That
is why the Sutra under discussion affirms: Because the Scriptural teaching
is for the purpose of action, those teachings that do not serve the purpose of
action (kriya) would be rendered invalid. All these ideas of the Vrttikara are
condensed in the Bhasya passage that is discussed in this note.
3. then for what reason does it not teach about the immutably eternal
existent entity? Indeed, the existent entity being taught by the Veda does
not turn out to be an act: This statement is the Acarya's observation on the
above contention of the opponent.
The untenability of the Advaitin's doctrine of the karyanvitabhidhana
has already been detailed.21 The Siddhantin’s conclusion from the rebuttal

20 The above-mentioned philosophical idea of demonstrating the non-difference (abheda or
tadatmya) between two invariably inseparable (avinabhava) entities is reflected in the famous
Buddhist philosophical principle: "sahopalambhaniyamad abhedo mlataddhiyoh - Because of
being invariably found together, 'blue' and 'its cognition' are non-different."
21 Vide n.l of Section 8 and n.6 of Section 21 of the Samanvayadhikarana,
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of the karyanvitabhidhana is that the potency of the words (sakti) signifies
only the primary senses of the words and these word-senses (padartha)
get syntactically related with one another (parasparanvita) through factors
such as akahksa (mutual expectancy), yogyata (compatibility), tatparya (the
intention of the speaker or of the passage) and so on and thereby convey one
single (eka) fruitful (phalavat) sentence-meaning (vakyartha) which then
gives rise to a valid verbal cognition (pramana-sabdabodha or vakyarthabodha). Therefore, action need not always be a part of the primary meaning
of the word. In fact, we have sentences of the nature of questions and answers
such as the following: the question "kasmat tvam - where are you from?"
and the reply thereto "nadyah - from the river side," the question "kasyeme
mataiigah - whose are these elephants?" and the reply "rajnah - the king's"
and so on. In all these and such other cases, it is evident that the persons
who have uttered these sentences are not interested in the actions of coming
(agamana-kriya) and being (bhavana-kriya) respectively. Truly, action is not
always necessarily a part of the primary meaning of the words.
Even if we accept the dictum that the existing thing (bhuta) is taught
(upadisyate) for the purpose of what is to come into being ('bhavya' i.e.
'kriya') - “bhutarii bhavyaya upadisyate" - the very tenor of this Mimamsa
dictum disapproves the contention of the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara. In
this dictum, the word 'bhutam' is in the nominative case and 'bhavyaya'
is in dative case. This feature clearly indicates that the relation between the
existing thing (bhuta) and what is to come into being (bhavya) can only be
a relation such as that between the result and its cause (prayojya-prayojakabhava) or the relation between the activity and its causative factor (kriyakaraka-bhava) and can never possibly be a relation of non-difference or
identity (tadatmya-sambandha) in which case alone the existing thing
(bhuta) could be non-different from, or identical with, an action (kriya).22
23 cf. a di^ic'-aa^pjT: twit,
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Hence, the Acarya affirms: The existing thing that is being taught cannot
itself become an action. Therefore, it is certain that the existing things like
ghee, goat, cow, Soma plant and so on are taught in the Scripture; and
likewise, the existing entity (bhuta-vastu) Brahman too is taught in the
Scripture23 - the former is taught for the purpose of action, while the latter
for the purpose of Liberation. Thus, both the teachings of the karma-kanda
and the jnana-kanda (Upanisads) are valid because both are purposeful.
Hence, the Acarya avers that the Purvapaksin cannot showcase any valid
reason for denying this key conclusion of the Vedantin that the Upanisadic
teachings of Brahman are purposeful and valid.
4. If it is contended that even though the existent entity does not enjoy
the nature of being an act, still the existent entity, being a means for the
accomplishment of an act, could be instructed for the act alone - this does
not constitute a defect. Although not an act, the existent thing, being
capable of accomplishing an act, is verily taught (by the Scripture). That
it is for the sake of an act is, however, its purpose. With this much alone
the existing thing does not turn out to be not expounded! If it be taken as
expounded, what do you gain thereby? The answer is this: The teaching
about the unknown existent entity, that is the Self, deserves to be on a par
with that of the existent things (meant as subsidiary to an act). Since by
virtue of the Knowledge of the Self, the purpose, consisting in the cessation
of the inexplicable Nescience, the cause of the cycle of transmigration, is
fulfilled, in terms of purposefulness, this (teaching) is on a par with the
teaching of existent things subsidiary to an act: The Purvapaksin raises an
objection: Even if the view that existing things (like ghee etc.) are taught in
the Scripture is accepted, the Siddhantin should not ignore the fact these
existing entities are taught in the Scripture exclusively as means to an action,
that is they are always taught for the purpose of performing actions that
have been enjoined in the Scripture. Therefore, the Siddhantin is wrong in
asserting that like ghee, an existing entity (bhuta-vastu), the eternal Brahman
too is taught by the Scripture.
33 Cf.
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The reason is this: According to the Siddhantin, Brahman is immutably
eternal (kutastha-nitya) admitting no action in any manner whatsoever.
Hence, Brahman cannot in any way become a means to an act (kriyasadhana). How then can Brahman, of such nature, be taught in the Scripture
and more so, how can It ever become the Scriptural purport?24
The Siddhantin replies: No doubt the existing thing such as ghee is taught
for the sake of action. However, what is taught is the existing thing alone,
albeit which has the power or capacity for effecting an act (kriya-nirvartanasaktimad-vastu). Therefore, 'capacity to effect an act' (kriya-nirvartana-sakti)
is merely the purpose (prayojana) of the existing thing that is being taught
in the Scripture. The idea here is this: This capacity of effecting an act (kriyanirvartana-sakti) can only be an adjunct or a conditioning (upadhi)25 of the
existing thing (bhuta-vastu) that is being taught. Hence, the capacity to effect
an act, to wit, an upadhi, cannot be that very thing (bhuta-vastu) itself - nay,
not even a part of that thing! It may be noted that in many instances, the
existing thing may be found with adjuncts (upadhi); but, this very fact does
not mean that that existent thing (bhuta-vastu) is identical with the adjunct
(upadhi), or that the existent thing can never be without the adjunct. For
example, a man is always known to have the adjuncts of attire of one sort
or the other. But at times the man does remain without these adjuncts too.
Likewise, in the sentences of the karma-kanda, the existing things like ghee
are found always with the adjunct (upadhi) of the capacity to effect an act
(kriya-nirvartana-sakti). But this fact by itself does not stand in the way of
our understanding of the Upanisadic teaching Brahman-Atman, the existing
entity, as being totally free from an adjunct such as the capacity to effect an
act (kriya-nirvartana-sakti).
In our day-to-day life, too, there are many instances that illustrate this

24 cf.
I -'MWdl
Also, cf.
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Cf. “visesanam karyanvayi vyavartakam, upadhistu karySnanvayi vyavartako vartamanasca -

'Visesana' is defined as that which being a part of the definiendum distinguishes it from
others, while 'upadhi' is that which while not forming part of the definiendum but being
present distinguishes it from the rest." (Vedanta-paribhasa)
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truth. For example, to the question "kasyayam matangah - whose is this
elephant?" let us suppose the reply is "rajnah - king's" and to the question,
"kldrsa axnrah - How are the mango trees?" the reply is "phalinah - laden
with fruit." Surely, the questioner is not concerned here about the act of
existence or non-existence (i.e. bhavana-kriya) of the elephant or of the
mango trees. His interest is only in knowing the identity of the owner of the
elephant and the state of the mango trees. Accordingly, the corresponding
replies are also only pertaining to the master of the elephant and the prevalent
condition of the trees with no reference whatsoever to any action, to wit,
about the 'existence', the meaning of the verbal root 'as - to be' (indicating the
'bhavana-kriya', that is the 'act of being' of the things that are being spoken
of).26 Likewise, in the great literary works, like the Ramayana, Mahabharata
and so on, there are detailed descriptions meant to impart the knowledge
about the nature and conditions of the forests, rivers, mountains and so
on. Certainly, they are not meant to induce a niyojya (person enjoined) to
make an effort to undertake an action in the manner that the injunctions

"agnihotram juhuyat - One should perform the Agnihotra sacrifice" enjoin
upon the niyojya to undertake the sacrificial act of Agnihotra.
On the basis of the above analysis, one may conclude that just as the
existing things like ghee and so on are taught in the karma-kanda for
the purpose of action, so too the existing entity Brahman is taught in the
Upanisads for the purpose of Liberation, albeit with no reference to any
action. Therefore, the Mlmamsa dictum that is being deliberated upon
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(Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1) "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam" is to
be understood in the following sense alone: "amnayasya prayojanavattvad,

anarthakyam, apramanyam aprayojananam - Because the Scriptural teaching is
meant to have a purpose, there will be invalidity for those teachings that do
not have any purpose." Thus, this dictum is not meant to deny the validity
(pramanya) of the Upanisadic exposition of Brahman, for the teaching of
Brahman does have the purpose of Liberation, in fact the highest goal of
human pursuit (parama-purusartha)!27
The element of action (kriya) has been introduced in the body of validity
(pramanya-sarlra) because this dictum or the norm on validity is in the
context of the inquiry into dharma (dharma-jijnasa), that is the content of the
injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions (pratisedha) found in the ritual part of
the Veda (karma-kanda). The wording of the dictum has been framed in this
manner only keeping in mind the narratives (arthavada) that do not have
any inherent independent purpose and hence have to be treated as merely
subsidiary to the injunctions of the sacrificial rites. For example, the narratives
such as (Tai.Sam.2.1.1.1) "vayurvai ksepisthd devata - Wind is the swiftest
deity," since it does not have an independent purpose of its own would
become invalid. To avoid this undesirable consequence of a Vedic statement
turning invalid (apramanya), this arthavada statement is to be read along
with a purposeful injunctive sentence such as (Tai.Sam.2.1.1.1) “vdyavyam

svetamdlabheta bhutikamah - One who is desirous of prosperity should offer a
white goat to Vayu" so that this narrative too may enjoy validity (pramanya)
by associating itself with the primary injunctive sentences (vidhi or nisedha).
This principle applies universally to all the other arthavada sentences found
in the Vedas.
27 Cf. 333ft
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But the Upanisadic teaching of Brahman falls far beyond the purview
of this dictum of validity that presupposes that the validity (pramanya) as
being determined only by its being an act or as being associated with an
act. Consequently, the all-comprehensive dictum of validity (pramanya)
can be only what has been explicated by the Advaitin: "anadhigata-abadhita-

prayojanavadarthabodhakatvam pramdnanam prdmdnyam - The validity of a
means of knowledge consists in its giving rise to a knowledge of what has
not been known earlier, is not sublated subsequently by another cognition,
and which serves a purpose." Only through such a definition of pramanya
(validity) that has been provided by the Advaitin, the Upanisadic teaching of
Brahman as well as the karma-kanda's teaching of karma (Agnihotra etc.) can
become equally valid.28 In this way, the Bhasyakara with convincing logical
arguments details why the element of 'kriya' (action) has to be dropped
from the body of Mlmamsa dictum on validity (Pu.Mi.Su.1.2.1): "dmndyasya

kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam."
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na hantavyah" ityadinivrttyupadesanam anarthakyarh praptam. tacca anistam.
na ca svabhavapraptahantyarthanuragena nanah sakyam apraptakriyarthatvam
kalpayitum hananakriyanivrttyaudaslnyavyatirekem. nanasca esah svabhavah, yat
svasambandhinah abhavam bodhayati iti. abhavabuddhisca audasmyakaranam. set ca
dagdhendhanagnivat svayameva upasamyati. tasmat prasaktakriyanivrttyaudasmyameva "brahmano na hantavyah" ityadisu pratisedhartham manyclmahe, anyatra
prajapativratadibhyah. tasmat purusarthanupayogyupakhyanadibhutarthavisayam
anarthakyabhidhanam drastavyam.
23 B
3TN d api ca - moreover;

brahmanah - a brahmana; d

- should not be killed; fid d

na hantavyah

iti ca evamadya - by sentences such as these;

H'JIrt: nivrttih - abstention from activity;

upadisyate - is taught; dd na

ca - neither; IsJ- that; Phdl kriya - an act; d 3TR na api - nor also; NvMidludH.
kriyasadhanam - a means to an act; dW-iidldld akriyarthanam - of those
entities not meant for an act;

upadesah - teaching; dddda Wlamrthakah

cet - if were to be meaningless; WTPd: brahmanah - a brahmana; d s*ri°4: na
hantavyah - should not be killed;

ityadinivrttyupadesanam

- of the teachings such as these dealing with the abstention from activity;
dTddddd anarthakyam - futility; MIHd praptam - would result; dd, d tat ca and that is of course; dMShf anistam - undesirable; d d na ca - and certainly
not;

svabhavapraptahantyarthanuragena - because of

its connection with the sense of killing to which one is prompted by one's
inclination; dd: nanah - of the negative particle 'nan'; ^'WHjakyam - possible;
SfdldfddddcddL apraptakriyarthatvam - the signification of an unoccasioned,
act; dvcdfdcjd. kalpayitum - to posit;

fedl Mig IdiIcK^gI hananakriya-

nivrttyaudasinyavyatirekena - other than the indifference consisting in the
abstention from the act of killing; dd: nanah - of the negative particle 'nan';
d ca - and; ^ dddld: esah svabhavah - it is the very nature; dd. yat - that;
h=id-NPdd: svasambandhinah - to which it is related;

abhavam - absence;

dfddid bodhayati - makes known; ffd iti - thus;

d abhavabuddhih ca

- and the cognition of absence (of action); W^t^^WiaudasInyakaranam 960
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begets indifference; W ^ sa ca - and that (cognition of absence);

dagdhendhanagnivat - like the fire that has exhausted its fuel;
eva - of its own accord;

svayam

upasamyati - becomes extinguished; dfnid

tasmat - hence;

prasaktakriydnivrttyaudasinyam eva

- only the indifference consisting in the cessation from an act at hand;
WdM: brahmanah - a brahmana; ^

na hantavyah ~ should not be killed;

ityadisu - in the sentences such as these; Mpratisedhartham
- to be the signification of prohibition;

manyamahe - we consider;

H^imki=tcilK+5l: anyatra prajapativratadibhyah - except in the cases such
as Prajapati observances; d^lci tasmat - therefore;
vjcTTsjN'f’if'h

purusarthanupayogyupakhyanadibhutarthavisayam

-

having

for its content the existent entities in the form of the narratives etc. that
are not conducive to the attainment of any human goal; sjRShWlRwMH,

anarthakyabhidhanam - the statement of meaninglessness; $&AH,drastavyam
- should be understood

23 C
[the mimamsa dictum is not universally applicable too]

Moreover,1 the abstention from activity is taught by the sentences such as
"a brahmana should not be killed." That is neither an act nor also a means
to an act. If the teaching of entities that are not meant for an act were to be
meaningless, then the futility of the teachings about the abstention from
activity such as "a brahmana should not be killed" would result; and that is,
of course, undesirable.2 It is certainly not possible to posit for the negative
particle 'nan', other than the indifference consisting in the abstention from
the act of killing, a signification of an unoccasioned act, for its connection
is with 'killing', the sense of the verbal form 'hanti' (hantavyah), to which
one is prompted by one’s inclination, because it is the very nature of the
negative particle 'nan' that it makes known the absence of that to which it
is related. And the cognition of absence of action (arising from negation)
begets indifference toward the entity negated. And that (cognition of the
absence of action) becomes extinguished of its own accord like the fire
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that has exhausted its fuel. Hence, we consider the indifference, consisting
in the cessation from an act at hand, to be the signification of prohibition
(of the negative particle 'nan') in the prohibitory sentences such as "a
brahmana should not be killed/'3 except in the cases such as the Prajapati
observances/ Therefore, it should be understood that the statement of
meaninglessness has for its content (such eulogies of) the existent entities
in the form of narratives etc. that are not conducive to the attainment of
any human goal.5
23 D
1. Moreover: In the preceding section (Section 22), the Acarya has affirmed
through logical analysis that the element of 'kriya' (action) needs to be
dropped from the Mimamsa dictum (Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1)"amnayasya kriyarthatvad

anarthakyam atadarthandm." And, this dictum should be rightly understood in
this sense: "amnayasya prayojanavattvad anarthakyam aprayojananam - Because
the Scriptural teaching is meant to have a purpose, there will be invalidity
for those teachings that do not have any purpose." Therefore, it is to be
accepted that just as the Scriptural teachings about the existing things such
as ghee have the sacrificial act as their purpose and hence are valid so also
are equally valid the Upanisadic teachings of the eternal Brahman that have
Liberation as their purpose, though the Upanisadic exposition of Brahman
is unassociated with any act. Having thus established the validity of the
Upanisadic exposition of Brahman, the Acarya now proceeds to analyse
further the very same Mimamsa-sutra "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam

atadarthandm'' and brings out here one more limitation of this Sutra so as to
forcefully thwart the Vrttikara's standpoint.
2. the abstention from activity is taught by the sentences such as "a
brahmana should not be killed." That is neither an act nor also a means to
an act. If the teaching of entities that are not meant for an act were to be
meaningless, then the futility of the teachings about the abstention from
activity such as "a brahmana should not be killed" would result; and that
is, of course, undesirable: If, inspite of all the logical grounds adduced so far.
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the Vrttikara adheres to his original position and is not prepared to drop the
element of kriya (act) from the dictum, he may land himself in a precarious
predicament. To explain: In the karma-kanda itself, there are prohibitory
injunctions (pratisedha) such as "brahmano na hantavyah - a brahmana
should not be killed," "na suram -pibet - one should not drink liquor" and so
on. These nisedha-vakyas (prohibitive sentences) enjoin upon us to desist
or abstain from the prohibited acts (adharma) such as killing, drinking and
so on.
An inquiry into both dharma and adharma has been accepted as the
subject matter of the Mlmamsa-darsana.9 It is evident that the purpose of
these prohibitory injunctions is not a kriya (act), for they teach one to abstain
from the acts of killing, drinking and so on in which man, prompted by his
natural tendencies (i.e. raga & dvesa), compulsively indulges.10 And the
abstention from an act per se is neither an act (kriya), like the Agnihotra, nor
a means thereto (kriya-sadhana), like ghee. If the Mimamsa dictum under
consideration were to be construed as being associated and possessing
the element of kriya, such a construal would render all these prohibitory
injunctions (nisedha- or pratisedha-vakya) futile and hence invalid - this
certainly would be an unwarranted and undesirable contingency. Therefore,
the dictum ought not to have the kriya-element in it.
It is thus evident that the Mimamsa dictum (Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1) "anmayasya

kriyarthatvad dnarthakyam atadarthanam" cannot be applied to the prohibitory
injunctions, for they teach merely abstention from the acts of killing, drinking
and so on11 even though we know them to be valid (pramanika) Scriptural
sentences because there is a definite purpose in avoiding those sins (adharma)
and their inevitable results, namely miseries. Likewise, this Mimamsa
dictum can have no jurisdiction even over the Upanisadic passages, for they

9

Vide
"adhctrmo'pi
himsadih
(Samanvayadhikarana, Section 13)

pratisedMcodamlaksanatvad

jijnasyah

pariharaya."

10 Hence, the Mimamsa philosophy defines prohibition as "kriyato nivartakam vakyam
pratisedhah - a sentence urging one to abstain from an act is termed 'pratisedha'."
11 Cf.
a
^
^
eftW SVtls—3
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too have no kriya-element in them. Yet, these Upanisadic passages, similar
to the prohibitive injunctions (pratisedha), are valid because they expound
Brahman for the sake of Liberation, verily the highest goal of the human
pursuits (parama-purusartha).
3. It is certainly not possible to posit for the negative particle 'nan', other
than the indifference consisting in the abstention from the act of killing,
a signification of an unoccasioned act, for its connection is with 'killing',
the sense of the verbal form 'hanti' (hantavyah), to which one is prompted
by one's inclination, because it is the very nature of the negative particle
'nan' that it makes known the absence of that to which it is related.
And the cognition of absence of action (arising from negation) begets
indifference toward the entity negated. And that (cognition of the absence
of action) becomes extinguished of its own accord like the fire that has
exhausted its fuel. Hence, we consider the indifference, consisting in the
cessation from an act at hand, to be the signification of prohibition (of the
negative particle 'nan') in the prohibitory sentences such as "a brahmana
should not be killed": The concept of negation is an important ingredient
of a philosophical discourse. It assumes still greater significance when it is
analysed from the Purva- and Uttara-mlmamsa points of view.
The Bhatta school of Purva-mimamsa holds the view that the verbal suffix
(such as 'tavya') of the prohibitory Scriptural sentences when construed with
the negative particle 'nan' does denote an activity (pravrtti), consisting in the
act of withholding (nivartana), in order to justify the Mimamsa principle that
the Veda is purported to teach sacrificial act alone in accordance with the
well-known Mimamsa aphorism (Pu.Mf.Su.1.2.1) “ dmndyasya kriyarthatvad

dnarthakyam atadarthanam." On the other hand, Vedanta (Uttara-mimamsa)
school views that the negative particle 'nan', when construed with the
injunctive verbal suffix (such as 'tavya'), denotes the absence of activity
(pravrttyabhava or nivrtti), to wit, the state of indifference (audaslnya).12

12 The negative particle

'nan' occurs in any of the six senses that have been enumerated in
this verse: "tatsSdrsyamabhavasca tadanyatvam tadalpata, aprasastyam virodhasca nanarthah sat
prakTrtitah" These six meanings have been stated below with a suitable example for each:
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These diametrically opposite standpoints woven around the negative particle
'nan' need elaborate analysis for a clear comprehension of the point at issue
and this opportunity is aptly provided by the present Bhasya passage.
After explicating in the earlier sections the irrefutable purpose of the
Upanisadic teaching of the identity of Atman and Brahman as putting to
an end the inexplicable ignorance (adhyasa, avidya or mithyajnana), the
Acarya now proceeds to reitereate once again, in another manner,1 2 3 4 5 6 * * * * * *
untenability of the thesis that the whole Scriptural corpus has only an act
(kriya or pravrtti) as the main purport, by showing that even the prohibitory
sentences (pratisedha-vakya) such as “brahmano na hantavyah - a brahmana
should not be killed," "na suram pibet - One should not drink liquor" would
become invalid as they cannot be construed to convey the sense of an act.
With this background, it is important to determine the meaning of the
negative particle 'nan' that is syntactically connected with the injunctive
verbal suffix ('tavya') in the sentence “brahmano na hantavyah" under
consideration. While commenting on the prohibitory sentence "brahmano na

hantavyah - a brahmana should not be killed," the Bhasyakara emphatically
avers that it is the cessation of activity (nivrtti or audaslnya) that is taught by
(1) Sadrsyam - Similarity: e.g. 'abrahmana - one like a brahmana', that is a ksatriya or a vaisya
(2) Abhava - Absence: e.g. 'apapam - absence of sin'
(3) Anyatva - Otherness: e.g. 'anasvah - other than a horse', that is a cow
(4) Alpata - Diminution: e.g. 'anudara - having a slender waist'
(5) Aprasastya - Disparagement: e.g. 'akaryam - improper or bad act'
(6) Virodha - Opposition or contrariety: e.g. 'adharmah - the opposite of dharma'
According to the Mimarhsa school of philosophy, as far as the pratisedha-vakyas
(prohibitive injunction) like "brahmano na hantavyah - a brahmana should not be killed,"
"na suram pibet - One should not drink liquor" and so on are concerned, out of these six
senses of the negative particle 'nan', 'virodha', that is 'contrariety' or 'opposition' (that is
pravartana-virodhini, the nivartana) is considered to be the primary sense of the negative
particle 'nan' when it is construed with the verbal suffix (such as 'tavya', 'ta', etc.) - more
precisely with the lih-part thereof. (For further details refer to the analysis of 'bhavana'
in Arthasangraha of Laugaksi-bhaskara.) Thus, the primary sense of 'nan' according to
the Mimamsaka is 'nivartana' (withholding oneself from an act). But, according to the
Vedantin, the negative particle 'nan', conveys the sense of absence (abhava) of that with
which it is syntactically connected.

13 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 22 for the Bhasyakara's first manner of rejection of the
Mimamsa position that the whole Vedic corpus has only action (kriya) as its purport.
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such prohibitory sentences (pratisedha-vakya) and this cessation of activity
(nivrtti or audasmya) can neither be taken as an act (kriya) nor as a means to
it (kriya-sadhana). In order to fix the construal of the negative particle 'nan'
in the sentence tinder consideration, the Bhasyakara explains that the particle
'nan' has its connection with the meaning of the full-fledged form 'hantavyah'.
It is this act of killing that is the signification of the injunctive verbal form
'hantavyah' which is occasioned by the natural instinct of animosity arising
from anger (svabhava-prapta) to kill. Therefore, the negative particle 'nan'
cannot logically be interpreted to have a syntactic connection with any other
unoccasioned syntactic component of action (aprapta-kriyartha) that is to be
enjoined upon, such as the vidharaka-prayatna, to wit, 'the effort to withhold
the impulse to kill', which the Mimamsaka philosopher (of the Bhatta school)
proposes to establish as being the signification of 'nan' in this context.14
To clarify this subtle point, Amalananda in his sub-commentary Vedanta-

kalpataru on the Bhamatl makes a proposal of three possible alternatives that
could conceivably become the object of the prohibitive injunction ("brahmano

na hantavyah"). These three possible alternatives are: (1) dhatvartha, which
is the act of killing (hanana-kriya), (2) nanartha, which is the negation of the
occasioned act of killing and (3) the effort to withhold the impulse to kill
(vidharaka-prayatna).15 Bhamatl subjects all these three alternative proposals

14 According to the Mimamsa school of philosophy, the negative particle 'nan', when construed
with the injunctional verbal suffixes like 'ta', 'tavya' and'so on, conveys the sense of the act
or effort (prayatna) of withholding (vidh&raka) the impulse to commit a sinful act (adharma)
such as killing, drinking wine and so on because they all lead to undesirable consequences.
Such an act of withholding the impulse to commit a sinful act is termed 'vidharaka-prayatna'
by the Mlmarhsakas.
Unlike the Advaitin who ascribes the sense of the absence of activity (pravrttyabhava
or nivrtti) to the negative particle 'nan' when construed with verbal suffixes (such as 'ta',
'tavya' and so on), the Mimamsaka assigns this effort of withholding (vidharaka-prayatna),
from the dispositional impulse to kill, drink and so on as the sense of the negative particle
'nan' in the Scriptural prohibitory sentences (pratisedha-vakya). This manner of construal of
'nan' is in deference to the Mxmamsist interpretation of the Jaimini-sutra (1.2.1) "amnayasya
kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam" Moreover, the reason as to why they hold this view is
understandable from the fact that desire and anger that arouse the irresistible impulse to enjoy
or to kill, as the case may be, cannot be held at bay until and unless they are stopped forcefully.
15 Cf. PfOTl bnW Cddtfe 3T
fadRWMI
Wl
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to examination and thereafter rejects all of them as not being tenable as the
object of the prohibitive injunction "brahmano na hantavyah."

Bhamati says that the first proposal, to wit, the act of killing (hanana-kriya),
cannot become an object of the prohibitive injunction as it is already made
available by the propulsion of one's own disposition effected by animosity
and anger (svabhava-prapta).
The second alternative is the 'negation of the act of killing', which the
Advaitin interprets as indifference (audaslnya or nivrtti), and because this
audaslnya or nivrtti (indifference) is the natural state of the individual - for
to be at ease is natural to one, unless this ease or indifference is disturbed
by an external factor (agantuka-karana) like desire and anger - therefore,
the negation of the act of killing, that is the audaslnya or nivrtti, does not
require any injunctional command to be created or come into existence
afresh. Therefore, this too cannot also really be the object of the prohibitive
injunction "brahmano na hantavyah."
The third alternative is 'the effort to withhold the impulse' - in the present
context that of withholding the impulse to kill - which the Mimamsaka
conceives as the signification of the prohibitive injunction, in deference to the
Mimamsa aphorism (Pu.Mi.Su. 1.2.1) ",amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam

atadarthanam." However, this is not possible at all, says the Vedantin, as
there does not exist any word (pada) in the prohibitory sentence ("brahmano

na hantavyah") that would denote such a sense (padartha). Invoking the
faculty of implication (laksana) for bringing in the signification of vidharakaprayatna lacks justification when this prohibitive sentence can be befittingly
construed without the need for the faculty of implication.16

Bhamati, following the Bhasya, explicates the Vedantic approach of the
prohibitive injunction "brahmano na hantavyah" thus: The injunctional suffix
(tavya) in the word 'hantavyah' is to be interpreted to merely restate the
impulse to act (hanana-kriya) occasioned instinctively (svabhava-prapta).

16 cf.

m

saawt ifci qraaj
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After such an impulse has been restated by the injunctive suffix (tavya), it is
negated by the negative particle 'nan'. Thus, the absence of the impulsive act
(abhava-buddhi) is made known (and not enjoined, for it is the natural state
of a human being) by the negative particle 'nan' and, as such, the meaning of
'nan' is therefore not within the domain of the injunctional suffix that enjoins
actions.17 It is the knowledge of the absence of activity (abhava-buddhi),
enabled by the awareness that the killing of a brahmana, an adharma, as
not being conducive to one’s happiness (anarthahetubhavam adhigacchati)
that leads to the restoration of the natural state of indifference (audaslnya
or nivrtti), thereby protecting one from the possible adharma, the cause of
future calamity such as that of births in the lower embodiments.18
An important point to note in this context: This cognition of absence of
activity (pravrttyabhava-buddhi, termed in the Bhasya 'abhava-buddhi') ensuing from the knowledge of its undesirable effects coming to the surface
of one’s awareness as a consequence of the remembrance of the Scriptural
prohibitive injunction "brahmano na hantavyah" - is not to be likened to the
pillars of a palace (comparable to audaslnya or nivrtti) but is rather similar
to an armour - so explains the Bhamati. The reason for such a comparison
is this: It is not possible for the palace to remain intact in the absence of
the pillars supporting it; but, the state of indifference (nivrtti or audaslnya),
being natural to the individual, requires no effort as such to create it. This
is just like the life of the warrior (comparable to the nivrtti or audaslnya)
17cf. aww—saaaiaqiiitraiwrq: a#irciai?a^iwafrjsro:13^^fauri,rraa mstaidj a’ara
dWT^'K^^W R^ddl

a =q WTOS:

fWMMIUWrd, nfft

|qfy[c|‘Wi'SJ teict:
dvlirl Hiatqd, d<tdldl

a 3 a^qr [cs4ldd I - 'HH'ii

Also,cf.f|: #TMI'd.d^RTtt#3licil«l^l!d.^fd^MI itddl<i W^fd:
*nuifa, aa m
fdi

ifcTTO: I agf,

3313#:

g>wi<{i 5wrad<qyiPd*id rFPaa
H1HIm ftatT iiUdlil tdMdd aU*q!d

Scasroq: i ttort
I

3tHSFJm-i^yiTdmck-i i d h "w^i asd ki l deHi<id<tdld Hd
1 3§J 5Tcf d'diMt?

31?afaflMnafl an^T 5Td
I aMiaTHk-M

sildiei'-M

f3RISRT3T3TR3 ifd

18 cf. aa: sf^^a wstopj faaratat aa??:,
seat ^ ar^waa:, aaw'rcsaD
fsaaiaia fia laauaiwq: i laararar
33313 saara
3^ laaaa, a 33a
faqfa: qii^qRd, ara ftiqRTffTiua^'^ai^fa^q^qTcti a a laaraia^ar asar^a laffe fiiai, sraRRaiaj ana
Tavqimuaa, armaw aidiqi^jaii^'HWiqi'HTdid^a saw i
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that remains protected even in the absence of the armour (comparable to
the abhava-buddhi) while it is accompanied by the absence of the strike of
a weapon (comparable to the instinct to kill the brahmana). That is, when
there is no impulse to kill the brahmana, there is no need also for the abhavabuddhi to effect the audaslnya or nivrtti.

Bhamatl throws more light on the functioning of the prohibitive injunctive
statement “brahmano na hantavyah" when it explains further that it is
through the knowledge of the impulsive act being the means of undesirable
consequences (anarthahetubhava-jnana) that the person desists from the act
of killing and is transported into the state of being indifferent (audaslnya or
nivrtti). The cognition of the absence of act (abhava-buddhi), brought about
by the prohibitive injunction “brahmano na hantavyah," being transitory,
by reason of the fact that its existence is required only as long as the
inclination to kill remains, perishes of its own accord when the impulse to
kill is transcended (or even when the mind of this ignorant person becomes
attached to something else) just like the fire whose fuel has been exhausted

("dagdhendhanagnivat svayameva upaSamyati")}9
4. except in the cases such as the Prajapati observances: While thus
discussing the nature of the Scriptural sentences on prohibition (nisedha- or
pratisedha-vakya), we notice that the Acarya recognises certain exceptions
to the general rule that prohibitory sentences teach abstention from action.
The Acarya cites the prohibitory sentences found in the context of what
is called 'prajapati-vrata' (prajapati-observances) that function in a different
manner. To explain: The brahmacarin, after completing his Vedic studies, is
&i, awCKidl^wqadd, a
‘tit^ld+STR

■HqetgTi

a
a 15 ■Mt-HicHici

nmi^iSdldWd I

i

3R

aara—aar

araR: idfel'-ktlWI'ird ild'-MdNN'WTdlq: I a R iWdIWa =a 3WR =a SUsWfiH,
^dftdi4iH-d<Hpd4sfirr ?aa faaaara,
*aa
i
aai aaraiaaiaiaaralaaRTTaRR asauaiar asiai a ijarf^laa, aaiana a aaxrfaaiaaT a^taaRt a^ajiritaa ft
trmaH a y^aimaraialaiaid a ata ifa aian H«n =a
a^aa, a aaifirH
li -aaft
Also, cf.
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enjoined by the Veda to have the ceremonial 'snana' {ceremonial ablution).
He then becomes a 'snataka' - a technical term denoting a brahmana who
has performed the ceremonial ablution after the completion of his Vedic
studies before embarking upon the household life (grhasthasrama). The
snataka is directed by the Scripture to observe the prajapati-observances.
The Manusmrti (4.13 ff) gives a fairly long list of what the snataka has to do
as a part of the prajapati-observances. The list consists of certain injunctions
(vidhi) like (ibid. 4.36) "vainavlm dharayed yastim - He should carry a
bamboo stick" and also certain prohibitions (rtisedha) such as (ibid. 4.37)
"neksatodyantam adityam nastam yantam kadacana - He should not look at the
rising sun and the setting sun." It is well-known that a vow (vrata) is of
the nature of something positive. Therefore, the context of his observances
("tasya vratam") dictates that the prohibitory expression "nekseta - should
not sight" is to be understood not in the sense of 'abstaining from the act of
seeing' but only in the figurative sense (laksanikartha) of taking a resolve not
to see the rising and the setting sun (amksana-sankalpa).20 In this context, the
negative particle 'nan' carries the 'paryudasa' sense.21
For details see the PurvammSmsS-bhasya (4.1.3-6).
Cf.
aFl
Also, cf. cTFT =td|c|d*i ffcf

Ipfi! I - ’TW#
ffcl H'JiinldfltiyThH) 31cl

21 The following verses define the two types of the senses of negation conveyed by the
negative particle 'nan' - the paryudasa- and the prasajya-pratisedhas (vide Mimamsa-nyayaprakasa of PattabhiramasastrJ-samskararva): "pradhanatvam vidhen/atra pratisedhe'pradhanata,
paryudasa sa vijneyo yalrottarapadena nan. apradhanyam vidheryatra pratisedhe pradhanata,
prasajyapratisedho'yam kriyaya saha yatra nan - That negation should be known as 'paryudasa'
wherein the affirmation (vidhi) predominates and the negative judgement (pratisedha) is
not primarily conveyed. Herein, the negative particle 'nan' is construed with the later term
(uttarapada). [The term 'uttarapada', in this context, means the term that is other than the
activity denoted by the injunctional suffix and could be either the 'dhatvartha' (meaning of the
verbal root) or the 'nama-pada' (noun).] On the other hand, that negation is termed 'prasajyapratisedha' in which the affirmative judgement (vidhi) is not primary but the negative
judgement (pratisedha) predominates. Herein, the negative particle 'nan' is construed with
the activity denoted by the injunctional verbal suffix."
In order to comprehend the domain and distinction of both the aspects of negation that
are conveyed by the negative particle 'nan', it would be of advantage to understand their
application in their respective Scriptural contexts.
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In sentences such as "kalanjam na bhaksayet - one should not eat 'kalanja' (the flesh of an
animal that is killed with a poisonous arrow)/' "brahmano na hantavyah - a brahmana should
not be killed," the negative particle 'nan' is construed with the injunctive verbal suffix {'tip'
[t] and 'tavya' respectively). In the first sentence, the negative particle 'nan' is syntactically
connected with the lih-element of the 'tip' verbal suffix (also termed 'akhyata') that conveys
the sense of injunction while in the second sentence it is construed with the primary suffix
(krt) 'tavya'. Both 'liii' and 'tavya' that convey the sense of injunction signify the effort to
perform an act (pravartana). The negative particle 'nan', when associated with these verbal
suffixes, expresses the opposite sense of 'pravartana', to wit, 'nivartana', which means the
abstention from the prohibited act one is dispositionally impelled to commit. Thus, the
Scriptural negative sentences (pratisedha-vakya) such as "kalanjam na bhaksayet," "brahmano
na hantavyah" invoke in the person who is about to impulsively commit the prohibited acts the
knowledge that such acts are the cause of miseries in this life and calamities in the future lives
and thereby enable him to turn away from commiting these sinful acts. Thus the abstention
from the sinful act becomes the senses of the 'nan' when construed with the verbal suffixes
of the respective sentences. Thus far, we have discussed the primary meaning of the particle
'nan', that is the negation or absence (pravrttyabhava or nivrtti) of what has been occasioned.
This is termed 'prasajya-pratisedha'.
When the construal of the negative particle 'nan' with the injunctional verbal suffix such
as 'ta' and 'tavya' fails to yield a sentence sense (vakyartha) in consonance with the Scriptural
context - due to certain obstacles - it becomes imperative to take recourse to the indicative
faculty (laksana-vrtti) in order to arrive at the sense of the prohibitive sentences (pratisedhavakya) such that the sentence meaning does not violate the Scriptural context of the sentences.
The above-mentioned obstacles in obtaining a cogent sentence sense (vakyartha) of the
prohibitive Scriptural sentences (pratisedha-vakya) could be of two kinds: (1) Introduction
of prohibitory sentences under the heading "tasya vratam - His observances" and (2) the
contingency of option.
In the context of the first obstacle, the negative particle 'nan' is construed with the meaning
of the verbal root (dhatvartha). To exemplify this with an example: As such, the prohibitory
sentence "neksatodyantam adityam - He should not sight the rising sun" comes to mean that the
snataka should make a resolve not to sight (anlksana-sarikalpa) the rising sun. We can observe
here that the meaning of anik§ana-sankalpa is arrived at by taking recourse to laksana-vrtti
(implication), whereby 'nan' is syntactically connected with 'Iksana', the meaning of the
verbal root 'Iks' and not with the verbal suffix 'ta' in 'Ikseta'. Such a construal is necessitated
here because this prohibitory sentence (pratisedha-vakya) is under the heading "tasya vratam
- His observances," which vrata (observance) is something positive (vidhi) to be done and
the sense of negation goes counter to it. In this example, we see that tire sense of the negative
particle 'nan' is affirmative, and not negative.
The second obstacle is the contingency of option (vikalpa) because of which the negative
particle 'nan' is construed in the paryudasa sense. This can also be well-understood with
an example. The Scriptural sentence "yajatisu yeyajamaham karoti na anuyajesu" looks like a
prohibitive one (pratisedha-vakya) as it contains the negative particle 'nan'. If this particle
'nan' is construed with the verbal suffix ('ti' in 'karoti') to signify nivartana (withholding
from an act), then this sentence would give rise to two sentences: (1) "yajatisu yeyajamaham
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5. Therefore, it should be understood that the statement of meaninglessness

has for its content (such eulogies of) the existent entities in the form of
narratives etc. that are not conducive to the attainment of any human goal:
In fact, the above-discussed Mlmamsa dictum (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.2.1) "amnayasya
kriyarthatvad anarthakycim atadarthanam" is meant only to account for the
arthavada or eulogistic passages that contain praise (stuti) in the form of
narratives pertaining to what is enjoined by the vidhi-vakyas (injunctive
statements)22 or those passages which contain censure (ninda) of what
is prohibited by the pratisedha-vakyas (prohibitory statement) in their
respective contacts.23 The ultimate aim of the Mlmarhsa-sutra 1.2.1 is to
take those arthavada passages as indirectly purposeful by making them
subserve those injunctions that evince a direct purpose, to wit, the vidhi- and
pratisedha-vakyas. That being the case, to invoke that dictum to evaluate the
Upanisadic teachings is uncalled for.24
karoti" (2) "anuyajesu yeyajamaham na karoti." The first sentence prescribes the formula
'yeyajamaha' in all yagas whereas the second sentence prohibits it in the anuyajas (which are
also a kind of yaga). Here is a case of the prohibition by a Scriptural passage of a thing which
has been enjoined by another. However, the formula 'yeyajamaha', prescribed in the first
cannot be annulled by the second as this prescription too is enjoined Scripturally. Hence, the
contingency of an unwelcome option is incurred. In order to escape this contingency, we have
to give up the primary denotation of the particle 'nan' of expressing nivartana and resort to its
implied meaning which is exclusion (paryudasa) in the present context. The negative particle
'nan' becomes associated with the noun (nama-pada) 'anuyaja' - and not with the verbal
suffix ('ti' in 'karoti') - By this construal, the sentence "yajatisu yeyajamaham karoti" through
laksana (implication) turns out to mean this: “anuyajavyatiriktesn (yfigesu) yeyajamaham karoti."
This manner of the construal of 'nan' with 'anuyaja', thereby implying the sense of exclusion
(paryudasa) and tendering the sense 'anuyaja-vyatiriktesu', invests the sentence under
consideration with the positive sense of using the formula 'yeyajamaha' in yagas which are
other than anuyajas.
22 The example for this is the Scriptural statement (Ti«.Sam.2.1.1.1) “vayurvai ksepistha devata
- Vayu is the swiftest deity'' praising the deity Vayu of the sacrificial act enjoined by the
injunction “vayavyam svetamdlabheta bhutikamah - He who is desirous of prosperity should
offer a white goat to Vayu."
r* Here the set example is the passage (Tai.Sam. 1.5.1.1) "so'rodTt - He wept" that deprecates
the offering of silver on barhi-grass as sacrificial fee (daksina) which is prohibited by the
prohibitive injunction (nisedha-vakya) "barhisi rajatam na deyam - Silver should not be offered
on barhi-grass in the sacrifice as daksina." Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 2 & 7 for
further elaboration.
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In this way the Bhasyakara sums up the present section of the Bhasya and
demonstrates the inapplicability of the Mlmamsa-sutra 1.2.1 in the context of
the Upanisadic exposition of Brahman.

It

would

be

of

advantage

here

to

gain

some

familiarity

with

'Arthavadadhikarana' of the Mlmamsa-darsana (1.2.1-18) that deliberates
upon the purpose of the eulogistic passages (arthavada). The first aphorism
of this adhikarana (topical theme) is the Mlmamsa-sutra that is presently
deliberated upon here: "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam "
The main purpose of this adhikarana is to determine the status of different
types of the arthavadas, to wit, the eulogistic passages found in the Veda.
While elucidating the Sutras of this topic, the Mlmamsa-bhasyakara Sabarasvamin cites arthavada passages that have been cited in this section and also
such other passages of similar import to determine their nature and status.
In this context, Sabara-svamin does not even touch upon the Upanisadic
teaching of Brahman, let alone declare that the Upanisads are to be treated
as arthavadas. Indeed, this fact helps us adduce the indirect evidence that
Sabara-svamin does not regard the Upanisadic passages to be arthavadas.
It may be noted that the Acarya is engaged here in arguing with the
Vrttikara, a formidable Mlmamsa protagonist. Hence, the Acarya takes care
to involve him in the philosophical discourse in the technical manner of the
Mimaihsakas.
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24 A

[purvapaksAntaranuvadah tatkhandanam ca]
yadapyuktam - kartavyavidhyanupravesamantarena vastumatram ncyamdnam
anarthakam, sydt "saptadvipa vasumatl" ityadivad iti - tat parihrtam. "rajjuh iyarii,
ndyam sarpah” iti vastumdtrakathane'pi prayojanasya drstatvat.
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nanu
na

"srutabrahmanah

rajjusvarupakathanavad

api

yathapurvam

arthavattvam"

samsaritvadarsanad

ityuktam.

atrocyate

-

na

avagatabrahmatmabhavasya yathapurvam samsaritvarh sakyam darsayitum,
vedapramanajanitabrahmatmabhavavirodhat.
duhkhabhayadimattvam
brahmatmavagame

iti

tadabhimananivrttau

duhkhabhayadimattvam
grhasthasya

drstam

na

bhavati

dhandbhimaninah

iti

hi

sanradyatmabhimaninah

tasyaiva
tadeva

sakyam

vedapramanajanitamithydjndnanimittam

kalpayitum.

dhanapaharanimittam

na

duhkham

hi

dhanino

drstam

iti,

tasyaiva pravrajitasya dhanabhimanarahitasya tadeva dhanapaharanimittam
duhkham
drstam

bhavati.
iti

na ca kundalinah kundalitvdbhimananimittam

tasyaiva

kundalaviyuktasya kundalitvabhimanarahitasya

sukham
tadeva

kundalitvabhimananimittam sukham bhavati. taduktam srutyd "asarlram vava
santam na priyapriye sprsatah" (Cha.il.8.12.1) iti.
24 B

^

'iifj\yad api uktam - also what was stated as an objection;

kartavyavidhyanupravesam - association with an injunction on something that
needs to be performed; SFcftyT antarena - without; dfyjHldh, vastumatram merely an existing entity;

ucyamanam - being mentioned;

SRSl'b*!.

anarthakam - purposeless; tA\dsyat - would be; eiH&lm saptadvlpd - comprising
seven terrestrial divisions;

vasumati - the earth;

ityadivat - like

the statements such as; ^fcf iti - thus; ddfaf - that; ^U.^H, parihrtam - has been
set aside; T&fr rajjuh - a rope; iMH iyam - this; d na - is not; WtHayam - this; 'FR:
sarpah - a snake; fief iti - thus; dFrppf^dd 37TS vastumatrakathane api - even in
the case of a statement about a mere existent entity; M'MMdW prayojanasya - of
purpose; i'irqw drstatvat - since it is discerned
nanu - but;

3TR

srutabrahmanah api

-

even in the case of one

who has learnt about Brahman (from the Scripture); WA\'p\H,yathapurvam - as
before; iju\\*.<&<&w\<psamsaritvadarsanat - worldly state of life is observed; d na
- not;

rajjusvarupakathanavat - as regards the statement about

the true nature of the rope;

arthavattvam - purposefulness;

fTcl

thus; WtfiH uktam - has been said (objected to); 3R atra - to this objection;
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ucyate - it is replied; d na - not;

avagatabrahmatmabhavasya

- for one who has realised the Self as Brahman;

yathapiirvam - as

before; fWTTdPd samsaritvam - the worldly state of life; PIddd sakyam - is
possible; PSTTPcId. darsayitum - to demonstrate; '^d|UMfddP51!cHdMld<iPld.
vedapramanajanitabrahmatmabhavavirodhat - because the same is incompatible
with the Realisation of Self as Brahman which has arisen by the means of
knowledge, to wit, the Veda; d na - not; it hi - certainly; ^KKlillcHliddlidd:
sanradyatmabhimaninah - for one who identifies his Self with the body and
so on; %-Wtm\^Hv^H.duhkhabhayadimattvam - the state of having misery, fear
and so on; 'i'iH drstam - is seen; §fd iti - likewise; dtd dp tasya eva - of the
same person;

vedapramanajanitabrahmatmavagame -

on attaining the Realisation of the Self as Brahman by virtue of the Veda,
the means of knowledge; cKiHdMMpTll tadabhimananivrttau - when that
identification has come to an end; dp dp tad eva - the very same; f
mithyajhananimittam - on accoimt of the illusory cognition; pd
duhkhabhayadimattvam - the state of having misery, fear and so on; hdid
bhavati - happens; ?fd iti - thus; Wdmsakyam - is possible;

N dhkalpayitum

- to conceive; d na - not; 15 hi - surely; pfdd: dhaninah - of the wealthy; fTidddd
grhasthasya - householder; ddTi^WTRd: dhanabhimaninah - who prides himself
on the possession of wealth; PdRfOPT^fFrdd dhanapaharanimittam - caused by
the theft of wealth;

duhkham - misery; ?ddN drstam - is observed; ltd

iti - likewise; cflFP dp tasya eva - for the same person; Hdfddtd pravrajitasya
- who has taken to renunciation; hdluwMtfeddM dhandbhimanarahitasya who is devoid of the conceit of possessing wealth; dp dp tad eva - the same;
PdlWRjdftrld. dhanapaharanimittam - on account of the theft of wealth;
g:Pd. duhkham - misery; dPTd bhavati - happens; d na - not; P ca - again;
<fppfed; kundalinah - for a person wearing earring;
kundalitvdbhimdnanimittam - generated by the conceit of possessing the
earrings; ^itH sukham - happiness;

drstam - seen; ?fd iti - for that reason;

dd4 dp tasysa eva - for the same person; fPdddPppvdP kundalaviyuktasya - who
is divested of the earrings; g>u^l<^iid'HM<iddtP kundalitvabhimdnarahitasya -
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who is free from the conceit of possessing the earrings; cRJ T3 tad eva - the
same; $^M&\\W\^MWT\^kundalitvabhimananimittam - caused by the conceit
of possessing the earrings;

sukham - happiness;

tat - (thus) it; dn-H uktam - has been declared;
'^H3KkH asarlram - free from embodiment;

bhavati - arises; cTcf

srutya - by the Scripture;
vava - indeed;

santam -

being; d na - do not; TSF4W? priydpriye - pleasure and pain; toilet: sprsatah touch;

iti - in this way
24 C
[another prima facie view restated and refuted]

Also, what was stated as an objection - the mere mention of an existing
entity without its association with an injunction on something that needs
to be performed would be purposeless like the statements such as "The
earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions," and so on - has been set aside,
for a purpose is discerned even in the case of a statement about a mere
existent entity as in "this is a rope; this is not a snake."
But it has been objected to that no purposefulness in this case (i.e.
statement about Brahman) is observed unlike the case of the statement
about the true nature of the rope, since even in the one who has learnt
about Brahman (from the Scripture) the worldly state of life is observed as
before!1 To this (objection) it is replied: It is not possible to demonstrate
that the worldly state of life continues as before in the case of the one
who has realised the Self as Brahman because that is incompatible with
the Realisation of the Self as Brahman which has arisen by the means of
Knowledge, to wit, the Veda. Indeed, he who identifies his Self with the
body and so on is seen to be having misery, fear and so on, on account of
the illusory cognition. Likewise, it is not possible to conceive that the very
same person would be having misery, fear and so on because of the illusory
cognition, when that identification has come to an end on attaining the
Realisation of Self as Brahman by virtue of the means of knowledge, the
Veda. Surely, misery, caused by the theft of wealth is observed in the case
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of a wealthy householder who prides himself on the possession of wealth.
Likewise, the same misery brought about by the theft of wealth is not seen
in the same person who has taken to renunciation and who is (now) devoid
of the conceit of possessing wealth. Again, happiness, generated by the
conceit of possessing earrings, is observed in a person wearing earrings.
For that reason, the same happiness caused by the conceit of possessing
earrings, is certainly not seen in the case of the same person who is divested
of the earrings and is free from the conceit of possessing the earrings. Thus,
it has been declared by the Scripture (Cha.U.8.12.1): "Indeed, being free
from embodiment, pleasure and pain do not touch him."2
24 D
1. Also, what was stated as an objection - the mere mention of an existing
entity without its association with an injunction on something that needs to
be performed would be purposeless like the statements such as "The earth
comprises seven terrestrial divisions," and so on - has been set aside, for a
purpose is discerned even in the case of a statement about a mere existent
entity as in "this is a rope; this is not a snake." But it has been objected
to that no purposefulness in this case (i.e. statement about Brahman) is
observed unlike the case of the statement about the true nature of the rope,
since even in the one who has learnt about Brahman (from the Scripture)
the worldly state of life is observed as before: In the preceding sections

(Sections 22 & 23), it has been established that the Mlmamsa dictum (Pit.
Ml.Su. 1.2.1) "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam" is actually
intended to convey that because the Vedic teaching is for a definite purpose,
invalidity would befall those teachings that serve no purpose. In the karmakanda, the teachings about the existing entities such as ghee (ajya) have a
purpose because these entities are taught for the purpose of a sacrificial act.
In the same way, the Upanisadic teachings of Brahman-Atman, the existing
entity, too have a definite purpose consisting in Liberation, albeit without
the association of kriya (action). The teaching of ghee is in the karma-kanda hence, karma or action is its purpose, while the teaching of Brahman is in the
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jnana-kanda, that is the Upanisads, and thus the purpose of the Upanisadic
teaching is that of Liberation. Therefore, the said Mlmamsa dictum cannot
prevent the Upanisadic teaching of Brahman from being purposeful, simply
on the ground that it has no element of act associated with it.
After thus concluding the above argument, the Acarya now addresses
himself to an issue that the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara, had raised earlier.
In Section 10, the Vrttikara had contended: "kartavyavidhyananupravese tu

vastumatrakathane hdnopadanasambhavat "saptadvipa vasumati," "raja asau
gacchati" ityadivakyavad vedantavakyanam anarthakyameva sycit - On the other
hand, in the absence of any connection with injunctions on what needs to
be performed, if a mere statement of existent entities is made, then, because
there could be no rejection or acceptance, the Upanisadic passages too
would be certainly rendered futile as in the case of sentences such as 'The
earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions', 'Here goes this king' and so
on." In the very next Section 11, the Acarya rejected the above contention
of the Purvapaksin by citing a counter example: "nanu vastumatrakathane'pi
"rajjuriyam, nayam sarpah" ityadau bhrantijanitabhltinivartanena arthavattvam

drstam - But, even in the case of a mere statement about the existing
entity alone, as in the instances like, 'This is a rope; this is not a snake',
purposefulness, consisting in the removal of the fear generated by the
illusion, is observed." This illustrative sentence, we observe, speaks only
about the nature of the existing thing, to wit, a rope. But, it serves the
purpose of eliminating the wrong notion of the rope as a snake and the
consequent fear. Likewise, the Upanisadic teaching of the true nature of the
Self as the non-transmigratory Brahman eliminates the wrong notion about
the Self being a transmigratory being (samsarin) and thus puts to naught
all miseries pertaining to the worldly existence (samsara).
But, it may be recalled that the above contention of the Siddhantin was
immediately countered by the Vrttikara in the very next section (Section
12) by pointing out a seeming discrepancy and flaw in the example
cited:

"syad etad evam, yadi rajjusvarupasravanamatreneva sarpabhrantih,

samsdritvabhrdntih brahmasvarupasravanamdtrena nivarteta. na tu nivartate,
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srutabrahmano'pi yathapurvam sukhaduhkhadisamsaradharmadarsanat. “srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" (Br.U.2.4.5 & 4.5.6) iti ca smvanottarakalayoh
manananididhyasanayoh

vidhidarsanat.

tasmat

pratipattividhivisayatayciiva

sastrapramanakarh brahma abhyupagantavyam iti - This might be so, if, the

illusion of being transmigratory would terminate by merely listening
about the nature of Brahman, just as the illusory cognition disappears by
merely hearing about the nature of the rope. But, it does not come to an
end; because, even in the case of one who has learnt about Brahman, the
attributes of transmigration, consisting in happiness, misery and so on, are
seen persisting as before. And also because in the Upanisadic sentences
(Br.U.2.4.5 & 4.5.6), "the Self needs to be heard, needs to be reflected upon

and needs to be intensely contemplated on," the injunctions of reflection and
intense contemplation are found subsequent to that of hearing. Therefore,
only as an object of the injunction on contemplation, Brahman should be
thus accepted as having the Scripture as the source of Its knowledge."
The above objection of the Vrttikara was not immediately rebutted by
the Acarya. The Acarya rather focused on demolishing the Vrttikara's
primary objection that Brahman is presented by the Scripture as an object of
contemplation (pratipattividhi-visaya) and that Liberation is a result of such
a contemplation (pratipatti) on Brahman. The Acarya provided a lengthy
argument (vide Sections 13,14, etc.) to establish that Liberation cannot be the
result of any action let alone that of contemplation on Brahman. The Acarya
then went on to clarify that Knowledge or Realisation of the identity of
Brahman-Atman is not an action at all. (vide Samanvayadhikarana, Sections
15,16, etc.) Having thus tackled the crux of the Purvapaksin's objections and
refuting them successfully, the Acarya now addresses himself to answering
the unanswered aspect of the Vrttikara's objection mentioned above.
It is for this purpose, he presently recapitulates here in this note all the
comprehensive arguments and counterarguments for and against this
contentious issue that were stated so far.

2. To this (objection) it is replied: It is not possible to demonstrate that
the worldly state of life continues as before in the case of the one who
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has realised the Self as Brahman because that is incompatible with the
Realisation of the Self as Brahman which has arisen by the means of
Knowledge, to wit, the Veda. Indeed, he who identifies his Self with the
body and so on is seen to be having misery, fear and so on, on account of
the illusory cognition. Likewise, it is not possible to conceive that the very
same person would be having misery, fear and so on because of the illusory
cognition, when that identification has come to an end on attaining the
Realisation of Self as Brahman by virtue of the means of knowledge, the
Veda. Surely, misery, caused by the theft of wealth is observed in the case
of a wealthy householder who prides himself on the possession of wealth.
Likewise, the same misery brought about by the theft of wealth is not
seen in the same person who has taken to renunciation and who is (now)
devoid of the conceit of possessing wealth. Again, happiness, generated
by the conceit of possessing earrings, is observed in a person wearing
earrings. For that reason, the same happiness caused by the conceit of
possessing earrings, is certainly not seen in the case of the same person
who is divested of the earrings and is free from the conceit of possessing
the earrings. Thus, it has been declared by the Scripture (Cha.U.8.12.1):
"Indeed, being free from embodiment, pleasure and pain do not touch
him": This is the detailed and lucid answer of the Acarya to the above-

stated objection of the Vrttikara. The idea is this: A wealthy householder,
who has the conceit of possessing wealth is found deriving happiness from
his sense of possession of that wealth; but he is also found to suffer from
misery when he is plundered of his wealth by robbers. However, when the
same householder, if he later renounces all his possessions by embracing
sannyasa, is not found suffering from misery even when his wealth is looted
by thieves.
Now, we also know how the conceit of being adorned with ornaments,
like earrings and so on, happens to be the cause for the happiness of a person
possessed of that conceit and how the ornaments cease to be the cause of
his conceit-generated happiness when he gives up the ornaments on his
own. Likewise, as long as a person owns an estate, cultivable lands, orchards
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and so on and prides himself on possessing them, he experiences happiness
when these possessions yield profit and is depressed and undergoes agony
when there is a loss. But when that very same person sells his estate and the
orchards and no longer has the conceit of possessing those properties, he
is not found to experience any joy or misery as a result of the gain or loss
arising from the estate and the orchards.
On the basis of these instances we can firmly conclude that it is only the
sense of ownership, to wit, the notion of possessing the wealth, ornament
and the estate - and not their actual presence itself - that constitutes the
cause of man's happiness and misery.
All Astika-darsanakaras (theistic philosophers) agree that the physical
body is the field within the bounds of which the individual self has
experiences of pleasure and pain (atmano bhogayatanam sarirarh, bhogasca
sukhaduhkhasaksatprakarah). Basing on the above-cited illustrations, it can
be concluded that it is not the body per se, but merely the notion of owning
the body, that is the 'anyonya-adhyasa' or 'avidya', to wit, the wrong
notion of being identical with the body, senses and the mind (karyakaranasanghata), that is responsibile for the individual’s experience of pleasure and
pain (samsara-dharma).4 Therefore, when the seeker comprehends through
listening to the Upanisads from his Guru (sravana) the truth of the Self
being identical with Brahman, the unembodied, and thereupon practises by
cogitation (manana) and deep intense meditation (nididhyasana), he comes
stage by stage to actually realise (Aparoksanubhuti) his total identity with
Brahman, that is the direct Experience of Self (Atma-saksatkara) as being free
of the body, senses and the mind (asarlra) and being unattached to anything
(asanga). His avidya (ignorance) being thus destroyed. Iris notion of the Self
as being identical with body is sublated once and for all.
At that unfettered state of Liberation, how could he, as before while in
the state of ignorance, experience pleasure and pain as belonging to the Self,
which experience is only possible in the realm of ignorance? The Acarya has
4 Cf. ^

wMimi
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already cited the Scriptural statement (ChA.U.8.12.1) "asanram vava santain na
priyapriye sprsatah - Indeed, being free from embodiment, pleasure and pain

do not touch him" that attests to this fact and presently, he cites it once more
in this context here to remind us of this vital fact.
We have already discussed that the Self, by nature, is unembodied and
hence this 'bodilessness' or 'unembodied state' (asarlratva) is not the result
of any act (vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 13). It is also agreed to by all
Astika-darsanakaras (theistic philosophers) that the experiences of pleasure
and pain are the results of acts, to wit, dharma and adharma. Therefore, these
experiences cannot be for the one who remains unembodied and untouched
by any act and has gone beyond the ambit of dharma and adharma.
No doubt, the body of the Man of Realisation may continue to exist (in
other's perception) even after his Realisation since it is sustained by the
person's prarabdha-karma, that is the previous acts that have already started
yielding their result. But then, the body of the Man of Realisation, unlike
while was in the realm of ignorance, is not related to him at all - it is not
his possession at all now, that is he remains 'bodiless' (asarira) inspite of
the body continuing to exist.5 To explain: In the example cited above, the
estate continues to exist, right there in its own place as it was earlier; but, by
executing a sale deed, the person has severed all his connection with the estate
and is now fully aware that he is no more the owner of the estate. Likewise,
the Man of Realisation, because of his Brahmatma-saksatkara, has severed
his connection with the body and given up his false identification with the
body once and for all - never to return again. Therefore, the pleasure and
pain of worldly life (samsarika-sukha-d uhkha) have nothing to do with him verily, they don’t touch him ("na sprsatah"). The Kathopanisad too testifies this
(1.2.22): "asanram sanresu anavasthesu avasthitam, mahantam vibhumatmanam
5 Vide the Brhadaranyaka-itpanisad statement (4.4.6): "tadyathahinirlvayani valmike mrta pmtyasta
Sayita, evamevedam sarfram sete, athayamasartro'mrtah prSno brahmaiva teja eva - Just as the
slough of a snake lies on an anthill, dead and cast off, so does this body lie. Certainly, the
unembodied immortal Life is Brahman Itself, Light alone."
Cf. a ft
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matva dhiro na socatib - The Wise, after realising the vast and all-pervading
Self, as being unembodied amidst the bodies, as being permanent amidst the
transitory entities, grieves not."
Therefore, the conclusion of the Siddhantin is this: The Brahmatma-saksatkara,
that is the Realisation of the real nature of Self as Brahman, the Enlightenment
that is gained through the process of sravana, manana and nididhyasana, is the
sure antidote to the samsara-dharma or the attributes of worldly life.
This stand of the Siddhantin naturally remains unshaken despite the fact
that an individual continues to be sarhsarin even after he has gained a mere
logical comprehension of the Self, that is just an intellectual appreciation
(paroksa-jnana) of the Brahman-Atman identity. Indeed, the Knowledge
that is meant by the Siddhantin here is the actual Brahma tma-saksatkara and
not a mere paroksa-jnana (mediate knowledge).7 Hence, the Acarya affirms:
"na avagatabrahmatmabhavasya yathdpurvam safnsaritvam sakyam darsayitum,
vedapramanajanitabrahmatmabhavavirodhat - It is not possible to demonstrate
that the worldly state of life and transmigration continue as before in the case
of the one who has realised the Self as Brahman because the transmigratory
state (samsaritva) is incompatible with the Realisation of the Self as Brahman
that has arisen by means of the means of knowledge (pramana), to wit, the
Veda." For, as shown above, both logic and Scripture support strongly this
very thesis of the Siddhantin.
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7 Vide "avagatiparyantam jnanam sanvacyayah icchctysh karma, phalavisayatvadicchayah - The
object of the desire denoted by the suffix 'san' is the knowledge that culminates in Realisation
because the fruit alone is to be the object of desire." (Jijnasadhikarana, Section 18)
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[SASARIRATVAM MITHYAJNANAVILASITAM]

sarire

patite

asarTratvam

syad,

na

jivatah

iti

cet.

na,

scisanratvasya

mithyajnananimittatvat. na hi dtmanah sanratmabhimanalaksanam mithyajhanam
muktvd

anyatah

sasanratvam

sakyam

kalpayitum.

nityam

akarmanimittatvad, ityavocama.
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tatkrtadharmadharmanimittam sasarlratvam iti cet. na, sanrasambandhasya
asiddhatvad

dharmadharmayoh

atmakrtatvasiddheh.

sanrasambandhasya

dharmadharmayoh tatkrtatvasya ca itaretarasrayatvaprasahgad, andhaparampara
ca esa anaditvakalpana. kriydsamavayabhavacca atmanah kartrtvanupapatteh.
sannidhanamatrena rajaprabhrtmam drstam kartrtvam iti cet. na, dhanadanddyuparjitabhrtyasvamisambandhitvat

tesam kartrtvopapatteh.

na

tu

atmanah dhanadanadivat sarlradibhih svasvamibhavasambandhammittarii
kihcit salcyam kalpayitum. mithyabhimanastn pratyaksah sambandhahetuh.
etena yajamanatvam atmano vyakhyatam.

AKk 4kici same patite - when the body falls off; 3-ftl<k<dH. asanratvam - the
unembodied state; fdld. sydt - would be (arise); d na - not; 'dtdd: jlvatah - for
the one who is alive; fid

cet - if argued thus; d na - it is not true; t-l^kkvH-d

sasariratvasya - of the embodied state; Wt^]$WWWTirt\rimithyajnananimittatvat
- because it has its cause the false cognition;

d

na - it is not; ft hi - certainly;

atmanah - of the Self;

sariratmabhimanalaksanam

- consisting of the conceit of the body as the Self;

mithyajhanam

- false cognition (delusion); drwi muktva - leaving; SFTcb anyatah - from
another cause; d^kk'dd sasarlratvam - the embodied state;
possible;

salcyam - is

kalpayitum - to imagine; i^rMHnityam - is eternal;

asanratvam - the unembodied state; ~^rMW\Wx\c^M akarmanimittatvat - because
it does not have any act as its cause; §Td iti - that; 3h4Hh avocama - we have
already stated
tatkrtadharmadharmanimittam - is caused by acts of
merits and demerits performed by That (Self); ’HfJikc^H sasarlratvam - the
embodied state;

iti cet - if it is argued; d na - not so;

sanrasambandhasya - of the association (of the Self) with body;
c

r *v

asiddhatvat - since it has not been established; 'dMidkTb dharmadharmayoh - of
merits and demerits;

atmakrtatvasiddheh - because their being

performed by the Self is not established;

sanrasambandhasya -

of the association (of the Self) with the body; ddTddkf: dharmadharmayoh 986
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of the acts of merit and demerit;
by it; ^ ca - and;

tatkrtatvasya - of being effected
itaretarasrayatvaprasahgat - because of the

contingency of mutual dependence; 3Wq<*q<i andhaparampara - the tradition
(comparable to a row) of blind men (leading each other) (i.e. lacks validity);
^ ca - and;

esa - this;

anaditvakalpana - the assumption of

beginninglessness; W-tl'HHdl-qiHMid. kriyasamavayabhavat - because of the
absence of relation with activity; ^ ca - besides; 31M-M: atmanah - with regard
r

>

to the Self;

kartrtvanupapatteh - because of the unintelligibility of

Its being an agent of activity
sannidhanamatrena - on account of mere proximity; tMMqdldld
rdjaprabhrtlnam - in the case of the kings and others; t'^drstam - is observed;
dxjvH. kartrtvam - agentship; 5Td dd iti cet - if it is argued; d na - it is not so;
dhanadanadyuparjitabhrtyasvamisambandhitvdt on account of the servant-master relationship, which is acquired through
the granting of money (i.e. payment of salary) and so on; d'tIH tesam - of
those persons; ^RdlWrl: kartrtvopapatteh - because the status of being
an agent of act is possible;

d

na - not; d tu - but; STlrdd: atmanah - in the

case of Self; dd<Hii<yld. dhanadanadivat - like the payment of money and so
on; Aliklfdjd: sarlradibhih - with body and the rest;
svasvdmibhavasambandhanimittam
relationship;

-

a

kincit - something;

cause

for

the

servant-master

sakyam - is possible; dxrMNqH.

kalpayitum - to imagine; Td^dTIddM: mithydbhimanah - the false identification;
d tu - however;

pratyaksah - patent;

sambandhahetuh - cause for

the relation; ddd etena - by this; d'-rlHMcdH,yajamanatvam - the status of being
the agent of a sacrificial act;

atmanah - of the Self; oqTWdqvydkhyatarn

- is explained
25 C
[the embodied state is the result of false cognition]

If it is argued that the unembodied state would arise when the body falls
off and that it is not for the one who is alive - it is not true,1 for the embodied
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state of the Self is the result of false cognition (illusion). Certainly, it is not
possible to imagine that the embodied state of Self is due to a cause other
than that of false cognition (illusion) consisting in the conceit of the body
as the Self. We have already stated that the unembodied state (of the Self)
is eternal since it does not have any act as its cause.2
If it is argued that the embodied state has its cause in the acts of merit
and demerit performed by That (Self),3 it is not so, for the acts of merit and
demerit as having being performed by the Self is not established because
the association (of the Self) with the body has not been proved. The view
that the association (of the Self) with the body is effected by the acts of
merit and demerit and the acts of merit and demerit are brought about by
the association of the Self with the body incurs the contingency of mutual
dependence.4This assumption of beginninglessness (similar to that of theseed-and-its-sprout) is like the tradition (comparable to a row) of blind
men (leading each other) (i.e. lacks validity).3 Besides, with regard to the
Self, the status of being the agent of an act is unintelligibile, because of
the absence of Its relation with action.
However, if it is argued that the agentship is observed in the case of
king and others on account of their mere proximity - it is not so, for the
status of being an agent in the case of these persons is possible on account
of (their) master-servant relationship that is acquired through granting of
money (i.e. payment of salary) and so on; but, in the case of Self, it is not
possible to imagine something like the payment of money and so on as
a cause for the Self's master-servant relation with the body and the rest.
The false identification (of the Self with the body) is, however, the patent
cause for their relation.6 By this (conclusion), the status of the Self being
the agent of the sacrificial act is also explained.7
25 D
1. If it is argued that the unembodied state would arise when the body falls
off and that it is not for the one who is alive - it is not true: The Vrttikara

raises a pertinent objection: The Scriptural passage (Cha.Ll.8.12.1) cited above
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by the Siddhantin in support of his thesis, "asanram vava santarh priydpriye
na sprsatah - Verily, being free from embodiment, pleasure and pain do not
touch him," merely mentions that pleasure and pain are not there for him
who is free of the body; it does not, in any way, state that pleasure and pain
are not for him who is free of the false notion of the Self being identical
with body, which thesis the Siddhantin tries to interpret as the meaning of
the above-cited Chandogya-upanisad statement. Verily, it goes without saying
that one remains with the body as long as one is alive and only at death,
when one casts off his body, he attains the bodiless state. Hence, to say that
a person is alive and at the same time bodiless is nothing but a contradiction
in terms.6 This would be as foolish as the declaration made by an individual:
■"mama mata vandhya - my mother is a barren woman!"7
Also, if the Siddhantin posits that the Man of Realisation continues
to be alive and does have a body, the Man of Realisation too must be
continuing to have his share of experiences consisting of pleasure and
pain in the day-to-day worldly life like any ignorant person. Thus,
declares the Vrttikara, the objection that he had raised earlier that even
after the knowledge of the identity of Brahman-Atman one continues to
experience as before the worldly way of life (samsaritvam) has not been
set aside or refuted by the Siddhantin.
The Vrttikara has raised this point, obviously, because he believes
that bodilessness (asariratva) is attained not as a result of the destruction
of the false notion of the Self as the body but rather only by the act of
contemplation on Brahman and that too only after the fall of one's body, to
wit, after death.
2. for the embodied state of the Self is the result of false cognition (illusion).
Certainly, it is not possible to imagine that the embodied state of Self is
due to a cause other than that of false cognition (illusion) consisting of the
conceit of the body as the Self. We have already stated that the unembodied
state (of the Self) is eternal since it does not have any act as its cause: The
6 Cf.
7 cf. ^kciis^ilkd
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Bhasyakara gives a fitting rejoinder to the Purvapaksin's objection. He avers
that the Vrttikaras understanding of the expression "asanram vava santam"
occurring in the Chandogya-upanisad passage cited above is defective. In
this passage, the word 'santam' means 'being alive' and thus the whole
expression "asanram vava santam" means "being alive one who is bodiless."
Needless to mention, this Upanisadic statement should not and cannot be
discarded as worthless and as a contradiction in terms. Indeed, it is only the
Man of Realisation - who is living (santam) - is described as being bodiless
or unembodied (asariram).
The only way we can satisfactorily account for this description of the Man
of Realisation is by understanding that the Man of Realisation has put an end
to the mutual superimposition of Self and body and hence has no sense of
I-ness (ahanta) or my-ness (mamata) in the body. Only in the eyes of other
persons in the realm of samsara, he is a 'saririn', that is the 'owner of the
body'. But, from his standpoint, the Man of Realisation neither considers
himself to be a body nor does he even think he owns the body. Therefore,
the statement that the Man of Realisation is alive without the body ("asariram
vava santam"), which is declared by the Upanisad, is not at all a contradiction
though it can appear to be so at a superficial level.
Also, there are other Upanisadic passages too like the above-cited passage
that clearly describe the Man of Realisation thus. The Kathopanisad has this
to say (Ka.U.1.2.22): "asariram sarlresu anavasthesu avasthitam - as being
unembodied amidst the bodies, as being permanent amidst the transitory
entities." A similar statement describing the Man of Realisation as being
bodiless (asarira) even while living is found in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
(4.4.7): "tadyathahinirlvayam valmlke mrta pratyasta sayita, evamevedam sarlram
sete, athayamasariro 'mrtah prd.no brahmaiva teja eva - fust as the lifeless slough
of a snake lies, cast off on the ant-hill, even so lies this body (of the Man of
Realisation). Then, the Self becomes disembodied and immortal, the supreme
Self, Brahman, the Light of Pure Intelligence."
In view of all the above discussion and the authority of many Upanisadic
passages, the conclusion can be only this: The unembodied state is the result
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of the cessation of the 'mithyajnana' (false cognition), to wit, 'the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the body' (atmasarirayoh parasparadhyasah).
If the embodied state were the real nature of Self, the same would never
cease during one's lifetime. But, if the embodied state (sasariratva) is caused
only by the said mithyajnana (false cognition), then it, being illusory, can
be put to naught even during one's lifetime when 'tattva-jnana', that is the
'Knowledge of the real nature of Self, emerges as a result of the Upanisadic
teaching.8 The Bhasyalcara has already established that the bodiless state
(asarlratva) is the inherent and perennial nature of Self and hence it is not
the result of any act like contemplation on Brahman or indeed something
that has to be attained only after the fall of the body.9
3. If it is argued that the embodied state has its cause in the acts of merit
and demerit performed by That (Self): The Acarya has thus affirmed that the

embodied state (sasariratva) is only the result of the mistaken identification
(mithyabhimana) of body as the Self and hence the unembodied state, to
wit, 'Moksa' (Liberation) is attained or rather regained when that false
notion (mithyajnana) of the Self being the body is eliminated by the 'atmatattvajrvana' (knowledge of the real nature of Self).
The Vrttikara now raises another objection: Why cannot the embodied state
(sasariratva) of the Self be viewed as the result of the Self’s performance of
acts of merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) in its antecedent embodiment?
While making this point, the Purvapaksin has obviously in mind the
numerous stories of the Itihasas and Puranas which describe individuals
being born into various embodiments - higher or lower - depending
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9 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 13.
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upon their performance of righteous (dharma) and sinful (adharma) acts
in their earlier incarnations. In fact, there are Upanisadic passages too
having a similar import, like the oft-cited one of the Chandogya-upanisad
(Chd.U.5.10.7): "tadya iha ramaniyacaranah...ramaniyam yonimapadyeran...ya
hi kapuyacaranah:..te kapuyam yonim apadyeran - Therefore, those who have
performed meritorious acts...attain good embodiments... while those who
have performed evil deeds...attain lower embodiments."
The Vrttikara's intention is not simply to establish that the embodied state
for the Self is the result of Its acts of merit and demerit. Rather, his ulterior
motive is to assert that just as the embodied state for the Self is the result of
his righteous and unrighteous acts, so too is the bodiless state of Liberation
(Moksa) but the result of an act, to wit, the act of contemplation on the
Self that is seen enjoined10 in the Upanisadic statements such as (Br.U. 1.4.7
& 2.4.5/4.5.6 respectively) "atmetyevopastta - One should contemplate on
(Brahman as) Atman alone," "dtmd va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be
inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon," and so on. Thus, the
Vrttikara is aiming presently to re-establish his prior stand that the Scripture
teaches Brahman, albeit only by expounding It as an object of the injunction
on contemplation (pratipattividhi-visaya).11
4. it is not so, for the acts of merit and demerit as having being performed
by the Self is not established because the association (of the Self) with the
body has not been proved. The view that the association (of the Self) with
the body is effected by the acts of merit and demerit and the acts of merit
and demerit are brought about by the association of the Self with the body
incurs the contingency of mutual dependence: The above contention of the

Vrttikara is countered by the Siddhantin in this Bhasya passage.
The Self is immutably eternal (kutastha-nitya) and all-pervading (vibhu).
Hence, no act can inhere in it. Further, on many grounds, it has been already
10 Cf.

i avrrarm

i -

11 Vide "pratipattividhivisayatayaiva brahma sastrena samarpyate - Brahman is presented by the
Scripture as being the object of the injunction on contemplation alone." (Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 8)
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established that the Self cannot be the locus of any act.12 The Self, which is by
nature actionless (niskriya), can be considered to be an agent of good or bad
actions only if it can be established beyond the shadow of doubt that the Self
is associated with the adjuncts (upadhi) such as the physical body (sarfrasambandha). Therefore, before proposing that the Self possesses a body as a
result of Its acts of merit and demerit of an earlier embodiment, the Vrttikara
is under the obligation to establish first that the Self does have an association
with the body.
This stand of the Vrttikara would inevitably land him in a precarious
situation of the fallacy or faulty reasoning of anyonyasraya-dosa (mutual
dependence). In other words, his proposition would be thus: The entity A is
the product of the entity B, and the entity B, in its turn, is a product of entity
A. This sort of reasoning positing a mutual dependence (anyonyasraya-dosa)
would naturally fail to establish the existence of both the entities A and B.
The reasoning given here by the opponent is exactly similar to this. He says
that for the performing acts of merit and demerit, the Self needs to have
association with the body, and at the same time, in order to have association
with the body, the Self needs to have performed earlier acts of merit and
demerit. As a result, the Purvapaksin's argument neither establishes the
association of the Self with the body nor the Self's performance of acts of
merits and demerits. Thus, the Vrttikara is forced by the Acarya to see the
grave fault in his erroneous stand.13
5. This assumption of beginninglessness (similar to that of the-seedand-its-sprout) is like the tradition (comparable to a row) of blind men
(leading each other) (i.e. lacks validity): This Bhasya passage though
brief, contains weighty suggestions and pithy thoughts. Basically, it states
a counterargument with regard to the Purvapaksin's stand and succinctly
rejects the Purvapaksin's argument.
12 For example, refer to the Bhasya statement "kriydsrayatvanupapatteh atmanah - for the Self
cannot be the locus of an act." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 18)
13 Cf.
tail) UBjwtlcHhh clFIT Hptf
MfbWlfavill fgtfhwq
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Though confronted with the logical predicament of anyonyasraya-dosa
(defect of mutual dependence), the Vrttikara is not yet ready to give up his
untenable stand. He makes one more attempt to strengthen his stand. He
argues: The case here is totally different from the illustration of the two given
entities, such as A and B that are mutually dependent on each other for their
emergence. Rather, the case here is thus: The Self has acquired its association
with its present embodiment as a result of the acts of merit and demerit
that It had performed through its previous body, which body also had been
acquired as a result of the acts performed by Its association with a still earlier
body, and that too had come about because of the acts performed due to Its
association with yet another previous body and so on. Thus, what we have
here are not two things mutually interrelated as cause and effect; rather, it
is a beginningless chain consisting of a series of Self's association with the
body and the result of acts (dharma & adharma), each preceding one being
the cause of its succeeding one and from beginningless time continuing as
a flow (pravahanadi), very much like the perennial causal chain of trees
and seeds (bijankuravad-anadi) or the beginningless series of hens and
eggs (kukkuta-tadandavad-anadi). This being the case, there is no question
of mutual dependence (anyonyasraya-dosa) between the Self’s association
with the body and the merits and demerits of acts. The above argument of
the Vrttikara is set aside by the Acarya as an instance of a row of blind men
leading each other, meaning it lacks authenticity (pramanya).
To explain: The Purvapaksin has taken recourse to the bljankura-nyaya,
(illustration of the seed and the sprout) for elucidating the possibility of a
beginningless chain of cause and effect thereby obviating the contingency
of anyonyasraya-dosa. The Acarya avers that such a beginningless chain of
cause and effect cannot be posited here. In the case of the seed (bija) and
the sprout (ahkura), both of them are objects of perception (pratyaksa-jnana)
and hence their causal relation is established. In this case, we can definitely
concur that there is the beginningless series of cause and effect with regard
to the seed and the sprout. However, in the case of the Self's association with
the body and the merits and demerits (of actions), both the components of
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the causal chain - the Selfs association with the body and the merits and
demerits - are unseen. How then can the causality between these two be
established? If thus the causal link between the two cannot be established,
in no way can a beginningless causal chain of these two be posited. Not
only pratyaksa (perception), even the Sruti denies the possibility of the Self's
association with the body in statements such as (Br.ti.4.3.15) "asango hyayam

purusah - This Self is unassociated." Thus, the bljankura-nyaya cannot be
invoked here. Hence, the beginningless causal series of the Self’s association
with the body and the merits and demerits (dharma & adharma) of acts is
a thoughtless assumption and a mere figment of imagination. Therefore, it
totally lacks any validity. It is for this reason that the Bhasyakara derides
the invocation of the bljankura-nyaya in this context as a case of the chain
of the blind (andha-parampara). The word 'blind' (andha) here refers to the
thoughtless assumption of such a causal chain (parampara).14
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Of course, the Puranic stories as well as the Upanisadic passage that
has been referred to here are only pointing to the cause-effect relationship
between the karma (dharma & adharma) performed in one embodiment
being the cause of the next embodiment. But, these do not per se establish
how the Self actually has come to be first associated with an embodiment.
Hence, these Pauranic anecdotes, with regard to reincarnation, have to be
understood as explaining the state of affairs when the mutual superimposition
of the Self and the body that has been effected by ignorance (mithyajnana
or avidya) has been accepted as status quo. Only when such an inexplicable
(anirvacaruya) seeming association of the Self with the body has been taken
into consideration, the law of cause-effect relationship comes into force
between the acts of merit and demerit which the embodied Self performs and
the next embodiment that it comes to gain. In no way does this explanation
intend to explain how the notion of the Self in the body has come about.
Also, this explanation does not propound that such a notion or identification
is real (satya), and not a product of ignorance (mithyajnana).

6. Besides, with regard to the Self, the status of being the agent of an act
is a logical impossibility, because of the absence of any relation (of It)
with action. However, if it is argued that the agentship is observed in the
case of king and others on account of their mere proximity - it is not so,
for the status of being an agent in the case of these persons is possible
on account of (their) master-servant relationship that is acquired through
granting of money (i.e. payment of salary) and so on; but, in the case of
Self, it is not possible to imagine something like the payment of money
and so on as a cause for the Self's master-servant relation with the body
and the rest. The false identification (of the Self as the body) is however
the patent cause for their relation: The Bhasyakara has already argued in
detail and established the thesis of Liberation not being the result of any act.
(vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 13) Presently, he takes up this point and
expounds that the unembodied state is the natural state of the Self while
the embodied status of the Self is the result of the mutual superimposition
of Self and body and not due to any act. Although this point has figured in
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the earlier discussions, the Bhasyakara repeats the point again for bringing
fresh arguments in favour of this crucial Upanisadic thought as well as
for bringing to the attention of the students some additional philosophical
thoughts pertaining to this important Vedantie thesis.
When the Siddhantin thus declares that the Atman cannot be the agent of
any action, since no action can ever inhere in the Self,15 the Vrttikara presents
the following proposition: It is known that even though the king remains in
his palace and it is his officers, who are far and near, who carry out all the
activities of the administration of his kingdom, it is the king who gets to enjoy
the result of their activities - the good revenue, the fame of being a benevolent
ruler and so on. But, if the king happens to be an incompetent person, his
officers would carry out the administration in a bad and deplorable manner.
Then also, it is the king alone who reaps the consequences - the reduced
revenue, the infamy of being a cruel despot and so on. The reason for this
is due to the fact that the administrative officers undertake their respective
activities only because of the king's authoritative and potent presence
(sannidhana). This logic holds valid in the present context too of the Self and
the activities of the body and the senses (karyakarana-saiighata). The acts of
merit and demerit are performed by the body and the senses because of their
association with the Self. Hence, those activities as well as their results, to
wit, the various embodiments can legitimately be that of the Self.
The Acarya rejects this argument by pointing out the obvious flaws in
this kind of reasoning: In the case of the illustration of the king and his
administrative officers, there prevails between them a basic relationship
of master (svamin) and servant (svasvamibhava-sambandha) that has
resulted because of the king paying them remuneration and so on. This basic
relationship is the factor that accounts for why the acts of the officers and the
results of their acts are ascribable to the king himself. But, in the case of Self
and body there is no such factor, like the payment of remuneration and so
on, that could establish a similar relationship.16 But for the wrong notion of
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the Self as being the body (atmarti sariratadatmyadhyasah), there can be no
plausible reason for the association of the Self with the body.
Further, it may be noted that when the king's officers are engaged in the
administration of the kingdom, the king and his men are quite aware of
their mutual difference: the king is conscious that 'my officers' are taking
care of the administration of the kingdom and the officers are also conscious
that they are royal servants of the king carrying out the administrative and
other functions. But, when a person who is given to the worldly way of life
undertakes an act - dharmic or actharmic - he is unaware of this distinction
between the Self and the body; rather, he is quite sure, due to the grip of
ignorance, that it is he, the Self, who is performing the act. To explain: The
ignorant person does not feel that his body that is distinct from his Self is
acting. Verily, if one, even while acting, is conscious of his distinction from
the body that alone acts, such a person is actually a Man of Self-realisation,
for he remains untouched by the acts of the body-mind-sense conglomerate
(karyakarana-sanghata) and the results thereof. Thus, the stand of the
Siddhantin advocating ignorance alone being the cause of the identification
of the Self and the not-Self remains unassailed.
7. By this (conclusion), the status of the Self being the agent of the sacrificial

act is also explained: The Acarya has established logically that as far as Self
is concerned, the status of being the agent of an act can only be the result
of the mutual superimposition of the Self and the body. Yet, he deems it
necessary here to clarify one more point that has an important bearing on the
subject being deliberated upon.
There are Vedic injunctions such as "jyotistomena svargakamo yajeta - one
who is desirous of heaven should perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice." Basing
on the authority of such injunctions, an individual undertakes the sacrificial
act thereby gaining the status of being the agent or performer (kartrtva) of the
sacrificial act. This status, says the Purvapaksin, should not be considered to
be the result of a wrong notion of the person, for this status, as noted above,
is acquired on the basis of the Vedic injunction alone. Verily, the Veda has
been accepted by all as the sole and supreme authority on matters of dharma.
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Moreover, the sacrificer, the Yajamana, does know that the Self is different
from the body, for it is only after the destruction of the body, his Self would
come to enjoy the result of heaven.
This point of the Purvapaksin - the Acarya disposes of in the present
sentence. The Acarya states that so far as the Self is concerned, the status of
being the performer of sacrifice (yajamanatva) is to be assessed in the same
fashion as above. That is to say, this status of the sacrificer, which is kartrtva
(agentship) with regard to the performance of a sacrificial act enjoined by
the Veda, is also only due to the mutual superimposition of the Self and the
body and their respective attributes. This ought to be so, notwithstanding the
fact that the sacrificial act and the status of sacrificer are both based on the
Vedic injunction. The Acarya does not elaborate on this point here, for he has
already dealt with it in a detailed manner in the Adhyasa-bhasya itself (Section
9): "tametam avidyakhyam atmanatmanoh itaretaradhyasam puraskrtya sarve

pramanaprameyavyavahardh laukikah vaidikasca pravrttah, sarvani ca sastrani
vidhipratisedhamoksaparani - Presupposing this above-mentioned mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, designated as 'nescience7, proceed
all transactions, empirical as well as those prescribed by the Vedas, centring
around the means and the objects of valid cognitions; so also are all the
Scriptures concerned with injunctions, prohibitions and Liberation." Also the
Section 13 of the Adhyasa-bhasya: "sastnye tu vyavahdre yadyapi buddhipurvakari

na aviditva dtmanah paralokasambandham adhikriyate, tathapi na vedantavedyam
asanayadyatitam apetabrahmaksatradibhedam asamsdri dtmatattvam adhikdre
apeksyate,

anupayogad

adhikaravirodhacca.

prak

ca

tathabhutatmavijhdndt

pravartamanam sdstram avidyavadvisayatvam na ativartate. tatha hi - 'brahmano
yajeta' ityadmi sastrani dtmani varnasramavayo'vasthadivisesddhyasam dsritya
pravartante - But in the case of Scriptural injunctions, even though the one
who habitually acts with forethought and who has the definite knowledge
of the Self's relation with the other world becomes eligible for carrying out
the Scriptural injunctions, yet (the Knowledge of) the real nature of the Self,
capable of being known from the Upanisads (Vedanta) as being free from
hunger etc., as devoid of the distinctions like brahmana, ksatriya, etc., and as
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non-transmigrating is not required for the eligibility (to perform Scriptural
acts). For such knowledge is of no use (in performing those Scriptural acts)
and also because it is opposed to the eligibility (to perform them). And prior
to the Realisation of the above described Self, the ensuing Scripture does not
transgress its being concerned with the ignorant. That is to say the Scriptural
injunctions like 'A brahmana shall perform sacrifice' etc. operate depending
on the superimposition of the differentiating factors like caste, stage of life,
age, etc. on the Self."17
For an elaboration of these passages one may refer to these sections of

Adhyasa-bMsya.
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26 A
[dehadau ahampratyayo mithya, na gaunah]

atrdhuh - dehadivyatiriktasya atmanah atniiye dehadau ahamabhimano gaunah,
na mithya iti. na, prasiddhavastubhedasya gaunatvamukhyatvaprasiddheh. yasya
hi prasiddho vastubhedah -yatha kesaradiman akrtivisesah anvayavyatirekabhyam
simhasabdapratyayabhag mukhyah anyah prasiddhah, tatasca anyah purusah
prayikaih krauryasauryadibhih simhagunaih sampannah siddhah, tasya puruse
simhasabdapratyayau gaunau bhavatah, na aprasiddhavastubhedasya. tasya tu
anyatra anyasabdapratyayau bhrantinimittaveva bhavatah, na gaunau. yatha
mandandhakare "sthdnuh ayam" iti agrhyamanavisese purusasabdapratyayau
sthanuvisayau. yatha vd suktikaydm akasmad “rajatam" iti niscitau sabdapratyayau.
tadvad dehadisanghate aham iti nirupacdrena sabdapratyayau dtmdndtmdvivekena
utpadyamanau

katham

gaunau

sakyau

vaditum.

atmdnatmavivekinamapi

panditanam ajavipalanamiva aviviktau sabdapratyayau bhavatah. tasmad dehadivyatiriktatmastitvavadindm dehadau ahampratyayo mithyaiva na gaunah.
26 B
-3Pf atra - in this context;

ahuh - some say (object); <§.11^04id

dehadivyatiriktasya - distinct from body and so on;
Self;

atmanah - of the

atmiye - Its own; ^f<fi dehadau - in the body and so on; 31PTWFI:

ahamabhimanah - the T-notion; ^TfaT: gaunah - is secondary (of a figurative
nature); h na - not; W^ZJT mithya - false; ftcl iti - if it were thus (objected to);
3 na- no, this is not so;

prasiddhavastubhedasya - in the case of

an individual who knows very well the distinction between the entities;

gaunatvamukhyatvaprasiddheh - the notions of being primary
yasya - of the person; W hi - indeed;

and figurative are established;

prasiddhah - well-established;

vastubhedah - the distinction

between the entities; W yatha - for example;

kesaradiman - having

the mane and so on; 3ti<£ldbl£i4: akrtivisesah - (animal) of a particular form;
*^(•4, anvayavyatirekabhyam - through the process of positive and

simhasabdapratyayabhak - the word

negative concomitances;
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'lion' and the percept generated by it;

any ah - as a separate entity;

mukhyah - the primary; 3F3:

prasiddhah - well-established; clef; tatah

- from that; ^ ca - also; &F3: anyah - different; *$53: purusah - man; MlRA:

prayikaih - generally;

krauryasauryadibhih - with ruthlessness,

valour, etc.; Rjfrpf: simhagunaih - with the qualities of a lion; TO: sampannah
- possessed; RTS: siddhah - is established; 3FT tasya - of him;

puruse -

simhasabdapratyayau - the word 'lion'

in respect of that person;

and the percept (generated by it); hfatr gaunau - in a figurative sense; 'RSrt:

bhavatah - are; 3 na - not;

aprasiddhavastubhedasya - of the

one to whom the distinction between the entities is not well-known;

tasya - for him;

tu - but; 3F33 anyatra - with reference to another entity;

anyasabdapratyayau - the other word and the percept generated
by it; ViiKlMlHril R3 bhrantinimittau eva - have only illusion for their cause;
33cf: bhavatah - are; 3 urjTi na gaunau - not taken as figuratively; 331 yatha - for
example; H*qi«3+K mandandhakare - in the approaching darkness;

sthanuh ayam - this is a stump; fTcl iti - as; SRIffflFMSFTagrhyamanavisese - when
purusasabdapratyayau - the word

it is not distinctly perceived;
and the percept 'man';

sthanuvisayau - are applied to the stump; SSI

31 yatha vci - or for example; ^Rh«ti NI Hsu ktikdydm - in the shell; rr\r*‘*-H\<\akasmcit

- sans reason; <^<~\Hjajatam - silver; fief iti - as; RTSflTf niscitau - with certainty;
sabdapratyayau - the word and it percept; 353. tadvat - in the same
way; ysiKdqicl dehadisanghate - in the conglomerate of the body and so on;

T{aham - the term 'I'; fief iti - as; pR>H3KIJi nirupaedrena - in a non-figurative
sense; 3f^3c33T sabdapratyayau - the word and its percept; 3TIchRIrFfTT33%3

atmdndtmdvivekena - due to the non-discrimination between Self and notSelf;
be figurative;

utpadyamdnau - rising; 31311. katham - how;
sakyau - can be;

hMt gaunau

- to

vaditum - to say;

3TJ3 atmanatmavivekinam api - of those who know the distinction between
Self and the not-Self; hR^cimih. panditanam - of the learned;

ajavipalanam iva - like the shepherds and the goatherds; SHNNiM aviviktau without any discrimination;

sabdapratyayau - the word and its notion;
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bhavatah - are there; dt-HId. tasmat - therefore; ^§.t(^'=MidKTMchllWcddii^*ii*t.
dehadivyatiriktatmastitvavadinam - for those who hold the existence of the Self
as separate from body and so on;
so on;

dehadau - with respect to the body and

aharhpratyayah - the T-notion;

^ mithya eva - is solely

false; ^ hl^l: na gaunah - and not figurative
26 C
[the Y-COGNITION PERTAINING TO THE BODY AND SO ON
IS FALSE AND NOT FIGURATIVE]

In this context, some object that the 'I' notion, pertaining to the Self that is
distinct from the body, in Its body and so on is of a figurative (secondary)
nature and is not false.1 (To this, the Siddhantin replies:) No, this is not so.
The notions of being primary and figurative are established indeed in the
case of an individual who knows very well the distinction between the
entities. For example: The animal of a particular form, having the mane
and so on, through the process of positive and negative concomitances,
has the word 'lion' and its percept as primary for itself and is thus wellestablished as a distinct entity; and, different from this entity (lion),
there is also another (entity) - a man who possesses the qualities of
ruthlessness and valour that are generally seen present in the lion. For
that person alone (who knows well the distinction between the entities
- the lion and the person having the qualities of the lion), the word and
the percept generated by it are figurative but not for the person for whom
the distinction between the entities is not well-known. For him, the use of
the other word and the percept generated by it, with reference to another
entity, have only illusion as their cause and they are not to be taken as
being figuratively used. For example, in the approaching darkness, the
word and the percept 'man' are applied to the stump of a tree when it is not
distinctly perceived as 'this a stump', or the word and the percept 'silver'
sans reason are applied with certainty to the shell. In the same way, in a
non-figurative sense, the term 'I' and its notion rise in the conglomerate
of the body and so on due to the non-discrimination between the Self and
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the not-Self. How then can they be said to be figurative?2 Even for the
learned, who know the distinction between the Self and the not-Self, in
a manner similar to how it happens for the shepherds and goatherds, the
word (I) and its notion (of selfhood in the body etc.) arise without any
discrimination. Therefore, the T-notion with respect to the body and so
on (even) of those who hold the existence of the Self as separate from the
body and so on is solely false and not figurative.3
26 D
1. In this context, some object that the T notion, pertaining to the Self that
is distinct from the body, in Its body and so on is of a figurative (secondary)
nature and is not false: The Acarya has established in the preceding section
(Section 25) that the embodied state (sasarlratva) of the Self is the result of
the wrong notion of the Self as being the body. With a view to strengthen
this very point, the Acarya, in the present section, cites and refutes another
possible objection of the Purvapaksin.
The Purvapaksin's remonstration is this: It has been mentioned by the
Siddhantin that the status of the Self being the agent of the sacrificial acts
(yajamanatva) is due to the misconception of the Self as being the body
(Section 25). But this thesis of the Siddhantin is tantamount to declaring that
the authority of the Vedic injunctions and the entire karma-kanda is built
upon the foundation of the said misconception (mithyajnana). If this thesis
of the Siddhantin is permitted, the whole edifice of the Scriptural authority
of the karma-kanda would collapse!
With this in his mind, the Purvapaksin strives to establish that the
Siddhantin’s thesis is against the very spirit of the Vedic thought. According
to him, no Vedist would ever subscribe to this proposition and hence this
thesis of the falsity of the notion of the Self as the body, come what may, needs
to be spurned. The Purvapaksin argues: One undertakes the performance of
the sacrificial act based on the authority of the Vedic injunctions and is aware
that after the body falls off at death, it is the Self that reaches heaven. This
very fact proves that the Yajamana of the sacrificial act is aware that the Self
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is distinct from the body. Therefore, the conception (pratyaya) of the body
as the Self and the utterance (sabda) thereof must be of a secondary nature
(gauna), to wit, figurative - that is, it is not illusory (mithya). The Mimamsaka
amplifies this idea with an example: Don't we figuratively describe a brave
soldier as a 'lion', even while we are fully aware that the soldier and the lion
are actually two different entities! Likewise, is the notion of the Self as the
body - it is figurative (gauna) and not false (mithya) in nature.11
2. (To this, the Siddhantin replies:) No, this is not so. The notions of being
primary and figurative are established indeed in the case of an individual
who knows very well the distinction between the entities. For example:
The animal of a particular form, having the mane and so on, through the
process of positive and negative concomitances, has the word 'lion' and
its percept as primary for itself and is thus well-established as a distinct
entity; and, different from this entity (lion), there is also another (entity)
- a man who possesses the qualities of ruthlessness and valour that are
generally seen present in the lion. For that person alone (who knows
well the distinction between the entities - the lion and the person having
the qualities of the lion), the word and the percept generated by it are
figurative but not for the person for whom the distinction between the
entities is not well-known. For him, the use of the other word and the
percept generated by it, with reference to another entity, have only illusion
as their cause and they are not to be taken as being figuratively used. For
example, in the approaching darkness, the word and the percept 'man' are
applied to the stump of a tree when it is not distinctly perceived as 'this a
stump', or the word and the percept 'silver' sans reason are applied with
certainty to the shell. In the same way, in a non-figurative sense, the term
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T and its notion rise in the conglomerate of the body and so on due to
the non-discrimination between the Self and the not-Self. How then can
they be said to be figurative? The Acarya rejects the above contention of
the Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka, by delineating that the notion of the Self
as the body being figurative runs altogether counter to our experiences in
the world.
To delineate: In our worldly transactions (loka-vyavahara), there often
arise occasions when we consider and speak of one particular entity as
altogether another. Such occasions in human behaviour when thus two
distinct entities are spoken of as identical are occasioned in two diametrically
different manners - one with the knowledge of the distinction and another
due to ignorance of the distinction. The Acarya presently explains these two.
The first manner is when we are very well aware of the mutual distinction
of the two given entities and yet, for a particular reason, prefer to view
and talk about them as one. For example, we are aware that the entity
(animal) endowed with certain specific features, such as the mane, bravery,
aggressiveness and so on is the invariable signification of the word (sabda)
lion' and the content of the cognition (pratyaya) 'lion'. Alongside, we are
also conscious that a particular man, say a soldier, though entirely different
from the well-known (prasiddha) lion, is seen to possess the well-known
qualities of the lion such as bravery, aggressiveness and so on. However, for
eulogising this soldier, in view of his bravery and courage in the battle, we
may speak of him as a 'lion' (simho'yam bhatah). But, this notion of 'lion'
(simha-pratyaya) and the usage of word (simha-sabda) 'lion' in our worldly
transaction (loka-vyavahara) with regard to the soldier can only be 'gauna',
that is of a secondary nature, to wit, figurative. The cognition (pratyaya) and
usage (sabda) "simho'yam bhatah - This soldier is a lion," is characterised
as 'gauna' (figurative) because the oneness between the lion and the soldier
is based only on the similar qualities (guna) of both the entities that are
spoken of, and, more importantly, even when we describe the soldier to
be a lion (simho'yam bhatah), we are very much aware of the distinction
between them and have only consciously relegated the well-known lion to
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the background. It may also be noted that in these instances, the particle 'iva'
(like) is always understood, though not explicitly used in the sentence.
There are also occasions, when we consider and speak of one entity as
another, but are unaware of the distinction between them. For example, at
twilight, we may happen to see a post - conspicuous in its resemblance to
a man - and thus fail to take note of the features that distinguish it from
a human being. Thus, not being aware of the real nature of the post as a
post, but miscontruing it to be a thief, one cries in fear, "coro'yam - This
is a thief." Likewise, in bright daylight chancing to see a glittering shell,
and not comprehending the shell as a shell, we may mistake it to be silver
and utter in joy, "idam rajatam - It is silver."’2 These cognitions take place
only due to our confusion, that is the mix up of the real and the unreal
(satyanrta-mithunlkarana), because of which one superimposes the thief on
the post and the silver on the shell, as the case may be. Here, in the cognition
(pratyaya) and verbal usage (sabda) the real entities, that is the post and
the shell, are not perceived, though their mere this-ness (idanta) alone is
cognised. Unlike the first manner of identity seen before, in these usages
(gabda) and cognitions (pratyaya), the particle 'iva' (like) has no role to play
whatsoever. Indeed, our cognition of the post as a thief, and our idea of the
shell as a piece of silver, and our usages of the words 'thief' and 'silver' in
12 The Bhasyakara has given two illustrations to drive home the point that the word (Sabda)
and the percept (pratyaya) T in the body are false (mithya). The first illustration is that of the
word 'man' and its percept in a stump. This example is in the context of samsaya (doubt), for
the cognition here is thus: "sthanurva puruso va - Is it a stump or a man?" The next example
is that of the word and the percept 'silver' in the shell wherein the cognition is thus: "idam
rajatam - This is silver." This second example has been cited by the Bhasyakara in the context
of viparyaya (error). This being the case, the term 'bhranti', in tire expression "bhrantinimittau"
of the Bha$y a, has to be understood as signifying 'superimposition' (samaropana), which takes
place both in samsaya (doubt) and viparyaya (error) - the difference being that in samsaya,
the superimposition is not definite (aniyatam); while in the case of viparyaya, it is definite
(niseitarn). The point that is sought to be brought out distinctly is this: If the word and the
percept 'man' in the context of samsaya (doubt) are themself not figurative (na gaunatvam)
much less are the word and the percept 'silver' in the context of viparyaya (error)! Vide "i/ada
samsayamidayorna gaunatvam tadd bhrantimidayoh kirii vacyam ityaha—yathd veti." (Ratnaprabha)
Also, vide "samsayikau purusasabdapratyayau sthanuvisayau talra hi purusatvam aniyatamapi
samaropitameva, evam samsaye samSropitamaniscitamudahrtya viparyayajhane niscitamudaharati
yathd va suktikayam iti." (Bhamatl)
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these respective cases, are not at all figurative (gauna) in nature but rather
only of an illusory nature (mithya).13
The Bhasyakara avers that it is in the above-described second manner that
we consider the Self as the body and with this notion alone all our worldly
activities are undertaken - that is in a non-figurative illusory sense, to wit,
without being aware of the distinction of the Self from the body. Verily,
we use the word T and have the notion T in the conglomerate of the body,
senses, mind, intellect and so on (karyakarana-sanghata), not in a conscious
and thereby figurative manner (gauna) - just as one would speak of the soldier
as a 'lion' - but rather because of the non-discrimination of the Self from the
not-Self (atmanatmanoritaretara-avivekena) - just as one cognises the post as
a thief or the shell as a piece of silver. Therefore, the conception of body as the
Self cannot be christened as a figurative case (gauna) of identification.14
3. Even for the learned, who know the distinction between the Self and
the not-Self, in a manner similar to how it happens for the shepherds
and goatherds, the word (I) and its notion (of selfhood in the body etc.)
arise without any discrimination. Therefore, the T-notion with respect to
the body and so on (even) of those who hold the existence of the Self as
separate from the body and so on is solely false and not figurative: At this
juncture, the Acarya expects from the Purvapaksin the following objection:
What the Siddhantin has stated above may hold good only in the case of
an uneducated rustic for whom there is the identification of the Self and
the not-Self due to his innate delusion. But, there are reputed scholars and
learned men who have mastered many philosophical treatises and have
13 Cf. cWT %
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thereby come to know for certain the distinction between the Self and the
not-Self (atmanatma-viveka). They speak and preach about that very subject
of the Self and the not-self being distinct and are even able to convince others
of that very distinction! We do observe these learned persons undertaking
the task of performing the Vedic sacrificial acts. Does this not evince their
conviction of the distinction between the Self and the body! Hence, at least,
for all these learned persons, the cognition (pratyaya) and the explication
(sabda) of the body, senses, mind and so on as the Self can be taken to be
figurative (gauna) in nature.
The Acarya points out the untenability of the above argument. True, these
learned persons might have acquired the scholarship of the Sastras to an
astonishing extent that they may even be able to preach convincingly to others
the distinction of the body from the Self; but, when it comes to their own
worldly affairs (laukika-vyavahara), these very scholars are found in no way
better than the utterly illiterate persons such as those village shepherds who
rear sheep and cattle. Indeed, both the learned and the ignorant are equally
under the grip of the illusion of the Self as the body. In the Adhyasa-bhasya
(Section 12), the Acarya has demonstrated how even the learned persons
too behave like animals in the worldly affairs in the section beginning with

"pasvadibhiscavisesat - also because there is no distinction from animals etc."
It is true that based on the authority and validity of the Vedic injunctions,
learned persons undertake the performance of sacrificial acts and also believe
that the Self that is distinct from the body, at death after the fall of the body,
attains the reward of the sacrificial act, to wit, heaven. But the belief of these
learned sacrificers is but a postulation (arthapatti)15 born on account of their
15 The Veclania-darsana accepts arthapatti (postulation) as a pramana (means of valid
knowledge). The intended 'postulation' of the Self being different from the body is arrived
at thus: Since the Veda has supreme validity and commands unquestionable authority and
because the Veda itself enjoins the sacrificial acts for attaining heaven - by reason of the fact
that the Veda would not give false promises of attaining heaven and since the fruit of heaven is
not attained by the sacrificer during his lifetime - one is bound to consider that the performer
reaches the heaven after the body falls off at death, which fact enables us to postulate that the
performer Self is different from the body. If not for tins postulation (arthapatti), the authority
and validity of the Veda cannot be upheld (anyathanupapatti).
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faith in the Scriptural validity (srutau sraddham baddhva krtaparikarah
karmasu janah).16
But this postulation (arthapatti) is incapable of annihilating or preventing
the illusion of the Self as the body as evinced in the notions of even these
learned persons:

"I am a brahmana," "I am a man/' "I am of such and

such lineage" and so on, for the illusion is a direct perceptual experience
(aparoksanubhava) and hence is much stronger than postulation (arthapatti),
which is but a non-perceptual experience (paroksanubhava). Therefore, even
in the case of those highly educated persons and faithful performers of Vedic
sacrifices, in spite of their being intellectually convinced of the distinction
of Self from body, the notion (pratyaya) and the consequent verbal usage
(sabda) of the word T with regard to the body, that is effected by the non¬
discrimination of the Self and the body, continues to persist.17
While concluding his present argument, the Acarya adds this conclusion
of T notion being an illusion is greatly significant to not only the Advaita
16 Also, the understanding of the Self in the karma-kanda is not the true understanding of
the Self that is explained in the Upanisads. Vide "sastriye tu vyavahRre yadyapi buddhipiirvakm
na aviditva atmanah paralokasambandham adhikriyate, tathapi na vedantavedyam asanayadyatitam
apetabrahmaksatmdibhedamasamsariatmatattvamadhikareapeksyate,anupayogCtdadkikciravirodhacca.
prak ca tathabhatStmavijMnSt pravartamanam sastram avidyavadvisayatvam na ativartate. tatha
hi - 'brahmano yajeta' ityadlni sastrani dtmani varnasramavayo'vasthadi-visesadhyasam asritya
pravartante - But in the case of Scriptural injunctions, even though the one who habitually
acts with forethought and who has the definite knowledge of the Seif's relation with the other
world becomes eligible for carrying out the Scriptural injunctions, yet (the Knowledge of)
the real nature of the Self, capable of being known from the Upanisads (Vedanta) as being
free from hunger etc., as devoid of the distinctions like brahmana, ksatriya, etc., and as
non-transmigrating is not required for the eligibility (to perform Scriptural acts). For such
knowledge is of no use (in performing those Scriptural acts) and also because it is opposed
to the eligibility (to perform them). And prior to the Realisation of the above-described Self,
the ensuing Scripture does not transgress its being concerned with the ignorant. That is to say
the Scriptural injunctions like 'A brahmana shall perform sacrifice' etc. operate depending on
the superimposition of tire differentiating factors like caste, stage of life, age, etc. on the Self."
(Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 13)
17 Cf.
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school but also for all other philosophical systems that are wedded to the
doctrine of the distinction of the Self and the body, to wit, the Sankhya,
Yoga, Vaisesika, Nyaya and other schools of philosophy. Of course, it is of
no significance for the Lokayata school since it believes in the identity of the
Self and the body.
The objection of the Purvapaksin, that the Advaitin's thesis of illusion
would annul the authority and validity of the entire karma-kanda, is not of
much significance, for even at the very outset, in the Adhyasa-bhasya (Section
13) itself, the Acarya has logically demonstrated that not only the validity of
the karma-kanda but also that of the Moksa-sastra, that is the Upanisad, is
based entirely on the mutual superimposition of Self and not-Self.
But does not all this mean that the entire corpus of the Veda is invalid
(apramanika)? Nay, not at all. In the last section of this adhikarana, the
Acarya will be explaining how the entire Veda (sabda-pramana), similar to
other means of knowledge (pramana) like perception (pratyaksa), inference
(anumana) and so on, continues to command total authority only as long as
man is under the spell of the mutual superimposition of Self and not-Self.
It may also be noted here that just as the sacrificial acts such as the
Jyotistoma sacrifice are taught in the karma-kanda of the Veda for the benefit
of those who have the mutual superimposition of Self and body, in the same
way, the Upanisads too expound the Mahavakyas such as (CM.U.6.9A) "tat

tvam asi - That thou art" for those individuals who are also under the grip
of the mutual superimposition of Self and body, albeit keen on getting rid
of it. Indeed, it is only for the one who has realised the oneness of Self with
Brahman and has become Brahman Itself, that the teachings of both the
karma-kanda and Upanisad do not have any relevance.
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[avagatabrahmabhAvasya na samsaritvam]

tasmad mithyapratyayanimittatvat sasanratvasya, siddham jivatah api vidusah
asarlratvam. tatha ca brahmavidvisaya srutih - "tadyatha ahinirlvayam valmlke
mrta pratyasta saylta, evameva idam sarlram sete, atha ayam aiartrah amrtah
prano brahmaiva teja eva” (Br.U.4.4.7) iti. "sacaksuh acaksuh iva, sakarnah
akarna iva, savag avagiva, samanah amana iva, sapranah aprana iva" iti ca.
smrtih api "sthitaprajnasya ka bhasa"

(B.G.2.54) ityadya sthitaprajnasya

laksanani acaksand vidusah sarvapravrttyasambandham darsayati. tasmad na
avagatabrahmatmabhavasya yathapurvam samsaritvam. yasya tu yathapurvam
samsaritvam, nasau avagatabrahmatmabhdvah ityanavadyam.
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27 B
cH’HIci. tasmat - consequently; 13^Nc33MlHTic3ld mithyapratyayanimittatvat because it has illusory cognition as its cause; ettKkcMed sasarlratvasya - of the
embodied state; WSRsiddham - is established; hkd: stfyjwatah api - even while

vidusah - of the Wise Man; rM$\<\<^Ha$anratvam - the unembodied

living;

state; 33T 3 tatha ca - and accordingly;

brahmavidvisaya - delineating

the Knower of Brahman; spL srutih - the Scripture; 33. fat - in this regard; 33T

yatha - just as; 3TrfFF333l ahinirlvayanl - the slough of a snake; 333t% valmlke on an anthill; 3*31 mrta - dead; McMtdi pratyasta - cast off;

saylta - lies; 73 H.

73 evam eva - so too; S3H Mam - this; wMHjariram - body; 313 sete - lies; 3T3

atha - certainly; ~MMH.ayam - this; 3T5Kft: asarlrah - the unembodied one; 3fip:
amrtah - immortal; 3W: pranah - Life; 3H 73 brahma eva - is Brahman Itself;
7FJR 73 tejah eva - Light alone; 513 iti - as; 33^: ^ sacaksuh iva - as if possessed
of eyes;

acaksuh - though without eyes; 3373: 53 sakarnah iva - as if

possessed of ears; 3?3iU|: akarnah - though without ears; 33F153 savag iva as if having the organ of speech; 31313? avak - though without the organ of
speech;

53 samanah iva - as if having the mind; 3T33T: amanah - though

bereft of the mind; >hmiui: 53 sapranah iva - as if possessed of life-breath; 3|miui:

apranah - though without life-breath; 5TcI 3 iti ca - and thus; LH.Li: 3#f smrtih
api - the Smrti also; TP337fR3 sthitaprajhasya - of the Man of steady Wisdom;
33 ka - what; 3F3T bhasa - is the characteristic mark; 573T3T itycidya - by (verses)
beginning thus;

sthitaprajhasya - of the Man of steady Wisdom;

laksanani - characteristic marks; 3TT3<3F3T acaksana - delineating; T3§3:
vidusah - of the Wise Man; W^x^W^JH,sarvapravrttyasambandham - absence
of all relations with all actions;

darsayati - demonstrates; 3FfT3 tasmat

- therefore; 3 na - there is no; 3i3333fnc331333 avagatabrahmdtmabhavasya for the one who has realised Brahman as being the Self; 331x^kyathapurvam
- as before; AdlkkW. samsaritvam - the worldly state; 3W 3 yasya tu - but for
whom; 33I43H. yathapurvam - as before; dklkctu samsaritvam - the worldly
state; 3 na - not; 3Rf[ asau - he; 313333P3R3T3: avagatabrahmatmabhavah - the
one who has realised the identity of Brahman-Atman; 5T3 iti - this; 3^3^13

anavadyam - beyond reproach
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27 C
[the worldly state is not for the man of wisdom]

Consequently, since the embodied state has the illusory cognition as its
cause, the unembodied state of the Wise Man is established even while
(he is) living.1 And accordingly, the Scripture, delineating the knower of
Brahman, declares (Br.U.4.4.7): "Just as the slough of a snake lies on an
anthill, dead and cast off, so does this body lie. Certainly, the unembodied
immortal Life is Brahman Itself, Light alone." And also, "Though without
eyes, he is as if possessed of eyes; though without ears, he is as if possessed
of ears; though without the organ of speech, he is as if having the organ
of speech; though bereft of the mind, he is as if having the mind; though
without life-breath, he is as if possessed of life-breath." The Smrti, in verses
beginning thus (B.G.2.54) "What is the characteristic mark of the Man of
steady Wisdom," demonstrates, while delineating the characteristics of a
Man of steady Wisdom, his absence of relation with all actions. Therefore,
there is no worldly state, as before, for the person who has realised the
identity of Brahman-Atman. It is beyond reproach to hold that he who
continues to have the worldly state, as before, has not realised the identity
of Brahman-Atman.2
27 D
1. Consequently, since the embodied state has the illusory cognition
as its cause, the unembodied state of the Wise Man is established even
while (he is) living: Starting from Section 26, the Bhasya's exposition has
been dedicated to meet the objection of the Vrttikara that if the Scripture
were to simply expound the existing entity (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu)
alone that is unassociated with any act, then the Scriptural teaching would
be as purposeless as the worldly sentences like "saptadvlpa vasumat! The earth comprises seven terrestrial divisions," "raja asau gacchati - Here
goes this king."7
7 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 10.
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The Siddhantin had counterargued that though the sentences like
"rajjuriyaiit, nayam sarpah - This is a rope, and not a snake" expound
the existing entity alone, to wit, the existent (bhuta-vastu) rope without
the association of any act, yet their exposition has a definite purpose of
destroying the ajnana or the misconception of the rope as the snake and thus
puts to an end the fear arising from the illusory snake-cognition. In just the
same way, the Scriptural sentences, such as (Cha.U.6.9.4) "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," expound the real nature of the Self as Brahman and put an end to
the wrong notion of the Self being the samsarin, that is the limited individual
(jiva), and thereby terminate also the bondage that necessarily accompanies
this misconception.8
The Purvapaksin has rejected this exposition of the Siddhantin by objecting
that the comparison offered here is inappropriate. The sentence "mjjuriyam

nayam sarpah - This is a rope, and not a snake" certainly annihilates the wrong
notion of the rope as the snake and the consequent fear of the illusory snake;
but, the Upanisadic teaching of "tat tvam asi - That thou art" does not end the
misconception of the Self as the jiva and the resultant samsara, for even after
hearing this Upanisadic teaching, man continues to remain a samsarin and
suffer the state of worldly life.9
The Acarya did give a reply to this objection of the Purvapaksin in Section
13. However, to refute this objection in a more comprehensive way, the
Acarya, in the course of the Sections 24, 25 and 26, has been explicating the
untenability of the Purvapaksin's above-stated argument. He has, in these
sections, proved that the embodied state of Self is the result of the illusory
T-notion (mithyajnana) of the Self in the body. Since the bodiless state
(asariratva) is natural for the Self, when the true Knowledge of the Self is
gained through the prescribed process of sravana, manana and nididhyasana,
the seeker attains the Self-realisation that at once roots out the illusory Tnotion of the Self as being the body and the resultant effects of samsara. It
was in the course of this disputation regarding the nature of the T-notion
8 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 11.
9 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 12.
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that there arose the necessity for the Acarya to establish that the T-notion
of Self in the body and its verbal usage are both illusory (mithya) and not
secondary (gauna) in nature.10
After the detailed deliberation on the objection raised by the Purvapaksin
(in Section 12), presently, in this section, the Acarya concludes his argument.
The Acarya being a master dialectician, his arguments are ever imbued with
deep logic and incisive reasoning. But the Acarya being a Vedist too to the
core, we observe that while concluding his grand argument here, he cites
a few pertinent Scriptural passages - two from the Sruti and one from the
Smrti - to vouch for the authenticity of his conclusion.11
2. And accordingly, the Scripture, delineating the knower of Brahman,
declares (Br.UAA.7): "Just as the slough of a snake lies on an anthill, dead
and cast off, so does this body lie. Certainly, the unembodied immortal
Life is Brahman Itself, Light alone." And also, "Though without eyes, he
is as if possessed of eyes; though without ears, he is as if possessed of ears;
though without the organ of speech, he is as if having the organ of speech;
though bereft of the mind, he is as if having the mind; though without
life-breath, he is as if possessed of life-breath." The Smrti, in verses
beginning thus (B.G.2.54) "What is the characteristic mark of the Man of
steady Wisdom," demonstrates, while delienating the characteristics of a
Man of steady Wisdom, his absence of relation with all actions. Therefore,
there is no worldly state, as before, for the person who has realised the
identity of Brahman-Atman. It is beyond reproach to hold that he who
continues to have the worldly state, as before, has not realised the identity
of Brahman-Atman: Of the two Sruti passages that the Acarya cites to testify
his conclusion, the first one is from the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (4.4.7). It
10 cf. cpnifoqi ft«znAsfq i% rrm, a^if—awiRtsqfhi Also cf. a«rr ^ am
3WM(cH WMi H-.IW1
11 Cf. -jiWh

Also, cf. a
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compares the body of the unembodied Man of Realisation with the slough
of a snake lying on an anthill and states that the Wise Man has no T-notion
in the body, just as the snake that has just cast off the slough cannot have the
sense of T in the slough that it has shed.12 A more appropriate example to
illustrate this concept of the Jivanmukta being free of the notion of selfhood
in the body is perhaps hard to find. Of course, there is a limitation in this
illustration: The Man of Realisation continues to live in the body due to the
prarabdha-karma, while the snake does not live in the cast off slough!
The source of the passage that the Acarya cites next "sacaksuh acaksuh
iva...” remains to be traced. The Upanisadic Mantra means this: The Man
of Self-realisation seems to have a body from the viewpoint of others alone.
But, from his standpoint, he possess no body at all since he has already
ceased to have T-sense in the body. For him. Brahman alone is the Reality
and all else including the body is an illusion. Hence, there is no question of
his continuing to experience, as before, the worldly state (samsaritva). It is
quite plausible that the Acarya cites this second passage to make up for the
deficiency lurking in the snake-slough example that is provided in the firstcited Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage.13
12 Cf.
srouiq sin—-qqr qfqi qq qq qlaqjqiw as qqr eEraqq qftraqqq# qqraq qqiftiai
q<qeqiraftarqqiaqq,qqqqaafa&ti cMThiR+Mra silk ra&iki qqqqTqrqr wyrbusaaqq
■qq
i ft|qi ai! qqq? qrfq aa
3T5iftoqra snja; wiftlci ara qi^qtqqqft qaiqi
ft ciq q<p qq: fqqaqrfri: 3TFFa E3 fcsq: I —
Also, cf. awi
qqFiqi qqqisllraHqqlra sptwJ:—qq qftra. at ftqq qqsqq
iwi ftqq ara w i q*n sift
qqraqft:
qqqftrfi qftq? aratq, qqt era qqw
wirMailaqiH aqq,
q*3q aa qifq, jq|q aft ara:, ratqqjqiqiftqqra qrqq, qqraR aqraqqqrsqtlq ara
ftsfti aiq 3a?q ant ai?# #5^= aiqqtq. iHKiWMM'dkrqrd ?rr%m qqi atqqr qwswqtq:i rant:
ralqarfq^: aqqrqqqqiqfrqfti -qqtq
Also, cf. qq qq

qftqft q fsi^qj i qqi ^ftsfePtHqql qqftqfeqfqr asraq qraifti#

qqqqi qqt ^IraiuMssqiftqTftsi qffq, q«fta
qqra 5#iqrsscq<q-iipRj ftsqtcqq: i qq?ERRq
dieiftwiit—-qqfti qqrqfssrena: i qqr srararaqr nrqr qqitsft qwcwra HifetWH^q, qqrsq Jkqpa
ai^iisN q q^iify-HHiadifq i qraqqrqq: i at iftqHaql ft qra= i ftqqrft'. qqqrftftqtqqtft eft: qrsfti qq
q#ai qq M ftfiq'Aiiq^citq: i
q*n qqft, qqi qtqqjqqq qnqiq^na aticHai qraqqPt qiflt q qqr'jqqPTRraqq qqfti - qipftuwqa
13 Cf. qta qqramrrf!—qqqftra i

arkraiqftqi qq^,Ra<qna qftiqi - sqtqfqqq
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The citation from the Bhagavad-gita is to bring to our attention the
description of the Man of Realisation that is given by Lord Krsna in the
second chapter (2.55-72). This is a description of the Man of Realisation
being totally free of the state of worldly life (samsara) and also attests to the
fact that the Jlvanmukta is completely free from the association with any
action, for he remains free of identification with the body, senses, mind and
so on.14
After thus substantiating his logical arguments (yukti) with citations
from the Sruti and the Smrti, the Acarya forcefully declares: “na
avagatabrahmatmabhavasya ycithapurvam samsdritvam. yasya tu yathapurvam
samsdritvam, ndsau avagatabmhmatmabhavah ityanavadyam - Therefore,
there is no worldly state, as before, for the person who has realised the
identity of Brahman-Atman. It is beyond reproach to hold that he who
continues to have the worldly state, as before, has not realised the identity
of Brahman-Atman/'15

Cf. a
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28 A
[SVATANTRAMEVA SASTRAPRAMANAKAM BRAHMA
ITI siddhantopasamharah]

yatpunaruktam

sravanat

paraclnayoh

manananididhyasanayoh

darsanad

vidhisesatvam brahmanah, na svarupapan/avasayitvam iti. tanna, sravanavad
avagatyarthatvad manananididhyasanayoh. yadi hi avagatam brahma anyatra
viniyujyeta, bhavet tada vidhisesatvam. na tu tadasti, manananididhyasanayorapi
sravanavad

avagatyarthatvat.

tasmad

na

pratipattividhivisayataya

sastrapramanakatvarh brahmanah sambhavati ityatah svatantrameva brahma
sastrapramanakam, vedantavakyasamanvayad iti siddham.
28 B
drlvR) yat pnnah uktam - also, the argument;

sravanat - after

listening; HiMlddl: paraclnayoh - being subsequent to;
' AA ^ 'i'lt.ttiHl

■ ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK ^ instead of m

x ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK omit WREd

1 ^rRT^KtSWfci: I - ^HWd)
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manananididhyasanayoh - of reflection and intense meditation; ^Hid darsanat
- being found;

vidhisesatvam - being subsidiary to an injunction;

K "J|: brahmanah - of Brahman; d

na svarupaparyavasayitvam

5 54

- not intented to culminate in (revealing) the nature (of Brahman); §Trf iti this; dd d tad na - does not hold;

sravanavat - like listening; ^ddrMdcdlcl.

avagatyarthatvat - because (they both) are meant for the Realisation of
Brahman; dddldT^qpTddl: manananididhyasanayoh - of reflection and intense
meditation; dfe yadi - in case; ft hi - indeed; S-HdclH avagatam - is known;
WiSf brahma - Brahman; SMld anyatra - somewhere else;

viniyujyeta

- were to be employed; ddd bhavet - could be; d^T tadd - then; MdTTdcdR
vidhisesatvam - being subsidiary to an injunction; d na - not; d tu - but; ddjflf
- that; 3TRd asti - is; dddfdfdWdddf: 3TN manananididhyasanayoh api - reflection
r

and intense meditation too;

sravanavat - like listening;

avagatyarthatvat - since they have the purpose as Realisation; clfHIci. tasmdt
- consequently; d na - not; yfhiRlWluMdhcidl pratipattividhivisayataya - by
way of being the object of the injunction on contemplation; ^TTWFTPddxWR
sastrapramanakatvam - has the Scripture as the means of Its knowledge;
Wip'd: brahmanah - of Brahman; d*ddld sarnbhavati - is possible; §rWd: ityatah
- therefore; wcMR svatantram - independently; dd eva - alone; Wfl brahma
- Brahman;

sdstrapramanakam - has the Scripture as the source

of Its knowledge;

vedantavakyasamanvayat - on account of

the Upanisadic declarations being harmoniously intended to convey this; ?fd
W'&Hjti siddham - this is established
28 C
[conclusion of the siddhantin's argument that
BRAHMAN, INDEPENDENTLY ALONE, HAS THE SCRIPTURE
AS THE SOURCE OF ITS KNOWLEDGE]

Also, the argument - that Brahman is subsidiary to an injunction because
of reflection and intense meditation being found subsequent to listening,
and (therefore, the Scripture) does not intend to culminate in (revealing)
the Nature (of Brahman)1 - does not hold, for like listening, reflection and
intense meditation too are meant for the Realisation (of Brahman). In case.
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Brahman, after being known, were to be employed somewhere else, then
It could become a subsidiary to an injunction. But, that is not the case, for
reflection and intense meditation too have their purpose as Realisation.
Therefore, Brahman, by way of being the object of contemplation, does
not have the Scripture as the means of Its knowledge.2 (Rather), it is
established that Brahman, independently alone, has the Scripture as the
source of Its knowledge on account of the Upanisadic declarations being
harmoniously intended to convey this import.3
28 D
1. Also, the argument - that Brahman is subsidiary to an injunction because
of reflection and intense meditation being found subsequent to listening,
and (therefore, the Scripture) does not intend to culminate in (revealing)
the Nature (of Brahman): The Vrttikara has argued that since the injunction

of reflection (manana) and contemplation upon (nididhyasana) Brahman are
found occurring subsequent to hearing (sravana) in the Upanisadic statement
(Br. 112.4.5/4.5.6) "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah,"
the Scripture indicates the subsidiary status of Brahman with regard to
the injunction on action, for the intention of the Scripture is more than the
mere exposition of the nature of Brahman. As noted already, the thesis of
the Vrttikara is that the Upanisads expound the identity of Atman with
Brahman by positing It as the content of the injunction of contemplation
(pratipattividhi-visaya) and that they do not intend to teach merely (i.e.
independently) the nature of Brahman.
The Vrttikara has argued at length in favour of this thesis; and, at the
conclusion of his argument, he concluded thus: (1) Even after knowing
Brahman from the Scripture, man is found to live a life of a samsarin, to wit,
a life permeated with likes and dislikes and joys and sorrows. (2) Hence,
the Upanisadic sentence (Brli.2.4.5/4.5.6) ''atma va are drastavyah srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" enjoins manana and nididhyasana after one
has come to know the nature of Brahman by listening to the Upanisadic
statements such as (CM.U.6.9A) "tat tvam asi." (Vide Section 12.)
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The Acarya has deliberated upon the above thesis of the Vrttikara and has
offered his rebuttal firmly establishing that no act, by any logic whatsoever,
can be ever associated with Brahman (vide Section 18). Thereafter, he took
up for analysis the first of the above two points stated by the Purvapaksin
and refuted it (vide Section 24). Presently, he takes up the second point too
for analysis and exposes its hollowness.
The

Purvapaksin's

thesis

is

this:

In

the

Upanisadic

sentence

(Br.ii.2.4.5/4.5.6) "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah
- O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into
and is to be intensely contemplated upon," which is injunctive in nature
(according to the Vrttikara), the act of reflection (manana) and contemplation
(nididhyasana) upon the Self are enjoined to be undertaken by the aspirant
after hearing (sravana) about Atman-Brahman from the Scripture. The
Vrttikara opines that it is crystal clear that the Sruti teaches Atman-Brahman
only by indicating It as the content of the injunctions of manana and
nididhyasana - and that the Sruti does not stop with merely expounding
the nature of Self. This fact itself proves that the Siddhantin's assertion of
Brahman as not being an object of Scriptural injunction is unfounded.7
2. does not hold, for like listening, reflection and intense meditation too
are meant for the Realisation (of Brahman). In case, Brahman, after being
known, were to be employed somewhere else, then It could become a
subsidiary to an injunction. But, that is not the case, for reflection and
intense meditation too have their purpose as Realisation. Therefore,
Brahman, by way of being the object of contemplation, does not have
the Scripture as the means of Its knowledge: The Acarya rejects outright

the above argument of the Purvapaksin. In order to appreciate well the
manner of the Acarya's rejection, it would be of advantage to analyse the
Brhadaranyaka-upanisad statement (2.4.5/4.5.6) "atma vd are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah.'' This sentence has four injunctive verbal
forms: (1) 'drastavyah - (It) is to be seen/ (2) 'srotavyah - (It) is to be heard/
7 Cf.

^
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(3) 'mantavyah - (It) is to be inquired into' and (4) 'nididhyasitavyah - (It)
is to be intensely contemplated upon'. The Purvapaksin does not construe
in the above-cited Upanisadic sentence as enjoining knowledge (darsanavidhi) by 'drastavyah' or enjoining hearing (sravana-vidhi) by 'srotavyah';
rather, he speaks only of the manana-vidhi (injunction on reflection or
logical analysis) in 'mantavyah' and the nididhyasana-vidhi (injunction of
contemplation) in 'nididhyasitavyah'.
The Vrttikara’s construal thus entails from the following argument:
Knowledge, such as the perceptual knowledge (pratyaksa-jnana) of
an entity, say a pot or a book, exclusively depends upon the entity that
is cognised (jnanam hi vastutantram) and is born as a result of a means
of knowledge (jnanam tu pramanajanyam). Also knowledge, not being
dependent on any injunction, is not bom as a result of any injunction
(jnanam na codanatantram, codanajanyam va). All these norms hold good
for all other cognitions too such as inferential cognition (anumiti), verbal
knowledge (sabda-bodha) and so on.8
The knowledge of the true nature of Atman, being a verbal cognition
(sabda-bodha), is born as a result of listening to the Upanisadic Mahavakyas
such as (Cha.il.6.9.4) "tat tvam asi" from one's Preceptor. Therefore, this
cognition too, being knowledge alone, is not dependent upon any injunction.
In view of all this, 'drastavyah' cannot be an injunction of knowledge.
Also, the word 'srotavyah - is to be heard' in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
passage (2.4.5/4.5.6) also cannot be treated as an injunction. It is our lokavyavahara (worldly transactions) - and not any Vedic injunction - that has
enabled us to gain the knowledge of the cause-effect relation (karyakaranabhava-sambandha) between valid cognitions (pramiti) such as perception
(pratyaksa), inferential cognition (anumiti), verbal cognition (sabda-bodha)
and so on and their corresponding means of knowledge (pramana) such
as the senses (jnanendriya), invariable concomitance between the probans
(hetu) and the probandam (sadhya) - that is 'vyapti-jnana', verbal testimony
8 This concept has been discussed in detail while studying the Bhasya passages: "jnanam
tu
pramanajanyam...na
codanatantram.. .evam
sarvapramanavisayavastusu
veditavyam."
(Samanvayadhikarana, Section 19)
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(sabda-jnana) and so on. In the present context, the above analysis amounts
to this: Just as one gains the verbal cognition (sabda-bodha) of the existence
of a pot from the sentence "atra ghato'sti - the pot is here/' so too one
comes to have the verbal cognition (sabda-bodha) of the nature of Self
being the limitless Brahman from the Upanisadic expositions of the true
nature of the Self from the Mahavakyas such as (CM. Lf.6.9.4) "tat tvam asi
- That thout art." That being the case, the word 'srotavyah' cannot have
the significance of an injunction; rather, just has the purpose of reminding
us the 'sastrayonitva' nature of Brahman, to wit, that the Scripture is the
only source of the knowledge of Brahman and not inference, which the
Sahkhya, Naiyayika and others would like to postulate. That the expression
'srotavyah' has no vigour of injunction is similar to the statements such as
"You should perceive colour with the eyes and hear sound with the ears"
that have no injunctive sense.
It is for this reason, the Vrttikara, the Purvapaksin, states that the
injunctive

verbal

forms

'mantavyah'

and

'nididhyasitavyah'

enjoin

respectively the act of reflecting (manana i.e. logical analysis) and the act of
contemplation (nididhyasana) upon the Self, after the Self has been known
by listening (sravana) to the identity of Atman-Brahman from the Scripture.
The Vrttikara has argued that 'mantavyah' and 'nididhyasitavyah' are
enjoined in the Scripture as necessary actions (kriya) to be taken up after
the knowledge of Brahman has been gained by sravana because even after
hearing and thus knowing the nature of Brahman, man is found to remain
a samsarin continuing to experience the worldly state of likes and dislikes.9
This reason, the Purvapaksin has adduced for stating that the Upanisadic
sentence "atma va are drastavyah irotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" teaches
us about the existing entity Brahman by only making It a subsidiary to the
injunctions of the acts of manana and nididhyasana.
The Acarya refutes here the Vrttikara's views thus: An existing entity
(bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu) could be made a subsidiary (anga) to the
9 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 12: "srutabrahimno'pi yathapurvam sukhaduhkhadisamsaradharmadarsandt."
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injunction of an act provided that entity has already been realised (i.e.
prapta - obtained) through some other means. For example, the injunction
"kastham kutharena chindhi - you should split the log of wood with an
axe" is quite valid because the existing entity 'axe', that is subsidiary to the
enjoined act of splitting the wood, is already obtained (prapta) by a means
that falls outside the scope of the injunction. Likewise, the entity 'ghee' is also
already obtained (prapta) through some other means and the same is made
subsidiary to the act of sacrificial oblation that is enjoined by the injunction
"ajyena juhoti - One offers oblation with ghee."
On the other hand, the fruits, the availability of which on the river bank
is known by means of a well-wisher's statement (aptavakya) "nadyastlre
phalani puskalani - there are fruits aplenty on the river bank," cannot be
made a subsidiary to the act of eating or gifting by an injunction as long as
the fruits are not actually obtained. Like the statement of the well-wisher
(aptavakya) "nadyastlre phalani puskalani," is the Upanisadic sentence
"tat tvam asi" in expounding the nature of the Self as being Brahman. The
verbal cognition (sabda-bodha) arising from this teaching can merely be a
comprehension of the given declaration and it cannot be the Realisation of
Brahman. That being the case, how is one to make Brahman, the unrealised
or unattained, a subsidiary (ahga or sesa) to an act, just as the axe and ghee
are made subsidiary in the above illustrations!
The verbal form 'drastavyah' in the sentence (Br. Lf.2.4.5/4.5.6) "atma va
are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" is derived from the verbal
root 'drs' ('to see', 'to realise') and is intended to denote the direct Experience
or Realisation (Aparoksanubhuti or Saksatkara) of the Self. Hence, the
expression "dtma vd are drastavyah," that is the first part of the Upanisadic
statement, speaks about the Realisation of the Self, while the rest of the
Upanisadic sentence "srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah" advises the seeker
to gain the actual Realisation (Aparoksanubhuti) that is signified by the
expression 'drastavyah' through the three successive and necessary means:
(1) sravana - listening to the Upanisadic exposition from the Guru about the
nature of the Self being identical with Brahman (indicated by 'srotavyah').
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(2) manana - the logical reflection of what has been thus heard (evinced by
'mantavyah') and (3) nididhyasana - deep meditation on what has been heard
and thereafter logically understood (suggested by 'nididhyasitavyah')-10 It is
only by these three progressive means that a sadhaka (seeker) can attain the
Atma-darsana, the Self-realisation (atma-saksatkara) that is articulated in
the Upanisadic expression "atma va are drastavyah." That being the case, just
as Havana is meant for Self-realisation so, too, are manana and nididhyasana
meant for the same purpose.11
In a way, the nature of the Realisation of the Self can be demonstrated by
citing the illustration of the report provided by a well-wisher (aptavakya)
on the availability of fruits on the river side. One does derive the verbal
cognition (sabda-bodha) of the availability of the fruits on the river bank
from listening to the statement "nadyastlre phalani puskalani." But this
hearing of the statement is only the first step for the person who desires
to actually obtain the fruits. In case the person develops a strong desire to
obtain the fruits, he will not stop with this mere hearing; he would take more
steps - to wit, he would plan and go to the river side and thereafter pluck the
fruits from the trees and thus come to actually possess them.
However, there is this marked difference between obtaining the fruits
and realising the Self. The fruits, when obtained, can be made subsidiary
to an act, to wit, the acts of eating, gifting and so on - as one wishes or
as ordained. On the other hand, when the Self is realised by the means of
sravana, manana and nididhyasana, the Man of Realisation becomes one
with the supreme non-dual blissful Brahman that is devoid of all attributes
10 Cf. ’
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and acts12 (nirgunam niskriyam santam anandam paramam). Such being the
case, who is then there to contemplate and what is there to be contemplated
upon! In view of all this, the Purvapaksin's contention of Brahman being an
object of contemplation is untenable and hollow.
It may be recalled that in Section 19 of the SamanvayacLhikarana, the
Acarya has already dealt with the nature and purpose of the passages such
as (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6 & 1.4.7 respectively) "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah," “ atmetyevopaslta” and so on. The Acarya showed
therein that these passages bear only a semblance of injunction (vidhi-chaya)
and that they do not at all intend to be actual injunctions that enjoin actions.
Their purpose is merely to divert the extrovert mind of the individual from
his natural inclinations towards the external worldly pleasures and thus
enable him to incessantly focus his attention on the inner Self.
But, in the present context, we observe the Acarya analysing the content
and purport of the sentence "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah" from the context of the spiritual pursuit for the actual
Realisation (Aparoksanubhuti) of the Self.
3. (Rather), it is established that Brahman, independently alone, has the
Scripture as the source of Its knowledge on account of the Upanisadic
declarations being harmoniously intended to convey this import: Having

thus vehemently refuted the thesis of the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara,
the Acarya presently concludes his elaborate logical argument and
reiterates the Vedantic thesis in these lines: "tasmad...svatantrameva brahma
sastrapramanakam, vedantavakyasamanvayad iti siddham."
The above elaborate analysis of all the four Sutras (Catuhsiitn) amounts to
this: It has been proved on many counts, both logical and Scriptural, that the
12 Later, towards the end of the first chapter, in the topic ‘Vakyanvayadhikarana’ (B.S. 1.4.1922), the Sutrakara and the Bhasyakaxa establish that the word 'Atman' in the Brhadaranyaka
passage '‘atma va are drastavyah" signifies the supreme Self (Paramatman) that is devoid of all
attributes (nirguira) and is identical with the inner Self. This supreme Self, though heard from
the Scripture from the Mahavakyas such as "tat tvam asi," cannot be realised by this hearing
(sravaiia) alone but only by the due processes of sravana, manana and nididhyasana. Also,
the supreme Brahman, as explained above, cannot be made a subsidiary by an injunction to
acts like manana and nididhyasana.
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supreme Brahman that is identical with the inner Self (pratyag-abhinnam)
- delineated as what is desired to be known (jijnasya) in the Jijnasa-sutra
("athato brahmajijnasa") and explained as the material-cum-efficient cause
(abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the universe (janmadikaranam) in the
Janmadi-sutra {"janmadyasya yatah") - alone is described in the Sastrayonitvasutra ("sastrayonitvat") as that which is revealed by the Scripture alone
(sastrayonitvam). Also, it has been established that the supreme Brahman of
the above nature cannot be associated with any act and hence cannot be made
subsidiary to any injunction - even to the injunctions on upasana, sravana,
manana or nididhyasana. Brahman is thus taught by the Sastra (Scripture)
not by advocating It as the content of the injunction on contemplation ("na
pratipattividhivisayataya") but rather as an entity absolutely independent of
all actions and devoid of all attributes. With no hesitation, the Vedantin can
assert this fact, for all the Upanisads unanimously expound Brahman of
such nature alone, which fact is emphasised and asserted by the Samanvayasutra "tattu samanvayat - But, that is because of the harmony existing in the
Upanisadic passages in concordantly revealing Brahman as their purport."13
In this way, the Vrttikara’s thesis of Brahman being revealed by the
Scripture as an object of upasana has been entirely trounced. It may be
recalled that earlier, too, in this very Samanvayadhikarana (Section 7),
after refuting the Mlmamsaka thesis that was based on the dictum (Pu.
MlSu. 1.2.1), "amndyasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam,” the Acarya
had made a similar assertion "tasmat siddham brahmanah sastrapramancikatvam
- Therefore, it is established that in respect of Brahman, the means of
13 Cf.
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knowledge is the Scripture alone." The Mimamsaka sought to establish that
the purpose of Upanisads consists in their being subsidiary to the injunctions
(vidhi-sesataya) of the sacrificial acts taught in the karma-kanda. He was of
the opinion that in order to have purposefulness (phalavattva) and validity
(pramanya), the Upanisads have to syntactically necessarily associate
themselves with the Vedic injunctions (vidhi-sesataya vidhyekavakyataya),
for according to him it is these injunctive sentences (niyoga or vidhi)
alone expounding the sacrificial actions that have a definite purpose and
validity. In this way, the Mimamsaka had objected to the Vedan tin's thesis of
Brahman being 'sastrayoni' as having no basis whatsoever. In the context of
the Mimamsaka as the Purvapaksin, the Acarya had shown that the content
of the Samanvaya-sutra refutes the above thesis of the Mimamsaka. (Vide
Samanvayadhikarana, Sections 1-7.)
As compared to the Mimamsaka, who is a Dvaitin (dualist), the Vrttikara,
though an Advaitin - albeit of a school that is different from that of Acarya
Sankara - is still under the spell of the Mlmamsa school of thought, for like
the Mimamsaka he too believes in the infallibility and absolute authority
of the dictum "amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam." Yet,
the Vrttikara does not state, as the Mimamsaka does, that for having
purposefulness (phalavattva) and validity (pramanya), the Upanisads
require to be syntactically associated with the injunctive sentences of the
sacrificial acts that are found in the karma-kanda. Rather, he affirms that
Brahman, which is revealed in the Upanisads themselves, has Its own
purpose - independently of the injunctive sentences of the karma-kanda. In
this manner, he places the Upanisads on a par with the karma-kanda; that
is, just as the rituals, like Agnihotra, are enjoined in the karma-kanda for
attaining the results such as heaven so too the contemplation (upasana or
pratipatti) on Brahman is enjoined in the Upanisads for attaining the result
of Liberation (Moksa).
But, in his effort to liberate or delink the Upanisads from the injunctions
of the karma-kanda and to enable the Upanisads to have an independent
purpose, the Vrttikara has unwittingly converted the Upanisads themselves
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into a free playground for the Mlmamsakas by bringing the Upanisadic
teaching of Brahman under the domain of injunctions. As a result, the
Vrttikara, inspite of being an Advaitin, has lowered the status of the
supreme Brahman to that of being subordinate (6esa) to injunctions (sesl).
This seemingly conciliatory approach towards both the Mlmamsaka and
the Vedantin, in an effort to take the so called 'middle path' placating
both, certainly makes the Vrttikara a more formidable rival to the Vedantic
thought than even the Mlmamsaka. That is the reason why the Acarya has
undertaken this all-out effort to present and refute the Vrttikara’s thesis from
all possible angles in all these sections of the Samanvayadhikarana starting
from Section 8.
It is to be noted that the Vrttikara is one with the Mlmamsaka in viewing
the Upanisads as purposeless (aphalavat) and invalid (apramanika) if they
were to expound Brahman as an independent entity, entirely disassociated
from upasana (i.e. a mental action), for both of them declare in one voice that
Scriptural teachings are exclusively meant for the purpose of actions. This
explains why the Acarya treats both of them simultaneously as Purvapaksins
while deliberating upon the Samanvayadhikarana. Therefore, many of the
objections which the Acarya raises against the Vrttikara, especially those
connected with the question of the Mlmamsa dictum (Pu.Ml.Su. 1.2.1)

“amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam - The sacrificial act is
the purport of the Veda and, as such, those statements of Scripture that do
not serve that purpose are bereft of purpose" are equally applicable to the
Mtmamsaka's thesis too.
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29 A
[atraiva tatparye sastrarambhopapattih]

evam ca sati "athato brahmajijhasa" (B.S. 1.1.1) iti tadvisayah prthak sastrarambhah
upapadyate. pratipattividhiparatve hi "athato dharmajijhdsa" (Pu.Mi.Su.1.1.1)
ityeva arabdhatvad na prthak sastramarabhyeta. arabhyamanam ca evam arabhyeta
'athatah parisistadharmajijhasa

iti "athatah kratvarthapurusarthayorjijhasa"

(Pu.Ml.Su.4.1.1) itivat. brahmatmailcyavagatistu apratijhata iti tadartho yuktah
sastrarambhah "athato brahmajijhasa' iti.
29 B
9^ 3 ^rfrT evam ca sati - and this being the case; 3t3 atha - then; 313= atah -

brahmajijhasa - the desire to know Brahman; ?T3 iti -

therefore;

thus; 31533: tadvisayah - what has that for its subject; 3S-R? prthak - separate;
$llb)N>3: sastrarambhah - the commencement of a philosophical system; viHHUci

upapadyate - recommends itself to reason; Mfcmfrtiqm'-Kc^ pratipattividhiparatve
- if (the Upanisads) were to have the injunction on contemplation as their
ultimate purport; fKhi- since; 313 atha - then; 313: atah - therefore;

dharmajijnasa - the desire to know dharma; ?fcf iti- thus; 93 eva - verily; 3TR3^R3T3.
' AA (n.) omits ctt^; <?*P§
’ AA (n.)
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arabdhatvat - because this has already been commenced; d na - not;
- separately; "SJWHJastram - a philosophical system;

prthak

arabhyeta - would

have been begun; 3TRWRM ^ arabhyamanam ca - and being begun; [‘^H evam - in

arabhyeta - would have been commenced; sra at ha -

the following way;

then; 3TcT: atah - therefore; '-fRRiy'MHMy KH! parisistadharmajijhasa - the desire to
know the remaining dharma; ?Tcf iti - thus; 3^1 atha - then; -STcT: atah - therefore;

kratvarthapurusarthayoh- of what serves the purpose of sacrifice
and what serves the purpose of man; FHpHT jijnasa - the desire to know;
RiddelJtivat - just as;

brahmatmaikyavagatih - the Realisation of

the oneness of Brahman and Atman; ^ tu - but; 3-IMkf^ildi apratijhata - has not
been premised; sTd iti - hence;

tadarthah - for that purpose;

yuktah -

stands to reason; ^nWfwt: sastrarambhah - commencement of a philosophical
system;

atha - then; 3Tct: atah - therefore;

brahmajijhasa - the

desire to know Brahman; ?Td iti - as
29 C
[the very commencement of the sastra
SUPPORTS THIS CONCLUSION1]

And this being the case, the commencement of a separate philosophical
system as "Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman," having that
(Brahman) as its subject, recommends itself to reason. If (the Upanisads)
were to have for their purport the injunction on contemplation, the same
having been already begun as (Pu.Mt.Su. 1.1.1) "Then, therefore, is the
desire to know dharma,"2 a separate philosophical system would not have
been commenced. And if it were to be begun, it would be commenced
as 'Then, therefore, the desire to know the remaining dharma' just as
the aphorism (Pii.Mi.SuA.1.1) "Then, therefore, the desire to know about
what serves the purpose of sacrifice and what serves the purpose of man."
But the Realisation of the oneness of Brahman and Atman has not been
premised (in the dharma-jijnasa aphorism); hence, for that purpose, the
commencement of a (distinct) philosophical system, premising "Then,
therefore, the desire to know Brahman," stands to reason.3
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29 D
1. The very commencement of the Sastra supports this conclusion: The
Acarya has, in the preceding section (Section 28), concluded his detailed
debate against the Vrttikara and has established the Advaitin's thesis that
the Upanisads expound Brahman as unassociated with any act.
Yet, before ending his commentary on the Samanvaya-sutra, the Acarya
feels it necessary to clarify two points pertinent to his conclusions in the
Samanvayadhikarana:
(1) The Vrttikara Upavarsa is an ancient philosopher venerated by the
Vedists in general. He lived prior to Sabara-svamin, the famous author of
the Purvamimamsa-bhasya. He is known to have written a Vrtti (commentary)
on both the Mimamsa- and the Sarlraka-sutras (Brahma-sutra). With great
respect, he has been referred to as 'Bhagavad-upavarsa' by Sabara-svamin

(Pu.Mt.Su.l.1.5) and also by Acarya Sankara himself (B.S.Bha. 1.3.28 & 3.3.53).
All these facts demonstrate that his Vrtti has continued to command respect
through the centuries that preceded the advent of Acarya Sankara.
The very fact that the Acarya has taken this effort to refute the Vrttikara's
thesis in such a detailed manner in the Samanvayadhikarana vouches for the
respected status the Vrtti must have had in the days of the Acarya. Though
Upavarsa's ancient Vrtti is completely lost now, based on the references to
the Vrtti available in the Bhasya, it is possible to reconstruct how Upavarsa
might have commented on the Samanvaya-sutra. Upavarsa, too, just as
the Bhasyakara has done, has taken the Samanvaya-sutra as Badarayana's
refutation of the Mimamsaka's thesis that contests the claim of the Vedantin
that the Sastra (Upanisad) is the sole means for the Knowledge of Brahman
(i.e. sastrayonitva).
The basis of the Mimamsaka's objection to the sastrayonitva of Brahman,
which has been detailed in many sections of the Samanvayadhikarana, is
this: The exposition of the existing entity (parinisthita-vastu) Brahman by the
Upanisads cannot have any purpose (phalavattva) and validity (pramanya)
until and unless the knowledge of Brahman expounded in the Upanisads
is made subservient to the injunctions by syntactically associating it (vidhi1034
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vakyaikavakyata) with the injunctive sentences that enjoin the sacrificial acts
(karyavidhi-sesa) or the contemplative acts (upasanavidhi-sesa).3
According to the Vrttikara Upavarsa, the Samanvaya-sutra is the rejoinder
to the above thesis of the Mimamsaka. The Vrttikara Upavarsa's thesis strives
to refute the Mimamsaka position thus: The Upanisads are the sole means
for the Knowledge of Brahman, for they expound Brahman alone, albeit by
making It the content of the injunction on contemplation that bestows the
result of Liberation (Moksa).4 That being the case, the Upanisads too, like
the injunctions of the lcarma-kanda, have their own independent purpose
(phalavattva) and thus validity (pramanya), and hence they need not be
subservient to the karma-kanda in order to gain their purpose (phalavattva)
and validity (pramanya).5 Since all the Upanisads harmoniously expound
the contemplation (pratipatti) of Brahman for attaining Liberation (after the
fall of the body), the Upanisads too are purposeful and are indeed the means
of the knowledge of Brahman (sastrayoni).
But, according to the Bhasyakara, the meaning of the Samanvaya-sutra
is this: The Upanisads intend to expound Brahman independently, that is
unassociated with any injunction - either that of the sacrificial act or that
of contemplation. This fact is doubtlessly established, for all the Upanisads
harmoniously convey this purport (samanvayat).
At this juncture a doubt could arise: How is one to decide that the
elucidation of the Samanvaya-sutra offered by the venerated commentator
Upavarsa is wrong and the interpretation proposed by the Acarya alone is
right? By what means do we determine the intent of the venerated Sutrakara
Badarayana, the author of the Brahma-sutra, determining which alone we
will be able to objectively assess whose interpretation of the Samanvayasutra is right - the Vrttikara Upavarsa's or the Bhasyakara Sankara's.
(2) Also, while countering the Vrttikara's thesis in the Samanvayadhikarana,
the Acarya has stated that with regard to the Self, the status of being
3 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 1-3.
4 Vide the Acarya's citation of the Vrttikara's view as (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8):
"yadyapi sastrapramanakam brahma, tathapi pratipattivisayatayaiva sastrena brahma samarpyate."
5 Vide "tatsamanyad vedantandmapi tathaiva arthavattvam syat." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8)
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embodied and thereby being an agent of act, including that of the sacrificial
act (yajamanatva), is due to mithyajnana alone - that is the wrong notion of
the Self in the body.6 This conclusion arrived at by the Acarya is tantamount
to declaring that the authority and validity of the Vedic injunctions and that
of the entire karma-kanda are built upon the foundation of mithyajnana.
As a result, the entire edifice of the Scriptural authority, the vital part
of the philosophy of all the Astika schools, will collapse. This smacks of
Buddhism and goes against the Vedic spirit affecting thus the grand social
set up - the entire Sanatana-dharma! Hence, no Vedist can subscribe to this
thesis of the Acarya.
It is to address these two concerns delineated above that the Acarya
even though he has fully refuted the thesis of both the Purvapaksins - the
Mtmamsaka and the Vrttikara - continues to expound further. The Acarya
takes up for elucidation the first point in the present section7 and the second
point in the next one (Section 30).
2. And this being the case, the commencement of a separate philosophical
system as "Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman," having that
(Brahman) as its subject, recommends itself to reason. If (the Upanisads)
were to have for their purport the injunction on contemplation, the same
having been already begun as (Pii.Mi.Su.1.1.1) "Then, therefore, is the
desire to know dharma": The essence of the idea in the present section is

this: The revered Sutrakara Badarayana has given us sufficient indication to
suggest that he does not favour the thesis and interpretation of the Vrttikara
of the Samanvaya-sutra but approves only that of the Bhasyakara.
To explain: The venerated Jaimini has commenced the aphorisms of the
Mtmamsa-darsana as: "athato dharmajijmsa - Then, therefore, is the desire to
know dharma." From this, we come to understand that dharma is the subject
of inquiry of the entire Mlmdmsa-darsana. Jaimini himself defines 'dharma' in
the very next aphorism as that which is enjoined in the Vedic injunctions.8
6 Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 25.
7
SirePRFre arilWdlhiTM

^

- SROTTNiH

8 Vide (Pu.Ml.Sit. 1.1.2) "codanalaksano'rtho dharmah - Hie purport of the Veda (i.e. dharma),
which is the means of happiness (artha), has injunction (codana) as its characteristic feature
(laksana)."
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Thus, 'dharma' signifies the sacrificial rites such as Agnihotra, Jyotistoma and
so on that are enjoined in the Vedic injunctions such as "agnihotram juhuyat
svargakamah," "jyotistomena svargakamo yajeta" and so on. It is this dharma
alone that constitutes the subject matter of inquiry of the Mimamsa-darsana.
As we saw above (n.l), the Vrttikara affirms that the aim of the
Upanisadic enunciations (such as “tat tvam asi") is not merely to expound the
Brahman-Atman identity but to present it as the content of the injunction of
contemplation (pratipatti-vidhi). According to the Vrttikara, the aim of the
Upanisads is to enjoin the contemplation (upasana or pratipatti) of Brahman
for the attainment of Liberation just as how the aim of the karma-kanda is
to enjoin the sacrificial acts such as Agnihotra, Jyotistoma and so on for the
attainment of heaven.
It may be carefully noted that, according to the Vrttikara, the Knowledge
of the Brahman-Atman identity that is taught in the Vedanta is also a
'dharma', for it is meant only for contemplation (upasana). If the view of
the Vrttikara were to be accepted, then this Knowledge of the identity of
Brahman and Atman should naturally form a regular subject of inquiry in
the Mimamsa-darsana. In other words, the inquiry into Brahman (brahmajijnasa) is patently an inquiry into dharma (dharma-jijnasa) that has been
already begun by Jaimini in the Mimamsa-darsana commencing with the
aphorism (1.1.1) "athato dharmajijhasa."
That being the case, why should the venerable Badarayana take the needless
trouble of commencing an independent Vedffnta-darsana beginning with the
aphorism (1.1.1) "athato brahmajijhdsa - Then, therefore, the desire to know
Brahman" premising an inquiry into the oneness of Atman and Brahman?
Would not such a commencement - as though expounding something
altogether different from dharma -be unreasonable and unjustifiable? Verily,
we will have to face this logical inconsistency and philosophical impropriety
if we choose to follow the Vrttikara's interpretation of the Samanvaya-sutra.
The revered Badarayana has commenced an independent philosophical
inquiry into the identity of Atman and Brahman in the Vedanta-darsana
(i.e. Brahma-sutra) as evident from the introductory aphorism "athato
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brahmajijnasd," for he is cognisant of the fact that the Knowledge of oneness
of Atman and Brahman is not a 'dharma' - something that can be enjoined
by an injunction - and hence this Knowledge cannot become a subject
matter of the inquiry that is undertaken in the Mimamsa-darsana. Thus, the
very commencement of the Vedanta-darsana as an independent philosophical
system is itself a clear evidence seen in the Sutras of the venerated Sutrakara
Badarayana with tire help of which we can decidedly conclude that the thesis
and interpretation of the Samanvaya-sutra given by the Vrttikara fail to
calibrate the Sutrakara's intent - thus rendering the Vrttikara's interpretation
of the Samanvaya-sutra unacceptable.9
3. a separate philosophical system would not have been commenced. And
if it were to be begun, it would be commenced as 'Then, therefore, the
desire to know the remaining dharma' just as the aphorism {Pu.Ml.SiiA.1.1)
"Then, therefore, the desire to know about what serves the purpose of
sacrifice and what serves the purpose of man." But the Realisation of the
oneness of Brahman and Atman has not been premised (in the dharmajijnasa aphorism); hence, for that purpose, the commencement of a
(distinct) philosophical system, premising "Then, therefore, the desire to
know Brahman," stands to reason: The Vrttikara could raise an objection to

the above argument of the Bhasyakara: True, we do accept that the sacrificial
acts such as the Agnihotra, Jyotistoma and so on as well as the contemplation
(upasana) on the oneness of the Self and Brahman are on a par with one
another, for both of them come under the category of dharma. However, it
is undeniable that the sacrificial act is a dharma to be performed externally.
9 Gf.
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that is outside the physical body (bahya-dharma), while the contemplation
on the identity of Atman and Brahman is an internal dharma, that is to be
practised within the mind (antara-dharma). And, it is only with a view to
highlight this vital difference that exists between the two that Badarayana
has commenced an inquiry into Brahman as "athato brahmajijnasd."10 Indeed,
he has propounded the knowledge of Brahman not as an independent
Darsana, but only as a part and a continuation of the dharma-jijnasa of the
Mimamsa-darsana that has already been expounded by Jaimini. The venerable
Badarayana must have felt the necessity for this separate treatment of
brahma-jijnasa, for the dharma of the Self-knowledge (contemplation on the
Self) has not been covered within the ambit of the twelve chapters of the
Mimamsa-darsana of Jaimini. Therefore, the argument of the Acarya holds no
water - thus opines the Vrttikara.
The Acarya rejects the above contention of the Vrttikara and elucidates its
untenability thus: If what the Vrttikara says is true, then the wording of the
first aphorism of Badarayana in the Brahma-sutra (Vedanta-darsana) would
not be "athato brahmajijnasd," which goes to indicate the distinction betwen
the Knowledge of Brahman and the knowledge of dharma, but rather would
have been worded thus: "athatah parisistadharmajijnasa - Then, therefore, the
desire to know the remaining dharma."
In this respect, Maharsi Jaimini himself has provided a striking example.
In the first three chapters of the Mimamsa-darsana, he has deliberated upon the
various aspects of dharma and the injunctions thereof. In the fourth chapter,
he introduces an inquiry into a different set of dharma, to wit, the dharmic
acts that are enjoined purely for the purpose of the sacrificial act (kratvartha)
and the dharmic acts that serve the personal purpose of the performer
(purusartha) of the sacrificial act. The wording of the aphorism introducing
this deliberation commences thus: "athatah kratvarthapurusdrthayorjijmsa
10 Cf.
Also, cf.
Also, cf.
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- Then, therefore, the desire to know about what serves the purpose of a
sacrifice and what serves the purpose of man."11
From the above deliberations, it is undeniable that Badarayana has
begun an independent treatise on the Upanisadic philosophy, the Brahmasutra, commencing with the introductory aphorism "athato brahinajijnasa,"
indicating that the purpose of this treatise is an inquiry into the Upanisadic
teaching of the Knowledge of the identity of Atman with Brahman as this
Knowledge cannot be enjoined and hence is not under the purview of the
Mlmamsa-darsana.12
Even this one fact is a reason strong enough to demonstrate that the
Sutrakara Badarayana does not favour the Vrttikara's thesis. Indeed, the
Vrttikara's interpretation of the Samanvaya-sutra abjectly fails to present
what the Sutrakara truly seeks to convey.13

11 Cf. 33 31^3>*fcy§<qin?:
'SI 313 3133

31313 ?lcH

3I35lft3 HH’S,e<rMd*rH

313*3 ^(rM+Hdid.

3U 31

33 sf'Dlal

33:1 - J3I3Rl33

331 qafa
<3313 5|c3H3T3: 5I3?lI3*lf33T33I3I3*3* I3>
ft 31 ^63^13*^ I did ^ftT3I
Also, cf. 33i
^qWTOWftlSHWT^ 31313: IS33'y'31s-)'-tlMSII*-ll ?fcl3c[P1^2n<3.l 3 31*33llcic43:! - 3'R33f33t3
12 Cf. 313 3mKir33W3r33HH^THtl, 313: 3IU33*3
qftftlSi 3133313 ftfl*3
*3? *31^ wra 313 S5R33?—313TcII ^313313 9f3lftfA il3*ll33Pl'43ld'di 5T33I ?T3*3 M3l3*f«M3,

35: 35^513: 3331 '#.3*13

(331*33 1133:1 3331*133 3 ^ 33134,3*31^ 33FoR3TO3q3?RWl # ai^lPlsfa

313:t FTOq3iqq03*iiw

13 Cf.
3o3 33ftfTB33
33M5tl*iT31 3*fNle3 Sfl

yfa4ft(dWftl333l 33c3sR( Id^ARl

«3faPwi3fl3 ft3lRdwRi 3ra'fll*3<3*ijft ^rPlfc33:1 -*3W11

33131, 331S(3 d3l(33rRd<3^ fth^l WW 33*3, 313*13%!
31*%33 3W: I 313 3333131 sfUftffjnft qRlflt 3 Wlisfq

—31393313 ftcfi 3f^ 3HRnKH1£i1 ?ft 33#iJ313

mRR|B33N3K '3313 ftlftcl: *313, 3lf 3t<*13UH 313 333413^3^3 RNIAtRi^l ft33l 3*5Tt p33 313*1331
3Hc333 WWS3 13313*3 31 Wild3*331131 -3^3
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cRFRT^1 "3Tt Wpto"

WIU1TRI ^ f|

^ ^ femi Wm ^ IcRTM

liRTr^)£Rdl

^ 5sriwr vrf^ ^if^T ^R3,
^i^l^ldj

RTW#T

a#
lmv ^rf5 *PJ R336 II ^^ydMIrH-

T^II^RT^ WT^Ic^:7t srf^Ss
^IrHMrM'Mi

^|U(^H

MIUH^I^RfojS ||

^k^lci: I

c5IH>^

d&$4

W3!9

^\ss^m\^°\\/,\\

' Vdrtika, AA, ASS, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK omit ^
' 3lfd'blfH'Hd: TF5:—HHlunPi
M3&4 3T 3tS.Pd I
' Bhamati, NSP (II), AL read hodhi' meaning 'bodha-silam/ (nature of knowledge); the other
commentaries (such as Ratnaprabha, Nyayanirnaya etc.) and many editions of the Bhasya have
'bodhe' instead of 'bodhi'.

-eqpr
2
?lcRT

M<Pi*lfcU -vnu^t
TOt}gq.l - >-4WpW

T

I dhdl

*1R: I - s)^fddl‘-K.IJl
vI -

1 3 WJji Mdd«ri l?l4:1 - ^tSPRfWJ!
4 Cf. The intended string (vigraha) of this compound word is this: gaunasca mithya
ca gaunamithya; gaunamithya atmanau gaunamithyatmanau; tayoh. If this word
'gaunamithyatmanoh is combined with the word 'asattve', the regular sandhi according
to grammar should be 'gaunamithyatmanorasattve'. But the same is ignored so as to give
the expression 'gaunamithyatmano'sattve', obviously to comply with the form of the metre.
(PradTpa)

3WTW -5#}
— 'Hlddl

«5wran
hi
9 rtll'h'tiH.-5
R3: | 10ait-tspw

r
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Section 30
30 A

[upasamharabhasyam]
tasmad
ca

"aham

itardni

brahmasmi" ityetadavasanah eva sarve vidhayah sarvani

pramanani.

na

hi

aheyanupadeyadvaitatmavagatau

satyarh

nirvisayani apramatrkani ca pramanani bhavitum arhanti iti. api cahuh—
", gaunamithyatmano 'sattve

putradehadibadhanat,

sadbrahmatmahamityevam

bodhi kdryam katham bhavet. anvestavyatmavijhanat prdk pramatrtvamatmanah,
anvistah

sydt

pramataiva

papmadosadivarjitah.

dehatmapratyayo

yadvat

pramanatvena kalpitah, laukikarh tadvadevedam pramanani tvd"tmaniscayat."
30 B

cH-HIct tasmat - therefore; 3TP1 aham - I;

brahma - Brahman; 3123 asmi -

am; $c4d<<wMI: ityetadavasanah - terminate at the rise of this Realisation;
*23 eva - necessarily; 233 sarve - all; 333: vidhayah
3 sarvani ca - and all;

itarani - other;

-

Vedic injunctions; 2F3TFT
pramanani - means of

valid cognition; 3 Tf na hi - certainly not; 3 fid iIA'H f&dIrHiId! 2-ir4IH
aheyanupadeyadvaitatmavagatau satyam - when there arises the Realisation of
the non-dual Self, which is neither an object of rejection and nor of acceptance;
R3331FI nirvisayani - contentless; 313RRR3M apramatrkani - having no agent
of knowing; 3 ca - and; 3RF1TT3 pramanani - means of knowledge;
bhavitum arhanti - to have validity for their being; sflcl iti - thus;

3 30^;

api ca dhuh - further, they also declare; JTlu(fip-dlcHHl: gaunamithyatmanoh of the figurative and the illusory selves; 32-M asattve - when they do not
exist; ^q&ik'*W'ii<Xputradehadibadhanat - because of the sublation of the son,
the body and so on;
of real Brahman;

3IR sadbrahmatma aham - I am of the nature

$<34 4rf4 ityevarh bodhi - the knowledge of this form; <*>133.

kdryam - an act that is to be accomplished [or $233 314 ityevarh bodhe - when
there ensues the knowledge of this nature; 3>i3H. kdryam - an act (enjoined
or prohibited)]11; 353 33d, katham bhavet - how can it arise;
11 The rendering in the main body of the translation is according to the Bhamatl (the reading
here is 'bodhi') while the rendering within the parentheses is according to commentaries such
as the Ratnaprabha and Nyayanirmya (the reading here is 'bodhe').
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5TRS anvestavyatmavijhanat prak - prior to the Realisation of the Self, which
needs to be sought;

pramatrtvam - the state of being a knower;

atmanah - of the Self; aifepg: anvistah - having been realised; 'Hid.
syat - would turn; H-Hldl *33 pramata eva - the knower himself;
papmadosadivarjitah - free from blemishes like sins, and so on (i.e. Brahman);
dehatmapratyayah - the cognition of the Self as the body; d&d
yadvat - just as; 9RFF33 pramanatvena - as valid cognition; 'tk'Nd: kalpitah - is
assumed; rtifd'+iH. laukikam - the empirical; ds*§

tadvad eva - certainly in the

same way; iAKidam - this; 'AHWH pramcmam - valid; ?I tu - only; ^TI
a atmaniscayat - till the rise of the (unequivocal) ascertainment of the Self
30 C
[concluding commentary]

Therefore, all the Vedic injunctions and all other means of knowledge
necessarily terminate at the rise of this Realisation

'I

am Brahman'.1

Indeed, when there arises the Realisation of the non-dual Self, which is
neither the object of rejection nor of acceptance, the contentless means of
knowledge, having no agent of knowing, cease to have validity for their
being.2 Further they (the Wise) also declare:3 When the figurative and
illusory selves do not exist by reason of the son, the body and so on having
been sublated, how can then the knowledge of the form 'I am of the nature
of real Brahman' remain to be an act that is to be accomplished?4 Prior to
the Realisation of the Self, which needs to be sought, the Self remains
in the state of being a knower. When the Self is realised, the knower
himself would turn out to be free from the blemishes like sins and so
on (i.e. Brahman Itself).5 Just as the cognition of the Self as the body is
assumed to be valid (on the empirical plane), in the same way, certainly,
this (empirical cognition) is assumed to be valid (but) only till the rise of
the (unequivocal) ascertainment of the Self.6
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30 D
1. Therefore, all the Vedic injunctions and all other means of knowledge
necessarily terminate at the rise of this Realisation 'I am Brahman': As
stated in the preceding section (Section 29), the Acarya intends to discuss in
this last section the second point of how the Advaitin can account for and
maintain the utility and validity of the Vedic injunctions of the karma-kanda
as well as the Upanisadic enunciations of the jnana-kanda when the sense of
individuality is false (mithyajnana).12 We can observe that the Bhasyakara's
treatment of this point is singularly logical. With the clarification on this
point, he concludes the elaborate deliberation that he has carried out so far
on the Samanvaya-sutra.
The Bhasyakara commences his discussion in this section with this
affirmation: No Vedic injunction can have an entry into the realm of the non¬
dual Brahman that is expounded by the Upanisads as being identical with
the inner Self (pratyag-abhinnarh brahma).
As we deliberate on the thoughts that the Acarya has presented in this
section, we can clearly observe that the Acarya has drawn strength from the
theory of superimposition (adhyasa) that he has so masterly delineated in
the Adhyasa-bhasya - the preamble to his commentary on the Brahma-sutra.
2. Indeed, when there arises the Realisation of the non-dual Self, which is

neither the object of rejection nor of acceptance, the contentless means of
knowledge, having no agent of knowing, cease to have validity for their
being: It has been universally accepted that the Vedic injunctions are the
sole means of knowledge of dharma (sacrificial acts). It is to be taken note
of that while enjoining the performance of dharma, these injunctions (vidhi)
invariably presuppose the differences between 'kartr' (the performer of the
Vedic rite), 'phala' (the result one aims to achieve), 'karana' (the means of
action) and 'itikartavyata' (the modus operandi that one adopts in employing
the karana in the performance of the sacrificial rite).

12 cf.

sita, aft

qq ufo
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The very efficacy of these Vedic injunctions depends upon the abovementioned distinctive factors (karaka). Verily, all these cannot but remain
infructuous when the seeker has realised that he is the Self that is one with
Brahman and that all these karakas ('kartr', 'karma' i.e. phala, 'karana', etc.)
are nothing but the Self. The Brhadaranyaka-upanisad declares this very fact
when it states (Br.11.2.4.6): "idam sarvarh yadayamatma - This Atman is all
that is." Indeed, all the above-mentioned distinctive factors cease when the
Realisation of oneness of the Self dawns. For this Realised person, there is
nothing that remains to be done.13
Such is the case, not merely with the Vedic injunctions - the verbal
authority (sabda-pramana) with regard to dharma (sacrificial acts) - but it is
also so with every other means of knowledge (pramana) such as perception
(pratyaksa), anumana (inference) and so on.14 Verily, all of these pramanas
function only in the realm of distinctions which alone makes possible the
relationship between the cogniser (pramatr-visayl) and the object being
cognised (prameya-visaya). When the distinction between the pramatr
(cogniser self) and the prameya (cognised object), that is the relationship
between the subject and the object as being the knower and the known
respectively ends, all means of knowledge cease to function forthwith.15
Asserting this is the following Scriptural passage (Br. (1.4.5.15): "yatra hi

dvaitamiva bhavati taditara itaram pasyati, taditara itaram jighrati, taditara itaram
rasayate, taditara itaramabhivadati, taditara itaram srnoti, taditara itaram manute,
taditara itaram sprsati, taditara itaram vijdndti, yatra tvasya sarvamatmaivabhut,
tatkena kam pasyet, tatkena kamjighret, tatkena kam rasayet, tatkena kamabhivadet,
tatkena kam srnuyat, tatkena kam manvita, tatkena kam sprset, tatkena kam
vijamyat. yenedam sarvaih vijanati tam kena vijamyat - When there is duality,
13 Vide "brahmatmavagatau satyam sarvakartavyatahanih krtakrtyata
Section 20)
14 Cf. iwit H ^ swmqj a =3
sroRi, fodsitj few: i d
nfck, arfa g

ca."

<ld) — *0Hd!

Also, cf. *1 “hdA
Sift ^
—’H=d|0| %Tai 15 Cf. s*ta feairea, a ^a =q
s[fcf

) - aiHdl
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as it were, then one sees another; one smells another; one tastes another;
one speaks of another; one hears another; one thinks of another; one touches
another; and, one knows another. But when all has become the very Self of
the knower of Brahman, then what should one see and through what; what
should one smell and through what; what should one taste and through
what; what should one speak of and through what; what should one hear
and through what; what should one think of and through what; what should
one touch and through what; what should one know and through what?
Through what should one know That because of which all this is known?"
That is to say when the subject-object dichotomy ends effortlessly on the rise
of the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman, the functioning of the pramanas
also automatically ceases.
Hence, the Acarya asserts emphatically here: “na hi aheyanupadeyadvaita-

atmavagatau satyam nirvisaydni apramatrkdni ca pramandni bhavitum arhanti iti Indeed, when there arises the Realisation of the non-dual Self, which is neither
the object of rejection nor of acceptance, the contentless means of knowledge,
having no agent of knowing, cease to have validity for their being." This is
so because the functioning of the pramanas (means of knowledge) depends
upon the pramata, the knower, and when the pramata ends how can the
pramanas that the pramata operates function on their own accord?

3. Further they (the Wise) also declare: By way of substantiating the above
conclusion, the Bhasyakara cites three verses of a revered Advaita Acarya,
a Brahma-jnanin of yore.16 The Bhasyakara has not mentioned the name
of this Acarya. However, the Advaita tradition identifies him as Acarya
Sundara-pandya.17'
16cf.
Also, cf. 3SP
Also, cf. a

w3circyci—ffctt
I -■tfPWT
1%

^I -

17 Some of the modem researchers have ventured suggesting an identification of this Sundarapandya with the Pandya ruler of Madurai (Tamilnadu, India).
Cf. aarg;—srd

wrprj RNiRd ^
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4. When the figurative and illusory selves do not exist by reason of the son,
the body and so on having been sublated, how can then the knowledge
of the form 'I am of the nature of real Brahman' remain to be an act that
is to be accomplished? It has already been explained that the notion of Self
in one's daughter, wife, son, house and so on is to be viewed as 'gauna'
(secondary) while the notion of the Self in one's body, mind and so on
(i.e. the karyakarana-sanghata) is 'mithya' (illusory). The criterion for this
distinction is this: We are all quite aware that we are different from our son,
wife and so on. Yet, we identify with them as is evident from the joys and
sorrows that we undergo based on their happiness or unhappiness. On the
other hand, we are unaware of the distinction of the Self from the body,
senses, mind and so on (karyakarana-sanghata) and we mistake ourselves to
be these as is evident in the notions such as 'I am a man, dark and tall/ T am
an intelligent scholar' and so on.18

In the verse cited by the Acarya, the expression "putradehadibadhanat"
refers to the sublation (badhana) of the secondary selves (i.e. putradi) and
signifies the absence of the sense of being mine (mamata) with regard to
one’s son, wife and so on and the sublation (badhana) of the illusory selves
(i.e. dehadi) consisting in the termination of one's wrong identification
(ahanta) with the body, mind, senses and so on.
A question could be raised here: When the illusory self is sublated (badha),
there cannot be the sravana (listening to the sastra), manana (reflection) and
nididhyasana (meditation), for these sadhanas are the functions of ears,
mind and so on (i.e. the karyakarana-sanghata). When these functions are
18 For a detailed explanation on the concepts of 'gaunatman' and 'mithyatman' refer to
Samanvayadhikarana, Section 26 and Adhyasct-bhasya, Section 14.
Cf. rfpjjteiHIHI HHcid
I 313: FI aN 3f|?RTI
3Tcl: FI 3WZITFRTI - <RRlf^ET
Also, cf.
313: FI WWlIrMI I Also, cf.
sqaiR: I 3 H
aHrHiwni’tecJ
f3t ifct a^a

aWtsfaia: syrlf m-. a abiFhi,

fas%

3P3:, 33F33
=3cF3 <33
ata 33 atf ^ fT3 HRUFf 33331 3Rfc
^JHTSSTTFlf^R’UrirR^ FiiFHlRr+iiud, a Fil333M«l’3d,iJ a
^Tf c^a^FT:
31?[
FaaTaifaaayaai arfetaaia 3wiaiiw< Fiwiaft^wa:i
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absent, how does one continue accomplishing (i.e. creating or maintaining)
the knowledge 'I am the Self identical with Brahman'? Does not the Sruti
itself stipulate that Atman-Brahman Realisation is to be gained through
sravana, manana and nididhyasana (vide “atma va are drastavyah - srotavyo

mantavyo nididhyasitavyah"). According to the Bhamatl, this verse from the
Advaita tradition cited by the Bhasyakara introduces the above question of
the disciple.19
It is obvious that while raising this question, the disciple is under the
mistaken notion that even after attaining Liberation, the Jivanmukta, that
is the liberated Sage, would have to continue to maintain by effort the
knowledge of the nature of the 'brahmakara-vrtti', to wit, the mental mode 1
am the supreme Brahman'. Hence, the doubt of the disciple.

5. Prior to the Realisation of the Self, which needs to be sought, the Self
remains in the state of being a lcnower. When the Self is realised, the
knower himself would turn out to be free from the blemishes like sins
and so on (i.e. Brahman Itself): The Scripture urges us to seek and realise
the Self that is free from sin, old age and so on in these words (Cha.U.8.7.1):

"ya atmapahatapapma vijaro vimrtyurvisoko vijighatso'pipasah...so'nvestavyah sa
vifijnasitavyah - The Self which has no sin, no old age, no death, no sorrow,
no hunger, no thirst...That has to be known. That has to be inquired into
for Realisation."20 But, it is to be carefully noted that the seeker can have
the superimposed sense of pramatrtva (knowership) and thus be the listener
(srota), inquirer (manta), meditator (dhyata) and so on only as long as he has
not realised the Self through the means of sravana, manana and nididhyasana.
The pramatrtva (knowership), to wit, the sense of 'I am a listener', 'I am
a thinker', 'I am a meditator' and so on, disappears the very moment the
19 Cf. W

*pt, a*n
aiiai agnra g a

flai

vdl: I

ntsq jfN:l a

I

aria
agqrata swunwaK-wMidt
aw.Riqia §fa araai
wmaaiua ai aaaia
d&y isun-rH atft arereMsRtaarwaaR #aiaa, a#
aaa.i -awal

20 It is obvious that the first hemistich of the present verse "anvestavyatmavifndnat" is drawn
from the above-cited ChUndogya-upanisad passage (8.7.1).
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seeker realises his Self to be Brahman.21 When the pramatrtva (knowership)
is thus terminated, this automatically negates the distinction of the knower
(pramata), the valid knowledge (prama), its object (prameya) and the means
of valid knowledge (pramana) - that is the fourfold interrelated components
with respect to knowledge, to wit, the 'pramatr-prama-prameya-pramanavibhaga'.
It is in the realm of the above-mentioned distinction (i.e. pramatr-pramaprameya-pramana-vibhaga) alone that the seeker can strive for knowledge
and also come to attain the knowledge of the identity of Atman-Brahman.
But the moment this knowledge arises, the seeker's Self being one with
the supreme Self, the vision of duality ends, the pramatr-prama-prameyapramana distinction ceases to be, and so does the knowledge or thought
'I am Brahman' disappear, for its lifeline, the vision of duality and the
consequent prama tr-prama-prameya-pramana-vibhaga has dissolved. The
pramatrtva and the consequent vision of duality (pramatr-prama-prameyapramana-vibhaga) effected by the mutual superimposition of Self and notSelf is not absolutely valid and hence cannot remain even for a moment
when its antidote consisting of the absolutely valid direct Experience
(Aparoksanubhuti) of the non-dual Self dawns.22
One may recall here the unequivocal declaration that the Acarya has
made in the Adhyasa-bhasya (Section 9): "tametam avidyakhyam dtmandtmanoh
itaretaradhydsam puraskrtya sawe pramdnaprameyavyavahdrcih pravrttdh, sarvdni
ca sdstrdni vidhinisedhaparani - Presupposing this above-mentioned mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, designated as 'Nescience',
proceed all transactions, empirical as well as those prescribed by the Vedas,
centring around the means and the objects of valid cognitions; so also are all
the Scriptures concerned with injunctions, prohibitions and Liberation."
21 Cf. wi

whti ww, 3R aft asraTshicmi±4^—31 AaAftfi y ^nrnrsi-ii4rii-iii-Hi
djiklWIci. '{'fatcH-tl

22 Cf.

sta=R.i

t

trr—vr ft ftrorntsti<>a, hr fiRaa HFRara,

5RlfClcHH)S?3E=r

SWIddlPdS:

Raa, wwawnftRPi scufo

h^ir *pr did-Kta ffti a r

<RldRl3d qRRRlftaftR: I - RJRt
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The second verse cited by the Bhasyakara understood in such a manner
answers the question that was raised by a disciple who, as depicted in the
first verse, put forward the question under the notion that even the Liberated
Man of Wisdom should continue to put effort to have the knowledge, that
is the thought "sadbrakmdtmaham - I am of the nature of real Brahman," in
which case there would have to be the continued presence of T, the pramata
(the knower, the individual Self). The answer provided by the second verse
to the student's query is this: The Liberated person does not continue to have
the sense “sadbrahmatmaham -1 am of the nature of real Brahman" or even the
notion 'I am enlightened'. Indeed, he is verily not the knower of Brahman; he
is verily the supreme Brahman Itself ("brahmaiva, na brahmavit")\

#
Commentaries such as the Ratnaprabha of Govindananda, the Nydyanirnaya of
Anandagiri take the alternative reading "bodhe" (instead of "bodhi" as taken
by the Bhamati) and interpret the first verse thus: "When the knowledge of
the form "sadbrahmatmaham - I am of the nature of real Brahman" ensues,
the figurative and the illusory selves cease to exist because of the sublation
of the son, body and so on. At this moment how can there remain any act
that is enjoined or prohibited?" This verse is in the form of a question that
carries the force of negation (kaku). When we go with this interpretation of
the first verse that is cited by the Bhasyakara, the concept presented is but
an extension of the point that the Bhasya has delineated just immediately
preceding this citation.23
The idea is this: People undertake various worldly transactions (laukikavyavahara) propelled by the false notions of themselves being the body,
senses, mind (i.e. they being man, woman, brahmana, male, female,
23 Vide (n.l & 2): "tasmad "aharit brahmasmi" ityetadavasanah eva sarve vidhayah sarvani ca itarani
pramamni. na hi aheyanupadeyadvaitatmavagatau satyarh nirvisayani apramatrkdni ca pramamni
bhavitum arhanti iti - Therefore, all the Vedic injunctions and all other means of knowledge
necessarily terminate at the rise of this Realisation 'I am. Brahman'. Indeed, when there arises
the Realisation of the non-dual Self, which is neither the object of rejection nor of acceptance,
the contentless means of knowledge, having no agent of knowing, cease to have validity for
their being."
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intelligent, dull and so on - mithyatman) and due to their attachment to
their son, wife, property and so on (gaunatman). Due to these identifications
(ahanta and mamata respectively), all come to experience various joys and
sorrows. When the real nature of the Self is realised to be the supreme
Brahman, at that very moment the illusory selves (mithyatman) and the
secondary selves (gaunatman) would cease automatically. The verse
therefore questions: "karyam katharh bhavet - (This being the case), how
could there be any transaction - Scriptural (Vaidika) or worldly (laukika)?"
The question having the force of denial (kaku), the cumulative idea of the
verse cited is this: There cannot be any transaction at all for the Man of
Wisdom - even those that are enjoined (vihita) or prohibited (pratisiddha)
by the Scripture.24
The second verse according to these commentaries is to be taken as
reiterating in a logical manner the very same denial (kaku) that has been
indicated in the previous verse. The idea is thus: When the pramatrtva
(knowership) of the seeker comes to an end, it disappears along with its
resultant agentship (kartrtva) of being the seeker-Self. Therefore, for the
enlightened person, abiding in the Experience of the Self being Brahman,25
there cannot be any transaction based on the Scriptural injunctions (vidhi) or
prohibitions (pratisedha).26
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A point for deliberation in this context: It has been already explained
that though the knowledge "sadbrahmatmaham - I am of the nature of real
Brahman/' born from the Scriptural enunciations such as "tat tvam asi," is
in the realm of the pramana-prameya-prama-pramatr-vibhaga (i.e. rooted
in duality) and Nescience, still the resultant knowledge (brahmakara-vrtti)
is an absolutely valid cognition, for its content consisting in the identity of
Self with Brahman is not known through any other means of knowledge
other than the Scripture (anadhigata) and is not sublated by any subsequent
cognition (abadhita). But, all the same, its cause - the pramana consisting in
the Scriptural enunciations such as "tat tvam asi" and the realm of duality
(pramatr-prama-prameya-pramana-vibhaga)

in

which

the

Scriptural

enunciations are rooted - are all illusory since they are all products of the
causal Nescience. Therefore, not only the realm of duality (pramatr-pramaprameya-pramana-vibhaga) but even the Scriptural enunciations such as
"tat tvam asi" that pertain to the realm of duality are negated - verily (and
ironically) by their very result consisting in the knowledge of Brahman
(brahmakara-vrtti). A question naturally arises here: How could an illusion
give rise to right knowledge? Are not the illusory cognitions (mithyajnana)
of the mutual identification of body and Self leading to pramatrtva and
the realm of duality consisting in the pramana-prameya-prama-pramatrvibhaga and other similar superimpositions known to give rise to a series of
illusory cognitions (mithyajnana) alone!
The Acaryas of the Advaita tradition have answered this question
convincingly by citing apt illustrations for elucidation. The knowledge
of the written characters 'A', 'B' and so on - though themselves are
known to be imperfect, false and illusory27 - are known well to give rise
to the correct knowledge of the auditory syllables 'A', 'B' and so on
(rekhanrtaksarapratipatteh satyaksarapratipattivat). Again, pointing his
index finger at the painting of a tiger, the father teaches the son "This is a
27 The forms of written alphabets, 'A', 'B' and so on, change from time to time, from region
to region and from person to person. Hence, they are false. The idea about them as being
identical with spoken syllables is illusory. But, the spoken syllables 'A', 'B' and so on remain
constant all the time in all the places and for all persons. Hence, they are valid and true.
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tiger." Here again, what the father says is but a false identification, for the
painting is not a real tiger; yet, by reason of this instruction - though based
on the illusory identification - the son gains the true knowledge of the real
tiger (citra-vyaghravat). Also, while in a dream, a person may imagine a
lion pouncing upon him, and overpowered by terror, he cries loudly and
wakes up to the real world. Here also, the false knowledge of the unreal lion
and its pouncing upon oneself gives rise to the person's cry that is real; and,
moreover, the false lion also wakes him up to the real world (svapnasimhavat).
Therefore, there cannot be any hard and fast rule that false knowledge can
beget only false knowledge. Therefore, the wrong notion of the distinction
of pramatr (knower), prama (known) and so on, though rooted in Nescience
and the vision of duality (pramatr-prama-prameya-pramana-vibhaga), can
give rise to the absolutely right knowledge "sadbrahmatmaham - I am of the
nature of real Brahman."
Though the knowledge (the thought “ sadbrahmatmaham") is absolutely
real as established above, it will have to die away because it is a mano-vrtti
(mental modification) - a product of Nescience. However, because of its
content of the oneness of Brahman and Atman, it burns down its own causes,
to wit. Nescience, the realm of duality based on the distinctions (pramatrprama-prameya-pramana-vibhaga) as well as the mind - indeed all those that
had been the impediments to the seeker’s Liberation. With the destruction
of Nescience, the Self (of the seeker) regains its state of absolute non-dual
Reality, that is 'advaita-brahmabhava', also known as Moksa (Liberation),
which Moksa (Liberation) is nothing but the very Brahman that the seeker
has been striving to attain.
It is to be carefully kept in mind that this knowledge (brahmakara-vrtti)
leading to the attainment of Brahman does not beget Liberation because
Liberation is the eternal Brahman itself.28 Also, the knowledge (brahmakaravrtti), by negating the entire phenomenal world of duality, negates itself
- since, being a mano-vrtti, it too belongs to the realm of the phenomenal
world. This unique mano-vrtti (mental modification), the jnana (knowledge)
28 Vide "brahmabhavaica moksah." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 18)
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or brahmakara-vrtti is also termed in the Sastra as the 'carama-vrtti', that
is 'the ultimate modification of the mind', for thereafter there will be no
more mental modifications because the mind itself has been falsified by the
carama-vrtti.
All these profound thoughts and concepts are indicated in a subtle way
by the verse: "anvestavydtmavijnanat prak pramdtrtvamatmanah, anvistah syat
pramdtaiva papmadosadivarjitah - Prior to the Realisation of the Self that needs
to be sought, the Self remains in the state of being a knower. When the Self
is realised, the knower himself would turn out to be free from the blemishes
like sins and so on (i.e. Brahman Itself)."
6. Just as the cognition of the Self as the body is assumed to be valid (on
the empirical plane), in the same way, certainly, this (empirical cognition)
is assumed to be valid (but) only till the rise of the (unequivocal)
ascertainment of the Self: It has been explained that the knowership
(pramatrtva) of the Self is illusory (mithya). How then to account for the
validity of the cognitions - perceptual, inferential, verbal and so on - that
we come to possess in our day-to-day worldly life? Also, if the means of
knowledge (pramana) are in the realm of duality and thus illusory, how does
one account for the validity of all the means (pramana) of these cognitions,
including those of the Upanisadic enunciations such as "tat tvam asi - That
thou art"? If all these Scriptural enunciations were to be ascertained as illusory
on the ground that they issue from the illusory knowership (pramatrtva) of
Self, then the very foundation of the worldly morality would collapse - there
would be no valid code, no law or standard of morality for identifying a
righteous person (dharmika) from an unrighteous one (adharmika).
The present verse addresses these concerns. In our empirical life, the idea
of the Self being the body is always assumed to be valid. All the worldly
cognitions (laukika-prama) and their means (pramana), including the
Scriptural teachings, derive their validity only from this assumed validity
of this Self-body identification. In the Adhyasa-bhasya (Section 9) too,
the Bhasyakara had stated this fact: "tametam avidyakhyam atmanatmanoh
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itaretaradhyasam puraskrtya sarve pramanaprameyavyavaharah lankikah vaidikasca
pravrttah, sarvani ca sastrani vidhipratisedhamoksaparani - Presupposing this
above-mentioned mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self,
designated as 'nescience', proceed all transactions, empirical as well as
those prescribed by the Vedas, centring around the means and the objects
of valid cognitions; so also are all the Scriptures concerned with injunctions,
prohibitions and Liberation."
In the above Adhyasa-bhcisya passage, the expression 'moksaparani' is
rather significant as it is meant to indicate the Scriptural enunciations such
as "tat tvam asi." Like the vidhi (injunction) and pratisedha (prohibition) of
the karma-kanda, the Upanisadic enunciations too have validity only till
the real nature of the Self is ascertained to be Brahman ("a atmanisacayat")
because at that very moment of the ascertainment of the real nature of the
Self, the assumed validity of Self-body notion (mithyatma-bhava) ends
and so does the identification with the wife, son and so on (gaunatmabhava). Thus, both the karma-kanda and the jnana-kanda are valid only as
long as the notion of the Self in the body is given credence. And indeed as
long as the notion of the Self in the body persists, the Upartisads as well
as the injunctions (vidhi) and the prohibitions (pratisedha) of the karmakanda too remain valid (pramanya). In this way, the Bhasyakara answers
the second concern of how the Advaitin can account for and maintain the
utility and validity of the Vedic injunctions of the karma-kanda as well as
the enunciations of the Upanisads.29 In this way the Bhasyakara allays the
concern of the Purvapaksin.30
29 Cf.
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Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 29 D, n.l for the two concerns of the Purvapaksin.
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In the context of the cited verse of the Acarya of yore, the following could
also be added: The philosophies like the Nyaya, Vaisesika, Sankhya, Mimamsa
and so on advocate the theory of the reality of the world. Yet, they too are
bound by their respective philosophical presuppositions to accept that the
notion of Self in the body (dehatma-pratyaya) is illusory because this notion
is sublated by the knowledge of the Self. However, even these philosophies
have to concede that the validity of the cognition (prama) and the means
(pramana) thereto is ultimately based on the illusory notion of the Self as
the body. Hence, there is nothing unusual or an anomaly about it when the
Advaitin asserts that all the pramanas are only in the realm of Nescience.31
However, as far as Brahman is concerned. It is absolutely real; so too
is Liberation (Moksa), for it is not a thing capable of being created as it
is Brahman itself.32 Hence, even the knowledge - "sadbrahmatmaham - I
am of the nature of real Brahman," that is the above-mentioned caramavrtti or brahmakara-vrtti does not beget Liberation. Its only function is
to annihilate Nescience and the resultant dualistic perception (pramatrprama-prameya-pramana-vibhaga) that obstructs the seeker from attaining
Liberation.33 Hence, the assertion of the Acarya (Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 14): "srutayo moksapratibandhanivrttimatrameva atmajnanasya phalam
darsayanti - Also, there are such Scriptural passages as these that declare
that the Knowledge of Brahman consists in nothing but the removal of
impediments to Liberation." Therein, the Acarya has also cited a Nyayastttra to the same end in order to show that the Nyayacarya's conclusion
too tallies with his.34
The carama-vrtti or the brahmakara-vrtti, which, as mentioned above,
31 Cf. vap5 w-

32 Vide "brahmabhavasca moksah" (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 18)
33 Cf. R
SU1W I
Hl^lc=bKI 'HlW'ti:,
34

Vide

Nyaya-sutra

(1.1.2)

''duhkhajanmapravrttidosamithj/ajnananam

'FR:, clt-M
uttarottarapaye

tadanantarapayad apavargah - Emancipation is consequent upon the destruction of the
immediately preceding resulting from the destruction of each successive one in the series of
sorrow, birth, effort, defect and erroneous cognition."
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is bom as a result of the Scriptural teaching "tat tvam asi - That thou art"
and is to be adjudged valid because its content, the identity of Brahman and
Atman that is taught by the Sruti, an independent means of valid cognition,
is not sublated by any other valid cognition {anadhigata-abadhitarthavisayakatvarupam pramdnyam). However, in the context of the carama-vrtti
there arises another question. The carama-vrtti is born in the context of the
illusory notion of the Self being a knower (pramata) and is in the realm of
the duality-view (pramana-prameya-prama-pramatr-vibhaga) caused by
Nescience. Thus, the carama-vrtti and its causes all belong to one category,
that is, they are all products of Nescience. This being the case, how is it that
the carama-vrtti destroys its own cause, to wit, the realm of duality consisting
of the notions of pramata, pramana and so on, the root cause of all these
notions, to wit. Nescience, as well as destroys itself?
This question has been answered in the Advaita tradition by citing an apt
illustration: The fire that is bom from the friction of the bamboo trees in the
forest destroys the bamboo trees that have produced it, and not only that, it
also destroys the whole forest too. When it has brought about the complete
destruction of the entire forest, it too dies naturally because there is nothing
to sustain it. In the same way (venusangharsottha-davanalavat), the caramavrtti, a mode bom in the mind, due to, so to say, the 'rubbing' of sravana,
manana and nididhyasana destroys the mind of which it is but a modification,
destroys the entire worldly view of duality (pramatr-prama-prameyapramana-vibhaga) and Nescience, and at the end, it also perishes because
there would then be no Nescience, no vision of duality and no mind to sustain
it. Thus, there is no anomaly in the stand taken by the Advaitin regarding the
carama-vrtti (i.e. brahmakara-vrtti) that it puts an end to itself.35 Hence, it has
been rightly declared that the empirical cognitions are assumed to be valid till
the rise of the experiential conviction about the real Self ("a atmanisdcayat").
35 Another striking example is seen in the Acarya's work Atma-bodha (Verse 5): "ajnanakalusam
jlvam jMnabhySstldvinirrnalam, krtva jndnam svayam nasyejjalam katakarenuvat - The practice
of the knowledge of the Self purifies the individual self that has been sullied by ignorance.
Having purified the individual self of its ignorance, knowledge disappears of its own accord
just as the kataka-nut powder that purifies the water."
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It would be of advantage in this context to compare the verse cited here
by the Bhasyakara with his observation in the Adhyasa-bhasya (Section 13):
“prak ca tathabhutatmavijhanat pravartamanam sastram avidyavadvisayatvam
na ativartate - And prior to the Realisation of the above-described Self, the
ensuing Scripture does not transgress its being concerned with the ignorant."
It is delightful to note the unique argumentative skill of the Acarya
in working out a pleasing and logical correlation between what he has
established in the Adhyasa-bhasya with what he concludes here in the
Samanvayadhikarana. This correlation does suggest the doctrine of the
Vedanta-vakya-samanvaya (i.e. the harmony of the Upanisadic sentences)
and the doctrine of adhyasa (superimposition) being closely interrelated, the
former presupposing the latter.
May be this is the basis why the tradition of Advaita-vedanta holds that
the Catuhsiitri-bhasya together with the Adhyasa-bhasya constitutes a complete
and compact foundational text of the Vedanta-darsana.
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kvaham mandamatih kvema gambhlra bhasyasuktayah,
tathapyaham gurau bhaktyH vyalikham cittasuddhaye.
krtya sankaranarayanakhyasya mama C-dnayd,
prlyatam bhclsyakaro'yam sankaro'purvasankarah.36

&
36 Vide "namamyabhogiparivarasampadam nirastabhutimanumardhavigraham anugramunmrditaknlalanchanarh vinavinayakam apurvasankaram." (An invocation in the Pancapfidika of Padmapada
to Bhagavan Bhasyakara Adi Sahkaracarya.)
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Samanvayddhikaranaracand - Structure of
Samanvayadhikarana
(Dvitiya-varnaka - Second Explanation)
The Samanvayadhikarana is the epitome of Advaita philosophy. Hence,
a good comprehension of the issues discussed in this adhikarana is a sure
guide to the seeker to embark on the path leading to the attainment of Selfrealisation, the summum bonum of the Spiritual pursuit.
The Acarya takes the Sutra "tattu samanvayat" as answering the objection
of both the Purvapaksins - the Mimamsaka and the Vrttikara. The structure of
the Samanvayadhikarana based on the prathama-varnaka (first explanation),
wherein the Mimamsaka was the Purvapaksin, has already been presented at
the end of the prathama-varnaka. The ensuing analysis of the structure of the
Samanvayadhikarana is based on the dvitiya-varnaka (second explanation)
and refutes the Vrttikara's position that begins with the Bhasya statement
"atra apare pratyavatisthante - Regarding this view, others raise an objection."
(Vide Samanvayadhikarana, Section 8.)
(1) Visaya or Subject: The topical theme of the Samanvayadhikarana, as
regards the second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka), consists of Brahman
having the Upanisads as the sole source of Its knowledge but without the
association with any injunctional exhortations.
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: On the acceptance of the view that Brahman has the
Scripture as the sole means of Its knowledge (Sastrayoni), a doubt arises as
to whether Brahman is made known by the Sastra, albeit as an object of the
injunction on contemplation (pratipatti- or upasana-vidhi), or is it made
known by the Sastra independently, that is without the association with the
injunction on contemplation.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: The raison d'etre of a Sastra (sastrasya
sastratvam) consists in its inducing man to, or in prohibiting him from, some
action. The Upanisads being a Sastra (like the karma-kanda of the Veda),
we do observe that the Upanisads too contain injunctions. Granted that
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the Upanisads have Brahman as their ultimate purport, but they expound
Brahman only as an object of contemplation (upasana). Upanisadic passages
as (Br.LI.2.4.5/4.5.6) "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah
- O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into
and is to be intensely contemplated upon" stand witness to this thesis, for
we can see here clearly that the Upanisads enjoin the acts of reflection and
contemplation on Brahman even after Its nature has been known through
sravana (i.e. listening to the Upanisadic exposition of the nature of Brahman).
Just as the sacrificial acts such as the Jyotistoma, Agnihotra and so on are
enjoined upon the person who is desirous of attaining heaven (svargakama),
the contemplation of Brahman (brahmopasana) too is enjoined on the seeker
who has a desire for the attainment of Liberation (Moksakama).
Also, argues the Vrttikara, the mere description of Brahman, an existent
entity (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu), which neither admits of rejection nor of
acceptance (aheyanupadeya), does not bear any significance at all. In case it
is argued that the description of the true nature of the rope, the locus of the
illusory snake, does terminate the fear, trembling and so on that are caused by
the illusory snake and that in the same manner the Upanisadic exposition of
Brahman, the existent entity (parinisthita-vastu) too, unassociated with any act,
can also similarly serve a purpose - the Vrttikara says that such an argument
is flawed, for that would mean that those persons who have come to know
Brahman through sravana would be free from samsara. But that is not the case,
for we do notice that the worldly state (samsara) continues to persist even in
the persons who have gained the knowledge of Brahman by listening (sravana)
to the Upanisadic exposition of the Self. This fact evinces the absolute need to
perform the upasana on Brahman even after gaining Its knowledge.
In this manner, the Purvapaksin forcibly argues that the Upanisads reveal
Brahman only as an object of contemplation ("pratipattividhivisayataya").
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: The Siddhantin objects to the
Purvapaksin's thesis by reasoning that the results of the performance of acts
(such as yaga, upasana, etc.) and the Knowledge of Brahman are altogether
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different. What is called 'dharma' consists in the Scripturally enjoined acts,
and the desire to know it has been aphoristically presented in the Mlmamsastttra (1.1.1) "athato dharmajijnasa - Then, therefore, is the desire to know
dharma." The performance of these enjoined acts confers good results
on the performer in accordance with the degree of excellence of the acts
performed. But these attainments are concomitant with the presence of the
body (sasariratva) and are also transitory (anitya) as they have been brought
into existence afresh by one’s actions. On the other hand, the Knowledge of
Brahman bestows Liberation (Moksa) on the seeker, which Liberation being
identical with Brahman, is absolutely eternal (nitya) and is of the nature of
the unembodied state (asarlratva).
The Upanisadic declaration (Chd.U. 8.12.1) "asariram vava santarn na priydpriye sprsatah - Verily, pleasure and pain do not touch him who is free from
embodiment," explicates that pleasure and pain, which are but a product of
actions, are absent in the state of Liberation, the unembodied state (asarlratva).
If Liberation were the result of the performance of sacrificial acts, then the
absence of relationship of pleasure and pain would not stand to reason, for
Liberation will then be concomitant with the presence of the body (sasariratva).
The unembodied state (asarlratva) is rather the natural state of the Self, which
can be revealed only by knowledge and hence the unembodied state (Moksa)
cannot be the result of any dharma (Scripturally enjoined act) including that
of upasana, a mental act that is enjoined by the Scripture. Thus, the result
of dharma (sasariratva) is diametrically opposed to Liberation (Moksa or
asarlratva) that ensues at the dawn of the Knowledge of Brahman.
Moreover, Liberation, being Brahman Itself, cannot be put on a par with
the result of action that can be either the produced (utpadya), the modified
(vikarya), the purified (samskarya) or the attained (apya). If Liberation were
either utpadya or vikarya then It would not be permanent. No thinking
person would be prepared to accede to such a contingency. Also, since
Brahman is the inner Self, It cannot be attained (apya) by an action (like the
act of going by which one reaches a village that is distinct from oneself).
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Indeed, there is no room for the purificatory action in the eternally pure Self,
which, being unmodifiable, cannot become the locus of any activity. Thus,
Moksa cannot be a result of any activity including that of upasana.
In this context, the Siddhantin explains that upasana (contemplation) can
be of the nature of Sampad, Adhyasa, Visistakriyayoga-nimitta or Karmangasamskararupa. The Knowledge of Brahman does not belong to any of these
categories of upasana. To bring his viewpoint home, the Acarya (Siddhantin)
draws a very fine line of distinction between the mental episodes of jnana
(knowledge) and upasana (contemplation). Jnana (knowledge) is dependent
on the object per se (vastu-tantra) while upasana is dependent on the agent
(purusa-tantra). That being the case, as jnana (knowledge) does not depend
on human efforts, it cannot be taken as an activity of the mind like upasana
(contemplation). Jnana ensues as a result of the right means (pramana) and
has for its content the existing things (bhuta-vastu). Since, it is not agentdependent, jnana, unlike upasana, can neither be made, nor not made, nor
modified ("kartum akartum anyatha va kartum na sakyam”). Thus, even though
jnana is mental, jnana differs very much from all upasanas such as the
Pancagni-vidya that are delineated in the following Upanisadic statements
(Cha.U.5.7.1 & 5.8.1 respectively) "puruso vava gautama agnih - Man, indeed O
Gautama, is Fire" and "yosa vava gautama agnih - Woman, indeed, O Gautama
is Fire" because all upasanas are invariably agent-dependent (purusa-tantra).
Thus, neither Brahman nor Its knowledge are in any way connected with
actions. Consequently, injunctions have no role to play with regard to Brahman
and Its knowledge. That being the case, the texts like (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6), "citma
va are drastavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen," though they appear
to be injunctive (vidhichaya) in character, they do not really lay down an
injunction with respect to the Knowledge of Brahman. Such Upanisadic
declarations are rather intended to turn the mind of the seeker from the
external stimuli, it is naturally inclined to, and direct it inward towards the
inner Self (pratyagatman).
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Also, it is wrong to state that the Upanisads can have purpose (phalavat)
only if they enjoin or prohibit some action, for even by describing existent
entities, the Upanisads can conduce to the well-being of man. What can be
more conducive to the well-being of man than the Knowledge of Brahman
that confers on the seeker the Liberation from the world along with its
miseries! If after the comprehension of Brahman (paroksa-jnana) through
listening (Sravana), the Scripture has instructed the seeker on manana
and nididhyasana, it does not mean that the Scripture thereby enjoins the
upasana on Brahman. Verily, even manana and nididhyasana are meant
only for the Knowledge of Brahman (avagatyartha). Manana (reflection)
puts an end to the notion of impossibility (asambhavana) of the identity of
the Self and Brahman, the knowledge about which has been gained from the
sravana of the Upanisads, while nididhyasana (intense meditation) dispels
the dispositional contrary notions (viparfta-bhavana) such as 'I am the body'
thus helping the seeker attain the direct Realisation (Aparoksanubhuti) of the
supreme Reality. Brahman can be construed as an object of contemplation
(pratipattividhi-visaya) only if the Brahman that is realised by sravana,
manana and nididhyasana were to be enjoined as an object of contemplation
(pratipatti) by the Upanisads. But such is not the case.
Also, if the Purvapaksin is willing to accept that the Scriptures speak
about existent entities (parinisthita-vastu) like ghee, devata (deity) and so
on for the sake of the sacrificial act and that such Scriptural teachings of
existent entities are purposeful, there is no reason why he should opine that
the Scriptures would lose their purposefulness (phalavattva) and validity
(pramanya) if they were to expound Brahman without the association with
any enjoined act. Existent entities such as ghee need to be associated with the
sacrificial acts for gaining their purpose while the Knowledge of Brahman is
purposeful by itself, for it verily grants the highest human purpose (paramapurusartha) of Liberation (Moksa). If purposefulness (phalavattva) were
to determine the validity (pramanya) of the Scripture, the Upanisads are
indeed valid for they, unlike the enjoined acts of the karma-kanda, have the
all-important purpose of Liberation as their fruit (phala).
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One of the important aspects of the dvitiya-varnaka (second explanation)
is the interpretation of the negative injunctional sentences (pratisedha-vakya)
of the Scriptures. The Mimamsaka invests the negative particle 'nan' with
the signification consisting in 'an effort to withhold', to wit, the 'vidharakaprayatna', whereas the Acarya interprets it to mean 'indifference consisting
in absence of activity' (udaslnata, i.e. pravrttyabhava). This sets to naught
the argument of the Purvapaksin that the Scriptural teaching of existent
entities is meaningless. If the Purvapaksin’s thesis were upheld, then all
pratisedha-vakyas of the Veda such as "brahmano na hantavyah ~ a brahmana
should not be killed," would incur purposelessness and invalidity, which is
evidently undesirable. This further clears the hurdle to accept that Brahman,
the existent entity, can have the Scripture as the sole means of Its knowledge.
Also, the notion of the Self as the body is false (mithyajnana) - it is
certainly not figurative (gauna). That being the case, it is only Knowledge,
and never an act such as contemplation, that can put an end to the false
notion of the Self as the body. Indeed, the Scriptures by explicating the nature
of the Self as Brahman put an end to samsara that is rooted in the false notion
(mithyajnana) of oneself being karyakarana-sanghata.
Further, if the intent of the Sutrakara Badarayana were to present Brahman
as an object of contemplation (upasana), a 'dharma', then he would not have
started a separate Sastra beginning with the aphorism (B.S.1.1.1) "athato
brahmajijnasa - Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman." Such a distinct
Sastra being commenced by the Sage Badarayana is itself proof enough for
the Siddhantin’s thesis that the Knowledge of Brahman as expounded in the
Upanisads is unassociated with any dharma.
Thus, it stands to reason that the Upanisads are the sole means to the
Knowledge of Brahman, which Brahman is unassociated with any act
including that of contemplation (pratipatti or upasana).
At the conclusion of the Samanvayadhikarana, the Bhasyakara citing
certain relevant verses from the Advaita tradition states thus: At the dawn
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of Realisation, all activities, including the thought of 'I am Brahman'
(brahmakara-vrtti), end. All the means of knowledge (pramana) - even the
Scripture (sabda-pramana) - are valid only till the Realisation of Brahman,
for all the means of knowledge (pramana) have the false notion of oneself
(mithyabhimana) being the pramata, the knower, that is of oneself being
the karyakarana-sanghata, as their basis. When the Knowledge of Brahman
ensues, the pramata himself ceases and when Brahman alone is, verily all the
means of knowledge (pramana) also lose their existence.

Samanvayadhikaranasara - Essence of Samanvayadhikarana
(Dvitiya-varnaka - Second Explanation)
The following two verses (21 & 22) of the Vaiyasika-nyayamala describe in a
nutshell the significant issues discussed in the second explanation (dvitiyavarnaka) of the Samanvaya-sutra.
MktMlri

JWWWRWI 3cfl

PTMIdKI

^IdHIrlH

pratipattim vidhitsanti brahmanyavasita uta,
sastratvatte vidhataro mananadesca kirtanat.
nakartrtantre'sti vidhih sastratvam saritsanadapi,
mananadih pura bodhadbrahmanyavasitastatah.
In the first explanation (prathama-varnaka) of the Samanvaya-sutra, wherein
the Mlmamsaka was the Purvapaksin, the Siddhantin has explained that the
exposition of even the existent Brahman is purposeful as the Knowledge
of Brahman confers Liberation on the seeker and puts an end to the world
along with the miseries. Still a doubt arises as to whether the Upanisads,
being Sastras, can in any way be construed as injunctional in their approach
or are they only intended to expound the nature of Brahman.
To squarely put across his viewpoint, the Purvapaksin, the Vrttikara,
holds that to fulfill the role of a Sastra, the Upanisads ought to be injunctional
in nature and for the endorsement of his view, he brings to our notice the fact
that the Upanisads do contain injunctional sentences (pratipatti- or upasanavidhi) such as (Br.U.2.4.5/4.5.6) “atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah - O dear one! The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to
be inquired into and is to be intensely contemplated upon" that prescribe
the acts of reflection (manana) and contemplation (upasana) even after the
knowledge of Brahman.
The Siddhantin disagrees with the Purvapaksin and avers that the
Upanisads in no way can have injunctional exhortations since there is
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no such teaching in them which is dependent on the agent (kartr-tantra).
Moreover, the Upanisads being a 'Sastra' can also be understood in terms
of the declarations which engender the welfare of the seekers ("sastram
hitasasanat").
So far as the acts of reflection (manana) and intense meditation
(nididhyasana) are concerned, they are necessarily needed to respectively
tide over the notion of impossibility (asambhavana) of the identity of the
Atman and Brahman that has been gathered from the sravana (listening) of
the Scripture and the dispositional contrary notions (viparlta-bhavana) such
as 'I am the body, senses, mind' and so on that persist even after the manana
(reflection).
After thus explicating the rationale of reflection (manana) and intense
meditation (nididhyasana) even after gaining the knowledge (paroksa-jnana)
of Brahman, the Siddhantin emphasises the fact that the mere exposition of
an existent entity (bhuta- or parinisthita-vastu) can also be purposeful as
is observed in the cases such as the description of the nature of the rope,
the locus of an illusory snake. Verily, herein, the mere teaching, "rajjuriyam
nayarh sarpah - This is a rope, and not a snake," unassociated with any action
whatsoever, dispels the fear and puts an end to the consequent trembling
and so on. In the same way, the exposition of Brahman in the Upanisads
does have the teleology of the conferral of Liberation on the seeker which
puts an end to the miseries of the world (samsara-duhkha).

iti dvitlyavarnakam samdptam
<§>

Thus Concludes
the Second Explanation: Harmony.

iti satnanvayadhikaranam samaptain

<§>

Thus Concludes
the Topical Section: Harmony.

II ifcT
^FTIHIII
iti srimatparamahamsaparivrajakacSryanam
snmadgovindabhagavatpujyapadasisyanam
snmacchankarabhagavatpadanam krtau
snmacchanrakamtmamsabhasye catuhsutrl samapta.
<#>

Thus Concludes the Catuhsutrl Portion
in the Sarirakamimamsabhasya, a Treatise
by the Revered Sankara Bhagavatpada, the Disciple
of the Revered Govinda Bhagavatpujyapada.

ii

ii
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Exhaustive Index of Terms
Used in the Commentary

Index

anubandha-catustaya: 143,157,158fn.2,313
sadhana-catustaya: 144
Adhikari-taratamya: 752

A fortiori (see kaimutika-nyaya): 538,539fn.l8
Abadhita (unsublated): 314,658,1052
Abadhyatva (non-sublation), reality: 63
Abhava (absence), nan: 965fn.l2
Abhava-buddhi (absence of action): 968-969
Abheda (identity): 684,851,952fn.20
Abhidhamma-pitaka, Vaibhasika-darsana: 29
Abhidheya (meaning): 952
artha: 948,950
Abhinna (non-different): 360
Abhinna-nimittopadana-karana

Adhikrta (eligible person): 216
Adhikrta-adhikara-bhava (eligibility-eligible
relationship): 216,217fn.45,218-219,222-224,226
Adhisthana (substratum): 63, 81, 98-99,
108fn.l7,133,147,514,793-794,798, 810
adhyasa-upasana: 795-796
Ksanikavijnana-vada: 70
Realisation of: 101
reality of: 63
Sampad-upasana: 792, 794

(efficient

cum material cause): 35,277,522,632,634,1029
Brahman: 551,559
Saguna-brahman: 521
Abhokta (non-enjoyer): 126, 866
Abhyasa (repetition), liriga: 626-627, 630,
633, 664
Abhyudaya (material prosperity): 202, 225,
229fn.70,230fn.72,644, 707,712, 741
dharma-mimamsa: 713
result of dharma-jijrtasa: 230
Abrahma: 805
Absolute (see paramarthika): 104
Acchadakatvam (concealing function): 93

Svatantra-upasana: 809
Adhvaryu (priest): 886
upasana: 883
Adhyahara (supplied), kartavya: 171,173
prayasah: 290fn.l
Adhyahrta (supplied): 407,690
kartavya: 162,311
vedantebhyah prasiddham: 318
Adhyaropa (deliberate superimposition): 143,
522-523, 560-562

Acchadite sadrupe: 93
Acintyabhedabheda, other Vedantic schools: 33
Adharma (sinful act): 489, 712, 742, 744-745,
753,760fn.73,963,968,983, 991-992,994-996
Adharmika (unrighteous person): 1054
Adhikara (commencement): 168,170-171
atha: 184
eligibility: 126,160,216,218
Adhikarana (topical section): 35, 155, 185,
364-366, 383fn.21, 385-386, 392, 511fn.l, 526,
559,571,574,617,663fn.l, 664,973,1012,1059
definition: 35fn.l0,155-156
number: 35
Adhikarana-karaka: 280fn.3
Adhikarananga-samsaya: 574

Adhyaropa-apavada
(superimpositionnegation sequence); 522, 524fn.3, 621fn.l5,
631fn.35, 649fn.30
Adhyasa (superimposition): 50,55,60,63-64,
66,68-69,73,80,89,92,102,118,138-139,145,
147-148,308, 364, 460fn,24, 475fn.9, 781, 783784, 791, 795fn.20, 889,920,965,1044,1058
absence in Self: 322
anadi: 138fn.l0
Brahmatmaikya-jnana: 890

Adhikarana-siddhanta,
Janmadyadhikarana: 559
Adhikara-vidhi, types of vidhi: 126fn,8, 599,
599fn.ll
Adhikarin (qualified aspirant): 186fn.7, 218,
224,251,313fn.l, 702,747
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cause: 59
cause of all evil: 55,92,94,131-132
cause of epistemological behaviour: 110,
114,116
cognitional error: 43
definition: 59, 62, 65, 131,146
dissolution at Realisation: 95
effect of avidya: 94
equivalence with avidya: 93,97
equivalent to avidya: 68fn.2
etymology: 92
illusory cognition: 49
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indeterminable: 69

Advaita-siddhi: 98
Advaita-vedanta (see Vedanta-darsana): 9,
36, 65fn.l9, 98, 100, 139, 147-148, 240, 300,
349fn.37,353,355fn.51,363,376,402fn,22,420,
508fn.29, 524fn.3, 561, 617, 624fn.23, 677, 684,
687,761,817, 828,920fn.33,1057-1059,1064

Ksanikavijnana-vada: 71
nimitta: 50
nirupadhika-adhyasa: 81
phala: 50
research of definition: 64
seeming impossibility: 44,131,146

Anirvacanlya-khyati: 63
concept of mind: 134
khyati-vada: 69

sopadhika-adhyasa: 80
sustained by avidya: 94
svarupa: 50
Adhyasa-upasana (superimposed contemplation):

Advaitin (Non-dualist): 73, 75, 89fn.l0, 136,
146, 148, 323, 324fn.l2, 327, 338, 362, 375,
379fn.l3,380,382,535,541,544,614,649,651,
683, 713, 878fn.24, 910, 918, 936, 1012, 10301031,1034,1044,1055,1057
arthapatti: 114fn,8

795-796, 798, 803,805-807,810,1062
type of upasana: 792
Adhyasa-bhasya: 9, 43, 55-56, 59, 157-158,
160, 249fn.4, 313fn.2, 327fn.l6, 340, 364fn.2,
366fn.l, 382fn.l8, 435, 475fn.9, 507fn.27,

khyati-vada: 77
nisedha: 966fn.l4
Siddhantin: 53
superimposition-epistemological
behaviour syllogism: 115
tryavayavam vakyam: 115fn.l0

781fn.30, 862-864, 915fn.26, 935fn.50, 9991000, 1010, 1011fn.l6, 1012, 1044, 1047fn.l8,
1049,1054-1055,1058
Introduction to Brahma-sutra: 50
purpose: 145
Adhyasta (superimposed entity): 98-99, 133,

Advitiyatva: 411
Agantuka: 840
Agantuka-karana: 967

136,147,514, 810
Brahman: 613fn.9
Adhyasta-pramanya (supposed validity): 101
Adhyavasiya (intellectual understanding): 248
Adhyaya (chapter): 34,141fn.l, 155,383

Agent (see karta): 107, 611, 617
Agentship (see kartrtva): 99
Agneya: 214
Dar§a-yaga: 213

number: 35
Adhyayana-vidhi: 656
Adhyaya-sangati: 383, 512
Aditya: 805

Purnamasa-yaga: 213
Agni (Fire): 423, 455fn.l7, 603, 605-606, 641,
642fn.l6
apavada: 933
upasana: 650, 664, 687, 886
Agnihotra: 262, 263fn.41, 467, 469-470, 598,

Aditya, adhyasa-upasana: 796
Uttara-patha: 750fn.42
Adityas, Devas: 746fn.33
Adjunct (see upadhi): 306fn.l2,316,322
Adrsta (unseen result): 752,776
Advaita (non-dual). Brahman: 620
Advaita-brahman (see Nirguna-brahman):

699,701,712, 740fn.l8,750,770,776,780,798,
839, 916, 940, 951, 956, 958, 963, 1030, 1037-

561fn.6
Advaitacarya-ekadesiya, Vrttikara: 683
Advaita-darsana (see Vedanta-darsana): 51,
784-785,1011
Advaita-ekadesin (Single school Non-dualist):
613fn.9
Advaitananda: 9,194fn.l7

1038,1060
injunction: 756
ista: 750
tatparya: 596
Agnisomiya, Purnamasa-yaga: 213
Agrhya (ungraspable), Atman: 922,937
Ahah, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42
Aham-padartha (see tvam-padartha): 801
Ahankara (T-notion): 329
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Ahankara-adhyasa, nirupadhika -adhyasa: 81
Ahankara-vijnana: 340-341
Ahankaraspadam: 339

Aksipta-niyoga (implied injunction): 769-770
Alaksya: 377fn.l0, 427
Alaukika-sannikarsa, Anyatha-khyati: 74fn.l2
Alaukika-visaya (transcendental matters):

Ahanta (I-ness), Jlvanmukta: 990
Ahatyavada: 749fn.40
Ahavanlya: 692

546,833
Alika: 70
Alpaksaram, sutra: 31
Aipasakti (restricted potency), jiva: 347,381,

Aheyam (not an object of rejection): 895-896
Aheyanupadeya: 663, 689,930,1060
Ahimsa (non-violence), datta: 751
Ahuti (oblation): 223-224,612
Jyotistoma: 606

424, 794
Alpata (diminution), nan: 965fn.l2
Amalananda: 388fn.28,966
Amanava-purusa, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42

Aindram-dadhi, Darsa-yaga: 213-214
Aindram-payah, Darsa-yaga: 213
Aitareya-brahmana: 885-886

Amatakosa: 948
Amavasya: 213fn.36
Amrta (immortal): 712

Aitareya-upanisad: 625,629,920
linga: 628
Ajanaja-deva, Ananda-mimamsa: 746
Ajiiana (ignorance): 81,144, 759
dissolution at Realisation: 159fn.4

Amrtatva (Immortality): 839
Amrtatvakamaya: 703
Anadhigata (earlier unknown): 658,1052
Anadi (beginningless): 249,558
adhyasa: 49

vrtti-vyapti: 827
Ajfiatartha-jnapana: 596,598
Akanksa (expectancy): 953

Veda: 101,544-545
Anadyanirvacya
avidya
(beginningless
inexplicable ignorance), (see avidya): 349
Anadyavidya (beginningless ignorance) (see

Akanksa-puranaya: 690
Akara (form), vrtti-vyapti: 827
Akarta (non-performer): 126, 866

avidya): 931
Analogy (see upamana): 451, 463, 487fn.5,
488fn.l0,489

Akartum (to not do): 891,1062
upasana: 884
Akasa (Space): 324,441
apavada: 933
kutastha-nitya: 761
upasana: 612
Akaya (unembodied): 867
Akhandakara-vrtti: 828, S29fn.33,831,838,840
vrtti-vyapti: 829
Akhandananda: 9
Akhandarthaka-vakya: 831
Akhyati: 76

Analytic sentence (see vigraha-vakya): 280
Ananda (Bliss): 389fn.29, 438fn.ll, 501-502,
503-505,507,510, 647,835
Brahman: 387,1028
Ananda Jha: 387
Anandagiri: 9, 95, 131, 309, 359fn.5, 409,
410fn.9,1050
Anandamaya-adhikarana: 686fn.20
Ananda-mimamsa: 746
Ananda-taratamya-mimamsa: 746

Prabhakara-mlmamsa-darsana: 73fn.9,146
Akhyati-vada,Prabhakara-mTmams5-darsana:
69, 71-72,75
Aksapada Gautama: 781
Aksartha-sannikarsa: 807, 887
Aksepa (objection): 383,385fn.22,569fn.2, 664
avantara-sangati: 384
Aksepa-sangati: 383,385,512,550,666

Ananta (endless), loka-vyavahara: 249
adhyasa: 138
Ananta (Infinite): 389fn.29, 438fn,ll, 505,
510, 513-514, 692,835
Brahman: 387
Nirguna-brahman: 324-325
Anantakrishna Shastri: 9, 492
Anantarya (immediate succession): 167,171,
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181,243, 245
atha: 144,177,179,182,184,189, 237, 244,
247, 740
Anantarya-pratiyogin (prior correlate): 882
Ananyasesah (not subsidiary to anything): 917
Anartha (calamity): 352
Anarthahetu: 131,132,968,969
Anarthahetubhava-jnana: 969
Anarthahetuprahana: 144
Anarthakya (purposeless): 717,911,947,949-950
PurvamlmamsS-darsana: 948
Anatman (not-self): 248
Anavabodha (incomprehension): 530
Anavacchinna (unlimited): 326
Anavadya (free of erroneous words), sutra;
32,527
Andha (blind): 995
Andha-parampara (thoughtless assumption
of causal chain): 995
Anga (subsidiary): 237, 250, 451, 454fn.34,
455fn,17,456fn.l7,603-604,608,664,667,687,
799fn.26, 806, 810
arthavada: 656

definition: 63
Anirvacanlyata: 74, 75,79,146,931
Anirvacanlya-khyati: 56, 76
Sarvatantra-siddhanta: 74
Vedanta-darsana: 69,77, 80, 83
Anitya (impermanent): 250,707,712,851,1061
anatma: 761
phenomenal world: 249
Aniyatam (indefinite): 1008fn.l2
Ahkura (sprout): 994
Anna (food), Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fn.l9,503
Annambhatta: 34fn.9,239fn.88,384fn.22,431fn.5
Anrta (unreal): 62-63, 250
phenomenal world: 249
Antahkarana (inner instrument): 133-135,
816,819, 821,826fn.6,827,829
adhyasa: 134
dharmi-adhyasa; 132
vrtti-vyapti: 827fn.l0,828
Antahkarana-avacchinna-caitanya: 816
Antahkarana-vrtti (mental modification):
457, 463, 475, 816, 819, 821, 826fn.6, 828,
829fn.33, 830, 878
Antaranga (inner limb): 259fn.35

Atman: 938
bhuta-vastu: 663,1025

Antarahga-sadhana (primary means): 36,
259,263

Brahman: 639,1026
Knowledge: 811
Udgltha-upasana: 811
Upani$ads: 622, 648
upasana: 811
Ahgangibhava: 454
Arigata-bodhaka-pramana (factors deciding
the accesorial relations): 453
Tattvadlpana: 460fn.24
Angavidhi (subsidiary text): 237-238

Moksa: 259fn.35
Antariksa, Daksma-patha; 751fn.48
Antarnita: 310
Antaryamin (indwelling Consciousness): 531
Antima-bhaga (concluding portion): 31fn.5
Anu (Atoms): 423fn.5,504
Anubandha-catustaya (four preambulatory
factors): 143,157fn.2,158-160
commencement of text: 313

Angl (principal): 454fn.34,455fn.l7,456fn.l7,
603,667
karma: 622, 639,648
vidhi-vakya; 656

Anubhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Anubhava (experience): 89,455-457,459,460fn.24

Arigiras: 631
Anlksana-sarikalpa: 970,971fn.21
Anirmoksa-prasahga: 100
Anirvacaniya (inexplicable), 74,249,931,996

Anubhavadayah: 453,456,459,466
Bhamati: 457

adhyasa: 69
avidya: 69

anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
Bhamatt: 457-458

definition: 456,458
various interpretations: 460fn.24
Anubhava-vakya: 802, 804
Anubhuti (experience): 202
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Anubhutisvarupacarya: 9,308
Anukula (conducive): 632fn.39
Anukula-vyapara: 343
Anumana (inference): 34,114, llSfh.10, 123,

Anyatva (otherness), nan: 965fn.l2
Anyonya-adhyasa (mutual superimposition)

139, 219, 326, 361fn.8, 384fn.22, 401, 431fn.5,
434, 438, 441-442, 451, 453,459, 463, 480-481,
487fn.5, 488fn.l0, 490, 492-493, 503, 569, 574,
577,597, 620,643,659,1012
anubhavadayah; 460fn.24
Jivanmukta: 1045
Anumana-prayoga (see anumana): 524fn.5,
537fn.l3,219
Anumiti (inferential cognition): 118, 238,
384fn.22,434,1024
anubhava: 456
bhuta-vastu: 888
loka-vyavahara: 1024
Anupadeyam (not an object to be sought):
895-896
Anupalabdhi

(non-apprehension):

401,

(see adhyasa): 864,982
Anyonyasraya-dosa (defect
dependence): 138,993-994
Apadana-karaka: 280fn.3
Apah (Water), apavada: 933

of

mutual

Apaksaya (decay): 416
bhavavikara: 415-416
Aparam-brahma: 773fn.l5
Aparimita (unlimited). Brahman: 380
Aparoksa (directly perceived): 89,437
Aparoksa-jflana (see Moksa): 159
Aparoksanubhava (perceptual experience): 1011
Aparoksanubhuti (see Moksa): 257,304,435,
457-458, 830fn.33,982,1026,1028,1049,1063
Apastamba: 911
Apauruseya (non-human origin): 104, 314,
541,547
Veda: 101,123,545,558

451fn.8,463,488fn.l0
anubhava: 456
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24

Apavada (exception), avantara-saiigati: 384,
468fn.ll, 469-470,473,477
Apav§da (negation): 143, 522-523, 560-562

Anu-parim§na (atomic): 344fn.23
Anupayogat: 126
Anusasanaparva: 232fn.77

Aphalavat (purposeless), Upanisads: 1031
Aphorism (see sutra): 620,624,885

Anusthana (see karmanusthana): 230
Anuvada (restatement): 430,597fn.8,598,601,
603fn.27,643,755
Amivaka: 497
Anuvrtti: 34
Anuyaja: 972fn.42
Anuyaja-vyatiriktesu: 972fn.21
Anvaya (presence): 109,116
Anvaya (synatctical relation): 293,678,681,690
Anvaya-sahacara (concomitance of
presence): 109
Anvaya-vyapti
(concomitance
of

the
the

positives): 264-265, 535
Anyatha va kartum (to do otherwise): 891,1062
upasana: 884
Anyatha-khyati: 76
Nyaya: 69,146
Anyathakhyati-vadin (see Naiyayika): 73
Anyathanupapatti: 1010fn.l5

Appayya-dlksita: 194fn.l7,387,388fn.28,389
Ap-pranayana: 216,217fn.45,218fn.92,223,225
Apramanika (invalid): 892
Upanisads, 1031
Veda: 1012
Apramanya (invalidity), Mahavakya; 900
of Veda: 127
Aprapta (not yet attained): 646
Aprapta-kriyartha: 966
Aprasastya (disparagement), nan: 965fn.l2
Apriya (pain): 754-755
Aptapurusa (trustworthy person): 918
Aptavakya (authoritative speech): 918,1026-1027
upaya: 680
Apurva (unique): 64, 771, 780
Apurvata (uniqueness), linga: 626-627, 630,
802fn.30
Apya (attainable object): 865,1061
Moksa: 915
phala: 852,868
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Apya-karman (attained object), Moksa: 856,858
Aradupakaraka: 205
Arambhanadhikarana: 508fn.29
Arcis, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42
Arhata-darsana: 30

377fn.l0
AsambhSvana: 1063,1067
Asamsarin (non-transmigrating): 126,917,934
Atman: 919-920,936
Brahman: 913-914

Nastika-darsana: 28

Asandigdha (unambiguous), sutra: 31,527
Asanga (unattached): 109,507,759
Atman: 922

Aropanam (projecting function): 93
Aropita (superimposed): 646
Aropya (object of imagination): 793-796,798

Brahman: 575,982
Asanka: 569fn.2
Asankimata (non-confusion): 50

Svatantra-upasana: 809
Artha: 1036fn.8
definition: 948fn.l5,949
Arthakrama (order by purpose), definition: 262

Asariratva (unembodied state): 742, 754-759,
760fn.73,761-763, 770-771, 776, 779, 783,804,
1061
Atman: 983,1016
Brahman: 982

different from pathakrama: 262,263fn.40
Arthakriyasamvada: 70fn.5
Ksanikavijnana-vada: 70
Arthapatti (postulation): 73,113,160fn.5
Atmanatma-viveka: 1010fn.l5,1011

Jivanmukta: 989-991
Asastriya (non-scriptural): 911
Asat (non-existent): 63-64,77,139
Asatkarya-vada, Nyaya-Vaisesika: 854

example: 114
pramana: 114fn.8
Arthapatti (presumption): 401, 451, 462-463,

Asat-khyati, Sunya-vada: 69
Sunya-vadin: 76
Asatkhyati-vadin (see Sunya-vadin): 77

488fn.l0
anubhava: 456
anubhavadayah: 460fn.48
Arthasangraha: 456fn.l7, 596fn.5, 597fn.8,
598fn.8,599fn.36,606, 916fn.27,965fn.l2
Arthavada (eulogy): 271,450,597fn,8,598fn.8,
603fn.27,604, 607-608,643fn.l9,659-660,700,
827,957,972-973
linga: 626-627, 630,802fn.30
subsidiary to vidhi-vakya: 656
Arthavada (explanatory passage): 209
Arthavadadhikarana: 973

Aruneya: 173
Asadharana-dharma (uncommon property),

384fn.22,407,688,714
Asadvastu: 342fn.l9
Asamavayi-karana (non-inherent

Asrama (order of life): 128,192fn.ll
Asraya (locus): 99
Assumption (see sampad): 792
Astadhyayl: 280fn.4, 295, 536-537, 540, 548,
778,853,880

Arthavantah (meaningful): 101
Arthitva (fruits), adhikari-taratamya: 747,752
Arthikartha: 363

laksana: 377fn.l0
Asadharana-karana (unique cause):

Asesa: 290fn.2
Aslryah (indestructible), Atman: 922,937
Aspastabodha (confusion): 530

245,

cause):

878fn.24
Asambhava (defect of absurdity), laksana:

Astanga-yoga (see Yoga-darsana): 346
Asti (existence), bhavavikara: 415fn.5
Astika (Vedic proponent): 342,758
Astika-darsana: 28,30,34-36,398,549,1036
Astika-darsanakara (theistic philosopher): 982
merit: 983
Astobha (compact), sutra: 31, 527
Astrology (see Jyotisa): 529,530fn.8
Asuddha (impure): 380
Asura (demon): 601
Asvamedha-yaga: 749fn.40,811
Asya (of this): 400-402,414
Atadartha, Purvamlmamsa-darsana: 948
Atadatmya (non-identity): 50
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samasa:

502,598, 626, 628-630, 640-644, 651, 652fn.35,
683-684, 688, 716, 717fn.l9, 761, 772fn.9, 774,
792, 800, 812, 820, 888, 890-891, 895, 919-921,
927, 941, 965, 978, 984, 989, 997, 1017, 1019,
1022-1023, 1025, 1028fn.l2, 1037-1038, 1040,

396-397
Atadrupavabhasitvam (projecting function)
(see aropanam): 93
Atad-vyavrtti (complete denial): 919,922

1046,1048-1049,1053,1057,1067
asamsarin: 920
Carvaka-darsana: 29

Atah (therefore): 162,193,194fn.l5,202fn.l5,
243-245,267-268, 270,313fn.l
Bhamati-vada: 363
possibility of sadhana-catustaya: 272
Vivarana-vada: 363
Atasmimstadbuddhih, adhyasa definition:

equivalent to Brahman: 332,336
parinisthita-vastu: 910
samsarin: 924
samskara-karma (purificatory act): 860

64,131,149
Atha (thereafter): 159,177,178fn.45,179fn.25,
180-181,186,193,194fn.l5,200,206,229,247,
272,313fn.l, 696-697, 882
analysis: 165
anantarya: 177,185

vidhi: 892
Atmanatma-adhyasa (see adhyasa): 64, 864
Atmanatma-viveka (see viveka): 1010
Atma-padartha (see tvam-padartha): 801
Atma-saksatkara (see Moksa): 982,1027
Atmasraya-dosa (defect of self-dependence):

Bhamati-vada: 363
commencement: 167-169,181fn.28

426fn.l3
Atma-tattvajnana: 991
Atma-visesaguna: 878fn.24

definition: 678
immediate succession: 164,171,200-201,

Atmopasana (self-contemplation): 613
Atomism (see Vaisesika-darsana): 428

207,214,231,233-234,237,260,262, 265,
268,295,740
mahgala: 175-176
purvaprakrtapeksS: 181-182

Atoms (see Anu): 422,423fn.5,430,463,492fn.20
Audaslnya (indifference): 964-969

then: 162
various meanings: 167,181fn.28,184
Vivarana-vada: 363
Atharvasira-upanisad: 757fn.61
Atharva-veda: 542,543fn.22,548,552,625,633
Vidyasthana: 530
Atindriya (imperceptible): 89fn.l0
Atiratra sacrifice: 467fn.4,469-470, 473
Atirikta-saktikalpana: 311
Atithya (hospitality), ista: 751

Aupanisada-purusa: 922, 927,930
Atman: 920
Auspiciousness (see mangalacarana): 181fn.28
atha: 167

Ativyapti (defect of over-pervasion): 398
laksana: 377fn.l0

Avagati (see Moksa): 456
Avantara-sangati: 384
Avantara-vakya (intermediary sentence):
434, 801
Avarana-sakti (concealing power): 95

Austerity (see tapas): 750
Avabhasa (cognition), adhyasa definition:
61-62, 64,65
Avabodha (knowledge): 242
Avacchinna (delimited): 424
Avadana (apportioning): 208-210, 224

Atma-bodha: 1057fn.35
Atma-darsana (see Moksa): 1027
Ahnaikatva (oneness of the Self): 93, 140,
157, 239-240,256
visaya: 144
Atma-khyati: 70fn.5, 76
Ksanikavijnana-vada: 69-70,146, 340
Atman: 132, 344, 350, 359, 366-367, 406, 500-

adhisthana: 921
Avasadana (to weaken), Upanisads: 913
Avasara-sangati: 385fn,22
Avataranika (introduction): 685
Avayava: 169
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Avayavartha (primary meaning): 167
(see mukhyartha): 171

155,228-229, 251, 297, 303, 367, 383, 386, 440,
694,1034-1040,1064
analysis of Buddhist schools: 30

Avibhagadvaita, other Vedantic schools: 33
Avidita (unobjectified): 818

Brahma-sutra authorship: 10
Badarayana-sutra (see Brahma-sutra): 33
Baddha (bound): 914
Badha (sublation): 810,1047

Avidya (ignorance): 81, 92, 94,100, 118-119,
124, 126-127, 140, 147-148, 309, 535, 779-781,
783-785, 803-804, 830fn.33, 864,915,931, 965,
982,996

Badhantarakalina: 79

adhikarin: 128fn.l2
anadi: 138fn.l0
bifunctionality: 95
cause of adhyasa: 308

Badhayam
samanadhikaranyam:
508fn.29,509-510, 631fn.36

507,

Badhita (falsified): 652
Badhyabadhaka-bhavasambandha: 914
Badhyamanatvat (sublatable): 64

cause of epistemological behaviour: 110
cause of samsara: 68
destruction at Moksa: 308
dissolution at Realisation: 95,159
equivalent to adhyasa: 68fn.2,93, 97
indeterminable: 69
Ksanikavijnana-vada: 70
limitation: 325

Bahirahga (outer limb): 259fn.35
Bahiranga-hetu (external factor): 401
Bahiranga-sadhana (auxiliary means): 36,
259fn.35,263
Bahirvedi-danam, datta: 751
Bahuvrihi compound, samasa: 395-397,564

sustains adhyasa: 94
Avidyacaitanya-sambandha, anadi: 138fn.lO

Sastrayoni: 561, 563-564
fjastrayonitvat: 526
Baladeva, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 33
Bana-bhatta: 428
Bandha (bondage): 28, 664
Bauddha (Buddhist): 353,927

Avidyadi, definition: 309

Beginningless (see anadi): 49, 138fn.l0,191-

Avidya-dosa: 754
Avidya-parigrhita (influence of ignorance): 865
Avidyopahitacaitanya: 134
Avikarin (immutable), Atman: 935
Avinabhava: 952
Avinasin (indestructible), Atman: 932,935
Avirodha (non-contradiction): 275
Avirodha-adhyaya: 35-36,141fn.l, 142,225,391
Aviveka (non-discrimination): 862
Akhyati-vada: 73fn.9

192,544-545,548,558
Bhaga, Yoni: 563fn.ll
Bhagatyaga-laksana: 831, 833, 836
Bhagavad-gita: 32fn.8, 252fn.l2, 264, 685,
749fn.40,859, 887fn.36,900,926,1017,1019
Prasthana-traya: 34

opposes prama: 104
samsara: 447
source of adhyasa: 94

Smrti-prasthana: 34
sthitaprajna-laksana: 264fh.43

Avyapti
(defect
of
under-pervasion),
laksana: 377fn.l0, 378
Avyaya (indeclinable): 395
Avyayibhava: 395
samasa: 395
Awareness (see jnana): 819
Ayur-veda
(Science
of
Medicine),
Vidyasthana: 530
Badarayana (see Veda-vyasa): 29-31, 34-35,

Bhagavadgita-bhasya: 621fn.l5
Bhaga van: 386
Bhagavati: 387
Bhamatl: 9, 46, 48, 61, 63, 65fn.l9, 69, 70fn.5,
74-75, 108fn.l7, 175fn.l8, 189, 202fn.l7,
215fn.41, 234fn.83, 241, 268, 275, 288, 308,
311, 332, 337, 388fn.28,409, 410fn.9,453,457458, 460fn.24, 535, 538, 539fn.l8, 626fn.27,
686fn.20, 702, 909, 923fn.37, 966-968,
1008fn,12,1041fn.3,1042fn.ll, 1048,1050
khyati-vada: 76
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Bhamatikara (see Vacaspati-misra): 311,332,855
Bhamatl-vada: 65fn.l9,363fn.l2,373,830fn.33
Advaitic school: 363
Brahmakara-vrtti: 829fn.33
Bhana (manifestation), adhisthana: 921
Bhanga (destruction): 399, 402fn.21
(see laya): 416

Atman: 344
jlva: 348
samsarin: 924-925
Bhoktrtva (enjoyership): 99, 126, 139, 148,
342,344fn.24, 349, 355fn.51
samsarin: 914
Bhrama (delusion), defects of human texts:

Bhavana: 191, 608, 609 fn42,965 fn
Bharadvaja: 779

314fn.4
Bhrama-jnana (illusory perception): 136

Bhargavi Varum Vidya: 435-436, 438, 497,

Bhrantyapeksaya: 79

498fn.9,500-502, 506,508,565,572, 621, 625
Bhartrhari: 853
Bhartrmitra, Purvarrumamsa-sutra: 698fn.41

Bhrgu: 436,498-505,508
Bhrguvalll: 435,498-500,502,505
Bhrgu-Varuni: 173,175fn.l7, 461
Bhutarthavada, arthavada: 597fn.8, 603fn.27

Bhartrprapanca, Purvamimamsa-darsana: 917
Bhartrprapanca, Vrttikara: 677
Bhaskara: 194fn.l7
BrahmasQtra-bhasyakara: 32-33
Bhaslcarabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Bhasya (commentary): 9
definition: 32,164
Bhasyabhavaprakasika: 9,539fn.l8,923fn.37
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
khyati-vada: 76

Bhuta-vastu (existent entity): 461, 468, 480,
574, 576,596,642, 663-664,699,714, 717fn.l9,
760fn.73, 799, 916, 949-955, 1015-1016, 1025,
1060,1062,1067
anga: 917
aptavakya: 918
Brahman: 889, 939
Sruti: 954
valid cognition: 888

srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Bhasyakara (commentator): 30,55
Bhasyaratnaprabha: 9,270fn.9,415,560

BIja (seed): 994
Bijankura-nyaya (seed-sprout analogy): 994-995
Bijankuravad-anadi (beginningless seed

Bhatta, Mimamsaka: 964
Anyatha-khyati: 74

and sprout cycle): 57,994
Birth (see janma): 402fn.21,414,415fn.5,416,

Purvamimamsa-darsana: 966

418, 620
bhavavikara: 415

Bhautika-padartha: 417
Bhavadasa, Purvarrumamsa-sutra: 698fn.41

Bliss (see Ananda): 98,387,389,389fn.29,411,

Bhavavikara (modifications of being): 414,
415fn.3,416-418
Bhavi-kala-visesa: 771
Bheda (non-identity): 684, 835,851
Bhedagraha (non-discrimination) (see vivekaagraha): 53, 56,83,85

436,438fn.ll, 443,457,499fn.l5,501-502,504,
510,647, 650,664,716,773fn.ll, 834-835,893
Bodhaka (expounder), sambandha (see
pratipadaka): 158fn.2
Bodha-sllam (nature of knowledge): 1041fn.3
Bodhya (subject matter), sambandha (see

Akhyati-vada: 71-72
Bhedabheda-vada (difference cum identity):
684,851,857

pratipadya): 158fn.2
Body, adhyasa: 133-134
dharmi-adhyasa: 132

other Vedantic schools: 32-33
Bhiksu-sutra (see Brahma-sutra): 33
Bhinnadesa-vrttitvam: 857

Bondage (see bandha): 28,356
Brahma: 506fn.26,744-746,748fn.40,749fn.40
Ananda-mlmamsa: 746

Bhogya-vastu: 270
Bhokta (enjoyer): 346,348fn.33,355fn.308,409
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Brahma-bhava: 798,840, 851-852,859,865
Brahmacarin: 969

srutyadayah: 460fn.24,466
subject matter: 54
transitive verb: 286
upakaraka: 214

Brahmacarya-asrama (student life): 206, 209,
210fn.31
Brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman):
51, 124, 145, 158-159, 173, 186fn.7, 187-189,

Vivarana-vada: 363

200-203, 205-208, 210-212, 214-215, 217,
218fn.94,219-220,221fn.52,222-226,228fn.66,
231-233, 238, 243-245, 247-248, 249fn.4, 250252, 256, 258, 261-263, 274-275, 277, 284,
305fn.l0, 310, 314-315, 319,327-328,330,349,
352, 356-358, 359fn.5, 376-377, 381-382, 407,
426,441,450,453,458-459,463,470,473,476477,480-481,498,499fn.l4,500,569,707,741,
815, 882,939,1037
after dharma-mimamsa: 200
after svadhyaya: 227
anubhavadayah; 460fn.24, 466
Bhamati-vada: 363
cause: 184-186
caused by dharma-jijnasa: 193,209,219
caused by mumuksutva: 258
caused by sadhana-catustaya: 205,253,

Brahmajijhasa-sutra: 185, 697, 740
Brahma-jnana: 741-742, 755, 771
brahmopasana: 839
permanence of result: 839
(see vidya): 304
Brahmajnana-phala (see Moksa): 783
Brahmajnanin (Mem of Realisation) (see
Jlvanmukta): 206,1046
Brahmakarana-vada, Vedanta-darsana: 462,634
Brahmakara-vrtti: 828, 829fn.33, 830fn.33,
831,838,840,1048,1052-1054,1056,1065
destruction: 1057
vrtti-vyapti: 829
Brahma-loka: 748fn.80,749fn.l20
Uttara-patha: 750fn.42
Brahma-mlmamsa (inquiry into Brahman):
155,180,192-194,311,330,360,362,454,712,741
after brahma-jijnasa: 174

257,264-265,268,272fn.l4
caused by vairagya: 210

equivalent to brahma-jijnasa: 169,221-222,
359

coabsence with sadhana-catustaya: 264
compound word: 282
copresence with sadhana-catustaya: 264
distinct from dharma-jijnasa: 237,1039

Moksa: 713
necessity for: 713

encompassed by dharma-jijnasa: 228-229
equivalent tobrahma-mlmamsa: 221-222,
281, 359
equivalent to dharma-jijnasa: 234
etymology: 168-169,295,306
inquiry into Brahman: 169-170
jijnasa: 310
necessity: 53
non-commencement: 168
non-dependence on dharma-jijnasa: 201
opposite result of dharma-jijnasa: 230
qualifications for: 171
result of dharma-mimamsa: 180
seeming impossibility: 331
seeming purposelessness: 52
SesI: 214

(see Vedanta-darSana): 125,194fn.l6,222
Brahmamimariisa-darsana (see Vedantadarsana): 186
Brahma-mlmamsasutra: 677fh.ll
Brahman: 170, 173-174, 180, 185-186, 189190, 192fn.ll, 206, 211, 221fh.52, 226-227,
22Sfn.66, 229-230, 232-234, 236, 238-239, 241,
243, 248, 250, 253, 260-262, 270fn.9, 277fn.9,
279fh.l, 282, 290-291, 294-297, 299, 304, 308309, 312-315, 318, 321, 324, 327, 330-332,
350fn.40, 352, 358fn.l, 362-364, 366-367, 373,
376-377, 380, 385, 387-389, 399, 404, 406407, 411-412, 417-420, 423-424, 431, 434-436,
438fn.ll, 440-443, 446-447, 450-452, 454, 456,
458, 461-462, 468,473, 481, 485,488-493, 496497, 499fh.29, 500-508, 510-511, 513, 521-523,
524fn.3, 525-526, 529, 531, 534-535, 537-538,
539fn.36, 540-544, 546, 548-549, 551-552, 5581086
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560, 561fn.6, 562-564, 566, 569, 571fh.6, 572,
573fn.l0, 574-577, 590, 592, 595-596, 598,
600, 609, 613, 621, 625-626, 628-633, 639-644,
649fn.30, 650-651, 652fn.35, 657-658, 662,
664, 667, 683-684, 686, 688-691, 693, 706, 711,
712fn.7, 713, 715-716, 717fn.l9, 724-726, 739,
742, 748fn.40, 749fn.40, 761-763, 769, 772fn.9,

Brahmana-jati, Brahman; 277
Brahmanandavalli: 499
Brahman-Atman: 615
Brahman-Atman
identity

(see

Brahmatmaikya): 51
Brahmanubhava (see Moksa): 257,305,391,461

773fn.ll, 774fn.l5, 775, 784-785, 792, 795,

Brahmanubhuti (see Moksa): 456,459
Brahma-padartha (see tat-padartha): 801

799-800, 803-805, 812, 815fn.5, 817, 820, 822,
825, 828, 833, 835, 837, 839, 851-852, 858-859,

Brahmaparinama-vada: 402
Brahmapurana, Vidyasth3na: 530

867, 869, 878-880, 888-891, 899-901, 908, 912,
914, 916, 919, 927, 938,941, 947-948, 954-958,
962, 964-965, 973, 978-980, 983fn.5, 984, 989,
1012, 1017-1019, 1022-1023, 1025-1026, 1028-

772, 774-775
Brahma-sutra: 30, 32, 50, 93, 144-145, 149,

1031, 1034-1035, 1037-1038, 1040, 1046-1050,
1052-1057,1059-1061,1065-1067
alaukika-visaya: 833
anadi: 138fn.l0
Brahma: 277

Brahma-saksatkara (see Moksa): 240,460fn.24,

155, 158-161, 168-169, 177, 180-181, 185fri.5,
192-193,194fn.l7,199,219,226,229fn.69,241,
249fn.4, 251, 260, 262, 270fn.9, 275, 281-282,
296-297, 313, 315, 321, 327-328,332, 337, 348,
358-359, 361fn.8, 366-367, 374, 376, 382-383,
385-386, 391-392, 418, 429, 433, 435-436,
442, 444fn.7, 445fn.7, 450, 481, 560-561,
571, 574, 624fn.22, 664, 685, 686fn.20,
749fn.40, 786, 815-816, 827, 866fn.46,

brahmana-jati: 277
Creator; 143
definition: 277,374-375, 390, 498
equivalent to Atman: 333

440570712,
886,

915fn.26,1034-1035,1037,1039-1040,1044
purpose: 34
authorship: 29fn.2

etymology: 797fn.23
jlva: 277
Nirguna: 322-323, 325fn.l4, 381
Nirguna-brahman: 325

number of sutras; 33
Nyaya-prasthana: 34
Prasthana-traya: 34

parinisthita-vastu: 910-911
primary inquiry: 374

structure: 34-35

Saguna: 326, 620
subsidiary inquiry: 374
supposed objectification: 287-288,294fn.l
tat-padartha: 328-329
twofold nature: 316,320
upakaraka: 200
upasana: 703
upasana-vidhi: 908
various definitions: 336
Veda: 277,545-547

various appellations; 33
Vrtti: 180
Brahmasutra-bhasya: 716fn.36,749fn.40,750
Brahmasutra-catuhsutrl, importance: 36
Brahmasfitrakara (see Veda-vyasa): 229
Brahmasutra-sahkarabhasya: 9
Brahma-svarupa: 914, 917
Atman: 916
Brahmatmabhava: 641,891
Brahmatmaikatva-jijnasa: 327

Vivadadhikarana: 338
vrtti-vyapti: 829fn.33,830
Brahmana: 200, 210, 214, 458fn.21, 963, 965,
968-970, 971fn.21, 999-1000,1011fn.l6

Brahmatmaikatva-vijnana: 812
Brahmatmaikya (Brahman-Atman identity):
51, 54,155,457, 801-802, 826,907
Brahmatmaikya-avagati: 381, 684

ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 128
upasana: 895

Brahmatmaikya-jnana: 35,435,437, 792, 889
Upanisads: 913
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Brahmatmaikya-saksatkara: 772fn.9
(see Moksa): 363
Brahmatmaikyavagati: 685
Brahmatma-saksatkara (see Moksa): 305,
983-984
Brahmavagati (see Moksa): 159, 248, 251252,257,263,304-305,308-309, 358,391, 435
Brahmavalll: 499,501-502, 504-505, 508
Brahma-vicara (inquiry into Brahman) (see
brahma-mimamsa): 311,315,327, 330,332
Brahma-vidya; 257,261,326,502, 775
(see vidya): 631
Brahmavidyabharana: 9, 175fn,18, 194fn.l7,

Caitanya-visistam: 339
Camasa-patra (ladle): 218fn.93,223,456fn.l7
Ap-pranayana: 216
Candra-loka: 751
Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
Candramas, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42
Carakasamhita: 865fn.41
Carama-vrtti: 831, 838, 840,1054, 1056-1057
Carvaka (Materialist): 115, 125, 339fn.9,
349fn.37,355fn.l53
Carvaka-darsana, Nastika-darsana: 28, 29
non-consideration by Veda-vyasa: 29-30

injunction: 756
Brahmopasana-vidhipara: 718

Catuhsutri: 1028
Caturasramya (four stages of life): 529
Caturmasya-yaga: 269, 757
supposed permanence of result: 269fn.7,
270fn.9,271
Caturthi-vibhakti, Sampradana-karaka: 280fn.3
Caturvamya (four castes): 529
Cause-effect relationship (see hetuphala-

Brhadaranyaka-upanisad: 135,191fn.8, 203204, 255-256, 259fn.34, 307fn.l3, 322, 376,

bhava): 257,307
sadhana-catustaya: 259fn.34

437, 446, 452, 499fn.l5, 506, 508, 538, 541542,543fn.22,547-549,551,562,574,577,614,
629-630, 634, 640,689, 702-703, 713, 714fn.l3,
714-716, 724, 748fn.79, 756, 758-759,764, 769,
772-773,774fn.l5, 775,777,778fn.22, 791-793,

Cetana (consciousness): 408
Brahman: 380

704fn.52, 923fn.37
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Brahmopasana: 684, 822,839,1060

795fn.l8, 799-800, 802, 805, 807, 810, 815,
818-820, 822, 830,835-837,878fn,24, 887, 890893, 895-896, 914, 919-920, 922, 924-925, 929,
930fn,44, 933, 936-938, 980,983fn.5, 990, 992,
995, 1017-1018, 1022-1024, 1026, 1028fn.l2,
1045,1060,1062,1066
Brhadaranyakopanisad-bhasya: 836, 937
Brhaspati, Ananda-mlmamsa: 746
Buddha: 29
Buddha (conscious). Brahman: 363
Nirguna-brahman: 320-321,325
Buddhi (intellect): 782fn.36
suksma-sarlra: 759fn.46
Buddhism: 30,340,353, 785,920fn.33,1036
enhumeration of schools: 29
Nastika-darsana: 28
Caitanya (see Consciousness): 923, 794
Brahman: 815

Cetana-kartr (conscious agent): 347
Chandas (prosody): 529
Vedahgas: 530fn.8
Chandogya-upanisad: 108,145,173,233fn.82,
238, 250, 256-257, 271, 307, 319, 328, 359fn.5,
376, 441fn.3, 446-447, 462fn.28, 492fn.21,
499fn.l4, 508-509, 606, 612, 625, 632fn,37,
642-643, 645, 649fn.84, 658, 689, 713, 715,
745fn.31, 747, 748fn.79, 749fn.40, 750, 753756,780-781,791,796,800,802, 805,807, 810811,826,830,836,885,887fn.37,889-890,925926, 930-931, 983, 988-990, 992, 1012, 1016,
1022,1025,1061-1062
injunction: 714
lihga: 627-628
Cidabhasa (reflection of Consciousness): 816
vrtti-vyapti: 827
Cidatma: 80, 89
Cikitsa (medical treatment): 865fn.41
Cinta (thought), caused by adhyasa: 139
Cintamani: 384fn.22
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389fn.29, 411, 435, 438fn.ll, 443, 476, 499,
505, 510,628, 650,689, 692, 716, 816-817,819,
821-822, 828,830-831,833-835, 838,862,867
Contemplation (see upasana): 142, 180,
191, 231, 613fn.9, 614, 617, 622, 649-651, 656,
657fn.l2, 664, 684-685, 687-691, 693, 695, 698,

Cit (Consciousness): 83
Citra-vyaghravat: 1053
Citsukhacarya: 9, 66, 539fn.l8
Cittaikagrata (single pointedness of mind):
190,562,649fn.30
caused by upasana: 259fn.35
upasana: 142
Cittasuddhi (purity of mind): 190,562,649fn.30
caused by karma: 259fn.35
Codana (injunction): 228fn.68, 233, 235, 237,
242, 693, 695-698, 878,1036fn.8

701, 703, 707, 711-712, 715-716, 718, 726, 741,
750, 754fn.54, 756-758, 761, 763, 770-771, 784785,792,794,798-799,803,805,809-811,819,821,
838-840,852-854,856,859,862,868,879,883-887,
891, 894, 899, 901,908-909, 929, 980, 1022,1028,

definition: 233fn.83,234fn.83
Codana-laksana: 939
Codanasutra-bhasya (see Parvamlmamsabhasya): 698
Codani-tantra (injunction dependent): 881
Commencement, atha: 167-171
(see adhikara): 181fn.28
Comparison (see upamana): 401,680
Compound word (samasa), adhlta-vedantasya:
202fn.l4
avidyadi: 309
brahma-jijnasa: 167-169,221,274,282,284,
300,310
brahmajijnasopanyasamukhena: 359
buddhipurvakari: 125
codanajanyatvat: 241

1030,1035,1037,1059-1060,1062-1064,1066
Brahman: 820
Context (see prakarana): 454fn.l7
Correctness, pariksa: 59
Creation (see sarga): 552
Creator: 177, 410fn.9, 411, 425, 487, 489, 492,
524,572,749fh,40,750fn.42
Brahma: 277
Brahman: 143
(see Isvara): 347
Cycle of transmigration (see samsara): 52,
139, 257,308
Dadhi (curd): 641
Dadhi-vidhi: 608fn.40
Dadhyavastha: 855
Dahara-vidya: 748fn.40, 749fn.40
Daksina (sacrificial fee): 601-603,
750fn.45,972fn.23

definition: 280fn.2
dharma-jijnasa: 162,221,227-229
gaunamithya: 1041
janmadi: 395
phalajijfiasyabhedat: 229
pratipatti-vidhi: 687
purnamasa: 213fn.36
Sastrayoni: 561
Sastrayonitvat: 526

660,

Daksinagni: 692
Daksina-patha (Southern path): 748,751,752
Daksinayana, Daksina-patha: 751,751fn.48

Conclusion (see nigamana): 115, 119-120,
538,539fn.l8
Concomitance (see vyapti): 109, 203, 238,
385fn.22,539fn.36
Connectedness (see saiigati): 156, 365, 512,
550, 575,664,666
Consciousness (see Caitanya): 43fn.l0, 44,
84-85,87,98,323,387, 794,815,827fh.l0,923
Consciousness (see Jnanam); 324-325,

Dama (sense control): 254,256,259
samadi^atka-sampat: 253,258,261
Dana (charity): 271
Danda-vidya, Vidyasthana: 530
Darsa: 213fn.36
Darsana (Indian philosophical system): 34,
59, 68-69, 92,115,125-126, 146, 195, 589, 625,
646,1039
ennumeration: 28
view of adhyasa: 55
Darsana (logical insight): 248
Darsana-vidhi: 1024
Darsapumamasa: 605, 806
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Darsapurnamasa-yaga: 212fn.36, 213, 216218, 218fn.46, 222, 223, 224fn.59, 225, 226,
227,230,237, 239,455fn.l7,799-800, 811940
sesi: 215

Devata (deity), 478, 601, 607-608, 617, 663664, 683,1063
Ananda-mlmamsa: 746
physical form: 887
Sampad-upasana: 793
Upardsads: 611
Devatadhikarana: 886

Dar^a-yaga: 213-214, 222fn.55, 224
Darstantika (subject of analogy): 109, 114,
217M.46,218fn.46,724
Datta (charitable acts): 750,751fn.47

Devatakanda: 885
Devayana-patha (see Uttara-patha): 750

Death (see vinasa): 415fn.5
Decay (see apaksaya): 415fn.5, 416, 418
Deep constant meditation (see nididhyasana):
54,142,191, 204,251,259fn.35,363fn.l2,562
Deep sleep state (see susupti): 93,108
Defect of absurdity (see asambhava): 377fn.l0
Defect of inconstancy (see vyabhicara-dosa):
116,123,148-149
Defect of mutual
dependence
(see
anyonyasraya-dosa): 138, 993
Defect of prolixity (see gaurava-dosa): 73fn.9
Defect of self-dependence (see atmasrayadosa): 426fn.l3
Defect of underpervasion (see avyapti):

Devi, upasana: 821
Dhanur-veda
(Science
of
Weapons),
Vidyasthana: 530
Dharma: 70fn.5, 221fh.52, 227, 228fn.68, 230,
232fn.77,234,290,446, 450-454,468-469,473,
477,489,575, 696-697, 756, 911,927
alaukika-visaya: 833
merit: 712,743,745,760fn.73, 963, 983,
991-992,994-996
Veda: 546
Dharma-adhyasa (see sopadhika-adhyasa):
80,132fn.6,133,135,146-147,149, 862, 864
Dharma-jijiiasa (desire to know dharma):
162,185,186fn.7, 188,194fn.l5,201,202fn.l7,

377fn.l0,378
Definiendum (see laksya): 377fn.l0,387-388,

203, 207-212, 215, 217, 218fn.l40, 219-220,
221fn.52, 222-226, 228fn.66, 231, 233, 238,
243-245, 247, 250-251, 356, 450-451, 453, 458,
460fn.24,463,469,473,476fn.l4,479,559fn.2,
707,741, 882,939-940, 946,957,1037-1038
after svadhyaya: 227

955fn.25
Definition per accidens (see tatastha laksarta):
621-622
Deha (body): 339
Dehadi-sahghata: 864
Dehalldipanyaya: 422fn.2
Deha-saihhata: 864
Dehatma-pratyaya: 1056

anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
cause: 186
distinct from brahma-jijnasa: 237,1039
encompasses brahma-jijnasa: 228-229
equivalent to brahma-jijnasa: 234

Deity (see devata): 617,1063
Deliberate superimposition (see adhyaropa):
143,522-523,524fn.3,560-562, 649fn.30

etymology: 275-276
inclusive of Brahmavidya: 193

Demerit (see papa): 489
Desa (space), limitation: 325
Destruction (see laya): 399,402fn.21

opposite result of brahma-jijnasa: 230
sesa: 214
srutyadayah: 466

Detachment (see vairagya): 248, 252fn.l2,
253, 268
Devadatta: 830-831
Deva-gandharva
(Divine-Gandharva),
Ananda-mlmamsa: 746
Deva-patha (see Uttara-patha): 750
Devasvamin: 886

unnecessary for brahma-jijnasa: 265
upakarya: 214
Dharma-jnana (knowledge of Vedic rites)
(see karmavabodha): 477, 741
Dharma-karya: 755-756
Dharma-laksana: 378,381
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Dharma-mimamsa (inquiry into dharma):

avantara-sarigati: 384
Drsya (seen): 83
Drsya-prapanca (phenomenal world): 914

454, 712
abhyudaya: 713
necessity for: 713
Dharmamimamsa-sutra (see Purvamimamsasutra): 185
Dharmanusthana-jijiiasa: 476fn.l4
Dharmarajadhvarxndra: 387
Dharma-sastra (codes of conduct): 529
(see Purvamimamsa-sutra): 861
Vidyasthana: 530

Duhkha (sorrow): 745, 782fn.38, 783
Duhkha-nirakarana: 303
Dvaitadvaita-vedanta, other Vedantic schools:
32-33
Dvaita-prapanca (realm of duality): 650
Dvaita-vedanta: 509fn.32
other Vedantic schools: 32-33

Dharmi-adhyasa (see nirupadhika-adhyasa):
81,132&1.6,133,135,146-147,149, 862, 864
Dharmika (righteous person): 1054
Dhatu (verbal root): 302, 880, 882
definition: 881
etymology: 878
Dhatupatha: 305fn.l0, 880-881
Dhatvartha (root meaning): 970fn.21,971fn.21
nisedha: 966

Dvaitin (Dualist): 683, 687,1030
Dvandva, samasa: 395-396
Dvesa (dislikes): 444fn.7, 782fn.37
Dvigu, samasa: 396
Dvitiya-tatpurasa, samasa: 396
Dvitlya-vamaka
(second
explanation),
Sastrayonitva-sutra: 547, 555, 558-561, 564,
567,570-574,576-577,588-589,595,616,622,639
Samanvayadhikarana: 671,682,1059,1064,
1066
Dvitiya-vibhakti, karma-karaka: 280fn.3
Efficient cause (see nimitta-karana): 322,
404, 407, 419-420, 428, 444fn.7, 445fn.7, 529,

Dhuma, Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
Dhumadi-marga: 751
Dhvanyaloka: 536
Dimension, types: 344fn.23
Dinakari: 384fn.22,682fn.l7

534,572fn.9

Dlpa-jvala (flame of a lamp): 341
Dipika: 431fn.5
Discrimination (see viveka): 220,248,249fn.4,
250-251,253,270fn.9,272
Dispassion (see vairagya): 210-212, 220,249252, 260-261, 268-269, 270fn.9,271
Dissolution (see laya): 415-416,418,620
(see pralaya): 797
Doership (see kartrtva): 52,126,139,148, 914
Dosa (defect): 377fn.l0, 782fn.37, 783
Dosa-apanayana (removal of defect): 852
Double moon superimposition, sopadhikaadhyasa: 80,146
Doubt (see sarhsaya): 156, 474, 511, 569fn.2,
574,663,1059
Dravya (material): 478, 607-608
DrdhI-karana (strengthening): 525
Drk (seer): 83
Drstanta (object of analogy): 109,114,217fn.46,
218fn.46,724

Efficient-cum-material cause (see abhinnanimittopadana-karana): 35, 277fn.9,398, 418,
420, 422fn.3, 444fn.7, 488, 492, 500-503, 521522,524,551,559
Effort (see pravrtti): 693
Eka (one), Atman: 926
Ekadesimata (see Anyatha-khyati): 76
Ekadesin (single-school theorist): 189
Ekadesiya (single-school Non-dualist): 687
Ekasastratva-vada (single-school theory):
180-181,195,222,227, 696, 700
purvapaksa theory: 125
Ekavakya (unitary sentence): 801
Ekavakyata (syntactical unity): 603,612,656,
660
Ekavakyata-bhanga (destruction of unity): 801
Elements: 406
Eligibility (see adhikara): 127,160
Emancipation (see Moksa): 68,1056fn.34
Empirical (see vyavaharika): 104, 387, 462
Endless (see Anantam): 138
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Enjoyership (see bhoktrtva): 52, 99, 126fn.8,

Garuda-mantra: 353fn.45
Gati (to attain), Upanisads: 913

139,148,349,914
Enlightenment (see Moksa): 901,984

Gauna (secondary meaning): 1064
mithya: 1006-1007,1008fn.l2,1009-1010,
1017,1047

Entirety, atha: 167
Epic (see Itihasa): 453,542, 543fn.22,548,552
Epistemological
behaviour
(see
pramanaprameya-vyavahara): 107,110,114,

Gauna-adhyasa (secondary superimposition):
133
Gaunamithya, etymology: 1041
Gauna-prayoga (metaphoric sense): 354
Gaunatma: 1047fn.l8,1051

116-117,118fn.l5,119-120,148
Epistemology
(see
pramanaprameyavyavahara); 103-104
Established View (see siddhanta): 156, 364,

Moksa: 1055
Gaurava-dosa (defect of prolixity): 73fn.9

511,549,561, 574,589, 664,1060
Eternal (see nitya): 716
Etymology (see Nirukta):

529,

Gautama: 147, 774
Nyaya-darsana Sutrakara: 30,92
Gavanayana-vyapara: 235

530fn.8,

881fn.29
Eulogy (see arthavada): 597fn.8
Exception (see apavada): 468fn.ll, 469-470,

General rule (see utsarga): 468fn.l0,469-470,
473,477
Genitive case-ending: 402

473,477
Existence (see asti): 415in.5
Existence (see Satyam): 324-325, 411, 435,
438fn.ll, 441,443,504,510,596,650,664,689,
692, 834-835
Brahman; 389

Ghatakasa: 349,816fn.6
space superimposition; 88
Ghatavacchinnakasa: 816fn.6
Ghost-post superimposition^ 1008
Godohana-patra

Nirguna-brahman: 323

(milk

pail):

217fn.45,

218fn.46,223,225
Ap-pranayana: 216
Govindabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33

Existent (see Sat): 139
Experience (see anubhava): 89,456, 745
Explanation (see vivrti): 680
Feasibility, panksa: 59
Fifth case-ending; 403

Govindananda: 9, 95, 264, 270fn.9, 309,
358fn.l, 409-410,426,457,560,1050
Graha (Planetary deities): 408
Grahanaka-vakya (summary statement) (see

Figurativeness (see upacara): 53
Fire-smoke syllogism: 124fn,7
Five-membered syllogism (see pancavayavam
vakyam): U5fn.l0,119,361,431fn.5,538,539fa.l8

vastusaiigraha-vakya): 683,706, 827,879,892
Grammar (see vyakarana): 529, 530fn.8, 536,

Forefather (see Pitr): 746
Four preambulatory factors (see anubandha-

680,786
Grammarian (see vaiyakarana): 536
Grantha, anubandha-catustaya: 158fn.2

catustaya): 158-160,313fn.l
Fourfold means (see sadhana-catustaya): 160,
220, 247,263,270,272, 307,313
Fruit (see phala): 252, 259

Grha-dvara: 359fn.5
Grha-mukha: 359fn.5
Grhastha (householder): 128, 206,209
Grhastha-asirama (householder life): 210,970

Gandhara: 446-447
Gandharva (Musicology), Vidyasthana: 530

Growth (see vrddhi): 415fn.5, 416,418
Gudha (veiled): 867
Guna (quality): 759,798,810,835,1007

Garhapatya: 692
GSrhasthya, adhyasa: 128
Garland-snake superimposition: 514fn.2
Garuda: 353fn.45

parinami-nitya: 761
Guna-adhana (excellence): 852
Guna-karma (purificatory act): 799-800,806-808
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upasana: 883

Guna-samya: 810
Svatantra-upasana: 809
Gunavada (statement of similarity): 597fn.8,

Householder (see grhastha): 128,981
Hypothesis (see pratijna): 115-117,120,124

598,603fn.27
Guna-vidhi: 909
Gurusisya-parampara
(teacher-disciple
tradition): 631
Guru-upasadana (approaching the teacher):

Idanta (this-ness): 1008
Ignorance (see avidya): 81, 93,100,110,126,
139,159,160fn.5,507, 535,913
Ihamutraphalabhoga-viraga (see vairagya): 268
Ihamutrarthabhoga-viraga (see vairagya): 261
Illusory cognition (see mithyajnanam): 720

205, 305fn.8,306
Mundaka-upanisad: 261
Haimakosa: 563fn.ll

Illusory (see mithya): 852
Illusory (see pratibhasika): 387
Illustration (see udaharana): 115-117,119-120
Immediate succession (see anantarya): 164,
167,171,173,178-179,181-182,184-187,189,251
atha : 193,200-201,206-207,209,227,229,

Hana (avoidance): 239fn.90
Haplology: 629fn.31
Harsacarita: 428
Heaven: 180
Carvaka-darsana: 29

231,233,237, 243-245,247,265
Immortality: 703,795-797, 799
Imperceptibility, space superimposition: 147
Implication: 972fn.21
Impossibility, adhyasa: 44

supposed permanence: 269
(see svarga): 463,489,600fn.l6,644,691fh.28,
712,756
Hell (see naraka): 489,602fn.25,691fn.28
Hermeneutics (see Mtmamsa): 529,640
Hetu (probans): 34,118,118fn.l5,124,158£n.2,
193, 238, 385fn.22, 431fn.5, 442, 481, 486fn.5,
487, 538fn.l8, 539fn.54, 563, 564fh,13, 575,
620fn.7,623fn.20,625,776, 778fn.22
epistemological behaviour-ignorance
syllogism: 117
ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 120
loka-vyavahSra: 1024
purvapaksin: 116
smoke-fire syllogism: 115,124fn.7,485
superimposition-epistemological
behaviour syllogism: 115
valid cognition: 888
Hetu-pancami: 441
Hetuphala-bhava (cause-effect relationship); 170
Hetuta-sangati: 3S4fn.22
Hetu-vakya: 441
Heya (object of rejection): 600,645-646,891
Heya-purusartha: 600fn.l7
Heyopadeya-rahita: 644

Indeclinable (see avyaya): 395
atha: 167,170,176
nan: 818
Indestructible (see avinasin): 922, 931-933,
935,937
adhyasa: 138
Indian philosophical system (see Darsana):
92,114,115, 337, 344, 355fn.51, 377, 404, 589,
625,646,711,760, 785, 928,1012,1038
Individual (see jlva); 277,306fn.l2,349
Indra: 173, 249fn.4, 408, 455fn.l7, 499fn.l4,
605,691fn.28
Ananda-mimamsa: 746
Devas: 746fn.33
upasana: 886
Indriya (sense organ): 826
Indriya-atmavada: 355fn.51
Indriya-atmavadin: 340

Hiranyagarbha: 424-425,506fn.26,510,773fn,15
Brahma: 277, 748
Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fh.l9
Hotr (priest): 456fn.l7,884,886

Impregnation (see niseka): 410,529
Impression: 74,176-177,308
(see samskara): 56,191,340,464,475,651-652

Carvaka: 339
Indriyavisaya-sannikarsa: 688
Inert (see jada): 44
Inference (see anumana): 123, 239fh.90, 271,
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326, 362, 401, 431fn.5, 433, 437-438, 451, 453,

Ista (sacrificial acts): 748, 750, 751fn.47
Akhyati-vada: 72fn.9
Isvara: 28, 346fn.28, 347-348, 353-354,
355fn.l04,381,422fn.3,424-425,430-431,434-

463, 480-481, 488fn.l0,489,491-493,503, 569,
574,577,597-598,603fn.27,643,659,661fn.20,
1025,1045
Inferential argument (see anumana): 114,

436, 438fn.ll, 442,444fn.7,487-488, 492fn.20,
493,496,505,506fn.26,509,511, 522-523,531,
540,545,572fn.9,649,794,798,833
anadi: 138fn.l0
Carvaka-darsana: 29
equivalence with Brahman: 424
equivalence with jlva: 424
non-mention by Vaisesika-darsana: 428

115fn.l0,116,119,139
Inferential knowledge (see anumit): 239fn.88
Inferential logic (see anumana): 436,440-443
Infinite (see Anantam): 324-325, 389fn.29,
435,438fn.ll, 499fn.l5,505,510,513-514,689,
692, 834-835
Brahman: 387,389

Nyaya-darsana: 347
samasti-upadhi: 831

Nirguna-brahman: 323
Inherent cause (see samavayi-karana): 379

tat-padartha: 349,829,832

Injunction (see codana): 228fn.68, 230fn.72,
232fn.77, 234-235
Injunction (see vidhi): 101, 123, 126fn.8,
127-128, 148-149, 180, 188, 192, 212, 214-215,
218, 224, 236fn.85, 242, 468fn.7, 469-470, 473,
477,596-597, 599,602-603, 605, 607,608fn.40,
612, 616, 639, 648, 651, 656, 657fn.l2, 658,
661fn.22,667,677,683,690,694fn.33,695-698,
701-702,704fn.52,711, 720-721, 741,754, 756,
758, 770, 793, 795, 799fn.26, 807fn.39, 808,
878-879, 883-884, 887, 890, 894, 899, 908-910,
929-931, 933, 938-939, 947, 957,970, 979, 999,
1010, 1011fn.l6, 1022-1024, 1026, 1028fn.l2,
1034-1035, 1036fn.8, 1038, 1044, 1049, 1051,
1055,1059
Injunctive statement (see vidhi-vakya): 597,
612,615,645, 649fn.30,656, 658,691, 698-699,
704fn.52,972,1066
Inquiry (see mimarhsa):

145,

169-170,

Veda: 544-546
Kvarakarana-vadin: 427-430,436,444
Isvarakrsna: 30
Isvaranumana:
430, 435-436, 442-443,
444fn.7,445fn.7,461,481-482
Itarasesatva (subordination), limitation: 325
Itaretara-adhyasa (mutual superimposition)
(see adhyasa): 43,110,138,145
Itihasa (Epic): 931,991
srutyadayah: 453,460fn.24
Itikartavyata: 455 fn, 1044
Jabala-upanisad: 209-210,212
Jada (inert): 88, 862
not-Self: 44
Jaganmithyatva: 98
Jagat: 28,252,355fn.51,401,523
Jagat-karana: 522-523
Saguna-brahman: 508

172fn.l3,173-175,186, 233, 275,290,296-297,
302,310-311,319,328,352, 360,362, 366,446,
461,468,476,480, 482,511
conditions for: 51
Invariable concomitance (see vyapti): 115,117119,124fn.7,128,149,189, 203, 238, 250, 264,
431fn.5,485,504fn.23, 575,656,657fn.8,1024

Jagat-karanatva: 508,523, 834
Jagat-karta: 355fn.51
Jagat-kartrtva (creatorship of the world): 424

Invocation (see mahgalacarana): 176-177

698-700,885,945,946,1036,1039
Purva-mimamsa-darsana Sutrakara: 30

Ipsa (desire for attaining): 314
regarding epistemological behaviour: 119
Ipsitam upadeyam (desired to be gained): 646
Isavasya-upanisad: 304, 772,774, 867

Saguna-brahman: 322
Jagat-koti: 408,425
Jahadajahad-laksana: 831
Jaimini: 125,161,193,195, 227,451,590,695,

Jaimini-sutra

(see

Purvamrmaiiisa-sutra):

180-181,712,966fn.l4
Jaimimya-ny5yamala: 704fn.52
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678,696, 706, 740,808, 882, 889, 1029
Jijftasya (intended knowable): 234
Jijnasyaikya (single intended knowable):

Jaina-darsana (see Arhata-darsana): 30
Nastika-darsana: 28
Janaka: 773
Janma (birth): 398,402fn.21,414-416,782-783
bhavavikara: 415fn.5
Janmadi (beginning with birth): 395, 398,
400-402,407,416,418,559
Janmadikaranam: 1029

222,225-226
Jiva (individual): 28, 87, 138, 190, 306fn.l2,
307fn.l2, 336-337, 348-349, 355fn.l04, 381,
423-424,492, 750,759fn.48, 811, 829-830,833,
914,925,1016

Janmadi-sfitra: 415, 417-418, 420, 431, 435,
437-438,442,444, 481,488, 498-500, 502fn.21,
506, 508-509, 522, 524-525, 529, 546, 560561, 564, 567, 569-573, 576-577, 620-621, 625,

anadi: 138fn.l0
avidya: 915

834fn.l9,836,1029
Janmadyadhikarana: 36, 371, 383, 385fn.22,
389fn.30,391-392, 398,406,417fn.9, 420fn.l2,
423, 433, 441fn.l, 452fn.l3, 466fn.2, 477fn.l7,
479fn.2, 481fh.5, 491fn.37, 492fn.20, 497fn.8,

equivalence with Isvara: 424
Nyaya-darsana: 347

Brahman: 277
equivalence with Brahman: 424

samsarin: 924
tvam-padartha: 329, 832
vivadadhikarana: 338
vyasti upadhi: 831
Jiva-bhava: 99
Jlvabrahma-aikya (Brahman-Atman identity):

503fn.22, 511, 513, 535fh.5, 549-551, 558-559,
562fn.8, 565tn.l6, 570fn.9, 571, 572fn.24, 575,
621fn.l4,631fn.36, 760fn.73, 834
Janmadyasya-sutra: 377

305,355fn.51,436
Jivanmukta (Man of Realisation): 651-653,

Janma-karana, nimitta-karana: 420
Janmantaresu: 207
Japa: 140
Japa-kusuma (hibiscus), sopadhika-adhyasa: 80
Jati (genus): 285fn.l, 835
Jihasa (desire to give up): 314fn.3
regarding epistemological behaviour: 119
Jihasitamheyam (desired to be rejected): 646
Jijnasa (desire to know): 168, 172fn.26, 174175, 279fn.l, 282-284, 286, 289, 295-297, 299300,302,304,309,311-312,319,385fn.22,480,
512,521, 696fn.40
as inquiry: 162,171-172
as mlmamsa: 275

1018-1019,1048
Jivanmukti (Liberation while living): 36,
627, 748fn.41
Jivatman (individual self): 924
Jxvesvara-bheda, anadi: 138fn.l0
Jnana (cognition): 456
Jriana (Consciousness): 389fn.29, 438fn.ll,
505,510, 513-514, 692,835
Brahman: 387
Nirguna-brahman: 324-325
Jnana (knowledge): 816,878-880,1062
distinct from upasana: 885, 887-888
etymology: 878
independent of vidhi: 890
(see vidya): 99,126,142,159fn.4,170,205,

cause of inquiry: 170
etymology: 170,281fn.6
Jijnasadhikarana: 36, 155, 364fn.l, 373fn.3,
374fn.3, 375fn.8, 382fn.l8, 383fn.l9, 385,
386fn.46, 392, 437fn.9, 445fn.8, 450fn.7,
459fn.22,
490fn.l5,
499fn.l2,
511fn.l,
620fn.l0,
678fn.l2,
700fn.47,
741fn.l9,
742fn.21,744fn.27, 889,984fn.7
Jijnasadhikaranasara: 366
Jijnasa-sutra: 180-182,437-438, 498, 569-570,

295,306
Jnana-kanda (philosophical section of Veda):
31,126fn.l0,127,161, 237, 477, 480, 612, 939,
954, 979,1044
adhikarin: 128fn.l2
Moksa: 1055
seeming opposition to karma-kanda: 127
Jnanakarma-samuccaya-vada: 192fn.l0, 777
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purvapaksa theory: 125
Jnana-kriya (act of knowing): 881
Jnanalaksana-sarmikarsa, Anyatha-khyati: 74
Jnanendriya (organ of perception): 134,254,821
loka-vyavahara: 1024
suksma-sarira: 759fn.46

Karana-prapanca (causal world): 818
Karana-samagri (causal apparatus): 485
Karana-sarlra (causal body): 759

Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta-upasana: 797
Jnapaka-hetu: 564

Karanavidya (causal nescience) (see avidya): 95
Karika: 682fn.l7

Juhu (ladle): 208
Jyoti, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42

Karma: 35, 125, 180, 191, 227, 228fn,66, 231,
233-235, 281,295,302,678,840
bahiranga-sadhana: 36,259fn.70
caused by avidya: 126
impermanence of results: 839

Karana (instrument): 107-108, 239, 641, 650
Karana-grama (group of instruments): 821
Karana-karaka: 280fn.3,641

Jyotisa (Astrology): 529
Vedahgas: 530fn.8
Jyotistoma-yaga: 123,148,178fn.22,227, 230,
451,463-464,468fn.7,606,641, 712,998,1037-

limitation: 325
means for Liberation: 190
samsara: 447

1038,1060
Kaimutika-nyaya (arguing a fortiori): 538
Kaivalyavastha (see Moksa): 855
Kaku (negation): 1050-1051
Kala (time), limitation: 325

upakarya: 200
Karma-deva, Ananda-mimamsa: 746
Karmadharaya, samasa; 396

Kalaiija: 971fn.21
Kalatrayam (three periods of time): 760fn.73

Karma-jijnasa (see dharma-jijnasa): 469
Karma-jnana (knowledge of Vedic rites) (see
karmavabodha): 477, 741
Karma-kanda (Vedic ritual portion): 31,123,

Kalpa (rules of sacrificial performance): 529,
748fn.40, 749fn.40
Vedaiigas: 530fn.8
Kalpa (slightly less): 531

125-126,161,180,195, 214, 236-237,306fn.l2,
477, 480, 562, 565, 595, 599, 603-604, 607, 612,
615-616, 640, 644-645, 648, 649fn.30, 657fn.l2,
658,660-661,663-664,667,683,700-702,707,712,

Kalpana (imagination): 795, 807
Kalpanta (see laya): 748
Kalpataru: 388fn.28
Kalpataru-parimala: 388fn.28

740fn.l8, 741, 743, 909, 915-916, 927-928, 939,
941, 946-947,955-957, 963, 978,1005,1011fn.l6,
1012,1030,1035-1037,1044,1059,1063
adhikarin: 128fn.l2

Kama (desire), limitation: 325
samsara: 447
Kamya-karma (desire-prompted rites): 529
Kanada, Vaisesika-darsana Sutrakara: 30
Kanadam (Logic): 786
Kanva recension, samadhana: 255-256
Kapha, bodily humour: 864,865fn.41
Kapila, as Hiranyagarbha: 424
Sutrakara: 30
Karaka (causal component): 280fn.3, 286,
641-642,650,652,1045
Karaka-hetu: 564
Karaka-vibhakti: 280fn.3
Karaka-vyapara (causal factor): 854
Karana (cause): 109,116,402,404,525,564,746
Yoni, 563fn.ll

Moksa: 1055
Principal to Upanisads: 591
seeming opposition to jnana-kanda: 127
Karma-karaka: 280fn.3,281
Karma-mimamsa (inquiry into dharma): 362
(see dharma-mlmamsa): 180-181,192-194
(see Purvamlmamsa-darsana): 124-125,
194fn.l6, 222
Kannan (activity): 835
Karman (object): 650, 865,915
Atman: 913-914
Karmanga, Sampad-upasana: 809-811
Karmangasamskararupa: 1062
Karmani sasthi: 282-283
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919, 951
Vrttikara: 678
Karya-prapafica (created world): 402, 818
Karya-sadhya: 807

theory: 125
Karmanustana (observance of karma): 247,251
unnecessary for brahma-jijnasa: 265
Karma-phala (result of action): 866
Karmavabodha (knowledge of Vedic rites):
201, 202fn.l7, 203, 205, 212, 217, 218fn.46,
231, 233,237, 243,247, 250-251,741

Karya-sambandha: 806
Karya-vidhi (injunction on action): 688
Karyavidya (effected nescience) (see adhyasa): 95
Kathopanisad: 256fn.27, 358fn.l, 489, 506,

unnecessary for brahma-jijnasa: 265
Karmendriya (organ of action): 134,254,821

712fn.7,716,758,760,762,805,821fn.l5,865-866,
893,920,921fn.35, 926,928,933,936,983,990

suksma-sarlra: 759fn.46
Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta-upasana: 797
Karta (agent): 107, 355fn.l53, 409, 591, 617,
640,642,650,652,663-664,683
Atman: 344
samsarin: 924-925
Upanisads: 611
Kartr (agent): 281, 295,302, 702, 806
Atman: 913-914
Kartr-karaka: 280-281,641-642
Kartr-tantra: 1067
Kartrtva (doership): 99, 126, 139, 148, 344,
355fn.51,998-999
Jivanmukta: 1051
samsarin: 914
Kartsnya (entirety), atha: 184
Kartum (to do): 891,1062
upasana: 884
Karturipsitatamam: 853
Karya (effect): 109,116,347,485,569,678,746
Karyaikya-sangati: 385fn.22
Karyalcarana-bhava-sambandha (cause effect
relationship): 716, 741,747fn.34,782,914
(see hetuphala-bhava): 203,212,219, 253
loka-vyavahara: 1024
Karyakarana-sanghata
(psycho-physical
organism): 364, 745fn.30, 783, 855, 862, 925,
934-935,997-998,1047,1064-1065
avidya: 915
gauna: 1009

Kay a (body): 852
Kenopanisad: 818,820-821, 836-837,869
Khyati (cognition), literal meaning: 69fn.4
Khyati-vada (theory of error): 69, 76,146
Kincijjnatva (limited knowledge): 347,424,794
jiva: 381, 833
Knowership (see jnatrtva): 126fn.l0,1051,1054
Knowledge (see vidya): 93,138,145,157,159,
160fn.5, 170, 190, 192fn.ll, 193, 204-205, 226,
230, 236, 238-241, 259, 261, 263-265, 287, 303304, 306, 308, 310-311, 314fn.5, 315, 319, 327328,350,352,356,358, 367,376,435-437,450,
468, 476, 492fn.21, 499, 510, 513-514, 524fn.3,
526-527,563,565,571,573fn.ll, 574,589,596,
616, 621-622, 642-643, 645, 647, 661-662, 664,
677, 683-685,688, 693, 706-707, 714, 739, 741742, 749fn.40, 754-755, 771, 772fn.9, 775-777,
778fn.22,779-781,783-784,792, 800,803fn,33,
804-808, 811-812, 815fn.5, 816, 826, 828, 839,
851-852, 868-869, 878-879, 887, 895-896, 899,
910, 913, 916-917, 928-929, 940, 954, 980, 984,
999, 1011fn.l6, 1034-1035, 1037-1039, 1046,
1056,1060-1066
Brahman: 389
Kosa (Lexicon), upaya: 680
Krama (sequential order): 222-223
Krama-mukti (Gradual Liberation): 36,
748in.40,749fn.80
Kratvartha (sacrificial purpose): 179, 216,

Karyakarana-sanghatopahita-atma: 925
Karyanvitabhidhana-vada: 682, 911, 918,
951-952

218,225,1039
Krdanta (krt suffix): 280
Kriya (action): 650, 652, 681, 684, 693,
694fn.33, 852, 860, 878-880, 918, 938, 952-953,

Vrttikara: 678
Karyanvita-pada4akti-vada:

957-958, 962-963,965fn.l3,966, 978,1025
caused by adhyasa: 139

681-682,

721,
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definition: 881
upasana: 883
Kriyakarakabhava: 953
Kriya-nirvartana-sakti (capacity to effect an
act): 955
Kriyartha, Purvamimamsa-darsana: 948
ICriya-sadhana (necessary means): 951, 955,

Laghava (law of parsimony): 73fn.9
Laksana (definition): 59, 375, 377fn.l0, 378,
388, 427,514fn.2,560, 575,697, 967,972fn.21,
1036fn.8
Brahman: 374
Laksana-samanvaya: 374

963, 966
Kriya-samya, Svatantra-upasana: 809

Laksana-vakya (statement of definition): 375
Laksana-vrtti (implication): 832,835,971fn.21
(see mukhyartha): 514fn.2

Kriya-sesa: 950
Kriya-vidhi (injunction on action): 612, 713

Laksanikartha (figurative sense): 970
Laksya (definiendum): 321fn.6,377fn.l0,378,

Kriyavidhi-sesatva: 947
Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa (see Veda-vyasa): 386

387-388,427,522
Laksyartha (implied meaning): 170,176,310,

Krsnapaksa, Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
Krsna-yajurveda: 625,634

311fn.21, 327,832
tat-padartha: 833

Krt: 280fn.5
Krtakrtya (fulfiUed), Moksa: 901
Krti (effort): 306, 694fn.33
Krtijanya (created by human efforts): 250
Krtrima-avastha: 759fn.48
Krtva-cinta (hypothetical assumption): 935
Ksanika (momentary): 341fn.l5
Ksanika-vijnana (momentary cognition): 855

tvam-padartha: 833
Laksyatavacchedaka: 377fn.l0
Laugaksi-bhaskara: 456fn.l7,596fn.5,597fn.8,
598fn.8, 599fn.36, 606,916fn.27,965fn.l2
Laukika (empirical) (see vyavaharilca): 462,

Ksanikavijnana-vada: 29
Ksanika-vijnanavadin: 855

Laukika-prama (worldly cognition): 1054
Laukika-vakya (worldly sentence): 480, 922

Ksatriya: 999,1011fn.l6

Laukika-vyavahara (worldly transaction):
664,924,1010

upasana: 895
Ksaya (decay) (see apaksaya): 415fn.5
bhavavikara: 418
Ksetra (field): 754
Kslravastha: 855
Ksityankuradika: 492
Kukkuta-tadandavad-anadi (beginningless
hen and egg cycle): 994
Kumarasambhava: 179fn.25
Kumarila-bhatta: 125, 178fn.45, 233fn.83,
276,454fn.l7
Kuta (anvil), definition: 927
Ktitastha (immutable): 506, 510,761-762,927
Kutastha-nitya (immutably eternal): 742,
761-762,770, 777, 779, 804,992
Atman: 926, 934-935
Brahman: 955
nitya-vastu: 761
Kvip, Upanisads: 913

466-467,941, 1051
Laukika-drsti (empirical standpoint): 816
Laukika-karma (secular act): 467,864

Law of Karma: 406
Law of parsimony (see laghava): 73fn.9
Laya (destruction): 381
bhavavikara: 415
Laya-karana, upadana-karana: 420
Legend (see Purana): 453,542,543fn.22,548,552
Liberation (see Moksa): 28, 52, 68, 100,125,
126fn.l0, 157,158fn.2,161,174,180,190-191,
192fn.ll, 210fn,31, 214, 217, 218fn.48, 225226, 229-230, 252, 259, 261, 263, 270fn.9, 272,
295, 313, 349-353, 356, 358fn.l, 362-363, 367,
445, 459, 461, 510-512, 613fn.9, 627, 629, 645,
648, 652, 658, 664, 684-685, 688, 694, 706-707,
712,715-716,741-743,748fn.41,753,754fn.54,
755, 757-764, 769-777, 778fn.22, 779-780, 783785, 798, 804, 806, 812, 816, 838-840, 851-854,
855fn.21, 856-860, 867-869, 877-880, 899, 915,
940, 954,956-957,962,964, 978-980, 982,9911098
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992, 996, 999, 1030, 1035, 1048-1049, 1053,
1055-1056,1061,1063,1066-1067
upasana: 891
Linadi: 890, 891
Linga (indicator): 577, 625, 627-628, 630, 633,
703fn.51
Linga (potency of word), angata-bodhakapramana: 454fn.l7
srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Linga (probans) (see hetu): 486fn.5
Listening (see sravana): 54,142,191,204,220,
251,259fn.35,916,982,1026,1047,1063,1067
Locus (see adhisthana): 89,99,108,147
Logic (see Nyaya): 529,754fn.54,755
Logic (see yukti): 89
Logician (see Naiyayika): 59, 109, 119, 202203,343fn.22,431fn.5, 435, 484-485,486fn.l0,
487-488,504,928
Loka, definition: 714fn.l3
Lokapala: 408
Loka-vyavahara (world of transaction): 249,

Mahanarayanopanisad: 544fh.25
Mahavakya (Scriptural declaration): 143,
230, 236, 328-330, 332-333, 336-337, 348,
350fn.40, 353fn.45,354,375, 434-435, 441fn.5,
492fn.21, 715, 720, 801-802, 807, 830, 832833, 836, 838fn.24, 840, 869, 914, 1012, 1025,
1028fn.l2
Brahmakara-vrtti: 829fn.33
vidhi: 889
Mahavlra: 30
Mahesvara-pasupata: 428
Mahesvara-pasupata-adhikarana: 444
Mahopadhyaya (expert teacher): 545
Maitrayanl-samhita: 455fn.l7
Maitreyl: 630,929-930
Mallinatha: 179fn.25
Mamata (my-ness): 1047
Jlvanmukta: 990
Man of Realisation (see Jlvanmukta):
264fn.42,459,460fn.24,755,983,989-990,998,
1018-1019,1027,1050

643, 912,1007,1024,1050
Loka-vyavahara (worldly usage): 323,690-691
Lokayata (Materialist): 332,338,339fn.9,349,
353, 355fn.51,1012
Longing for Liberation (see mumuksutva):

Manah-atmavada: 355fn.51
Manah-atmavadin, Carvaka: 339
absolute reality: 340

256-258,261,264fn.42, 295
Lord Visnu: 29fn.2

446-447,457,460-461,562,565,982,984,1016,
1048,1057,1063,1066-1067
antaraiiga-sadhana: 36, 204, 263
anubhavadayah: 458fn.20,460fn.24
badhana: 1047

Madhavacarya: 704fn.52
Madhusudana Sarasvatl: 66,98
Madhvacarya, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 32-33
number of sutras: 33
Madhyama mumuksutva: 257

Manana (reflection): 54, 142, 191fn.8, 206,
220, 251, 259fn.35, 305fn.8, 306-307, 442-443,

caused by mumuksutva: 257
injunction: 714, 725
pramana: 916

Madhyama-parimana (medium size): 344fn.23
Madhyamika Buddhist (see Sunya-vadin):
76,921
Madhyamika-darsana (see Sunya-vada): 30,341
absolute reality: 341

sadhana: 205
srutyadayah: 459
vidhi: 1022-1025,1027,1028fn.l2,1029
Manantaravirodha (incompatibility): 514fn.2

Buddhist school: 29
Nastika-darsana: 28

Manas (mind): 743,795fn.l8,805,810,816,852
adhyasa-upasana: 796

Madhyandina recension, sraddha: 256
Mahad-bhuta: 539 fn

suksma-sarlra: 759fn.46
Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fn.l9,503
upasana: 612

Mahabharata: 29fn.2,167-168, 232fn.77, 386,
537,956

Manasa-kriya (mental activity): 685, 770,

Mahaka^a, space superimposition: 88

798,854,883
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Manas! pravrtti (inclination): 235-236
Manda mumuksutva: 257
Mandana-misra: 69
Mandukya-upanisad: 438fn.ll, 443, 462, 800
Mangala (auspiciousness), atha: 175-176,184
Mangalacarana (invocation): 43fn.l0,176-177
Mano-vrtti (mental modification): 878fn.24,1053
Mantra (Vedic verse): 140,353,604,605fn.34,
606-607, 818,820,865-867, 869,1018
etymology: 604fn.31
upasana: 883,886
Mantrapathakrama: 213
Manu: 501fn.l8
Manusmrti: 452
Manusmrti: 209-210, 501fn.l8, 755, 970
Manusya-gandharva (Human-Gandharva),
Ananda-mlmamsa: 746
Manusya-loka: 752
Matam, etymology: 837fn.22
Material cause (see upadana-karana): 404,
419,423fn.4,492fn.21,529, 534-535
Mathakasa, space superimposition: 88
Maya (ignorance): 535

614, 617, 621-622, 639-640, 642-644, 646fn,24,
651, 655-657, 659-660, 661fn.22, 664, 683-685,
687,899, 908-910, 916-917, 920fn.33, 925, 928,
938-940,947-948,965fn,12,966-967,973,10061007,1029-1031,1034-1036,1059,1064,1066
arthapatti: 114fn.8
Isvara: 354
nisedha: 966fn.l4
tryavayavam vakyam: 115fn.l0
upasana: 613fn.9, 886
Mimamsa-nyayaprakasa: 970fn.21
Mlmamsa-sastra
(see
Purvamlmamsadarsana): 221-222
(see Purvamlmamsa-sutra): 607
Mlmamsa-sutra (see Purvamlmamsa-sutra):
161-162,602,946,948,962,972-973,1034,1061
Mlmamsa-sutrakara (see Jaimini): 698
Mimamsa-vartika: 125
Mirage illusion: 63,104
adhyasa without sadrsya: 56
Misapprehension: 160fn.5
Mithunlkarana (coupling): 862
Mithya (illusory): 46, 99, 143, 475, 632fn.38,
684,852, 1009,1054

Saguna-brahman: 544
Medini: 948fn.l5
Mental activity (see mSnasa-kriya): 854
Merit (see punya): 489
Mlmamsa
(Hermeneutical
principles),
Vidyasthana: 529,530
Munamsa (inquiry): 161-162,169-171,172fn.l3,
173-174, 181, 302, 352, 360-362, 450, 480, 924,
938, 947
derivation: 161
effect of jijnasa: 170
equivalent to jijnasa: 275,310
etymology: 170
MImamsa-bhasya (see Purvamimamsabhasya): 168, 221
Mlmamsa-bhasyakara, Sabarasvamin: 973
Mlmaxnsa-darsana (see Purvamlmarhsasutra): 171,973,1036-1037,1040
Mimamsaka (Ritualist): 139, 171, 189fn.5,
199, 208, 234fn.83, 344fn.24, 353, 362fn.l0,
449, 451, 453, 544-545, 547, 551, 558, 588-592,
595-596, 598-601, 604-605, 607-608, 611-612,

gauna: 1006,1008fn.l2,1017,1047
modification of Atman: 934
Mithyabhimana (mistaken identification): 1065
Jivanmukta: 991
Mithyajnana (erroneous cognition): 92, 139,
651, 782fn.38, 783-784, 965, 996, 1005, 1016,
1036,1044,1052,1064
Jivanmukta: 991
Mithyatman: 1047fn.l8,1051
Moksa: 1055
Moha (delusion): 782fn.37
Moksa (Liberation): 28, 68, 252, 270fn.9, 459,
645, 664, 684-685, 694, 707, 712, 741-743, 755,
757, 761-764, 771-772, 774-775, 783, 798, 806,
851, 853-854,940,992,1012,1030,1035,1053,
1056,1061,1063
activities: 915
Brahma-mlmamsa: 713
Jivanmukta: 991
Vrttikara: 688
Moksakama (desire for Liberation): 1060
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Moksaparani-vakyani (statements leading
to Liberation): 804,1055
Vedic teaching: 102

785-786,1025
anumana: 441
Anyatha-khyati: 74fn.l2

Moksa-prapti: 218fn.46
Moksa-pratibandha (obstacles to Liberation):

concomitance: 109
khyati-vada: 73-74
laksana: 378
Moksa: 855
pancavayavam vakyam: 115
pramanya: 657
Naiyogika-karma (ordained act): 792

776
Monier Williams: 415fn.3
Mukhya-adhyasa (primary superimposition):
133
Mukhyartha (primary meaning): 171,514fn.2
Mukhyavidhi (main injunctive text): 237-238
Mukta (free), Brahman: 363
Nirguna-brahman: 320-321
Muktavastha (see Moksa): 755
Mukti (see Moksa): 36
Mula-prakrti: 345
Mumuksu (seeker of Liberation): 54, 295,
304,308-309,312, 315,321,350, 613
Mumuksutva (longing for Liberation), caused
by samadisatka-sampat: 256, 259fn.34

upasana: 771
Naiyogika-phala: 792
Nama (name): 835
Nama-pada: 970fn.21, 972fn.21
Name (see samakhya): 454fn.l7
Nanu: 188,194,201,270 fn9,285,429,479,608
fn40, 705, 719, 844,872,899 fn9,903, 975,979
Nan (no): 964, 966, 968, 970fn.21, 971fn.21,
972fn.21
definition: 964fn.l2, 965fn.l2

definition: 257
etymology: 257fn.29
Mundaka-upanisad: 261

nisedha: 966,966fn.28
paryudasa: 970
Nan-tatpurusa samasa: 93

nonexistence after Moksa: 264fn.42
sadhana-catustaya: 205,251,253,258,272

Narada: 173, 249fn.4, 258, 499fn.l4, 780-781
Naraka (hell): 489, 600fn.l7, 602fn.25, 691
Carvaka-darsana: 29
Narayana-sarasvatl: 9

seeming impossibility: 269
Mundaka-upanisad: 240fn.92, 253, 256, 260,
304, 307, 376, 437, 441fn.2, 505, 509-510, 606,
625,631,632fn.76,633,713-714,716,758,772,
803-804, 865-866,921fn.35
Musicology (see Gandharva): 530
Mutual superimposition (see adhyasa): 43,
45-46,49-50,53,55-57,64,83-84,101,104,107,
110,131,138,145-147,149,157-158,160,249,
321, 459, 781, 783, 864-865, 900-901, 991, 996,
998,1012,1055
Naciketacayana: 179fn.25
Naciketas: 249fn.4,358-359
Naimittika-karma
(occasion-prompted
duties): 529
Nairatmya-vada (not-Self theory): 920fn.33,921
Naisargika (natural): 49
Naisthika-brahmacarya: 749fn.40
Naiyayika (Logician): 55, 119, 135, 139,
344fn.24, 379fn.l3, 384fn.22, 441-443, 484,

Nasa (destruction) (see laya): 415-416
Nastika (non-believer): 342,352
Atman: 353
Nastika-darsana; 28-29,34,36
Nature: 406
Negation (see abhava): 451fn.8
Negation (see apavada): 143,523,524fn.3,649fn.30
Nescience (see avidya): 93-94, 97, 107, 120,
123, 126-128, 134, 147-148, 159fn.4, 191-192,
759, 778fn,22,781, 785,803-804,828-829, 834,
838,840,851, 859, 861, 864-865,867,869, 931,
933,954,999,1049,1052-1053,1055-1057
Ni, Upanisads: 913
Nididhyasana (deep constant meditation):
54, 142, 191fn.8, 206, 251, 259fn.35, 305fn.8,
306, 363fn.l2, 457, 562, 565, 982, 984, 1016,
1048,1057,1063,1067
antarahga-sadhana: 36, 204, 263
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anubhavadayah: 458fn.20, 460fn.24
badhana: 1047
caused by mumuksutva: 257

Nirukta (Vedic etymology): 319
Nirupadhika (adjunctless), Brahman: 320,322
NirupacLhika-adhyasa
(superimposition
without adjuncts): 81,132,146

injunction; 714, 725
pramana: 916

Nirupadhikarupa, Brahman: 320-321
Nirvahakaikya-sahgati: 385fn.22

results in Moksa: 308
sadhana: 205
vidhi: 1022-1025,1027,1028fn.l2,1029
Nigamana (conclusion): 538, 539fn.36
ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 119-120
smoke-fire syllogism; 115
Nihilist (see Sunya-vadin): 341
Nihsreyasa (see Moksa): 225, 230

Nirvartya (producible object) (see utpadya): 853
Nirveda (see vairagya): 260fh.36,261
Nirvikalpa (formless). Brahman: 815
Nirvisaya (objectless), Brahman; 815
Nirvisesa (attributeless): 621, 852
Brahman: 815
Nirvisesa-advaita: 32

Nihsvasita: 538
Nimbarka, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 32-33

Bhasyakara: 33
Nirvisesa-brahman
(Brahman
without
attributes): 511,513,522-524,620,695,702,835
(see Nirguna-brahman): 496
upasana: 701
Nirvisesa-brahmopasana: 695
Nirvisesa-pratyagabhinna-brahma: 521
Niscayatmaka (firm conviction): 314

Nimiita (cause): 50
Nimitta-karana (efficient cause): 404, 407,
419-420, 444fn.l4,529
Saguna-brahman: 322
Ninda (censure); 606fn.36, 972
Nindaka (censure), litiga: 626,802fn.30
Niramsa (partless): 84
Nirankusa (unfettered): 326
Nirapeksa-pramanya: 546
Niratma-vada
(not-Self

theory)

Nairatmya-vada): 922
Niravacchinna
(unlimited),

Nisedha (prohibition): 468fn.8, 602fn.25,
603-605,607-608, 742,930,939,957, 970

Nisedha-vakya
Nirguna-

Nirguna (attributeless): 316, 510, 692, 810,
867,1028fn.l2
Atman: 919-920, 935-936
Brahman: 321,381
Nirguna-brahman
(Brahman
without
attributes): 424, 490, 508, 562, 663, 683-685,
687, 689, 696, 698,796, 810-811
upasana: 810
Nirgunabrahma-vakya: 691
Nirguna-brahmopasaka: 749fn.40
Nirguna-brahmopasana: 694, 697, 748,
749fn.40, 763
Nirgunarupa, Brahman: 320,322
Nirukta: 414,415fn.5,416-420, 881fn.29
Nirukta (Etymology): 529,881fn.29

(prohibitory

injunction):

659-660,694fn.66,699-701,963,969,972fn.23
Niseka (impregnation), kamya-karma; 529

brahman: 320
Nirdharmaka, Brahman: 575

Vedahgas: 530fn.8

pramanya: 658
Vedic teaching: 102

(see

Nisiddha (prohibited act): 694fn.33,744
Niskama-karma (selfless performance of
rites): 562
Niskriya (actionless), Atman: 919, 993
Brahman: 1028
Nisphala (purposeless), Mahavakya: 900
Nisprapafica: 524 fn3, 621
Nitya (eternal): 715,759, 761-762
Atman: 249,344-345,935
Brahman: 363, 380, 548, 761
categories: 760
Nirguna-brahman: 320-321,325
Veda: 544,548,552
Nitya-karma (obligatory duties): 529
Nityanityavastu-viveka (see viveka): 220,
261,269,272
s3dhana-catustaya: 205
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Atmanatma-viveka: 1012
Bhasyakara: 30

Nitya-prapta (perpetually attained): 891
Nityasiddha-vastu: 450, 470
Nitya-suddha (ever pure). Brahman: 807,811
Nivartana (act of witholding): 964

concept of mind: 134
importance in Vedanta: 220
Isvara: 346
khyati-vada: 69,73,146
pancavayavam vakyam: 115fn.l0,119fn.l8

Nivrtti (abstention); 693, 964-969, 971fn.21
nisedha: 966fn.l4
regarding epistemological behaviour: 119
Niyoga (injunction): 695, 702, 704fn.52, 769,

Sutrakara: 30
Tarkika-dargana: 30
Nyaya-jijnasa (desire to know Nyaya): 219
Nyayakosa: 780fn.26
Nyayanirnaya: 9, 95, 309, 409, 410fn.9, 415,

795, 807-808,918,1030
jfiana: 890
vrddha-vyavahara: 912
Niyoga-visaya (enjoined action): 702
Niyojaka (enjoining agent): 715
Niyojya (commanded person): 693, 702,
704fn.52,715,950,956
jnana: 891

457, 608fn.39, 653, 686fn.20, 750, 778fn.22,
803fn.32,923fn.37,1041fn.3,1042fn.ll, 1050

Non-apprehension (see anupalabdhi): 401
Non-apprehension (see viveka-agraha): 56,
71,83, 85
Akhyati-vada: 72fn.9
Non-being: 423, 430,492fn.20
Non-cognition (see anupalabdhi): 451,488fn.l0
Non-discrimination (see viveka-agraha): 45,

anubhavadayah: 460fn,24
khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Nyaya-prasthana, Brahma-sutra: 34
Nyaya-sastra (see Nyaya-darsana): 221
Nyayasiddhantamuktavall:
384fh.22,
680fn.l5, 682fn.l7
Nyaya-sutra: 92,336fn.4,781-784,1056fn.34
Nyaya-Vaisesika: 239fn.88,878fn.24

50, 53,120
Non-existent (see asat): 139

Isvara: 346,354
kriya: 881
kutastha-nitya: 761

Non-human origin (see apauruseya): 148
Veda: 558
Non-perception (see anupalabdhi): 463
Non-sentient; 423fn.4

utpadya-karman: 854
Nyaya-vartika: 361fn.7
Oblation (see ahuti): 612

Non-sublation (see abadhyatva): 63
Northern Path (see Uttara-patha): 748fn.78,
749fn.40
Not-Self, manifestness: 60
Nyaya (logic): 452,754fn.54, 755fn.58,756
Nyaya (Logical text): 529
Vidyasthana: 530
Nyayabhasa (pseudo-logic): 661
Nyaya-bhasya: 92,110,119,661fn.21,745fn.29
Nyaya-bhasyalcara (see Vatsyayana): 486fn.5
Nyaya-darsana: 34fn.9, 35, 55, 219, 348,
355fn.51, 361fn.8, 379fn.l3, 383fn.21, 423fn.5,
428,572,661,782fn.35, 784-786,1056
anumana: 361-362
Astika-darsana: 28
Atman: 342,344-345

Obsequies (see smasana): 529
Om, Creation: 177
Omkaropasana: 142
Omnipotence (see sarvasaktiman): 320, 326,
355fn.51,381,407,410fn.9,411, 424,496,505,
539fn.l8, 542-544,546-547,558-559,621
Saguna-brahman: 316
Omnipotent (see sarvasaktiman): 322, 347,
410,427,444,488,492,541,560,572fn.8,620,794
Omnipresence,
Saguna-brahman
(see
sarvavyapi): 316
Omniscience (see sarvajna): 320, 326,
355fn.51, 381, 407, 410fn.9, 411, 424, 445fn.7,
496, 505, 524, 539fn.36,542-544,546-547,549,
558-559, 561, 621
Saguna-brahman: 316
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Omniscient (see sarvajfia): 322,325,347,410,
427,444,487-488, 492,510,525,529, 531,534535,537, 539fn.l8, 540-541, 546, 551-552,560,
572fn.8,573, 576,620,715-716, 794
Opponent (see purvapaksin): 43, 51-53, 56,

Panca-nyayavayavah (five syllogistic limbs):
431fn.5

59-60, 63, 83, 104,116,123-124,146, 158,175,
200-201,203, 204fn.21,219,223,230,237,245,
251, 281, 313, 349, 362fn.l0, 595, 661fn.20,
700,711,713, 721
Option (see vikalpa): 468fn.9,469-470,473,477
atha: 167

686fn.20, 778fn.22, 889,923fn.37,1058fn.36
khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah: 460fn.24

Organ of action (see karmendriya): 134
Organ of cognition (see jnanendriya): 134
Pada (quarter): 34,155,280fn.4, 383, 885

Paiicapadika: 9, 65fn.l9, 93, 175fn.l8, 176,
178fn.23, 189, 193, 195, 241, 264, 275, 300,
310fn.l9, 312fn.l, 315, 424, 453, 476, 573,

Pancapadika-vivarana:

9,

176,

194fn.l7,

228fn.68, 310fn.l9,453, 785,923fn.37
Pancaprayaja: 213-214
sesa: 215
Pancavayavam vakyam (five-membered
syllogism): 115fn.l0,119fn.l8

number: 35
Pada (word): 679,681,688,967
Padajnana (word cognition): 679
Padapatha: 881fn.30
Padartha (word meaning): 176,496, 679, 681,
688,691, 881fn.29, 911, 953,967
Padartha-jnana
(knowledge
of
word
meaning): 329,682

smoke-fire syllogism: 115
Panditah (learned people): 92,94
Panini: 268, 275fn.2, 280fn.3, 294-295, 302,
305fn.l0,396,403,414,531fn.l3,536-540,548,
880,881
Paninian grammar: 280fn.4

Pada-sakti (potency of words): 678-679, 690-

Panini-sutra: 279fn.l, 280fn.3, 281fn.6, 289,
293, 295fn.6,396fn.9,403fn.24
Paniniyam: 786

691, 711,717,918,951,953
Pada-sakti-jnana: 682,918
Pada-sakyartha-jnana: 639fn.ll
Pada-samanvaya (syntactical relation): 801-

Papa (demerit): 489,931
Carvaka-darsana: 29
Paramam (Supreme), Brahman: 1028
Paramanu (ultimate atoms): 35

802,806
Pada-saiigati: 383, 512

kutastha-nitya: 761
Paramanukarana-vada, Vaisesika-darsana: 463

Padavidhi: 395
Padmap5dacarya: 9,65fn.l9,93, 95,176,189,
195,300,310fn.l9, 889,923fn.37,1058fn.36
adhyasa definition: 131
Paka-vyapara: 235

Parama-purusartha (ultimate human goal):
54,161, 499, 644-645, 652, 664, 706, 855, 940,
957,964,1063
Paramarsa: 239fn.88

Paksa (locus): 239) 385fn.22,
620fn.7, 621-622
Paksa (minor term): 34

539fn.l8,

Palasa tree: 605
Pamara (ordinary people): 116
Pancagni-vidya: 748fn.40,749fn.40,750,1062
upasana: 649-650,839,887
Pancagni-vidya-upasaka: 749fn.40
Pancami-vibhakti, Apadana-karaka: 280fn.3
Pancananatarkaratna,
Brahmasutrabhasyakara: 33

Paramarthika (Absolute):
462, 762

104, 355fn.l02,

Paramarthika-drsti (ultimate standpoint):
98, 815
Paramarthika-sat (ultimate Reality): 931
Supreme reality: 69
Paramarthika-vastu
(absolutely
real),
Atman: 932
Parama-tatparya (ultimate purport): 43fn.l0,
497, 632fn.39, 649fn.30
Paramatman (supreme Self): 925,1028fn.l2
Brahman: 277
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Param-brahma: 774fn.l5
Parampara (causal chain): 995
Parampara-sadhana (indirect means): 562,565
Para-prakasa: 828
Pararthamimana (inference for explaining to
others): 431fn.5,441-442
Parasara: 29fn.2,386
Parasparadhyasa (mutual superimposition)
(see adhyasa): 92, 991
Parasparanvita (syntactically related): 953
Parasparapeksa (mutual expectancy): 455fn.l7
Paraspara-samanadhikaranyam: 832
Paraspara-virodha: 35
Paratra (on a different locus), adhyasa
definition: 61-64
Parikalpita: 87
Parllcsa (full examination): 59
Brahman: 374
Parimala: 178fn.22,194, 544fn.23
Parimita (limited): 380
Parinama (transformation): 345,760
Parinama-vada
(modification
theory):
402fn.22,932

Paryudasa (exclusion): 970fn.21, 971fn.21,
972fn.21
Paryudasa-pratisedha: 970fn.21
Pasubandha-yaga: 208-211,223,224fn.57
Pasu-prapti: 218fn.46
Patanjala-yogasiitra: 167
Patanjali: 92,147,167,417,878, 880
dhatu: 881
Yoga-dan; ana Sutrakara: 30
Pathalcrama (order by sequence): 260
different from arthakrama: 262,263fn.40
Pattabhiramasastri-samskarana: 970fn.21
Patyadhikarana: 444
Pauruseya (having human authorship): 541
Veda: 548
Paurvaparyaparyalocana: 634
Perception (see pratyaksa); 239fn.90, 326,
401,443,451,453,480,488fn.l0,489,503,574575, 577,597-598, 603fn,27, 659
Phala (effect): 50,158fn.2
Phala (result): 142,233-235,237,275,303-304,
601-602, 612,652,664,667, 684, 694,703, 745
Brahman: 374

Parinami-nitya: 761-762
nitya-vastu: 760
Parinisthita-pada (finished words): 878
Parinisthita-vastu (existent entity): 242,468,
574, 576, 596-600, 605, 607, 608fn.40, 616,
640-642, 644, 656, 663-664, 667, 681, 687, 689,
704fn.52, 807, 884, 911-912, 1015, 1025, 1034,
1060.1063.1067
anga: 917
aptavakya: 918
Atman: 938
Brahman: 609,900,910, 917
valid cognition: 888
Paripurnam vakyam (complete sentence): 328
Parolcsa (indirect): 437

lihga: 626-627,630,633,802fn.30
Moksa: 852
types: 852,868
Vedanta: 140
Phala-adhyaya: 35-36,141fn.l, 226,259,263,391
Phalaikya (single prescribed result): 222-225
Phalakahksa: 455fn.l7
Phalatah: 179,181
Phala-vakya: 804
Phalavat (purposeful): 664,690,1063
Phalavattva (purposefulness): 699-701, 720721,1030,1034
Upanisads: 908,1035
Phala-vyipti: 828
Brahman: 830fn.33
inapplicability to Brahman: 829

definition: 288fn.l
Paroksa-jnana (intellectual understanding):
159.257.984.1063.1067

Phonetics (see Stksa): 529,530fn.8
Pippalada: 779

Paroksanubhava
(non-perceptual
experience): 1011
Parthasarathimisra: 77fn.l6
Paryavasita-jftana: 434

Pita (father), etymology: 779fn.23
Pitaka, definition: 30fn.3
Pitr (Forefather), Ananda-mlmamsa: 746
Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
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Pitrloka: 751
Pitryana: 750-751
Pitta, bodily humour: 864,865fn,41
Post-ghost superimposition: 474-475
Post-thief superimposition: 92

Prakrti (material): 276,406, 854, 932, 936
Pralaya (dissolution), Visista-kriyayoganimitta-upasana: 797
Prama (cognition): 826,1052,1056-1057
Epistemology: 103
Jlvanmukta: 1049
mithya: 1056
mithyajnana: 1053

Postulation (see arthapatti): 113, 114fn.8,
160fn.5,1010fn.l5,1011
Potency of word (see linga): 454fn.l7
Prabhakara/Prabhakara/Prabhakara-mimarhsa/
Prabhakara-mlmamsa: 71-73, 73fn.9, 75
Akhyati-vada: 69,71,146

Prama (knowledge): 110
opposes avidya: 104

Prabhakara-mlmamsaka/Prabhakaramlmamsaka: 682fn.l6, 909
khyati-vada: 72fn.9, 73, 75
Pradhana (Material): 35, 388-389, 398, 422,
423fn.4,430,444fn.7,462,487,492fn.20,504
Pradhana (principal) (see angi): 799fn.26
Pradhanakarana-vada, Sahkhya-darsana: 462
Pradhana-karma (principal act): 799,811,951
Asvamedha-yaga; 811
Pradhana-yaga: 800
Pradhanya (primacy): 795fn.l8
Pradipa: 9, 175fn.l8, 228fn.66, 241, 301fn.l,

regarding epistemological behaviour: 119
Pramada (inadvertence), defects of human
texts: 314fn.4
Pramana (means of knowledge): 28, 59, 100,
108,110,114fn.8,139,148,238,239fn.90,242,275,
297, 326, 328, 352, 375, 384fn.22, 391, 401, 430431, 435, 444, 451-453, 454fn.l7, 455fn.l7, 456457, 459, 460fn.24, 463, 466, 473, 480, 488fn.l0,
489,503,559fn.2,560-563,570,574-575, 590-591,
597fn.8, 598, 603fn.27, 642, 658, 660, 680, 694,
807,826,836,884,896,927, 984,1010fn.l5,1012,
1052,1054,1056-1057,1062,1065
Brahman: 374

492, 509fn.32, 525, 531, 544fn.23, 565fn.l6,

Darsanas: 30
epistemology: 103
Jlvanmukta: 1045-1046,1049
loka-vyavahara: 1024
mithya: 1056
mithyajnana: 1053
regarding epis temological behaviour: 119

613fn.9,803fn.32, 809,830fn.33
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah; 460fn.24
Prajapati: 425,499fn.l4
Ananda-mimamsa: 746
Devas: 746fn.33
Prajapati-vrata: 969
Prajapatya-yaga: 215
Prakara (mode): 474
Prakarana (context): 286, 401
angata-bodhaka-pramana: 454fn.l7,455fn.l7
srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Prakarana (topical section): 811,916
Prakaranagrantha: 254fn.l6
Prakasa (effulgence): 83
Prakasatman: 9,176,300, 310,360,785
Prakatarthavivarana: 9, 309
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
' khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah: 460fn.24

supposed validity: 101
svatah-pramanya: 661
Veda: 342,558
Pramana-apatava (inefficiency), defects of
human texts: 314fn.4
Pramana-caitanya
(cognitive¬
consciousness): 816-817,819
Pramana-nirapeksa: 883
Pramanaprameya-vyavahara
(epistemological behaviour): 103-104, 107,
110,114,116-117,120,148
dependent on adhyasa: 115
Pramana-samavaya: 488fn.ll
Pram3na-tantra (dependent on means of
cognition): 881
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sambandha: 158fn.2
Prapya-karman (attained object), Moksa:

Pramanantara: 540, 546, 552, 597, 627, 642,
643, 659
Pramanika (valid): 963
Pramanya (validity): 127, 374, 590, 600, 602,
604, 612, 614, 616, 656-661, 664, 667,690, 699-

856-858
Prarabdha-karma: 983,1018
Prasajya-pratisedha: 970fn.21,971fn.21

701, 720-721, 910, 957-958, 994, 1030, 1034,
1055,1063
Nyaya viewpoint: 119

Prasamsa (eulogy): 606fn.36
Prasafiga, avantara-saiigati: 384
Prasanga-sangati: 384fn,22,386

Upanisads: 591,664, 908,1035
Pramanyavat (valid): 604, 648, 664
Pramata (knower): 104, 108fn.l7, 110, 148,
896,1057,1065

Prasastapada, Vaisesika-darsana Bhasyakara: 30
Prasiddha (well known): 513,1007

epistemology: 103
Jivanmukta: 1046,1049
Nyaya viewpoint: 119
Pramatr (knower): 1052,1056
mithyajnana: 1053
Pramatr-caitanya (cogniser-consciousness): 816

Prasna (question), atha: 184
Prasna-upanisad: 778-779
Prasthana-traya: 34
Prasthanatraya-bhasya: 125
Pratar-anuvaka
(morning
recitation),
Jyotistoma: 606
Prathama-vamaka
(first
explanation),
Samanvayadhikarana: 663,667,1059,1066
Samanvaya-sutra: 583,664
Sastrayonitva-sutra: 519,548,551,558-563,573
Pratibaddha (obstacle): 459

Pramatrtva (knowership): 114
Jivanmukta: 1049,1051
mithya: 1054
Pramatr-visayl (cogrdser), Jivanmukta: 1045
Prameya (object of knowledge): 100, 896,
1052,1056-1057

Pratibhasika (illusory): 387
Pratibhasika-sat (illusory reality): 931
Pratijna (hypothesis): 124,538fn.l8,620fn.7,622
epistemological behaviour-ignorance

epistemology: 103
Jivanmukta: 1049

syllogism: 117
ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 120

mithyajnana: 1053
Prameya-visaya
(cognised
object),
Jivanmukta: 1045
Pramiti (cognition): 239,242, 384fn.44

purvapaksin: 116
smoke-fire syllogism: 115
superimposition-epistemological

loka-vyavahara: 1024
Pramustatattaka, Akhyati-vada: 71
Prana (vital breath): 324,649
Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fn.l9,503
upasana: 650, 664,687
Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta-upasana: 797
Prana-vidya, upasana: 649
Pranavrtti (modification of vital air),

behaviour syllogism: 115
Pratlka (representative portion): 299,541
Pratlka (suggestion): 435, 438, 481
Pratikalambana-upasana: 809-810
Pratikalpa: 544-545
Pratlkopasaka: 749fn.40

suksma-sarlra: 759fh.46
Pranopasana: 142
Prapaka, sambandha: 158fn,2
Prapta (obtained): 646-647,1026
Prapti-kriya (act of attaining): 817
Prapya (attainable object), Atman: 919

sambandha: 158fn.2
Pratipadika (base word); 280
Prafipadya (subject matter) (see visaya): 144
sambandha: 158fn.2
Pratipadya-pratipadaka-sambandha: 144

Bhartrhari: 853

Pratikula (opposed): 632fn.39
Pratipadaka (text): 144

Pratipatti (contemplation): 764, 792-793, 798799,803,840,853,980,1030,1035,1037,1063-1064
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definition: 689fn.24, 726

Pratyaya (conception): 1006-1007, 1008fn.l2,
1010-1011

Moksa: 784-785, 868
Pratipatti-vidhi (injunction on contemplation):

Pratyudaharana, avantara-sangati: 384

687-688, 713-714, 717, 739, 756, 763, 799, 852,
1037,1059,1066
Pratipatti-vidhi-visaya (content of injunction
on contemplation): 613fn.9,687,725,740fn.l8,

Pravahanadi {beginningless continuous
flow): 994
Pravahanitya (eternal flow): 138
Pravartana (inducement): 235,693
Pravibhaga (subdivision): 630

741,764,772,815,820,899,910,945, 947,980,
992,1022,1060,1063
Pratisakhya: 881, 881fn.30
Pratisedha (prohibition): 930, 933, 957,
963fn.l0, 964,970fn.21,1051,1055
Moksa: 1055
(see nisedha): 468fn.8,469-470,473,477
Pratisedha-vakya (prohibitive statement):
963,965fn.l2, 966, 969, 971fn.21,972,1064

Pravrtti (effort): 110,693,782fn.36,783,964-965
regarding epistemological behaviour: 119
Pravrtti-prayatna: 343
Pravrttyabhava: 964,971fn.21,1064
nisedha: 966fn.l4
Pravrttyabhava-buddhi: 968
Prayaja-yaga: 455£n.l7
Prayascitta-vakya (expiatory

Prayoga-vidhi: 599fn.l3
types of vidhi: 599
Prayoj ana (purpose): 949

Prattyamanatvat, unreal: 64
Pratiyogin (prior correlate): 98fn.9,185,740

artha: 948,950
bhuta-vastu: 955
Prayojana (result): 313fn.l, 316, 602
anubandha-catustaya: 143,157,158fn.2,

Pratyabhijna: 62,343
Pratyag-abhinna (identical with Atman):
692,816
Pratyag-abhinna-brahma: 795, 801, 804,808,

159,313
destruction of avidya: 144

941
parinisthita-vastu: 910
Pratyag-atman (inner Self): 84-85, 89, 354,

requisite for desire: 170
Vedanta: 140
Prayojanavat (purposeful): 590, 604
Prayojya-prayojakabhava
(cause-result
relationship): 953

496,613, 833, 865-867, 935
Pratyaksa (perception): 115, 118, 139, 326,
384fn.44, 385fn.22, 401, 443, 451, 453, 459,
462,480,488fn.l0,503,569,574-575,577,597-

Preceptor: 802-803

598, 643,659,995,1012
Akhyati-vada: 71,73fn.9

Preraka: 235
Prerana (inducement): 235,242,694fn.33
Presumption (see arthapatti): 401, 451, 462-

anubhava: 456
definition: 288fn.l
Jivanmukta: 1045
loka-vyavahara: 1024
of adhyasa: 146
Pratyaksa-jnana (perceptual cognition): 118,
238, 688, 714,994,1024
Parinisthita-vastu: 888
Pratyaksanubhava (see Moksa): 463
Pratyaksa-pramana (perception): 118

statement):

661fn.20
Prayatna (effort), nisedha: 966fn.l4

nisedha: 966fn.l4
Pratisiddha (prohibited): 1051
Pratiyamanatva (manifestation): 63

463,488fn.l0
Previous cognition (see purvadrsta): 64
Preyas (worldly prosperity): 202
Prima facie view (see purvapaksa): 156,189,
194fn.l7,200,202fn.l7,364,366,511,548,574,
588,602,615,620,639,655,663,685-686,1059
Principal (see angl): 212, 454fh.34
Prior cognition (see purvadrsta): 56-57
Priya (pleasure): 754-755

Pratyaksatmaka, Alchyati-vada: 72
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Probandum (see sadhya): 34, 118fn.l5, 119,
124fn.7, 238, 351fn.40, 431fn.5, 485, 486fn.5,
487,539£n.54, 564fn.l3,575,620fn.7,622,657,
888,1024
Probans (see hetu): 34, 118fn.30, 119-120,
124fn,7,238,385fn.22,431fn.5,442,481,485,487,
539fn.54,575,620fn.7,623fn.20,625,888,1024
Prohibition (see nisedha): 102, 127fn.l2,
467fn.4, 468fn.8, 469-470, 473, 477, 602fn.25,
603, 909,911, 930-931, 933,938, 957,970,999,
1049,1051,1055
Prohibitory injunction (see nisedha-valcya):
659-660,963
Proof, pariksa: 59
Prosody (see chandas): 529, 530fn.8
Prosperity (see abhyudaya): 712
PrthivI (Earth), apavada: 933
Pseudo-logic
(see
nySyabhasa
yuktyabhasa): 350,661fn.21

and

602fn.25,604-605,644,646,658,664,893,1039
Moksa: 303-304, 306,308-309
Purusa-tantra (agent dependent): 240, 242,
808, 881,1062
Purvadrsta (prior

cognition),

adhyasa

definition: 62,64-65
cause of adhyasa: 56
Ptirvakalpa: 545
Purvamlmamsa-bhasya: 125, 178, 232fn.77,
677fn.ll, 695-696,698,938,940,945-946,1034
Purvamimarhsa/Purvamlmarhsa-darsana: 31,
35, 125-126, 161-162, 168, 192-193, 194fn.l6,
200-201, 207, 215, 219-220, 225, 230, 233,
233fn.83, 259,355fn.51,361, 451-452, 559fn.2,
599,602,612, 614,616,626, 667,682,700,703,
743, 910, 917, 928, 939-941, 945,947, 949-953,
956, 958, 962, 963fn,10, 964, 965fn.25, 967,
972,978-979,1030-1031,1037-1039,1056
artha: 948-949
Astika-darsana: 28
Atman: 342,344-345
Bhasyakara: 30

Punya (merit): 489, 751,930
Carvaka-darsana: 29
Punya-karma (meritorious deed): 752
Purana (Legend): 29fn.2, 206, 529, 745, 931,

cause of brahma-jijnasa: 200

991,996
Srutyadayah: 453,460fn.24

importance in Vedanta: 220
Is vara: 346
mimarrisa: 362

Vidyasthana: 530
Puranuvakya: 213fn.38
Purnamasa-yaga: 213fn.36,214,222fn.55,224
Purnaprajna-bhasya: 32
Purnaprajnabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Purport (see tatparya): 53,141,143,157,162,

ni$edha: 966fn.l4
(see Purvairumamsa-sutra): 168
Sutrakara: 30
upakaraka: 194
upasana: 886

174, 218fn.48, 220, 227, 228fn.l34, 233-234,
262,307,363fn.l3,491,529,571,573,596,608609,612,614,623,624fn.22,625, 632-633,639641, 664,678,682,695,698,706,801,806, 866,
892,945-946,955,965fn.l3,1029,1060
liriga: 625fn.23

Vaidilca-darsana: 31
Purvamlmamsaka
(Ritualist)
Mimamsaka): 699

Upanisads: 591
Purta (charitable acts): 748, 750,751fn.47
Purusa: 388-389, 437, 444fn.7, 629, 632-633,
913,926

193,194fn.l5,195, 222,226-229, 275-276,311,
590,601-602, 605, 607fn.38,614, 695-699,740-

Brahman: 914
parinisthita-vastu: 912
Purusartha (human goal/purpose): 179,
216, 218, 225, 270fn.9, 303, 363, 458-459, 600,

commentators: 698fn.41
Purvapaksa (prima facie view): 178fn.22,
194fn.l7,561, 602, 685
adhikarana: 156

(see

Purvamlmamsa-sastra (see Purvamimamsasutra): 234fn.83
Purvamlmamsa-sutra: 125,171,179-181,184,

741, 743, 885, 945-948, 952, 957-958, 962-964,
967,972, 978,1029,1031,1034,1036fn.8,1038
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Janmadyadhikarana: 511

Pusan: 607-608

Jijnasa-adhikarana: 364
Samanvayadhikarana: 663,1059
Sastrayonitvadhikarana: 548, 574

Puskala-karana (unique cause): 245,248
Puskala-samagri (adequate prerequisite): 186
Qualified aspirant (see adhikarin): 157, 236,
252,262,376

Purvapaksin (opponent): 124, 146, 189, 200201, 208-212, 214, 222, 234, 237-238, 244-245,
247, 259-260, 282, 284, 287, 289-290, 293-294,
302-303, 306,316, 322-324, 327, 332, 336, 364,

anubandha-catustaya: 158fn.2
Questioning, atha: 167
Raga (likes): 444fn.7, 782fn.37

366, 380, 382, 385, 390,399,417,430-431, 433,
473-474, 480-482, 496, 513, 534, 544, 546-547,
549, 558,560, 566-567, 570, 576,588, 590, 595,
600, 604-605, 611, 614, 616-617, 622-623, 639642, 644, 649, 655, 659-662, 664, 683, 686-687,
696, 706-707, 711-712, 716, 717fn.l9, 720-721,
724, 726, 739, 740fh.l8, 743, 756-757, 760,

Raghuvamsa: 179fn.25
Rajju-sarpa-bhrama: 92
Ramakrsna: 77fn.l7
Ramanujacarya: 194fn.l7

762-763, 769-770, 791, 796-797, 799-806, 811,
815, 817, 838, 851, 859-861, 863, 878-879, 882,
889, 895, 899-900, 908-909, 911-912, 916-918,
924, 926, 929, 938, 951,953-954, 979-980, 990991, 993-994, 998-999, 1005,1007,1009, 1012,
1016-1017,1023, 1025,1028, 1031,1036, 1055,
1059-1060,1063,1066
adhikrta-adhikara-bhava: 217-218

Ramayana: 956
Ratnaprabha: 76, 95, 108fn.l7, 229fn.70,
234fn.83, 241, 270fn.9, 275, 309, 350fn.40,
358fn.l, 409, 410fn.9, 426, 457, 613fn,9,
686fn.20, 749fn.40, 750, 778fn.22, 909,
923fn.37, 1008fn.l2,1041fn.3,1042fn.ll, 1050
ahgata-bodhaka-pramana: 460fn.24
khyati-vada: 76

Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 32-33
number of sutras: 33
Ramaradri: 384fn.22

anubandha-catustaya: 158,313
atha: 176-177
brahma-jijnasa: 286

Ratri, Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
Ratri-satra: 704fn.52, 714
Ratri-satra-nyaya: 704, 714, 715fn.l4

cause of brahma-jijnasa: 185,188
commencement of Adhyasa-bhasya: 43
Ekasastratva-vada: 227
impossibility of brahma-jijnasa: 314
impossibility of sadhana-catustaya: 268,

Real and unreal (see sad-asat): 63
Realisation (see Moksa): 54, 64, 94,127,139MO, 143,159,174, 191,192fn.l0, 202, 204-205,
226, 248, 250-251, 253, 256-257, 263, 308-309,
330,358fn.l, 362,363fn.25, 367, 391,433, 435437, 441, 447, 453,456-459, 463, 499,505,511,
629-630, 641, 643-644, 647, 649fn.30, 650-652,

270fn.9
objectification of Brahman: 288,294fn.l
Reality: 60
seeming impossibility of adhyasa: 53,63,83
seeming purposeless of inquiry: 51-53
sesasesi-bhava: 214
upakaryopakaraka-bhava: 190-191,194,
200, 202-203
Vrttikara: 219, 700
Purvapara-paryalocanaya: 639
Purvaprakrtapeksa: 178fn,22,179-180,181fn.28
atha: 178,181-182,184
Purvavadanumana, syllogistic type: 486fn.5
Purvottara-mimamsavada-naksatramala: 194

658, 684-685, 769, 771, 772fn.9, 774-775, 784785, 802, 829, 834, 896, 901, 932, 980, 983,
984fn.7, 1000, 1011fn.l6, 1016, 1023, 10261028,1038,1044,1046,1048,1050fn.23,1054,
1058,1063-1065
destroys adhyasa: 43
purusartha: 302,304-308
Reality (see Satyam): 389fn.29,499
Realm of the Moon, Daksina-patha: 751fn.48
Reason (see hetu): 115-117,124
Reasoning (see Nyaya): 754, 755fn.58
Rebirth, Carvaka-darsana: 29
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Reflection (see manana): 54, 142, 191, 204,
220, 251, 259fn.35, 443, 459-460, 725, 10221023,1027,1047,1063,1066-1067

Buddhism: 353
Sankhya-darsana: 353
Sabda-pramana-tattvavidah: 626fn.27

Reiteration (see upanaya): 115,120
Restatement (see anuvada): 597

Sabda-sakti (see pada-sakti): 721
Sabda-vrtti (mental mode): 826
Sacrificial injunctions: 691fn.28

Rg-veda: 529-531, 534, 537-538, 540-541,
543fn.22, 548-549,551-552,562,565,606fn.36,
625, 774fn.l5, 865
Vidyasthana: 530
Rg-veda-bhasya: 605
Rjuprakasika: 9
Rope-snake superimposition: 92, 98-101,
142,160fn.5,367, 507, 523, 631, 645,647, 664,
720, 724, 795fn.20, 921-922, 930-932, 978-980,
1016,1060,1067
mukhya-adhyasa: 133
nirupacLhika-adhyasa: 81
svarupa-adhyasa: 136
Rsabhadeva: 30
Rtvik: 409
Rudras: 601
Devas: 746fn.33
Rules of Sacrificial Performance (see kalpa): 529
Rupa (form): 577,835

Sad (to destroy), Upanisads: 913
Sad-asat (real and unreal): 63
Sada-visuddha (ever pure). Brahman: 380
Sadbhavavikara (six modifications of being):
418,420
(see bhavavikara): 415£n.5,417
Sadhaka (seeker): 255,457,697, 703,1027
Sadhana (means): 28, 36
Brahman: 374
Sadhana (probans) (see hetu): 486fn.5
Sadhana (spiritual practice): 191, 250,275
Sadhana-adhyaya: 35-36, 141fn.l, 142, 226,
259,262-263,391
Sadhana-catustaya (fourfold means): 54,
144, 159, 219fn.50, 247-248, 254fn.l6, 256,
258-259,269, 272,307
anvaya-vyapti withbrahma-jijnasa: 264
atha: 295

limitation: 325
Rupalca-kalpana (allegory): 446-447

bahiranga-sadhana: 259fn.35
cause for brahma-jijnasa: 272fn.l4
cause of brahma-jijnasa: 220,248,251,260,

Sams5ritva: 126,149,855,984,989,1018,1019
Sabara-bhasya/Sabara-bhasya; 125,178fn.22,
275-276,356,453fn.l4,697-699
Sabara-svamin: 125, 161, 168-169, 171,
172fn.l3,178-180,181fn.28,184-185, 221,227,
232fn.77,234fn.83,275-276,311,451,677fn.ll,
682,695-698,940,941,945-946,973,1034
Purva-mimarhsa-darsana Bhasyakara: 30
Sabda (word): 1006-1007,1008fn.l2,1010-1011
Sabda-bodha (verbal cognition): 239, 434,
678,680,682,688,714,720,832,953,1024-1027
Parinisthita-vastu: 888
Sabda-jnana (verbal cognition): 688
loka-vyavahara: 1025
Sabdanubhava (see sabda-bodha): 682

264-265,268
caused by cittasuddhi and cittaikagrata:
259fn.35
existence after Moksa: 263
exposure during svadhyaya: 272
Mundaka-upanisad: 262
seeming impossibility: 270
vyatireka-vyapti with brahma-jijnasa: 264
Sadhana-navaka, refutation of: 258-259
Sadharana-karana (common cause): 186
Sadhya (probandum): 34, 118fn.l5, 238,
351fn.40, 431fn.5, 486fn.5, 487, 539fn.54,
564fn.l3, 575,620fn.7,622
loka-vyavahara: 1024
smoke-fire syllogism: 124fn.7,485
valid cognition: 888

Sabda-pramana (verbal authority): 328,
384fh.44, 401, 434, 462, 476, 488fn.l0, 489,
888-889, 1045,1065
adhyasa: 1012

Sadrsya (similarity): 53
Akhyati-vada: 71
till
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Anyatha-khyati: 74
nan: 965fn.l2

Saktivisistadvaita, other Vedantie schools: 33
Saktyadvaita, other Vedantie schools: 33
Sama (equal in all), Atman: 926

postulated cause of adhyasa: 56,83
Sadvidha-linga (six indicative grounds):
667, 695fn.37, 802,803fn.33

Sama (mind control): 254, 256, 259
siamadisatka-sampat: 253, 258, 261
Samabhivyahara (juxtaposed): 401

Upanisads: 664
Saguna (with attributes). Brahman: 316
Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes):
490, 496, 505, 540, 562, 565, 649, 664, 683-684,

Samabhivyaharavisesabalat (due to special
juxtaposition): 172fn.l3
Samadamadisadhana-sampat,
sadhanacatustaya (see samadisatka-sampat): 205

687, 794, 796, 798, 803
Maya: 544
Saguna-brahmopasaka: 749fn.40
Saguna-brahmopasana; 748,749fn.40

Samadhana (concentration): 254,256
samadisatka-sampat: 258
Samadhi, Astanga-yoga (see Mok§a): 263,346

Sagunarupa, Brahman: 322
Saguna-brahman: 320

Samadhipada, Yoga-sutra: 263
Samadisatka-sampat (sixfold wealth): 256,
258-259
caused by vairagya: 253,259fn.34
definition: 253

Saguna-vakya: 687
Sahacara (concomitance): 485
(see vyapti): 109
Sahacarya-niyama (invariable concomitance)
(see vyapti): 485

existence after Moksa: 264
Mundaka-upanisad: 261

Saivabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Saivavisistadvaita, other Vedantie schools: 33
Sajatiya-vastu (similar entities), laksana: 388

sadhana-catustaya: 251,257,272
seeming impossibility: 269
Samahara-dvandva, samasa: 397fn.7

Sakala-vedartha: 696
Sakalya-brahmana, Brhadaranyaka-upamsad:

Samahitah (see samadhana): 255
Samakhya (name), ahgata-bodhaka-pramana:
454fn.l7,456fn.l7
srutyadayah: 460fn.24
Samanadhikarana: 396

936
Sakalya-gotra: 936
Sakaryavidyanivrtti: 803
Sakhagre candrah, tatastha laksana: 378,388
Saksadanubhava (see Moksa): 477
dharma: 476
Saksatkara (direct cognition): 457
(see Moksa): 304,456, 459,463, 650,1026
Saksat-karana (direct cause): 94
Saksat-sadhana (direct means): 562

Samanadhikarana-sabda
(co-located
words): 801
Samanadhikaranya (appositional relation):
325,914
Samanadhikaranya-sambandha: 75,324

Saksibhasya (illuminated by the Witness):
89fn.l0
Saksin (Witness): 925
Atman: 926-927
Sakti (denotation): 681, 692
Saktibhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Sakti-graha (see pada-sakti): 680-681
Saktimattva
(capability),
adhikaritaratamya: 752
Saktitva (capability), adhikari-taratamya: 747

Samanadhikaranya-vyapadesa: 75
Samaniyata (co-extensive): 377fn.l0
Samanvaya (harmony): 237,624fn.45, 802
Samanvaya-adhyaya: 35,141fn.l, 155,262,626
Samanvayadhikarana: 36, 180fn.26, 181,
231fn.75, 583, 600fn.l5, 601fn.21, 611fn.6,
613fn.9,
642fn.l7,
643fn.l9,
644fn.21,
646fn.24,
648fn.26,
655fn.6,
658fn.28,
660fh,18,661,663,666-667,677,685,687fn.22,
695fn.37, 703fn.51, 711fn.5, 713fn.8, 714fn.9,
715fn.l4, 721fn.9, 726fn.6, 741fn.20, 742fn.22,
756fn.59,758,763fn.84,770fn.4,777,799fn.25,
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802, 803fn.35, 814, 822, 869fn.52, 899fn.23,
900fn.l2, 909fn.l2, 910fn.33, 915, 918fn.57,
920fn.33, 928fn.42, 929fn.43, 935fn.49, 938,
946-947,948fn.l4,951fn.l9,952fn.20,963fn.9,
965fn.l3, 972fn.23, 980, 983, 992fin.ll,
993fn.l2, 996, 1015fn,7, 1016fn.l7, 1024fn.8,
1025fn,9, 1028-1029, 1031, 1034, 1035fn.l2,
1036fn.6, 1045fn.l3, 1047fn.l8, 1053fn.28,
1055,1056fn.32,1058-1059,1064,1066
Samanvayadhikaranasara: 667,1066

Sampad-upasana

type of upasana: 792
Sampradana-karaka: 280fn.3, 641-642
Samsara (cycle of transmigration): 68, 126,
144-145,159, 202, 257fh.29, 308, 358fn.l, 447,
458-459, 476, 492, 645, 664, 684, 720, 742-743,
754, 805, 826, 901, 914, 979, 984, 1016, 10181019,1060,1067

Samanvayadhyaya: 141,225, 375,391, 404
Samanvaya-sutra: 101, 127, 180fn.27, 228,
229fn.69, 311, 588, 615, 617, 623, 663, 682,
685, 686fn.20, 741, 908,1029,1034-1036,1038,
1040,1044,1066
prathama-varnaka: 664
Samanvayat (because of the harmony):
623fn.41
Samanya-karana (common cause) (see
sadharana-karana): 186
Samanya-sabdabodha-samagri: 888
Samanya-sasthi: 283
Samanyatah (generic cognition), Akhyativada: 71

absence in Self: 322
caused by adhyasa: 139
dissolution at Realisation: 160
effect of adhyasa: 160
etymology: 913
illusory: 160
Jivanmukta: 989
Samsara-nivrtti: 52
Sarnsaravastha (transmigratory state): 855
Samsarga-adhyasa
(superimposition
of
contact): 136
Samsari
(transmigratory
individual):
355fn.255, 423-424,434, 924, 979,1016,1022
Atman: 344

Samanyato drstanumana: 487-488, 537fn.l3
syllogistic type: 486£n.5
Sama-parinama (similar modification): 761

avidya: 915
Samsarikajiva (see samsari): 355fn.51

Samasa (compound word): 125,395fn.2
Samasti (total): 831
Samavaya: 445fn.7
Samavayi-karana (inherent cause): 379,
878fn.24
Sama-veda: 543fn.22, 548, 552, 625
Vidyasthana: 530
Sambandha (connection): 144,157fn.2,316
anubandha-catustaya: 143,157-159, 313
Sambandha (relation): 679
Sambandha-samanya (relation in general):
280-281,294
Sambandhin (relata): 445fn.7
Sambhavana (postulation): 427
Samhita: 458fn.21, 881fn.30
Samhitapatha: 881fn.30
Sampad (assumption): 805
definition: 792

(assumptive

contemplation): 793-795, 798, 800, 803fn,33,
804-807,809-811, 839,1062

Sariisarika-sukha-duhkha: 983
Samsaya (doubt): 248,474,569fn.2,1008fn.l2
adhikarana: 156
definition: 336fn,4
Janmadyadhikarana: 511
Jijnasa-adhikarana: 364
Samanvayadhikarana: 663,1059
Sastrayonitvadhikarana: 548,574
Samskara (impression): 56,191,308-309,464,
475,651-653
Samskara (purification): 799,806,858
Samskara-upasana (purifying contemplation):
806-808
Darsapurnamasa-isti: 811
Samskara-karma/Samskara-kriya
(purificatoiy act/act of cleansing): 817, 859861, 864-865
Atman: 860
Samskarana (to purify): 879
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Sariiskarya (purified object): 865,1061

lsvara: 346
Sutrakara: 30

Atman: 919
Moksa: 915
phala: 852,868
Samskarya-karma (object of purificatory

Tarkika-darsana: 30
Sahkhya-karika: 30
Sahkhyan (Creationist): 353, 398, 444fn.7,
445fn.7,487,504, 759,854,1025
Atman: 345
lsvara: 354

act): 867-868
Moksa: 858
Samskrta (purified): 863
Samuha (conglomerate): 398
Samvarga (absorber), Visista-kriyayoga-

parinami-nitya: 761
Sankhyatattvakaumudi: 486fn.5
Sannidhana (potent presence): 997
Sannyasa (renunciation): 929,981

nimitta-upasana: 797
Sarhvarga-upasana: 811
Samvarga-vidya: 359fn.5
Samvatsara, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42

Sannyasa-asrama (renunciate life): 206
Sanskrit: 280fn.4,679
Sant Niscaladasa: 749fn.40

Samyavastha (equilibrium): 761
Samyoga (conjunction): 445fn.7
Sanatana-dharma: 1036
Sanatkumara: 257,499fn.l4,780-781

Santam (peace). Brahman: 1028
Santam, Jivanmukta: 990
Saptami-vibhakti, adhikarana-karaka: 280fn.3
Sarah (essence): 31fn.5

Saflcita (deed): 773
Sandhya, upasana: 743, 883
Sandhya-upasana: 190
Sahga (association): 110,364
Sangati (connectedness): 365,384fn.22,385

Saranagata santrana, datta: 751
Saravat (encompassing), sutra: 31,527
Sarga (creation): 552
Sarira (body): 108,782fn.36
Sarlraka (see Brahma-sutra): 33,425
Sarlralca-mimamsa (see Brahma-sutra): 141,

adhikarana: 156
Janmadyadhikarana: 512
Samanvayadhikarana: 664
Sastrayonitva-sutra: 575

143-144,155,181,226,229, 251, 359,816
Sariraka-sutra (see Brahma-sutra): 33,332,1034

types: 383
Sanghatartha (collective sense), mlmamsa:

Sarlra-sambandha: 993
Sarlratma-tadatmyadhyasa: 901

169,170fn.8
Sanka-pisacI

Sariratva (embodied state): 753,755
Sarva-anartha-hetu (cause of all evil): 131,

(fiendesh

doubt),

niratma-

vada: 922
Sankara-bhasya: 9, 69, 92,169,181, 241, 270,
277,359,415,500 fnl6,502, 748
Sankaracarya, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 32-33
number of sutras: 33
Vedanta-darsana Bhasyakara: 30
Sankarsakanda: 885
Sankarsa-sutra: 886
Sanlchya-darsana: 35, 55, 355fn.51, 402fn.22,
423fn.4,424,785,927-928,1056
Astika-darsana: 28
Atman: 344
Atmanatma-viveka: 1012
Bhasyakara: 30

145,149
adhyasa: 55,132
Sarva-anartha-hetuprahana: 140
Sarvabhavapatti: 775
Sarva-bhutastha (in all beings), Atman: 926
Sarvadarsana-sangraha: 349fn.37
Sarvajna (omniscient): 410-411,422,424,427,
531,535,537,715,794
Brahman: 551-552, 559, 576
lsvara: 347
Saguna-brahman: 322, 326, 381
Sarvajnakalpa (as if omniscient): 531, 535,
537,539fn.l8
Brahman: 549
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Veda: 552,576
Sarvajnatva (omniscience): 407,410fn.9,496,

639,683,685,686fn.20,836,899,928,1029
Sastrayonitvat, etymology: 526-527,529

524,539fn.l8,542-544,547,550, 621
Brahman: 546, 549, 558

Sastropadesa: 725
Sat (Real): 63,139
non-sublated: 64

Isvara: 833
Sarvasakti (omnipotent): 410-411, 422, 424,

Sat-Cid-Ananda: 506
Satkarana-vada: 508fn.29

427, 794
Sarvasaktiman (omnipotent): 322

Satkarya-vada, Sankhya-darsana: 854
Satra, definition: 704fn.52

Kvara: 347
Saguna-brahman: 326

Satta (existence): 923
adhisthana: 921

Sarvasalctimattva (omnipotence): 381, 407,
410fn.9,539fn.l8,542-544, 621

Satya (Real): 63, 684, 852,996
Atman: 249

Brahman: 546,558-559
Sarvatantra-siddhanta, adhyasa: 92
Adhyasa-bhasya: 55

ista: 750
Satyakama: 779
Satyam (Existence): 389fn.29, 438fn.ll, 504,

Anirvacaniya-khyati: 74,146
Sarva-tantra-svatantra: 785

510,513-514, 692,835
Brahman: 387
Nirguna-brahman: 324-325
Satyanrta-mithunlkarana (coupling of real

Sarvatma: 631
Sarvatmabhava: 774
Sarvavyavahara: 101

and unreal): 60, 63, 75,83,1008

Sarvesvaratva: 496
Sasana (command): 693
Sasariratva (embodied state): 742,1005,1061

Satyatva (reality): 63
Satyavatl: 29fn.2
Saunaka: 631

Jlvanmukta: 991
Sasa-srhga (hare's horn): 319

Saurya-yaga: 215
Sauryesti: 228fn.66

asat: 60
never manifest: 63

Sautrantika-darsana: 29
Buddhist school: 29
Nastika-darSana: 28

Sastra (Scripture): 28,392,461, 511, 525, 549,
558, 561, 563, 565-566, 569, 571-574, 588-589,

Savayava (having parts): 347,860
Savikalpalca (structured): 816

595, 614, 621, 642-643,660, 667,686, 688, 690,
693-696, 700-702, 712-713, 828, 852, 910, 952,
1010,1029,1034,1054,1059,1064,1066-1067

Savisaya (object): 816
Savisayaka-padartha: 282-283

Sastra-dipika: 77fn.l6
Sastra-pramana: 596

Savisesa (differentiated): 816,835
Savisesa-brahman (Brahman with attributes):

Sastra-sangati: 383,392,512
Sastrayoni: 561,947,1030,1059
Brahman: 1035
etymology: 563
Sastrayonitvadhikarana: 36, 517, 526,
529fn.3, 535fn.7, 542, 548-552, 562fn.9, 570572,573fn.21,574-576,616,622,664,666
Sastrayonitvadhikaranasara: 551
Sastrayonitva-sutra: 437-438, 442, 525,
529fn.3, 542-543, 551, 558-561, 564, 566-567,
571-573, 576, 588-589, 595, 621, 622fn.l6, 623,

511,522-524
Sayana: 605
Sayana-bhasya: 605fn.35,606fn.36,607fn.38
School of Indian philosophy (see darsana):
398,440
Science of Medicine (see Ayur-veda): 530
Science of Ritual (see Kalpa): 530fn.8
Science of Weapons (see Dhanur-veda): 530
Scripture (see Sruti): 53, 89, 101, 104, 116,
123, 126-128,162, 194, 202-203, 206-207, 209-
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211, 221fn.l04, 241, 245, 247, 252, 255, 260,
264,269,271,277,299,303,307,310,315,321,
323, 330, 336, 338, 344, 350fn.40, 351fn.40,
352, 362, 364, 381, 391, 398, 430-431, 434,
437-438, 441-446, 449-453, 454fn.l7, 457-459,
461-463, 466-467, 469, 476-477, 480, 488-489,
492fn.21,493,496,502,505,509,511,513,523,

83-84, 92, 795fn.20,921,1008
Akhyati-vada: 71
Anyatha-khyati: 73-74
demonstration of adhyasa definition: 62
lack of subject: 45
manifestness: 63
nirupadhika-adhyasa: 81,146
possibility: 44

525-527,529, 531, 534, 538, 540-542, 547, 552,
558, 561-563, 565-566, 569-570, 571fn.6, 572,
573fn.21, 574-577, 588-590, 592, 595-597, 602603, 614, 616, 620, 622-623, 625, 639fn.ll, 640,
655,660-662,664,683,686,690,691fn.28,693,
695, 697, 700,703fn.51, 712-713, 715-716, 725,
739, 743-748, 754,755fn.58, 756-758, 764, 769,
771, 777-778, 784, 794, 796, 804-805, 807, 815,
817, 820, 825-826, 829-831, 833-834, 836-839,
855fn.21, 859, 861,864-866, 879, 883,886-888,
890, 893-894, 900, 910, 912, 916-917, 919, 925,
929, 931, 938, 940, 945-948, 951-952, 954-955,
957, 964-965, 968-969, 970fn.21,972fn.43,978,
980, 983, 988, 992fn.ll, 999-1000, 1011fn.l6,
1015, 1022-1023, 1025, 1028fn.l2, 1029-1031,
1036, 1045, 1048-1049, 1051-1052, 1055-1059,
1061,1063-1065,1067
Seed-sprout analogy (see brjankura-nyaya): 57
Seeker of Liberation (see mumuksu): 308309, 613
Self-realisation (see Moksa): 10,101,259fn.35
Senses, dharmi-adhyasa: 132-134
Sesa (subsidiary): 212,214-215,284,613,1026
bhuta-vastu: 699
Brahman: 1031
Upanisads: 615
Sesasasthi: 284
Sesasasthl-samasa: 282
Sesasesi-bhava

(principal-subsidiary

relationship): 212,214-215,222-223,224fn.59,
226
Sesatvena (subservient): 687
Sesavadanumana, syllogistic type: 486fn.5
Sesaviniyogalaksana: 179
Sese (residuary sense), brahma-jijnasa: 281
SesX (principal): 212-215
vidhi: 1031
Shell-silver superimposition: 56, 64-65, 79,

svarupa-adhyasa: 136
Siddhanta (established view): 194fh.l7, 240,
348fn.32,350fn.40,546,560-561,575,588-589,
602, 615,623,711
adhikarana: 156
Janmadyadhikarana: 511
Jijnasa-adhikarana: 364
Samanvayadhikarana: 664,1060
Sastrayonitvadhikarana; 549,574
Siddhantacandrika: 77fn.l7
Siddhanta-sutra (see Purvamimamsa-sutra): 602
Siddhantin (exponent): 52,107,116,123,158,
177, 189-190, 194, 211, 227, 245, 247, 286-287,
289,293, 323,326,350fn.40, 366,496,513, 534,
545-546, 551, 577, 589, 616-617, 623, 649, 659,
661, 664, 685, 687, 693, 706, 711-713, 720, 724,
739, 742, 756-757, 770, 785, 792, 795-796, 798,
804, 815, 825, 840, 851, 860-861, 877-880, 890,
892, 911-912, 922, 934, 952, 954-955, 979, 984,
989,992,997,1005,1009,1016,1060,1062,1066
atha: 164,176
upasana: 716-717
Siddhapadasya sannidhih (proximity of a
well known word), upaya: 680
Siddha-vastu (existing entity): 473
(see bhuta-vastu): 614
Siksa (Phonetics), Vedahgas: 529,530fn.8
Simha-pratyaya (lion-notion): 1007
Similarity (see sadrsya): 45,53,56, 74,83
3ista (tradition): 450
Sisya (student): 529
Siva, upasana: 821
Six logical grounds (see sadvidhalihga): 686
Slokavartika: 125,178fn.22, 233fn.83
Smarana (recollection): 679
Akhyati-vada: 73fn.9
6masana (obsequies), kamya-karma: 529
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Smoke-fire syllogism: 118fn.l5, 189, 485,
564/620fn.7,657fn.8
Smrti (recollection): 34-35,456,459, 464
Akhyati-vada: 71
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
Smrti (Traditional Codes): 176,209,210fn.31,
211, 226,386,391, 450,452,459, 743-744, 746,
748,754,755fn.58,931,1017,1019
srutyadayah: 453, 460fn.24
Smrti-pramosa, Akhyati-vada: 72
Smrtiprasthana: 34
Smrtirupa (like a recollection), adhyasa
definition: 61-62, 64-65,131
Smrti-virodha: 35
Smrtyatmaka, Akhyati-vada: 72
Snake-slough example: 983fn.5,1017-1018
Jivanmukta: 990
Snana (ceremonial ablution): 970

vidhi: 1022-1023,1025-1026,1028fn.l2,1029
Sreyas (see Moksa): 202
Sribhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 32-33
Srfkantha, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 33
Srikarabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Srlpati, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 33
Srsti (creation): 381
Sruti (see Scripture): 34,89,135,190-192,200,
202, 209-210, 212, 270fn.9, 326, 350fn.40,361362, 400, 449-450, 452, 458-459, 548, 716fn.36,
744, 746, 748, 749fn.80, 754, 755fn.58, 756,
830, 893, 919-921, 924, 930, 933fn.48, 995,
1017,1019,1048,1057
angata-bodhaka-pramana: 454fn.l7
srutyadayah: 453,460fn.48
Sruti-pramana: 928
Sruti-prasthana: 34
Sruti-vakya: 743

Snataka: 970
Soma: 691fn.28
Jyotistoma: 606
Soma-yaga: 216-217,269,810

Srutyabhasa: 350fn.40, 351fn.40
Srutyadayah: 453,459fn.24,466, 480
Bhamatl: 453
definition: 458
Pur vamlmaihsa-d area na: 453

supposed permanence of result: 271
Sopadhika, Brahman: 320,322
Sopadhika-adhyasa (superimposition due
to adjuncts): 80-81,132,147

various interpretations: 460fn.24
SrutyanusarinI yukti: 220

Sopadhikarupa, Saguna-brahman: 320
Southern Path (see Daksina-patha): 748fn.38,

Stambhe cora-bhrama: 92
Stavaka (praise): 603
lihga: 626,802fn.30

751, 751fn.48
Space superimposition: 147
imperceptibility: 89

Sthana (place of occurrence), angatabodhaka-pramana: 454fn.l7,455fn,17
srutyadayah: 460fn.24

Sphatika (crystal), sopadhika-adhyasa: 80,901
Sraddha (faith): 255-256,409,462
samadisatka-sampat: 258
Srauta-sutra: 458fn.21,459,460fn.24,605fn.35
Sravana (listening): 54,142,191fn.8,206,220,
251,259fn.35,305fn.8,306,363fn.l3,447,457,
562,565,592,982,984,1016,1027,1048,1057,

Sthitaprajfia (see Jivanmukta): 264
Sthitaprajna-laksana: 264fn.43
Sthiti (sustenance): 381,399,402fn.21,415-416
bhavavikara: 414

1060,1063,1067
antaraiiga-sadhana: 36, 204, 263

Stuti (praise): 972
Subdivision (see pravibhaga): 629

Sthiti-karana, upadana-karana: 419-420
Sthula-prapanca (gross world): 818
Sthula-sarira (gross body): 758

anubhavadayah: 458fn.20,460fn.24
badhana: 1047

Subj'ect matter (see visaya): 157, 159, 170,
327, 364, 382, 480, 508, 511, 548, 574,1059

caused by mumuksutva: 257
pramana: 916
sadhana: 205

anubandha-catustaya: 158fn.2
Subject (see visaya): 44,156,663
Sublation (see badha): 810
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Subordinate (see ahga): 603-604,663
Subsidiary (see anga): 212, 454fn.34, 603,
608,612,615,622,639,656, 657fn.l2,664,687,
699, 701, 740in.l8, 799fn.26, 806, 811, 909,
911-912,916-917,938, 947,1023,1026,1029
Atman: 799
Brahman: 690
Sampad-upasana: 810

126fn.l0,128,131-133,135-136,138,145,149,
249, 322,366-367, 522,647,795fn.20,901,920,
935fn.50,1000,1011fn.l6,1044,1058
definition: 61
nirupadhika-adhyasa: 81
Suresvaracarya: 501fn.l7, 773fn.ll
Surya: 228fn.66

Upanisads; 613
Substratum (see adhisthana): 81, 84, 89, 9899, 101, 133, 475, 507, 509, 514, 792-794, 796,
798,830fn.33,921,935fn.50
Prabhakara-mlmaiiisa-darsana: 71
Suddha (pure): 867
Brahman: 363, 815
Nirguna-brahman: 320-321,325
Suddha-brahman: 830fn.33
Suddha-caitanya (pure Consciousness): 817,829
Brahman: 424
Suddhadvaita, other Vedantic schools: 33
Suguna-brahman: 509-510
Suka: 206: 445
Sukha (joy): 745
Sukha-prapti: 303

Sustenance (see sthiti): 399, 402fn.21, 415416,418, 620
Susupti (deep sleep state): 93
Sutra (aphorism): 30, 32fn.8
definition: 31, 527
etymology: 412
Sutrakara (composer of aphorisms): 30
(see Veda-vyasa): 31, 35-36, 142, 172, 174,
176-177, 262-263, 267, 270, 282, 296-297,
303, 310, 357-358, 359fn.5, 361, 383, 386,
390, 399fn.l3, 400, 402, 404, 438, 440-441,
443, 445, 481, 502, 508-509, 521-522, 525,
546-547, 551, 564, 569, 623, 694, 786,
1028fn,12, 1035-1036, 1038, 1040, 1064
Sutta-pitaka, Sautrantika-darsana: 29
Svabhava (nature), Nirguna-brahman: 326
Svabhava-prapta: 966-967
Svabhava-vada: 425-426

Sukha-sadhana: 303, 343
Suklapaksa, Uttara-patha: 750fn.42

Svabhavika-avastha
(natural
state):
759fn.46, 761-762
Svabhavika-sthiti (natural state): 757, 770

Sulcra (self-luminous): 867
Suksma-prapanca (subtle world): 818
Suksma-sarira (subtle body): 758, 759fn.46
Sukti-rajata-bhrama
(see
shell-silver
superimposition): 92
Summary sentence (see vastusangrahavakya): 110,117
Summum bonum (see Moksa): 36, 358fn.l
Sundara-pandya: 1046fn.l7
Sunya (void): 77, 341-342
Sunyata (voidness): 76
Sunya-vada: 30, 355fn.51
khyati-vada: 69
Sunya-vadin (Nihilist): 341

Svadhyaya (Vedic study): 200,201fn,12,202,
218fn.46,250,271,375,499
initial exposure to Vedanta: 321, 327,330
precedes brahma-jijnasa: 319
unnecessary for brahma-jijnasa: 265
Svadhyayadhyayana (see svadhyaya): 185,247
Svakapola-kalpita (personal construal),
Sruti: 895
SvalpSksara (minimal words), sutra: 527
Svami Vidyaranya: 349fn.37,366,551, 576
Svamin (master): 997
Svamya (owned objects): 133
adhyasa: 134
dharmi-adhyasa: 132

khyati-vada: 76-77
Superimposed (see adhyasta): 514,613fn.9
Superimposition (see adhyasa): 43-46,49-50,
55-56, 59-60, 62-63, 65-66, 68-69, 72-73,79-80,
85,89-90,92,94,97,99-100,108,114-116,120,

Svapnasimhavat: 1053
Svarga (heaven): 455fn.l7,489, 691,756
Svargakama (desire for heaven): 1060
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Svargaprapti (attainment of heaven): 218fn.46

Taittiriya-upanisad: 173, 175, 277fn.9, 307,
309-310,319,324,376, 380,387,389fn.59,398,

Svarthanumana (inference for oneself): 431fn.5
Svarupa (essential nature): 50,297,320,348,411
Svarupa-adhyasa
(superimposition
of

400,403, 412, 418, 434-435, 436fn.5, 438fn.ll,
443, 461, 481, 497-498, 499fn,13, 500-501,

nature): 136
Svarupa-laksana
(essential
definition):
379fn.l3,382,386-387,438,499,504,506,509,
511, 622, 834

502fn.20, 503,505-508,510, 564-565,572,621,
625, 634,649,689, 745, 747, 772-773,815, 820,
822, 835-836,933fn.48
Taittiriya-vartika: 501fn.l7

Brahman: 320,380,388-389,420,435,443,
499fn.l5,508,522,558
definition: 321fn.6

Tantravartika: 454fn.l7
Tapas (austerity): 501fn.l8,502,505
ista: 750
Tarka (logic): 30,360-361
(see yukti): 442, 449

Saguna-brahman: 508, 521
Svasthata (normal health): 865
Svasvamibhava-sambandha
(masterservant relationship): 997
Svatah-pramanya (self-validity): 314,660

Tarkapada: 185fn.5
Tarkasangraha:
34fn.9,

239fn.88,

379,

384fn.22,431fn.5
Tarkasangraha-dipika: 384fn,22

Svatah-pramanya-vadin: 661
Svatantra (independent): 411
Svatantra-upasana: 809
Svatantra-phala (independent result): 799

Tarlcika, Darsanas: 30
Tatamam; 629fn.31
Tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens):

Svatantra-sampad-upasana: 810,811
Svayam-prakaia (self-luminous): 44,83,828-829
Brahman: 815

378fn.l2,380-382,386-387,424,438fn.ll, 443,
461,511,621-622,834
Brahman: 321-322, 380,388-389,420,435,

Svetalcetu: 173
Svetasvatara-upanisad: 716, 867,926
Syllogism (see anumana): 34, 115, 351fn.40,
433, 442, 485fn.3, 486fn.5, 487fn.21, 490-491,
524fn.5, 525, 538, 539fn.l8, 577, 623fn.20,
657fn.8,661
Syllogistic proposition (see anumana): 34,
347,535,564
Syntactical relation (see ekavakyata): 454,612
Tadarthya (for the sake of that): 275frt.2
Tadatmya (identity): 952fn.20
Tadatmya-sambandha
relationship): 953
Tadbhinna-bhinnatva: 377fn.l0
Tadguna-saihvijfiana-bahuvrlhi,

(identity

samasa:

396,398,416
Taittiriya-aranyalca: 217,591,656fh.7,660,892
Taittiriya-bhasya: 349,501fn.l9

443,522,558
defintion: 321fn.6
Nirguna-brahman: 508
Tat-pada, Mahavakya: 143
Tat-padartha, Brahman. 328-329, 338, 375,
801, 914
Tat-padartha, isvara: 348, 352, 435, 828-829,
832, 83Sfn.24
Tatparya (purport): 53, 143, 221, 437, 497,
599,608,614,624fn.45,625,628, 632-633,639,
641,664,683, 685,695,703fn.51,801,806,833,
866,953
Agnihotra: 596
linga: 627, 630,802fn.30
Upanisads: 609
Tatparya-tika: 361fn.7
Tatpurusa compound: 46,564
brahma-jijnasa: 275-276

Taittiriya-brahmana: 179fn.25,598
Taittirlya-pratisakhya-sutra: 622

dharma-jijnasa: 275-276
samasa: 395-396

Taittirlya-samhita: 223fn.56, 430, 597, 601604,605fn.35,607fn.38,656,746,957,972fn.45

Sastrayonitvat: 526, 529
Tattva (real nature): 931
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Tattvabodha: 254frt.l6
Tattvadlpana: 9
ahgata-bodhaka-pramana: 460fn.24

Tvam-pada, Mahavakya: 143
Tvam-padartha, jlva: 329, 338, 346, 348, 352,
375,801,828-829, 832, 838fn.24,914
Udaharana (illustration): 385fn.22, 486fn.5,
538fn.l8

Tattvajnana (knowledge of truth): 783-784
Tat tvam asi: 102,143,190,191,230,236,238,
239, 241-243, 256, 307, 319, 328-330, 332,333,

epistemological behaviour-ignorance
syllogism: 117

336-338, 346-348, 350, 353-355, 375, 423, 434,
437,462,492 fn21,509,596,598,613,627,642-

ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 119-120
purvapaksin: 116

643,645,647,650,658,665,685,688, 689,691692,715,720,724,772,800,802,807,826,828830, 832-834, 836,838,840, 878,889, 890, 914,

smoke-fire syllogism: 115
superimposition-epistemological
behaviour syllogism: 116

925, 1012, 1016, 1022, 1024-1026, 1028, 1037,
1052,1054-1055,1057
Theistic
philosopher

(see

Udaharanam-anvayi (example-positive): 124
smoke-fire syllogism: 124fn.3

Astika-

Udaharanam-vyatireki (example-negative):
124
smoke-fire syllogism: 124fn.4

darsanakara): 982-983
Theory of error (see khyati-vada): 69, 70fn.5,
76-77
Therefore (see atah): 267-268, 270,272
Third case-ending: 403

Udasinata (indifference): 1064
Uddesa (enunciation of subject matter): 59,375
Brahman: 374
UdgXtha-upasana: 811
Karmahga-upasana: 810
Udyotakara: 361fn.7

Tika (gloss): 9
Time: 406, 423
Timira-dosa (cataract): 79
sopadhika-adhyasa: 81

Unattached (see asahga): 109
Upa, Upanisads: 913
Upabhrt (ladle): 208
Upacara (figurativeness): 53
Upadana (acquisition): 239fn.90
Upadana-karana (material cause): 404, 419-

Tippani (notes): 9
Tirthankaras: 30
Titiksa (forbearance): 254,256
samadisatka-sampat: 258
Tlvra-jijnasa: 54
Tivratama mumulcsa: 258
Tlvratama mumuksutva: 257

420,525,529,535,854
Upadesa (teaching): 234fn.83,241,452

Toya, Yoni: 563fn.ll
Traditional Code (see Smrti): 453, 459, 743745, 748, 753-754,755fn.58,900

Upadesa-vakya: 802, 804
Upadeya (objects to be sought): 600, 645-646,

Trailokya-sarira: 425
TriputI (threefold stratification): 817, 831832,834
Moksa: 896
samsara: 896
Trtiya-tatpurusa, samasa: 396
Trtiya-vibhakti, Karana-karaka: 280fn.3

891
Upadeya-purusartha: 600fn.l6
Upadhi (adjunct): 80-81,87-88,306fn.l2,322,
364,367,476
Saguna-brahman: 320
Upadhi (conditioning): 816,831,901,955,993

Truth (see Satyam): 221,501,513-514,785

definition: 955fn.25
Upahita (delimited): 424

Brahman: 387
Tryavayavam vakyam

Upakara: 214
Upakaraka (benefactor): 190,194, 214

syllogism): 115fn.l0
Tu (but): 620,622,686

(three-membered

Upakarana: 916
Upakarya (beneficiary): 190,194,214
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Upakaryopakaraka-bhava
(benefactorbeneficiary relationship): 190,192,200,203,212

pramana for Brahman: 375
pramanya: 664

Upakrama
(introductory
632fn.39, 702-703, 780
linga: 626,628,802fn.30
Upakramopasamharau: 703

Prasthana-traya: 34
purpose: 43

statement):

Sruti-prasthana: 34
subsidiary to karma-kanda: 595
tatparya: 143

linga: 626-627,630,664
Upalaksana (see tatastha-laksana): 378

upasana: 648

Upalaksana-vidhaya (implication): 92,542,546
Upalambhabhava (absence of cognition): 451fn.8
Upamana (analogy): 384fn.22, 401, 451, 453,
461,463,486fn.5,487fn.5,488fn.l0, 791
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
upaya: 680
Upamiti (analogical cognition): 384fn.22
anubhava: 456
Upamsu, Purnamasa-yaga: 213
Upanaya (reiteration): 538fn.l8, 539fn.36
ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 120

Upapada (juxtaposed words): 286
Upapatti (logical ground), linga: 626, 628,
630,633,802fn.30
Uparati (withdrawal): 254,256
samadisatka-sampat: 258,261
Upasaka (contemplator): 749fn.40
Upasamhara (concluding statement): 629,
632fn.39, 703, 780
linga: 626,628, 802fn.30
Upasana (contemplation): 190-191, 192fn.l0,
231, 359fn.5, 562, 592, 595, 600, 613fn.9, 614615,617,622,648-652,656,657fn.l2,664, 683685, 687-689, 693, 695, 701-702, 711-712, 715716, 748, 750, 754fn.54, 756-758,761, 763-764,

smoke-fire syllogism: 115
Upanayana rite: 206
adhyasa: 128
Upanaya-vakya (reiterative statement): 538
Upanisads: 31fn.5, 32fn.8, 35-36, 52-54, 89,
93-94, 125, 126fn.l0, 127, 139-143, 145, 149,
157-158,161,173,180,190,195, 202, 214,236,
249fn.4, 252, 300, 307, 314fn.5, 315, 319-320,
322-323, 326, 328-329, 332, 337-338, 348-349,
352,358fn.l, 362, 364, 367,376, 380, 387, 398399,419, 423, 435-437, 441, 445,477, 481-482,
490,505, 508,523,524fn.3,542, 543fn.22, 548,
552, 563, 574-575, 577, 590-592, 600, 605, 607,
608fn.40, 609, 611-612, 614, 617, 622-623,
624fn.22, 629, 639-642, 644,649-650, 652, 655,

770-771, 774, 793-795, 803, 805-806, 808, 811,
819-820, 822, 840, 852-854, 859, 879, 883, 887,
909,1029-1030,1037,1060-1062,1064,1066
bahiranga-sadhana: 36, 259fn.70
Brahman: 613-614, 707,1031
distinct from jnana: 885,888
impermanence of results: 839
inability to give Moksa: 142
Liberation: 891
Moksa: 785,856,868
types: 793, 798,803,809
Upasana-kanda: 565

657fn.l2,659,663-664, 667, 677,685-686,688689, 692-698, 700-702, 706-707, 711-713, 715,
717, 741, 756, 760fn.73, 774,795, 797-798,800,
803fn.33, 806, 815, 821, 826, 835, 837, 880,
887fn.37,896,900,908,910-912,914-917,924925, 927-928, 936-937, 945, 947, 954, 956, 979,
990, 999, 1011fn.l6, 1012, 1022, 1029-1030,

Upasana-kriya (contemplative activity): 799
Upasana-vidhi (injunction on contemplation)

1034-1036,1044,1059-1060,1063,1066-1067
apauruseya: 314
etymology: 913

Upastikriya-visaya: 830
Upasya (object of contemplation): 793,810,821
Upavarsa (see Vrttikara): 180, 677fn.ll, 851,

jnana-kanda: 31

(see pratipatti-vidhi): 180, 664, 687fn.22, 713714,775, 852,1059,1066
Upasthita, Akhyati-vada: 72fn.9
Upasti-kriya (act of contemplation): 837,
839, 881

854,908, 917,1034-1035
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Upavyakhyana (elucidation): 61

definition: 252
etymology: 252

Upaya (see pramana): 680
Upodghata, avantara-sangati: 384

existence after Moksa: 264
Mundaka-upanisad: 261
prequsite for brahma-jijnasa: 210
sadhana-catustaya: 205,248,251,264,272
seeming impossibility: 269
Vaisesika (Atomist): 344fn.24,355fn.51,463
Isvara: 346fn.28, 354
Moksa: 855

Upodghata-sahgati: 384fn.22
Utpadana (to produce): 879
Utpadana-kriya (act of producing): 817
Utpadya (producible object): 854, 865,1061
Atman: 919
Bhartrhari: 853
Moksa: 855, 915
phala: 852,868
Utpadyadi-caturvidha-vilaksana: 914
Utpadya-karman (product): 855

Vaisesika-darsana: 35,423fh.5,428, 785,928,

Moksa: 854,856
Utpatti-vidhi (originative injunction): 598
types of vidhi: 599
Utsarga (general rules): 468fn.l0, 469-470,
473,477
Uttara-mimariisa (see Vedanta-darsana):
125,126fn.l0,161,194fn.l6,964
(see Brahma-sutra): 155,180
Uttaramlmamsa-darsana
(see
Vedantadarsana): 30,31,34,361
Astika-darsana: 28

1056
Astika-darsana: 28
Atman: 342, 344-345
atmanatma-viveka: 1012
Bhasyakaxa: 30
Sutrakara: 30
Tarkika-darsana: 30
Vaisesika-sutra: 346fh.28
Vaisriava-yaga: 215
Vaisvanara: 455fn.l7
Vaisvanara-atmopasana: 142
Vai4vanara-istl: 409
Vaiyasika-nyayamala: 366, 513, 551, 576,

Uttaramlmamsa-sutra (see Brahma-sutra): 33
Uttarapada: 970fn.21
Uttara-patha (Northern path): 748,749fn,40,752
Uttarayana-kala: 750
Vacaspati-misra: 9, 65fn.l9, 69, 70fn.5, 74,
309-311,361fn.7,409, 424fn.9,486fn.5,538
Bhamatikara: 855
Vacyartha (direct meaning): 176,833
Vadato vyaghatah: 923
Vagindriya (organ of speech): 782fn.36,861
Vaibhasika-darsana: 29
Buddhist school: 29
Nastika-darsana: 28
Vaidika (Scriptural): 466,941
(see Purvamimamsa-darsana): 452
Vaidika-darsanas: 31
Vaidika-karma (Scriptural act): 140, 467,
806,864
Vairagya (dispassion): 220,249fn4,252fn.l2,260
cause of brahma-jijnasa: 265
caused by viveka: 249-250, 253,259fn.34

667,1066
Vak (speech): 852
Vakya (syntactical relation), angata-bodhakapramana: 454fn.l7
^l-utyadayah: 460fn.24
Vakyanvaya (syntactical relationship): 775
Vakyanvayadhikarana: 1028fn.l2
Vakyapadiya: 414
Vakyartha (sentence meaning): 338,375,407,
412,496,507, 679,953,971fn.21
upasana-vidhi: 890
Vakyarthabodha (verbal cognition): 953
Vakyartha-jiiana (knowledge of sentence
meaning): 329,680,682,688
VakyaSesa (remainder of sentence), upaya: 680
Validity (see pramanya): 604,908,957-958,1063
Vallabha, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 33
Vamadeva: 445, 629-630,774-777
Vanaprastha-asrama (hermit life): 206,209-210
Vandhya-putra (son of a barren woman):
342fn.l9,380,382
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beginninglessness: 101
Brahman: 277,573, 576
Isvara: 545
seeming invalidity: 127

Vama, adhyasa: 128
Vamaka (explanation): 529fn.3
Varnakantara (alternative interpretation):
686fn.20
Varsyayani: 417
Vartika: 9, 189 202fn.l7, 279fn.l, 301fn.l,
396,773fn.ll, 803fn.32,1041fn.l
anubhavadayah: 460fn,24
khyati-vada: 76
srutyadayah: 460fn.24

(see Sruti): 28
Vidyasthana: 530

,

Vedangas (limbs of Vedas): 319,351,530fn.8,
881fn.29
Vidyasthana: 530
Vedanta (see Upanisads): 10, 31fn.5, 43, 59,
93-94, 100, 124-126, 139-142, 149, 180, 189,
200, 202-203,214,219, 252,307,490,523, 575,

Vanina: 175fn.l7,436,498,500-502, 504-505
upasana; 886
Vasana (impression) (see samskara): 70fn.5

937-938, 999,1011fn.l6,1037

caused by adhyasa: 139
destruction at Moksa: 308
Ksanikavijnana-vada: 70

Vidyasthana: 530
visaya: 140
Vedanta-darsana: 31, 56, 124-125, 126fn.l0,

Vasat, upasana: 883, 886
Vasesika (Atomist): 428
Vasesika-sutra: 428

195, 200, 219, 227, 229, 251-252, 313, 319,
361-362, 382, 435, 440-442, 446, 449, 477, 480,
501fn.l7, 509fn.32, 524, 547, 572, 651, 667,

Vastu (existing entity): 478
limitation: 325

678, 700, 784, 939, 947, 964, 1010fn.l5, 10381039,1058
anumana: 443

Vastusangraha-vakya (summary statement):
110,117,294,299,327,683,739-740,827,912,924
Vastu-tantra

(dependent

on

Bhasyakara: 30
(see Brahma-sutra): 155,193,332,359,574,

existent

827,1037
exposure during svadhyaya: 327

entities): 240,242, 881
Brahman: 808
Vasudeva Brahmendra Saraswathi: 749fn.40

Sutrakara: 30
upakarya: 194

Vasus, Devas: 746fn.33
Vata, bodily humour: 864,865fn.41

Vaidika-dar§ana: 31

Vatsyayana: 92,110,119,486fn.5,661

views of other Bhasyakaras: 32
Vedantakalpataru: 795fn.20,966
Vedantakalpataruparimala: 415
Vedanta-mimamsa (see jhana-kanda): 161

Nyaya-darsana Bhasyakara: 30
Vayavya-yaga: 215
Vayavyesti: 228fn.66
Vayu (Wind): 228fn.66,423,603,972fn.22
apavada: 933
ViSista-kriyayoga-nimitta-upasana: 797

(see Vedanta-darsana): 362
Vedantamlmamsa-sastra
(see

Veda: 31, 35, 104, 107, 123, 125, 128fn.l2,
185-186, 209, 215, 227, 228fn.l34, 233-234,
290, 319, 342, 351, 353-354, 363, 406, 468fn.7,
499, 531, 534-535, 540, 544, 548-549, 551-552,
561fn.l2, 563, 590, 592, 602, 616, 691, 695,
697,699,701,704fn.52,763,836,861-862,892,
910-911,915, 925, 945-946, 950, 970, 973, 999,
1010fn.l5
apauruseya: 123,148

Brahma-

sutra): 33
Vedanta-paribhasa: 387,955fn.25
V edantaparij atasaurabha,
Brahma-sutra
Bhasya: 33
Vedanta-sastra (see Brahma-sutra): 161
(see Vedanta-darsana): 659
Vedanta-sutra (see Brahma-sutra): 33
Vedanta-vakya-samanvaya: 1058
Vedantin (Non-dualist): 83, 92,123,189fn.5,
427,429,431,435,444,446, 506, 589-592, 595-
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596, 605,607-608, 612, 617,642, 657, 659, 664,
683,754fn.54,758,860,899-900,909,939,946
947, 954, 967, 1029-1031,1034
sabda-pramana: 354
vrtti-vyapti: 827fn.l0
Vedapathasala (Vedic school): 540,545
Vedapramanya: 451
Vedartha: 697

Vidhi-chaya (seeming injunction): 758, 770,
1028,1062
Vidhi-kriya: 798
Vidhisamsparsamantarena: 677
Vidhi-sesataya: 1030
Vidhi-vakya (injunctive statement):, 597,
603, 612,645,649fn.30,656,658-659, 664,681,
691fn.28, 694fn.33, 699-701, 704fn.52, 889,
916,972

Veda-vyasa: 155, 386
importance: 29fn.2
repugnance for Carvaka-darsana: 29
Vedanta-darsana Sutrakara: 30
Yoga-darsana Bhasyakara: 30
Venusangharsottha-davanalavat: 1057
Verbal authority (see sabda-pramana): 401,
434,462,488fn.l0
Verba] cognition (see sabdabodha): 678,680,
714, 720, 832
Verbal testimony (see Sabda-pramana):
239fn.90, 626fn.27, 888-889

sesl: 615
Vidhi-visaya (injunction of action): 687
Vidhivisayakaryanvite saktih: 690
Vidhvamsi (destructible): 380
Vidhyanvite padasaktivada: 681,911,919
Vidi-kriya (act of knowing): 817-819,837,839
Vidikriya-visaya: 830

Vibhu (all-pervasive): 992

Vidita (object of knowledge): 818fn.8
Vidvadanubhuti (experience of the wise): 457
anubhavadayah: 460fn.24
Vidvan, etymology: 773fn.l2
Vidvattosini: 486fn.5

Atman: 344-345
Vibhuparimana (all-pervasive); 344fn.23

Vidvattva (knowledge), adhikari-taratamya:
747, 752

Vicara (inquiry) (see mimamsa): 158fn.2,
310,319,321, 328, 367, 500,696fn.40

Vidya (knowledge): 93, 99-100,123-124,127,
147-148,436,502
adhikarin: 128fn.l2
destroys avidya: 100
negates adhyasa: 97
Vidyasthana (branch of knowledge): 530-531

Vicarasagara: 749fn.40
Vidagdha: 936-937
Videha-mukti (Liberation after life): 36,627,651
Vidharaka (witholding), nisedha; 966fn,14
Vidharaka-prayatna (effort to withhold):
966,1064
nisedha: 966fn.28
Vidhi (injunction): 126, 238-240, 242,
454fn.l7, 467fn.4, 468fn,7, 469-470, 473, 477,
597,599, 602-605,607,608fn.40,612,616, 639,
644,648, 656-657, 660, 663, 694fn.33, 701-702,
704fn.52, 742, 754, 758, 770, 795, 799fn.26,
807-808,878,930,933, 938-939,957, 970fn.21,
971fn.21,1030,1044,1051
Mahavakya: 890
Moksa: 1055
pramanya: 658
principal to Upanisads: 596
Vedic teaching: 101
vrddha-vyavahara: 912

Vidyut, Uttara-patha: 750fn42
Vigalitasamasta-prapancatva: 140
Vigraha-vakya (compound word dissolution):
120,125,280fh.2, 281, 293, 297,359
brahma-jijnasa: 295
gaunamithya: 1041fn.4
Sastrayonitvat: 526
Vihita (prescribed act): 744, 747,1051
Vijatiya-vastu (disimilar entities), laksana: 388
Vijnana (cognition): 340,341fn.l5
Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fn.l9
Vijnana (faculty of knowledge), Taittiriyaupanisad: 501,503
Vijnanabhiksu, Brahmasutra-bhasyakara: 33
Vijnanamrtabhasya, Brahma-sutra Bhasya: 33
Vijnana-vada (see Ksamkavijnana-vada): 355fn.51
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Visaya (subject), adhikarana: 156
Samanvayadhikarana: 663

Buddhist school: 855
khyati-vada: 69,146
Vijnana-vadin: 70fn.5,341fn.l5
Buddhists: 340
khyati-vada (see Ksanikavijnana-vada): 69
Vikalpa (option): 467fn.4, 468fn.9, 469-470,
473, 477,971fn.21
Vikarya (modifiable object): 865,1061

Visaya (subject matter): 59,140,143-144,158,
315-316,382,390, 480
anubandha-catustaya: 143,157,158fn.2,
159,313
Janmadyadhikarana: 511
Jijnasa-adhikarana: 364
requisite for desire: 170
Samanvayadhikarana: 1059
sambandha: 144
Sastrayonitvadhikarana: 548

Atman: 919
Bhartrhari; 853
Moksa: 915
phala: 852, 868
Vikarya-karman (modification): 855
Mok?a: 854, 856
Vikrti (modification): 276
Viksepa-sakti (projecting function): 95
Vina£a (death), bhavavikara (see laya): 415fn.5
Vinaya-pitaka, Yogacara-darsana: 29
Viniyoga-vidhi: 599fn.l2

Sastrayonitva-sutra: 574
Visaya-caitanya
(content-consciousness):
816-817
Visayakara-vrtti, vrtti-vyapti: 827
Visayavacchinna-caitanya: 816
Visaya-vakya: 300,508,565

types of vidhi: 599
Viparinama (transformation/modification),
bhavavikara: 415,415fn.5,416,418
Viparita-bhavana: 1063, 1067
Viparitadharmatva-kalpana: 73
Viparita-khyati (see Anyatha-khyati): 146
Viparitakhyati-vadin (see Naiyayika): 73

definition: 955fn.25
Visistadvaita-darsana,
other
Vedantic
schools: 32-33
Visistadvaitin (Qualified non-dualist): 402fn,22
Visista-kriya (specific activity): 797-798

Vipralipsa (deception), defects of human

Visista-kriyayoga-nimitta-upasana: 796,803,
805-807, 810-811,1062
Sampad-upasana: 811

texts: 314fn.4
Vipratipatti (opposing view): 336
Virat (see Prajapati): 746
Taittiriya-upanisad: 501fn.l9
Virocana: 499fh.l4
Virodha (inconsistency): 35
Virodha (opposition), nan: 965fn.l2
Virodhin (counter correlate): 98fn.9,742
Virodhi-pratiyogin (counter correlate): 783
Visama-parinama (dissimilar modification): 761

not-Self: 45
vrtti-vyapti: 827

Akhyati-vada: 71
Visesa-karana (unique cause): 186, 201, 206207
Vi£esana (qualification): 377fn.l0

Viparyasa (erroneous cognition): 248
Viparyaya (error): 475,1008fn.l2
Viparyayajnanam (contrary cognition): 92

Visarana (to destroy), Upardsads: 913
Visaya (object): 99, 597,711
(see laksya): 522

Visayin (subject): 44-46
Visesa-dharma (special nature): 338

Svatantra-upasana: 809
Visi^u: 424
upasana: 821
Visnupurana, Vidyasthana: 530
Vistara: 704fn.52
Visvanatha: 680
Visvanatha Pancanana Bhattacarya: 384fn.22
Visvatomukha (multiple valid meanings),
sutra: 31,527
Visvedeva:

691fn.28,

751fn.46,

795fn.l8,810
Sampad-upasana: 793
upasana: 791
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794fn.l3,

Brahmasutracatuhsutn-sankarabhasyam

901, 907, 909-912, 920fn.33, 928-929, 938-940,

Viiustha-gunayoga-mmitta: 810
Vivadadhikarana: 337fn.6,338, 352
definition: 337

945-948, 951-953, 962-963, 973, 979-981, 988994,997,1015,1022-1023,1025,1028,1030-1031,
1034,1035fn.4,1036-1040,1059-1060,1066
Advaitacarya-ekadeslya: 683
Bhedabheda-vada: 857
biography: 1034

Vivadaspada: 337
Vivarana: 175fn.l8, 300,311, 360
Vivarana school: 65fn.l9, 373, 830fn.33
Brahmakara-vrtti: 829fn.33
Vivarana-kara (see Prakasatman): 176,310

brahma-jijnasa: 281
dharma: 697
Ekasastratva-vada: 181

Vivarana-vada: 363fn.l3
Advaitic school: 363
Vivarta-upadana-karana: 509
Vivarta-vada (illusion theory): 508fn.29,931932
Viveka (discrimination): 249fn.4, 250, 252-

identity: 180,677fn.ll, 851,854,908
injunction: 756
jijnasa: 696fn.40
Liberation: 891
Moksa: 688

253,259fn.34
cause of brahma-jijnasa: 265
definition: 248
Mundaka-upanisad: 261

nitya-vastu: 760
non-dualism: 684
pratipatti: 689
Purvamimamsa-darsana: 917

sadhana-catustaya: 248,251,264
seeming impossibility: 269
Viveka-agraha
Akhyati-vada: 71-72

Purvamlmamsa-sutra: 698
theory: 678, 682, 684
upasana: 690-691, 693-694, 696, 699, 703,
707, 711,713,715-717, 770,1029

(non-discrimination),

cause of adhyasa: 45,50
postulated cause of adhyasa: 56,83

virddha-vyavahara: 680-681
Vrtti-vyapti: 828

Vivekacudamani: 254fn.l6
Vivekakhyaii (see khyati-vada): 72

applicable to Brahman: 829
Brahman: 830fn.33

Vivrti (explanation), upaya: 680
Vrata (vow): 970,971fn.21

Vyabhicara-dosa (defect of inconstancy):
116,123,148

Vrddha (elder person): 681
Vrddha-vyavahara (commands of elders):
681-682, 690, 711, 717, 721,912,918
upaya: 680
Vrddhi (growth), bhavavikara: 415fn.5,416,418
Vrtti (gloss/commentary): 180,189,281fn.6,1034
Vrttikara: 677fn.ll
Vrtti (mental modification) (see antahkaranavrtti): 816,819
Vrtti-jnana (empirical knowledge): 816-817,
819,826,838
Vrttikara, 194-195, 221-222, 282, 302, 677-678,
685, 686fn.20, 687, 690, 692, 695, 700-701, 706,
713, 720-721, 724-726, 739, 740fn.l8, 741-743,
756-757, 762-763, 769, 771, 784-785, 791-792,
794, 797, 799fn.25, 802-804, 810, 815, 817, 838840, 851-855, 859, 877-879, 882, 889-890, 899,

Vyakarana (Grammar): 319,529
upaya: 680
Vedangas: 530fn.8
Vyakarana-mahabhasya: 417, 878, 880
Vyapaka (pervader): 124fn.4,657fn.l7
vidhi: 657
Vyapara (effort): 232, 235-236
Vyaptatamam: 629fn.31
Vyapti (concomitance): 385fn.22, 431fn.5,
504fn.23,539fn.l8, 575,656
Vyapti (invariable concomitance): 109, 117,
189, 238,250
ignorance-worldly activity syllogism: 119
smoke-fire syllogism: 124fn.7,485
Vyapti-jnana (knowledge of invariable
concomitance): 826
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loka-vyavahara: 1024
valid cognition: 888
vyapti: 115
Vyapya (pervaded object): 124fn.4, 657fn.17
pramanya: 657
Vyasa (see Veda-vyasa): 537-538
Vyasa-bhasya: 167
Vyasti (individual): 831
Vyatireka (absence): 109,116
Vyatireka-sahacara: 109
Vyatireka-vyabhicara: 203

Vyavaharika-drsti (empirical standpoint):
522, 816
Vyavaharika-pramanya (empirical validity):
101
Vyavaharika-sat
(empirical
reality):
355fn.l02,561fn.6,931-932
Vyavartaka (distinguishing entity): 377fn.l0
Vyavartaka-laksana: 424,438fn.ll
Witness (see Saksin): 925,927, 935
Yadrccha (chance): 406
Yaga (sacrifice): 458fn.21, 663, 761, 879,
site),

Sampad-

upasana: 793
Yajamana (sacrificer): 409,999,1005
Sampad-upasana; 794
Yajna (sacrifice): 800

Yajfiavalkyasmrti, Vidyasthana: 530
Yajur-veda; 543fn.22,548, 552, 634
Vidyasthana: 530
Yajya-puranuvakye: 213fn.38
Yama: 358
Yaska: 414,415fn.5,416-417, 881fn.29

Vyatireka-vyapti (concomitance of negatives);
264-265,535
Vyavahara (empirical): 681,720
Vyavahara (usage): 49
Vyavahara (worldly activity): 285-286
Vyavahara-laksana (empirical definition):
605fn.31
Vyavaharika (see empirical): 104, 387, 462

972fn.21,1060
Yagabhumi (sacrificial

Yajnavalkya: 773, 929-930,936-937
Sampad-upasana: 793
Yajnavalkya-kanda,
Brhadaranyakaupanisad: 936

Yatah (whence): 403,407,442
derivation: 403
Taittiriya-upanisad: 412, 434-435, 438
Yathartha-jnana (valid cognition): 101, 889
Yogacara (see Ksanikavijnana-vada): 29,855
absolute reality: 341
Buddhist school: 29,340
Nastika-darSana: 28
Yoga-darsana: 55,348,355fn,51,424,785,927
Astika-darsana: 28
Atman: 344
atmanatma-viveka: 1012
Bhasyakara: 30
Isvara: 346
Sutrakara: 30
Tarkika-darsaira: 30
Yoga-sutra: 168,263
Yoga-tattvavai4aradi: 424fn.9
Yogyata (compatibility): 953
Yoni, etymology: 563
various meanings: 563fn.ll
Yukti (logic): 89,203,350fn.40,427,442,1019
Yukti-virodha: 36
Yuktyabhasa (pseudo-logic): 221, 350fn.40,
351fn.40

